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Art. I .—On the Position of Women in the East, in Olden

Time. By Edward Thomas, F.B.S.

I HAVE lately been occupied witb tbe examination of tbe

legends stamped on a series of leaden coins recently

discovered at Kolhapur. These legends are found to illus-

trate, in a curious manner, the local custom of the children

being designated after and identified by the name of the

mother, and reproduce the dominant idea of recording the

Metronymic to the subordination or exclusion of tbe Patro-

njunic of the race or family.

We were already in possession of vague notices of such a

custom in the metronymics occurring amid the Inscriptions

in the Bock-cut Caves of Kasik, and the corresponding coins

now repeat the identical names of Ydsithi (Vashti) and

Gaiitami, and contribute a third example in the maternal

designation of Maddr'i : together with, in each numismatic

instance, an undefined reference to a tribal or sept community,

we may suppose of a ^'((asi-hereditary character.

Before describing the coins, or illustrating at large the

various Indian forms of marriage and inheritance, or refer-

ring to the extraneous examples of self-government in that

land, I propose to trace the parallel instances of female

ascendancy which we find to have obtained and survived

among the traditions of other countries of the Old World.
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2 WOMEN IN THE EAST IN OLDEN TIME.

In the first place I may frankly say that I am disposed to

attach much credit to the statement of Epiphanius as to the

extended prevalence, if not next to the universality of

Scythism, “its heresy,” and its concomitant manners and cus-

toms, before it was superseded by Aryanism, whether Greek

or Persian. The passage I refer to is, in purport, as follows :

“The first is Barbarism,' which prevailed without a rival from

the clays of Adam
“ The second is Scythism {^Kv6iafjuo<s), which prevailed from the

days of Hoah and thence downwards to the building of the Tower

and Babylon, and for a few years subsequent to that time, that is,

to the days of Phalec and Ragau. But the nations which incline

upon the borders of Europe continued addicted to the Scythic

heresy and the customs of the Scythians to the age of Thera, and

afterwards
;
of this sect also were the Thracians.

“ The third is Hellenism, which originated in the days of Seruch

with the introduction of idolatry ; and as men had hitherto followed

each some demonolatrous superstition of his own, they were now
reduced to a more established form of polity and to the rites and

ceremonies of idols The Egyptians, and Babylonians, and

Phrygians, and Phoenicians were the first propagators of this super-

stition of making images, and of the mysteries.”—Epiphanius,

Cory’s Fragments, p. 53.“

The predominance of the Scythic element among the races

of the ancient world receives important confirmation from

the lights of modern science. Professor Huxley, in his bold

Map of the “ distribution of the principal modifications of

Mankind,” covers nearly three-fourths of the world, now

above water, with his three tj^es of Mongoloids.^ We need

1 Cory inserts a query “ Patriarchism ?
”

^ I must premise that in this Essay, in all cases embodying matters that concern

an Indian reading public, simple translations in English have been preferred to

the original Greek and Latin texts
;
where critically necessary, the latter will be

exceptionally admitted into the context or reproduced at large in the footnotes
;

and, further, I may add that many notes and' references, which would he freely

understood and taken for granted by classical scholars, are intentionally quoted

in full terms, where available, in simple Engli.sh versions.
3 “ An enormous area, which lies mainly to the east of a line drawn from Lapland

to Siam, is peopled, for the most part, by men who are short and squat, with the

skin of ayeUow-brown colour
;
the eyes and hair black, and the latter straight, coarse

and scanty on the body and face, but long on the scalp. They are strongly hrachy-

cephalic, the skull being usually devoid of prominent brow-ridges, while the nose

is flat and small, and the eyes are oblique.”—Journ. Ethnolog. Soc. 1869-70,
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not follow out the larger details of his scheme
;
hut in regard

to the touching points and intersective dovetailing of the

Mongoloids and the Melanochroi and Xanthrocliroi, his illus-

trations are suggestive in the extreme.^

Sir Henry Rawlinson’s researches in this direction, based

upon his independent examination of the ancient Cuneiform

inscriptions, are embodied in his article in the Journal of the

Royal Asiatic Society, Yol. XY. o.s. pp. 215-260, and largely

support such a view of the important part j^layed by Scyth-

ism, or its sjmonym Turanism, in ancient days, which I

shall have to refer to more at large under the Persian

division of these notes.

Chaldea.

Recent cuneiform discoveries have definitively established

the priority, in point of time, of the Turanian races in the

valley of the Tigris and Euphrates, who had achieved no

inconsiderable degree of culture, including an original

system of picture or ideographic writing, before they were

interfered with by other sections of the four nations. The
so-called “cradle of the human race” was, in efiect, a

focus of international civilization, peopled, in the first

instance, by the Turanian branches of Akkad and Sumer.^

' The Xanthrochroic type (No. 6) is defined as, “a third and extremely rvell-

defined tj-pe of mankind is exhibited by the greater part of the population of

Centi-al Europe. These are the Xanthrochroi, or ‘fair whites.’ ... On the
south and west this type comes into contact and mixes with the ‘Melanochroi,’
or ‘ dark whites,’ while on the north and east it becomes mingled with the people
of the Mongoloid type.”—p. 408.

* La ville de Suse, situee sur le fleuve Enlaens . . . fut dej a, vers la fin du
3me millenium avant j.c., la capitals d’un royaume puissant et le siege d’une
djTiastie touranienne qui, en 2283 avant j.c., conquit Babylone et regna sur la

Chaldee pendant 224 ans. Le pays dont elle etait la viUe principale, etait
nomme Elam par les Semites, Uvaza ou Khuz par les Aryens, et Nime par le

peuple de Sumer; U. s’appelait Kussi “ Les Kosseens.”— J. Oppert, First Con-
gress of Orientalists, p. 179.

See also Etudes Cuneiformes. M. F. Lenormant. Journal Asiatique, 1877 pp
42, 23.5 et uq.

From this it will be clear that to speak of an Assyrian or even a Chald«an
Empire is altogether erroneous. Assyrian and Babylonian civilization was Tura-
nian, and had its source in the highlands of Ei[am.~Eharris-Kurra “ the
mountain of the East,” whence the Accadai or “highlanders” had descended
and to which their ritual always looked back.—A. H. Sayce, Zeitsch. Egyp. 1870,
p. 151. See also Mr. Sayce’s articles. Transactions of the Society of Biblical
Archaeology, vol, iii. p. 465.
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The position of women of rank in Chaldoea must be

assumed indirectly from the traditional equality and ulti-

mate supremacy, in certain cases, conceded to the female

deities in the Pantheon of the land, under the succeeding

dynasties of the second and third Monarchies. Canon Raw-
linson’s enumeration of the members of the local Pantheon

is as follows

:

“At the head of the Pantheon stands a god, II or Ra, of whom
but little is known. Rext to him is a Triad, Ana, Bil or Belus,

and Uea or Soa. . . . Each of these is accompanied by a female

principle or wife. . . . Then follows a further Triad. . . . The

members of this Triad are again accompanied by female powers

or wives. . . . Jhirhi (the Moon), by a goddess whose name is

wholly uncertain, but whose common title is the great lady.”

—

Eawlinson, The First Monarchy (Chaldaea), vol. i. p. 141.

Beltis .... is far more than the mere female power of Bel-

Nimrod, being in fact a separate and very important deity. Her

common title is “the Great goddess.” Her favourite title was

“the Mother of the Gods,” . . . the “Dea Syria” worshipped

at Hierapolis under the Aryan appellation of Mabog {ma-haga).

In the Assyrian Pantheon, Beltis, “the great mother,” the

feminine counterpart of Bel, ranked in Assyria next to “ the

(great) Triad,” and was “ regarded as the queen of fertility,”

etc.'—The Third Monarchy, vol. ii. p. 246.

In referring to the status of women, in this part of the

old world, I must not omit to notice that, in some form or

1 “ The decipherment of the cuneiform inscriptions has brought out one very

prominent fact with regard to Babylonian Semitic culture—namely, the great

extent to which the Semitic rulers of the land were indebted to their predecessors,

the non- Semitic Akkadians, for their mythology, arts and sciences. One of the

most marked characteristics of that complex group of nations denominated Tura-

nian, and. in fact, the one common factor, is the belief in magic in its various

forms. The belief in good and evil luck attached to certain days or certain

localities is found in almost every branch. The Chinese superstition of ftmg

shui—i.e. ‘wind and water’—influences a great deal of the daily life of the

native of the Celestial Empire. Similar beliefs are current among all the branches

of the vast Tartar race. Among the Turks it has been to some extent influenced

by the creed of Islam. In Babylonia, under the non-Semitic Akkadian rule, the

dominant creed was the feti-sh worship, with all its ritual of magic and witchcraft

;

and when the Semites conquered the country, the old learning of the land became

the property of the priests and astrologers, and the Akkadian language the Latin

of the empire. This being the case, it is not astonishing that we And the greater

portion of this tablet written in the Akkadian, not only in ideographic groups,

hut in full phonetic form in many cases.”—Mr. St. C. Boscawen, The Academy,

Nov. 17, 1877. See also M. F. Lenormant, The Academy, July 20, 1878, p. 65,

and Mr. Boscawen’s further reply.
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other, they were thus early in possession of a language

of their own. The following passage is taken from a review

of F. Delitzsch’s late work, which appeared in the Academy

of May 11, 1878 :

“Another interesting fact disclosed by the syllabaries is the

existence of a woman’s language among the Accadians. Certain

words, we are told, were peculiar to the women and not used by

the men. This was also the case among the Caribs, where

women were usually stolen from an alien tribe
;

so, too, the

pronunciation of the women in Greenland is said to differ from

that of the men, and the Basque verb has special forms for

addressing a woman. Even in this country we are familiar

with the language of the nursery. It is evident, however, that

the existence of a woman’s language points to a want of intercourse

between husband and wife, and may indicate, as among the Caribs,

a difference of race. We know from other documents that the

mother in Accad occupied the chief place in the family, in contrast

to the later Semitic usage which regarded the women as inferior

to the men.”

With reference to questions that will have to he considered

in future sections of this paper, I cite, in its appropriate

place, the late Mr. Gr. Smith’s observations on the succession

of Turanian brothers in olden times

:

“The law of succession to the crown was the same in Elam as

the old Turkish law, that is, on the death of a king his brother

succeeded in preference to his sons, and these latter had to wait

until after the death of their uncles. Umman-aldas I. had left

sons, but they were passed over in favour of JJrtahi, brother of

Umman-aldas. Urtaki also left sons, but these were passed over

in favour of Teummand' — G. Smith, “Assyria, from the Monu-

ments,” p. 154.

Egypt.

I need scarcely enlarge upon the ascertained position of

women in Egypt, from the first recognition of the right of

females to reign, under Binothris of the Second Dynasty of

Thinite kings ^—proceeding onwards to their title to admis-

sion into the ranks of the Priesthood under Kephren—but

* G. WilkinsoE, vol. ii. p. 26. Birch, Egj-pt from the Monuments, p. 27.
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we can now quote from autlientic Hierogljq)luc Monuments
of about 1600 b.c. tbe example of Hasbeps, the sister, wife

and co-ordinate ruler witb ber brother Thothmes II., who, on

his death, assumed effective sovereignty, and designated her-

self, on the pedestals of the triumphal obelisks at Karnak,
“ the pure gold of monarchs.” At a later period she asso-

ciated herself with Thothmes III., but takes precedence of

him upon the monuments.^

The power, relative rank, and peculiar fraternal relations

of the Arsenoes and Cleopatras of the age of the Ptolemies

are sufficiently expatiated upon by later classical writers,^

the details of which are further confirmed by the extant

hieroghqDhic and Greek inscriptions which have recently

been fully deciphered.^

Herodotus has also told us ^ of the business-like aptitude

of the females, and the subordination in some respects of the

males
;
and some very curious and valuable documents, bearing

on the customs of marriages in Egypt, have lately been in-

terpreted by M. Eug. Hevillout (in the Journal Asiatique of

Aout-Septembre, 1877).^ These documents, translated from

1 Birch, pp. 83-5. Wilkinson (vol. ii. p. 52) notices that “ her dress is that

of a king.”
2 Diod. Sic. i. 2 : “It is a custom among them, that they honour a queen,

and allow her more power and authority thau a king, and in their contracts of

marriage authority is given to the wife over her husband.”- Booth’s translation.

The following recent writers on the subject may also be consulted:—
S. Sharpe, “History of Egypt,” 1852, vol. i. p. 18, vol. ii. p. 1. W. Adam,
“ Cansanguinity in Marriage,” Fortnightly Review, 1865, Xovember 1st and
15th. A. H. Huth, “ Marriage of Xear Kin,” London, 1875, pp. 9-13. See

also an admirable series of papers on the Coins of the Ptolemies, by Mr. E. S.

Poole, in the Xumismatie Chronicle, vol. iv. n.s. 1864, and vol. v. 1865.

^ BatriAfus nT0X€/ua<05 nroAe/iolou ifol ’Aptrivd?)!, deHv 'AdeKipwo, Kal ^acrlXiffca

BepevtKTi Tj aSe\(pr] Kai ywy avTOv, rh TCfievos ’Ocrtpei. “ Le roi Ptolemee, fils de

Ptolemee et d’Arsinoe, dieux freres, et la reine Berenice, sa soeur et sa femme,
(out eleve) ce temple a Osiris.”—Letronne, Insc. de I’Egypte, p. 2.

Hecherches sur le Calendrier Macedonien en Egypte, etc., par Eobiou, p. 17,

Memoires, p. D. S. a I’Acaddmie, tom. ix. 1878: L’an xxiv. . .
“ Le roi de la

haute et basse Egypte, fils de dieux Epiphanes, Ch^ri de Ptah, fils du soleil,

Ptolemee [Ptolis) vivant a toujours. Cheri de Ptah, avec sa soeur, epouse Ammo-
nienne princesse dame de deux regions Cl^opatre [Kleoptra).” See p. 37,

for corresponding Hierogh'phs. * ii. 35.
* “ Translation of an Egvptian Contract of Marriage,” by Eugene Eevillout.

This interesting contract of marriage is written in the demotic character upon
a small sheet of papyrus. Xo. 2432, Cat. Eg^-ptien, Musee du Louvre. It is

dated in the month of Xoidx, year 33 of Ptolemy Philadelphus, and the contract-

ing parties are Patma, son of Pchelkhons, and the lady, Ta-outem, the daughter

of Eehu. The terms of the deed are extremely singular as to the amount of

dowry required on both sides, together with the clauses providing for repudiation.
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early papyri, all tend to show the independence, and, in so

far, supremacy of the weaker sex, that the female is always

the conciliated party—her rights being recognized in “ pin-

money and pocket-money
;

” but more important still, the

first-born of all these marriages past, present, or conditional

take rank by the female side, as inheritor of the father’s and,

in certain cases, of even ancestral goods. But the essential

matter took the form (in the words of the translator) of

“ Ton fils aine, mon fils aine, sera I’heritier de tons mes biens

presents et a venir. Je fetahlirai commefemme.” The trans-

lator sammarizes the tenor of the five contracts he is able to

cite as : i. Vacceptation pour femme
;

ii. le don nuptial
;

iii.

la pension annuelle promise a la femme pour tous les ans,

mais tout particulierement pour la premiere annee
;

iv. la

declaration que le fils aine des deux epoux sera I’heritier de

tous les biens du mari
;
with subordinate details under clauses

V. vi. vii. viii.

The important ethnical question of the distribution of the

nations in the Mediterranean basin has also been largely

illustrated by the later decipherments of Egyptologists—

a

single passage from which seems to claim a notice in this

place :

“ Les ancetres des Sardes, des Sicules, des Etrusques, des Grecs

memes, sous le nom d’Acheens qu’ils portent communement dans

Homere, des Lyciens, qui tiennent dans I’lliade une place excep-

tionnelle parmi les allies de Priam, figurent, dans le recit de cette

invasion, avec les peuples de I’Afrique septentrionale M. Chabas

reconnait aussi, dans les textes du nouvel empire, les Teucriens ou

Troyens, les Dardaniens, qu’Homere aussi en distingue, les Mysiens,

les Meoniens, et parmi les peuples europeens, les Dauniens et les

Osques, qui se sont repandus en Italie.”—Kapport, Oriental Con-

gress of Paris, 1873, p. 17.^

After the actual dowry is recited, the rights of the children which may hereafter come
from the marriage, as weU as the payment of the mother’s pin-money, are secured hy
the following clause :

“ Thy pocket money for one year is besides thy toilet money
which I give thee each year, and it is thy right to exact the payment of thy
toilet money, and thy pocket money, w'hich are to be placed to my account, which
I give thee. Thy eldest son, my eldest son, shall be the heir of all my property,
present and future. I will establish thee as wife.”— Society of Biblical Ai'chaeo-

logy, Academy, April 13th, 1878.
‘ See also Dr. Birch, “ Egypt from the Monuments,” p. 130, under the reign

of Menephtah, the Pharaoh of the Exodus.
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Lycia.

Sock-cut Lycian Tomb at Antiphellus (Fergusson, p. 226), with a Lycian and
Latin inscription, from Forbes and Spratt’s ''•Lycia ” (vol. i. p. 72), Texier, PI. cc.,

vol. iii. This tomb is supposed to be of archaic execution—and obviously reproduces

wooden ideals. Ft has been at a later period annexed by a Roman matron,for her own
purposes, who stiperimposes, in an unusual position, her Latin claims as claudia
REGELIA HERENNIA PRIMIOENI SORORISVAE PIETATIS ET MEMORIA CAVSA,
while ignoring, in anything but a pious spirit, the Lycian tenants of the earlier

inhumation. The Lycian inscriptions, as far as they have been deciphered, seem to

have nothing in common with the Roman period.

The earliest mention of a similar condition of society, in

regard to women’s rights, to that palgeographically extant

in India, occurs in Herodotus, who thus describes, with

due expression of astonishment, the custom prevailing in

Lycia

:
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“ Their customs are partly Cretan partly Carian. They have,

however, one singular custom in which they differ from every other

nation in the world. They take the mother’s and not the father’s

name. Ask a Lycian who he is, and he answers hy giving his own
name, that of his mother, and so on in the female line. Moreover,

if a free woman marry a man who is a slave, their children are full

citizens
;
hut if a free man marry a foreign woman, or live with a

concubine, even though he he the first person in the State, the

children forfeit all the rights of citizenship.”—Herodotus, i. 173;

Eawlinson’s Yersion, vol. i. p. 309.

MocJc-cut Lycian Tomb at Antiphellus {Fergimon, HiHory of Architecture, vol. i.

p. 221), from the original drawing in Texier’s “ Asie Mineure,” Plate cci. vol. iii.

This tomb exhibits an advance upon the normal wooden forms, in the Ionic elements

introduced into the more obviously original architectural design represented in

Cut No. 1.‘

I interrupt the continuity of the illustration of descent by

the female Kne, in order to exhibit in its proper antiquarian

place a cognate normal custom of Lycia, which is intimately

' The only remaining important architectural group in Asia Minor is that of

Lycia. . . . Interesting though they certainly are, they are extremely dishearten-

ing to any one looking for earher remains in this land, inasmuch as all of them,
and more especially the older ones, indicate distinctly a rvooden origin, more
strongly perhaps than any architectural remains in the Western world. The
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associated with the continuous and, so to say, essentially

modern practice among the Rajputs in India. Herodotus

observes

:

“ When Harpagus, after these successes, led his forces into the

Xanthian plain, the Lycians of Xanthus went out to meet him in

the field
;
though hut a small band against a numerous host, they

engaged in battle, and performed many glorious exploits. Over-

powered at last, and forced within their walls, they collected into

the citadel their wives and children, all their treasures, and their

slaves
;
and having so done, fired the building and burnt it to the

ground. After this, they bound themselves together by dreadful

oaths, and sallying forth against the enemy, died sword in hand,

not one escaping.”—Herodotus, i. 176; Eawlinson, vol. i. p. 312.

Other ancient authors illustrate and confirm the existence

of this usage as typical and hereditary in Xanthus, and as

having excited Greek and Roman admiration for the third

time at the capture of the city by Brutus.^

The Indian counterpart practice in hopeless sieges is too

well understood and established in the annals of the land

to require much commentary from the local point of view,

but the illustrative example I have selected, in this instance.

oldest of them cannot well be carried farther hack than the Persian conquest of

Cyrus and Harpagus. In other words, it seems perfectly evident that up to that

period the Lycians used only wood in their buildings, and that it was only at that

time, and probably from the Greeks and Egyptians, that they, like the Persians

themselves, first learnt to substitute for their trail and perishable structures others

of a more durable material.— Fergusson, Hist. Arch. vol. i. p. 224.

* 6/c yap TovTov Ka\ ol iirix^dpioi Ta AoiTra iBtKovral avyKarivp'paav, Kal

aW^Kovs ol Tr\flous ayexpvaayro.— Dio Cass. xlvii. sect. 34. Appian de Pell.

Civ. iv. 80. 'S.avdiot piy 81; rplroy xnrh (r<puy aiiTwy airiiWvyTo, i\ev8epias ouyeKa.

— Plutarch in Brutus, sec. x.\xi. Langliorne’s translation runs as follows;

“ But the Lycians were seized with an incredible despair, a kind of frenzy,

which can no otherwise he described than by calling it a passionate desire of

death. Women and children, freemen and slaves, people of all ages and conditions,

strove to repulse the soldiers as they came to their assistance from the walls.

With their own hands they collected wood and reeds, and all manner of com-
bustibles, to spread the fire over the city', and encouraged its progress by every

means in their power Eegardless of his (Brutus’) entreaties, they

sought by every means in their power to put an end to their lives. Men, women,
and even children, with hideous cries, leaped into the flames. Some threw them-
selves headlong from the walls, and others fell upon the swords of their parents,

opening their breasts, and begging to be slain.”

Monumental evidence of the fighting power of the Lycian women seems to he

afforded by the sculpture on the Tomb in the British Museum, where one of the

three combatants, fighting iu rank, foot to foot, is clearly intended to represent a

female.
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is again taken from tke narrative of a conquering adversary,

whose successes in the far East had as yet presented him
with no similar experience of heroic or wilful self-extermi-

nation.

The capture of Chanderi by the Emperor Babar is thus

told in his Memoirs :

“The reason for this desperate sally from their works was, that,

on giving up the place for lost, they had put to death the whole of

their wives and women, and having resolved to perish, had stripped

themselves naked, in which condition they had rushed out to the

fight
;
and engaging with ungovernable desperation, drove our

people along the ramparts.”—Memoirs of Babar, Erskine, p. 377.^

I pass by for the moment other indications of similarities

and identities, which, perhaps, are not so definite and strik-

ing
;
such as the system of elective government so marked in

the Lycian policy among the Western nations—apparently

extending to the old Etruscan cities—which finds counter-

parts in so many instances in India, the classical evidence

of which I designedly place upon record under its proper

Lycian head

:

“ There are three-and-twenty cities in this [Lycian] body, which

have votes. They assemble from each city at a general congress,

and select what city they please for their place of meeting. Each

of the largest cities commands three votes, those of intermediate

importance two, and the rest one vote. They contribute in the

same proportion to taxes and other public charges At the

congress a Lyciarch is first elected, then the other officers of the

body It was the fortune of these people, who lived imder

such an excellent government, to retain their liberty under the

Romans, and the laws and institutions of their ancestors.”—Strabo,

xiv. ciii. 3. 4.

I likewise reserve any examination of the tendency to

utilize Isature’s rocks in the form of tombs or temples, of

1 Col. Tod naturally supplies numerous instances of Jauhar, or “ immolation of

females,” from the annals of the Eajputs.—vol. i. p. 265. 13,000 females uere
sacrificed at Cheetore, on its capture by Buhadar Shah of Guzerat.—p. 311.

At. vol. ii. p. 251 he explains the Sohag

;

the Sohagun is one who becomes Sati

previous to her lord’s death.

Elliot’s Historians. Jauhar (the Hindu practice), vol. iv. pp. 277, 534 ;
vol.

V. pp. 173, 328, 565 ;
vol. vi. p. 121 ;

vol. vii. p. 50.
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which examples extend, even to the coincidence of wooden

forms, from Etruria to the western coast of India. But I

wish to connect so much of effective Scythism with Lycia

and the proximate province of Caria,^ as extends to the

leading position assigned to the typical Scythian weapon the

Sagara, or double-faced axe, on the buildings, and as the

normal coin emblem of Mylasa.^ The recurrence of the same

national weapon amid the discoveries at Mycaene,® in the

records of the Oxford Marbles,^ at Pterium in Cappadocia,

and in other parts of Asia Minor,^ amid the avowed sculp-

tures of the Sacae, sufficiently determines its symbolic

mission and representative import.

This national symbol reappears on the currencies of

Maussollus and his successors, now sanctified with the

associate worship of Zeus Labrandenus.^

Caria.

Caria—seated on a promontory or elbow of land, which

geographically commanded the sea-way of the growing inter-

' Herodotus’ account of the ethnography of the Carians is as follows :
“ This

then is the account the Cretans give of the Carians ; the Carians themselves,

however, do not admit its correctness ; but consider themselves to be aboriginal

inhabitants of the continent, and always to have gone under the same name as

they now do. And in testimony of this, they show an ancient temple of Jupiter

Carius at Mylasa, which the Mysians and Lydians share, as kinsmen of the

Carians, . . but none who are of a different nation, though of the same language
with the Carians, are allowed to share it (172). The Caunians, in my
opinion, are aboriginals, though they say they are from Crete . . . (173). The
Lycians were originally sprung from Crete, for in ancient time Crete was entirely

in the possession of Barbarians.”— Herodotus i. sec. 171, etc.

* “ I mentioned in my former journal a fine arched gateway, which was still

remaining ;....! have sketched the outer side, showing on the keystone the

sacrificial axe, [the Sagara], This emblem I have seen on four different key-

stones, built into various walls in the town, showing that it mnst have been very

commonly used in the architecture of the city. ... I have obtained coins of the

ancient city, with the same emblem upon them.”—Fellows’ Discoveries in Lycia

(roy. 8vo. 1861), p. 75.
3 Schliemann, pp. 218, 353-354.
^ Part ii. p. 11. See also Homer, Od. v. 220.
* Texier, Asie Mineure, vol. i. p. 220, pi. 76.

® Leake, Numismata Hellen., p. 64 : Maussollus. Ob. Head of Apollo.

Rev. MATSSnAAO. Jupiter Labrandenus in his right hand the Kafipvs of

bipennis, or double axe. Idrieus same type lAPUnS. Fixodarus same t)"pe

niHnAAPoT. See also L. MiiUer, Numismatique d’Alexandre le Grand (1855),

p. 254 et seq.
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commuiiicatioii of the eastern shores of the Mediterranean

—

inhabited by a hiKngual people, participating, alike, in the

more matured knowledge of the East, and ever ready to

associate itself with the advancing progress of the Greeks,

ihercenary, yet heroic—was obviously destined to play an

important role in the development of the Aryan nationalities,

which by degrees established themselves, within its influence,

to the Westward. Hence its traditions and more defined

history have peculiar claim upon the consideration of those

who seek to trace the growth and sectional spread of the

intruding races in the midland sea.

But of more immediate interest in the present inquiry

is the leading position occupied by no less than three

Queens in the limited historical lists of the Carian Djmasts.

We are told of the deeds of the first Artemisia, when

Queen Regnant, at the battle of Salamis,^ which induced

Xerxes to exclaim, “ My men have become women, my
women men

;

” ^ while the Greeks, on their part, were

astonished and naturally indignant at being defeated by a

woman, and ofiiered fabulous rewards for her ultimate capture.®

Scarcely less celebrated was the second Artemisia, the

sister, wife, and successor of MaussoUus, who added to her

triumphs in war, an immortality in the arts of peace, in the

erection of one of the seven wonders of the ancient world

—

the celebrated tomb of her husband at Halicarnassus.

And lastly, Ada, who obtained the kingdom on the death

of her brother and husband Hidrieus.^

1 “ Of the other captains I make no mention, as I deem it unnecessary, except of

Artemisia, whom I most admire, as having, though a woman, joined this expedi-

tion (of Xerxes) against Greece
;
who, her husband being dead, herself holding

the sovereignty while her son was under age, joined the expedition from a feeling

of courage and manly .spirit, though there was no necessity for her doing so. Her
name was Artemisia, daughter of Lygdamis, and by birth she was of Halicar-

nassus on her father’s side, and on her mother’s a Cretan.”—Herodotus vii. 99.

See also viii. 67-9 and 87.
* Herod, viii. 88.

^ 93. “And besides, a reward of 10,000 drachmas was offered to whoever
should take her alive, for they (the Athenians) considered it a great indignity that

a woman should make war against Athens.”—Also 101-3, 107.

94. “ The Athenians say that Adimantus, the Corinthian admiral, being dis-

mayed and excessively friglitened, hoisted sail and fled.”
* “ Hecatomnus, who was then king of the Carians, had three sons, MaussoUus,

Hidrieus, and Pixodarus, and two daughters. MaussoUus, the eldest son, married
Artemisia, the eldest daughter; Hidrieus, the second son, married Ada, the other
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In this case vre may trace the growing Greek prejudice

against the rule of females, in the successful effort of her

younger brother Pixodarus to supersede her in her effective

government. She seems, however, to have been largely sup-

ported by the traditional national opinion, as she was able to

retain the fortress of Alinda, till Alexander the Great re-

instated her as Queen of Caria
;

she, on her part, adopting

him as a son, which perhaps conveyed a larger meaning in

a local sense than we should attribute to it in the present day.

It has been the modern custom to infer, somewhat loosely,

that all females represented in Greek art as armed or in

a fighting attitude—with the single exception of obvious

Minervas—ought to be classed as Amazons.

This idea is susceptible of some modification.

In the special instance of the Tomb of Maussollus, with

which we are more directly concerned, we find that the

building was surmounted by the statue of Maussollus him-

self in the full dignity of his quadriga, and it is natural

to conclude that the side and subordinate decorations should

bear some reference to the ancestral triumphs of the D^masts

of Caria, or to the comparatively living glories of the later

rulers of the race, represented by the second Artemisia. We
have the testimony of inscriptions to the fact that she ac-

cepted statues during the lifetime of her husband,' and that

sister. Maussollus came to the throne, and dying without children, left the king-

dom to his wife. . . . Hidrieus succeeded her; he died a natural death, and was
succeeded by his wife Ada. . . . But Ada, the daughter of Hecatomuus, whom
Pixodarus ejected, entreated Alexander, and endeavoured to prevail upon him to

reinstate her in her kingdom. . . . She promised (in return) her assistance in

reducing to obedience the parts of the country which had revolted ; for the

persons who were in possession of them were her relations and subjects. She
also delivered up Alinda, where she herself resided. Alexander granted her

request and proclaimed her queen.”—Strabo xiv. ii. 17.

Arrian (i. 25) says “it had been an ancient custom among Asiatics ever since

the time oi Semiramis, that the widow should reign after her husband’s decease.”

—Eooke’s translation.

“ Ada, whom he (Alexander) called his mother, and had made Queen of Caria.”

—Langhorne. Plutarch, in Vit. Alex.
1 “ In an inscription found at Erythra; in Ionia, by M. Lehas, the people of

that city decree that IMaussollus shall be their proxenor, granting him the right of

citizenship, and other privileges attached to the proxenia. They further declare

him to be their benefactor, and in gratitude for the services he has rendered, decree

th.at his statue, in bronze, shall be placed in their Agora, and a statue of Arte-

misia, in marble, in the temple of -Athene ; also that a cromi of gold of the value

of 50 darics shall be presented to Maussollus, and one of the value of 30 darics to
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in her independent widowhood she fought and conquered,

and set up typical groups in which her own person formed

the leading representative.^

In the case of the Mausoleum, Mr. Newton’s discoveries

have proved that on the north side of the tomb there was

found a colossal seated female figure, corresponding, we may
suppose, to the displaced male figure lying on the east.

This could scarcely have been intended for any one but

Artemisia herself. So, also, the so-called equestrian Amazon,
“ whose costume resembles that of the Persians on the

temple of the Wingless Victory at Athens,” ^ is less

likely to have been the embodiment of one of the mystic

creations of the Greek poets—a quasi-Cossack female, or

nominal Amazon—than one of the combative queens of

the race so distinguished for the fighting powder of its

weaker sex.

But besides this, we have to inquire what evidence there

is of the very existence of Amazons.

Homer only alludes to them, in general terms, as “ man-

opposing Amazons,” avTiaveipai (II. iii. 189),

Artemisia. In this inscription he is honoured with the title of king (Bao-iAeos).”

—Newton, vol. i. p. 45.

In reference to the questions of self-government, adverted to above, I continue

my quotations from Mr. Newton’s work :
“ Three interesting decrees of the city

of Mylasa, which have been discovered on that site, throw some light on the in-

ternal administration of Mausolus. From these documents, of which the respective

dates are the 39th year of the reign of Artaxerxes Mnemnn, b.c. 367 ; the 45th
year of the same reign, b.c. 361 ;

and the 5th year of the reign of Artaxerxes
Ochus, B.c. 355, we learn that, up to the latest of these dates, Mausolus ruled in

Caria with the title of Satrap.”—Newton, Halicarnassus, vol. ii. p. 42.

In No. I. we find details of “ the capital condemnation of Ara'fssis is by virtue

of a warrant from the king, the confiscation of the conspirator’s property being
decreed by the city of Mylasa, by vote of the ecclesia, ratified by the tribes, in

accordance with the laws of the state.”—p. 43.

' Itaque post mortem Mausoli, Artemisia uxore ejus regnante, Ehodii indig-

nantes, mulierem imperare civitatibus Carise totius, armata classe profecti sunt, ut
id regnum occuparent . . .

Tunc Artemisia Rbodo capta, principibus occisis, trophaeum in ui-be Ehodo
suae victoriae constituit, aeneasque duas statuas fecit, unam Ehodiorum civitatis,

alteram su® imaginis
;

et ita figuravit Ehodiorum civitati stigmata imponentem.
—Vitruvius ii. viii. (vol. i. p. 185).

Pausanias seems to have confounded the second Artemisia with the earlier

heroine of Salamis :
“ There is a statue too, in the same place (in the Persian

porch at Sparta), of Artemisia, the daughter of Lygdamis, Queen of Halicarnassus.
They report that she voluntarily assisted Xerxes against the Greeks, and behaved
very valiantly at Salamis.”—Pausanias, book iii. Laconics, cap. xi. Translation,

J. T. Taylor, London, 1824.
* Vaux, “ Greek Cities of Asia Minor” (1877), p. 70.
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and, in reference to the fabulous trials of Bellerophon, under

the same designation (vi. 186), without describing them

further.

Herodotus is more specific, and represents them as clothed

like and indistinguishable from men, except in the absence

of beards, so that their sex was only discovered on the

stripping the bodies of the slain.^

He mentions, also, that “ the Scythians call the Amazons

Aiorimta, and this name, in the Grecian language, means

man-slayers, for they call Aior a man, and to kill.”

Strabo discredits the whole of the series of stories regard-

ing the Amazons, and while reproducing the old tales in

portions of his work, evidently looks upon them as simply

mvthical (xi. v. 3, etc.).^ In efiect, to constitute a conven-

tional nation of Amazons, it seems merely to have been

necessary that they should be led, commanded by, or ^vvaiico-

KpaToyfievot, “ ruled over by women.”

To complete these casual references to the race of women

who conceived and achieved the completion of one of the

world’s highest art monuments, we must not omit to follow

the primary motive in the Scythic devotion to the graves of

their ancestors.

It was their leading idea, put into the concrete by

Herodotus, in the terms—“We have no cities nor culti-

vated lands, for which we are under any apprehension. . . .

Yet . . . we have the sepulchres of our ancestors : come,

and find these, and attempt to disturb them, then you

will know whether we will fight for our sepulchres or

not” (iv. 127).

Was not therefore this technic triumph of combined Greek

art with traditions of earthen tumuli and corresponding

Egyptian pyramids, the simple, though perfected, outcome

of the normal ideas of a nomad race ?

1 Herodotus iv. 110. 117: “We also performed a valiant exploit against the

Amazons, -who once made an irruption into Attica from the river Thermodon

;

and in the Trojan war were inferior to none.”—ix. 27.

2 He mentions casually in book xi. cap. v. sec. 1, that the so-called Amazons

are supposed to employ the javelin, bow, and “saffaris.” and in xi. viii. 6 he

assigns the national “ sagaris of brass” to the Massagetae, See also xii. iii. 9.

21. 22. 24.
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In concluding my references to Caria, I must not omit to

notice tlie eminently classic tomb of the earlier members

of tbe dynasty at Cadyanda,’ where the sculptor apparently

presents us with such admirable types of the female form.

The inscriptions consist chiefly of the names and titles of the

various individuals depicted on the tomb, placed as closely

as possible in direct scenic order as space permitted, above

or below the persons indicated,^ a custom of aiding an

artist’s intentions, which extended to Etruria
;
these legends

are given in Greek, with irregular counterparts in Carian,

They have as yet been only partially deciphered,^ but the

definite name of ekatomnas is repeated, with the associate

Carian version as ikatamna, and, in one instance, with the ad-

dition of the words ko tommoai, “King of the Tmmoli.” * The
Carian title reads doubtfully, Sipparama Mola? Other names

likewise can only he suggestively proposed, but they seem to

contribute the names of eapiiaaaeiaas ® with the usual addi-

tion of his 2AAA or “tomb ”

—

meiomesos’—mienainmix—

P

iOBA—

KIAPAMU and XEXKUX.®

Other Carian inscriptions furnish us with evidence of the

rule of succession from brother to brother in the priesthood

of Poseidon,^ following in efiect the order of kingly inheri-

tance already noticed in Sumer and Elam.^**

1 Fellows’ Lycia, 1841, Plate, p. 116, and Frontispiece. A cast of this bas-relief

is in the British Museum, sadly disfigured by a thick coating of brown-red paint.

See also Spratt and Forbes’ Lycia, 1847, vol. i. p. 40.
* Pausanias, x. 25-26. Grote, vol. i. p. 297.
® Boeckh, No. 4225, vol. iii. p. 133.
* K6n, a king, a ruler

;
in honorific usage a shepherd, or man of the shepherd

caste
;
kon-mei, royal authority. Another form of the same word is ko, a king,

a god. Koyil in ordinary Tamil means a temple ;
in the Old Tamil of the

Syi'ian inscriptions it means a palace
;

literally, ko-il, the king’s house. It is

hard to determine whether ko or kon is to he regarded as the primitive form of

this word. Compare the Turkish and Mongolian khan : also khagdn, a ruler
;

Ostiak khon.—CaldweU, Dravidian Grammar, edit. 1875, p. 504.

‘ “Leader of the army”? Leake notices that

“ Separzza was the Lycian name of the sons of Harpagus.”
® Ameraldas. IJmman-aldas ? See a«te, p. 5.
’ Mv6vvt](7os, Myonnesos P
8

’31^, > Mors P XEXKnX is, however, given as a name in vol. ii.

No. 2691, of the Carian lists, in Boeckh’s comprehensive work.
® Boeckh, vol. ii. p. 449, No. 2655. Newton, Halicarnassus, and in the Nine-

teenth Century, 1878, p. 1042.
P. 5, ante.

VOL. XI.—[new sekies.] 2
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Etruria.

Etruscan Eock-eut Tomb, at Castel d'Asso {Fergusson,T^. 2%S),from the “Amiale
dell’ Instituto.” The opening formula of the Etruscan inscription can be traced in

the corresponding Latin letters as eca suthi, reading from right to left.^

The spread of the Lycian custom of reliance upon maternity,

in the archaic times, its extension to Etruria, together with

other conventional symbols of Lycian or proximate Lydian ^

civilization, is marked and determined. Dennis, in his great

work on Etruria, observes :

“The mention of the mother’s name after the father’s is a genuine

Etruscanism. It is general in Etmscan epitaphs, and was retained

even under the Roman domination, for some sarcophagi hear similar

epitaphs in Latin, with ' natiis ’ affixed to the mother’s name.

“ This custom the Etruscans must have derived from the East,

as it is not practised hy the Greeks or Romans
;
hut the Lycians

always traced their descent through the maternal line, to the total

exclusion of the paternal.”—Dennis (1848), vol. i. p. 133.

1 Dennis’s Etruria, vol. i. p. 242. Bullettino dell’ Instituto, 1833, plate of in-

scriptions, page 72.

2 In the funereal inscriptions copied from the monuments in these cities, all

the pedigrees of the deceased, with one exception, are derived from the mothers

;

the exception is on the tomb of the Greek copied at Limyra, and he was evidently

a foreigner, from having his monument inscribed in both languages.”— Fellows’

Asia Minor and Lycia (1852), p. 413.

3 Appian, Ixvi., Pliny, xxxiii. 4, Plutarch in Eomulus.
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“ The singular custom of the Lycians of tracing theu’ descent

by the maternal line, obtained also among the Etruscans, alone

among the nations of antiquity.”—Pref. p. xlii.^

The Rev. I. Taylor, in speaking of the seventeen Bilingual

Inscriptions, or the seventeen Etruscan records to which Latin

glosses or parallel versions are appended, continues these

comparisons :
“ AYe have seen that the paternal descent is in

two instances omitted from the Etruscan record, hut care-

fully recorded in the Latin version. In like manner the

maternal descent is in three instances omitted from the

Latin version, hut recorded in the Etruscan. The ethno-

logical import of this difference has already heen insisted on.

There is no true Latin metronjunic, hut in four cases the

Etruscan metronjunic is translated hy means of the Latin

word Natus.” ®—p. 256.

Elsewhere Mr. Taylor remarks :
“ It is very significant

from an ethnological point of view, that no word for

‘ father ’ has as yet been detected in the inscriptions. The

words denoting husband and wife are also somewhat doubt-

ful.”—p. 245.

In these instances we may follow the upward or reflex

advance of Aryan influences in Italy, and the effect of Latin

civOization in superseding the remains of local Scythism, in

' Dennis, vol. ii. p. 1 89, incidentally remarks :
“ Of marriages, no representa-

tion, -which has not a mythical reference, has yet heen found on the sepulchral

urns of Etruria, though most of the earlier writers on these antiquities mistook

the farewell- scenes, presently to be described, where persons of opposite sexes

stand hand in hand, for scenes of nuptial festivitj’.”

^ In another place Mr. Taylor adds, ‘‘ It must he remembered that the records

of the Etruscan tombs extend over several centuries. . . . The bilingual inscrip-

tions belong to the time when the Etruscan language was giving place to Latin,

and they therefore exhibit the system of nomenclature in its most elaborate form,

and partake to some extent of the peculiarities introduced from the Roman system.”

—p. 254:. One of the best hUingual inscriptions in Latin and Etruscan occurs on a

sarcophagus found at Perugia. Mr. I. Taylor arranges the counterpart legends

as follows

;

Latin. P. VOLUMNIUS A.F. YIOLENS, CAFATIA NATUS.
Etruscan. PUP. VELIMNA AU. CAHATIAL.

Among other remarks Jlr. Taylor notices that “ Cahatial, the last word of the
Etruscan record, is equivalent to Cafatia natus, the last words of the Latin in-

scription. In another bilingual inscription the Etruscan word Cainal is in like

manner translated hy Cainnia ttatus. Hence we learn positively the meaning of

the suffix al, which occurs many hundred times in Etruscan inscriptions. It was
the regular Etruscan metronymic

;
it is usually appended to the mother’s name,

and means ‘ child ’ or ‘ horn of.’
”
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coutrast to the earlier downward pressure of the Turanian

nations upon the original Aryan home to the south-east of

the Caspian.

In conclusion of this section of the subject of the status

of women in Etruria in ancient days, I quote Mr. Dennis’

mature conclusions from the comprehensive data supplied

alike by the illustrations painted on extant fictile vases, and

the surroundings and inner testimonies of the tombs them-

selves :

“ The equality of women in the social scale of Etruria may also

he learned from the figures on these urns. It is evident that no

inferior respect was paid to the fair sex when dead, that as much
labour and expense were bestowed on their sepulchral decorations

as those of their lords. In fact, it has generally been remarked that

the tombs of women are more highly omamented and richly fur-

nished than those of the opposite sex.”—Dennis (new edition), vol.

ii. p. 162.

To these casual coincidences of mind and matter I must

supplement the curious identity of reckoning, now proved to

have obtained at our extreme points of comparison, between

Etruria and India, in the normal use of the numbers 4 and 16.

It has hitherto been supposed that the development of this

system of reckoning was pecMiar to India
;

^ but the re-

peated 4 s of the early allusions to cities and nations in the

valley of the Euphrates ^ seems to indicate a wider spread of

this most practical system of arithmetic. The Eti'uscan

method of dealing with fours has, so far, been understood

and generally recognized, but it has been lately definitely

illustrated by the discovery of a bronze disc at Settima,

near Piacenza,^ which is divided into “ 36 compartments

—

16 are round the rim, 16 on the upper surface of the disc,

and 4 on the cone—constituting the Etruscan Templum, used

by the Augurs for dividing the firmament into 16 regions.”

* Ancient Indian Weights, Numismata Orientalia, No. I. p. 18.

* Kawlinson’s Ancient Monarchies, vol. i. p. 19, vol. ii. p. 325; and Sir H.
Rawlinson, J.R.A.S. Vol. I. n.s. p. 193.

3 Athenceum, 23rd Nov. 1878, p. 664.



Tomb of Darius at Naksh-i-Eustam.

—

Fergusson, vol. i. p. 195.

Sir H. Rawlinson’s impressions in regard to the prevalence

of the Scythic element in Media were summarized so long

ago as 1854-5, in the following terms

:

“ I will only remark, that it must have been during this interval

that nationalities were first established
;
and that the aboriginal
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Scyths or Hamites appear to have been the principal movers in the

great work of social organization. They would seem, indeed,

simultaneously or progressively, to have passed in one direction by

Southern Persia into India
;
in another, through Southern Arabia

to ..Ethiopia, Egypt and Humidia.”—Sir H. Eawlinson, J.E.A.S.

Yol. XV. p. 235.

In conclusion, he elsewhere adds :

“We further observe that in the Greek writers, from the time of

Alexander downwards, the Sacaj and Cadusii are so mixed up with

the Xorthern Medes as to be absolutely indistinguishable from

them The second column of the trilingual Inscriptions of

the Achsemenidae, which has hitherto home the title of Median, is

now found to be written in a lonA-jide Scythic dialect, and to be

evidently adchessed as their vernacular language to the mass of

the subjects of the Great King, as distinguished from the native

Persians and the conquered Babylonians.”—Sir H. Eawlinson,

J.E.A.S. Yol. XY. p. 245. '

We may further test these propositions, in their bearing

upon the influence of the female sex, by the historical con-

tributions of the Greek writers.

We find Cyrus, on his accession, honouring the daughter

of Astyages as a mother (Queen Mother ?), and then, on the

death of Si^itames, improving his title to the throne of her

father by making her his wife
;

^ w'hile, at the last, Cyrus

is found admonishing his sons to obey in all things their

mother.

The family custom of recognizing the female line of

descent crops-up continually in the annals of the ruling

Achacmenidae, and may be traced throughout the Dynasty

1 Herodotus, vii. 11, makes Cyrus and Cambyses sons of Achsemenes. Darius
thinks it essential to marry a daughter of Cyrus, vii. 11. Ctesias Fragmenta C.
Aluller, p. 43 : koX Buyarepa ’Apurtv irp6repov p.iv ixrjTpiKTjs airo\av<rai rip.ris,

€TT€iTa 5el Ko! els yvva^Ka ax^Jivai Kvpip.

So also the Scythian Scylas, of whom Herodotus tells us, “ Ariapithes met his

death by treachery at the hands of Spargapithes, King of Agathyrsi, and Scylas

succeeded to the kingdom, and his father’s wife, whose name was Op®a : this

Op®a was a native, by whom Ariapithes had a son, Oricus.”—iv. 78. “ Their
(the Persians’) mode of burial is to smear the bodies over with wax, and then
to inter them. The Magi are not buried, but the birds are allowed to devour
them. These persons, according to the usage of the country, espouse even their

mothers.”—Strabo, xv. iii. 20.
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in the pages of Ctesias, who knew so much of the domestic

life of the nation.^

In the case of Darius, with his Aryan tendencies, an effort

seems to have been made to resist the hereditary Scythic

feeling of the position due to females of the royal line,

—

hence in his inscriptions he ignores any relationship either

to Cyrus or Camhyses.

Col. i. para. 2. “ And says Darius the king :—My father was

Hystaspes
;
the father of Hystaspes was Arsames

;
the father of

Arsames was Aniyarames
;
the father of Ariyarames was Teispes

;

the father of Teispes was Achaemenes.

Para. 3. “And says Darius the king, on that account we are

called Achaemenians

Para. 4. “
. . . Eight kings of my race have held the kingdom

before me, I am the ninth

Para. 10. “. . . Mhen I became king:—My predecessor, named

Camhyses, was the son of Cyrus, and his brother, by the same

father and mother, was named Bardes. Camhyses killed Bardes.

Para. 14. “And says Darius the king :—The kingdom that had

been taken away from our family, that I recovered. . . . And I

established the kingdom . . . both Persia and Media, and the other

provinces.”—EdwinXorris, J.E.A.S. Yol. XT. o.s.pp. 99, 136, 431.
‘

‘ The following inscription has no Persian or Babylonian version.

“‘Darius king said: by favour of Ormazd I a tablet elsewhere

(or otherwise) have made Arian, which formerly not was
;

. . . .

and .... I made, and is written, and I sending (?) then the

tablet before province all in I sent, the people knew (?).’ ”—Edwin

Xorris, J.R.A.S. Tol. XY. o.s. pp. 135, 145.

“ The seven associates are enumerated by Darius in his Behistun

Inscription (himself and six others), ‘ Intaphernes, Otanes, Gohryas,

* The leading position of the daughters and female relations of the Kings may
he traced in the numerous instances of their names appearing so ostentatiously in

the lists of the army of Xerxes. They may be outlined, for the moment, as follows

:

“ Otanes, father of Amestris, wife of Xerxes.
“ Hystaspes, son of Darius and Atossa, daughter of Cyrus, commanded the

Bactrians and Sacae.

“ The Arabians and Ethiopians who dwell above Egypt were commanded by
Arsames, son of Darius and Artystone, daughter of Cpus, whom Darius loved

more than all his wives, and whose image he had made of beaten gold.
'• Gobryas, son of Darius and Artystone, (commanded) the Mariandyans, . . etc.

“ Artochmes, who had married a daughter of Darius, commanded, . . . etc.

“ Ariomardus, son of Darius and Parmys, daughter of Smerdis, son of Cpus,
. . . etc.”—Herodotus, vii, 61, et seq.
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Hydarnes, Megabyzus, and Ardomanes,’ all Persians, with their

fathers' names carefully defined.”—J.E.A.S. Vol. XV. p. 145.

But with all these pretentious proclamations we find Darius

anxious to strengthen his position by marrying Atossa, and

Herodotus has preserved a record of how much that niarriage

influenced his choice of his own successor.

“Xow Darius, even before he became king, had three sons bom
to him by his former wife, the daughter of Gobryas

;
and after his

accession to the throne four others by Atossa, daughter of Cyrus.

Of the former, Artabazanes was the eldest Artabazanes

urged that he was the eldest of all the sons, and that it was the

established usage among all men that the eldest son should succeed

to the sovereignty : on the other hand, Xerxes alleged that he was

son of Atossa, daughter of Cyrus, and that it was Cyrus who had

acquired freedom for the Persians Xerxes having availed

himself of the suggestion of Demaratus (of the parallel Spartan

custom), Darius, acknowledging that he said what was just, de-

clared him king. But it appears to me that even without this

suggestion Xerxes would have been made king; for Atossa had

unbounded influence.”—Herodotus vii. 3-4.

With reference to these recovered Cuneiform and parallel

traditional data, it amounts to something beyond a curious

coincidence that, if we read the 1st Chapter of Esther by the

light of this attempted reduction of the power of the sex to the

required Aryan level, we discover alike the independent status

of the crowned queen and the national efibrt on the part of the

seven Persians to humiliate and retain in subjection the wives

of their own houses. The text runs in our Authorized Yersion

:

“1. Xow it came to pass in the days of Ahasuems, (this is

Ahasuerus which reigned, from India even unto Ethiopia, over an

hundred and seven and twenty provinces :)
....

“ 3. In the third year of his reign, he made a feast. . . .

“ 9. Also Vashti the queen made a feast for the women of the

royal house. . . .

“10. On the seventh day, when the heart of the king was merry

with wine, he commanded. . . .

“11. To bring Vashti the queen before the king with the crown

royal, to shew the people and the princes her beauty : for she was

fair to look on.
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“ 12. But the queen Yashti refused to come ”

The punishment decreed by the seven princes of Persia and

Media, “-which sat first in the kingdom,” “that Yashti come no

more before king Ahasuerus.” '

“20. And when the king’s decree .... shall be published

.... all wives shall give to their husbands honour, both to great

and small.

“22. He sent letters into the king’s provinces, into every pro-

dnce according to the -writing thereof, and to every people after

their language, that every man should hear rule in his own house.”

That the seven Persians did not succeed in permanently

changing the established prestige or defeating the claims of

Queens or Queen-Mothers, we may gather from Plutarch’s

account of the royal household of Artaxerxes Mnemon,

where he says

:

“Hone had been admitted to the king of Persia’s table hut his

mother and his wife
;
the former of which sat above him, and the

latter below him.”—Plutarch in Artaxerxes.

Scythia.

I have taken it for granted that the number of prominent

examples and admitted power of Scythian Queens formed an

essential feature in the camp- life of the various tribes, hut so

innate was the theory of their tent dominancy that we find

their successors, up to comparatively modern days, equally in

possession of power and influence, especially in regal families.

Tabari, in speaking of Bahram Chobin’s adventures in

Turkestan, incidentally remarks

:

“Ensuite Bahram voulut aussi rendre un service a la grande

Khatun
;

car chez les Turks toutes les affaires se font par les

femmes.”—Zotenherg’s Tabari, vol. ii. p. 302.

D’Ohsson’s account of the position occupied by the cele-

brated Turkhan Khatun is more indi-vidualized :

“ Le sultan Tacasch avait epouse Turcan-Khatoune, fille de

Djinkeschi, khan de la tribu hayaoute, I’une des branches de la

nation Cancali

* See also the view, from a Semitic standpoint, in Josephus, Ant. book xi.

cap. vi. sec. 1, 2.
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“ Turcan-Khatoune, mere de sultan (’Ala ud dm Mahammad tin

Takash), etait a la tete du parti forme par les generaux de sa

nation, et donee d’un grand caractere, elle exer^ait un pouvoir egal

a celui de son fils. Lorsqu’il arrivait, dans quelque lieu de 1’empire,

deux ordres differents sur le meme objet, I’lm de Mohammed, I’autre

de Turcan-Khatoune, on examinait uniquement leurs dates, et I’on

executait celui qui etait le plus recent. Mohammed n’acquerait

pas une province qu’il n’en assignat un district considerable a sa

mere, pour augmenter son apanage. Elle avait sept secretaires

qui etaient tous des hommes d’un merite distinguA Son mono-

gramme (Tougra), qu’elle ecrivait de sa main sur ses ordonnances

;

se composait de ces mots : Protectrice du monde et de la foi, Turlan

reine des femmes de Tunivers

;

et sa devise etait : Pieu seul est mon

refuge. Elle prenait le titre de Khoudavend-Djihan, ou de souve-

raine du monde.” *—D’Ohsson, vol. i. p. 198.^

That this Queen’s power has not been overstated may be

gathered from the fact that she claimed and exercised that

attribute of supreme royalty—so guarded by Eastern po-

tentates—of the right to coin money. The following is my
hitherto unpublished reading of her supposedly unique gold

piece, now in the Guthrie Collection at Berlin.

Gold Coix of Tuekhan KniiiiN.

Olv. <dll

.s U1 ^

<5 ]}\

<5 Lil

\ , .

r

Margin — Text from Kuran,

Surah ix. 33.

Rev.

j*
!1_£ a

—

5^1 je>-

LjIj

Margin— J

...

* “ Turkan-Khatoune fut conduite parTchinguiz-Khan en Tartarie,et mourut,

en 1233, dans la ville de Caracouroum.”—p. 260.

See also De Guignes, book xiv. p. 275. and xv. p. 52 ;
Price, Muhammadan

History, vol. ii. pp. 393, etc.
;
Thomas, ‘ Pathkns,’ p. 104.

^ “Several ladies of the name of Buluglian (‘ Zihellina’) have a place in

Mongol-Persian history. The one here indicated, a lady of great beauty and

ability, vas known as the Great Khktun Bulughan, and was (according to strange

Mongol custom) successively the wife of Abaka and of his son ArghOn, Mongol
sovereign of Persia.”—Yule, Marco Polo, vol. i. p. 32.
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As in the above case we recognize the exercise of the

right to coin, so in the subjoined instance we find that

women’s names were exceptionally entitled to a place in

inscriptions, but in a subdued sense, so as to accord with

progressive Semitic surrenders to the supremacy of man.

On the tower of the Atabegs at Nakhitshevan, a.h. 582,

conjoined with the Muslim husband’s names and titles, we
read the record of Muminah Katun, in the following terms :

1

^

i^Uj' All.—M. Khanikof, Journal Asiatique, 1862, p. 114.

India.

Facade of the Lomas Eishi Cave, in BehAr.

“ The frontispiece is singularly interesting, as representing in the rock the form
of structural chaityas of the age^ {circa b c. 260 or 264, or the twelfth year of
Asoka).” {This example, to my understanding, seems to have been a direct imita-
tion of the wooden substructure and heavy pointed thatch of the locality.

' “ General Cunningham (Arch. Eep. vol. i. p. 45) and others are in the habit
of calling this an Egyptian form. This it certainly is not, as no Egyptian door-
way had sloping jambs. Nor can it properly be called Pelasgic. The Pelasgi
did use that form, but derived it from stone constructions. The Indians only
obtained it from wood.”— Fergusson, foot-note, p. 109.
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The customs bearing upon the forms of marriage in India

were many and various, as was to be expected amid the

diverse and imperfectly discriminated nationalities which

contributed to the general population of the continent, and

the contrasted degrees of advancement in civilization at-

tained by each tribal or concrete national division. We can

cite examples of simple barbarism or cattle-like bestiality, of

Polygamy and Polyandria coexisting under the same royal

roof, the Purdnik recognition of Hetairism, and, what is

more directly to the purpose, we can now appeal to inscrip-

tions and coins to prove the leading part taken by females

in the record of the afiiKation by the maternal line, to the

exclusion or subordination of the name of the father.

We are scarcely concerned with the earliest phase of

sexual intercourse in India, though reference is naively

made to it in the pages of Manu, and it is freely denounced

by the classical writers of Alexander’s period.

My first quotation in this direction is from the Mahabha-

rata, the great national epic, which was esteemed as next in

authenticity to the Scriptures themselves, and was sufficiently

sanctified to be ordered to be read in the Temples. We here

see Draupadi assigned by the existing usage of the strange

tribe, into which she married, to the embraces of five

husbands : and later on, we find her even expatiating on the

advantages of such an arrangement.

When, by the rules regulating the visits of each husband

in turn, Arjuna breaks the Massagetic law,^ he has to sufier

the appointed twelve years’ exile. In the course of his

wanderings, it seems that it was permissible to him to take

I “When Cyrus had conquered this nation, he was anxious to reduce the

Massagetae to subjection There are some who say that this nation is

Scythian.”—Herodotus, i. sec. 201.

“It is said that sexual intercourse among these people takes place openly as

with cattle.”— sec. 203.
“ A woman whose husband was dead was queen of the Massagetae ; her name

was Tomyris.”—sec. 205.
“ The Massagetae resemble the Scythians in their dress and mode of living. . .

—sec. 215. Their manners are as follows : Each man marries a wife, but they

use women promiscuously . . . When a Massagetan desires to have the com-

pany of a woman, he hangs up his quiver in front of her chariot (waggon), and

has intercourse with her without shame.”—sec. 216. See also “Nasamones,”

book iv. sec. 172.
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temporary wives, at discretion, and even from royal houses
;

but at last be weds a lawful wdfe, obtained by quasi-capture,

in tbe person of Suhhadra, a daughter of the king of Dwarka,

whom be brings borne, with all form and ceremony, to live

under tbe common roof, but not to share tbe fraternal em-

braces.

“ The sage Vyasa then explained to Raja Drupada that it was

ordained .... that his daughter Lraupadi should he married to

the five brethren, and the Raja gave his consent.

“And Draupadi was arrayed in fine garments, and adorned with

five jewels, and married first to the elder brother Yudhishthira,

and then to the others, according to their respective ages
;
and the

Raja gave large gifts to his sons-in-law, and also to the Erahmans;

and Kunti blessed her daughter-in-law, and prayed that she might

become the mother of many sons. . . .

“ Now as the five Pandavas were husbands of one wife, each of

the brethren had a house and garden of his own, and Draupadi

dwelt with each of them in turn for two days at a time
;
and as it

was a law amongst them, that if a brother entered the house of

another brother, whilst Draupadi was dwelling there, he should

depart out of the city and go into exile for twelve years.”

Arjuna therefore departs upon his travels, in the course of

which he is found entering into quasi-matrimonial connexions with

considerable freedom, abiding many days with TJlupi, “ the daughter

of Yasuki, the Raja of the Nagas,” and contracting a more lasting

alliance with Chitrangada, the daughter of the Raja of Manipura,

which, bke a Moslem Nilcuh, extended over a period of three years
;

and finally he goes through a form of marriage by capture with

Suhhadra, the daughter of Yasudeva of Dwaraka, which is thus

related in the text : “So Arjuna followed the counsel of Krishna,

and he ascended the chariot, and proceeded along the road to

Dwaraka, until he overtook Suhhadra, who was riding in a chariot

together with some other ladies
;
and he drove slowly along by the

side on which Suhhadra was until he came close to her, and then

leaping down he took hold of her hand, and lifted her out of her

chariot into his own, and drove off with all speed along the road

to Indraprastha.”

“After this, when twelve years of exile were accomplished,

Arjuna took leave of his new kinsmen, and departed with his wife

Suhhadra for the city of Indraprastha, and Raja Tudhishthb-a
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rejoiced to see liim, and each of his brethren in turn gave him

a feast which lasted many days. And Arjnna went to the apart-

ment of Draupadi
;
hut she was jealous, and looked coldly upon

him, and said :
‘ What have you to do with me ? Where is the

daughter of Vasudeva?’ But Arjuna replied with soothing words,

and he caressed her, and after a time she became reconciled to him

as before. Then Arjuna went out and brought Suhhadra to his

mother Kunti, and Suhhadra fell at the feet of her mother in-law
;

and Kunti lifted her up, . . . and gave her many blessings.

Suhhadra then approached Draupadi, and bowed herself and said :

‘ I am thy servant !
’ And Draupadi bowed in like manner, and

embraced and said ;
‘ 3Iay your husband be without enemies.’ . . .

And henceforth there was amity between Draupadi and Suhhadra

;

and Draupadi gave birth to live sons, one to each of her husbands

;

hut Suhhadra had only one son.”

“And Satyahhama said to Draupadi: We, who are so many
thousands in number, have all but one and the same husband in

Krishna, and we are all happy with him
;
how comes it then that

you have five husbands, and are not ashamed before men ?

Draupadi answered: You are every one jealous of each other,

and are always talking of your suspicions one of another
;
but I

never speak one word which all my five husbands may not hear

alike, or which would give to either the smallest offence : and as

to what you ask of my having no shame before men, I had great

shame when Duhsasana insulted me in the presence of all the

Kauravas.” [This refers to her being unveiled, when she was won

at dice by Duhsasana from Yudhishthira^ the senior of the five

brothers.] ^

“Kow llaja Santanu, the great-grandson of Bharata, reigned in

much glory in the city of Hastinapur, and he had many sons, . . .

but only one lived to be a man, and his name was Santanava.

And it came to pass that when Baja Santanu was very old, he

desired to marry a damsel who should be young and beautiful

;

and Santanava found such a damsel as his father desired. But the

parents of the girl would not give her to the Baja, saying, ‘ If our

daughter bear sons to the Baja, they will neither of them succeed

1 It will be remembered that for a like, but less marked, outrage, Candaules of

Lydia lost his life.—Herodotus, i. 8-13. In another chapter of the Mahabharata,
Madri. during the life of her husband I’andu, is stated to have become the

mother of Sahadeva by the ttvo Aswins.—Wheeler, Mahabh. vol. i. p. 71.

^ These extracts are taken from Mr. Halhed’s original translation inserted

in Wheeler’s Mahabharata.
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to the Eaj
;
for when Santanu dies, his son Santanava will become

Eaja.’ Then Santanava determined to sacrifice himseK in order

to gratify his father
;
and he made a vow to the parents of the

damsel, saying :
‘ If you will give yoxir daughter in marriage to

my father, I will never accept the Raj, or marry a wife, or become

the father of children by any woman ;
so that, if your daughter hear

a son to the Eaja, that son shall succeed him in the Eaj.’ And

the vow of Santanava became noised abroad, and ever from that

day he went by the name of Bhi'shma, or ‘the dreadful.’ . . .

“ And the parents of the damsel gave her in marriage to Eaja

Santanu, and her name was Satyavati
;
and she bore two sons to the

Eaja. After this, Eaja Santanu was bowed down with age, and

his soul depaiied from his body
;
and he left his two younger sons,

and their mother, Satyavati, under the care of his eldest son,

Bhishma.”—p. 51.

“ "^Tien the days of mourning for Eaja Santanu were fully over,

the faithful Bhishma refused to become Eaja, and placed the elder

of the two half-brothers upon the throne, . . and he was slain by

the Eaja of the Gandharvas. Then Bhishma placed the younger

brother upon the throne, and ruled the Eaj until he should he

grown
;
and the name of the young Eaja was Vichitra-virya.

“ In process of time Bhishma and the Eani Satyavati began to

think of procuring wives for Eaja Yichitra-virya, that he might per-

petuate the race of the great Bharata. Ajid it was told to Bhishma

that the Eaja of Kasi (Benares) was celebratmg a Swayamvara,

in order that they might choose their own husbands. So Bhishma

thought in his hearf that the three damsels might become wives to

Yichitra-virya
;

and he ordered his chariot, and drove to the

city of Kasi, that he might see them with his own eyes. And
Bhishma beheld the damsels, and saw that they were very beau-

tiful
;
hut the city was fiEed with Eaj as from all quarters of the

world, who desired to wed them. And Bhishma did not wait for

the day of the Swayamvara, nor did he ask the Eaja to give his

daughters in marriage to Eaja Yichitra-virya
;
hut he seized the

three damsels, and placed them in his own chariot, and challenged

every Eaja present to do him battle.

“ Then the Eaj as attacked Bhishma in great wrath; hut he was
strong in arm and skilful in the use of weapons

;
and he fought

and conquered them every one. . . . Thus did Bhishma win the

daughters of the Eaja of Kasi, and carTy them away in triumph

to the city of Hastinapur. . . . [After the marriage] the Eaja
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sickened and withered away until he died
;
and he left no child

behind him, nor had either of his two wives any hope of becoming

a mother. . . Now the custom was that when a man died and left

no son, his brother or near kinsman took his widows and raised up

seed to the dead man. So after some days the Rani Satyavati said

to Rhishma, ‘Take the Raja’s widows, I pray you, and raise up

sons that shall he to him as his own sons.’ But Bhishma replied,

‘ How can I do this thing ? Have I not vowed a vow that I would

never become the father of any children by any woman ? ’ So

Satyavati called upon a kinsman of her own to do her bidding.”

—

p. 54.

Mr. Ilallied’s unrevised, version purports to run in further

illustration of the subject:

—

“Once upon a time the valiant Raja Dushyanta was hunting

in the forest, when he beheld the beautiful Sakuntala, the

daughter of Ranwa the sage
;

and he prevailed on the damsel

to become his wife by a Gandharva marriage, and gave her his

ring as the pledge of his troth. Then Dushyanta returned to his

own city, whilst Sakuntala remained in the hermitage of her

father. [At this point an irrelevant interlude is introduced which

we need not follow.] And Sakuntala found that she was with

child, and she set off for the palace of her husband
;
hut on her

way she bathed (in a sacred pool), and the ring dropped from

her finger, and was lost beneath the waters. When she reached

the palace of the Raja, his memory had departed from him,

and he would not own her to he his wife
;

and her mother

came and carried her away to the jungle, and there she gave

birth to a son, who was named Bharata. [Here, again, there is

inserted in the leading text the fabulous recovery of the irng from

the belly of a fish, and the admiration of the prowess of a repudi-

ated son ending in full confession and acknowledgment.] So Raja

Dushyanta took Sakuntala and Bharata to his own city
;
and he

made Sakuntala his chief Rani, and appointed Bharata to succeed

him in the Raj.”—Wheeler’s reproduction, vol. i. p. 7.

The next somewhat more authoritative compilation I have

to advert to is the so-called “ Code of Manu.” Like so many
other sections of this Hindu Law-book, the passages relating

to marriage, while placing in the front the exotic Aryan or

Brahmanical view of the law, are forced to recognize various

old customs, which, though duly denounced, still assert their
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practical and continuative existence in the land. Here,

again, as in the case of Xerxes’ advisers, we discover the

advance of Aryan ideas, as against local Scythic tendencies,

in the permissive clauses 59, 61, 66 ;
and we also recognize

traces of the ancient right of capture, the so-called Spartan

form of marriage—exemplified in the Raptce Sabince—under

its Eastern denomination of Rakshasa.^

Manu, iii. 20. “Xow learn compendiously the 8 forms of the

nuptial ceremony.”

“21. The ceremony of BeahmA, of the Bevas, of the RisMs,

of the Prajdpatis, of the Asuras, of the Gandharvas, and that

of the Ralcshases

;

the eighth and basest is that of the Pisdchas.

“23. Let mankind know, that the six first in direct order

are (by some held) valid in the case of a priest
;

the four last,

in that of a warrior; and the same four, except the Rdkshasa

marriage, in the cases of a merchant and a man of the servile

class.”

“ 24. Some consider the four first only as approved in the

case of the priest
;

one, that of Rakskases, as peculiar to the

soldier; and that of Asuras, to a mercantile and a servile man.”

. . “25. In this code three of the five last are held legal, and two

illegal : the ceremonies of Pisdchas and Asuras must never he per-

formed.”

“26. For a military man the before-mentioned marriages of

Gandharvas and Ralcshases, whether separate or mixed, as when

a girl is made captive hg her lover, after a victory over her kinsmen,

are permitted by law.”

“27. The gift of a daughter, clothed only with a single robe,

to a man learned in the Veda, whom her father voluntarily invites,

and respectfully receives, is the nuptial rite called Brahma."
“ 28. The rite which the sages call Baiva, is the gift of

a daughter, whom her father has decked in gay attire, when

' See also Judges, v. 28-30. Deuteronomy, xxi. 10-13. Tod, vol. i. p. 639.
Vistmu Purana, vol. v. pp. 69, 130.

The Persian feeling on this subject is defined by Herodotus as :
“ Now, to

carry off women by violence the Persians think is the act of wicked men, but to

trouble oneself about avenging them when so carried off is the act of foolish

ones; and to pay no regard to them when carried off, of wise men: for it is clear,

that if they had not been willing, they could not have been carried off.”—Herod.
(Cary), i. 4.

VOL. XI.— [new SEllIES.] 3
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the sacrifice is already begun, to the officiating priest, •who per-

forms that act of religion.”

“29. "^Tien a father gives his daughter a'vray, after having re-

ceived from the bridegroom oue pair of kine, or t'n'o pairs, for uses

prescribed by law, that marriage is termed riVsAa.”

“ 30. The nuptial rite, called Prajdpatya, is "when the father

gives away his daughter with due honour, saying distinctly. May
both of you perform together your cml and religious duties.”

“31. AVhen the bridegroom, having given as much wealth as he

can afford to the father and paternal kinsmen, and to the damsel

herself, takes her voluntarily as his bride, that marriage is named

Asura.”

“ 32. The reciprocal connexion of a youth and a damsel, with

mutual desire, is the marriage denominated GdndharvaP . .

“33. The seizure of a maiden by force from her house, while

she weeps and calls for assistance, after her kinsmen and friends

have been slain in battle, or wounded, and their houses broken

open, is the marriage styled RdkshasaP
“ 34. MTien the lover secretly embraces the damsel, either sleep-

ing or fiushod with strong liquor, or disordered in her intellect,

that sinful marriage, called Paisdcha, is the eighth and the

basest.”

37 defines the rewards, from a Brahmanic point of view,

attendant on the first or highest form of marriage. “ The son

. . . redeems from sin, . . . ten ancestors, ten descendants, and

himself the twenty-first person.”

38 in a similar degree is effective for “sevens and sevens,”

and in its lower mixtures for three and three or six and six.

“41. But in the other four base marriages . . are produced

sons acting cruelly, speaking falsely,” etc., etc.

“59. On failure of issue by the husband, if he he of the servile

class, the desired offspring may be procreated, either by his brother

or some other sapinda, on the wife, who has been duly authorized.”

“61. Some sages, learned in the laws, . . are of opinion that the

wife and the appointed kinsman may legally procreate a second
”

[son].

“ 66. This practice, fit only for cattle, is reprehended by learned

Brdhmans

;

yet it is declared to have been the practice, even of

men, while Yexa had sovereign power.”
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Hetairism.

Hetairism, in the Greek acceptation of the term/ seems to

have been a leading institution on Indian soO. from time im-

memorial.

We find the exemplary Buddha accepting the hospitality

of the chief courtesan in the city of Wesali/ and the merits

of his selected wife were to he gauged by Hetairic accom-

plishments.® Krishna himself, the great local God, was not

held to be safe from the attractions of the “ graceful females

of Mathura.”

One of the tribal forms of marriage, which is fully and

freely recognized in the Mahabharata, and consistently de-

noimced in the Brahmanical interpolations of the “ Laws of

Manu,” is the contract by inclination, of which ancient

and modern examples need never be wanting. In this case

much vague pathos has been extracted, in poetic versions,

from the original tale as simply told in the text of the

great Indian epic.

Megasthenes adverts inter alia to the necessary influence

of the eraipat in their capacity of police informers.^

And the Yishnu Purana—the Scripture of the worshippers

' “ Bachofen and McLennan, the two most recent authors who have studied this

subject, both a^ee that the primitive coudition of mau, socially, was one of pure
Hetairism, wheu marriage did uot exist ; or, as we may perhaps for convenience

call it, communal marriage, where every man and woman in a small community
were regarded as equally married to one another. Bachofen considers that after

awhile the women, shocked and scandalized by such a state of things, revolted

against it, and established a system of marriage with female supremacy, the

husband being subject to the wife, property and descent being considered to go
in the female line, and women enjopng the principal share of political power.
The first period he calls that of ‘ Hetairism,' the second of ‘ Mutterrecht, ’ or
mother-right.”—Lubbock, Origin of Civilization, p, 67.

^ Mr. Ttrmour, “ Pali Annals,” Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol.

vii. p. 999. Mahavanso, p. xxxi.

^ [Qualities requisite for Sakya’s bride] “who is as well versed as any courtesan
in the rites and ceremonies described in the Sastras—who goeth last to sleep and
rises earliest from her couch,” etc.-—Extracts from Tibetan works, translated by
Csoma de Koros, Joum Asiat. Soc Bengal, vol. iii. p. 58, and Asiatic Eesearches,
vol. XX. pp. 84, 300.

* Yishnu Purana, 'Wilson’s translation, vol. v. pp. 9, 63.
® Strabo, xv. sec. 48.
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of Yishnu—recognizes their exalted social position in the

following terms

:

“ In the morning, the citizens assembled on the platform set

apart for them
;
and the princes, with the ministers and courtiers,

occupied the royal seats. Year the centre of the circle, judges of

the games were stationed by Kansa, whilst he himself sat apart,

close by, on a lofty throne. Separate platforms were erected for the

ladies of the palace, for the courtesans (
Vara-muMiya), and for the

wives of the citizens.”—Vishnu Parana, V. xx. vol. v. p. 24,

Wilson’s translation (ed. Hall).

The Bhagavata Purana, an accepted Brahmanical au-

thority, equally admits that

—

“ The separate pavilions of the courtesans were graced by lovely

women, attired in the most splendid dresses, and emulated the

radiance of the cars of the gods.”—Yote by Prof. Hall, p. 28.

Brahmanism itself, indeed, contributed an ever-ready

and trained contingent to the ranks of prostitution, in the

Nauchnis or singing and dancing girls of the Temples

—

originally selected for their beauty, they were of course

designedly instructed in all the known arts of fascination.

The position of the courtesan element amid the grades

of social life is frequently exemplified in the Hindu drama

;

which compositions, at all events, must be accepted as

effectual and life-like exjiouents of the habits and manners

of the day.i

The influence of the class, in more modern times, survived

in full force among the free Bajput states
;
regarding which

Colonel Tod remarks :

“Like the ancient German or Scandinavian, the Rajput consults

her (his wife) upon every transaction. . . . Although they have a

choice at home, they are not ashamed to be the avowed admirers

of the Aspasias and Phrynes of the capital
;
from the same cause

which attracted Socrates and made Pericles a slave.”— Tod’s

Rajputana, vol. i. pp. 610, 613 note.

' See Preface, p. xliv, and tlie “ To)' Cart,” Wilson, “ Theatre of the Hindus ”

(1835), p. 16 ei seg.
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POLYANDRIA.

In the earKest times, the hardships and other surroundings

of savage life may have been less favourable for the survival

of the female than the male children in nomad communities.

As material prosperity advanced, perhaps, too many women
were out of place in a Scythic camjD, until they learnt how

to fight as Amazons, when they could secure a very near

equality with the sterner sex in archery and light horseman-

ship.^ But these must have constituted the exceptions, and

in process of time the habitable waggons of the mo’vdng

tribes, or the felted tents of the standing camps, must

rather have turned the scale in favour of the life of the

females, who, moreover, were less called upon to face the

perils of real warfare than the responsibly combative males.

’Whatever laws may have regulated the proportionate in-

crease or survival of the sexes under these conditions, it

seems to be obvious that Polyandria in its advanced stage,

as discriminated from mere promiscuous intercourse or pro-

fessional Hetairism, implies a disproportion of females to

males in the general population, to whatever cause such

inequality may be due. In India, Polyandria seems to have

been closely associated with the widespread vice of female

infanticide.^ That ordinarily silent crime, seldom perpetrated

without the mother’s sanction, in many cases only discover-

able by the rigours of a modern census,® finds many advocates

1 “ Zanara at that time was Queen of the Sacae, a woman of warlike spirit, far

exceeding any of her sex among the Sacae for courage and activity in martial

affairs. For this nation is remarkable for hrave-spirited women that use to go
out to wars as feUow-soldiers with the men.”—Diod. Sic. ii. e. iii. (Booth).

® A striking example of such direct cause and effect is furnished by the “ Gukkurs,
who inhabited the country along the hanks of the Xilab up to the foot of the

mountains of Sewalik. . . . They were a race of wild barbarians, without either

religion or morality. It was a custom among them, as soon as a female child

was horn, to carry her to the door of the house, and there proclaim aloud, holding
the child in one hand and a knife in the other, that any person who wanted a wife

might now take her, otherwise she was immediately put to death. By this

means they had more men than women, which occasioned the custom of several

husbands to one wife. 'When this wife was visited by one of her husbands, she
left a mark at the door.”—Ferishtah (Briggs’s Translation), vol. i. p. 183.

® “The Muhammadans of Dacca show some prudence in the matter of marriage.
Foreseeing that la future may in the course of time feel son-y for herself, or fall

in love with somebody else, and knowing that the woman in that case will get rid

of him, either by divorce or murder, the man carefully contracts such a maiTiage
as win make the second course unnecessary. He might register his marriage
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among tlie arrogant races who waste so much upon marriage

ceremonies and object to own the humiliation of the pos-

session of an unmarried daughter who lives to maturity.*

Other commentators on this system of marriage, unlike

Draupadi’s practical approval of its conditions,^ discover, in

its working, political as well as material advantages that

would scarcely suggest themselves to a Western mind.® At

in accordance with the Act
;

hut then the woman would have no power of

divorce, and would probably resort to poison. . . The women know and under-
stand this as weU as the men

;
at least so the villagers naively told one of the

local officers ”

—

The Pioneer Mail, Allahabad, Oct. 6, 1877, p. 6.
* “ When a female is born, no anxious mquiries await the mother, no greet-

ings welcome the new-comer, who appears an intruder on the scene, which often

closes in the hour of its birth. . . .

“ Often is he (the Eajput) heard to exclaim, ‘ Accursed the day when a woman
child was bom to me !

’

“The same motive which studded Europe with convents, in which youth and
beauty were immured until liberated by death, first prompted the Eajput to

infanticide ; and, however revolting the policy, it is perhaps kindness compared
to incarceration. . . .

“ (He) raises the poniard to the breast of his wife rather than witness her
captivity, and he gives the opiate to the infant, whom, if he cannot portion and
marry to her equal, he dare not see degraded.”—Tod, Eajasthan, vol. i. p. 635.

* “ Here we find a practice equally strange, that of Polyandry, universally

prevailing
;
and see one female associating her fate and fortune with all the

brothers of a family, without restriction of age or of numbers. The choice of a

wife is the privilege of the elder brother
;

and, singular as it may seem, I have
been assured that a Tibetan wife is as jealous of her connubial rites {sic),

though thus joined to a numerous party of husbands, as the despot of an Indian
Zenana is of the favours of his imprisoned fair.”—Turner, Tibet (1800), p. 348.

In this case nuns seem to have coexisted in Buddhist convents with the con-

flicting institution of Polyandria. Possibly, the latter, under its economical

aspect, was indebted and grateful to Buddhism for the relief of its smplus
females ; as European convents, as Tod has remarked, in giving a sanctified

refuge to the unmarriageable balance of the community, gave a certain amount of

relief to the disproportions of sexes in the middle ages.
* “The most remarkable social institution of the Botis is the system of polyandry,

which is strictly confined to brothers. Each family of brothers has only one wife

in common. . . This system prevails of course only among the poorer classes, for

the rich, as in all Eastern countries, generally have two or three wives according

to their circumstances. Polyandria is the principal check to the increase of the

population, and however revolting it may be to our feelings, it was a most politic

measure for a poor country which does not produce sufficient food for its inhabit-

ants.”—Colonel A. Cunningham, Lad&k (1854), p. 306. See also Captain J. D.
Cunningham, “The History of the Sikhs.”

“ Polyandry, plurality of husbands, (in Lad&k) is, except among the few
richer people, quite general

;
it is much more nearly universal than is polygamy

in India, and for this reason, that polygamy is a custom itself expensive, practically

reserved for the well-to-do, while polyandry is an economical arrangement, one
established on the poverty of a barren country, and extending throughout the

people as far as indigence itself does,”—E. Drew, Northern Barrier of India,

1877, p. 263.

The women (of the mountain tribes) “in all seem to enjoy great indulgence,

and are allowed, as in Europe, to form a choice for themselves after they have
arrived at mature years.
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the same time, many and various motives are put forward to

justify or excuse such a state of things.^

These references, and others subdued into note type, will

sufiB.ce to show the extensive spread of the custom of Poly-

andria in India, uneradicated even in our oum days.^

I have now to examine any parallel custom that may he

traced in the provinces more immediately connected with

the site of the kingdoms of the western coast.

A graphic account of the institution of Polyandria in

Malabar has been preserved in the journal of a traveller in

the seventeenth century, which I quote as curiously illustra-

tive of local customs, and manifesting, in a striking degree,

the identity of the method of warning- ofii an intruder with

that of the ancient Massagetge :
^

—

“ One Nayros is not allowed more than one wife at a time, hut

the women in this point have got the start of the men, they being

permitted to have three husbands at once. . . Each of these three

husbands contribute their share towards the maintenance of this

“ In all these till tribes the women . . . seem to have enjoyed great privileges;

but the plurality of husbands had not been introduced with the religion of

Thibet.”—Hamilton’s Nipal, p. 25.
“ The elder brother marries a woman, and she becomes the wife of the whole

family.” . . .
“ The identification of the child is left to the determination of

the mother.”—Manning, Tibet, 1876, p. 123. See also p. 336, and G. W. Trail,

As. Res. vol. xvi. p. 163, vol. xvii. p. 23, etc. Moorcroft, Travels, vol. i. p. 321,

and J.A.S. Bengal, 1844, p. 202. Compare similar tests in Sparta, Herod, vi. 68.
‘ “ Polyandry' is a recognized institution amongst them, hut it prevails far more

extensively in the northern and central portions of Bhutan than in the southern.

Its origin is clearly traceable to Tibet, and Pemberton adds, that ‘ political

ambition is the main cause of so revolting a practice, as all aspirants for ofiice

are compelled to renounce the happiness of domestic life.’ Mr. Eden says, that

even the restriction implied in the term polyandry, which once existed in Northern
Bhutan, is not adhered to in the present day, as intercourse between the sexes is

practically promiscuous.”—Dalton, Ethnology of Bengal, 1872, p. 98.

^ In my own experience in the Himalayas, where instances of Polyandria were
still to he found, the female infanticide was of course not admitted, but the pro-

portionate deficiency in the number of women was attributed to slavery and the

ready sale offuir female children to professional courtesans and for the harems,
etc., of the wealthy nobles in the plains of India.

® Strabo, xi. c. ix. 1. “The remarkable custom of polyandria, which has
been noticed as one of the characters of the Seriform Tibetans, reappears among
the Tamuls of Malabar,”—Latham, The Varieties of Man (1850), p. 463,
quoting Pritchard, vol, iv. p. 161.

“ Among the Todas of the Neilgherry Hills, however, when a man marries a
girl, she becomes the wife of all his brothers as they successively reach manhood ;

and they also become the husbands of aU her sisters as they become old enough
to marry.”—Lubbock, Primitive Condition of Man, 1870, quoting Shortt, Trans.
Ethn. Soc. x.s. vol. vii. p. 240. See also Transactions Ethnological Society,

1869, 'W. Elliot; Dubois, India, pp. 217, 402.
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woman and her children without the least contest or jealousy. As
often as any of them comes to visit her, he leaves his arms at the

door, a sign that neither of the other two must come in.”—Mr.
John Nieuhoff (1640-49), Churchill’s Voyages, vol. ii. p. 224.

“ But the King’s sisters’ sons inherit their dominions. These
sisters do not marry no more than the kings, but are at liberty to

chuse a gallant, such a one as they like best.”—p. 228.

Buchanan, in his work on Mysore, also illnstrates the general

question of succession in communities w’ho do not marry :

“ To an European the succession in this family appears very

extraordinary
;

but it is similar to that which prevails in the

families of all the chiefs of Malaijala. The males of the Shekhury

family are called Achuns, and never marry. The ladies are called

Naitears, and live in the houses of their brothers, whose families

they manage. They have no husbands, but are not expected to

observe celibacy, and may grant their favors to any person of the

Kshatri caste, who is not an Achun
;

all the male children of these

ladies are Achuns, all the females are Naitears. . . The oldest

male of the family is called the first Shekhury or first l^aja
;
the

second is called Ellee raja, etc. On the death of the Shekhury,

the Ellea raja succeeds to the highest dignity; each inferior raja

gets a step up.”—Buchanan’s Mysore, vol. ii. p. 351.

Sir W. Elliot, with his later experiences, completes the

general review as follows :

“Notwithstanding the same diversity of caste [in Malabar] as

in other provinces, they all agree in one remarkable usage— that of

transmitting property through the females only (niakkal santan) . .

The origin of a custom so singular is dependent on another prac-

tice still more revolting to the general feeling and usage of mankind,
viz. the existence of Polyandria among the Nairs and some other

castes of Malabar. A few other instances occur above the Ghats,

as among the people of Coorg, the Todas of the Nilagiri hills, the

Kapillis, a tribe inhabiting the Dindigul valley
;
and the Abbe

Dubois observed it among the Tottis or Pariah race of Mysore.”

—

Journ. Ethno. Soc. n.s. vol. ii. p. 119.

TVe may now pass on to the better condition of things in

regard to female influence represented by Sir C. Malcolm

:

“ The females both of the Brahmin and Sudra Mahrattas have,

generally speaking, when their husbands are princes or chiefs, great

influence, and mix, not only by their own power ov'er individuals,

but sometimes, as has been shown, personally, in the affairs of the

State. If married to men of rank, they have usually a distinct

provision and estate of their own; enjoy as much liberty as they
can desire.”—Malcolm, Central India, vol. ii. p. 119.
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Faqade of the Cave at Bhaja.

“ There are in the Western Ghats in the Bombay Presidency
,
Jive or six important

Chaitya caves, whose dates can be made out all of which were excavated, if
I am not very much mistaken, before the Christian JEra. The oldest of these is

situated at a place called Bhaja, four miles south of the great Karli cave in the

Bhore Gluit."—Fergusson, p. 110. See also General Cunningham, A^rchwological

Report, 1861, p. xxi.

I now reacli the region of the practical application of

much that has been cited above, to the recent decipherments

of Indian Inscriptions and coin legends.

The earliest historical tradition of woman’s supremacy in

India comes to us, irregularly, from outside sources, as re-

capitulated in the pages of Pliny, under his account of the

rise of the nation of the Pandse, which, in the English version,

may be quoted as follows :
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“ After these we come to the nation of the Pandae, the only one

throughout all India which is ruled by women. It is said that

Hercules had but one child of the female sex, for which reason she

was his especial favourite, and he bestowed upon her the principal

one of these kingdoms. The sovereigns who derive their origin

from this female rule over 300 towns, and have an army of

150,000 foot and 500 elephants.”*—Pliny, vol. vi. p. 23.*

Next in order, in the shape of tradition, we have to accept

the local annals, as preserved or reproduced in the texts of

the Hindu Purdnas—which, though clearly of comparatively

modern compilation, were secured against any very violent

falsification by the independent bardic memories and home
reminiscences of the independent tribes and nationalities

whose regal lists alone afiect the present inquiry.

The Vishnu Purana’s leading text contributes the follow-

ing translation imder Professor Wilson’s rendering :

“ Susarman, the Kanwa, will be killed by a powerful servant,

named (1) Sipralca, of the Andhra tribe, who will become king (and

found the Andhrabhritya dynasty). He will be succeeded by his

brother (2) Krishna; his son will be (3) Sdtakarni

;

his son will

be (4) Piirnotsanga

:

his son will be (5) Sdtakarni; his son will be

(6) Lamhodara ; his son will be (7) Ivilaka (Vikala?)
;
his son will

be (8) Meghaswdti

;

his son will be (9) Patumat (Pudumayi ?)

;

his son will be (10) Arishtakarman

;

his son will be (11) lldla ;

his son will be (12) Pattalaka (Mandalaka ?) ;
his son will be (13)

Pravilasena (Purikashena ?) ;
his son will be (14) Sundara (named)

SiiAKAEXiN
;

his son will be (15) Chakora Sdtakarnin; his son

will be (16) Sivaswdti

;

his son will be (17) Gotamipulra ; his son

will be (18) Pulomat

;

his son will be (19) Sivasri Sdtakarnin;

his son will be (20) Sivaskandha (ilatsya adds Sdtakarni)
;
his son

will be (21) Yajnasri; his son will be (22) Vijaya; his son will be

(23) Chandrasri (Dandasri)
;

his son will be (24) Pulomdrchis

1 Dr. Caldvell remarks :
“ His statement that the Pandae alone amongst Indian

nations were ruled hy women, though not correct (so far as is now known), if

supposed to relate to the Pandyas of Madura, may he regarded as sufficiently

applicable to the peculiar social usages of the Malahar coast, where almost every

inheritance still runs in the female line, and where, in Pliny’s own times at least,

if not also in thoseof Megasthenes, the Pandyas of Madura had colonies.”— p. 17.
2 See also Arrian, Hist. Ind. viii. 8: “His daughter, named Panda;a, and

caused the whole province wherein she was horn, and over which she afterwards

ruled, to receive its name from her.”—Megasthenes (Schwaiibeck, Bonn, 1846),

pp. 38, 5o. Strabo, xv. i. 4.
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(Pulomavi). These 30 Andra-hhritya Kings will reign 456 years.”

—Vishnu Parana, vol. iv. p. xxiv
;
Wilson (Hall’s ed.), vol. iv.

p. 194.*

The total numbers in the royal succession above enume-

rated only reach twenty-four. The other Puranas are

equally, though irregularly, defective
;

the Matsya list is

the fullest, and retains twenty-nine names, with an aggre-

gate total of 435^ years.^

In the celebrated Inscription of the Sah King, Rudra

Dama, on the Rock at Junagar in Gujarat—the Sdtakarni

kings are designated in general terms, as “ lords of the

Dakhin.” The contemporary references embodied in the

inscription may possibly aid and assist future identifications :

“ Raja Mahakshatrapa Rudra Dama : . . . The lord of the

countries of eastern and western A'karavati (or Akara and Avanti),

. . who rooted out the Yaudheyas, who would not subjeet them-

selves from the pride of their title of hero, acknowledged by the

Kshatriya tribe
;
who, without treachery, after twice thoroughly

conquering Satakarni, lord of Dakshinapatha, did not completely

destroy him on account of their near connexion.”—Burgess’s Archaeo-

logical Report of Western India, 1874-5, p. 129.

The text and translation of the Inscription, here given,

have been revised by Professor Eggeling. See also Prinsep,

in Journal Asiat. Soc. Bengal, 1838, vol. vii. p. 341.

For the latest authoritative reproduction of the evidence

bearing upon the position of the Queens Gotami and Vasithi,

in Western India, we are indebted to Professor Bhandarkar’s

re-examination of the still-extant inscriptions in the old

Pali character, on the walls of the Nasik Caves, which have

been printed in the Transactions of the Second or London

Meeting of the Congress of Orientalists. I append so much
of the tenor of the ancient versions as concerns the present

inquiry, and permit Prof. Bhandarkar to state in detail his

indigenous ideas of the bearing of the texts themselves upon

woman’s rights.

* See also Prinsep’s Essays, Useful Tables, p. 241
;
Asiatic Researches, vol. ix.

p. 101 ; and Brihat Sanhita, J.E.A.S. Yol. V. n.s. p. 82, etc.

’ Wilson, vol. iv. p. 199.
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The original Prakrit text of No. 26 commences: “ Siddham

Rano Ydiiitln pntam Siri Pudumdi/isa,” and the context runs

on, in its translated form, “ On the 13th day, in the second

fortnight of Grishma, in the year nineteen, of the King Siri

Pudumayi, the son of Yasisthi, by [?]. The great Queen
Gotami, the presiding genius of power, . . . daughter of royal

sages, and the mother of Satakarni Gotamiputra, the king of

kings.” The recapitulation towards the end of the Inscrip-

tion adverts to “ The great Queen, the mother of the great

king, and the grandmother of the great king (who) giyes

this caye to the congregation, the host of mendicants of the

Bhadrayania school. The Lord of patha, desirous to

please and serye the yenerable lady, the great Queen, grants

a yillage,” etc.

Inscription No. 26^7 opens : “ The prosperous Putumayi

VdsitJn-puto, the lord of Nayanara {Navanara-Sicdmi) com-

mands,” etc.^

Inscription No. 25 commences :
“ To the perfect One,

Victorious is Sendni, who is on the gate of the Yijayatirtha

in Goyerdhana. The prosperous Satakarni (Sadakani) Gota-

miputra, the Lord of Dhanakataka.” Later on the inscription

resumes: “To the perfect One, This is a royal command: . . at

the orders of King Satakarni Gotamiputra, and of the great

Queen, the honoured Yasi.shthi, the mother of the king,” etc.^

Inscription No. 24, after the usual opening form, goes on

to record that “In the 7th year of the King, the Lord, Siri

Yajha Satukani, Gotamipuia^ the Cave of Vaait, Lady Sena-

pati, the wife of Bavagopa, the Senapati,” etc.®

^ Inscription Xo. 3 also runs ; SidhamRano Vdsithi-putasa Sami SariPulumd Isa.

* Prof. Bhandarkar looks upon this inscription as comprising two charters,

one of the king, “ and the second by Vasisthi his queen.”

® The translator in his notes says she was called (in the Pali

original not because she commanded any army, hut be-

cause she was the wife of the Senapati. As regards the word yasd, in another

passage the translator remarks, “ Yasuya, Vasu or yasu may be

the name of the lady or a term of honour used in her case, as or in the

case of those spoken of in Inscription Xo. 24. Probably the q Vdsu of

dramatical language is the same as this.”
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Professor Bhandarkar goes on to comment on tke tenor of

texts lie has re-deciphered and translated in a diffident tone

and somewhat inconclusive manner. I, however, am hound

to quote his conclusions in some detail
;
he writes :

“ It appears to have been a custom in the case of these kings to

apply to them an epithet expressive of their being the sons of

certain mothers. The great Gautami'putra was so called because

he was the son of Gautami, though his real name was Satakarni.

Pudumayi was called Vasishthi putra because he was the son of

Vasishffii. In the same manner Yajna Satakarni must have been

called Gautamiputra because his mother was also named Gautami.”

—Second Oriental Congress, 1874, p. 340.

In a later passage he adds :

“As I have observed before, the cave numbered 26 by Mr. "West

was constructed and assigned to Buddhist mendicants of the Bha-

drayaniya school by Gautami, who is distinctly mentioned as the

mother of the King Gautamiputra Satakarni, whose exploits are

described in the inscription. Gautamiputra, therefore, was so

called because he was the son of Gautami, while his own
proper name was Satakarni. Pudumayi is called Vasithi-puta or

Yasishffii-putra for the same reason. Vasishthi, as I have pointed

out, granted the field conveyed in the second charter in Inscription

Ko. 25. She is there spoken of as the Queen of Gautamiputra, if

we accept the interpretation given in the note (above)
;
and even if

we follow that adopted in the text, and rmderstand them as issuing

orders conj ointly, there could be no reason why their names should

be so coupled together unless that relation existed between them.

Pudumayi therefore was the son of Gautamiputra, and not the

father, as the late Dr. Bhau Daji thought. Gautami is described

as the mother of a king, and the grandmother of a king, while

Vasishthi is mentioned simply as the mother of a king. Gautami,

therefore, appears to he the more elderly of the two, which she

could not be if her son were the son of Pudumayi, whose mother

was Vasishthi.”—p. 348.

There is another Inscription hearing the generic name of

Vdsisthi on the bas-relief of a Tope, in the middle of the

upper architrave of the south gateway at Sanchi, Bhilsa

:

WT
Eano Siri Satakanisa Avesani Vasithi- putasa A'nandasa Danam}

^ General Cunningham, Bhilsa Topes, p. 264.
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And there are further inscribed records of the family of

the Gotamiputras in the Kanheri caves; for instance, No. 11,

Kanheri Inscription, commences :
^

^ ^
Eana Gotama putasa Sama Siri Tana Satakanisa .... puta nyana.

No. 12 opens in the same or nearly similar words.^

I reserve any technical description of the coins for the

end of this article, where I can examine them in detail after

their several tj^es and legends, without interrupting the

continuity of these observations. It will be sufficient to say,

in this place, that an extensive class of leaden (or copper

and lead mixed-metal) coins bearing an unvarying symbol

of a crude bow and arrow, surrounded by legends in characters

hut little advanced upon the standard Asoka alphabets, ex-

hibit, on the reverse, a chaitya, composed of ten pyramidi-

cally- arranged arches, surmounted either by a half-moon or

alternating chakra, or “ wheel,” with a sacred-tree of crude

form, to the right, and a serpent in the oblong pedestal at

the foot. These coins bear legends severally intimating

that they pertained to the rulers or representatives

—

1st. Of the children, family, or race® of Maddri, belonging

to the tribe, sept, or, in modern acceptation, general household

of Sivdla. 2nd. The children or issue of Vasisthi, of the

got,* or subdivision of Vidavdya

;

and 3rd. The progeny or

issue of Gotami of the same subdivision got or race of

Vidavdya.

Coins with varying devices which preserve the names of

the descendants of Vasithi, and those named in the con-

current inscriptions, horn in the line of Gotami, will be

noticed hereafter.

1 Journ. Bombay Branch E.A.S., vol. v. p. 23. No. 14 of plate xliv. of Dr.

Bird’s series. Eecopied by Mr. West, and published in vol. vi. p. 1.

^ Journ. Bombay Branch E.A.S., vol. v. p. 27, plate xlii. Bird.

5 The original word on the coins is for Eula.

^ The Indian terra got cL;.r, covers many meanings :
“ family,”

“race,” a “branch or subdivision of acaste”—and, at times, among the Brahmans
the leading designation is derived from “ supposed progenitor, or primitive
spiritual head, as Sandilya, Kasyapa, Bharadwaja,” etc. —Wilson, Glossary,

in voce.
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Ceylon.

I continue these notes on the identities of many of the

customs prevailing in other and better-known lands—with

regard to the rights of females—in order to extend their

parallels to Ceylon and Australia.

I pass by the imperfect testimony of lamhulus, as pre-

served in the pages of Diodorus Siculus/ and point to the

importance of the dignity of Queen-consort in Ceylon, ex-

tending even to the very incompleteness of the accession of

a kins: without such matrimonial sanction. These data areo

derived from the original text of the Mahavanso, the special

scriptural record, and, we may conclude, the best exponent

of the feelings and traditions of the race, amid whom, and

for whose benefit, it was composed. Mr. Tumour’s trans-

lation of the passages bearing upon this question is to the

following efiect

:

“The King {^Wijaijo), on acconnt of his not having a Queen-

consort of equal rank to himself, was indifierent at that time to his

inauguration.”—Mahawanso (Ceylon, 1837), p. 51.

“Thereafter, the monarch Wijayo invested, with great pomp,

the daughter of King Panduwo with the dignity of Queen-consort.”

—p. 53.

“This great monarch” goes on to say, “I am advanced in years,

and no son is horn unto me .... for the preservation of the

dynasty. I ought to send for my brother Sumitto.” On his demise

these ministers righteously governed the kingdom . . .
“ and the

land of Lanka was kingless for one year.”

“Accordingly on the 7th day the devotees arrived there.

“ The Regents having seen them, made due inquiries, and

identified them
;

they invested the said Panduwasadewo with

the sovereignty of Lanka. So long as he was without a royal

consort, he abstained from solemnizing his inauguration.”—p. 54.

1 “ They never marry, but make use of ivomen promiscuously, and breed up
the children so begotten (as common to them all) with equal care and affection.
The children, while they are tender infants, are often changed by the nurses, that
they cannot he known by their mothers; and therefore, by that means, there
being no ambition among them, they live in great concord and amity, without
any sedition or tumults.”—Diod. Sic. ii. c. iv.
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“Causing his uncle’s canopy of dominion to be brought, this

PanduJcdhhayo anointed himself at his inauguration. He raised

the princess Sowanapali to the dignity of Queen-consort.”—p. 65.

The practical acknowledgment of Queens-Regnant in the

Dynastic lists is equally conclusive, inasmuch as amid the

sixteen accessions, enumerated by Mr. Rhys Davids,^ inde-

pendent queens are found to have been elevated to the

throne on three several occasions. One of whom, Lildvati,

is proved to have exercised the cherished royal prerogative of

coining money

Sir Emerson Tennent also bears testimony to the general

status of women, who “ w^ere treated with respect and

deference
;
and as priestesses and queens, they acquired a

prominent place in the public esteem.”—Ceylon (1860), vol.

i. p. 426.

The conditions of Polyandria in Ceylon are graphically

described from the personal experiences of one of our early

national travellers in the subjoined terms :

“In this country each man, even the greatest, hath but one

wife
;
but a woman often has two husbands. For it is lawful

and common with them for two brothers to keep house together,

with one wife, and the children do acknowledge and call both

fathers.

“Lands of inheritance, which belong to women, are exempted

from paying ‘ harrioW to the king.”

—

H. Knox’s Ceylon (London,

1681), pp. 93-4. Reproduced textually at p. 189, FeUowes’

Ceylon, 1817.

A later writer, also a countryman of our own, adverts to

the several forms of Polygamy and Polyandria as existing

in 1821:

“ Though concubinage and polygamy are contrary to their

religion, both are indulged in by the Singalese, particularly the

* Numismata Orientalia, part vi., “ Ancient Coins and Measures of Ceylon,”

p. 25. She calls herself

Sri Raja Lilhvatf,

That is, Raja in full masculine power, not B.dni in the feminine.
2 Prinsep’s Essays, vol. i. p. 422

;
Mr. Vaux, Numismatic Chronicle, vol. xvi.

p. 124.
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latter : and it is remarkable, that in tbe Kandyan eountry, as in

Tibet, a plurality of husbands is more common than of wives.

One woman has frequently two husbands
;
and I have heard of

one having as many as seven. This singular species of polygamy

is not confined to any caste or rank
;

it is more or less general

amongst the high and low, the rich and the poor. The joint

husbands are always brothers.”—J. Davy, Ceylon, 1821, p. 286.

An exemplification of the moral wave which united or

connected proximate localities even unto more recent times,

is contributed, once again, by a Semitic author, who, early

in the fourteenth century, expresses himself to the following

efiect.

“ Dne des merveilles des lies Maldives, c’est qu’elles ont pour

souverain une femme, qui est Khadidjah, fiUe du Sutan Djelal ed

di'n ’Omar [after the death of Shahab ud din, his youngest son, the

translatiou of the text continues], II ne restait plus de la famiUe

royale que les soeurs du defunt, Khadidjah, qui etait I’ainee,

Miryam et Fathimah. Les indigenes eleverent d la souverainete

Khadidjah, qui etait mariee a leur predicateur Djemal ed-din. Ce

dernier devint vizir et maitre de I’autorite, et promut son fils

Mohammed a I’emploi de predicateur en sa place
;
mais les ordres

ne sont promulgues qu’au nom de Khadidjah.” The Arabic text

entitles her, AilkLwJl. — Ibn

Batutah, vol. iv. p. 131.

Australia.

The extension of the customs above adverted to, in regard

to mother-right, or inheritance by the female line, to

Australia, might primarily he supposed to imply the mere

reproduction of natural laws in a severed section of the

earth. But the identity, correspondence, or imitation, seems

to have been, in some way, more direct and distinct in its

associations and surroundings than chance circumstances

would imply.

I do not venture to touch upon the geological ground of

continuity of continents, which, however unwillin gly re-

VOL. XI.—[new series.] 4
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ceived, appears, in its virtual assumptions, to rest upon

advanced scientific bases.

However, if we are able to connect any sucb common laws

of inberitance between Australia and Soutbern India, and

associate those evidences with many other links of primitive

barbarism, this will be sufficient for the aims and purposes

of the present essay.

To commence with the scientific aspect. Prof. Huxley, in

recasting the general scheme and abiding places of the lead-

ing types of mankind, expresses himself in the subjoined

terms

:

“ In the accompanying map, therefore, the deep blue colour

(Xo. 5) is given not only to Australia, but to the interior of the

Dekhan. A lighter tint of the same colour occupies the area in-

habited by the ancient Egyptians, and their modem descendants.

Eor, although the Egyptian has been much modified by civiliza-

tion and admixture, he still retains the dark skin, the black, silky,

wavy hair, the long skull, the fleshy lips, and broadish alar of the

nose, which we know distinguished his remote ancestors, and which

cause both him and them to approach the Australian and the

‘Dasyii’ more nearly than they do to any other form of mankind.” *

—Prof. Huxley, vol. ii. p. 405.

Views which are further insisted upon in a separate passage

to the effect

:

“ The only people out of Australia who present the chief charac-

teristics of the Australians in a well-marked form are the so-called

hill-tribes who inhabit the interior of the Dekhan, in Hindustan.

An ordinary Coolie, such as may be seen among the crew of any

recently returned East-Indiaman, if he were stripped to the skin,

would pass muster very well for an Australian, though he is occa-

1 “ The centre of the accompanjing map of the vrorld nearly corresponds with

that of the Indo-Pacific Ocean, which is bounded on three sides by the great

land-masses of the Old and New Worlds. Disjointed fragments of land separate

the Indian from the Pacific division of the great ocean, and stretch like so many
stepping-stones between the Malay peninsula and Australia, the latter semicon-

tinental mass of land hing almost half-way between Africa and South America.

The indigenous population of Australia presents one of the best marked of all

types, or principal forms of mankind ; and I shall describe the characters of this

niiodification first, under the head of The Austhalioid Type.”—p. 401.
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sionally less coarse in skull and —Prof. Huxley, Eth. Journ.

N.s. Tol. ii. p. 405.

Under secondary scientific heads may be grouped the

development of weapons. In this case the identities, simi-

larities, or continuities, are most striking in the approxima-

tion of the two continents in the methods of attack.

Colonel Lane Fox, who has made the aboriginal arms of

the world his special study, arrives at the following conclu-

sions :

“ In my last lecture, I mentioned that there were three countries

in which the boomerang is either still used, or is known to have

been used in ancient times, viz. Australia, the Deccan of India, and

Egypt. . . . Although the comparison of weapons from various parts

of the globe can have no other object than to trace out an original

connexion, I did not venture to build upon the coincidence of this

weapon in these regions, any argument for the common origin of

the people for whom it was used. E’er do I think that I should

have been justified in assuming such origin upon the grounds of

the identity of a single weapon.” [After quoting at length the

testimony of Sir W. Elliot to its practical use in Southern India,*

Col. Eox concludes:] “We may, therefore, I think, fairly consider

the causes which may have led to the adoption of this weapon as

sprung from a common source.”—Col. Lane Eox, Journal United

Serrtce Institution, vol. xiii. June, 1869.

Xext in order in the general scheme of identities we must

consider the laws of sjDeech
;
these have been treated on at

large, by our leading Dravidian authority. Dr. Caldwell, in

many casual sections of his standard work upon the lan-

guages of Southern India.

Among other passages we meet with the subjoined obser-

vations :

‘
‘ It seems proper here to notice the remarkable general re-

•

* Sir W. Elliot, in giring his personal experience of the use of the weapon

,

says :
“ It is formed on the grain of the wood, like the Australian hoomerang,

the curve varpng with the length of the stem
;
it is whirled horizontally, with the

end foremost, like the Australian practice, and is used by two tribes in the Deccan,
viz. the Kolis of Guzerat, and the Marawars of Madnra, but more especially in its

simplest form by the former, who are of the Dravidian or black race of the
Deccan.”
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semblance which exists between the Dravidian pronouns and those

of the aboriginal tribes of southern and western Australia. In

whatever way it may be explained, the existence of a general

resemblance seems to be unquestionable
;
but it has not hitherto

been observed that the Australian pronouns of the first person are

more nearly allied to the Tibetan than to the Dravidian.”

—

Caldwell, Grammar (1875), p. 78.

“ I'he grammatical structure of the Australian dialects exhibits

a general agreement with the languages of the Scythian group,”

p. 79. See also pp. 279, 309, 561-2
;
and Dr. W. H. I. Bleek,

Journal Anthropological Institute, vol. i. 1871, p. 89; Col. Box,

ihid. p. 104
;

Hunfulvy, Second Congress of Orientalists, 1874,

p. 88.

]Mr. E. Norris, an acute observer of both types of man, and

of their primitive speech, had already suggested some such

analogies to T)r. Prichard, who accepted them, in full recog-

nition, in the following terrns :

“It has been remarked by Mr. Norris,' who first made the

observation, which he has communicated to me, that the Australian

dialects display some striking analogies with the Tamulian group

of langxiages, or the idioms of the aboriginal people of the Dekhan.”

— Prichard, Researches (1847), vol. v. p. 277.

Prichard next carries us on to the more precise idiosyn-

cracies of the Australian languages :

“ Capt. Grey was, I believe, the first who perceived the re-

semblance of physiognomy, if that expression may be allowed,

which prevails through all this family of languages as far as its

affiliations are yet known. He was struck by a general resemblance

in the sound and structure of words even in very distant parts of

Australasia. He observed that the same identical words in many

instances have been recognized with the same meaning attached to

them round the entire continent.”— Prichard, Physical History

of Mankind, vol. v. p. 272.

And I myseK, in conclusion, revert to the tenour of the

birth and inheritance laws of these so-long undidurhed raees,

w'hich strangely reproduce the old forms of the supremacy of

mother-right, of which traces are still to be found in the

New World, or continent of North America, amid the normal
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Mongoloids, with whom Professor Huxley so largely peoples

the existing surface of the earth.

^

“ These family names are perpetuated, and spread through the

country, by the operation of two remarkable laws :

“ 1st. That the children of either sex always take the family

name of their mother.

“ That a man cannot marry a woman of his own family name.

“But not the least singular circumstance connected with these

institutions is their coincidence with those of the North American

Indians.”®—Journals in N.W. and W. Australia, by Capt. George

Grey (1841), p. 226.

Coins.

The preliminary outline of this brief catalogue of coins

appeared in a letter addressed to the Editor of the Indian

Antiquary of the 24th July, 1877 (published 7 September, p.

274), avowedly asking local collectors to seek out and con-

tribute fresh examples in illustration of this hitherto unex-

plored branch of Nmnismatics. When writing this letter, I

was fully aware that the representative specimens of the

recent find at Kolhapur were about to form the subject of

an article in the Journal of the Bombay Branch of the

Royal Asiatic Society, by Bhagvdnlal Indraji—who has

before and since proved himself to be so effective a coadjutor

in our common archaeological aims. At the same time I

was permitted to examine, without prejudice, the original

coins which were to form our common starting-point. His

essay on the subject has now been published in the Journal

' “Mongoloids.—An enormous area, which lies mainly to the east of a line

drawn from Lapland to Siam, is peopled, for the most part, by men who are short
and squat, with their skin of a yellow-brown colour
“ The strongly-coloured area (8a), finally, is intended to indicate roughly the

distribution of the Mongols proper.”
The latest all-round exemplification of the consistency of Prof. Huxley’s

Scythic, Turanian, or Mongolian theory, is to be traced in the tomb of a recently-
deceased North- American Indian Chief, where the slaughtered “Pony” is made
the climax of the last home of the chief in his blanket-Hned tumulus.—Frank
Leslie’s Illustrated Journal.

^ It has been fully ascertained . . . that no man could marry in his own clan

;

and that every child belongs to the mother’s clan.”—Archmologia Americana,
vol. ii. p. 109.
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of the Bombay Asiatic Society/ and does not altogether

accord with my decipherments of the legends or the infer-

ences I deduce from them
;
but, as we have taken independent

lines, I do not stop to contest them under either aspect, hut

rest content to try the issue upon future discoveries. In the

interval my appeal has not remained imanswered. Sir

"Walter Elliot has received some remarkable contributions

of coins, and Mr. Sewell has commenced collecting systemati-

cal/!/—following local finds—which must form the leading

eventual test of the spread and extent of royal supremacies.

Xo. 1. Copper, apparently largely mixed with lead. Size,

the full 9 of Mionnet’s scale.

Weight, 220 grains. 4 specimens. Two coins from the

cabinet of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society,

two examples the property of the Hon. Mr. Gihhs.

Obvei'se.—A crudely-outlined representation of a primitive

round bow and hroadly-barhed arrow.^

Reverse.—A chaitya, or typical form of a tumulus, formed

of four rows of inverted semicircles surmounted by a half-

moon (as in the Sah coins) ^
;
to the right, a sacred tree, an

object alike of the worship of the Jainas and their imitators

the Buddhists, with seven leaves or branches
;
at the foot,

an oblong box pedestal, with a free definition of a serpent in

a wavy line, with intervening dots.

Legend.—

Saho Maddri- putasa Sivdla-kurasa.

Xo. 2. Copper and lead. Size 7 of Mionnet’s scale.

W eight, 228 grains. 3 specimens. One in Bombay Branch

of the Royal Asiatic Society, two in the coRection of Mr.

Gibbs.

* “ Coins of Andlirabhntya Kings of Southern India.” Read 8 Sept., 1877.

The article is illustrated by plates of 29 coins, etc.

2 The same typical form of bow and arrow occurs repeatedly on the earlier

specimens of the ancient punched or hall-marked coins. See my Indian Weights,

Numismata Orientalia, part i. plate, fig. 12, etc.

3 J.E.A.S. o.s. Vol. XII. (1854), p. 1.
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Obverse.—Device a rude strung bow and broadly-barbed

arrow, ready set for use.

Legend.—

f

£ano Vdsitho-putasa Vidavdya-kurasa.

Reverse.—A conventional chaitya consisting of three layers

of inverted semicircles with inner dots, surmounted by a

chakra or wheel, perhaps the tj’pical figure of the sun. To

the left, a sacred tree with seven broad-spread leaves. At
the foot, an oblong pedestal, in which is figured a serpent,

the wavy intervals being fiUed in with dots.

I place this piece in the outline list of the issue or chil-

dren of Yasithi, earlier than those bearing the name of the

children of Gautami, on strictly numismatic grounds.

Ko. 3. Copper and lead. Size 9 of Mionnet’s scale.

"Weights range from 180 grains to 196. The execution of

the dies is inferior to the preceding. Numerous specimens

and examples are available.

Obverse.—The usual crude bow and arrow.

Legend.—

Rano Gotami-putasa Vidavdya-kurasa.

Reverse.—Chaitya device as above, but the symboKc tree

is attached to the main device, and rises directly from the

end or outer upright line to the right of the pedestal.

Many of these coins are what is technically termed
“ double-struck,” i.e. the dies of a successor or adverse con-

temporary have been repeated over the original impression,

without any re-fashioning or possibly much re-softening of

the metal of the piece itself.

These indications are often of much value in determining:

the relative priority of the conjoint rulers. In the present

instanpe they distinctly authorize us to place the children

or issue of Madari before those of the more prolific or more
popular ancestress Gautami.

The first of these coincidences is exempKfied in Xo. 3«

of the present list (corresponding with Xo. 13 of the original

plate iv., Bombay Branch Boyal Asiatic Society, 1877),
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•svliere tlie outer or natural edge of the piece retains a

portion of the normal legend in the letters

Kano Maddri piitasa :

while the second impress of a new die, in its false centering,

overlaps the lower surface with the letters of a broken legend

in the words

kurasa. Sana Gotami pula . . .

To exemplify further the custom of renewed or re^dsed

impressions upon the fully issued or so to say current coin,

I may add that in one case a jsiece of the Gautami-putras

of t^'pe No. 3 has had the identical legends of the original

obverse re-struck or repeated over the obvious surface of the

old reverse.

It is difficult to say how this was effected, as Sir W. Elliot

has lately received a very sharp and perfect specimen of

coin No. 3, which shows indubitable signs of having been

cast—the marks of the moulds are set irregularly at the

edges, and two definite orifices have been left at the sides to

receive the metal, the superfluous quantity of which still

adheres to the piece. It is not clear whether the dies them-

selves were composed of metal, or whether, supposing them

to have been made of baked clay, that substance was suffi-

ciently hard, in the other cases, to admit of the impress of a

second stamp.

No. 4. Copper. Small coins. Size 4 of Mionnet’s scale.

Weight, 28 grains. 2 specimens, Hon. Mr. Gibbs.

Obverse .—Archaic how and arrow.

. . . cRI

Rano Vast [tho-pu] tasa Vidavdya- kurasa.

Reverse.—Chaitya, with the sacred tree represented as

growing on the apex or summit.

In the field of one specimen, a monogram possibly com-
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posed of the letters rl^ tachd or ia^d; on the other

example, a letter exactly like a Chaldaean-Pehlvi («).*

No. 5. Copper and lead. Size 7. "Weight, 230 grains.

Sir Walter Elliot. (Originally published in the Madras

Journal of Literature and Science, vol. xi. plate iii. fig. 105.

Mr. E,. Sewell, C.S., has a new specimen from Amaravati.)

Obverse .—Device similar in some respects to the reverse

of No. 1, but the chaitya or tumulus in this case is solid,

surmounted with the usual half-moon, while the standard

Jaina tree is replaced by a conch shell, the favourite symbol

of Nemi, the 22nd Jaina Tirthankara, and of the Hindi!

god Vishnu, balanced on the other side of the field by a

lotus or water-Hly, the type of the 21st Jaina. The con-

ventional serpent at the foot, hut free and clear of the main

device.

Legend.—

Eano Gotami-putasa Siri Yana Satakanasa. [No. 21, list,

p. 42 ante.'\

Reverse .—Four leading circles at right angles, each com-

posed of a central dot and two concentric outer circles, the

upper pair and the lower pair are severally connected by a

semicircular line, this combination, varied by the junction of

the four balls of a simple cross, is conventionally recognized

as the Ujjain symbol.^

^ See Journal Royal Asiatic Society, n.s. Yol. III. (1868), p. 264. It may
be as well to add that the occurrence of such a letter on the local coinage need
not necessarily reduce the age of the pieces so inscribed to the modern limits

assigned to extant Pehlvi inscriptions. The letters of these alphabets are found
on very early specimens of the Parthian coinage.

^ See Journal Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. vii. plate Ixi.
;

Numismata
Orientalia, “Ancient Indian Weights,” part i. plate, figs. 5, 6. Dr. Schliemann,
in his work on Mycaene, enlarges upon the identity of the Greek Trigliph with
the Indian Swastika cross. But there is also a singular approach to this

circular Indian design in many of the patterns found on his buttons or whorls,

the only appreciable difference consisting of the centre dot, which fills-in the
space between the four circles in the latter. See Nos. 428, 404, 406, 411, etc.

A great variety of the forms of the JJjjain pattern may he seen in vol. vii.

plate Ixi. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and a series of many cognate
devices are figured in General Cunningham’s “Bhilsa Topes” (1854), plates xxxi.

xxxii. (in one case showing the Swastika within each of the four circles), as well
as occasionally in Mr. Eergusson’s “ Tree and Serpent Worship.” The Swas-
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I reproduce a description of some of the subordinate or

successional coins of this class, which I prepared in outline

for the Indian Antiquary, with a view to enlist the sympa-

thies of coin collectors within the range of the ancient

dominions of these nationalities.

In the last and succeeding instances male rulers seem to

have re-asserted their rights of kingship, while still bowing

to the old law of the supremacy of maternity. Most of

these later coins belong to Sir W. Elliot, many of them have

already appeared in his earlier essays, and are now designed

to he used and more fully described in illustration of his

promised article in the International Aumismata Orientalia

on the coins of the Andhra and other southern dynasties.

No. 6. Lead. Size 5. Weight, 86 grains.

Obverse .—Small chaitya, with three inverted semicircles,

and free serpent at the foot.

Legend.—

^

Eano Vdsitho- putaaa Siri Tasatasa [Tasoda?].

Reverse .—The conventional Ejjain symbol.

No. 7. Similar coins, variants.

Legend.—
Eano Vdsitho-putasa Siri Vadastasa [Chanda? Xo. 23,

list, p. 42.]

No. 7a. One coin of this class gives distinctly the letters

Sivasar, No. 19 of the Puranik list at page 42,

which reading is further confirmed by one of Mr. Sewell’s

specimens, which contributes the outlines of

Pu tasa Sivasira.

tika device, apart from its use as a running pattern, was not, however, limited

either to Eastern or "Westem acceptations, as may be seen in the examples in

Fahretti’s work on Etruscan Antiquities. 1st Supplement, plate iii. Xos. 29, 30 ;

3rd Supplement, plate xxix. fig. 38 ;
and on vases in the British Museum.
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No. 7b of Mr. Sewell’s collection reproduces, in a more

definite fonn, tlie imperfect specimen of Sir W. Elliot’s

plate xi. 100,^ and retains in legible letters tbe name of

Pudumavi, No. 18, list, p. 42.

....

Kano Vasitho-puta . . . Vmjumavesa.

No. 8. Lead. Size 4^ Mionnet’s scale.

Obverse.—A well-executed figure of an elephant., to tbe left.

Legend.— HrR
Rano Gotami- putasa Siri Yana Sataka.

Reverse.—Tbe usual four double rings joined by a cross.

Some examples add a Swastika on tbe obverse field, to tbe

right of tbe chaitya.

No. 9. Lead. Size 4. TVeigbt, 70 grains.

Obverse.—A boldly sunk die bearing a well-designed figure

of a horse to tbe left.

Legend.— f%fT ^
Ratio Gotami- putasa Siri Yana sa. . .

Reverse.—Tbe conventional Ejjain symbol.

No. 10. Copper or bronze. Size 4. "Weight (average),

35 grains.

Obverse.—A well-outlined figure of an elephant in free

form, with trunk erect
;
without trappings.

Legend.—

Siri Satakani,

Reverse.—Four single circles joined by cross-lines.

No. 11. Variant. Tbe elephant is decorated with rich

bead-gear.

Legend.—-^

Yaiia Sataka-

N.B.—The forms of tbe letters of tbe legends clearly

1 See General Cunningham, Ancient Geography of India, 1871, p. 541.
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indicate that these two coins, as well as those which follow,

belong to a later date than the specimens previously de-

scribed.

No. 12. Lead. Size 6. Weight, 133 grains.

Obverse.—A well-executed figure of a horse to the right,

wdth a half-moon in the field above.

Legend— ^
Mana (r(otami-putasa) Salaknna sa.

Reverse.—Device indistinguishable.

No. 12ff. New coin, Mr. Sewell. Size 5. Weight, 112

grains. From Gudivada.

Obverse.—Horse to the right.

Legend— •

Eafio Siri Cha[n)da.

Reverse.—The Ujjain symbol.

No. 13. Lead. Size 3. Weight, 35 grains. 2 specimens.

Obverse .—A crude figure of an elephant to the left.

Legend.— Sarivana or Salivana, perhaps a repetition

of the name, hut not necessarily indicative of the personahty

of the great monarch.

Reverse.—The Ujjain symbol.

No. 14. Lead. Similar coins. 3 specimens.

Legend.

—

Siri Ruda.

The ^ is on one occasion given as and the R, if re-

quired for Rudra, has to be supplied to the existing context.
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Art. II.

—

Notice of the Scholars icho hare Contributed to the

Extension of our Knowledge of the Languages of British

India during the last Thirty Years. By Robert N.

Oust, Honorary Librarian R.A.S.

Professor Monier Williams, of Oxford, in the course of his

speech at our Annual Meeting in May, 1878, remarked on

the scant interest shown in Oriental studies hy the University

Commissioners, and by the University itself. It is true that

there is not in England, as in France and Russia, a special

School for Instruction in the living Oriental languages
;

but

I think I can show, that the out-turn of work done by

volunteer scholars during the last thirty years is most

creditable. Many of their names are either unknown in

Europe, or have not received that honour, of which they

are deserving.

My attention has been more particularly attracted to

this subject in the course of the preparation of my “ Sketch

of the Modern Languages of the East Indies.” Such a

book could not have been compiled thirty years ago, simply

because the material had not been worked out by many scores

of workmen, acting without any communication with each

other. I further drew attention to the amount of good work

done by Continental scholars, and gave their names, in the

Indian Section of the Oriental Congress at Florence last

September, remarking that, as regards British India, tlie

English scholars, who had laboured so nobly, had simply

done their duty
;
while to the Continental scholars should be

awarded the higher meed of having worked from love of

science :
“ Hon lucri causa, sed artis.”

English, French, Germans, Swiss, Danes, Norwegians,

Dutch, Hungarians, and citizens of the United States of
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America, have severally contributed to this great work.

Some have been servants of tbe State in tbe Civil,

Military, or Educational Department
;

others have been

Missionaries of all denominations. "We have, also, some

excellent native scholars. In one or two instances scholars

like Rask, Csoma de Koros, and "Westergaard visited India

solely for the love of Science.

My remarks are at present restricted to the Modern

Languages of the East Indies, with their handmaids Paloeo-

graphy and Archaeologj". Much has been done for Sanskrit,

the Prakrits, and Pali, and a little for Kawi
;
but the day

of the tyranny of dead languages is past both in England

and India, and it has been discovered that the vernaculars

are worthy of the study devoted to them, and are much

more important to the well-being of the people. Education

of the masses in their respective vernaculars, and adminis-

tration of justice in the colloquial languages of the people,

are recognized as a first duty. English, Arabic, and

Persian, may be valuable as vehicles of science, literature,

and religion, and as instruments of secondary education;

but what are they when weighed in the balance with such

magnificent vernaculars as Hindi, Bengali, Marathi, Tamil,

Telugu, and Burmese, spoken by populations far exceeding

that of any European language, possessing already an

amount of indigenous literature, susceptible of a much more

extensive development, and destined also to be the vehicle

of a new culture, and, perhaps, of a new religion ?

I begin my survey from Bombay, and proceed to cast a

net over the whole of India. It is impossible to mention all

the works of each author
;

as my object is to bring before

the public certain names, and to indicate the branch of the

subject to which they have devoted themselves.

In Bombay, the Indian Antiquary, edited by Mr. Burgess,

has brought together many excellent scholars in the lin-

guistic and paloeographic field, viz. Mr. Fleet, Mr. Sinclair,

Dr. Biihler, Dr. Gerson da Cunha, and Professors Bhan-

darkar, Kielhorn and Shanker Pandurung. The Journal

of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society has
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other able contributors
;

still it may be regretted that

there is no sufficient grammar of the Gujarati or Marathi

languages, and no good Dictionary of the former : we

require something better than the Gujarati Grammar and

Dictionary of Shapurji Edalji, or the Grammar of Marathi

published anonymously. Dr. Gerson da Cunha is about to

publish a Grammar of Kankani, which has been pro-

visionally classed by me as a dialect of Marathi, subject to

correction, if need be, from so good an authority.

Of Sindhi we have a Grammar by Dr. Trurnpp of Munich,

of high order as a linguistic work on the comparative

method : he has also published a Sindhi Reader. A good

dictionary is required.

Of Baluchi we have a Grammar in the Makrani Dialect

by Major !Mockler, and grammatical notes of the Sulimani

dialect, spoken in the Dera Ghazi Khan district of the

Punjab, by Mr. Gladstone. There are also grammatical

notes on the Makran dialect in the Journal of the Bombay
Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society by Mr. Pearse. A
good deal is, however, still required.

The Brahu population is intermixed with the Baluchi, but

we have no original information as to the Brahiii language,

beyond the grammatical notes of Major Leech of 1838,

followed up by Professor Lassen, and of Dr. Bellew in his

work, “ From the Indus to the Tigris.” Captain Kicholson,

of the Stafi' Corps, has, however, published a translation of

an English book in this language, a copy of which I

am anxious to obtain, that I may get the opinions of Dr.

Aufrecht and Dr. Trurnpp, as to the family to which it

belongs.

For the Pushtu language we have capital scholars :

—

Major Raverty, Dr. Trurnpp, Dr. Bellew, Professor Bern-

hard Dorn of St. Petersburg, and the Rev. T. Hughes of

Peshawar. Nothing further seems required but to study

their books.

Of the mysterious language of the Kafirs all that is known
has been supplied by Sir A. Burnes, Sir H. Lumsden, and

Dr. Trurnpp.
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Of the Ghalchah language spoken along the steppes of

the Pamir in Wakhan and Sir-i-Kol, we have grammatical

notes by Mr. Shaw in the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic

Society of the highest interest.

Dr. Leitner was the first to bring to notice the dialects

of Dardistan : Mr. Drew, General Cunningham, and Dr.

Trumpp have added to our knowledge in this respect.

Mr. Shaw has also done good service in describing

the form of the Turki language spoken in East Turkistan,

which has now again passed under the Empire of China.

Considering how well the valley of Kashmir is known,

it is to be regretted that we have no grammar of this most

important language. We have vocabularies supplied by

Major Leech, Mr. Bowring, and Mr. Edgeworth
;
none of

whom, however, have visited the valley, and who, therefore,

picked up their knowledge from exiles. Latterly we have

something more genuine from Dr. Elsmlie, Mr. Drew and

Dr. Buhler, who promises a Grammar. A pressure should

be brought to bear upon the Maharaja for a Comparative

Grammar and Dictionary of the dialects of the Hills.

Entering upon the Punjab proper, we find that there is no

grammar, worth so calling, of the language, and a question

may be raised, whether the Punjabi is not a dialect of Hindi.

At any rate, we have it on the authority of Dr. Trumpp,

who has translated the Grunth, that the Grunth of Guru

Govind is actually in Hindi, and that the Grunth of Nanuk

is not in the Punjabi, as we now know that language.

Mr. Beames, of the Civil Service, comes to our aid with

his excellent Comparative Grammar of the Modern Aryan

Languages of India, in which, on the comparative method,

he disposes of the chief Sanskritic vernaculars. Of the

Hindi language we have a complete grammar by Mr.

Kellogg, and a dictionary by Mr. Bates. Dr. Hoernle

has written on the subject of the eastern form of Hindi

:

Mr. Beames and Mr. Growse, both of the Civil Service,

have dealt with the older forms of this magnificent language,

as exhibited in the poems of Chand and Tulsi Das.

Mr. Fitz-Edvvard Hall, Mr. Etherington, and M. Garcin
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de Tassy, have contributed to our knowledge of this lan-

guage. In Hindustani, or Urdu, the principal dialect or

lingua franca of this language, we have a further band of

workmen : Messrs. Fallon and Bryce with dictionaries

;

Messrs. Dowson, Platt, Holroyd, Monier Williams, and

Eastwick, with grammars of different degrees of merit.

Shakespear’s esteemed works are rather falling out of date.

In the great language of Bengali we have a Grammar by

Dr. Wenger, and a remarkable Essay by Shama Churun

Sirkar Gungoli, wFo has also written a Grammar. No
dictionary has yet superseded that of Sir Graves Haughton.

In Uri3ra we have a Grammar by Mr. Maltby
;

but, as

this important language is spoken by eight millions, it

deserves more attention. In Asamese we have a Dictionary

b}^ the Rev. Mr. Bi-onson, and a Grammar by the Rev.

Nathan Brown, both missionaries, and staunch advocates

for the independence of this language.

In Sinhalese we have valuable grammatical notes by

Mr. Childers, in the Journal of this Society, in which

he contends for the Aryan classification of this language,

denied by others. The late Mr. D’Alwis has also pub-

lished a translation of a native grammar. Dr. Goldschmidt

has given valuable accounts of the Inscriptions of a very

early date. Mr. Gray, too, has recently printed in our

Journal interesting details on the dialect prevailing in the

Maidive Islands.

In the Dravidian family of languages we have a still

larger amount of work done. Foremost is the Comparative

Grammar of Bishop Caldwell, which has passed through two
editions, and places our knowledge on a sound basis. Dr.

Pope has published a Grammar, and Rottler a Dictionary of

Tamil
;

Mr. Brown and the Rev. Mr. Arden, Grammars of

Telugu, and the former a Dictionary. Mr. Burnell, of the

Civil Service, has published a series of short descriptions of

the dialects of Southern India, including the Mappila dialect

of Malaj’alim of the west coast, and of the Laccadive Islands.

The late Mr. Gover has published a book on the Folklore

of Southern India. Reeve has published a Dictionary of

VOL. XI.— [new semes.] g
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Kanarese
;

Hodgson, a Grammar
;

the Eev. Dr. Kittel

a Grammar of archaic Kanarese. In Malayalim, Dr.

Gundert has issued a Dictionary on the comparative

method
;
Mr. Peet has given us a Grammar. Of the Tulu

language we have a Grammar by the Eev. Dr. Brigel.

Passing on to the uncultivated Dravidian languages, we

have a Grammar of Koorg by Major Cole. The Eev.

Mr. Metz and Dr. Pope have published grammatical notes

of the Toda Language
;
and Bishojs Caldwell, Mr. Burnell,

Mr. Breeks, Dr. Mogling, Mr. Schmidt, and others have

illustrated this and the Kota language.

Turning to the Dravidian languages of Central India,

we find that something has been done, though much still

remains to be done. Major Smith, of the Madras Service,

has published a brief Khond Grammar. Another has

been printed in the Hriya character by Lingum Lukshmaji

Pundit. Of the Gond we have grammatical notes by

Dr. Dryberg : had the Eev. Mr. Hislop lived, we should

have known more. Efforts are being made to place our

knowledge of this important language and its dialects on

a proper footing. Of Oraon we have a Grammar by the

Eev. ]\Ir. Flex. Dr. Aufrecht and others have contributed

vocabularies of Eajmahali.

In the Kolarian family we have a Grammar of Sonthal,

by the Eev. Mr. Phillips and a more complete one by

the Eev. Mr. Skrefsrud, who has been charged by the

Government of Bengal with the duty of preparing a

Comparative Grammar of the whole family. A Primer

of the Mundari or Kol Language has been drawn up by

the Eev. Mr. Whitley. In this family of languages, as in

the preceding, contributions to linguistic knowledge of a

humbler character have been made by many persons, who

have none the less contributed to the throwing of light

into these dark places.

The Tibeto-Burman family occupies so large a field,

that we must deal with it by groups. Of the Nepal Group

we owe all that we know to our illustrious Vice-President,

Mr. Brian Hodgson : but for him, we should have known
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nothing, and, with the exception of an able description of the

Magar language by Mr. Beames in the Journal of this

Society, we have not advanced a step in knowledge, since

he dropped his pen. The jealousy of the Nepal Govern-

ment has allowed no traveller, or missionary, in fact no

European except the Resident and his family, wdthin this

interesting region. In the Sikhim group we have a

Grammar of Lepcha by Colonel Mainwaring, and a local

literature is coming into existence under the missionaries

stationed at Darjeeling. In the Trans-Himalayan group, since

the Tibetan Grammar and Dictionary of Csoma de Koros, we
' have had Grammars by MM. Foucaux and Schmidt : the

attention, too, of that great scholar, Schiefner, has been

turned to this language. It may safely be said that there

is no living Englishman, who has any knowledge of

Tibetan, but, under the patronage of the English Government,

Dr. Jaeskhe has published a brief Dictionary and Grammar
of the Tibetan spoken at Lahoul in the Punjab, and is now
carrying through the press a Dictionary of actual Tibetan.

On the Kunawari, which is classed as a sister-language, and

on the dialects of Tibetan spoken on the fringe of British

India, and in the territories of the Maharaja of Kashmir,

we have had stray beams of light thrown by Mr. Drew,

Mr. Shaw, Captain Gerard, General Cunningham, Captain

Herbert, and M. Schlagintweit.

In the Assam group more has been done : Mr. W.
Robinson has published in the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic

Society, grammatical notes of several of the languages

;

the Rev. Nathan Brown extensive Vocabularies
;

and Mr.

Brian Hodgson some remarkable Essays. The Rev. Mr.

Keith has written a Grammar of the Garo lanwuao-e

:

O O
while Captain Butler, the Rev. Mr. Neighbor, Mr. Peat,

Captain Gordon, Mr. Damant, Ramnath Chuckibutty, and

others have contributed to our general fund of knowledge

;

but so much still remains to be done, that we must look

to the future with regard to this group, rather than the past,

We may allude here, for geographical convenience, so as

to exhaust the surroundings of the Assam Valley, to the
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interesting language of the Khasi tribe, which, though

morphologically quite distinct from the Tibeto-Burraan

family, is geographically situated in their midst. The Rev.

Mr. Pryse has published an excellent Grammar of this

unique language, and there is also a Dictionary. Dr.

Schott and Von der Gabelentz have turned their attention

to the language also in German periodicals.

Returning to the Tibeto-Burman family, we come upon

the Munipur-Chittagong group, illustrated by the labours of

Major McCulloch, Major Lewin, Lieut. Stewart, Mr. Damant,

Captain Tickell, the Rev. Nathan Brown, and the ubiquitous

Brian Hodgson. Yet, this group may be still described as

“terra incognita.” We can just see dimly that there is

a great deal more that we ought to know. We ought to

feel grateful to the distinguished public officers, who have

sup2)lied us with such information as we do possess, su}3-

plying, as this does, a solid basis for future superstructure.

In the Burma group of the Tibeto-Burman family we

come on a clearer light, let in by a different group of

scholars, both servants of the State and missionaries, settled

on the banks of the Irawaddie. Among these we may
notice Captain Latter, Sir A. Phayre, Major Fryer, Captain

Forbes, the Rev. Mr. Judson, the Rev. Mr. Mason, the

Rev. Mr. Stilson, Mr. St. Barbe, and Bishop Bigandet. It

is wonderful to consider, how much they have done for the

Burmese and Karen languages.

There remain of the great Tibeto-Burman family the lan-

guages, of which we have only vague reports on the Chinese

frontier, from Dr. Anderson, Lieut. Gamier, Mr. Cooper,

and Mr. Margary, viz. the Leesaw and others, and the all-

but-fabulous Mautsee, whom we find in the heart of China

:

in this direction we have rich discoveries reserved for the

future. In the islands of the Bay of Bengal the An-

damans, the Nicobars, and the Mergui Archijjelago, we

seem to begin to see light dimlj’’ in the works of Lieu-

tenant Temjjle, Mr. Man, Mr. de Roepstorff, and other

contributors to Indian periodicals.

The languages of the Tai family are spoken by populations.
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who, to a great degree, are independent of British India, viz.

the Siamese, Shans, and Lao
;
but as a portion is within the

Administration of the Commissioner of Assam, it may be con-

venient to mention the whole. Bishop Pallegoix has pub-

lished a Dictionary and Grammar of Siamese, and M. de

Rosny, Dr. Schott, Dr. Bastian, and Lieutenant Gamier,

supply all that is known regarding the independent terri-

tories, with the exception of the Shans of Burma, a grammar

of whose language has been published by the Rev. Mr.

Cushing. Of the language of the Khamti, within the

limits of Assam, we have but scant vocabularies.

Of the Mon-Anam family, Pegu is within British India

;

and the Mon or Peguan language is illustrated by a

Giammar by the Rev. Mr. Haswell. For our knowledge

of the Annamite and Kambojan we depend on the French

scholars, MM. Taberd, Aubaret, Aymonier, Des Michels,

and Dr. Bastian, a German
;

but a great deal more has to

be done, and as yet no Englishman has broken ground.

Independently of the particular works devoted to one

language, many most valuable works have been published

in a collective form, such as Colonel Dalton’s Ethnology

of Bengal, Mr. W. W. Hunter’s Non-Aryan Languages,

Max Muller’s Letter on the Turanian Languages (an

Appendix to Bunsen’s Philosophy of History), and Lectures,

Sir G. Campbell’s Languages of India, Crawfurd’s Dictionary

of the Indian Islands, Latham’s Comparative Philology,

Hovelacque’s ‘la Linguistique,’ Fried. Muller’s ‘Reise

des Novara,’ and ‘ Ethnologie, ’ and the ‘ Anonymous
Dictionary of Languages,’ published by Hall and Co.,

Paternoster Row. Add to these the Journals of the

Royal Asiatic Society, of its several branches, and of the

Mother -Society in Calcutta, the Journal of the Indian

Archipelago, which died with the lamented Dr. Logan, the

Indian Antiquary, and the Calcutta Revieio, all replete with

original matter, while the compilations previously noted

are necessarily composed of information at second hand,

although some, like Colonel Dalton’s Ethnology, have the

merits both of original research and skilful compilation.
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The Bengal Asiatic Society has for a long period ex-

tended its fostering care to the subject of philological and

ethnical knowledge. The school of Calcutta scholars,

always in great repute, and represented at the present

time by such men as Rajendra Lala Mitra, Iswar Chund

Yidyasagara, Krishna Mohun Banerjea, Jita Nunda Yidya-

sagara, Taranatha Tarkavachaspati, has lately suffered a

heavy loss by the death of Mr. Blochmann. There are,

however, many others, and each year adds to the number

of enlightened scholars. Few Europeans, it is true, have

made the modern languages of India the object of their

studies : but the late M. Garcin de Tassy for twenty-seven

years published an Annual Report of the progress made in

the study of the Ilindi language
;

while M. Yinson has

contributed to the knowledge of the Dravidian languages,

Tamil being the vernacular of the French settlement of

Pondicherry.

The necessity of translations of the whole or of portions of

the Holy Scriptures into the languages of India has greatly

increased, and many excellent versions, in various languages

hitherto unwritten, have become the standard of purity and

elegance, from which the new literature will form itself.

The convenience to linguists of these independent trans-

lations of the same book in languages totally differing in

structure, can hardly be estimated at its full value. Thus Mr.

Burnell, following the lead of Prince L. L. Bonaparte, has

attempted the translation into certain dialects of South India

of the Parable of the Sower, but this is hardly of sufficient

length to illustrate fully the vocabulary and structure of

a language : the translation of one of the Gospels by a

missionary who uses it daily in his schools and place of

worship, with the further test of its being used by the

missionaries of rival bodies, is the best, and most sufficient

exemplar of a language that could be imagined.

My own conclusion is, that having the support of the

Government of India, together with the unselfish labour of

the servants of the State, the missionaries and the scholars

of Europe, we need not trouble ourselves with what appears
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to US the supineness of the English Universities, who, hy

reserving to certain branches of knowledge the funds which

were intended for the advance of knowledge as a whole,

have not done what has been done by many and smaller

bodies in Continental Europe. There can be no doubt,

that, at the present time, the Modern Languages of British

India have not received from our Universities, the support

they would have had, had their value been at all known

by the educated people of this country.
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Art. III .—Ancient Arabic Poetry; its Genuineness and

Authenticity} By Sir William Muir, K.C.S.I., LL.D.

An indescribable charm surrounds the early poetry of

the Arabs. Dwelling in the wonderful creations of their

genius with these ancient poets, you live, as it were, a new

life. Cities, gardens, villages, the trace of even fields, left

far out of sight, you get away into the free atmosphere

of the desert
;

and, the trammels and conventionalities of

settled society cast aside, you roam with the poet over

the varied domain of Nature in all its freshness, artless-

ness, and freedom.

It is altogether another life, which the unpropitious sun of

our colder climate renders possible only to the imagination.

Yet Nature, in however different a garb to that which we
are used to gaze upon, will strike, when faithfully described,

a chord in every heart. The dweller in the North may never

have witnessed the dark tents of a nomad tribe clustering

around the fountain with its little oasis of trees and verdure

in the midst of the boundless barren plain, nor the long

strings of camels wending their weary way over the trackless

sands
;
yet he will recognize the touch of Nature when the

true poet paints the picture, lingers plaintively over the

spot where the tent of a beloved one was but lately pitched,

and mourns the quickly disappearing traces of her tribe’s

encampment.

* Bemerhmgen iiber die Aechtheit der alien Arabuchen Gedichte. Von "W.

Ahlwardt, Professor an der TJniversitat Greifswald. Greifswald, 1872.

Culturgeschiehte des Orients unter den Chalifen, Von Alfred von Kremer.
TVien, 1875. Kapitel VIII. Poesie.

Translations from the Moallacut and Early Arab Poets. By C. J. Lyall,

B.C.S. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. xlvi. Calcutta, 1877.
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The needs of nomad life are few and simple
;

indeed, it is

startling sometimes to reflect, in this age of luxury, with

what small appliances, especially in a southern zone, man

may live in happiness and comfort. A house or even hut

would but hamper the Bedouin. A few breadths spun from

the hair of the camel or the goat, a short pole or two,

with a few ropes and pegs, are all he needs for a dwelling,

which can be planted on any spot where the green pasture

and running spring invite
;
and as rapidly dismantled, trans-

ported, and pitched again at will elsewhere. A bright life

this, light and childlike, where carking care and the strong

passions that make man live too fast elsewhere, might well

have said farewell to the happy dweller. Alas, even here

human nature finds ample food for vanity and envy, hatred

and rapine

!

The range of thought in Arabian poetry is of limited

extent. Past experiences and the sentiment of the moment

are described with illustrations drawn from pastoral life.

The future is not thought of, nor is the attempt made to

draw lessons from the past. Childlike, it is in the present that

the Arab poet lives. But even in such artless rhymes there

is a style and fashion. The poet must have a mistress, whose

absence he mourns, and in the memory of whose smile he

still loves to linger. Images of tenderness and beauty are

drawn from the soft eye of the antelope or the graceful palm.

The hand of attendant maidens in fair apparel, in the

language of Arab poetry, is like a herd of the wild cow, white

and party-coloured, scouring over the brown expanse. The

terrible sand-hurricane of the desert
;

the joys and dangers

of the chase
;

the nightly journey, when the lone traveller

starts at the gaunt bones that bleach his way, conjuring

apparitions of the wayfarer who may have perished with

his camel on the spot; tribal jealousies and encounters;

bitter satire on the meanness of the poet’s foe
;
the banquet

or hospitable entertainment in a friendly tent
;
the glories

of the poet’s tribe
;

and, above all, the peerless virtues of

his horse or camel—are congenial subjects with the Arabian

bard, treated, if not with variety, at the least with singular
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beauty, and in words that breathe the life and vigour of

the desert air. The pastoral life is pictured in the simple

imagery of undisturbed rural scenery. The cavalcade bear-

ing the whole worldly goods of the trihe—the matrons and

maidens borne in litters on the camels’ backs—passes along

the desert with its scant and scattered foliage of hardy shrubs,

and, after a weary march, encamps, it may be, in a vale

where the springs break forth from the slope of an adjacent

hill. The clustering tents darken the background, while the

grateful fountain, with its green environs and its grove of

date-trees, stands in delightful contrast to the wild bleak

scenery around.' The maidens go forth with their pitchers

to the spring; and the herds of goats return with full

udders from the pasture or still sweeter but scanty foliage

of the stunted acacia-trees. Arab life lives, truly, a life of

its own. There is no advancing civilization wherewith to

rehabilitate the surrounding imagery. The nearest approach

in our own language to Arabian poetry is the book of

Job, with its illustrations of the conies, the goats, and

the wild ass
;
and even such is still the life of the desert

at the present day. Cut off from the world by wilderness

and by nomad habits, the Arab maintains unchanged his

simplicity, affected as little by the luxury and civilization

of surrounding nations, as by their politics. The pastoral

eclogues of the classics are ever bordering upon urban life
;

but here the freshness and freedom of the wild desert is

untainted by the most distant approach of the busy world.

The din of the city, even the murmur of the rural hamlet,

is unheard. The poet is unconscious of their existence.

Take the following from the pen of Mr. Lyall, a young

Orientalist of high promise. The Moallacah of Lebid, the

contemporary of Mahomet, opens thus :

—

1. Effaced are her resting-places, (both) where she stayed but a

while and where she dwelt long

in Mina : desolate are her camps in Ghaul and el-Eijam,

* ‘ And they came to Elim, where were twelve wells of water, and three

score and ten palm-trees
;

and they encamped there by the waters.’

—

Gen.
XV. 27 .
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2. And bythe torrents of el-Eayyan: the traces thereof are laid hare

and old and worn, as the rocks still keep their graving

:

3. Tent-traces over which have passed, since the time that one

dwelt there,

long years with their rolling months of war and peace.

4. The showers of the Signs of Spring have fallen on them, and

there have swept

over them the rains of the thundering clouds, torrents and

drizzle, both

—

5. The clouds that came by night, those of the morning that hid

the sky,

and the clouds of even-tide, with their antiphons of thunder;

6. There have sprung up over them the shoots of the rocket, and

in the sides

of the valley the deer and the ostriches rear their young

;

7. The large-eyed wild kine lie down there by their young ones

just bom, and their calves roam in herds over the plain.

8. The torrents have scored afresh the traces of the tents, as though

they were lines of writing in a book which the pens make

new again,

9. Or the tracery which a woman draws afresh as she sprinkles

the blue

over the rings, and the lines shine forth anew thereon.

10. And I stood there asking them for tidings—and wherefore did

I ask

aught of deaf stones that have no voice to answer ?

11. Bare was the place where the whole tribe had rested: they

passed away

therefrom at dawn, leaving behind them the tent-trenches

and the thatch.

12. The camel-litters of the tribe stirred thy longing, what time

they moved away

and crept into the litters hung with cotton, as the wooden

framework creaked,

13. —The litters hung all round, over their frame of wood,

with hangings, thin veils and pictured curtains of wool.

14. They began their journey in bands, wide-eyed as the wild

cows of Tudih,

or deer of Wejrah as they watch their fawns lying around.

15. They were started on theii’ way, and the sun-mist fell off them,

as though
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they were low rocky ridges of Bisheh, its tamarisks and its

boulders.

16. jNay—why dost thou dwell on the thought of Nawar ? for she

is gone,

and severed is all that hound her to thee, whether strong or

weak.

17. Of Murrah was she : she halted in Feyd, then she travelled on

to those of el-Hijaz. How then canst thou reach to her

18. On the Eastward slopes of Aja and Selma, or in Mohajjar

where Fardeh and el-llukham cut her off from thy coming?

19. Or it may he she went to el-Axemen, and then her abode

should he in "Wiliaf el-Qahr, or Tilkham, in Suwa’iq.

20. Cut short then thy longing for one whose converse is changed

to thee

:

and verily the best in atfection is he who knows how to cut

its bonds.

The following is the commencement of the famous Mo-
allacah of Zoheir ;

—

1. Are they of 0mm Aufa’s tents—these black lines that speak

no word

in the stony plain of el-Hutathellem and el-Darraj ?

2. A"ea, and the place where her camp stood in el-Raqmatan is now
like the tracery drawn afresh by the veins of the inner wrist.

3. The wild kine roam there large-eyed, and the deer pass to and fro,

and their younglings rise up to suck from the spots where

they lie all round.

4. I stood there and gazed : since I saw it last twenty years had

flown,

and much I pondered thereon : hard was it to know again

—

5. The black stones in order laid in the place where the pot was set,

and the trench like a cistern’s root with its sides unbroken still.

6. And when I knew it at last for her resting-place, I cried

—

“Good greeting to thee, 0 House—fair peace in the mom to

thee !

”

7. Look forth, 0 Fi-iend—canst thou see aught of ladies camel-home

that journey along the upland there above Jorthum well?

8. Their litters are hung with precious stuffs, and thin veils thereon

cast loosely, their borders rose, as though they were dyed in

blood.
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Sideways they sat as their beasts clomh the ridge of el-Suhan.

—in them were the sweetness and grace of one nourished in

wealth and ease.

10. They went on their way at dawn—they started before sunrise:

straight did they make for the vale of el-Rass, as hand for

mouth.

11. Dainty and playful their mood to one who should try its worth,

and faces fail’ to an eye skilled to trace out loveliness.

12. And the tassels of scarlet wool in the spots where they gat

them down

glowed red like to ' ishriss seeds, fresh-fallen, unbroken, bright.

13. And when they reached the wells where the deep blue water lies,

they cast down their staves and set them to pitch the tents for

rest.

14. On theirright hand rose el-Canan and the rugged skirts thereof

—

and in el-Canan how many are foes and friends of mine !

15. At eve they left el-Suban: then they crossed its ridge again

borne on the fair-fashioned litters, all new and huilded broad.

Here, from the same hand, is the chase of the wild cow :

—

Then she heard the sound of men, and it filled her heart with fear

—ofmen from a hidden place : and men, she knew, were her bane.

She rushed blindly along, now thinking the chase before

and now behind her : each was a place of dread.

Until, when the archers lost hope, they let loose on her

trained hounds with hanging ears, each with a stiff leather collar

on its neck

;

They beset her, and she turned to meet them with her horns

like to spears of Semhar in their sharpness and their length

To thrust them away: for she knew well, if she drove them not off,

that the fated day of her death among the fates of beasts had come.

And among them Kesab was thrust through and slain, and rolled

in blood

lay there, and Sukham was left in the place where he made his

onset.

The next piece is from Amr, son of Madikerib, a chief of

the South, who, after the death of Mahomet, rebelled, like

most of the Bedouin tribes, but was pardoned by Abu
Bekr, and took a leading part at Cadesia and other battle-

fields in Irac :

—
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And well I kne'w that on that day

I should hare to fight both Kah and Xahd—
!Men who, when they are arrayed in steel,

glitter like leopards in leather and mail.

Each man runs to the battle-stead

with what he has gathered ready therefor.

"^"hen I beheld our women flee

furrowing the hard earth as they ran.

And Lemiseh’s unveiled face shone as though

it were heaven’s full moon when it rises on high,

And all her loveliness, hidden before,

stood hare to see, and the case grew grave,

I stood forth to fight their chief : and needs

must I fight him—no escape therefrom.

They vowed that my blood should spill : and I

vowed, if I met them, to do my best.

How many a brother lief and dear

have my two hands laid to rest in the grave !

I wailed not, nor raised lament or cry,

for my weeping would profit naught at all :

I wrapped him round in his winding-sheet—
hard was I born on my birth-day

!

I stand in the stead of those dead men :

the foemen count me a host alone.

Gone are the men I loved, and I

lonely abide like sword in sheath.

It is from such poetry as this that we gain an insight

into the life of the Arab nation prior to the rise of Islam.

"When the tribes, at the bidding of Abu Bekr and Omar,

sprang forth from the Peninsula, as a leopard from his lair,

to conquer the world, they carried with them their love of

Arab song, and many an important passage in the annals

of the spread of Islam is illustrated by contemporary poetry.

We have verses, for example, bearing on the career of this

same Amr son of Madikerib, and others who similarl}^ rose

in rebellion after the Prophet’s death
;
the elegies on Malik

ibn Noweira are valuable, as throwing light on the part

which Khalid took in the tragic scene of his murder
;
there
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are fragments describing tbe field of Termuk and other

great battles, which, though turning-points in the world’s

historj^, are but dimly reported to us through the partial

medium of the Arabian annalist. Such are the touching

verses addressed to the solitary palm-tree near the plain of

Cadesia, which afforded a grateful though momentary shade

to the wounded warriors as they were carried under it from

the field of Ghimath, and who sang its praises thus :

—

Hail to thee, grateful Palm-tree, planted between Cadissa and Odzeib

!

By thy side spring the wild plants of camomile and hyssop

;

Let the dews of heaven and its showers water thy roots beyond

all others

!

Let there never he wanting a Palm-tree in thy scorching sands !
‘

Poetical remains like these possess a special value : for

tradition, which is so detailed and rich during the life of

Mahomet, suddenly ceases at his death, and we are left to

grope our way among uncertain and discrepant narratives.

Such fragments fixed, at any rate, to some extent, by their

rhythm and rhyme, are as it were stepping-stones for the

historian along the quicksands of oral evidence. The im-

portant practical bearing of such remains will be readily

recognized.

Herr von Kremer has ably traced the gradual enlargement

of the scope of Arab poetry as affected by the growth of the

Moslem empire, and the manifold influences of social and

political life
;

to which, as kingdom after kingdom was

swallowed up and assimilated to the Caliphate, it was ex-

posed. The bard no longer lived, childlike, in the present

and the past, but, stretching out into the future, grew to be

reflective, and in the end philosophical. In this process

poetry gradually lost the fresh charms of the desert, no

longer shunning the city and the haunts of luxury; and,

above all, it suffered from the social deterioration at the

Courts of Baghdad and Damascus.

From all such modern poetry, the ancient song of Arabia

stands out clear and distinct. Are the remains which we pos-

* Tabari, iii. 43.
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sess of it genuine and authentic ? Especially, are the works

of the seven famous poets, the Moallacat (of whom six were

pre-Islamite) genuine ? How have they been handed down to

us ? have w^e their poems as they were recited by the authors

themselves ? if they have been tampered with, to what extent

is this the case ? and is it in our power to distinguish the

true and original, from the false and counterfeit ?

To the task of answering these questions Professor

Ahlwardt has addressed himself with profound critical

acumen, supported by vast learning and research. He
has investigated the subject in a thoroughly philosophical

spirit, and has applied the results to a rectification of the

text of these ancient poets. The conclusions at which he

has arrived may, in a subject so recondite and full of diffi-

culty, be sometimes liable to question
;
hut his course of

reasoning, and the abstract jarinciples he has laid down,

are as a whole beyond the reach of cavil
;
and I propose

therefore to give an outline of the learned monograph which

he has published on this interesting question.

Although writing was known, more or less, in Arabia

from an early period, it was not the practice till long after

the rise of Islam to commit the poetry of the nation to

writing. Those precious remains were handed down solely

by word of mouth, and were consequently exposed to all the

variations and imperfections incident to oral tradition.

When, after the lapse of a century or more, the habit

arose of reducing ancient poetry to writing, not only was the

authorship of individual poems often uncertain, but the

substance and arrangement of the matter, as given by

different hands, varying and uncertain.

The motive which first led to the study of early Arab

poetry, and the mode in which, after so long a course of

oral transmission, it was first committed to writing, will

throw light upon this uncertainty. The first and grand

object was to obtain a standard of pure Arab speech. The

Coran and the Sunnat,—the word of the Lord, and the sayings

of l^lahomet,—were, for the newborn Nation, the sole rule of
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civil and religious life. These were embodied in pure Arabic,

the meaning and force of which thus acquired a paramount

importance. The finest shades of difference in the meaning

of a word or idiom might affect individual right, or social in-

terests, of the deepest moment. The commentaries, analogies,

and decisions, based upon these sacred sources, and containing

their application to the rapidly developing range of civil

and religious life, were admissible only when drawn in the

same pure and unadulterated tongue,—the dialect of the

Coreish in which the Prophet spoke.

Schools of theology and law were early established at

Bussora and Kufa, the two great centres of Arabic learning.

But these cities were without the precincts of the Peninsula

;

they were inhabited by a mixed population
;
and even the

descendants of the Arab settlers soon lost in such foreign settle-

ments the purity of their mother-tongue. How, then, was the

meaning of the Arabic text to be ascertained and fixed ? There

was no national literature in a recorded form
;
no books or

writings to refer to. The philologist must fall back upon the

spoken usage
;
and poetry and proverbial speech were, from

the rhythm and fixed form of expression, the two branches

which alone could be quoted with certainty. To make
collections of these, land and sea were compassed. The
tribes were visited in their desert homes in order to catch

the exact and genuine sense of each expression, and Arabs

of pure tongue were brought away to the seats of learning as

living exponents of the same. Every scrap of poetry, a

couplet or even half a verse, was eagerly seized, if only it

contained context sufficient to fix the value of a word or

idiom. Thus it was a philological necessity that first led to

the collection of the early poetry. It was no love of the

poetry itself, or appreciation of its merits. An isolated

thought, if forcibly expressed, or a well-balanced phrase, was

the thing sought for as possessing the highest value. A poem
was not appreciated as a whole, or even its several parts in

reference to their poetic beauty, but only as they contributed

jewels fit for the grammarians’ treasury. The author, or even

the occasion of the poem, was but of secondary import.

VOL. XI.—[new series ] 6
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It was not till a whole century had passed away, that this

mechanical study of the letter gave place to a true literary

taste. Then, indeed, the philological object became second-

ary. Real love was kindled for the poetical treasures of the

desert. Every effort was now strained to secure the fast

fading and imperfect fragments and poems which yet sur-

vived, and to record the still more evanescent tradition of the

history of the poets themselves, and of the circumstances

that gave occasion to their poems. The families and tribes,

and haunts of the celebrated authors were visited
;

and

every couplet or fragment of a couplet still extant treasured

up. The store grew exceedingly
;

but it bore fatal marks of

its descent.

High time, says our author, for such a task ! for since the

poets had become silent, four or five generations had already

passed away. Much, no doubt, was imprinted in the hearts

of the people. Ballads and fragments caught fresh, and

instinct with life, from the lips of the bard, had “flown

as birds without wings over the land,” and still survived

among the tribes, though the life and perhaps the very name
of their authors had fallen into oblivion. Such fragments,

in the long course of transmission from mouth to mouth,

must have become so altered and impaired as to have lost

their identity, in any sufficient sense of the word, with the

originals which they professed to represent. But it was

not on this casual and uncertain source that the works of the

great poets depended for safe custody. Such was the business

of a special class called Rauies or Reciters. Every great

poet is said to have had his Rawy, who attended him as

a friend or follower, and gathered up whatever fell from

his lips. It is certain that the Rawies were at an early

period very numerous, and that each had his special poet,

whose works he professed to recite with copious illustrations

from the author’s life and the history of his tribe. In

process of time the Rawies, ceasing to attach themselves to

any individual bard, gathered whatever remains they could

lay hands on, irrespective of the author
;

and these they

recited with a retentive power altogether marvellous. The
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political and religious influences of the day were not, how-

ever, in favour of this class of men. Mahomet himself,

mindful of the early taunt that he was but a “ phrenzied

poet,” had no special love for the grand old bards of his

nation
;
and with some exceptions the feeling current among

his followers was decidedly adverse. Many Rawies fell

in the Moslem wars, and the rapidly expanding empire

presented more practical and engrossing occupation. Still

the profession never ceased ;
and when, in the second

century, the new-born love for the ancient poetry, apart

from its philological value, quickened the zeal of the col-

lectors, it was these same Rawies still that furnished the main

portion of the treasures. Every fragment was welcome
;

the search became more eager
;
with the demand, the supply

kept pace. It was as if the wizard’s wand had unlocked

a new and richly-furnished store.

But this earnest endeavour of the collectors to repair the

past neglect, and regain possession of the poetical inheritance

of the nation, while it saved whatever poems and fragments yet

survived, opened a wide door for the admission also of what

was counterfeit and spurious. The skilful Rawy, who lived

in the spirit, and thought in the language, of the ancients,

and was often himself no mean poet, proved more than

a match for the most accomplished critic. The authority

being purely oral, there was no check against deception
;
and

even where the Rawy was honest, there existed no sufficient

security against unintentional perversion. The internal

arrangement might be changed
;
portions might be omitted

;

and fragments of similar rhyme and measure introduced

through mere inadvertence, as suitable to the context,

though belonging to another author, possibly the effusion

of the Rawy himself. And if the Rawy were dishonest,

how easy was it for him to overreach the critics ! Where
unscrupulous mongers were minded to work on the credulity

of the collectors, there was absolutely nothing to prevent

their palming off counterfeit pieces as the work of some

great master. Even among the earlier poets plagiarism

was not unknown
;
how much more among the strolling
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bards ? In tbe absence of any standard of genuineness,

and considering the value which a fabricated piece would

immediately acquire if accredited as the song of an ancient

bard, it cannot be denied that, while deception was possible,

the motive to practise it was verj^ powerful. The counterfeit

was too often stamped as sterling, and thus in the materials

derived from the Eawies, “ truth and lies, the false and the

real, contend for victory.”

At the time when ancient poetry was being collected and

recorded, these deteriorating influences were at their height

;

and to illustrate the force with which they operated. Pro-

fessor Ahlwardt gives an account of two leading Pawies,

whom he names representatives of the class.

The first was Hammad, a reciter with an unrivalled

power of memory, who flourished in the middle of the

second century. According to our author, he was the first, or

at least the most distinguished of those who collected ancient

poetry for its own sake, and not merely for its dialectic value.

To him we are indebted for nearly all we possess of Imrulcays

;

he is also named as the compiler of the first complete ex-

emplar of the Seven Moallacat, with biographical and illustra-

tive notices of the same. It is said that he had by heart

3000 complete Casidas composed before the time of Ma-

homet, to say nothing of equally ancient fragments ! But

he was unscrupulous in the exercise of this marvellous gift.

Never at a loss when questioned, he ascribed the authorship

of any piece to whom he chose. Familiar with pre-Islamite

poetry, and able to compose in the very guise of its thought

and style, he could dovetail his own handiwork so skilfully

with the antique, that the most experienced critic was non-

plussed; and according to the Savans of Bussora, “he so spoiled

the ancient poetry as made it impossible ever again to set it

right.” How shamelessly he forged, the following incident

will show. A poem of Zoheir commenced originally with

the words,

—

“ Leave this matter now, and turn to Harim.”

The Caliph Mehdi, perplexed wdth so abrupt an opening.
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demanded an explanation. Different causes were suggested

;

but Hammad, when appealed to, cut the knot at once.

“That was not the original opening,” he said; “the poem

began thus :
” and he recited three new lines so beautiful

and so fit that they have ever since retained their place

as the opening of the poem. Yet when pressed, he afterwards

confessed that they were his own !

Still more dangerous was his contemporary, Khalaf al

Ahmer, because still more gifted in the art of poetry. He
composed verse so closely approaching the ideal of the desert

both in thought and style as to puzzle the most learned

philologists of Bussora and Kufa
;

the charm of his song

was so great that they willingly yielded to the fascination

;

and (as they confessed themselves) “ When Khalaf recited

his verses, men were so enchanted that they ceased to

inquire who the author was.” The critics of the day had

indeed a hard task before them
;

for what between such

inspired and skilful Bawies as did not scruple to deceive,

and those who, themselves deceived, offered their stores as

genuine, they were almost powerless to distinguish fact from

fiction.

Such were the men who gave the final touch and mould to

the collections which we now possess. In their hands our

author declares that ancient poetry altogether lost the stamp

of genuineness and authenticity. It became the subject of

an arbitrary treatment which, curtailing, lengthening, in-

terpolating, and altering internal arrangement at discretion,

has succeeded in involving everything in doubt. Pieces of

uncertain, and even of notoriously modern authorship, were

fathered upon ancient names, and imagination busily in-

vented the history of poets and tribes by way of commentary

and illustration. And thus neither as regards the text, nor

its illustration, have we any sure ground to stand upon.

But besides the Bawies, liberties were taken with the text

by the collectors and critics themselves. A strong religious

bias led them to eliminate carefully every allusion to the

ancient idolatry of the Peninsula. In the multitude of

verses, some 15,000 in number, which have descended from
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a period anterior to Mahomet, it is impossible to conceive

that there were not manifold occasions— if only in the

oaths and adjurations so common in Arab poetry—for the

mention of idols and heathen worship. Yet every allusion

to these has been studiously removed. And, again, we find,

not infrequently, verses e\ddently interpolated even at an

early period, with the view of explaining rare and obsolete

expressions, or of illustrating passages that were obscure.

Finally, Professor Ahlwardt notices in the unconnected

character of ancient poetry, a cogent cause which facilitated

the commingling of materials of heterogeneous origin.

The poetical measures were matured at a period reaching

far bejmnd our traditional knowledge. The most ancient

metre was the Rijz, a short iambic verse, always ending with

the same terminal rhyme—a spirited measure used on the

spur of the moment, to give vent in a few short lines to the

poet’s excited feeling, such as defiance in battle, abuse,

panegyric : eventually it came, like the longer measures,

to be employed for more extended pieces. In all the other

measures each verse is double the length of the Rijz verse,

being composed of two halves, of which the terminal rhyme

occurs only at the end of the second half. From the re-

quirements of the metre, and the fact that each song was

confined to the sentiments immediately arising out of

some individual event, our author believes that in the very

earliest times the effusions of the Arab bards were very short

—not exceeding from seven to ten verses in a single piece.

But gradually the scope expanded, and poetry came to

follow a conventional rule and fashion. No longer the child

of nature, it became the development of an art
;
and, to some

extent, this character attaches to the earliest poems that

have reached us. Various topics were regarded as proper to

be gone over in the course of every poem. There was a

beaten track, but withal a large discretion in the order of

treatment. The transition from one subject to another,

skilfully studied by later poets, was with these earlier bards

sudden and abrupt. Hence in all the ancient poems there is

a want of connexion in the component parts which vastly
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increased the facilities for error and deception. For example,

even the same poet may in different pieces have described

the same person and event in verses of similar measure and

rhyme
;
and so in repeating a piece, the reciter might from

one poem have by defect of memory introduced the corre-

sponding passage from the other. And this in the course of

oral transmission through the Rawies might occur at every

step. To recognize and separate such interpolated parts must

necessarily be a work of difficulty : indeed it can only then

be certainly done where we meet with inconsistencies, such

as the praise of more than one mistress, or the notice of

irrelevant localities, in the same poem. The length of a

poem, as well as of its component parts, is indeterminate

;

but ordinarily the poet treats the conventional round of

topics in from 60 to 100 verses. Thus the different un-

connected parts afforded every opportunity for dislocation

and interpolation. Though the critics of the second century

were not slow in judging of the genuineness of expression,

style, and idiom of the ancient poets, yet the important

question of the interior connexion and appropriate rela-

tionship of the several sections of a poem was altogether

neglected by them.

A poem might be composed of any number of parts, yet

its unity was secured by two conditions. First, it was an

invariable custom that the opening verse (consisting like the

others of two halves) should have the terminal rhyme at the

end of each half, while throughout the rest of the poem the

rhyme occurs at the end only of each whole verse. Again, it

was an obligatory usage, departed from only on a few rare

occasions and for sufficient cause, that a poem should oepn

with a notice of the poet’s mistress, with a lament for her

absence or her faithlessness, his bygone youth and love, etc.

Wherever either of these conditions is wanting in our

present poems, we have (according to our author) sure

indication of some flaw in their integrity.

It has been held that poems are called Casklas because

they have an object (Casd). But the ancient poets had no

other object in the exercise of their genius than to traverse
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a certain circle of subjects. Otherwise we should have had

the special object of a poem stated, and used as its de-

scriptive title, which is nowhere the case. Our author

assigns the appellation to another signification of the word,

(casd) namely, “the breaking of things into two halves;” the

meaning being that, as each verse consists of two halves,

the whole poem may be said to be broken into two halves

;

and a glance at the pages of any Casida will render the

explanation intelligible. As little does Professor Ahlwardt

consider that the name Modllacdt implies a poem of which

the parts are “ hung ” or strung together
;

for this is the

character of all the longer poems, not merely of the seven

so-called poems. Nor does he admit the derivation advanced

by Herr von Kremer from another meaning of the word,

namely as “ copied out from the dictation of the Pawies.”

Rather he regards the term to be analogous with the other

name, “ Modhahhabat, ” or golden, and to signify “ set with

precious ornaments,” and therefore poems of pre-eminent

value. The current interpretations of being “hung up in the

Kaaba,” or preserved in the royal treasury, he rightly looks

upon as mere inventions arising out of the attempt to ex-

plain the name. He also puts aside as fictions the contests

of poetical renown at great fairs, such as that of Ocatz,

where the prize of pre-eminence was said to be awarded.

From all these considerations. Professor Ahlwardt is forced

to conclude that, taken as a whole, the ancient remains, as

now possessed, are of doubtful genuineness and authority.

“ Even the scholar who reposes absolute confidence in the

authority of the ancient critics, and mistrusts neither their

learning nor their skill, will hardly question the uncertainty

of those critics’ views, as well in respect of the authorship of

the various pieces, as of their length and internal arrange-

ment, and even the genuineness of the component verses.”

Some amusing stories are given by the Arabic writers

themselves of the facility with which the most distinguished

masters were duped by modern forgeries. Thus Ishac having

recited two couplets to the famous critic Asmai, was asked

where he had found them. “In an antique author,” he
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replied. “ Truly tliey form a rich and princely carpet !

”

“ Nay,” rejoined Ishac, “ I composed them over-night my-

self.” “Ah,” said Asmai, “now that you mention it, I

perceive in them the signs of artifice and labour !

”

“We stand,” continues our author very truly,—“we stand

in relation to poetical antiquity precisely in a similar position

to that in which we stand to ancient history. We should not

think of accepting as true the accounts of the historian,

—

whether Ibn Ishac, Tabari, or Ibn Athir,—without in each

instance testing their internal trustworthiness, and accord-

ance with other recitals. The genealogical narratives, for

example, are in themselves of inestimable value
;

yet the

gaps, confusion, and critical neglect which pervade them are

notorious. Just so with the ancient poetry of Arabia. The

materials which the labourers of the second century have

preserved to us (although they may have descended through

muddy channels) are as a whole of ancient origin, in parts

it may be of extremely ancient origin
;
yet without further

inquiry and probation we cannot receive them as genuine

even when transmitted to us in the least exceptionable way,

but must in every case jealously test and try, not the subject-

matter only, but also its internal connexion and authorship.”

In this work, our author admits that the critics of the

second century, compared with ourselves, had superior advan-

tages and qualifications for recognizing and distinguishing

the idiom and style of different poets, and dialectical varieties

;

for example, they could perceive the shades of difference be-

tween the language of the city and the desert, of the northern

tribes and of the southern, and also the appropriateness of

similes and surrounding drapery. But they wanted the

critical faculty which examines the inner connexion of a

work, and is quick to discover contradictions, improbabilities,

gaps, and interpolations. Such considerations hardly ever

attracted the notice of the ancient critic, while he would

fall into ecstasies over some aptly chosen phrase or word.

In all these respects, therefore. Professor Ahlwardt holds

that the student of the present day is in an incomparably

better position than the critics of Irac.
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The following are some of the chief indications of defect

or error which the modern critic is specially competent to

deal with. The mention in the same poem of more than one

mistress, or of the same mistress by different names. The

recurrence (not infrequent) of passages similar in thought

and imagery, and often expressed in like or even identical

language. Irregularity of construction inconsistent with

poetical usage
;

for example, the opening verse with its

double rhyme (obligatory as we have seen) is sometimes

altogether wanting
;

or there may be two or more such

opening verses, either consecutive, or with intervening

matter : so likewise the conclusion is at times wanting, or

there may be two or even more conclusions. Unnoticed, or

(if noticed) disposed of arbitrarily and mechanically by the

ancients, such are points which the critical acumen of modern

times is quick to turn to account.

Our author’s conclusion on the whole question is, that

in applying the tests at our disposal, much of the ancient

poetry must be declared genuine, much may with equal

certainty be condemned, and much will remain doubtful.

The remainder of his book is occupied with the detailed

results of his labours, working upon these lines, in the

critical emendation of the remains of the six great pre-

Islamite poets. But into this part of the subject I do not enter.^

It is mortifying to find that a subject of such deep literary

interest has been so neglected by our own Oriental scholars.

We have been content to leave this rich province almost

entirely in the hands of our Continental friends. And yet

who have a wider or a deeper interest in such questions

than ourselves ? What nation is so closely interested as

our own in the ancient poetry that formed so powerful an

element in moulding the character of the Moslem conquerors

and rulers of the East ?

Is it too much to hope that it will not be always so?

Why should those whose stake in the East is so much less

' From a remark at p. 358, vol. ii. of his Culturgeschichte, I gather that

Herr von Kremer holds that our author trusts too much to his own convictions, so

much so as to neglect the process of forming “ an objective judgment ”
;
and, in

his opinion, these convictions have not infrequently led him into error.
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than our own, enjoy the monopoly of Arabic poesy? It

is a field which, diligently cultivated, would yield a rich

return, and it is a field with which our countr}’’men ought to

be familiar. A popular and yet scholarly treatise illus-

trative of early Arabic poetry would surely be well received

by the Enghsh pubUc. The young, but distinguished Orient-

alist, from whose translations I have quoted above, Mr.

C. J. Lyall, might well address himself to the task of

breaking up this virgin land. His position in India gives

him unusual facilities for such studies. And to him, and

others similarly qualified, the subject is heartily commended.

APPEA^DIX.i

I am glad of the opportunity which (some months after the

above paper was written) still ofiers of noticing the work

mentioned below, being a treatise on the Poetry of the

Ancient Arabs, by Herr Theodor Noldeke. I obtained it from

the Continent, not without some trouble
;
which shows how

little interest is taken in this country in the early literature

of the Arabs.

The Preface of our author (xxiv. pp.) is occupied with pre-

cisely the same questions as we have been considering
;
and

the conclusions arrived at are to a great extent similar to

those embodied in Herr Ahlwardt’s later work. But Xoldeke

treats them in an easier and less abstruse style, so that it is

pleasanter reading.

The first fifty pages contain the translation of a monograph

by Ibn Coteiba, on the beauties of Arabic poetry, the marks

of poetical genius, etc.
;

these are copiously illustrated by

extracts in the original.

The second part gives a curious and interesting account of

the early poetry of the Jews of the Peninsula.

Then follows a long chapter on Malik ibn Noweira, and

the elegies of his brother Motammim on Malik’s death at

the hands of Khalid. Both were noted poets
;

but what

renders the elegies of the brother, who would not cease from

' Beitrage znr Eentniss der Poesie der Alien Araber, von Theodor Yoldeke.
Hannover, 1864.
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mingling poetry with his tears, so famous, is that the death

of Malik is (as before noticed) a contested episode in the

Caliphate of Abu Bekr. Khalid took him and a company

of the Bani Yerbo prisoners in his campaign against the

apostate tribes. The common story is that it being doubtful

whether they w'ere really renegades or true believers, KhMid
put them under guard for the night

;
and that, the cold

being severe, an order to clothe them warmly was misunder-

stood for an order of execution, when they were all beheaded.

The other story is that Khalid put them intentionally to

death, and that he was influenced in doing so by a desire to

obtain the wife of Malik, whom (as all agree) he lost no

time in marrying. Omar, in opposition to Abu Bekr who

accepted Khalid’s excuse, was violent in condemning the

transaction and never forgave him
;
and on succeeding to

the Caliphate, his first act was to depose Khalid from the

supreme command in Syria and confiscate his property. The

chapter, consequently, as bearing on the guilt or innocence

of Khalid, has an important historical hearing. Moreover,

the poetry of Malik’s brother has many beautiful and touch-

ing passages. Omar was so moved by its pathos that, if he

had been himself a poet, his highest ambition (he said) would

have been to mourn over his brother Zeid (who was killed

on the field of Yeinaina), in poetry like that of Motammim.

The plaintive verse will, indeed, reward perusal.

Ladies as well as men practised the art of poetry, but

mainly in the simple elegiac style, mourning over the death

of relatives or of leading chieftains. The most famous of

these poetesses is A1 Khansa, who flourished in the time of

Mahomet, and after his death visited Omar and Ayesha.

She devoted herself to elegies on her brothers Muavia and

Sakhr
;
and the specimens which are given fully sustain her

fame. The concluding chapter is devoted to her poetry.

Altogether this volume, which is written in an attractive

style, is well worthy of perusal
;
and I can only repeat my

regret that no one in this country should have devoted him-

self to a similar task in the English language.
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Art. IV .—Note on Manrique’s Mission and the Catholics in the

Time of Shah Jahdn. By H. G. Keene, Esq.

In a.d. 1653 was published at Rome a small quarto of 470

pages, containing the “ Itinerary of Jtlissions in the East

Indies, made by P. Maestro Fra Sebastian Manrique, an

Eremite Monk of S. Augustine.” The first fifty-six chapters

describe the travels of the missionary in Burma, Bengal, and

Bahar
;
but, in chapter fifty-seven, we find him going to

Hindustan
;
and the next ten chapters are devoted to an

account of the cities of Agra and Lahore and of the Court of

“ the Mogul.” Then follows a journey to Multan, then one

to Candahar ; after which is a fresh description of the Mogul

system, wealth, power, etc. Then comes a relation of the

fall of Hughli some years before
;
and of the imprisonment

and sufferings of the Catholic Priests of that place, especially

of Prior Antonio de Christo, whose liberation the author

undertook with success. The remainder of the book shows

how the enterprising Father returned to Rome through Persia

and the Levant.

He seems to have been a man of average observation, but

much beset by a desire for distinction as a rhetorician, to

which he occasionally sacrifices both accuracy and intelligi-

bility. He also uses archaic words and forms of spelling,

which sometimes interfere with the reader’s ease.

The following extracts may be found interesting. After

mentioning his arrival at Agra (where the priests knew him,

“ though in Mogul garb,” and placed at his disposal a house

formerly inhabited by the captive Prior), he relates how, on

the day after Christmas, he set out for Biana, passing through

Fatehpur Sikri (already a ruin). Having transacted the
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business for which he went to Biana, he returned to Agra,

where he visited the Prior in prison, and cheered him with

hopes of liberty, which he afterwards fulfilled. The Court

was then at Lahore, whither it would be necessary to repair

to make intercession for the Prior. This was in 1640, and

the poor man had been in prison for over eight years.

Before starting for Lahore, Manrique had time to look

about him and examine the Fort and other buildings at

Agra. Ilis account of the Fort is not important, and all

that is of any value had been already given by Finch. The

description of the English traveller is to be found in Keene’s

Guide to Dchli (p. 77). The present Diicdn-i-Aam had not

then been built, nor the Amr Sinh gate (Amr Sinh’s affair

took place four years later).

The account of the Sikandra tomb is not of much more

importance, and that of the Taj is hardly more graphic,

though not without some interesting matter.

It was still unfinished when he saw it (it was not finished

for eight years more)
;

all that he saw seems to have been

“ a beautiful, lofty, and squared wall (or rampart) of ruddy

and famous masonr}^, and well-proportioned height.” Four

white marble palaces were in the corners, and a spacious

garden within, “ together with a white circular tower of

Archimedean geometry.” One thousand workmen laboured

there daily. “ The architect was a Venetian named Gero-

nimo Veroneo, who came to India with the ships of the

Portuguese, and who died in the city of Lahore a little before

my arrival. To him gave the Emperor Khurram great

salaries
;
but he was supposed to have profited so little by

them, that when he died F, Joseph de Castro ^ found them

much less than he had expected. Of him a report was

current, that the Padsha having sent for him, and made

known the desire he felt to build there (at Agra) a grandiose

and sumptuous monument to his defunct consort, and to

have him make and exhibit designs for it, the architect

Veroneo obeyed, and in a few days produced various models

of very fine architecture, showing all the skill of his art

;

1 Vide infra.
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also that, having contented H. M. in this, he dissatisfied

him—according to his barbarous and arrogant pride—by
the modesty of his estimates; further that, growing angry,

he ordered him to spend three crores, and to let him know

when they were spent—a wonderful sum ! But, if these

mortuary chambers had really covers of gold plates, as was

the case with the urn containing the ashes of the Empress,

such an expense need cause no astonishment.” The amount

evidently “fetched” the Friar; for he falls to calculation,

and shows that we are dealing with one who “ in no longer

time than it takes to open and shut the mouth could cause

the expenditure of fifteen millions of Spanish dollars.”

The best things in the book are the description of the cele-

bration of the royal birthday, and of A'saf Khan’s dinner-

party, given in the text of my work on The Tombs in India

(chap. V.). There is also a curious account of the persecution

of the Portuguese by Shah Jahan.

It appears from Manrique that the siege of Hughli very

much resembled that of Caunpore in our day
;

the place

being entirely open and unwalled : the garrison moreover

were enormously outnumbered. He says that they obsti-

nately defended themselves behind earthen entrenchments

for three months, during which the enemy lost many
men, including two Umrahs, or commanders. It was at

length resolved to apply for terms of surrender, and the

Prior, F. Antonio de Christo, was sent to the camp of the

Sabahdar with plenary powers. He was accompanied by a

certain F. Francisco “ de la Encarnacion,” and two Portu-

guese captains. But when they saw in the enemy’s pro-

ceedings that there was no hope of an honest negociation,

they returned to the city, resolved to sell their lives dear.

They accordingly defended themselves for three months

more, during which (always according to ManriqueJ they

slew thirteen thousand of the enemy. At length the latter

—

who had been largely reinforced—delivered a general assault

;

the inhabitants placed the women and non-combatants in the

principal church, and, after a vigorous defence, surrendered

on promise of life and liberty. The treaty was broken, and
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men, women, and children were sent to Agra. The journey-

occupied eleven months, during which the good Prior did all

in his power for his flock, giving his food to the poor, and

his carriage to the weak, and begging for alms on the failure

of his own resources.

“ With these labours and sufferings, or, to speak more

correctly, spiritual triumphs, the servant of God came with

all his company to the Agra Court.” So says the enthusiastic

Manrique. The rest of the captives were divided among the

princes and lords of that Court, but the monarch reserved for

himself the two Augustinians and two secular priests, of

whom one was a Portuguese of Santarem, named Manuel

Danhaya, the other a Bengali of Serampur, named Manuel

Garcia
;
also some of the leaders, and the women who were

put into the Imperial Palace.

Many times did Shah Jahan invite the monks and clergy-

men to become Muhammadans, but they repudiated his over-

tures with scorn, and called on the Emperor rather to turn

from his own errors and conform to the Catholic faith. Long

did they suffer ill-treatment and blows in the public prison.

At last the Emperor sent for them, and renewed his tempta-

tions in person, not only with threats, but with large offers

of what he would do for them if they yielded. The Prior

spoke in return :
—

“

Sovereign and Powerful Ruler ! if to

give you pleasure were not to offend the Supreme Ruler of

the sky, believe me that, without any special promises of

favour, we should be ready to follow j'^our desire with much

joy
;
but since we are bound to the Creator more than to the

creature, and He who is not only Creator but Redeemer has

charged us to keep His law, you will surely not take it ill

that we do not embrace a faith which is in our eyes erroneous

and opposed both to reason and understanding. Consider,

therefore. Lord, to whom we owe obedience !

”

Shah Jahan was naturally offended at reasoning of this

sort, and the end was that all foixr of these good Christians

were ordered for execution the next day. They passed the

night in prayer. Next day they were conducted in chains

to an open market facing the Dehli gate of the Fort—where
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the railway station now is—and elephants were brought out

to trample them to death like common malefactors.

But i^saf Khan, moved pity for their constancy in

suffering, threw himself at the Emperor’s feet. Seeing the

frame of mind of his sovereign and son-in-law, he applied

rather to his sense of interest than to his compassion. He
pointed out that the Portuguese, though ruined at Hughli,

were still powerful on the opposite coast
; and that the

vengeance of the Viceroy of Goa would fall upon the ships

and sea-going people, so that many of His Majesty’s subjects

would suffer for each of these.

Shah Jahan }delded
;
and the valiant soldiers of the cross,

after being paraded ignominiouslj^ through the town, were

reconducted to pi’ison. Garcia and Danhaj^a sank, and died

of fatigue next day
;

^ what became of F. Francis is not

stated. The Prior lived nine years in confinement. During

this period he managed to raise money by drawing bills on

Goa, with which he provided funds for the departure of all

his flock, so saving them from “ the mouth of the infernal

wolf,” says Manrique. FF. Garcia and Danhaya were

buried in the little mortuary chapel of the Agra cemetery

near the Judges Court, called by natives “Padre Santo.

Their epitaphs are still to be read, and are as follows :

—

“ Aqui iazo P. Danhaya, Clerigo morto pe la fe, ena prisdo

a 2 d’Ayosto 1635.” “Aqui iazo P. Garcia Cler^°,

morto no carcere pe lafe, a 23 de Marco, 1634.”

From these epitaphs we learn several facts connected with

the persecution. First, the secular priests did not, as Man-
rique supposes, die “ al segimdo dia deste espectaculo.” Kext,

that their sufferings spread over a long period, at least from

March, 1634, to August, 1635. Lastly, that the persecution

was not so severe as to prevent the victims from receiving

Christian burial. Moreover the whole circumstances, ending

w'ith the visit of Manrique, the civility that he met with, and

the Prior’s liberation at his request, all show that it was not

so much as Christians, but as recalcitrant prisoners-of-war

‘ Vide infid.

VOL. XI.—[new series.]
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that the Fathers were ill-treated. By Muhammadan law they

were liable to the alternative of circumcision or death.

There were three priests (Augustinians) and a part of the

garrison who attempted to escape from Hughli by water

;

but their vessel grounded on a sand-bank, where they were

boarded and put to the sword. One priest escaped by favour

of a wealthy Hindu, who hid him in his house and had his

wounds treated.

All this time Christians were abundant in. the Imperial

service, when Mandelslo in 1638 made a tour through the

country. It was not, therefore, a religious persecution in

the sense in which the Roman Emperors would have under-

stood the term. There are seven other tombstones in the

same chapel dated in the reign of Shah Jahan, but no others

of morti pe la fe.

F. Joseph de Castro, mentioned above, as Veroneo’s

xecutor, died at Agra in 1646. Ills tomb is among those

in the “ Padre Santo.”
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Art. y.—On Sandhi in Pali. By the late B. C. Childers.

[The following fragments were found among the papers of

the late R. C. Childers. "When his last illness overtook him,

he was known to have been engaged for some time on a

comprehensive handbook of the Pali language. Before,

however, he had far proceeded with the elaboration of the

greater work, he proposed to bring out an elementary gram-

mar first, to meet the pressing want of intending students of

that language. After his death, it was hoped that some

other Pali scholar would be found willing to complete the

work in either form from the materials collected by Mr.

Childers : and with this view these were submitted to Prof.

Pischel at Kiel. But as this gentleman has since expressed

his intention of publishing a grammar on a plan of his own,

it is thought that the following two fragments may, even as

such, be of interest to Pali students. Each of them treats of

the Sandhi rules, and is complete in itself. But while the

former, intended for the shorter work, was left ready for the

press, the 'latter, intended for the larger, had not yet received

the benefit of the gifted author’s revision.—R. R.]

General Remarks.

Sandhi as a branch of Grammar requires very difierent

treatment in Pali and in Sanskrit.

The whole of the important division of Internal Sandhi is

wanting in Pali,—at least it comes under the domain not of

Grammar but of Philology. It would not only be a mis-

application of labour, but positively misleading, to work out

rules of internal Sandhi from, for instance, such forms as

sabbhi and lacchate. Our only proper course is to trace them
to their Sanskrit originals sadbhis and lapsyate, and bring

them under rules, not of Sandhi, but of phonetic change.
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'We have, therefore, only to deal with external Sandhi,

hut here we find the most important differences between Pali

and Sanskrit. Pali Sandhi is almost wholly independent of

Sanskrit Sandhi, and cannot be brought under Sanskrit rules.

At first sight combinations like natthi, dukkJiassantam, may
appear to be merely phonetic corruptions of the Sanskrit

nasti, duhkhasyantam
;
but this view is soon seen to be un-

tenable, since in the great majority of cases a Pali sandhi-

change differs from the corresponding Sanskrit sandhi-change.

Thus we have pane' ime for Sanskrit panceme, sadhuti for

sadhviti, sammad era for samyageva, kihedpi for kincid api,

yafkariva for yathaiva, and innumerable others opposed to

Sanskrit usage. In Sanskrit sandhi is imperative, in Pali it

is to a great extent optional : between separate words it takes

place but seldom, and even in compounds hiatus occurs.

Again, while sandhi is regular and uniform in Sanskrit, in

Pali it is very irregular. For example, while in Sanskrit na

upeti must always become nopeti, in Pali it might become

nopeti, or n'npeti, or nupeti, or remain na upeti without sandhi

change taking place.

Every word in the Pali language without exception, if

written separately, ends either with a vowel or anusvara.

This can easily be seen by inspecting a Pali dictionary.

But in a sentence a word occasionally ends in a consonant,

owing to a lost final consonant being restored for the sake of

euphony. Thus the Sanskrit abhut ‘ he was,’ is aim in

Pali; but if aha is followed by eva, the lost consonant may be

revived to avoid hiatus, and we get aintd eva, which in Sanskrit

would be abhud eva.^

Sandhi may be divided into Yowel Sandhi, Consonant

Sandhi, and Mixed Sandhi. The Pali rules of vowel sandhi

are numerous enough, but consonant sandhi, which in

Sanskrit forms so important a branch of the subject, in Pali

is limited to cases of contact between anusvara and a following

consonant. The reason of this is that in Pali, as we have

just said, all words which do not end in anusvara end in a

vowel. Thus in Sanskrit we are told that purnah followed

' Other examples are given fui-ther on.
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by ca becomes purnac
;
but the Pali equivalent of purnah is

punno, which, of course, remains unaltered before a consonant.

Mixed sandhi has two divisions, viz. when a word ending in

a vowel is followed by a word beginning with a consonant,

and when a word ending in a consonant is followed by a

word beginning with a vowel. Cases of mixed sandhi are

very few, and in the second division are limited to the

changes of anusvara before a vowel.^

"We have seen that in Pali we have external sandhi only

to deal with. I propose to separate external sandhi into the

two great divisions of the Sandhi of Words and the Sandhi

of Compounds. The distinction is a real and important one,

as the rules of the two divisions differ in many respects.

Sandhi of Words.

In Sanskrit word-sandhi is imperative, in Pali it onl}’’

takes place in certain cases. To take a representative text,

in the first page of Mahaparinibbana Sutta there are nearl}’-

thirty instances in which a word-sandhi change does not

take place when it would have been imperative in Sanskrit.

The first five are samayam bhagavd, mdyadho ajdtasattu, vajji

ahhiydtukdmo, aham inie, mjji evammahiddhike. In the whole

page word-sandhi only occurs nine times, viz. in evam me,

evam dim, ten' npasahkama, piicchatUi, evan ca, hhanantUi,

pattiko 'ca, ten' upaaahkami, etad acoca.

In prose, word-sandhi is almost confined to indeclinables

and pronouns. Thus at Par. 22 we have sandhi only in

connexion with ya)n, nuna, aham, iti, tena, etam, kdci, kind,

eva, pana, tattha, mama, ha, and katham. In a great man}"

cases of sandhi we find two pronouns brought together, as

mydyam = me ayam, or two indeclinables, as yan niina, or an

indeclinable and a pronoun, as nundham— nuna aham, tass’

eva = tassa eva. But frequently, also, the indecKnable or

pronoun is connected with a verb or noun, as in tatth'

Ananda, parimm pi, etad avoca.

Even with indeclinables and pronouns sandhi only takes

' This is, again, because anusvara is the only consonant with which a word
can terminate. Cases like ahud eva come under vowel sandhi.
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place in certain cases. Thus at Par. 22 we have aham imam,

tarn uhudham, so uhadho, kho ayasniu, and many others.

Some words cause sandhi change much more certainly than

others. Thus there is scarcely any exception to the rule

that anusvara before the particles ca, ti and pi is modified to

fi, n and m (e. g. kathan ca—katham ca). Eva almost always

causes or suffers sandhi change, e.g. kincid eva=kinci eva,

])attiko 'va=patfiko eva. The same may be said of iti, but at

Par. 9 we have an exception, hhavissanti iti. Na followed

b}' a vowel is generally modified, e.g. n’atthi, n'eva, ndhosi,

though exceptions occur, as na evam (Par. 22), na iddni (F.

Jat. 12). On the other hand, forms like nakkhamati, nappa-

host, are far less common than na khamati, na paliosi.

I have said that word-sandhi is in prose almost confined to

indeclinables and pronouns. The limited number of excep-

tions will generally be found to be cases in which either (1)

a vocative beginning with a vowel is preceded by a word

ending in a vowel, as (jaccK avuso, paticald JJpdli, dydni

Ananda; or (2) when a verb is preceded or followed by a

noun in grammatical relation with it, as utthdy ’dsand, dsand

vuUhdya, upajjhdyass’ dkocesum (Dh. 103), samet’ dyasmd,

dyat' amlid

;

or (3) when two nouns are in grammatical

relation, as dakkhass’ antam, dvili' dkdrehi (Dh. 91). There is

a small residuum of cases not coming under these three

categories, e.y. at Dh. 337, sandhdy dha.

But even under the three categories sandhi only sometimes

takes place, e.y. we have yamissdnia Ananda (Dh. 170), vajji

ahhiydtiikdmo.

Sandhi is more extensively used in the early texts of the

Tipitaka than in the late texts of the Commentaries.

In verse, word-sandhi is much less restricted and much

more frequent than in prose, being in great measure governed

by the question of metrical exigency. Thus in the first two

pages of Dhammapada there are nine sandhis, of which only

two, nddhiyacchanti and nappasahati, would occur in prose.

The remainder, for instance sammantidha, vantakdsdv' assa,

are used metri causa. Some of the bolder sandhis, as the

elision of m and am, are confined to verse.
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Sandhi of Compounds.

In Sanskrit, the rules of sandhi for words and for com-

pounds are the same
;
in Pali, they present several points of

difference. Pali compound words are of two classes—first,

compounds, which are phonetic corruptions of corresponding

Sanskrit compounds; and, 2ndly, compounds in which two

Pali words are independently combined, without reference to

Sanskrit. To the first my remarks at p. 99 on internal

sandhi are applicable
;

they are by their nature excluded

from the department of sandhi. Thus jaragyava cannot be

brought under any Pali rule of sandhi
;

all we can do is to

trace it to an older Sanskrit form jaradgava, of which it is a

phonetic corruption. On the other hand, kiiUtthi, at Par. 3,

cannot be identified with a Sanskrit compound kulastri, but

is an independent combination of the Pali form itthi with

hula.

Rules of Word Sandhi.

I. Vowel Sandhi.

1. If a word ending in a is followed by a word beginning

with a, the two short vowels sometimes coalesce into d.

Ex. ndliosi — na ahosi, natisito = na-atisito, ndsakkhi-=r\a,

asakkhi, nayam==na ayam, panayam=pana ayam, etthayam

=ettha ayam (Jat. 8), vatayam=vata ayam (Dh. 408),

nayam=na ayam, naham=na aham (Ten J. 36), tatraham

= tatra aham, naparam=na aparam, imassapi=:imassa api,

cahu=ca ahu, senasantuttha=sena-asantuttha (Ten J. 30).

2. But if the initial a of the second word is followed by a

conjunct consonant, the final a of the first word is usually

elided. Ex. n’atthi = na atthi, n’accunho = na accunho,

pan’ aniiam=pana annani, tatr’ assa=tatra assa, tatth’ ad-

dasam = tattha addasam, yass’ atthaya = yassa atthaya,

dukkhass’ antam=dukkhassa antam, kir’ assa=kira assa,

tav’ antikam=tava antikam (Jat. 28).

3. There are a few exceptions in which the two «s coalesce

before a double consonant, as nMdasa^na addasa, nanno=
na aniio, nassa=na assa (Dh. 23).
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4. Rarely a is elided before a, e.g. vat’ ayam=vata ayam
(Kuhn 60), c’ aham= ca abam (Jat. 3), n’ abosi=na aliosi

(Dh. 155), upadhay’ aham=upadhaya abam.

5. a and a may coalesce with i or i into e. Ex. kokilayeva

= kokilaya iva, bandhusseva = bandhussa iva (Sen. 14),

pajjotasseva=pajjotassa iva, netaro= na itaro, neresi^na

iresi, yathedam:=yatha idam.

6. Similarly a and a may coalesce with u into o. Ex. nopeti

na upeti, nopagacchittha = na up. (Mah. 28), alattho-

paddhabhikkuhi = alattha upaddhabhikkhuhi (Mali. 174),

mamopamam^mama upamam (Ras. 29), noyati=na uyyati,

pakkhanditodadhini:^pakkhauditaudadhim (Mah. 117).

7. When a is followed by iti, we always get the crasis a,

e.g. pivathac=pivatha icc (Jat. 3).

8. a and a with u rarely become u instead of o, as cubha-

yam = ca ubhayam, tadupasammanti = tada upasammanti

"(Jat. 18).

9. Very rarely a elides i. Ex. yena ’me=yena ime (Par.

64), pana ’me:=pana ime (Cl. Gr. 9).

10. a is very frequently elided by i and u, whether followed

by a conjunct consonant or not. Ex. passath’ imam
(Dh. 31), bhamarass’ iriyato, pahay’ imam=pahaya imam,

pane’ ime=pahca ime, ito c’ ito= ito ca ito, tatr’ idam=tatra

idam, niin’ imam= nuna imam, vat’ idam=vata idam (Jat.

56), yass’ indriyani=yassa indriyani, yatth’ itthi=yattha

itthi (Jat. 155), ten’ upasahkami=tena upasankami, nam’

upatthako=nama upatthako (Jat. 29), c’ upeto=:ca upeto

(Jat. 84), eten’ upayena=:etena upayena, ass’ uppajjati

=assa uppajjati (Das. 36), n’ uppajji=na uppajji (Jat. 15),

n’ uddhamsati=na uddhamsati (Jat. 18).

11. a is elided before a, u, e and o. Ex. yen’ ayasma=:

yena ayasma, yass’ Maya=yassa Maya, utthay’ Mana^iutthaya

asanM idh’ avuso=idha avuso, eken’ uno = ekena uno, gan-

hath’ etam=:ganhatha etam, c’ etarahi=:ca etarahi, pan’ esa

=pana esa, n’ ettha==na ettha, iv’ otatam=iva otatam,

mam’ okMam=mama okasam (Jat. 13), samudden’ ottharM

pesum=samuddena ottharapesum.

12. a sometimes elides a short vowel, and less often a long
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vowel. Ex. ima ’ham=ima aham, tada ’yam=tada ayam,

va ’ssa=va assa (Jat. 136), yatlia ’yaiu=yatha ayam, yassa

’yam (Dh. 118), kasma ’si^kasma asi, disva ’panissayam=

disva upanissayam {Mak. 30), vihesa ’va=vikesa eva, sutva

'*va=sutva eva (Das. 4), attana ’va=attana eva.

13. a is often elided before a long vowel, or before a short

vowel followed by a conjunct consonant. Ex. tad’ asi=tada

asi, m’ apMi=ma apadi, tad’ eva— tada eva (Mab. 244), tatb’

eva=tatba eva, mabiy’ ekarattivaso==mabiya e. (Dbaniya S.),

netv’ ekamantikam=netva ekamantikam, gorakkb’ etta

(Mab. 80), tay’ ajja=;taya ajja, tad’ assu=tada assu (Jat.

196), dattbukam’ amba=dattbukaina amba (Db. 84), nattb’

amba=nattba amba (Db. 177), jit’ amba=jita amba.

14. Very rarely a is elided before a followed by a simple

consonant. Ex. muncitv’ abam=muncitva abam (Jat. 13).

15. a followed by i sometimes gives tbe crasis i. Ex.

saddbidba==saddba idba, seyyatbidam=seyyatba idam.

16. i is very frequently elided before a vowel, wbetber tbe

latter be short or long. Ex. gaccbam’ abam=gaccbami
abam, iccham’ abam^^iccbami abam (Jat. 53), dassent’

anappakam=dassenti anappakam (Jat. 47), bbavat’ addba-

ratti=bhavati addbaratti (Gog. Ev. 23), p’ ajja= pi ajja

(Jat 18), pancab’ angehi=pancabi angebi (Sen. 18), n’attb’

annam=n’atthi annam (ib.), passas’ imam=passasi imam
(Jat. 144), idan’ ime=idani ime (Jat. 221), cattar’ imani=:

cattari imani, yad’ imassa=yadi imassa (Jat. 1, 17), ' dasab’

upagatam=dasahi upagatam, pancab’ DpMi= pancahi UpMi,

dvih’ akarebi^dvihi akarebi (Db. 91), ap’ avuso=api avuso,

t’ aha=ti aba, sayaneb’ avasatbebi=sayanebi avasatbebi

(Brabmanadbammikasutta), p’ esa=pi esa, t’ eva=ti eva

(Jat. 53), b’ etam=bi etam, b’ evam.=hi evam (Jat. 169),

b’ ete=bi ete (Jat. 22), phandant’ eva=pbandanti eva (Das.

36), attb’ etassa=attbi etassa (Jat. 55), asi pit’ unnatunnata

=piti unnat. (Mab. 27).

17. Very rarely i is elided. Ex. tunb’ assa=tunbi assa.

18. Not unfrequently i elides a following short vowel.

' These last four may, however, equally weU be looked upon as examples of

rule 18, and written passasi ’mam, idaui ’me, cattari ’mani, yadi ’massa.
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Ex. phalanti ’saniyo= plialanti asaniyo (Mah. 72), pi ’ham=
pi aliani (Jat. 47), pi ’ssa=pi assa, iti ’ssa=iti assa (Sen. 15;

Das. 2), hi ’ssa (Das. 21), idaiii ’ssa^idani assa (Jat. 195),

kacci ’ttha=kacci attha (Pat. 2), karayi ’ttharanam.

19. i+ i sometimes becomes i. Ex. sammantidha=::sam-

manti idba (Dh. 2, see varim lectiones), yanidha=;yani idha.

This is almost invariably the case when a word ending in i is

followed by iti.

20. i+ a occasionally gives the crasis a. Ex. kincapi=

kinci api, paham=pi aham (Jat. 184), idanaham=:idani aham
(Dh. 88).

21. Final i or i preceded by t or tt and followed by a

vowel may become y. If preceded by tt, one t is dropped.

Ex. jivanty elaka=jivanti elaka (Ab. 513), ty ayam=ti
ayam (Alw. I. xl), guty atha=gutti atha (Ab. 374),

sabbavity anubhuyate=sabbavitti anubhuyate (Pay. S.),

patisantharavuty assa=patisantharavutti assa (Pay. S.)

22. In the case of iti we occasionally have v for y. Ex.

itv evam= iti evam (Cl. Gr. 15), tv eva=ti eva (Dh. 93,

Das. 24, Ten J. 54).

23. In the case of iti the combination ty generally becomes

cc, as icc evam=iti evam, icc anena=iti anena, icc etam.

24. In one or two cases di before a vowel becomes jj. Ex.

yajj evam=yadi evam (CL Gr. 14); here we must presuppose

a transition form yady evam.

25. Api followed by a vowel may become app, which

points to a transition form apy. Ex. app eva= api eva, app

ekacce=api ekacce, app ekada:rapi ekada.

26. u is occasionally elided before a vowel. Ex. tusites’

upapajjatha=:tusitesu upapajjatha (Mah. 201),tadah’ uposathe

= tadahu uposathe, samet’ ayasma=sametu ayasma, sadh’

avuso=sadhu avuso (Das. 22), tas’ eva= tasu eva (Par. 15),

titthat’ etam=titthatu etam.

27. Rarely u elides a following short vowel. Ex. nu ’ttha

= nu attha, nu ’si=nu asi (Dh. 96), kinnu ’ma=kinnu imA
28. u followed by i sometimes gives the crasis u. Ex.

kimsudha=kimsu idha, sadhuti=:sMhu iti. In the case of

iti this crasis is invariable.
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29. There are one or two instances of final u changing to

V before a vowel. Ex. vatthv ettha=vatthu ettha (Sen. 16),

sesesv ayam=sesesu ayain (see Diet. art. Payyalani).

30. e may be elided before a long vowel, or before a short

vowel followed by a conjunct consonant. Ex. m’ asi=me

asi (Das. 3), m’ eso=me eso (Gog. Ev. 46), vasay’ ettha

= vasaye ettha (Jat. 93), silavant’ ettha =silavante ettha,

sac’ assa=sace assa (Dh. 156), m’ atthi= me atthi (Pay. S.).

31. e sometimes elides a following vowel. Ex. te ’me=
te ime (Jat. 177), dve ’me==dve ime (Par. 48), sace ’jja=
sace ajja (Ras. 84).

32. Occasionally we have the crasis e+ a == a. Ex.

sacaham=sace ahaih (Dh. 140, 165; Ten J. 12; Jat. 5),

vaham=:ve aham (Alw. N.).

33. When e is followed by a, it may become y, the a being

at the same time lengthened. Ex. tyaham=te aham (Sen.

15; Ten J. Ill; Jat. 135), pabbatyaham = pabbate aham

(.Pay. S.), myayam=me ayam.

34. But if the initial a is followed by a double consonant,

it is not lengthened. Ex. ty ajja= te ajja, ty atthu— te atthu.

35. There are one or two exceptions to the last rule, e.y.

tyassa=te assa; this is the right reading, it is also in Pay.

Siddhi, and occurs in SigMovada S.).

36. 0 frequently elides a following vowel. Ex. so ’ham

= so aham, aggo ’ham=aggo aham (Jat. 53), bhiyyo

’bhinnataro=bhiyyo abhinnataro (Par. S.), yo ’dha= yo idha

(Dh. 47), cattaro ’me= cattaro ime (Sen. 14), pancamo ’tthi

=pancamo atthi (Cunda S.), ubho ’ttha= ubho attha (Jat.

165), kho ’mhi=kho amhi, nattho ’mhi (Dh. 199), nasito

’smi (Dh. 199), pattiko ’va=pattiko eva, kattabbo ’posathe

=kottabbo uposathe (Mah. 220).

37. o is frequently elided before a long vowel, or a short

vowel followed by a double consonant. Ex. kut’ ettha=

kuto ettha, yavant’ ettha=yavanto ettha, asant’ ettha=

asanto ettha, nam’ atthu=namo atthu, katam’ assa=katamo

assa (Pay. S.), tay’ assu=:tayo assu, bhiyy’ assa=bhiyyo assa

(Das. 35), perhaps ajjat’ agge= ajjato agge, tat’ uddham=
tato uddham (Jat. 25).
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38. The crasis o+ a= a sometimes occurs. Ex. appassuta-

yam=appassuto ayam, dukkhayam=dukkhoayam (Jat. 168).

39. o followed by a sometimes becomes v, the a being at

the same time lengthened. Ex. yvaham=;yo ahara, svaham

= so aham, svayam=so ayam, khvaham=:kho aham (Sutta

N.), yatvadhikaranam=:yato adhikaranam.

40. But if a is followed by a double consonant, it is not

lengthened. Ex. khv assa=kho assa, sv assa=so assa,

3’avatakv assa kayo tavatakv assa byamo=yavatako assa

kayo tavatako assa byamo (Pay. S.), khv ajja=kbo ajja, kv

attho=ko attbo.

41. There are two or three exceptions to the last rule in

which the a is lengthened. Ex. svassu=so assu (Jat. 196),

khv assa—kho assa (Pay. S.).

42. Sometimes o becomes v before a long vowel. Ex. yv

eva=yo eva, sv eva=:so eva.

43. If a word ending in a or a is followed by idam, or any

of the oblique cases of the pronoun idam which begin with i,

the consonant y is often inserted for euphony. ^ Ex. na

yidam, na yime, tava yidarn (Yaiigisa S.), cha )ume, nava

yime (Pay. S.), ma yime (Jat. 203), ma yidam (Pay. S.).

44. In one case final a is shortened. yathayidam=j’atha

idam.

45. The same process takes place with iva, hut the form

yiva does not occur, having been replaced by the later form

viya, which is a metathesis of yiva.

46. When a vowel is followed by u or u, the consonant

V is sometimes inserted for euphony. Ex. migi bhanta

vudikkhati= bhanta udikkhati.

So also when a word ending in a vowel is followed by

eva, the consonant y is often inserted for euphony.

47. A euphonic m is sometimes inserted between two

vowels. Ex. idham ahu=idha ahu, idham eva=idha eva

(Das. 44), idham agato, yenam idh’ ekacce=yena idha ekacce

(Pay. S.), jeyyam attanam=jeyya attanam, pariganiyam

asesam^rpariganiya asesam (Mah. 20), paran cam avajanati

1 That the y should be attached rather to the second than to the first word is

clear from the fact that we have viya = yiva.
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=paran ca avajanati (Alw. 120), sammatim eva=:sammati

eva (Pay. S.), katham jivam jivatim ahu settham‘= katham

jivam jivati ahu settham (Sutta Nipata), akasem abhipujaye

= akase abhipujaye (Pay. S.).

48. When a word ending in a vowel is followed by iva,

occasionally the consonant r is inserted for euphony. Ex.

nakkhattarajar ^ iva tarakanam=nakkhattaraja iva t. (Pay.

S.), aragger iva=aragge iva, usabbor ivazzusabbo iva (Pay.

S.), sasapor iva=sasapo iva.

49. In one or two instances final a is shortened. Ex.

yatharivairyatba eva, tatbariva=tatha eva.

50. Rarely other consonants besides y, v, m, and r are

inserted eupbonicaUy : e.g. n in iton ayati=ito ayati.

51. In a great many cases a lost consonant is revived for

the sake of euphony. Ex. manasad annavimuttanam (Sen.

26), yasraad apeti [S. yasmad apeti]=yasma apeti,^ tasmad

eva [S. tasmM eva]=tasma eva, kenacid eva karaniyena=

kenaci eva karaniyena, kocid eva [S. ka9cid eva]=koci eva,

abud eva [S. abbud eva]= ahu eva, tavad eva [S. tavad eva]

= tava eva, puthag eva fS. pritbag eva]=putba eva, pageva

[S. prag eva]=pa or pa eva, tunhim asinam [S. tfisbnim]

=tunbi asinam, vuttir esa [S. vrittir esba]= vutti esa (Kasi-

bbaradvaja S.), sabbbir eva [S. sadbhir eva]=sabbhi eva,

patbavidhatur eva [S. dhatur eva] — patbavidbatu eva

(Pa)". S.), punar eva [S. punar eva]=puna eva, bhattur

atthe [S. bhartur artbe] =bbattu attbe (Pay. S.), cbal eva

= cba eva [shad eva, Mah.].

These revived euphonic consonants must be carefully

distinguished from the euphonic consonants of rules 43-50,

which are parasitic.

52. In a few curious examples a wrong consonant is

revived. Ex. samma eva should become sammag eva, but

we have always sammad eva
;
similarly dbi atthu becomes

' Living how do they say he lives the best? viz. what do people say is the
best way of living ?

2 Similarly we sometimes hear the vulgarism Indian Office, but the vulgarisms
of one generation sometimes become the grammar of the next.

3 It is usual to quote tasmatiha as an instance of a revived consonant, tasmat
iha standing for tasmad iha

;
but I have shown that the phrase should reaUy be

analysed tasma ti ha (Diet. p. 480).
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dhir atthu instead of dhig attliu; vljju eva becomes vijjiir

eva when the S. would be vidyud eva (Pay. S. gives this

example), while on the other hand in Sela S. we have savako

satthud anvayo when we ought to have satthur anvayo [castur

anvayo]d

II. Mixed Saxdhi.

53. When a word ending in a vowel is followed by a word

beginning with a consonant, the latter, if it represents an

original conjunct consonant, is sometimes doubled. In prose,

this doubling is most frequent in cases in which the proclitic

particle na is immediately followed by a verb qualified by it.

In verse, the doubling is pretty frequent for the purpose of

lengthening a short syllable. Examples from prose : idha

tthatum=idha thatum (Dh. 212), punadivasato ppabhuti=

punadivasato pabhuti, na kkhamati=:na khamati.

Examples from verse
:

yatra tthitam = yatra thitam

(Dh. 23), nabhasi tthita^nabhasi thita (Mah. 108), kari

tthatu = kari thatu, the final vowel being shortened to

avoid a long vowel before a double consonant (Mah. 106), ca

jjhanapalo=ca jhanaphalo, citrahi gathahi muni ppakasayi

=muni pakasayi (Amagandha Sutta), kasi Ppiyadasi=kasi

Piyadasi (Alw. I. xiii), na ppasahetha = na pasahetha

(Dh. 23), na ppamajjey3^a (Dh. 31).

Parely ch preceded by a vowel is doubled. Ex. esa

cchecchati (Dh. 63).

54. In a few cases a lost final consonant is revived before

a consonant. Thus we have yavan c’ idam=3'ava ca idam,

w’here the modified anusvara represents the lost t of 3'avat

;

3'avakivan ca.

When a word ending in anusvara is followed by a vowel,

anusvara is often changed to m. Ex. ekam idaham, kim

etam (Dh. 207).

In one instance m is added to a short vowel before a

consonant metri causA Ex. tam bahum }^am pi jurasi.

55. In one case of mixed sandhi an aspirated consonant loses

' Unless we look upon it as a compound for sattliu-anvayo, in whick case the

d would be parasitic.
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its aspirate to avoid the harsh concurrence of two aspirated

consonants. Ida bhikkhave=idha bhikkhave.

56. There are at least two instances of m being changed

to n instead of m before a vowel. The first is cirann ayati

adduced by Kaccayana (Sen. 26), when it is doubled to

reproduce the heavy sound of the Pali anusvara. ^ The

second, from Jayaddisa Jataka, is “satanan esa dhammo,”
‘ This is the practice of good people,’ where satanan stands

for satanarn, both the sjdlables being shortened metri causa.

Sometimes in Pali final anusvara stands for an original

final consonant, and when this is the case, it is liable before a

vowel to be replaced by the original consonant. Thus the

Sanskrit sakrit is sakim in Pali, but if eva follows we have

sakid eva, the Sanskrit sakrid eva. Again tarn, yarn, and

etain, are the Pali representatives of the Sanskrit tad, yad,

etad, and when followed by a vowel the original d is restored

;

e.g. tad avasari, tad apaviddham (Dh. 52), tad eva, yad

ayasam (Dh. 62), yan yad eva, etad avoca, etad ahosi.

57. In a few instances a wrong consonant is revived.

Thus the Sanskrit punar is sometimes in Pali punain, which

should be changed before a vowel to punar
;
yet in Brah-

manadhammika Sutta we have punam upagamum, and punad

eva is by no means an uncommon form. So we have annad

atthu for annam atthu, and bahud eva rattiin for bahum eva

rattiin. There can be little doubt that in this case the

change of m to d is on the false analogy of etam and etad.

58. In verse, anusvara is sometimes elided before a vowel.

Ex. no ce munceyya’ candimain—munceyyain candimam
(Gog. Ev. 28), maccana’ jivitain=maccanam jivitain(Das. 34),

dasasassma’ cubhayain (Jat. 19), etam buddhana’ sasanam,

phusey
5m’ tam^phuseyyuin tain (Dh. 24).

59. In verse, sometimes both anusvara and the vowel

which precedes it are elided. Ex. im’ ettain=imain ettain

(Dh. 35), mal’ itthiya=malain itthiya (Dh. 43), maggan’
atthangiko = magganarn atthaiigiko (Dh. 48), pabbajay’

attano= pabbajayain attano (Dh. 69), nipajj’ ahain=ni-

’ See p. 112. It is impossible to say whether the words occur in prose or
verse.
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pajjim aliam (Jat. 13), ovadit’ ussalie=:ovaditum ussahe

(Jat. 160).

60. In prose, as well as in verse, we sometimes have the

combination am+ a=a, as dhuvaham=dhuvam aham (Jat.

19). Here a double process has taken place, the in being

first elided, which gives dhuva’ aham, and then the two «s

blended into a. Other examples are, ekam idaham samayam
= idam aham, kathaham— katham aham (Dh. 192), tasaham

8antike=tasara aham (Pay. S.), evayam=evam ayam (Das.

27), labheyyaham=labheyyam aham (Par. 59).

61. When a word ending in anusvara is followed by eva,

the letter y is often inserted for euphony.

In the same way, after anusvara, iva often becomes

Ad}"a, which is a metathesis for yiva.

In the case of eva we sometimes have a further change,

the final m and initial y blending into fin, e.g tan

neva=tam jmva.

In one case final anusvara elides a following vowel

;

evani ’sa=evam assa, alam ’thava=alam athava (Diet. art.

Peyyalam, from a very late text).

III. Consonant S.\ndhi.

62. When a word ending in anusvara is followed by a

word beginning with a consonant of one of the second, fourth,

or fifth classes, it is sometimes changed to the nasal of that

class.^ If the second word begins with a consonant of the

first class (k, kh, g, or gh), no change takes place, because in

Pali anusvara is identical with the nasal of the first class.

^

Ex. evan ca, yan ce, kin ti, kin je=kiin je, tan jano (Dh.

39), oran tato (Mah. 62), param marana, evam me.

63. When a word ending in anusvara is followed by a

word beginning with y, the final and initial consonants

sometimes blend into nn. Ex. anantarikan nam=ananta-

rikam yam, yan nad eva=}'am yam eva, saddhin fieya

(Dh.'si).

'

' Even Balavatara recognizes this (see Cl. Gr. 13).
2 It is not, therefore, usual to write ta» karoti. I have never met with a case

of anusvara changed to n before t or d.
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64. In one instance anusvara is elided before a consonant,

babu’ bhasati=babuin bhasati (metri causa).

65. Sometimes anusvara before h becomes n. Ex. evan

birzevam. bi, tan bi=tam. bi, katban bi=katbam bi.

Eules of the Sandhi of Compounds.

Part I, Vowel Sandhi.

1. T7ben a word whose base ends in a is compounded with

a word beginning with a followed by a single consonant, the

two as blend into a. Ex. atitanagata = atita-anagata,

pamadadhikarana=pamada-adbikarana, kayanupassi=kaya-

anupassi, kappavasesa=kappa-avasesa, purisadhama=purisa-

adhama (Dh. 14), batavakasa=bata-a\'akasa (Dh. 18).

2. But if the second a is followed by a conjunct consonant,

the first a is elided. Ex. dbammanvaya=dhamma-anvaya,

katanjali=kata anjali, jatakatthakatba=jataka-atthakatba,

bhavitatta=bhavita-atta (Dh. 20), marananta=marana-anta,

rattakkhi= ratta-akkhi.

3. Exceptions to the last rule are rare, but we have

piyappiya=piya-appiya (Dh. 38), sattbakatba=sa-attbakatba,

upanta— upa-anta.

4. a+ a, a+a, and a+ a, all become a. Ex. kamasava=
kama-asava, dhammMasa=dhamma-adasa, balavagbato=:

balava-agbato, paccbabhimukho=paccba-abhimukho, yatba-

bbirantam=:yatha-abbirantam, pujaraho=puja-arabo, sada-

dara=sada-adara, pannavudbamr=panna-avudham (Dh. 8),

avijj asavo= avijj a-asavo.

5. But a before a followed by a conjunct consonant is usually

elided. Ex. parisantara=parisa-antara, mabaggba=:maba-

aggba,mabannava=maha-annava,mabattbika=maba-atthika.

6. a or a+ i sometimes becomes e. Ex. uttaretara=uttara-

itara, duddasetara=duddasa-itara (A.b. 998), mabesakkha=
maba-isakkha.

7. a+i sometimes becomes i. Ex. setibba= seta-iblia,

itaritara =: itara-itara.

8. a may be elided before 1 and u. Ex. sabbitiyo=sabba-

itiyo, ekuna=eka-una.

VOL. SI.—[new series.] 8
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But a or a is elided before i if the latter is followed by

a conjunct consonant. Ex. manujinda=manuja-inda, jivi-

tindriya=:jivita-indriya, appiccbata=appa-icchata, iccbi-

ticcbita= icchita-icchita, natakittbi= n^aka-itthi, Lankinda

=

Laiika-inda, anilindriya= anna-indriya, mabiccbata=maba-

icchata, mahiddhika=inaha-iddhika, mabissara=maba-issara,

yatbiccliita= yatba-icchita.

9. a or a before u followed by a single consonant frequently

becomes o. Ex. pallankopari=pallanka-upari (Mab. 164),

candodaya=canda-udaya, sopapada=sa-upapada, cittopacara

= citta-upacara, senakayopagatabbandakam= senakaya-up-

agatabbandakam (Mab. 151), pan.yopajivini=:panya-upajivini

(Jat. 105), paccbimodadbi^rpaccbima-udadbi (Mab. 217),

unbodaka=unba-udaka, nabanodaka=nabana-udaka, cando-

pama=canda-upama (Db. 244), sunakbopama=sunakba-

npama (Mab. 227), dakkbinodaka=dakkbina-udaka, mabo-

dadbi=maba-udadbi, maboraga= maba-uraga, sabasopaga=

sabasa-upaga (Mab. 52).

10. This crasis may even occur when a is followed by a

double consonant, as dbammokkandbamma-ukka (Jat. 34),

appossukka=appa-ussukka, noyati= na uyyMi (bere a y is

dropped to insure tbe long pronunciation of tbe o).

But far more frequently u. E.x. pMudara = pMa-
udara, labbupanisa=labba-upanisa, acirupasampanna=acira-

upasampanna, rup(lpajivini=r(ipa-upajivini, uposatbupavasa

= uposatba-upavasa, abarupaccbeda=abara-upaccbeda (Db.

353), kamupMana=kama-upadana, annamaufmpagbattita=

annamanna-upagbattita (Jat. 26), vigatupakkilesa=:vigata-

upakkilesa, parupagbata=para-upagbata, ariyiipavMa^:

ariya-upavada, sabbupadbi=sabba-upadbi, puppbbpaga^

puppba-upaga (and similarly pbalupaga, gaybbpaga, brabma-

lokiipaga), vassupagata=vassa-upagata (and so rupbpagata),

sotapattipbalupanissaya=sotapattipbala-upanissaya (Das. 30,

and so samattbupadanissayo), laddbupasampada=laddba-up.,

paradarbpasevi == paradara-upasevi, lakkbaimpanijjbana =
lakkbana-upanijjbmaa (so arammanupanijjbana), attupana-

yika=atta-upanayika, sabbakaravarupeta, sabbupakaranbpeta

(Mab. 123), sabbupakarana {ih.), pbenupama, alagaddu-
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pama, aggikkhandhupama. Ex. of a4u, jarupaga=jara-

upaga, nidupagata=nidda-upagata (and so pabbajj upagata).

11. But if u is followed by a conjunct consonant, final a or

a is elided. Ex. niluppala=nila-uppala, dumuppala, khujj-

uttara, atthuttara, pacchimuttara, sippuggabana, dipujjalato,

byanjanujjalo, rajuyyana, kantbakuddharana, phalikubbbava,

vadbudyata, sukbuccarana, pattunna=patta-unna, bbattud-

desaka, kamummattaka, dvMasabattbucca, pubbutthayi,

mahussava== maha-ussava.

12. Instead of tbe crasis u (as in Rule 10), we pretty

frequently bave a elided before u, even when tbe latter is

followed by a single consonant. Ex. panupeta, attbangupo-

satba, pannarasuposatba, upavattbuposatba, yatbakammupaga

(Gov. Ev. 10), domanassupayasa, addbamasupasampanna

(Rattb. S.), udaggudagga, cullupattbaka, buddbupattbana,

rajupattbana, battbupagata (Jat. 51), attavadupadana, acari-

yupacariya, dassanupacara.

Very rarely a elides u. Ex. silapassaya=sila-upassaya

(Mab. 132).

13. a and a are elided before e and o. Ex. ajelaka= aja-

elaka, sukbesi=sukba-esi, kamesana=kama-esana, bbavogba

= bbava-ogba, sissorasa=sissa-orasa, dbamraoja=dbamma-
oja, mabogba=maba-ogba, avijjogba=avijja-ogba.

14. i and i are sometimes elided by a following vowel.

Ex. dittbogba=dittbi-ogba, battbacariyarzibattbi-acariya,

pataggi zz: pati-aggi, vidattbukkattba = vidattbi-ukkattba

(Mab. 166), uttaruttari=zuttari-uttari, cutupapataz^cuti-

upapata, birottappaz=biri-ottappa, patbavissarazzpatbavi-

issara, patbavojazizpatbavi-oja, bbikkbunovadaz^bbikkbuni-

ovada.

15. Occasionally i and i elide u. Ex. satipattbana^sati-

upattbana, dubbuttbipaddava— dubbuttbi-upaddava, dittbijju

= dittbi-ujju, bbikkbunipassayazirbbikkbuni-upassaya (tbe i

being at tbe same time shortened).

16. i or i+ u may become u. Ex. dittbupadana=:dittbi-

upadana, cutupapata zz: cuti-upapata, uparuparimupari-upari,

rattuparato zz ratti-uparata, bbikkbunupassayazzbbikkuni-
upassaya.
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17. u and u may be elided by a following short or long

vowel. Ex. matupattbanaizzmatu-upatthana, mudindriyar^

miidu-indriya, cakkhayatana^cakkhu-ayatana, abhibbaya-

tana— abhibhu-ayatana.

18. Rarely u elides a vowel. Ex. utukkhana=utu-akkhana,

cakkhundrij'a =: cakkhu-indrh'a.

19. u sometimes blends witb u into u. Ex. bahupakara

babu-upakara, bahudaka :=:babu-udaka, suju su-uju, catu-

sabha= catu-usabha.

20. Rarely i preceded by t or tt becomes y before a vowel.

Ex. atyappa ati-appa, mutyapekha:zr mutti-apekha (Van-

gisa S.).

21. Rarely i or i preceded by d becomes y before a vowel.

Ex. nadyambu (Ab. 188).

22. u occasionally becomes v before a vowel. Ex.

cakkhvapatham= cakkbu-apatham, bhikkbvasana=bbikkbu-

asana, bavhabadha=:babu-abadba (this is a metathesis for

babvabadba, which does not occur).

23. ati and pati before a vowel generally become acc and

pace, standing for an older aty and paty. Ex. accunbazz:ati-

iinba, accokkattbaz^ati-okkattha, accodatazz:ati-odata, accaga

— ati-aga, paccaroceti=pati-aroceti, paccanga=:pati-anga,

paccupatthitarrpati-upattbita, paccannasi= pati-afmasi.

24. In one case di followed by a vowel becomes jj, which

represents an older dy : najjantarar=nadi-antara.

25. abbi and adhi before a vowel generally become abbh

and ajjh, which represent older forms abby and adhy. Ex.

abbhannasi=abbi-anfiasi, abbhattha=:abbi-attba, abbho-

kasa“ abbi-okasa, ajjhabbasi=zadhi-abhasi, ajjbavasathazz:

adhi-avasatha, ajjhokasa— adhi-okasa, bojjbanga bodhi

anga.

26. If a word ending in i or i is compounded witb a word

beginning with a, a, u, e, or o, a euphonic y is sometimes

inserted, i is always shortened. Ex. nadiyantikemnadi-

antike, pindiyalopai=:pind-alopa, ukkbali
3
'adini ukkbal-

adini (Jat. 30), nandijAvatta =r nandi-avarta, dvijAsitirr:

dvi-asiti (the lengthened a has nothing to do with sandhi),

pariyuttbita— pari-uttbita, pariyesati = pari-esati, pariyo-
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dana=pari-odana. In two instances, in which a verb is

compounded with pari, metathesis takes place: payirupasati

and payirudaha
;

pointing to transition forms pariyupasati

and pariyudaha,

27. In one instance, ativiya= ati-iva, we have y inserted

between two is, for ativiya points to a transition form

atiyiva.

28. In two or three cases v instead of y is inserted between

i and a. Ex. tivahgika= ti-ahgika, tivaiigula ti-aiigula

(Pay. S.).

Occasionally euphonic v is inserted ^between u and a. Ex.

puthuvasana= puthu-asana.

29. Occasionally euphonic v is inserted between a and u.

Ex. savupMisesa=:sa-upMisesa, pagunnavujuta:=:pagunha-

ujuta.

30. Sometimes a euphonic m is inserted between two

vowels. Ex. annamanna=:anha-anna, ekameka= eka-eka,

ekamantam (comp, ekamante, ekamantikam) rr: eka-anta,

okamokato:=zoka-okato, adukkhamasukha vedana^adukkha-

asukha vedana, samanamacala=isamana-acala, hinamukkattha

= hina-ukkattha, bharamoropana = bhara-oropana, phala-

muttama= phala-uttama.

There are two examples of a euphonic d being inserted :

sadattha=sa-attha (Sansk. svartha), and attadattha^atta-

attha (Sansk. atmartha).

31. There are two examples of an inserted h : suhuju^su-

uju, and suhutthita=su-utthita.

32. Very frequently a lost consonant is revived for

euphony. Ex. yavadattham=yava-attham [Sansk. yavad-

artham], patarasa=:pato-asa [Sansk. prataraca], caturangula

=:catu-ahgula, punaragamanaz^puna-agamana [Sansk. punar-

agamana], paturahosi = patu-ahosi [the present tense is

patubhavati, the Sansk. is pradurabhavishit], chalabhiima=

cha-abhinna [Sansk. shadabhijna or chalabhijna].

33. In the case of samma, a wrong consonant is revived, d

instead of g. Ex. sammadakkhata=samma-akkhata (when
the Sanskrit would be samyagakhyata), sammadahna (Dh.

11, 18;.
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II. Mixed Sandhi.

31. "VYheii a base ending in a, i, or u, is compounded with a

word beginning with a single consonant which represents an

original single consonant, the long vowel is very frequently

shortened. Ex. pannasalabhitti zr: pannasala-bhitti (Jat. 8),

mattikabhajana mattika-bhajana (Das. 34), yanikata=
yani-kata, YedehiputtazzzVedehi-putta, sabbanhubuddha zn

sabbanfiu-buddha.

35. When a base ending in a, i, or u, e or o, is compounded

with a word beginning with a single consonant which repre-

sents an original conjunct consonant, the consonant is doubled.

Ex. kayakkaya=kaj'a-kaya [krayakraya], dukkhakkhaya z=;

dukkha-khaya [Sansk. duhkakshaya], parappavada=para-

pavada [Sansk. parapravada]
,

dutiyajj liana=dutiya-jhana

[dvitiyadhyana], ratanattayaziz ratana-taya [ratnatraya],

pariccajati=zpari-cajati [paritjajati], patiggahana = pati-

gahana [pratigrahana], aggikkhandha = aggi-khandha

[agni-skhandha], Anandatthera= Ananda-thera [Ananda-

sthavira], atthittaco' zz:atthi-taco [asthi-tvac], anuddhamseti

zz; anu-dhamseti [anudhvams], senapatitthana= senapati-

thana [senapatisthana], tamokkhandha (Ev. 6), tejokkhandha

(Ditto), atthito, abhissanna, paripphosaka, utuppasevana,

nijasissappaveni, assuta, mahagghasa.

36. When the base ends in a, i, or u, those vowels are

generally shortened. Ex. nanappakarazznana-pakara [na-

iiaprakara], silatthambha, tanhakkhaya (Ev. 6, Dh. 34),

patisambhidappatta (Alw. I., cvii), pathavippadesa, patha-

vippabhasa (Ten J. 47), aggamahesitthana (Das. 2), vinnupp-

asattha (Par. 7, 18), vedanakkhandha (Ev. 68), veda-ppaccaya

(Ev. 66), sammunjanippahara (Dh. 372).

37. But sometimes the long vowels are retained. Ex.

sahnakkhandha (Ev. 68), vedanakkhandha (Ev. 42, Atth.

163), tadappabhuti, divatthana, sikkhattayam (Dh. 358),

yathakkamam, yathatthane, anakkhetta.

38. There are a great number of exceptions to the rule of

doubling the consonant, some due to phonetic causes, others

to metrical, etymological and euphonic causes. Ex. supati-

* Rattli. S.
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panna, nayapatipanna, lekhathana (Mali. 113), avijjapaccaya

(Ev. 38, 66), nibbanagaminipatipada (Dh. 269), anagata-

paccuppanna, padaphota, adbotbita, kankbathana, upatthi-

tasati, athena, anuthera, vattapativatta, uccarapassava, chiri'

napapata, sigbasotaya, dalhapakara, pariphandati, dupbassa,

abbitbana, utupamana, poranakapaveniya, anupakbajja, abhi-

sanna, nigantha, atipato, asiita, bodhimandatbitattbana

(Mab. 7).

39. If a base ending in a vowel is compounded with a

word beginning with cb, tbe latter becomes ccb. Ex.

cakkaccbinna, megbaccbanna, battbiccbapa, vyaiijanaccba-

3'aya, setaccbatta.

There are a few exceptions to tbis rule, as gamanacbanda

(Db. 84), uddbacbiddaka (Db. 169).

40. Occasionally anusvara is inserted between a base

ending in a vowel and tbe initial consonant of tbe word witb

wbicb it is compounded. Ex. abbinbamsannipata (pi.)

‘ bolding frequent assemblies,’ for abbinbasannipata (abbinba

can only be an adj. bere), purimamjati for purimajati,

agamanammaggam for agamanamaggam (bere it is metri

causa), satamsamam for satasamam, andbantama for an-

dbatama.

41. Occasionally wben a word ending in a vowel is com-

pounded witb a word beginning witb a consonant, a consonant

wbicb originally belonged to tbe base of tbe first word is

revived, and if necessary assimilated to the initial consonant

of tbe second word. Thus samma-t- panna becomes sammap-

panna, which probably represents the Sanskrit samyak-

prajiia; anto is tbe Sanskrit antar, but in composition we
sometimes have tbe original r revived, e.g. antaragbara=
Sanskrit antargrha. Again, the Sanskrit base catur is catu

in Pali, e.g. catuvagga (catumasam), but compounds like

catugguna, catubbagga, catummukha, point to Sanskrit forms

caturguna, caturvarga, caturmukba retaining tbe final r. So
also we have chanrSansk. shasb, but chammasa points to an
original shadmasa. And puna compounded witb bbava and
witb puna gives punabbhava and punappuna, in Sansk.

punarbbava and punahpunar.
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42. "When a word ending in anusvara is compounded with

a word beginning with a vowel, anusvara is changed to m.

Ex. evamuccam evam-ucca, evaraahara, evamadi, alainariya,

sayamasa, ahamahamika.

43. In a few instances anusvara stands for an original

final consonant, and is replaced before a vowel by the

original consonant. Ex. sakadagami sakim agami [Sansk.

sakridagainin], isadatthe= isam atthe (Ah. 1169), etadatt-

haya = etani atthaya [S. etadarthaya], tadanurupa=::tam-

anurupa [tadanurupa].

III. Consonant Sandhi.

44. When a word ending in anusvara is compounded with

a word beginning with a consonant, it is generally changed

to the nasal of the class to which the consonant belongs. In

the case of a consonant of the first class, practically no change

takes place, because anusvara in Pali is identical with the

nasal of the first class, that is, the pronunciation is the same

whether we write tahkhane or tamkhane. Ex. sabbanjaha,

mahindhara, jarantapa, sayampabha, rattindira, evannamaka,

orambhagiya, muhumbhasa.

45. But there are instances in which anusvara remains

unchanged before a consonant. And it is important to bear

in mind that when this is the case, there is a real difference

of pronunciation
;

for instance, katham-bhuta is differently

pronounced from what kathambhuta would be, the m in the

first case being pronounced like the ng in our “ sing.” Ex.

saddhimcara, kathambhuta, evammahanubbava, evamnama,

evamdhamma.

In one instance m remains unchanged before 1 : uccamlata.

46. In muhumbhasa, and perhaps two or three others, the

nasal is retained, where, on the analogy of compounds like

punabbhava, we might expect the original consonant to be

revived and assimilated {e.g. muhubbhasa).

There are a certain number of anomalous sandhis not

coming under any of the above rules, which it will be well to

mention here. There are three cases of de-aspiration coming
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more or less under the head of sandhi. The first is ida

bhikkhave, given in all the native grammars, w’here idha is

changed to ida to avoid the harsh concurrence of two aspirate

letters in consecutive syllables. At Kh. vii. 6 we have an

exactly similar change, only that the syllable affected is the

second instead of the first, gorakkh’ etta for gorakkh’ ettha.

The third instance is a very curious example of compound-

sandhi given in Pay. S., samvidavaharo^samvidhaya-avaharo.

In the phrase ekam idaham samayam, the native grammars

generally assert idaham to be a sandhi for idha-ahain, but

there can be no doubt that they are mistaken, and that

ida is the Sanskrit idam. There are two cases, one of

compound-sandhi, one of word-sandhi, in which ya is elided

before a vowel. The first being samvidavaharo already

mentioned, and the second vaca’ uda cetasa va for vacaya

uda. In tad amina for tad imina, and in atippago kho for

atippage kho, we probably have examples of vowel assimila-

tion. Balavatara quotes the phrase kacci no tvam for kacci

nu tvam, where u may be changed to o metri causa, but no

clue is given as to whether the passage from which it is taken

is prose or verse. Keham=kim aham given in Bal. probably

represents a transition form kyaham (kim aham, ki’ aham,

kyaham, keham). Evumam=:evam imam, quoted at the

same place, is perhaps for evimam (evam imam, ev’ imam,

evumam).
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Art. VI .—Arabic Amulets and Mottoes.

By E. T. Rogkrs, M.R.A.S.

The language of the Koran has always been beloved, and, I

may almost say, worshipped b}'’ Muhammadans. Arabic,

and especially the Arabic of the Koran, is justly admired

for its expressiveness, its subtle gradations of meaning, its

cadence and rhythm, but above all for its adaptability to

religious formulae and pious ejaculations. Indeed, to the

eloquence of Muhammad and of his coadjutors, in their use

of this rich language, may, in a great measure, be attributed

the unparalleled success and the speedy propagation of

Islam.

Muhammadans seem, indeed, to entertain a belief in the

potency of the very words themselves. Thus many orders of

derwishes make frequent use of the words “Bismillah,” In

the name of God
;

“ Allah,” God
;

“ Hii,” lie, or similar

ejaculations, in thorough reliance on their efficacy to avert

evil.

This sentiment has prompted them to make use of written

sentences as charms or amulets, on the preparation of which

great care and attention are bestowed. Some are written on

paper or parchment, and, inclosed in metal cases, are worn,

suspended by a chain, round the neck or across the chest.

Others are engraved on metal, gold, silver, or brass
;
others

on hard stone, such as carnelian, onyx, etc., and mounted

more or less elaborately or expensively, to be worn as necklets

or armlets.

The inscriptions on what may be termed orthodox talis-

mans, consist of passages from the Koran, invocations to

God or to Muhammad, or the names of some of the prophets

;

while others give the names of the seven sleepers of Ephesus
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and their watch-dog
;

others again, written by derwishes

versed in magic arts, and regarded by the common people as

equally efficacious, consist of cabalistic combinations of letters

and figures.

I

I remember a remarkably fine talisman in the collection of

[

the late Col. C. S. Guthrie. It consisted of an oval carnelian,

I

richly mounted on jade, and surrounded with diamonds, to

j

be worn as an armlet. I am enabled to describe it from an

!
electrotj'pe impression given me by my late friend. The

[

original was sold by bis executors.

j

The oval is occupied by a square field, subdivided into

sixteen compartments, in each of which are some words and

four Arabic numerals. An inscription is also legible in each

segment of the oval opposite the four sides of the square.

On studying the inscriptions, I find in the square com-

partments the hundred attributes of God. The figures

represent the numerical value of the letters composing the

words in each square according to the Abjad system of com-

putation, and thus confirm the correct spelling.

I
The readers of this Journal need hardly be reminded of the

j

numerical value of the letters of the Arabic alphabet, the

i Ahjad, but I will here add it for the sake of easy reference

for those who may have forgotten it.

I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

\

C J ^ ^ t ^
90 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Beginning then at the top right-hand square, I find these

words, and I cannot re-write them without remarking the

excellence of the caligraphy and the intelligence with which

so long a sentence has been compressed into so small a space.

llcuh ^}\ All

rrAr

The combined numerical value of the letters in these words

corresponds with the number 2373 in that square, thus con-

firming the correctness of the spelling and of the addition,

thus :

—
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5 + 6 = 11

-till 1 + 30 + 30 + 5 = 66

oa!1 1 + 30 + 700 + 10 = 741

)! 30 + 1 = 31

1+30 + 5 = 36

1 + 30 + 1 = 32

5 + 6 = 11

1 + 30 + 200 + 8 + 40 + 50 = 329

1 +30 + 200 + 8 +10 + 40 = 289

1 + 30 + 40 + 30 + 20 = ' 121

1 + 30 + 100 + 4 + 6 + 60 = 201

1 + 30 + 60 + 30 + 1 +40 = 162

1 + 30 + 40 + 5 + 10 + 40 + 50 = 176

1 + 30 + 40 + 6 + 40 + 50 = 167

2373

is the God
,
than whom there is no other God, t

passionate, the Merciful, the Sovereign, the most Holy, the Saviour,

the Preserver, the Trustworthy, 2373.

Reading from right to left, the remaining squares contain

the other attributes of God, and the figures are equally

correct.

rrvr j\lJ\

The Excellent, the Mighty, the Magnified, the Creator, the

Maker, the Hearer, 2272.

rfoi

The Fashioner, the Victorious, the all-Forgiving, the bounteous
Giver, the bounteous Provider, the Guide, 2451.

rrrf
^\J\

The Opener (of the doors of mercy, and of the hearts of Muslims
to see the truth), the Omniscient, the Upholder (of all things), the

Reckoner, the Amplifier, the ever-Praised, the Exalter (of believers),

2324.

The Abaser (of the proud), the Originator, the Benign, the

Giver of life, the Creator, the Great, the Exalted, 2452.
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rrrr

The Quickener (of the dead), the Answerer of prayer, the Abaser,

the Last, 2323.

rrvf 1 «_jU\ A-ot.*]! A-w.*uH
k_ li- • ty- •• •• •• V

The Omniscient, the Restorer, the Sustainer, the Immovable,
He who knows the secrets or hidden things, the Helper, the Dis-

penser of jnstice, the Defender, 2374.

The Great, the Observer, the Delayer, 2271.

rrrr jAUJI

The Majestic, the Loving, the bountiful Rorgiver, the Powerful,

the Reckoner (who keeps account of all things), the Eternal, the

Source of strength or honour, 2322.

The foremost, the Gracious, the Approver or Rewarder, the

Rountiful, the Preserver, the Eorgiver, 2449.

The Just, the Everlasting, the First, the All-powerful, the Giver

of contentment, 2274.

rrvi ^j\^\

The Omniscient (He who knows what has been, what is, and
what will be), the Abiding (after aU others), the All-seeing, the

very Merciful, the Ever-existent, 2375.

rrvr

The Light, the Truth, the Glorious, the Benefactor, the Teacher,

the Long-Suffering, the Avenger, the Strong, 2273.

rrvi -UJ^
>

I I

^— J
The Ready, the Rich, the Judge, the Knowing, the One, 2376.

rrn JU\
The Deprive!’ of life, the Manifest, the Collector (of created

beings for the day of judgment), the Reverter (who reverts from
severity to grace), the Guardian (who is nigh at hand), 2321.

ci,<JU
,

A^usi a^^ji

rf,. jjjfj
The Unique, the Boundless (in compassion), the Living, the

Forbearing, the Guardian, the Glorious, the Glorified, the Possessor

of all things. He to whom belong majesty and glory, 2450.
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In the four segments I find

—

In the name of God the most compassionate, the most merciful.

Peace, verhally, from a merciful Lord.

There is no god but God, the Lord, the Truth, the Manifest.

o-'-

Initial letters of certain chapters of the Koran. These and

certain other letters J 1 o i L etc., which occur at the

beginning of many of the chapters of the Koran, and have

no apparent signification, are supposed to have a hidden

meaning. Some of the combinations are adopted as personal

names, such as Tahu, Yasin, etc.

Another instance of the veneration of Muhammadans for

pious sentences, and of the familiar use of them in every-day

life, is seen in the mottoes engraved on their seals and signets.

Sometimes we find a quotation from the Koran in which the

name of the owner occurs. e.g. Peace be upon

Ibrahim, which was engraved on the official seal of Ibrahim

Pasha, father of II. H. the Khedive. On others we find

couplets in which a word rhyming with the name is intro-

duced, e.g. «s,Ul God is the helper of his

servant Ydsin. A person named Abdallah will sometimes

place on his seal l)l_. All yj> He is God and I am His

servant.

In further illustration of this subject, I have collected the

sentences engraved on the seals of the early Khalifahs.

Mottoes engraved on the seals of the Amaici Khalifahs.

L.^j 0 Lord forgive me.

All \sij Our Lord is God.

jtjl. IJaH The world is a delusion.

1. Mu’awiah I.

2. Yazid I.

3. Mu’awiah II.
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4.

Merwan I. God is my trust and

my hope.

0

.

Abd-ul'Malik idSb I believe in God.

6. Walid I. ^ My Lord is God, I

associate nothing with Him.

7. Suleiman

8. ’Omar

9. Yezid II.

j tdJb I believe in God alone

<d!b ’Omar believes sin-

cerely in God.

jjjsi b Protect me from

10. Hisham

11. Walid II.

12. Yezid III.

13. Ibrahim

14. Merwan II.

iniquities 0 thou most excellent.

<d]l God is the Judge.

jJj b 0 Walid, be prepared

for death.

V.
^ Yezid, be just and

thou shalt conquer.

I put my trust in

the ever-living, the Eternal.

Jili b
J,3\

Eemember death,

thou thoughtless one.

Mottoes on the seals of the ’Ahbdsi Khalifahs.

1. Abdallah
^

<d!\ aw Alii God is Abdallah’s

trust, and in Him he believes.

2. Al-Mansur <dll fp\ Fear God.

3. Al-Mahdy a1!1 God ismy sufficiency.

4. Musa-al-Hady <dlb MusabelievesinGod.

5. Harun-ar- <dl 2q,AiUl j iUli*ll To God in His

Rashid strength and His majesty belong

power and might.

6. Al-Amin Every action has its

reward.

7. Al-Mamun Death is the fulfil-

ment of justice.
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8. Al-Mu’tasim Giod and He
will give thee.

9. Al-Wathik aUI alini H There is no god but

God, Muhammad is the Apostle of God.

10. Al-Mutawakkil-’al- ^dll ^is. Al-Mutawakkil-’al-

Allah Allah, “ He who puts his trust in God.”

11. Al-Muntasir^j <d!l U1 I am of the family of

Muhammad, my Lord is God.

12. Al-Musta’in Ahmad son of Mu-
hammad.

13. Al-Mu’tazz Muhammad son of

Ja’far.

14. Al-Muhtady Al-Muhtadybelieves

in God.

15. Al-Mu’tamid <d!l
,
,Lco A1 - Mu’tamid - ’al -

Allah.

16. Al-Mu’tadid If thou hast faith,

thou shalt be satisfied.

17. Al-Mustahfy ’Aly son of Al-Mu’-

tadid.

18. Al-Muktadir (dlb Ja’far trusts in God.

19. ALKahir
, V.

0 my hope, cause

my work to end well

20. Ar-Ecidy Grant thy favour.

21. Al-Muttaky
Wi'

God’s help is all sufii-

cient.

The remaining Khalifahs of this d}masty had simply their

names engraved on their signets
;
but these very names have

without exception some reference to trust, or faith, or belief

in God.
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Art. VII.

—

On the Identification of Places on the Makran

Coast mentioned by Arrian, Ptolemy, and Marcian. B}'

Major E. Mockler.

During the latter part of 1876, I travelled along the

Makran coast from Gwadar to Jask, and as it appeared

to me that the identifications of the various places on this

coast mentioned by Arrian as having been touched at by

Alexander’s Admiral Hearchus, and others, mentioned by

Ptolemy and Marcian, had not, up to the present time,

been satisfactorily established by Dr. Vincent, Otter, Kemp-
thorne, Muller, or, indeed, by any one who has touched [on

the subject, I collected all the names of places along the

coast I could, and made notes regarding its physical aspect,

in the hope of finding some traces of the spots mentioned

by the geographers above alluded to, and which might be

sufficient to fix their positions with somewhat more certainty.

In Dr. Vincent’s exposition of the “Voyage of Nearchus,”

there is not after Kalama=Kalamat^ any place, unless we
accept Tesa=Tes (mentioned by Ptolemy and Marcian),

whose site is conclusively established
;

on etymological

grounds certainly not one, and on topographical grounds

or by measurement few are even admissible. The identi-

fications of Kempthorne on this part of the coast are

supported by no arguments, while those of Muller, as

given in his valuable compilation of Grecian geography,

appear to me to be based on wrong premises.

* “ Final “t” is constantly dropped in Balochee.

VOL XI.—[new series.] 9
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, The results of my investigations, though certainly not

fulfilling the expectations I had indulged in at starting,

are given in the following paper, and may perhaps prove not

uninteresting, the more so that some of the conclusions

arrived at differ a good deal from any previously noted.

A map of that portion of the coast under discussion,

according to the most recent surveys, with additions and

corrections by myself, is appended, which it would be well

to compare with those found in the works of Dr. Vincent,

Muller, and Wilson.

The following are the tests I employ for the identification

of each place :

—

1. Measurement, according to the distance given by the

author quoted.

2. Topographical description.

3. Similarity of name.

The length of the stadium I take as about one-sixteenth of

a mile, and, differing from Dr. Vincent in this respect, I

believe that Marcian and Arrian used the same standard

of measurement in their computation of this coast.

I commence by examining Marcian’s itinerary, or rather

a portion of it, and take as my starting-point Tesa, which

can be none other than Tes. The order of Marcian’s

stages is from west to east, contrary to that of Arrian’s.

From Tesa=Tes to the Kandriakes river the distance given

is 200 stadia=12f miles: this distance, measuring along

the coast-line, brings us exactly to a small torrent called

Chandrishep (“Shep” in Balochee means “a small torrent”),

in the name of which Kandriakes will be recognized.^

From the Kandriakes rivers Chandrishep to the promontory

of Bagia, the distance given is 400 stadia=25 miles. Sailing

along the coast the first promontory we come to is Cape

Bres at 29 miles, and there is no other until we reach

' Wliat is marked on the charts as the Kenj (properly “Kenzh” =blown sand)

river, and wth which Dr. Vincent identifies the Kandriakes of Marcian and the

Talmena of Arrian, is only a creek up which the sea runs for about a mile during

the monsoon, and is at other times diy, with a natural “ band ” of sand thrown

up by the sea and wind across its mouth (hence its name). Its depth never

exceeds a few feet.
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Nanjukanee, 19 miles further on
;
so that there can he no

question as to the identity of Cape Bres with Cape Bagia,

and the name itself is probably found in Baganee ^ or

Bagee, which is that of the highest point of the range of

hills which terminates in Cape Bres. From Bagia pro-

montory = Cape Bres or Baganee, to the port of Kuidza

the distance given is 250 stadias 15-f^ miles. The first

harbour we come to is that now called Pasa-bandin,^ 19

miles distant, which must necessarily therefore correspond

with Marcian’s Kuidza, his distance being 3-p®-g- miles too

little. Pasa-bandin is an excellent little harbour formed

by an indenture in the rocky coast-line south of Gwatar,

protected, on its south side, by a narrow strip of table

rock, about 100 feet in height, ending in a point called

Nanjukanee. On the summit of this table rock, about

a mile from the head of the bay, I found the remains

of a small town, in which I counted some 35 groups of

houses or rooms. Some of these were arranged in a very

peculiar manner
;

sometimes three or more rooms were

in a crescent, touching each other, with another growing

as it were out of the back; sometimes they were in con-

centric crescents. I opened a dozen of these rooms, and

found all their floors strewn with the shells of shell-fish,

generally with traces of fire. In two of the houses were

fragments of coarse cooking pots, containing the charred

vertebrae of fish
;

while fragments of finer pottery were

found on the ground outside. In one house two round

stones with flattish faces, having an indenture in each,

and indentures round the rim, as if for the fingers, were

found
;
these I imagine were stone hammers of a primitive

form, used possibly for, and worn on their faces by, the

process of breaking the shells of shell-fish, on which their

owners were wont to dine. A small hone, and grinding-

stones resembling those found in the ruins of undoubtedly

* “ Bag ” means a “herd of camels; ” Bagan is simply the plural. Bagee k6h
or Baganee k6h= hill of camel herds.

- “ Bandin ” = harbour in Balochee.
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Gedrosian towns/ were also extracted, and afford an

argument for the antiquity of these structures. The name
of this place is Chideezei or Chideezow (i.e. the muddy
spring), the transition of Chideezei into the Greek Kuidza

being, as it seems to me, a simple one ;
* be this, however,

as it may, Kuidza cannot be further on, since, to reach

Pasabandin, Marcian’s measurement has been exceeded by

miles, and it cannot be further back, because there is

no other port between Pasabandin and Bres=Bagia. This

will he also found to answer correctly to Arrian’s de-

scription of Kuidza, in that it is rocky, surfy, and utterly

barren.

From Kuidza= Pasabandin or Chideezei to the promon-

tory of Alambater or Alabiigia, the distance given is 400

stadia=:25 miles; this distance, measuring along the coast-

line, brings us exactly to Roham point, or Kipalow, or

Kipala, as the rocky headland is called. The promontory

of Alambater, or Alabiigia, formed the eastern extremity

of the “ Paragon sinus,” and, off it, was said to be an island

called Pola, or Pala, or Palow. That Kipalow, or the

neighbouring point now called Roham (or Rujiim by the

Meds= fishermen), was the Alamhiiter or Alabagia of Ptolemy

and Marcian, had it not been led up to by absolute measure-

ments, as already shown, a glance at the map would im-

mediately suggest
;

for it is clear that this cape is the

southernmost of all those on the coast, that, in fact, down to

which the coast-line trends from the westward (from

Karpella = Koh Mubarak, the other extremity of the

“ Paragon sinus ”), and up from which it trends to the

eastward
;
and, therefore, that it cannot be the Gwadar head-

land, as fixed on by Dr. Vincent, an identification made by

him with no argument except that “ it forms the most con-

spicuous feature on the whole coast.” In fact, his sugges-

tion that “ it forms the termination eastward of a vast

^ I found an Arsacide silver coin in the ruins of one of the best-preserved of

these cities, which might place the probable date of its occupation some 160

years b.c.

® I may mention that this hill is full of “ springs ” (“ zow ” or ‘izei ”), and may
possibly have been caUed Koh-i-zei=“ the hiU of springs,” or Kuidza.
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imaginary bay which Ptolemy calls the ‘ Paragon sinus,’
”

is not the fact, moreover is not so even on his own chart.

Dr. Vincent’s reason for fixing Alambater at the Gwadar

headland will be seen hereafter. The name Alabater or

Alambater may perhaps be found in Libatee, which is

marked on the map a short distance from the point.

Libatee is, I am told, only a Baloch corruption of

Alwadee=“the valley,” the name given to the place by

the Arabs, and in both Alabater and Alabagia the “Al”
is only the Arabic definite article “the”: possibly,

Alabagia may be preserved in the name of a small stream,

the land adjoining which, a couple of miles inland, is still

called Bag. There is no garden here, as the name might

lead one to suppose, and I was assured that there had not

been one there for the last 300 years or more, that is,

during the occupancy of the present “Lords of the Manor;”

so the name may be an old one. The Arabic Alwadee, as

preserved in Libatee, may be, after all, the most probable

derivation of Alabagia also.

Ofi" the point, some distance out to sea, there used to be

an island, now covered by water, the presence of which,

however, is still shown by breakers
;
in the name of this

headland Kipalow, or Kipala, I would venture to suggest

a trace of the island called Pola, or Pala, by the Greeks.

From Alambater, or Alambagia=Roham point to Deranobila

(Derane billa or Moderanibela) the distance given is 250

stadia =:15 miles. 14 miles brings us into the bay of

Ganz, to the foot of the road up to the site of an ancient

town called Daran, marked bv the existence of some of the

peculiar sepulchral monuments of the Gedrosii (described

by me in a former paper). “ Bila ” in Balochee means a

“ small hill,” and, at Daran, there is a solitary hill on

the plateau, which may well be a conspicuous object, as

seen from the sea, through an opening in the rocky coast-

line. Darana-bila in Balochee means the “ small hill

of Daran.” I ought not, perhaps, to omit to mention

the existence of a long hill behind and overlooking Daran,

called the “ Mol,” as there is a reading of the name
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of this place “ ModeranibMa,” which may not impossibly

have some connexion with it. Off Deranobila was said to

be an island called Karmina or Karbine
;
and, in front of

the opening in the coast-line before alluded to, immediately

south of Daran, there is, some distance out at sea, a large

rock or island, covered by water, the presence of which,

however, is marked by breakers. It is called Kaheerband.

Kaheer (sometimes pronounced Kiihir) is a species of acacia,

and Kaheerband means therefore a place, the position of

which is marked by a transit observation with a Kaheer tree

on some point on the mainland. I believe no such tree now

exists. The etymological resemblance of Kaheerband or

Kahirban ^ with Karbine or Karmina is certainly striking,

though I do not suppose there is really any connexion

between them. Ganz was without doubt the harbour of

Daran (“ bila,” as already explained, means “ a small hill”),

and still continues to be. On the south side, close to Daran,

it is impossible to land, except in very calm weather, and

nearer than Ganz there is no way up to the plateau on

which Daran stands, or rather stood.

From Deranobila=Daran or Daranabila to the port of

Kophas is 250 stadia=15-{-^ mdes. This distance brings

us round Cape Manbar, almost exactly into the harbour

of Pishikan, which is probably the port indicated by

Marcian
;

it might, however, have been the harbour of

Trapabandin, about two miles further, into which a river

called the Passa,^ or Passow, falls. The present Koh Pasa

is some distance inland (two miles or more). That there

was an extensive settlement of the Gedrosii in the neigh-

bourhood of these two bays, is marked by the existence

of a vast number of cairns on the hills in their vicinity.

The identification by Dr. Yincent and Muller of Kophas

with Kas Koppa might of course be etymologically possible

if there were any such place. The proper name of the place,

however, to which they allude, nearly 30 miles to the east

' Final “d” is often dropped in Baldcliee.
^ “ p

” and “ f ” are interchangeable in Balochee, and the transition sound of

“pf” is also met with, and his very name is pronounced Pasa and Fasa and
Pfasa.
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of Gwadar, is Kappar
;
but this is four or five miles inland,

and I do not think any philologist would think of changing

Kappar into Kophas.

From the port of K6phas=Pishikan bay (or Trapahandin

bay) to the Zoramhus river, the distance given is 200 stadia

= 12^ miles. This distance brings us to the river now
called Ankara or Ankiirow, which has its rise in the Daramb
t— or (old Persian) J Zaramb hills, perhaps,

when Marcian wrote, called the Daramb or Zaramb or

Zoramb river : with this, therefore, I have not the slightest

hesitation in identif3ung the Zorambus of Marcian.

From the Zorambus = Ankarow river to Badara, the

distance given is 250 stadia=15.ff miles. This distance,

though about miles in excess, brings us to the anchorage

in the west bay of Gwadar, about a quarter of a mile from

the present town, and it is at once apparent that Gwadar(a)

and Badara are identical, since the two names are really

the same. The change of “ b ”
into “ gw ” is one well

known to philologists, and fully exemplified in the Balochee

language, as, for instance ;—Persian bad ‘ wind,’ Balochee

gwdt ^ ‘ wind’
;
Persian bdzee ‘

play,’ Balochee gicdzee ‘ play ’

;

Persian bdng ‘ a shout,’ Balochee gu'dnk ^ ‘ a shout ’
;
Persian

bdfta ‘ woven,’ Balochee gwdpta ® ‘ woven,’ etc., etc. It is

a matter of some astonishment to me that this etj^mological

identity of the names Badara and Gwadar has not, as far

as I am aware, been noted before
;
the more so, that actual

measurements from Tes leave no doubt that Gwadar and

Badara are one and the same place.

Marcian’s next station is Mosarna, distant 300 stadia

=

18| miles from Badara. The position of Mosarna I propose

to discuss after we have followed out the itineraries of both

Nearchus and Marcian along the whole length of the coast.

We will now turn to the itinerary of Nearchus. I have

said that the last place on the coast whose identity is

established with certainty by Dr. Vincent is Kalama =

* ^ ^ It is hardly necessary to say that “ d ” and “ t,” “ g
” and “ k," “ f ” and

“ p,” often change into each other.
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Kalamat, from which place to Mosarna no distance (Kysa

follows Kalama at 200 stadia) is given, but the fleet

is said to have sailed thence round a certain high pro-

montory stretching 150 stadia =9-'’-5 miles into the sea,

and which promontory can be none other than that now
known as Koh Zar^n. As to whether the name Mosarna

is really preserved in Koh Zaren, as suggested by Muller,

I shall not now stop to consider, but take it as probable

that the Mosarna of Arrian was just round this cape, from

which place, as a starting-point, we will proceed to take

measurements.

From Mosarna to Balomus is stated to be 750 stadia=

47 miles (nearly), and measuring from Koh Zaren on the

map, 47 miles brings us to the mouth of the Barambab

river. Baram might certainly pass into Balom, and “ bab ”

signifying “ a door ” or “ gate,” the whole word might

signify the “ gate ” or “ outlet ” of Baram, or Balom, which

was possibly the name of the coast.

From Balomus=Barambab to Barna is 400 stadia=25

miles, which is the exact distance from Barambab to

Gwadar, with which place I have no hesitation in identi-

fying it. The Barna of Arrian, and the Badara of Marcian,

have been pronounced by almost every commentator to be

the same place, and viewing the question by the light of

the identiflcation now laid down of Biirna with Gwadar,

it appears that they really are identical, for Gwadar and

Badara have been proved to be the same place. Gwadar

or Barna, at the time of Nearchus, appears to have been

a thriving and, for the Gedrosii, luxurious little town,

with its gardens and palm-groves, and it now is the prin-

cipal seaport town on this coast
;
but the sea has undoubtedly

encroached on its former limits, and probably now covers

deeply the site of the town visited by Nearchus; palm-groves

and part of the town as it stood only 100 years ago are

now never uncovered by the sea.

The present town of Gwiidar is built on a narrow isthmus

of sand, now only half a mile across, terminating in a rocky

headland from 200 to nearly 500 feet in height, by some
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eight miles in length, which trends at right angles across

it from east to west. Two hays, one on either side of the

isthmus, are thus formed between the headland and the

mainland, which bays, in the time of Nearchus, were,

I believe, of but comparatively small extent, though doubtless

large enough to form harbours sufficiently convenient to

account for the civilization and prosperity of the town

as noted by Arrian.

Topographical identification is also not wanting, for on

leaving Barna==Gwadar, the term 7rept7r\coaavT€<;, “sailing

round,” is used to denote the course of the fleet, which

refers most certainly to the headland of Gwadar. Dr.

Vincent notices this term also, but conceives it to refer

to the Dai’amb hills, 25 miles inland, the position of his

Barna being on a straight coast-line.

From Barna=Gwadar the fleet is said to have gone 200

stadias 12j miles to Derenobosa, which has hitherto been

considered as identical with the Deranobila of Marcian.

I do not think so. The distance given by Arrian would

place Derenobosa at the western extremity of the Gwadar

headland. I can find no trace of the name here, but it is

said that there was formerly a large island at a short

distance from this point
;

it is stated, indeed, that the

flocks of the town used to be taken there to graze, almost

within the recollection of the present inhabitants. Perhaps

the ancient name of this island or place, for it was probably

a continuation of the headland, was Derenobosa, and I am
somewhat inclined to believe that such is really the case, from

the distance given between this position and the next stage.

12J miles measured along the coast from the west bay

would place Derenobosa exactly at the Ankarow river,

which we have already identifled as the Zoramb or Daramb
river of Marcian. There is some similarity between Dereno-

bosa and Darambus, but the distance given to the next

stage appears to negative the supposition that they are

the same.

From Derenobosa= west point of Gwadar headland, to

the port of Kophas, the distance given is 400 stadia=25
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miles
;
and measuring along the coast this distance exactly

brings us to Pishikan bay, which we have already identified

as the Kophas of Marcian, and so afiPords an additional

argument for the correctness of the identification.

From K6phas= Pishikan bay to the port of Kuidza, the

next stage, the distance given is 800 stadia=50 miles;

this distance, measuring along the coast, brings us very

nearly into the harbour of Pasiibandin, or Chideezei, with

which we have already identified the Kuidza of Marcian.

Kuidza is described by Arrian as rocky (or surfy) and

barren, and inside and outside the harbour of Pasabandin

the shore is both rocky and surfy and barren, with a nasty

landing, except at low tide, thus answering to Arrian’s

description of it. Dr. Vincent places Kuidza at Gwatar,

and the next stage, viz. the promontory of Bagla, at

Niinjukanee^ point
;

but the distance from Gwatar to

Niinjukanee is 8 miles = 128 stadia, that from Kuidza

to Bagia, as given by Arrian, is 500 stadia=31 miles;

so that Bagia at Nanjukanee, at any rate, can hardly

be correct. By Marcian’s measurements Bagia has been

identified with Cape Bres, about 28 miles from Gwatar,

which accords better with Arrian’s measurement
;

but it

will be presently shown that even with Kuidza at Gwatar

(and it cannot be placed further east), it is impossible to

make Arrian’s measurements along this portion of the

coast fit in, and I feel very sure that Arrian’s Kuidza is

identical with Marcian’s at Chideezei or Pasabandin, and

his Bagia with that of Marcian at Bres.

It may perhaps occur to some to argue, in face of the

difference of 8 miles against 31, that the small town

plundered by Nearchus, and placed just here by Dr. Vincent,

is that I have described as having stood on the plateau

above Pasabandin, but this is not probable, since that of

1 Dr. Vincent in a note states that the modern name of this point is “ Bagia.”

,
This statement is incorrect

;
neither the point, nor any place near it, bears that

name, or anything approaching it. His information was probably derived from
the same authority by which he calls Roham point, on the opposite side of the

hay, Noa point. Noa (properly “Now”) is the eastern extremity of the Gwiidar

headland {vide map).
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Nearchus was close to the shore, close enough, at any rate, for

the fleet to be signalled to, and to render immediate assistance,

which the distance of a mile from the landing and bad

ground would appear to negative, even if it were possible

(which it is not) that corn could have been grown in this

neighbourhood, or, if grown, have been seen from the sea.

The narrative runs thus; “From Kuidza, the fleet sailed

along the coast until it came to a small town, seated on

a hill close to the shore
;

and, thinking that grain might

be obtainable there, because they saw the tall stalks of

corn growing a short distance inland, they ‘ looted it,’ after

which the fleet anchored ofi" a promontory called Bagia.”

Bagia has been flxed at Bres by Marcian’s measurements,

and there is no other cape on the coast until we reach

Chahbar, besides which, at the foot of the hills near Bres,

is the only spot of ground from Gwatar to Chahbar capable

of producing corn near the coast, so that it could be seen

growing from the sea. For the site of Nearchus’ little town,

I think the hill of Padkopag, now some 2 miles to the west-

ward of Bres, is the most likely (if it was not on, or at the

foot of the Bres hill itself)
;
this hill is now little more than a

large mound of clay half a mile or so in length, and close to

the shore
;
the hard upper crust of sandstone, which formerly

capped it, is now fast disappearing, and its sides furrowed

and eaten away by the rain (I did not examine it closely).

The actual promontory of Bagia, also, probably does not exist

now, from the face of the Bres clifi' falling in great masses

every year, and it doubtless once extended a good bit further

into the bay than it does now.

Marcian’s distance from the port of Kuidza to Cape Bagia

= Bres is 250 stadia miles; that of Arrian is 500

stadia=31 miles. Marcian’s distance is nearly correct.

From Bagia=Cape Bres to the commodious harbour of

Talmena the distance given is 1000 stadia=62J miles.

The distance from Bres to the bay of Chahbar, which is the

largest and best harbour on this part of the coast, is only

about 35 miles
;
but, as we have already seen reason to doubt

the correctness of Arrian’s distances between stage and stage,
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and as it is almost inconceivable tbat Nearchus should have

especially noted any harbour as being particularly safe and

commodious, and leave the finest, namely Chahbar, without

mention, we should certainly first satisfy ourselves that no

trace of the name Tiilraena is to be found near Chahbar,

before passing it by. Chahbar is, I am told, quite a modern

name, and the old name of Talmena is, I believe, preserved

in that of a small torrent (shep), about three miles to the

east of the present fort, called the Talumanee shep, viz.

“ the small torrent of Taluman,” which runs at the foot of

some old ruins, standing on the rocky surface of the table-

land through which it has cut its way. To what age these

ruins belong I was unable to determine
;
they might possibly

be Gedrosian, but more probably Arab, built on the old site of

Talmena or Taluman, as was the Arab city of Tes (occupied

between 800 or 900 years ago), on the site of ancient Tesa

—

a few miles distant. Personally, I have no doubt what-

ever that Chahbar bay was Nearchus’ harbour of Talmena,

and that the town which gave its name to the bay stood on

the plateau in which the Talumanee has made for itself a bed.

Miiller also places Tiilmena in this bay
;
Gesselius also. Dr.

Vincent’s position for the harbour of Talmena in the Kenzh

creek cannot be admitted for a moment
;
this creek has been

already described when following Marcian.

After Talmena := Taluman or Chahbar, none of the names

in the itinerary of Nearchus along this coast occur in that of

Marcian, to whom we cannot therefore again turn for assist-

ance. Of these names, also, except Kanate, which might

possibly be Koh Kalat, there is no place to be found in the

charts which bears an etymological resemblance to any

of them, and the topographical hints given are too slight by

themselves to build upon for a precise identification
;
but if

we could find a point a little further on, about the identifica-

tion of which there can be no possible doubt, it might help

us in our inquiry, and such a point is certainly found in the

island of Oaracta, which was full 800 stadia = 60 miles

in length, and said to be distant 300 stadia = 18f miles

from a point on the coast called Harmozia, at the mouth of
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the river Anamis; for Oaracta can only be the island of

Kishm, since that is the only island in this part of the gulf at

all approximating to the size given of Oaracta, and is, in

fact, more than 60 miles in length
;
the spot on the coast

called Harmozia, by the measurement given, viz. 300 stadia

= 18f miles, is a little to the east of north of the island now
called Hormuz, and which was probably, nay certainly, the

desert island Organa, and there is a tradition current on the

island that the name Hormuz was transferred to it from the

mainland.

In the following table are shown the different stages in

Nearchus’ itinerary from Talmena=Taluman or Chahhar to

Harmozia, a point on the coast (18f miles from the island of

Kishm), N.E. of the island now called Hormuz, with the

distances given between them :

—

FROM TALMERA TO

Kanasida ...... stadia

400

miles

25

Distance of a day and night’s sail omitted • . . • • •

Kanate ...... 750 47

Taoii ....... 800 50

Dagasara ...... 300 18f
Limit of the coast of the Ichthyophagi 1100 = 68f

3350 = 209i

Badis ....... —
Desert shore ..... 800 :

—

50

Reoptana ...... 700 n: 43f
Harmozia ...... 100 = 6i

1600 100

Total 4950 ~ 309i

Dr. Vincent has fixed upon Jask as the site of Badis, “ a

well-cultivated place of Karmania,” and in this has been, I

believe, followed by all commentators since he wrote.

The distance from Chahhar to Jask, measured along the
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coast-line, is about 216 miles=r3456 stadia, against the

3350 stadia=2005 miles from Talmena to the limits of the

Ichthyophagi (and Badis ?), and it may be at once granted

that so small a difference, considering the length of the coast,

does not negative the situation of Badis, as Dr. Vincent has

placed it.

From Jask to Koh Mubarak is about 26 miles=416

stadia.

From Koh Mubarak to the point we have fixed for

Harmozia by Arrian’s measurement from Oaracta=Kishm

is 100 miles=1600 stadia, and this is the exact number of

stadia given between Badis and Harmozia by Arrian, which

seems to indicate that the site of Badis ought to be at

Koh Mubarak, as placed by D’Anville. Dr. Vincent says

that he himself first fixed Badis at Koh Mubarak, but

omits to point out that this was the result of hack measure-

ments from Harmozia
;

he afterwards changed his mind

and the position of Badis, giving as his reason for this,

that in a sketch of the coast by Captain Blair, breakers

are shown off Cape Maksa and none off Cape Mubarak

;

forward measurements from Talmena also, doubtless, helped to

confirm him in this opinion
;
the sign of breakers, however,

on a chart, simply marks the presence of invisible rocks or a

spit on which a ship might strike
;
but a very impracticable

surf may be met with in many places not so marked, and

among others at Koh Mubarak and all along this part of

the coast, so that this part of his argument has not much

weight.

At any rate, wherever Badis may be, the sum of the

distances given by Arrian between Talmena and Harmozia is

4950 stadia=309j miles, and the real distance of the coast-

line from Talmena=Taluman or Chahbar to the point we

have fixed upon as Harmozia is about 342 miles=5472

stadia, so that there is a difference of 522 stadia=32f miles

to be made up somewhere between these two places.

We might, in the first instance, allow this to be the length

of the day and night’s sail between Kanasida and Kanate,

the distance of which is omitted by Arrian, and try the result.
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From Talmena = Taluman or Chahbar to Kanasida, the

distance given is 400 stadia = 25 miles
;

this distance

measured along the coast brings us into the bay of Kunarak,

where, close to the shore, is a place called Kalesa, which

bears some resemblance to Kanasida, and on the hills above

there are some Gedrosian cairns. ,

Leaving this, and allowing 32| miles=522 stadia for

the day and night’s sail along a barren coast, brings us a

little to the westward of Koh Tun gee, at the eastern extremity

of the rocky headland called in the charts Kas Gordem.

This headland is quite inaccessible from the sea face, and

does not admit of a landing. At either end is a harbour

—

the eastern one called Kashadee, and the western Gordem.

"Why Nearchus did not anchor in one of these bays might,

perhaps, be explained from the journal, “ that he was afraid

to let his people land for fear of desertion.” The next place

mentioned is Kanate, distant 750 stadia=47 miles; this

distance brings us to Koh Kaliit.

Koh Kalat is a mass of hills some 7 or 8 miles in breadth,

which reach right down to the sea
;

in some parts they

attain a height of 300 feet, and are intersected in every

direction by torrent beds and ravines. On these hills there

are many cairns, the greatest number at Darak, close to the

point where the hills first touch the sea to the east. Con-

cerning Kanate, Nearchus says, or Arrian does for him,

“ sailing thence because it was a flat shore, everywhere

intersected by small ditches or rills of water.”

Etymologically, Kanate might certainly be Kalatee (viz.

the city, hills, or anything else of Kalat)
;

it is intersected

by torrent beds, and by Dr. Vincent, and, I believe, all

others, is the spot fixed upon for Kanate ; but to call it a flat

shore, such as Kanate is distinctly described as being, is

impossible, and the identification must therefore be aban-

doned.

I will now call attention to the fact that the average daily

(24 hours) distance accomplished by the fleet between

Talmena and Harmozia, when not detained by a chance of

procuring food, as at Dagasara, is about 800 stadia=50
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miles, and it seems probable, therefore, that the 522 stadia

= 32f miles, we have allowed for the distance omitted as a

day and night’s sail along a “barren coast,” after leaving

Kanasida, is somewhat too little, and that it would be well to

try what results would follow from a distance of 800 stadia

= 50 miles being allowed. We will do so. From Talmena

=Taluraan or Chahbar to Kanasida=Kalesa 400 stadia

=

25 miles. Thence 800 stadia=50 miles along a barren

coast (the description is quite correct) brings us to the

vicinity of Tank, anywhere near which place it would be

easy to land
;

so that Nearchus, in dread of desertion,

anchored in the open sea. From hence 750 stadia=47
miles, brings us to the vicinity of Meidanee

;
here the shore

is as flat as it could well be, and is everywhere intersected

by creeks and backwaters
;
many of these are impassable

(without swimming), except at low tide, and the largest,

immediately adjoining the sea, is of considerable size
;

is,

indeed, large enough and deep enough to form an excellent

harbour for vessels of small tonnage
;

its western branch

runs nearly up to the picturesque village of Karatee (pro-

nounced by some Karatee), which, I think, resembles

Kanate in etymology quite as closely as Kalat does, while

the shore exactly corresponds with that near Kanate, as

described by Arrian. In my own mind I feel convinced

that this is the place alluded to by Kearchus. This position

of Karatee for Kanate may be arrived at in another waj'’ also,

which may, perhaps, be the right one. As before stated,

there is a distance of some 32f miles to be made up some-

where between Talmena and Harmozia, which distance we

have just considered as contained in, but too short of itself to

be the whole distance, of the day and night’s sail, the length

of which has been omitted by Arrian
;
but the argument for

this rests, to some extent, on our having flxed on the site of

Kanasida in the bay of Kunarak, by measurement along

the coast-line from Talmena=Chahbar
;

if, however, we

measure in a direct line from Talmena = Chahbar, we shall

find, at a distance of about 30 miles, a place near the bay of

Rashadee, called Kalesashit, which certainly bears a very
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close resemblance to Kanasida, the distance being about five

miles too much; from thence to Karatee, which, I feel sure,

is the site of Kaniite, is about 70 miles, a distance which may
be held to include the 47 miles to Kanate, from some place

on the shore as given by Arrian, and the remainder as the

day and night’s sail omitted.

From Kanate= Karatee to the country of the Taoii is

800 stadia=50 miles; this measure brings us to a spot

between the Gabreg and Jageen rivers, swampy, and lined

with mangroves, the latter a favourite food for camels
;
to

this place all the camels in this part of the country are sent

to browse for months at a time, and I have a strong suspicion

that the seven camels caught, killed, and eaten by Nearchus’

people in this vicinity were there for the purpose of grazing,

browsing, or feeding (whichever may be the correct term),

under charge of Taoii, viz. slaves (in Balochee teeh ‘a

slave’), who fled at the approach of the foreign robbers, and

whose habitations are described as poor, a term they doubt-

less well merited, being, probably, nothing more than a few

sticks and a mat.

From the country of the Taoii the fleet proceeded 300

stadia=18f miles to Dagasara, which is, probably, Jakeisar

or Jakasar, near the mouth of the Jageen river, but the exact

position of which I am unable to lay down, as I was not able

to visit that portion of the coast. Jakasar would probably

be written Dagasar in Greek.

From Dagasara=most likely Jakasar the fleet sailed for

a day and a night without touching anywhere, and at 1100

stadia =:68f miles, reached the limit of the country of the

Ichthyophagi
;
afterwards they arrived at Badis, “ a fertile

place of Karmania,” probably but a short distance further.

68J miles brings us to a spot some 14 miles north of Koh
Mubarak, and, if Harmozia was not where I have placed it,

by adhering strictly to the distance given between it and

Oaracta=Kishm, by Arrian, but was, in fact. Bander Abbas,

this position for Badis is correct, since the distance from

Badis to Harmozia is given as 1,600 stadia=100 miles, and

the distance from this spot to Bander Abbas is also 100

VOL. XI.—[new series.] 10
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miles= 1,600 stadia. There is also a place somewhere in this

neighbourhood called Biilee, which might, perhaps, become

Biidis
;
but I do not myself think that this position for Badis

is the true one, but rather believe that it was either at or

very close to Koh Mubarak
;

for the position for Harmozia,

as placed by Arrian’s measurement, agrees also with what

we must assign to it by Marcian’s measurement, viz. 1,550

stadia from Karpella, which, it will be afterwards seen, is

Koh Mubarak. So that if the position of Harmozia between

1,550 and 1,600 stadia from Koh Mubarak is correct, Badis

ought to be either at or within 3 miles of Koh Mubarak.

I will now endeavour to follow out Marcian’s itinerary

along this coast from Tesa=Tes. His first station, west-

wards, is the Samedake river, at 400 stadia=25 miles.

Referring to the map, we find only the Piirag and Kajow

rivers within the distance stated—the former at 7 miles, and

the latter at 17 miles from Tes. Both of these are evidently

too close to be the Samedake of Marcian, as in name, also,

they bear no resemblance to it
;
hence I conclude, that from

Tesa=:Tes, which when Marcian wrote was probably the prin-

cipal city on this coast, he has measured across a well-known

bay, having no place of note on its sandy desert shore, in a

straight line to the river now known as Keer, which is almost

exactly 25 miles=;400 stadia from Tes. And in this opinion

I am supported by the fact that this river flows through a

“dak” or pass in the hills to the north, which is called Shama-

dak. This opening in the hills is conspicuous, and well de-

fined; and was, probably, therefore, a well-known mark to the

mariners of ancient times for fixing their positions by transit

observations (a method, I may note, invariably employed by

the fishermen of this coast at the present day)
;

and the

river which flowed through it probably called by them the

Shamadakee, or Samedake river, as it would be written in

Greek. I do not see that there can be any doubt about this

identification. From the Samedake river= the Shamadakee

or Keer river, to the city of Samedake, is 500 stadia=31 miles.

This distance, measured along the coast, brings us to a spot

at the extremity of the Wank hills, on which, and on some
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of the hills close to it, is a great number of Geclrosian cairns,

marking the former existence of a large city in their imme-

diate vicinity. It will be further observed that the Keer^

river, which we have already identified as the Samedake

river of Marcian, runs close to these hills, and, probably, gave

its name to the town which stood near it, on the plain at the

foot of the hills. There can be, I think, little doubt that the

city of Samedake was in this neighbourhood.

From Samedake city=neighbourhood of Wank to Pasis

the distance given is 200 stadia=12^ mdes. This distance

brings us to Homdan, close to the Geeto^ river, which is the

only site for a town close to the coast, within the distance

given. On the hills close by (Koh Kaliit) is a great number

of Gedrosian cairns, which show that there was a town in the

vicinity. The name of the spot where these cairns are is

called Darak
;
and I failed to find any trace of the name

Pasis or Pagis, unless it be Pashee, about half a mile to the

west of the cairns, but I do not think so. The Magis of

Ptolemy is, I think, to be found in Makhi, some distance

further to the west. Makhi, as pronounced by the natives,

might easily be mistaken for Magi.

From Pasis = Homdan (?) to the Salarus river, the

distance given is 200 stadia=:12J miles. This distance

brings us to a small river now called Judee, but the higher

ground, on which the village stands, close to the foot of

which it flows, is called Siloor. Surely Siloor and Saliir, or

Salarus, are the same word, altered in sound by a very

common permutation of the vowels
;
and I take it that

Judee is a modern appellation given to the stream, which was

originally called the Salar or Siloor
;

it might be, of course,

contended that the Greeks gave the name of the town to the

stream
;

but of the identity of Siloor with the Salarus of

Marcian there can be little doubt.

1 The old bed of the Keer river, and which is the one in which it now runs, is

that here alluded to, and shown in the map. Some 50 years ago it cut for itself

another channel, and feU into the sea to the east of Eashadee, but does not nm
there now.

2 I may here note, that into the Geeto (quite a modem name) river there flows
a stream from the hills called the Hasar, which might possibly be the Sams of
Ptolemy, and the old name of the Geetd.
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From the Salarus= Siloor or Juhee river to Ehogana,

the distance given is 150 stadia=9 miles; this distance

brings us to the mouth of the Rapch river
; to the village of

Giilik, the whole way from Siloor is a desert of sand-hills,

destitute of vegetation, and presents no site for a town
;
of

the name Rhogana I have failed to find any trace.

From Rh6gana= probably Giilik to Omana, “ a celebrated

port, or well-known harbour,” the distance given is 150

stadia=9 miles; this distance brings us to Rapch-a-bandin,

an excellent harbour for small vessels, or what are called

small now-a-days. It may possibly have once formed a

mouth of the Rapch river
;
but if so, there is no connexion

between them now
;

it is certainly the best harbour on the

coast until we reach Jiishak, and though I failed to find any

trace of the name Omana in its vicinity, which, as the people

who now live near it are comparatively recent settlers, is not

to be wondered at, still the identification appears to be the

only possible one. Perhaps it might have been in olden

times, as it is now, much frequented by Arabs from the

opposite coast of ’Omiin, and from this circumstance called

by the Baloch ’ =Gadr6sii of those days “ Omanee-bandin ”

viz. “ harbour of the people of ’Oman
;

” or this name may
have been given to it because it afforded a safe harbour

against the south-west, or wind from ’Oman, and, reasoning

* The Greek name for Bal6ohistun=eoimtry of the Baloch was Gadr6sia =
country of the Gadros, and I am inclined to think that Baloch and Gadros are

the same word. “ Day ” in Balochee is “ roch ” or “ rosh ” (in modern Persian

“roz”). The adjacent country of Siestun was anciently called “ nemrdz ” or

“nemroch” or “nemrosh,” that is, “half-day,” and generally understood to

mean in this instance “ the south,” whatever may have been its true signification.

The name Gadr6s = Gadr6sh=Gadr6ch=Badr6ch=Baroch= Baloch was pro-

bably used in contradistinction to it, and “gad” in old Persian or Pahlavee

meant “bad, evil” (in modern Persian “had”), and Gadros or Gadrdch or

Gadi'oz meant “ bad-day.” An inhabitant of the country at the present day, if

asked the meaning of the word Bal6ch, will invariably answer Baloch badrdch,

that is, “ straitened as to livelihood or daily subsistence.” In the neighbouring

country of Sind, the Baloch are called the Bardch. The Zarangae and Drangai,

the Zariaspse and Darapsaj or Adriaspae, afford, I think, other instances of this

kind of name being applied to neighbouring tribes and their countries. In

Balochee “shar” = good, beautiful (adjectival from “sharen”), “bad” = bad,
“ rang ”= colour, “ aps or asp”=horse; therefore the Zarang= “ shar-rang” =
beautiful coloured (they were noted for the beautiful colour of their garments).

The Drangte = “ bad-rang ” = bad-coloured. Zariasp8c = “ sharenaspee ” = having

beautiful horses. Darapsee or Adriaspa= “ badenapsee ”= having bad horses.
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from analogy, this is the probable signification of the name, for

we find several “ Heeranee bandins ” on the Makran coast,

that is, harbours affording shelter against the north-west or

wind from Heeran (Persia). (Pliny, in book vi. chap. 32,

says this port was on the Arabian coast.)

From Omana=E,apchabandin to Agris is 600 stadias

37 miles; this distance brings us nearly to the mouth of the

Sadech river, where there is a harbour for small vessels, and

from Rapchabandin there is no site for a town near the

coast until we arrive at this point. Of the name Agris I

could find no trace, possibly it might be some sort of inver-

sion of Soorag, the name of the district which ends at this

point. From Agris= vicinity of Sadech river to Kaneatis

or Kanthatis, the distance given is 250 stadia=15f miles;

this distance brings us nearly to the mouth of the Gabreg

river, and I would draw attention to the fact that Marcian’s

measurements on this part of the coast invariably place the

towns or villages he mentions near the mouth of a river, a

most likely position for them in a country where water is so

scarce. I was myself obliged to abandon the sea-shore at

Kunarak, but sent a man along the coast to collect the names

of all the places
;
part of his work I was afterwards able to

prove to be incorrect, and I cannot therefore positively state

that no etymological identification can be found for Kan-

theapis, or Kaneatis
;
there is a place somewhere near here

called Kahna, which might perhaps answer to it. From
Kaneatis= vicinity of Gabreg river to Karpella the distance

given is 1000 stadiar=625 miles; this distance brings us

almost exactly to Koh Mubarak, with which Karpella has

before been identified by others, while back measurements

from Harmozia prove this to be correct, and is also an

identification I have no wish to dispute, as it has been led up

to by my own computation of Marcian’s measurements.

The question may perhaps be raised as to the grounds on

which Marcian’s stadium has been fixed by me at -'r of a

mile. Dr. Vincent considered Marcian’s stadium to have

been double that length, viz. ^ of a mile. I might answer

with some fairness that the topographical and etymological
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identifications already noted as arrived at by tbis computation

of Marcian’s stadium ought to be sufficient proof of its

correctness. We will, however, try it over a longer stretch

of coast. The total number of stadia given by Marcian as

the distance from the Tigridis=Tigris to Badara is 16,720

(to Mosarna is 300 stadia more).

The distance by the chart from the angle of the west bay

of Gwadar, and measuring across the mouth of Chahbar bay

(for this proposition ample reason has been given), following

the coast-line to the mouth of the Tigris, is as nearly as

possible 1042 miles, which, at 16 stadia to the mile, is 16,672

stadia against Marcian’s 16,720, that is, a difference of 48

stadia= 3 miles in over a thousand miles of coast.

Again, the total number of stadia between Karpella=K6h

Mubarak, and Biidara is 5650, the distance from Koh Mu-
barak to Gwadar {via Tes) is 360 miles, which, at 16 stadia

to the mile, gives 5760, making Marcian’s error, in 360 miles,

110 stadia= not quite 7 miles.

Again, the total number of stadia from Tesa=Tes to

Badara is given as 2200. The distance, by chart, from

Tes to the angle of the West bay of Gwadar, is 141 miles,

which, at 16 stadia to the mile, is 2256 stadia. Marcian’s

error over this distance being, therefore, only 56 stadia,

or 3 5 miles.

Surely these close approximations to the truth, found in

Marcian’s measurements, by taking the length of his stadium

as -'-g- of a mile, are sufficient to prove the correctness of this

computation of it, and also afford the strongest possible

evidence in corroboration of the etymological identity of

Biidara with Gwiidar—and if this point be conceded, as I

think it must be, why should we suppose, after finding

the distances given by Marcian, from point to point, over

a thousand miles of coast, to be almost exactly correct,

according to the most perfect surveys we possess,—why
should we imagine, I ask, that the distance given by Marcian,

or 18| miles between Badara, fixed at Gwadar, and Mosarna,

must be wrong ? and that Mosarna, perhaps I should say his

Mosarna, must be 90J miles from his Badara, that is, at Koh
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Zaren, simply because a place of that name appears to be

fixed there by Arrian, whose description of it, however, we

may remark en passant, certainly cannot be made to apply

to that locality at the present day ? Arrian’s description

of the rounding of Koh Zaren, and of the fleet coming to

anchor immediately afterwards, is, however, too vivid and

too precise to admit of doubt that Nearchus did touch at

Koh Zaren—a fact, moreover, borne out by Nearchus’

measurement of the coast (72 miles) from thence to Barna=
Gwadar

;
and as Arrian declares that “ the name of this

place was Mosarna,” a very serious difficulty arises as to

how the position of Arrian’s Mosarna and that of Marcian

can be reconciled.

The distance from Badara = Gwadar to the city of

Mosarna, is given, by Marcian, at 18f miles
;

this dis-

tance, measuring round the headland, would place Mosarna

at the northern angle of East bay
;

and, possibly, Mosarna

might have stood just round the western extremity of Mehdee

hill, where there are some cairns, or what remains of them,

still to be seen, and which point to the existence of an

ancient town in the vicinity, and are the only ones to be

found in the neighbourhood of Gwadar
;

here the aspect

of the country changes from sand to a soil capable of culti-

vation, and close by are some large mounds consisting of,

and large tracts covered with, the shells of a cockle-shaped

bivalve, which may possibly be “kitchen-middens”; but

there is no harbour here, and of the name Mosarna I can

find no trace—the nearest approach to it is Mosara, in the

West bay of Gwadar, the anchorage in fact for native vessels

;

but this name is, I am told, simply a local pronunciation of

“ Musalla,” “ a praying-place,” and properly belongs to

a smooth rock, uncovered at low tide, which is convenient

for the purpose, and can, therefore, have no relation to

Mosarna. I am somewhat doubtful about this derivation.

It is possible also the town of Mosarna stood on the plateau

of the headland, to reach which it would be necessary, on

account of the precipitous character of the cliffs, to sail round

into the East bay. A distance of two miles or more intervenes

I
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between the beach and the summit of the headland (which

would make up the requisite number of stadia), and on

this may be still found traces of a very ancient occupation.

A large valley on the summit, and other parts also, used once

to be cultivated, and Kempthorne (who also places Mosarna

here, but on what grounds does not appear) was much
struck with its fertile aspect

;
but since the bursting

of the very remarkable stone “ band ”
(built probably a

thousand years ago), which used to retain the water in this

valley, at times converting it into a deep lake of more than a

square mile in extent, it has been left untilled and uncared

for, the present inhabitants being quite incapable of repairing

the old, and too lazy to construct a new “ band ” of earth of

sufficient strength to hold in the water, which now, when

the heavens are bountiful, runs waste into the sea.

The place Arrian calls Mosarna was, however*, undoubtedly

at Koh Zaren, but it is possible that Nearchus, on

rounding the cape, in answer to his inquiries as to the name

of the locality, was told Mosarna, viz. the designation of the

district
;
in the same way as at the present day a traveller

in Balochistan will get the same name given to him for

twenty different places in the same district, although they

may be many miles apart
;
each has, of course, a distinctive

appellation, which is, however, but rarely given to a first

inquiry.

The Mosarna of Arrian, or at least the place he intends, as

that touched at by Nearchus, was probably a little harbour at

the point of Koh Zaren, now called Judee
;

there is no

harbour elsewhere until we reach Sur (a very poor one),

except Shimalbandin, which, as its name implies (Shimal=

west wind), only affords shelter against a westerly gale.

It is, however, somewhat curious to note, that Arrian’s

description of Mosarna as “ a safe harbour, with plenty of

sweet water,” applies, at the present day, to no other place

on the coast westwards of Pasnee (and to Pasnee itself

certainly not), except Gwadar, which does certainly give

rise to a suspicion that some mistake as to the relative

position of Mosarna may have been made by Arrian (perhaps
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from the close proximity of Barna), pointing to the sugges-

tion I have ventured to make as to Mosarna having been on

the headland, and Badara on the plain below
;
or perhaps it

might have been Badara or Barna on the headland, and

Mosarna on the plain, which would satisfy every requirement,

and is, I think, the most likely solution of the difficulty

of any.

If we place the Mosarna of Marcian at Koh Zaren, a

position for it not warranted by Marcian’s own measurements

of the coast, but simply for the sake of making it agree with

the spot certainly called Mosarna by Arrian, we find that

the distance given from it to the promontory of Alambater,

viz. 11\ miles, though a little in excess, must place that

promontory at the Gwiidar headland, and we immediately

perceive that Muller’s identifications are worked out from

this assumption of the position of Marcian’s Mosarna, which

was probably also the true reason of Dr. Vincent fixing upon

this site for Alambater.

For the intermediate stages, viz. the Zorambus river, the

port of Kophas, and Derenobila, there are no possible

identifications to be made, either topographical or etymolo-

gical, on the coast between Koh Zaren and Gwadar, More-

over, Arrian’s Kophas is 25 miles to the westward of Barna,

which has been fixed at Gwadar by his measurements, while

the Kophas of Marcian is nearly 32 miles to the eastward of

Alambater, also fixed at Gwadar according to the present

argument, from which it would follow that there were two

ports called Kophas.

To proceed. From Alambater=Gwadar headland (?) to

Kuidza Marcian gives 25 miles, which places Kuidza either

at Manbar (already occupied by Arrian’s Kophas), or,

measuring in a direct line, in the bay of Ganz, where it has

been placed by Muller, and in the name of which he professes

to recognize Kuidza. I confess I do not. But Arrian’s

Kuidza is no less than 87| miles from the town of Barna=
Gwadar, against Marcian’s 25 miles, measuring from the

same spot
;
this is hardly a slight discrepancy, and is one

which can be but inappreciably reduced by taking into
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consideration the direct measurement we have been forced

to adopt for Marcian, or that following the coast-line we
have allowed for Arrian.

From Kuidza, now supposed to he Ganz, to Bagia

promontory, Marcian gives 15-}-g- miles
;

a distance which

brings us to Boham point or Kippalow Cape
;
but Arrian’s

distance from Kuidza to Bagia is 31 miles—a discrepancy

still further widening the great gap already existing be-

tween his localities and those of Marcian of the same name.

From Bagia=R6ham point (?) to the Kandriakes river,

the distance given is 25 miles. The only river possibly

answering to this distance is the Baho river, which falls

into the sea near Gwatar, an identification adopted by

Muller
;

but the distance given by Marcian from the

Kandriakes river to Tesa is 12| miles, while that from

the Baho river to Tes= Tesa is more than 70 miles—

a

difiiculty, I confess, I see no way out of, and considering

that the assumption from which we started, which has led us

to this result, has certainly not reconciled the statements of

Arrian and Marcian one with the other, it can hardly be

considered a satisfactory one, while that I have advocated in

the present paper, although it leaves some doubt as to the

position of Mosarna, does place Marcian’s stages, by measure-

ment, in localities the topography of which answers to the

description given by them, and where some approximation

to their names even may be sometimes found
;
while, at the

same time, Arrian’s stages are found to agree with those of

Marcian, of the same name, as nearly as the undeniable error

of 31 miles in Arrian’s computation of the coast-line from

Barna = Gwiidar to Talmena= Taluman or Chahbar, could

possibly be expected to allow.
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Art. YIII .—On the Identification of the Portrait of Chosroes

II. among the Paintings in the Caves at Ajanta. By

Jas. Fergusson, Vice-President.

In the cold weather of the season 1872-3, Mr. Griffiths,

decorative artist in the Sir Jamsetjee Jeejeeboy School of

Art, with several pupils from that school, was deputed by the

Government of Bombay to copy the paintings in the caves

at Ajanta. One of the principal objects of his mission was

to replace as far as possible the frescoes previously copied

by Major Gill, which had unfortunately been destroyed by

the fire at the Crystal Palace, in 1866. In addition to this,

however, he was instructed to copy any others which might

seem to him sufficiently interesting to be worthy of pre-

servation.

The first fruits of his labour, which were sent home to this

country, arrived here in 1874, and were temporarily exhibited

in the upper gallery of the Albert Hall, where they seem to

have attracted very little attention, though they were cer-

tainly extremely interesting, not only from the novelty of

their designs, but for the perfection of their execution.

The principal part of this collection consisted of 186

separate pictures, from the ceiling of the Cave Ho. I. Ho
complete reproduction of the design of this roof was

attempted or was, indeed, possible. Hearly one-half of it has

peeled off, and what remains is in fragmentary patches with

great gaps between, which it is now impossible to supply; but

a plan on a small scale was made, showing the place of

every fragment copied, and its relative position to the rest of

the design. This plan was exhibited with the other pictures.

Most of these consisted of floral scrolls of great beauty and
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variety, relieved by representations of fruit, and of birds and

animals, generally of very conventional forms
;
and inter-

spersed with these were frets and guilloches of singularly

classical design. Among these were four very remarkable

figure subjects, evidently replicas of the same design, with

very slight variations. These were placed symmetrically at

the four corners of the central square of the principal design

of the roof. Three only were copied, the fourth was too

much ruined to be made out, but its identity and position

were clearly indicated by the surrounding parts of the design

and by the fragments that remained.

The principal figure in these four pictures was a stout

burly man with a short black beard, seated cross-legged on

a cushion, and holding a drinking-cup in his right hand,

which he is raising to his lips. On his right and left are

two maidens, dressed in long flowing robes, descending to,

and quite hiding their feet, and each holding a long bottle, or

ewer, in her hands, evidently to supply the principal figure

with the wine or water which he is drinking. A third

female is introduced, in all these pictures, of a superior class,

seated beside the principal person, as his equal, either as

his companion or his wife. In one of the pictures two male

figures are represented crouching in front, and offering fruit

or food from a tray. In the other two pictures which were

copied, the tray is represented placed on the ground, though

the men are there omitted. Even on the most cursory glance,

it was impossible not to perceive that the figures in these

pictures differed in complexion, in costume, and in every

peculiarity from any others represented either on the walls of

this cave, or in any other excavation at Ajanta.

Who then are these strangers ? Like every one else,

probably, who saw them, I arrived at once at the conclusion

that they were Persians, and I longed frequently to write

a paper, either for this Society or for some public journal, to

announce the fact, and to draw attention to the circumstance

;

but often as I looked and thought about the matter, I never

could get beyond the description : “Persian Drinking Scene.”

But though this would suffice for a label, it is not sufficient
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for a paper. There is no inscription or indication of any

sort whereby to identify the personages, whoever they were
;

and there I consequently felt constrained to leave them,

without any farther attempt at identification.

Besides these paintings on the roof, however, there is a

very remarkable fresco on the walls of this cave, which seems

to refer either directly, or it may be indirectly, to the

paintings on the roof. It represents an Indian king on his

throne, receiving a deputation of people, who are as evidently

Persians as those portrayed on the roof. They are the bearers

of a letter, apparently from some foreign potentate, and are

being dismissed, as is usual, with return presents, which are

displayed on a tray in the foreground. If they could be

identified, it would evidently throw light on the subjects

on the roof; but, at first sight, it appeared to me equally

hopeless to attempt to find out who they might be, without

some inscription or external indication.

Fortunately, Babu Rajendralala Mittra has had more

courage than I had, for he has written a long paper on the

paintings on the roof as well as on the wall picture in this

cave, in the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society, vol. xlvii.

pt. 1. No. 1, 1878, and illustrated it with four very well

executed lithographs representing the scenes he describes.

Unfortunately, he has never seen the Caves at Ajanta, and

has not taken the trouble—possibly had not the materials

—

requisite to ascertain the age of the different excavations

with accuracy, and being entirely mistaken as to the date of

this one,’^ his determinations are of little value. He deserves,

however, every possible credit for the attempt. He has

been the first to draw public attention to these very curious

paintings, and, even if not successful in ascertaining who the

persons may be that are represented in them, he has taken

' He considers these paintings as “ representing phases of Indian life from
1800 to 2000 years ago” (p. 72). Their real date is, however, as we shall
presently see, from six to eight centuries more modern, which makes all the
difference as to the persons represented. In my History of Indian Architecture,

p. 158, I stated that Cave No. I. belonged to the first half of the seventh century

;

but the Babu is not in the habit of deferring to the opinions of others in
matters of this sort, and is consequently liable to make mistakes he might
otherwise avoid.
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the best means of obtaining a solution of the problem by

bringing the materials on which it rests before the special

public interested in such matters. I confess I probably

never should have thought more of the matter, but for his

paper; but having the subject, as I may say, forced upon

me by it, I have hit on an explanation—which, even if not

“ vrai,” seems to me so
“ vraisemblable,” that I am induced

to lay it before the members of this Society, in the belief

that it is well worthy of their attention.

As everything depends upon it, the first point is to ascer-

tain the age of the cave in which these paintings are

found, and this, fortunately, can be easily done within very

narrow limits of deviation either way.

There are twenty-six caves at Ajanta, all belonging to the

Buddhist religion. These have been, for the sake of easy

reference, numbered like houses in a street, according to their

position, without any reference to their age or character.

The oldest is a Vihara, situated nearly in the middle of the

series, and numbered as XII. It is an extremely plain and

simple excavation, without pillars, which, in itself, is an

indication of great antiquity
;
while such ornaments as it

has are so similar to those that adorn other caves at Baja,

Bedsa, Nassick and elsewhere, whose age is ascertained to be

before the Christian Era, that all antiquaries—so far as I

know—are agreed to place this cave in the second century

B.c. From this, the caves extend on the right and left; their

relative age being in nearly all instances ascertainable

from their position, except in the instance of the central

group of four caves, consisting as it does of two Chaityas

and two Viharas, which do not seem to follow this rule.

Thus, XII,, as just mentioned, is certainly the oldest Yihara,

and seems to be coeval with the Chaitya No. IX., while the

Chaitya No. X. is certainly more modern, probably about the

Christian Era, and the Vihara No. XL, which belongs to it,

is at least as modern
;
these two being inserted between the

two oldest caves. After that, the numbers follow regularly,

and indicate by their position the relative age of the caves.
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Thus, Till, is certainly older than YII. No. YI. is still more

modern, and so on till No. I., which from its position is the

cave last excavated at this end of the series, and if not the

very last, is certainly among the most modern excavations at

Ajanta. The same rule applies to the fourteen caves in

the opposite direction. XIII. to XX. form the pendant to

YIII. to III., and beyond that the group XXL to XXYI.
corresponds in date nearly to II. and I. on the other end of

the series. Among this last group, however, three caves are

unfinished. Nos. XXII. XXIII. and XXIY., and may conse-

quentl}" be later than No. I., which is certainly the last

completely finished Yihara at Ajanta. The Chaitya cave

XXYI., which closes the series at this end, is from its style

as nearly as may be coeval with No. I., or it may be slightly

more modern.

The next point to be ascertained, is when the Buddhists

ceased to excavate caves in India. Here, fortunately, we
have the assistance of Hiouen Thsang, whose testimony is

invaluable for this purpose. He travelled all over India

between the years 629 and 645 a.d., and during that period

he found and left India prosperous and flourishing, and the

Buddhist religion, if not the only one, still the most

important, and generally the State religion of the countries

he visited. It is true, he occasionally complains of the

encroachments of the heretics, but this is exactly what we
learn from the caves. At Badami and Ellora we find

Brahmanical caves of nearly the same age as the latest at

Ajanta and Aurungabad, showing most distinctly rivalry,

but as yet no supercession. There certainly had been no cata-

strophe and no persecution which would lead us to suppose

that the Buddhists would, before his departure from India,

have ceased to continue to excavate caves as they had done

uninterruptedly during the preceding eight or nine centuries.

The first intimation we have of anything of the sort occurred

on the death of Siladitya (650 a.d.), when both Hiouen
Thsang and Ma-twan-Hn ^ intimate that wars and famines

* J.R.A.S. Yol. lY. N.s. pp. 83, 86.
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devastated the country. As all history ceases from this date,

for 150 or 200 years at least, we may assume that the works

of the Buddhists were then also discontinued. It does not of

course quite follow that, because these troubles occurred in

or about the year 650, their effects were immediately felt in

such remote places as Ajanta and Aurungabad
;
hence the

works of the unfinished caves there may have been carried

on for some time longer. But as we have no evidence of

this, it is safer—for the present at least—to assume that the

works in these localities ceased about the year 650 a.d. Be
this as it may, it seems quite certain that the last finished

caves, such as No. III. at Aurungabad and Nos. I. and

XXVI. at Ajanta, immediately preceded such unfinished

caves as No. I. at Aurungabad ^ and Nos. XXIII. and

XXIV. at Ajanta. There may have been an interval of ten

or twenty years, but their style is so nearly identical that

it can hardly have been many more, while they may have

been nearly contemporary.

On the other hand, we have at Badami a Brahmanical

cave. No. III., with an inscription dated in the year 500

Saka, 578-9 a.d.,^ which, from its details, we may say with

certainty is earlier, not only than the unfinished, but than

the last finished caves at Ajanta and Aurungabad. As the

Badami cave belongs to a different religion, and is situated

at so great a distance, there may be local peculiarities that

render a comparison more difficult than in the case of

those further north
;

but we are safe, at all events, in

assuming that these last were subsequent to 579, and, as

before stated, anterior to 650. Without going more into

detail than is either possible or necessary in this place, it is

not easy to explain how the caves we are describing should

be distributed through these seventy years which mark the

limits of their age either way. But after the most careful

attention to all the circumstances of the case as at present

known, I would propose the following, viz.

:

(1) That the unfinished caves. No. I. at Aurungabad and

' See Burgess, Reports, vol. iii. pi. xl. p. 60.

^ See Burgess, Reports, vol. i. pi. xxiv. to xxx. p. 24 .
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Nos. XXIII. and XXIV. at Ajanta, were commenced about

640, and continued it may be 10 or 15 years beyond that date.

(2) That the great finished Viharas No. III. at Aurung-

abad, and No. I. at Ajanta, with the great Chaitya No.

XXVI. at the latter place, were excavated in the first forty

years of the seventh century.*

(3) That such caves as No. XX. at Ajanta, the Rameswar

at Ellora, and probably some others at Badami and elsewhere,

occupy the last twenty years of the sixth, or the first ten of

the seventh century.

If these figures are correct, we may assume any date we

please, within these limits, for that of No. I. Ajanta, on whose

roof the pictures are found which interest us at present
;
but,

as such a cave probably took twenty or thirty years to

excavate and decorate, the limits of deviation are very small

indeed. My impression is that between 610 and 630-40 will

be found the true date of the cave.

Turning then to Persia. The only king who was of suffi-

cient importance to be commemorated in this way, and who

was on the throne at the time, was Khosru Parwis, the

Chosroes II. of the Greeks, who reigned 591-628 a.d. But,

before attempting to identify him with the person represented

in these pictures, a further question arises of considerable

importance—Is the principal figure in these pictures a king

at all ? There is certainly nothing regal in his appearance

or actions, and he is not accompanied by any of those regalia

which generally are employed to distinguish royalty in the

East. But, on the other hand, it may be remarked, that it

must be intended to represent some person of importance,

or his portrait would not be repeated four times on the same

ceiling. It is also hardly likely that a king who represented

himself, with all the emblems of royalty, on the walls of this

cave, would allow the portrait of a foreign king to appear in

1 From the peculiarity of the plan of cave No. III. at Aurungahad, Tvith its

three chapels in antis, 'which is not found anjrwhere at Ajanta, and looks like an
innovation, I should be inclined to believe it more modem than No. I. of the latter

series.

VOL. XI.—[XE-W SERIES.] 11
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rival state. That he is a Sassanian may be assumed, as quite

certain, from his being adorned with those curious crimped

streamers or ‘ banderoles,’ which are so familiar to all those

w'ho are acquainted with the coins of the Sassanian kings, or

with their sculptures still existing in Persia. Hitherto I have

been accustomed to assume that their use was restricted to

kings, or royal personages only, and certainly there is nothing

in the numerous bas-reliefs at Naksh i Rustam, Shapur, or

Takht i Bostan, to contradict this theory. In this ceiling,

however, they are applied to persons male and female of all

degrees
;
but whether this arose from the ignorance of the

Indian artist as to their real application, or from any other

cause, it is impossible to say. They seem to be used here

to distinguish all who are intended to be represented as

Persians, and who, though certainly of Sassanian age, are

not necessarily of kingly race.^

Although, therefore, there may be nothing except his im-

portance to induce us to believe that the person here repre-

sented is a king, there is certainly less to enable us to identify

him with any Buddhist saint or Bodhisattwa, or indeed any

person in the Buddhist hierarchy. He has no nimbus behind

his head, as was universal with such personages at this

period. He has no beads or amulets or emblems of any sort,

which could distinguish him, and his attitude and gestures

are unlike—it may be said hostile to—all ideas of Buddhist

propriety.

If, therefore, we may assume, for the present at least, that

the person represented in these pictures is a Persian king,

there are other reasons besides his date which would lead us

to identify him wdth Chosroes.^ There is a class of late

Sassanian coins, not unfrequently found in India, which have

' See Litliograpli, pi. v. fig. i. accompanying Babu Rajendra’s paper, J.A.S.B.

for 1878.
^ I have been informed that, in the Salle d’Apollon in the Louvre at Paris,

there is an onyx cup, on which is engraved the portrait of a king, acknowledged
to be that of Chosroes II., seated in the same attitude, and holding a cup in the

right hand, as represented in this picture. I have not myself seen the cup, and
have been unable to procure or gain access to any engraving of it ;

and am
consequently unable to say how far it can be quoted as confirming the views

expressed in this paper.
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engraved on the face of them in good Indian Devanagari

characters the name of Yasu Deva. These coins all numis-

matists agree in assigning to Khosru II./ and the fact

of his using Indian characters on his coins shows that he

—

and he only apparently of Sassanian kings—had some inti-

mate connexion with that country.^ Taking all these facts

together, I cannot but think that we are justified in assuming

that the principal figure in these four pictures is m§ant to

represent the great Chosroes
;
and if this be so, there can be

no manner of doubt but that the woman by his side is the

fair Shirin, so celebrated in Eastern story for her beauty and

adventures. She is the only woman, so far as I know, who
appears in any of the bas-reliefs of the Sassanian kings in

any part of Persia. She occurs, however, at Naksh i Pustam

with the king and a third person, who may or may not be

Ferhad.^ At Takht i Bostan the same triad appear, but in

greater state,* and this time without the least doubt who is

intended to be represented. Curiously enough, in this last

bas-relief Shirin holds a vessel in her left hand, by no means

unlike that held by one of the maidens in the picture. In

her right hand she holds a ring with the Sassanian fillet.

Her face, with that of all the principal personages in these

bas-reliefs, has been too much damaged by the Mahomedans

for the features to be made out, and, even if uninjured, it is

extremely unlikely that wm should be able to recognize in

paintings by a foreign hand, the features as ]Dortrayed by a

native sculptor in a state representation of the Queen. At
the same time it is necessary to point out, that though all

the four paintings at Ajanta are certainly intended to repre-

sent the same persons, they can hardly be recognized by their

1 Ariana Antiqua, p. 400, pi. xvii. Thomas’s Prinsep, vol. i. p. 402 et seqq.,

Tol. ii. p. 114.
* AVhen I was writing my History of Indian Architecture, I saw Mr. Griffiths’

paintings at South Kensington
;
hut, as there were then no labels upon them, I

assumed, erroneously, that they were copied from the root of cave Xo. XVII.,
which is considerably earlier than Xo. I., and consequently jumped to the con-
clusion—in a note, p. 157—that the king must be Baharam Gaur, whose visit to
India and marriage with an Indian Princess is celebrated in Indian and Persian
romances.

3 Texier, Armenia et la Perse, vol. ii. pi. 133. Ker Porter, vol. i. pi. 19.
^ Flandin et Coste, Perse Ancienne, vol. i. p. 9. Ker Porter, vol. ii. pi. 62.
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likenesses. The best and finest is certainly No. 4 (reproduced

in facsimile, though on a smaller scale, on the Plate accom-

panying this paper), which we probably may assume to be the

nearest approach to the Persian original they had to copy. No.

20 (Rajendra, pi. iii.) is certainly by an inferior artist, and No.

64 is still further removed from the perfection of the first.

In it Shirin’s face and neck are represented as black, not the

black of the complexions of other figures in pictures in the

same cave, but a cold grey black, as if the artist had been using

a dark ground or had employed some preparation of lead

which had turned black. The features and dress are the same

as on the other pictures, but it evidently had been entrusted

to an inferior artist, to copy from the original design.

In like manner, it is equally impossible to identify the

portrait of the King in these pictures from any of the sculp-

tured representations of him—there are no pictures—found

in Persia. At Takht i Bostan, where there is no doubt as to

the person represented, the countenance of the King has been

so completely defaced as to render recognition impossible

;

but in one of the hunting-scenes, that on the right hand in

the niche, the features are not so completely obliterated, and

though the nose is gone, the burl}^ form of the face, the

short beard, and the general contour of the whole,^ is so

similar to what is represented at Ajanta, that it may almost

be assumed to be the same person. Even the head-dress ^ is

similar, though somewhat lower on the crown; though all this

is now unfortunately so indistinct that if there were no other

evidence it would be difficult to base any argument upon it.

I had proceeded thus far in my investigations when Dr.

G. Biihler happened to call. I showed him what I had done,

and explained to him that the only remaining difficulty was

1 Ker Porter, vol. ii. pi. 64. "WTienever they represent the same person or

thing, his delineations are to he preferred to either those of Texier or of Flandin

and Coste.
2 In the bas-reliefs at Shapur, representing the defeat of Valerian, the King

Shapur holds his son Hormuzd by the right hand, and he is represented Tvith a

head-dress nearly similar to that worn by the King in this picture. Unfortunately

Flandin and Coste (Voyage en Perse, vol. i. pi. 49) mistake him for a Roman
captive and put manacles on his feet, hut both Texier (vol. ii. pi. 146) and Ker
Porter represent him without these adornments, and with the crimped streamers

of the Sassanians.
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to ascertain the name of the King, represented in the great

fresco on the walls of this cave, who was receiving the Persian

deputation. From Hiouen Thsang’s description of India at

that age, it appeared to me there were only three kings who

were at all likely to be so portrayed. Either it must be

Siladitya of Kanauj, or Dhruva Sena, or Batta of Balabhi, or

Pulakesi, King of Maharashtra. He immediate^ said it must

be the latter. His friend Professor Holdeke, of Strasburg,

in translating Tabari from the Arabic, has found the name

of that king in conjunction with that of Chosroes, so as to

render it nearly certain that he is the king indicated, and he

at once promised to procure me a translation of the paragraph

in question. In due time I received a communication from

him, which seems to me to leave no room for hesitation.

When, after his defeat in the battle at Nineveh, the un-

fortunate king was dethroned and thrown into prison, his

son Shiruyieh sought for some excuse for putting him to

death, in order to succeed to the throne. For this purpose

he di’ew up an indictment in eleven counts, detailing certain

crimes of which he accused his father. The second of these,

in the words of the Persian recension of Tabari, was “ That

he had imprisoned the grandchildren of his father in order to

prevent them creating a posterity, and had denied to them

what God had permitted to man,” ^ alluding to the birth of

Yezdegird as related in a previous passage (page 329). In

answer to this the dethroned king pleads, “ that he did so

because the astrologers had announced that, during the reign

of a grandson of his, the kingdom of Persia would he de-

stroyed, and that in casting his (Shiruyieh’s) horoscope it

was predicted that he himself should perish by the hand of

his own eldest son, and he would consequently have been

justified in putting him to death, but spared him from parental

affection.” He then adds, in the Arabic version, “ Two years

ago, Pulakesi, King of India, sent to us, in the thirty-sixth j-ear

of our reign, ambassadors carrying a letter imparting to us

1 Tabari, translatel by Zotenberg, vol. ii. p. 334. All the incidents accom-
panying the dethronement and death of Khosru II. ivill be found narrated in

Zotenberg’s translation from the Persian recension of Tabari, vol. ii. pp. 328, et seqq.,

though in less detail than in the Arabic version, and without the king’s name.
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various news, and presents for us, for you, and our other sons.

He also wrote a letter to each of you. To you he presented

—don’t you remember it ?—an elephant, a sword, a white

falcon and a piece of gold brocade. "When we looked at the

presents and at the letters, we remarked that jmurs bore the

mark ‘ Private ’ on the cover in the Indian language. Then
we ordered that the presents and other letters should be de-

livered to each of you, but we kept back your letter, on

account of the remark written on the outside. We then

sent for an Indian scribe, had the seal broken, and the letter

read. The contents were:—‘Rejoice and be of good cheer,

for on the day Dai ha Adhar, of the thirty-eighth year of the

reign of Chosroes, thou wilt be crowned king and become

ruler of the whole empire. Signed, Pulakesi.’ But we closed

this letter with our seal, and gave it into the keeping of our

consort Shirin.”

The thirty-sixth year of the reign of Chosroes corresponds

with 18 June, 625, to 17 June, 626. Chosroes was dethroned

on the 25th February, 628 (Dai ba Adhar), and put to death

a few days later. “ The story of the defence,” the Professor

goes on to remark, “ made by Chosroes at his trial can

hardly be considered as historical
;
but the fact that he re-

ceived an embassy from an Indian king in 625 need not be

doubted on that account. Tabari in this part of his narrative

followed a Pehlvi work written shortly after the King’s

death, but before the Arabian conquest, as is evident from

the style in which it is written, and from the intimate

acquaintance the author shows in all that concerns the King’s

affairs, in which he was evidently deeply interested.” ^

* The name of the King in the codes is . By another author, Dina-

wari, it is written and with the diacritical points QRMISA.
The diacritical points, however, when used in witing foreign names, have no

authority. We may, therefore, assume PhRMIShA is intended, or, as

the Arabs use Ph for the Persian P, and I for the Persian E, we must write his

name PRMEShA. At the same time as R and L are written with the same sign

in Pehlvi, so is R to be taken as a false mode of expressing L. As M may be sub-

stituted for K (Q) in the Arabic, or in the Pehlvi, it follows that the name may

be correctly represented in Pehlvi by ja and read as Pulikesa. (Nbldeke.)
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Of course it is not contended that the letter which the

messengers are presenting to the King in the fresco on the

wall, is the identical letter alluded to by Chosroes. Quite

the contrary. The letter there represented is from the Persian

to the Indian king, but, taken together with the circum-

stances above narrated, may be considered sufficient to estab-

lish the fact that an active correspondence did take place at

this time between the two kings, and that there is at least

no improbability that the King on the throne is Pulakesi,

and that the messengers really came from the unfortunate

king Khosru the Second.

That the messengers are Persians is nearly certain from

their complexion and general appearance, as well as from

their costume, which is carefully contrasted with those of the

Indians in the same picture. Whoever they were, they

certainly are a people who inhabited the countries west of

the Indus and south of the Hindu Kush, and who reached

their destination on horseback, for their horses are shown in

the picture, though not included in the lithograph.

The most distinguishing feature in the costume of these

messengers is the high conical caps they all wear. It is

not, however, necessary to go back to the sculptures of

Nineveh for examples of this form of head-dress, as Baku
Kajendra proposes, as such are still worn by the Kurds, and

other tribes in the north of Persia, at the present daj’’.^ In

fact, their whole appearance and dress are such as leave

almost no doubt of their nationalitj'’, and so far confirm the

inferences to be drawn from the narrative of Tabari.

Before going further, it may be as well to remark that

there are few dates in mediaeval history so well established

from inscriptions as the accession of Pulakesi to the throne

in 609-10,2 and no fact more certain than that he was in the

full plenitude of his power when Hiouen Thsang visited his

court in 639-40. He certainly was, if not the most powerful,

at least the second King of India during the last years of

1 Malcolm, History of Persia, vol. ii. p. 602.
^ Burgess, vol. iii. of Archaeological Report of 'Western India, p. 132. In-

scription translated by J. F. Fleet, B.C.S.
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Chosroes’ reign. His successful wars with Harshavarddhana

or Siladitya of Kanauj, then the paramount power in India,

having placed him in exactly the same position that the

same Mahrattas attained to just 1000 years later by the

successful wars which Sivaji and his successors waged against

Aurungzeb and the Emperors of Dehli. Nothing is more

likely than that Pulakesi should have cherished a Persian

alliance during a struggle for existence with his sovereign,

who aspired to be Lord of the Five Indias.

It may also be observed, as confirmatory of the above, that

Ajanta was situated within the limits of the kingdom of

Pulakesi
;

for, after visiting him at his capital—whether this

was at Kalian, or more probabl}^ Badami—Iliouen Thsang

remarks :
—“ Sur les frontieres orientales du royaume, il y a

une grande montagne ”—“Anciennement il y avait un convent

qui avait ete construit dans une sombre vallee, ses batimens

eleves a ses salles profondes occupaient les larges ouvertures

des rochers, et s’appuyaient sur les pics. Ses pavilions et

ses tours a double etage etaient adosses aux cavernes et re-

gardaient la vallee.” ^ It would be difficult to find words to

describe more correctly the form and position of the caves at

Ajanta, and there only, for no other series is so distinctly in

a valley. Generally the caves are situated on the faces of

the hills, and visible on all sides. At Ajanta alone they are

buried in a deep and secluded valley piercing the table-land.

Unfortunately we are unable to judge of the personal

appearance of Pulakesi, as a more ruthless destroyer than the

Moslem bigot has entirely removed from the wall, the plaster

on which his countenance was depicted, and it cannot now be

recovered.^ But the general effect of the painted architecture *

of his palace, and the appearance of his court, still remain

portrayed with a truthfulness that leaves little to be desired.

* Memoires des Contrees Occidentales, vol. ii. p. 151.
2 When Dr. Bird visited Ajanta, he is said to have cut out some twenty or

thirty of the most interesting faces from these frescoes, with the intention of
presenting them to the Museum at Bombay. But, as might be expected, they
were so carelessly packed, that all except one or two were reduced to powder
before reaching their destination. Whether this was one of these, or whether it

was destroyed by some other British barbarian, cannot now be ascertained.
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In the centre of the picture the King is represented seated

on a throne (charpai), his elbows resting on a cushion,

under a canopy, of very graceful form. In front of him,

seated on the ground, is the graceful form of a woman
bearing a chauri, and right and left of the King are two

other females, with similar symbols of royalty, and behind

them two gigantic dwarpals or porters. On his right hand

on the ground are two females, one of whom, at least, is

playing on some musical instrument
;
and on his left hand,

also on the ground, are four figures in front of the throne,

two females and two men. The first of these, nearest the

King, bears in his hands a tray, containing what I take to

be the return presents, and, curiously enough, among these,

is a little golden image of an elephant, which may be as

likely a present for Pulakesi to send to Shiruyieh as a living

specimen of that animal. But against this theory it may be

remarked that the white falcon mentioned in the text was

certainly a living specimen of its class, and from the sculp-

tures at Takht i Bostan we know that Chosroes had many
elephants which he employed in hunting. All, therefore,

that can be said is, that if there is any foundation for this

theorj', it is that the painter may have found it more con-

venient to introduce a golden counterfeit rather than a full-

sized animal into the picture. The fair-complexioned figure

standing up to the left of the throne may be the prime

minister or vizier, but from the staff in his hand (gold stick),

he more probably is only the master of the ceremonies. The

other figures do not seem to have any special function, but

altogether they make up a very graphic representation of

what we can fancy an Indian Court to have been at the

beginning of the seventh century of our era.

I do not know how all this may strike others, but to me it

seems to make out a very strong case for believing that the

portraits on the roof of cave No. I. at Ajanta are really

those of Khosru II., surnamed Parwis, the Chosroes of the

Greeks, and of his wife, the fair and celebrated Shirin
;
and

further, that the great fresco on the wall represents Pulakesi,
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King of Maliarastlira, receiving an embassy from the Persian

King, and dismissing it with the customary complimentary

presents.

If this is so, I need hardly add that it is by far the most

satisfactory sjmchronism we have yet got out of these paint-

ings, as it proves the date of the transaction represented on

the walls, as one that took place 625-6, though the painting

may be somewhat later, but would hardly have been painted

after the death of the king in 628 a.d.

It is almost equally satisfactory—if it can be established

—

to have contemporary portraits of two such celebrated persons,

as the king who took Jerusalem and carried off the Holy

Cross to Persia,^ and of his wife, regarding whom, as Sir

John Malcolm says,’ “1000 volumes have been written in her

praise,” and she was certainly the most celebrated female in

Eastern history since the time of Cleopatra and Zenobla, and,

as far as the East is concerned, more celebrated than either

of these great Queens.

* It is rather a curious coincidence that six years ago I should have been asked

by Dr. Tristram to restore the design of the facade of a palace of this same king,

some fragments of which he had found to the eastward of the Dead Sea, during

a journey which resulted in the publication of his book entitled The Land of

Moah (Murray, 1873). To it the reader is referred for some further particulars

regarding Feihad and Shirin, though full details are only to be found in works

especially devoted to Persian history.
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Art. IX .—On the Proper Names of the Mohammadans. By-

Sir T. E. CoLEBROOKE, Bart., M.P.

It is -well known that proper names in the East, and especi-

ally among the Mohammadans, follow no such simple rule

as that which has long prevailed in modern Europe, where

the Christian name or names conferred in infancy and the

famil}^ name or surnames are usually borne through life, and

where it is a matter of suspicion to have an alias. In the

East, on the other hand, we hear of persons gathering up in

the course of their career a variety of names, and being

popularly known by one or other of them at different periods,

and to an extent that gives rise to perplexity. This was

notably the case among the Arabs in the height of their pre-

eminence. A person might receive a name in his infancy

(usually conferred on his birth or at his circumcision), and

to this might he added a patronymic, or a name expressive

of his paternal or family relations. He might then receive

a title expressive of his zeal for the faith, and soubriquets

descriptive of his personal qualities or appearance, or the

country or town in which he was born or had settled, or the

religious sect to which he belonged
;
and if he played a part

in public life, to all these might be added, as in Europe, a

title or titles of dignity
;
and if he had acquired a reputation

as an author, he might assume some name of fancy. These

various names or titles might never be united in the same

individual, but the combinations are numerous and shifting.

Certain rules are observed in their formation or application,

but it was a matter of accident by which of these designations

a person might be known to his contemporaries, or his name
transmitted to modern times.

Persons in humble life did not, of course, indulge in these

luxuries. It was sufficient for a man to be known as A, the
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son of B
;
but with those who are known in history or litera-

ture, these aliases abound, and the genealogy is often set

forth at great length. Pride of family has always stood

high among the Arabs, and the minuteness with which the

descent of eminent persons is traced is no doubt due to

feelings which they shared in common with the Jews
;
but

the careful attention to these matters, which is so remarkable

in historical works, is in some measure attributable to the

inconvenience of the ordinary nomenclature.

Examples of this abound in Ibn Khallikan’s biographical

dictionary, and, as an instance, I will take that of the founder

of the Buwaihi dynasty, who rose from a humble position to

great eminence during the decline of the Khalifate. The

family claimed descent from the Sassanian monarchs, and the

pedigree is traced through fifteen generations. Or take the

case of Ibn Khallikan himself. His full designation is given

in a notice of him by an Arab author, which is quoted by M,
de Slane in the preface to his translation of that great work,

and runs as follows : “Abu T-Abbas Ahmad Ibn Muhammad
Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Abu Bekr Ibn Kballikan Ibn Bawak Ibn

Shakal Ibn al-IIusain Ibn Malik Ibn Jaafiir Ibn Yahya Ibn

Khalid Ibn Barmak surnamed Shums ad-din.” ^ It will be

observed that the patronymic by which he is known is not

the name of his father, but of an ancestor removed by four

generations, while the pedigree is carried on to show his

descent from the Barmecide family.

So, also, in the case of the celebrated Avicenna
;
the name

which was adojDted was that, not of his father, but grandfather.

The name in Ibn Khallikan runs thus : Ar-Rais (the chief)

Abu Ali al-IIusain Ibn Abdallah Ibn Sina.

These two instances illustrate another peculiarity of Arabian

name- giving, namely, the reference to the son as well as the

* In quoting from other writers, I have, as a rule, given the transcription of

Arabic proper names in Roman letters, as they appear in those works. In other

cases I have endeavoured to render them phonetically, without attempting to dis-

tinguish between varieties of letters which have no counterpart in our alphabet.

The systems of transcription which are current are so various, that I have thought

it necessary to give, as far as possible, the names in the original, and indeed this

appears indispensable in a paper which treats of Eastern names.
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father of the individual. Such importance attached to the

Kimyat, the Arabic designation of a name expressive of the

relation of father, son, mother, or daughter, that even Abu ’1

feda, writing in the seventh century of the Hejra, prefixes

his proper Kimyat to the name of Mahomet, in the account of

his family, which is carefully traced through twenty-one

generations to Adnan. “Abu ’1 Kasim Mohammad was,” he

says, “ the son of Abdallah, the son of Abd-elmotalleb,” etc.,

etc. When a name is set out in full, the expression of pater-

nity always takes the first place, as in the preceding examples.

It is as if the patriarch Isaac were described as, the father

of Jacob, Isaac the son of Abraham.

My attention was directed to this subject while engaged in

inquiries regarding imperial and other titles, the result of

which appeared in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society

for 1877. I made some full notes regarding the proper

names which have been in use at different periods, especially

with reference to the changes of signification which they

have undergone. Titles of honour, especially those which

carry with them a religious signification, were in their origin

conferred by Khalifs and princes, and have in later times been

assumed by persons of all conditions, and have descended to the

level of proper names. We read of Ala ed-dins and Jelal

ed-dins, etc., borne by persons who never had any claim to

sanctity or importance. So, also, we meet with Maliks,

Khans, Ameers, and Sheikhs, borne by persons in ordinary

life, without reference to the dignity they implied or continue

to hold in some countries, Justus we meet with Kings, Dukes,

Bishops, and Knights among the proper names of Europe.

The names in common use in the East have also, like the

Christian and surnames of Europe, their special signification,

and represent the tone of thought which has influenced

persons of all conditions at different ages. The history

and etymology of proper names has always been a favourite

study in the West, and, with regard to those of the East,

besides the interest which attaches to such inquiries, there is a

complication in the system which at once arrests attention.

While engaged in this inquiry, I fell in with two very
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learned essays by M. Hammer-Purgstall and M. De Tassy, and

I have accepted their guidance in following out ray inquiries.

Full and copious as are these papers, they did not seera to rae

to exhaust the subject, which I thought might be presented

from a new point of view, especially with reference to the

changes which the system of the Arabs has subsequently

undergone, and the points of resemblance and contrast which

it presents to that of Europe. The following paper has no

claim to original research, and my object will be answered

if I succeed in giving a short sketch of a very curious

system.

Tlie article of Hammer-Purgstall appeared in 1852, in the

Transactions of the Academy of Vienna. The materials are

gathered, as the author informs the reader, from four Arabic

works named by him: (1) Ibn Koteibe’s Edehol-Katib, the

secretary’s instructions
; (2) Safedi’s biographical work

Wafi hil-wefiat ,
what is sufficient of the

deaths
; (3) So)'uthi’s Misher

; (4) Mostathref. Each of

these works distinguishes between the different classes of

names under which the whole subject is treated. Collectively

these four authors form, as the German author expresses it,

four rich streams from hitherto scarcely explored sources.

Besides these leading guides, reference is made to other

works on the different classes of names, and to some works

on genealogies. These, however, do not exhaust the whole

of this branch of Arabic learning. Gayangos, in the

preface to his translation of A1 Makhari’s history of Maho-

medan dynasties in Spain, refers to the four following works

on proper names, one only of which is mentioned by Hammer-

Purgstall : (1) Nozhatn-l-lahdb fi-l-alcdb, the pleasures of

the wise set forth in surnames
; (2) Tohfatu dhaivi-l-irab fi

mushkdli-l-asmai-n-nasab, a gift offered to those desiring to

be instructed in the difficulties of patronymics
; (3) Kashatu-

n-nikab ani-l-asma wa-l-alkdb, the tearing of the veil from

before names and patronymics
; (4) Dhattu-n-nikdb fi-l-

alkdb, the imparting of immediate knowledge on the sur-

names of persons, being a risdlet or short treatise on proper

names.
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The essay of Hammer-Pui’gstall was the first attempt to

present to a T\’’estern reader a complete review of the whole

sj’stem of name-giving, as it is developed by the Arabs. He
was, however, anticipated in a portion of the subject by Pro-

fessor Rosegarten, in an essay which appeared in the Zeitschrift

fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes, 1837. The author only

treats of the Kunje or Kunyat, and that only with a view of

illustrating some of the peculiarities attending its use.

Soon after the appearance of the German essay, M. Garcin

de Tassy took the same subject in hand, and contributed a

paper to the Societe Asiatique, which appeared in their

Journal two years later (1854). He claims at the outset to

treat of a system which had never before been presented in

its entirety.^ This is so far accurate that his predeces-

sor’s paper only professed to treat of the system as it

prevailed among the Arabs
;
while M. De Tassy dealt with

Mussulman names in different countries,^ and added a chapter

on titles of office and dignity. The essay of Hammer-
Purgstall is, however, far more complete, and, within the range

of its plan, it exhausts the subject, citing original authori-

ties throughout for the statements it contains
;
while M. De

Tassy’s essay scarcely fulfils the expectations he has raised.

"With regard to one of the classes of names, that of the alarn,

or personal name, the account is somewhat meagre. It

may be added that the author refers throughout to an

original manuscript work on Mussulman names in his private

collection, without naming either the title or author. The

essay, however, contains a large store of interesting facts

bearing on this subject, to which I have been much indebted.

The different classes of proper names treated on in the

works referred to by these authors are arranged by some in

six and by others in seven classes. Taking the arrangement

in Hammer-Purgstall’s essay they run as follows

:

1. The alam, is the proper name of the individual.

' “ II n’a jamais ete presente dans son ensemble. Je vais essaver de le faire.”
- “Je vais, du reste m’occupertonr a tour, avec plus de detail, de ces difierentes

classes de noms dans les contrees musulmanes, oti I'arabe, le persan, rhindoustani
on le turk sent nsite's, c’est a dire les principales contrees de I’Orient Musulman.”
The essay was re-publisbed last year shortly before M. De Tassy’s death.
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Among the Mussulmans there are no family names as in

Europe, and the alam corresponds nearly with the Christian

name, as it is conferred soon after birth, or on the circum-

cision of a boy, and is that by which he is usually familiarly

known. The word mn, is the general term for names,

and applies to things as well as persons.

2. The Ixiinyat, is the name of relationship, as when a

person, or a thing (for it is applied also to inanimate objects),

is described as the father, son, mother, or daughter of some

other person or object.

3. The lakab,
,
or in the plural alalkab,

,
trans-

lated “die zuname” in the German essay, includes both titles

of honoui’, religious and political, and terms of reproach,

descending even to personal defects.

4. Alansah,
,

the names of relations
;

in M. De
Tassy’s essay Ism-u-nisbaf, . This class is sub-

divided by the Arab author whom Hammer-Purgstall follows

in many heads, as (1) origin, (2) kindred, (3) land of birth

or adoption, (4) religion, (5) trade or business, (6) personal

or other peculiarities, etc.

5. Alalamet, certain titles borne by princes which

were not reckoned among their personal appellations, but

appeared in diplomas or in the heading of state documents.

6. The omoan,
,

titles of honour applied to others

than princes.

7. The mackloss, ,
in De Tassy’s paper the takhaUas,

the name of fancy, assumed by poets, especially in

modern times.

In M. De Tassy’s essay we have, in place of classes five and

six, a long chapter on titles of office or dignity [asmd micndsib,

U-si), which is foreign to my present inquiry. The

classification of the German essay is not a very convenient

one, some of the classes occasionally overlap each other, and

soubriquets come in under more than one of these divisions
;

but the broad outline is well marked out, and will serve as a

guide in following out the subject.
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Alam.

The first class is treated under two heads—pre-Islamite

and post-Islamite names. Of the former a hundred examples

are given from Ibn Koteibe’s work, and they appear to have

been selected rather for the purpose of illustrating tbe eccen-

tricities of Arabian nomenclature, than as specimens of names

in common use
;

indeed, tbe meaning which is assigned to

some of them must be regarded as doubtful, as they are

not to be traced in modern dictionaries consulted by

Hammer-Purgstall.

This century of names is divided as follows :—Eleven are

taken from the names of vegetables, plants, fiowers, including,

of course, the date tree
;
four from birds—the vulture, hawk,

partridge, and eagle
;
eight from creeping things or insects

—

the spider, locust, ant, white ant, worm, two species of

snakes, and the louse. Eight from wild beasts, but seven of

these are difierent names of the lion, and the eighth is the

fox. The remainder consist of a miscellaneous collection,

some of which represent physical or moral qualities belonging

to either sex, as Halhas, (j.«.A=^,the strong; Sofafet, AsUj,

the nimble
;

Ajred, » the nimble
;

Wekia, > the

enduring; Nashiret, the desire of arms; Murad,

the stubborn; Moteyim, the slave of love
;
Jemil,

a handsome man; II jdliil, the ignorant;

II hasih, of an old or noble family; Zolieir,

the little blossom; Ildzher, , the most blooming; Zehra,

the blooming, a name of Fatima, Mahomet’s daughter
;

II hdrith, the acquirer, a name of frequent re-

currence in pre-Islamite times
;
Kehmez, & di'w&xi. We

have also names taken from the moon, a clod of earth,

a worn-out garment, a footstep, a camel halter, and various

others equally fanciful. The great family of the Koreish,

,
are supposed to represent acquisition through ex-

change or barter
;

but according to others, the word means
a sea-monster. It seems probable that it is a corruption of

some older expression, or a word that has become obsolete.

VOL. XI.—[new semes.] 12
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So also with, regard to the name Koteibe, literally in-

testines, it seems incredible that the word bore that meaning

when first used as a proper name. Yakub,
,
in this

represents, not ‘ a supplanter,’ but a partridge ! I miss

among the “ lions
”

the familiar name of Asad,
,
which

has given a name to a tribe. Kalab, dog, appears

nowhere, though it might have attracted attention as the

name of a tribe, and is identical with that of the companion

of Joshua (Caleb), a name which receives the same interpret-

ation from Hebrew scholars. I may add that I fail to

recognize in this list any of the common tribal names of the

Arabs, and very few names which acquired celebrity at the

time of Mahomet and have come down to later times

;

indeed, this list is not of much service in tracing the

meaning and derivation of names in common use.

Some of the names are erroneously entered in the list of

pre-Islamite names. The three celebrated poets, Al-Ferasdak,

AI-Akhtal, and Jerir, who are referred to later on in this

article, flourished in the first century of the Hejra. The

two first are nicknames which they received in after-life,

Al- Jerir, , literally camel-halter, was suggested to his

mother by a dream. She is said to have dreamed that she

was delivered of a rope which entwined itself of its own

motion round the necks of many people and strangled them.

This was interpreted to her that she would give birth to

a son who would compose poems so biting and sarcastic that

they would be the torment of those whom he attacked.

Hence the name Jerir, signifying rope or halter.

It only remains to add that there are two names savouring

of whig principles, Olaset, ‘Lilt, a mixture of sour milk and

butter, and Modhar, j^, the white, supposed to be taken

from sour milk or the white water melon. Another name

taken from the dairy is Rubet, the rennet.

Very few of the names in this collection are to be found in

the genealogical tables of old Arab families, as we find them

classed in Caussin de Perceval’s work.' The oldest of

' “Essai sur I’histoire des Arabes.”
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these lists are not accepted as authentic records, but the

collection of names may be taken as specimens of Arab

nomenclature, and it is curious to observe how rarely the

name of Mahomet occurs. There are several Abdallahs

or its synonyms, but very few names compounded with

ab or abu, father, except among the immediate connexions

of Mahomet. In the table of the Koreish there are seven of

his near relatives only known by their kunyats. The names

which recur with the greatest frequency are Harith, Amr,

Malik, Moawia and Thalaba.

The names of Hebrew patriarchs and worthies, which be-

came so common among the Arabs in later times, appear

very rarely in these traditional lists. There is a David in

the line of Himyar, who lived in the third century of our

era, and an Ayub who established himself at Hira a century

later
;

but there is no trace of a Solomon or Moses, or

Ismail. In truth, the rise of Islam marks an epoch in the

history of Arab names. The old names dropped out of use,

and it became the practice to limit the selection to the names

of saintly heroes connected with the new faith, such as the

name of Mahomet himself, his immediate descendants and

companions, and also the names of Hebrew patriarchs and

prophets named in the Koran. In the resort to Old Testa-

ment names Mahomet himself set the example, having given

to his son, born of Mary, the Coptic maid, the name of

Ibrahim. These different sources, i.e. names of patriarchs,

relatives, and ashdb or companions of the Prophet, admit of

a considerable variety of choice
;
but the most honoured

names always had the preference, and Mohammads, Alys,

Abdallahs, etc., multiplied to such an extent as to cease to

be distinctive appellations, unless compounded with some
other names. M. Garcin de Tassy speaks of it as a fixed

rule that the names conferred at birth or circumcision must
be limited to the scriptural names. This, however, must be

received with some qualification, for, as the faith extended
to other races than the Arabs, new names came into use of

Persian or Turkish origin, and I think it even doubtful if the

limit was strictly observed, except in the first centuries of the
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Hejra. In the “ Thousand and One Nights/’ which may he

accepted as a picture of Arab manners during the later

Khalifs, we have repeated instances of names conferred on

infants which have no scriptural authority or religious signi-

fication. It certainly does not appear to be the practice

among the Bedouins in the present day. Burchardt gives

the following account of their customs in this respect, which

carries us back to the time of the patriarchs :
—

“

A name is

given to an infant immediately on its birth. The name is

derived from some trifling accident, or from some object

which had struck the fancy of the mother, or any of the

women present at the child’s birth. Thus, if the dog hap-

pened to be near on the occasion, the infant is probably

named Kelah (from kelb, a dog)
;
or if the delivery should

have been protracted during the night until daybreak, the

name given to the boy is perhaps Dhouylihy (from Dhohhd).

Except Mohammed, which is not uncommon, true Muselman

names, such as Hassan, Aly, Mustafa, Fatme, or Aysha, are

seldom found among the genuine Bedouins. Besides his own
peculiar name, every Arab is called by the name of his father,

and that of his tribe or the ancestor of his family
;
thus they

say, ‘ Kedoua Ibn Gheydn el Shamsy,’ Kcdoua the son of

Ghcydn, of the tribe of Shamsy.” ^

Hammer-Purgstall arranges the alams under three heads

— (1) Names borne by members of Mahomet’s own family or

his companions. Foremost on the list stands the name of the

Prophet himself, in its threefold form : Mohammad, the praised

or praiseworthy
;
Ahmed,^ the most praised

;
and Mahmud,

^ Notes on the Bedouins and Wahabys, vol. i. p. 97.

2 Sir W. Muir, in his Life of Maliomet, makes the following remark on the

varied form in which the name of the Prophet is sometimes rendered : — Another

form is Ahmad, which having been erroneously employed as a translation of

‘ The Paraclete,’ in some Arabic version of the New Testament, became a

favourite term with Mahometans, especially in addressing Jews and Christians;

for it was, they said, the title under which the Prophet had been in their books

predicted.” I find an example of the use of two of these names, employed as

synonyms, in a letter addressed to the chief of the Karniats by the Sherif Abu ’1

hasan, and quoted by De Sacy in his ‘‘ Expose de la Religion des Druses.” The
passage runs as follows :

“ The Lord of all the sent, the Imam of all the Prophets,

Ahmed and Mohammed, may the blessing of God rest on him and all his

posterity !
” For an example of the use of the name in its threefold form, I take

the opening prayer of the khutbeh of the twelve Imams, as used by the Shiahs,
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the praised, representing severally, according to a Moslem

tradition, the name which belonged to him on earth, that

which he bore in heaven, and that by which he is known in

hell. The name was given to him by his grandfather.

According to the narrative of Abulfeda a feast was given to

the Koreish on the seventh day after his birth. Abul-elmo-

tallib proposing to confer this name on the child, some

surprise was expressed at his giving a name which was

unknown to the family. “ I wish him to be so called,” he

replied, “that Grod may praise him {rjamaclah allah, i-WsT)

in heaven and on earth.” Though many proper names in

other languages are expressive of merit or honour, I know of

very few that refer to praise. Hillel was the name of an

eminent Rabbi, and we are familiar in our own history with

the name of Laud. After the name of Mahomet come the

names of his principal followers, the first Khalifs, six of

the most honoured disciples who are especially named, and

the twelve Imams, especially those in immediate descent, as

his grandsons Hasan and Hosein.

(2) Names of patriarchs and prophets named in the Xoran.

The list of prophets, it will be seen, is not confined to those

of the Old Testament, but scriptural names predominate, and

many of them have become household names among the

Mohammadans. They are given as follows in the German

essay :—Adam, Shit (Seth), Idris (Enoch), Nuh (Noah),

Tunis (Jonah), Ibrahim (Abraham), Ismail, Ishak (Isaak),

Yakub (Jacob), Yusuf (Joseph), Musa (Moses), Baud
(David), Suleiman (Solomon), Isa (Jesus), Yahia (John),

Sekeria (Zacharias), Shoaib (Jethro), Osair (Ezra), Sulkefel

(Ezekiel), Iskander Dhu’Ikarnein, Hud, Salih. The last

two named are Arabian worthies. Iskander with the two

horns is generally supposed to be Alexander the Great,^ and

the Moslems have readily availed themselves of the sanction

which the appearance of this heathen name in the Koran has

published by Professor Haneberg in the second volume of the German Oriental
Society. The peace of God is invoked on Ahmed, Mahmiid, Abu T kasim

Mohammed, the chosen

‘ Sale’s note to the 18th Sura.
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given to its use. Other Hebrew saints and worthies are

mentioned in the Koran, besides those in Hammer-Purg-

stalFs list, and some of their names appear frequently in

modern historj^, as Aaron (Harun), Job (Ayub), Shem (Sam),

Saul, in the Koran called Taliit, and Lot.

(3) Abdallah, the servant of God, and its synonyms. In

M. He Tassy’s essay they appear under the head of lacabs or

titles of honour, but with the admission that they are in

frequent use as proper names. The name Abdallah was not

uncommon before the time of Mahomet, and was indeed the

name of the prophet’s father.

The fervent zeal which distinguished the rise of Mahomed-

anism has led to the formation of a very copious list of

names formed on this plan. Arab writers reckon ninety-nine

attributes of God, mentioned in the Koran, and which con-

stitute the crown of roses proper to Moslems. The one name

of God, Allah, completes the number of a hundred. All these

are employed combined with Ahd
;
Abdallah, of course, taking

the highest place, and after it the two epithets of er rahman

and er rahim, the merciful, the pitying, which together

complete the formulary that heads each Sura of the Koran.

Hammer-Purgstall furnishes a list of thirty-three of these

names, of which I give those only that are in common use or

have been borne by distinguished persons :

—

Ahd allah,
,
the servant of God

;
Abd er rahman,

,
servant of the all-merciful

;
Abd er rahim,

A-r
,
servant of the all-pitying; Abd alkerim,

,

servant of the all-gracious
;
Abd el Kadir, jaULH a-£ ,

servant

of the all-mighty
;
Abd el Hamid, A-.£, servant of the

all-praiseworthy
;
Abd el majid, a

,
servant of the

all-worthy
;
Abd el aziz,^y^\ a^, servant of the all-honoured

;

Abd el latif,
^
servant of the all-gracious, the

name of a son of Ulug Bey
;
Abd rebihi, iAj A-x

,
servant of

his lord; Abd an neb’i, A^, servant of the prophet.

We have also the all -gentle, all-pardoning, all-avenging, all-

glorious, all-just, all -gracious, all-suflBcient, the one, the

eternal, the holy, righteousness, truth, and command.
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It is not easy to understand how “ the servant of the

prophet” finds a place in a collection appropriated to attributes

of God. Reverence for Mahomet, Aly and his sons Hasan

and Husain, find expression in some proper names in use

among Persians and Turks as well as Arabs. Thus we
have :

—

Add ar rami, servant of the sent, i.e. the

prophet
;
Gholam-i-Mahommed, , servant of Mahom-

med; Bandah-i-Aly, and Aly Kuli,

servant of Aly
;
Murteza Kuli,

,
servant of the

approved, i.e. Aly; Gholam-i-haidar, servant of

the lion, i.e. Aly
;
Gholam-i-Hasan and Husain Kuli.

The Turkish word Kuli takes a fair share in these com-

binations. Thus the famous Nadir Shah, before he ascended

the throne, was simply Nadir Kuli, servant of the incomparable.

Agha Mahommed, King of Persia, had five brothers, Murteza

Kuli Khan, Reza Kuli, Mustafa Kuli Khan, etc., and his

brother, the father of Futteh Aly, was Hussein Kuli Khan.

The word Kuli was not always used in a religious combina-

tion. Baba Kuli Beg is the name of a chief mentioned in

Baber’s Memoirs, and one of the Kings of Golkonda men-

tioned by Ferishta was called Sultan KuK.

I need not point out, with reference to the preceding

examples, that religious feeling has had great influence in

the invention of names among other nations than the Arabs.

The names of gods in the heathen mythology appear in the

proper names of India, Greece, and of Modern Europe. Illus-

trations of this may be found in combinations with the word

servant, though they are not so numerous as those implying

gift from God. Among the Jews they were not common.

We have, indeed, Abdiel, the synonym of Abdallah. The

only other instance that I have met with in the Old Testament

is that of Obediah, unless we include Abednego, servant of

Nego, supposed to be the same as the god Nebo, conferred

on one of the companions of Daniel. In Punic remains

we meet with Obed Melicart and Obed Tanet, also 'A^-

haXwvvyo'i and A^Baardpro^;, servant of Astarte. In Sanskrit,
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Durgaddsa, Kalidasa, Gungaddsa, and Ramaddsa, servants

of the particular deities there named
;

also Luchmiddsa,

Suryaddsa, servant of the sun. Among the Greeks and

Romans this form of devotion to the gods was unknown in

pagan times. Theodoulos is a name of Greek derivation,

but I suspect it was not in use before the time of our Lord

;

after that epoch the form came into very common use.

With the Christians, as with the Arabs, the expression of

service was not confined to God or to the founder of their re-

ligion, but was extended to saintly personages. Thus we have

XpiaToBov\o<i, Ehed Jesu, and corruptly, Aidissti
;
_®thiopian

Gahra Christos, in German Gottschalk, in Scotland Gilchrist

or Gillies (servant of Jesus). The term Gille (in Irish Giolla)

is used in the north in other combinations, as Gilmichael,

Gihnory (servants of St. Michael and Mar}'^). 3£al (in Irish

Maol) means properly a shaved person, and was applied to

persons devoted to a saint or religious order
;
hence Maol-

Cholnmchille, St. Columba’s servant, becomes in modern

speech the familiar Malcolm. So, also, we have in Irish

words Giolla-Pattraica, Giolla-Brighide, servants of St. Pat-

rick or St. Bridget.^ These examples may be carried further,

but the instances which I have given will suffice to illustrate

what follows.

Among the Arabs, in pre-Islamite times, this form was not

uncommon. I find about twenty names compounded with

Abd, servant, in the genealogical tables or historical records

referred to in Caussin de Perceval’s work, besides many
Ahdallahs. Ten of these belong to the tribe of Koreish, and

four of them were conferred by a man on his own sons
;
they

are as follows : Abd cdddr, Abd manaf, Abd elozza, and Abd
shams. The incident is thus related by Sale in a note to the

seventh Sura of the Koran. Kosai, one of Mahomet’s ancestors,

and his wife begged issue of God, and having four sons granted

to them, called them after the four principal idols of the

Koreish. Ab el Harith, a name which appears more than

once in these lists, is said by Sale in the same note to mean

' V. Pott, Der Personennamen. Gesenius, Phoenic. Monum. Cosmo Innes,

Concerning some Scotch Surnames.
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servant of the devil
;

and the name was, according to a

ridiculous legend, conferred by Adam on a son who died.

The devil pretended that he, by his prayers, would obtain

from God that Eve should be delivered of a son in Adam’s

likeness, and Adam, in gratitude, called the son after him.

There were, in the old time, many persons who bore the

name of Harith or Haritha. The word literally means

acquirer or cultivator, and the name “servant of Harith”

was probably used in compliment to a chief of that name.

Some of the names compounded with Abd seem traceable to

this idea, and have no religious signification.^ Abd el Cays

refers to the founder of a great line—one of the branches of

Modhar, and Abd el motalib, Mahomet’s grandfather, took the

name from his uncle Motalib the brother of Hashhn. On the

other hand, Abd el madun and Abd ydlil are servants of

two objects of heathen worship. Abd el Caaba, the first

name of Mahomet’s father-in-law, and better known as

Abubekr, speaks for itself. Abd es s/iums, servant of the

sun, occurs more than once
;

it first appears as the name of

a sovereign of Yemen, fourth in descent from Yoktan, and is

mentioned by Sir W. Jones in his essay on the Arabs, in illus-

tration of the religious worship in use in ancient times. Abd
el masih, servant of the Messiah, also occurs more than once.

It was borne by a member of the family of the Koreish, and

also by one of the Maliks or Kings, who exercised a sort of

authority in the Hejaz.

M. Caussin de Perceval concludes that our Saviour was an

object of worship at the time, and in confirmation of this he

cites a statement of an Arab author, Elazraki, that the figures

of Jesus and the Virgin were formerly sculptured on one of

the columns of the temple of the Caaba. The same fact is

stated by El Harawi in an account of the temple before it

was destroyed by the Koreish. The passage is quoted by
Hr. Lee in his translation of Ibn Batuta’s travels.^ It is said

to have contained images of the angels, the prophets, the

tree, and of Abraham the friend, with the divining arrows

' Caussin de Perceval, vol. i. p. 192. ^ p. 51,
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in his hand. There was also an image of Jesus and another

of his mother Mary. But in the year of victory the

Prophet ordered them all to be destroyed. I may add

that an Ahd el Masih figures in the first pages of Abul

feda’s annals, in connexion with the portents that accom-

panied the birth of Mahomet. A person bearing that name
was summoned to interpret the dream of one of the Sassanian

monarchs, and bore a message from his uncle portending the

destruction of Khosro’s kingdom.

Kunyat.

The religious sentiment which is exhibited in Arabic

name-giving will receive further illustration when I deal

with the honorary titles, the third of the classes into which

the subject is divided. I must first treat of the Kunyat,

which furnishes a very large proportion of the names in

common use. The word is explained in Freytag’s Dictionary

as follows :

“ Metonymia quum alio quam suo nomine signifi-

catur res. Cognomen, nempe quum vocabulum frater,

mater, filius, filia, alii cuidam nomini proponitur et

hoc nomine improprio appellatur aliquis.” The latter part of

the explanation describes the ordinary use of the form, as one

of relationship, but the figurative use extends to the whole

creation, and the soubriquets to which it gives rise are

endless. Hammer-Purgstall refers to some Moslem writers

who trace the popularity of this form of name to traditions

and texts of the Koran. One of the former is a supposed

injunction of the prophet as follows :
“ Hasten to give a

Kuna to your children before they are overpowered by

Lacabs.”

Again, Moses is sujjposed to have persuaded the sea to

allow the children of Israel to pass through by addressing

it in words of flattery :
“ Divide yourself, 0 Abu Khdlid

(father of the everlasting).” ^

^ The text of the Koran referred to is in the 20th Sura. Moses is enjoined

to speak mildly to Pharaoh. Upon this a tradition is engrafted, according to

Mostathref
,
that he was to be equaUy mild to the sea whose assistance he craved

,
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Pride of family, which runs so high among the Arabs,

gave rise to this form of address, which became afterwards

so popular. Patronymics have been employed by all

nations, and we find them employed as common forms of

address in the time of Mahomet. To address a person as

the father or mother of his or her children is more rare,

but it has the sanction of antiquity, and the figurative use of

the word ab comes down from Hebrew times, as Absalom,

father of peace
;
Abner, father of light

;
Abiezer, father of

help
;

Abiathar, father of excellence
;

Abimelich, father of

the king; not to mention Abraham, father of nations, and

many others. What is peculiar to the Arabs is the extent,

not to say the extravagance, to which it is carried. The
subject occupies more than half of the German essay.

It was a matter of common usage to add.ress a person on

the birth of a son by this form of expression. Thus Ma-
homet received, according to the fashion of the day, the

name of Abu 7 Kasim, from his son. Aly, among his many
names, bore those of Abu 7 Hasan and Abu 7 Hussein. The
Khalif Othman, whose mother was 0mm Hakim (the mother

of Hakim), received, before his conversion, the name of

Abu Omr. It is said by the historian Tabari ^ that he had by
Rokaya, the daughter of Mahomet, a son whom he named
Abdallah, and he thus assumed the name of Abu Abdallah.

This son died four years later, and the old name revived, and

he was sometimes called by one, and sometimes by the other.

Names, conferred originally as a compliment, became estab-

lished proper names, without reference to their original

meaning, as in the case of Abutalib, the father of Aly.

It appears from some incidents of Aly’s life, related by Abul-

feda, that the usual mode of addressing him was, 0 son of

Abutalib, and the name has always been a favourite one

among Moslems. So also the name of Mahomet’s father-

in-law and first Khalif, Abubekr, literally the father of the

damsel, has come into common use as an Alam.

Examples of the figurative or satirical use of the Kunyat

* My references are to M. Hermann Zotenberg’s translation of tbe Persian
manuscripts.
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abound everywhere. The Hebrew instances which I have

given above are employed in a favourable sense
;
and so, also,

are the following, which I quote from M. He Tassy’s essay

:

Ahu maashar} yl, the father of union; Ahu 'Ibarakat,

the father of blessings; Ahu ’Ikhair, y}

,

the father of good; Ahu 'nnasar, j^\ ^\

,

the father of

virtues; Ahu ’Ifarah, , the father of joy, the name of

a Persian poet
;
Ahu 'Imakdram, ^i \ , father of virtues

;

Ahu ’Ifatih, jA

,

father of victory, applied to one of the

companions of Mahomet, and frequently assumed by sovereigns

in later times. This list may be largely extended. I will

only add some of celebrated persons : Ahu "'Ifazil, ,

the father of excellence (the minister of Akbar)
;
Ahu ’Ifecla,

^\, the father of redemption
;
Ahu ’Ifaraj\ j the

father of relief; Ahu’lahhas, , literally father of the

stern countenance, the first of the Abbasside line.

The employment of Kunyats in a satirical sense received

an impulse from Mahomet himself. Ahu Horeira, >

a celebrated traditionist and companion of the Prophet, re-

ceived this name, which means literally “ father of the cat,”

on account of his fondness for one of these animals, which

he always carried with him. His original name is unknown.

It is recorded by Tabari, that on one of Mahomet’s numerous

expeditions, he found Aly stretched on the earth and covered

with dirt, and addressed him: “Rise, 0 Ahu turdh”

(father of the earth), and Aly was proud of the appellation,

and always pleased when he was addressed by it.

It is stated in the Kamus that the Kunyat of the

Khalif Omar, Ahu Rafs, ,
literally the father of

the young lion, was conferred upon him by Mahomet him-

self. He left no son of that name, and the title must have

been conferred as a compliment.^ As examples of the same

form of soubriquet, I may add that Muawiyah the second,

and the third Khalif of the house of Ommiah, a feeble prince,

' This was a celebrated astronomer, known to the Western world as Abumasar,

Vide D'Herhelot.
* Eosegarteu, Ueher den vornamen oder des Kunje der Arahen.
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who resigned the dignity after a reign of only six weeks,

received the nickname of Abu leila, the father of night,

because he seldom appeared abroad
;

the same name was

applied to Suleiman, Pasha of Bagdad, in the seventeenth

century, on account of the secrecy of his military expedi-

tions. Abd ul-Malik, the fifth Khalif of the house of

Ommiah, was called the father of flies {Ahuzuhdh,

on account of his oflfensive breath, as it was said that flies

would not alight upon his lips. He was also called the

sweat of a stone, on account of his avaince. The figure is

far-fetched, and not so expressive as the English term “ skin-

flint.” On account of the same vice a Mamluk Bey in the

last century was called Abu daliab, father of

gold. So popular is this figure of speech that we find it

applied in recent times to Napoleon, and some members of

the expedition to Egypt. M. De Tassy says that the Arabs

conferred on Napoleon the name of Abu fervcat, i'tji

father of the fur or military cloak; on General Caffarelli,

who had a wooden leg, that of Abu khashab, ^\, father

of wood
;
and on another officer, who wore spectacles, Abu

kazdz, j\Ji ,
father of glass.

Hammer-Purgstall gives fifty examples of these fancy

names, chiefly employed in a good sense. They include

those which are in M. De Tassy’s list, and I may cite in

addition the following specimens : the father of gold, of

pearls, and of musk, of knowledge, of the strong and bold,

of hope or prayer, of fortune and the fortunate, of praise,

joy, and endurance.

I have already remarked that this particular figure, by

which a person is designated by his or her relationship to his

father, mother, son, or daughter, as the case may be, is not

confined to human beings, nor, indeed, to animals, but ex-

tends to the whole creation. Hammer-Purgstall gives nearly

one thousand examples of these Kunyats, of which I will

quote some of the most salient and characteristic, in the nine

subdivisions under which they are ranged.
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I. Domestic Animals.

The camel is the father of Job, that is, the patient, and

also Ahu sifwan, > father of the hard rock, and Abu

naini, y \
, father of ease. The horse is Ahu talib,

, the father of the striver, being the same as

that of Aly’s father, and other persons. The donkey, like

the camel, has a name denoting patience, Abu’ssabir, ,

and is also the father of the useful, Abu nafi, y\ . The

mule is the father of the stubborn or restive, Abu I harim,

\ . The sheep is the father of repose, Abur rdhat,

II. Wild Animals.

Kunyats are supplied to the lion, leopard, lynx, hymna,

jackal, wolf, fox, bear, giraffe, gazelle, hare, hedgehog, rat,

weasel, and monkey. No animal has received so many names

formed on this plan as the lion, twenty-four of the most

common are given in the German essay, derived from colour,

leanness, caution, dignity, his mane, combativeness, etc., and

it is added that some Arab lexicographers reckon no less

than seven hundred of these fancy names as applied to the

king of beasts. The wolf is called ironically the father of

the sheep, and the fox of howling, Abu aweilet, . It

is not easy to trace the idea which suggested some of the

names, as that of the lynx, the father of life, Abu haiyan,

1 , or the giraffe, the father of Jesus, A hul Isa, J
^ y ' >

or the gazelle, the father of the shedder (of blood), Abu ’ssafah

^)\ . This last name is also given to the stag, and is

probably applied to both ironically. It was also the nickname

applied to the first of the Abbasside line of Khalifs, in horror

of the savage treatment of his rivals and enemies. Names of

historical persons frequently appear in these lists. Besides

that of Abutalib, referred to above, we have Abu Haris, Abu
Selma, and Ahu IAbbas. This last name, which is given to
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a lion, may be interpreted literally father of the stern coun-

tenance,

It is curious how many of these animals are called, like

men and women, by the names of their offspring, but the

figure is lost under the prosaic description of the mother of

the calf or the father of the young lion or hyaena.

III. Birds.

Twenty-three are named, of which some are appropriate,

as the cock, the father of watchfulness, Ahiil yahsan, ;

the dove, father of the well-beloved, Abu ikrishe, y
and the peacock of beauty, Abul hasan ^i\. The eagle,

like the elephant, is the father of the pilgrim, Abul hajjat,

, though for a different reason; but here also we

have puzzling descriptions, as the father of misfortune, Abu

zefir,jAj y', applied to the goose; the vulture, the turtle

dove, sparrow, and partridge, become respectively fathers of

John, Zachariah, Jacob, and Jethro.
%

IV. Worms and Creeping Things.

That mysterious animal, the snake, whose supposed power

of renewing its youth made him, among the ancients, the

emblem of eternity, receives due honour as the father of life,

Abu liaydn, • The crab becomes the father, not the

son, of the sea, Abu bahr, . But here too we have our

puzzles, as in the case of the flea, who enjoys the name of

the father of the assaults, Abu ’Iwesdh, , and this is

applied to him in common with the roe, hare, fox, weasel,

and jackal, and there is the same difficulty about proper

names, as the bee being the father of Aly, etc.

The preceding examples will probably suffice to illustrate

the kind of figure that is resorted to in the case of animals
;

and I pass over the next three classes, which deal with

amphibious creatures, fishes, and plants. The next class

brings in a copious list connected with
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VIII. Hospitality.

Highly as this virtue was honoured by the Arabs, it has

not stimulated their inventive powers in a higher degree

than in the preceding examples. The hungry man is re-

presented as the father of the possession or master, Abu Malik,

;
but the host is more appropriately described as the

father of the lodger, i.e. the guest, Abu Misica,

Everything with which a table can be set out receives its

special title, and this is extended to salt, sugar, honey, and

vinegar, some of them being as fanciful as those already

given in former lists. Bread is the father of the repairer

(of what is broken),*
;
vegetables, of the beautiful,

j>\ ;
roast meat is the father of haste, \

cheese of the traveller, ^iLu^
;
and salt of the patient,

yLs ^A. Water is the father of life,
,
and of the

comprehending, y\. AVine has several names, as

father of the cheerful, ^A
;

of the liberal, ;

of the musician,
;

of black melancholy, i^^A yl
;

of the chaste, y \

;

of the black, y_ \ ;
and of the

wind, y}

.

IX. Men AND THEIR (Qualities.

This heading is incorrect, for the class includes the angel

of death, who is called the father of John, and

the devil, the father of bitterness, Abu niorref, y\ ,*

and some abstract ideas, as time, the father of the hidden,

y\’, and corruption, the father of unbelief,

There are also certain nicknames applied to historical

persons, as the father of flies, ‘-r-'bj y}

,

applied to the

Khalif Abdulmelik
;
and Kunyats used as epithets applied

to persons with certain characteristics. A strong-built

' In the German essay it is rendered BruchheOenden. It is worthy of

notice that Aljabar, has given a name to the science of Algebra as well

as to bread.
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person is the father of the locust,
;

and a

licentious person, father of night, *d. A juggler is

the father of wonders, and a ^godless person or

freethinker is the father of the lion, . The negro

is the father of the whitest, and a short-sighted

person is the father of the seeing, ^1. T\^inter and

summer, night and day, have also their respective names, as

the father of haste, y\; of soul, ^\ •, of peace,

^ ^ ;
and of the diffused, 1

.

After exhausting the Kunyats expressive of paternity,

the German essay proceeds to deal with a host of names

expressive of relation to mother, son, and daughter. They

are not so numerous as those we have passed through, but the

figure is carried on in the same way through creation, and

exhibits in like manner the strain of the imagination of the

Arabs to work out this particular idea. There is very little

novelty in their application of the figure to animals and plants.

Under the class of women and their qualities, we have the

Virgin Mary represented as the mother of light,
,
and

Ayesha, the favourite wife of Mahomet, is the mother of the

faithful,
;

haste is the mother of repentance,

; wine becomes the mother of the vices, .

The first sura of the Koran is the mother of the book,

j/*! ; the wrist is the mother of the hand, i—IJ 1 .

I bring to a conclusion the extracts from this very large

collection with a few examples of Kunyats applied to the

world or universe, with the relationship of mother, son, and

daughter.

.The firmament is the mother of the stars, and

the term is also applied to the milky way
;
the sun is the

mother of embracing, p ; and the same term is also

applied to the world, as we should say, the all-embracing

mother
;
the moon is the son of night, ; the clouds

are daughters of the sea, tuUj
, or of vapour,

the echo, daughter of the mountain,
; word or

speech is daughter of the lips, AiAll
; and dreams are

VOL. XI.—[new semes.] 13
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daughters of the night, and fever the daughter of death.

Indeed, everything connected with misfortune has a large

connection of relatives—fathers, mothers, etc.

In bringing to a conclusion the review of this form of

Kunijat, Hammer-Purgstall makes the remark that, while

the whole list comprises 550 fathers, 350 mothers, 100 sons,

and 80 daughters, he can find in Frej^tag’s Dictionary only

227 fathers and 150 mothers, and scarcely any sons and

daughters. The fact which he dwells upon seems to admit of

a very easy explanation. The greater part of this long list,

more than a thousand in all, are not words in ordinary use,

but merely fancy names, the invention of poets and rhetori-

cians, and made for the occasion. The Arabian authors,

from whose works Hammer-Purgstall has derived the

materials of his essay, must have ransacked the whole range

of Arabian literature, even to the most obscure writers, to

bring together these specimens of the fertility or rather, may
we not say, the poverty of their inventive power. It is,

indeed, strange that so many as 377 should have become so

well established as to find a place in a work like Freytag’s.

When the usage became established, that persons were

addressed as the father or mother of one or other of their

children, it must have been very mortifying to those who

had no offspring to want the customary appellation. To

escape from this, another custom was introduced of conferring

a prenomen by anticipation. Rosegarten, who has devoted

an essay ' in illustration of some of the eccentricities attending

the use of the prenomen of the Arabs, gives some curious

examples of this. The object of the essay is to show that the

use of the kiuiyat is not confined to actual relationship, but

takes a wide range, and assumes various forms. This, indeed,

is apparent on a very slight examination. In Ibn Khallikan’s

biographical work, referred to by Rosegarten, there are

notices of 800 or 900 persons, and scarcely a dozen appear

without this form of prenomen.

The point to which this essay was directed was not clearly

' Ueber der vornamen oder die Kunje der Araben, Zeitsebrift fiir die Kunde
des Morgenlandes, 1837.
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established, or rather had not attracted attention among

Orientalists when Rosegarten took up the subject. He
refers to more than one author who describes the kunyat

as referring to actual relationship, among others to Fraehn,

who translates it by the word hyonymicon (name of son).

Rosegarten challenges any one who has studied the political

or literary history of the Arabs, to maintain such a position,

and he contends that it was wholly inconsistent with the

facts above cited from Ibn Khallikan, and with other instances

adduced by him. Some of these are curious.

An anecdote is quoted from one of the biographical notices

in Ibn Khallikan, which shows how completely the old

rule was broken through. A certain descendant of Aly

wrote to Ibn Abbad, the Vizier of one of the Ruwaihi

sovereigns, informing him of the birth of a son, and

desiring him to suggest his name {ism) and his kiinya. Ibn

Abbad replied as follows, “ May God bless thee through the

young hero and the happy rising. Already he fills through

God the eye with delight, and the soul with joy. Let his

name be Ali (i.e. the elevated), so that God may exalt his

fame, and his kunya be Ahul Hassan (i.e. the father of good),

so that God may make his vocation good. I hope for him

the virtues of his ancestors, and the good fortune of his

ancestors. I send also, as an amulet for him, a gold coin of

a hundred Mithkals, which I intend as good omen, hoping

that he will live a hundred years, and remain as free as the

pure gold from the oppressions of days, and with this fare-

well.”

Some other anecdotes are quoted in this essay from Arabic

works, which serve to illustrate the manners of the day, and

also show the rules that were sometimes followed in the

formation of kimyats
;
but they are hardly required to establish

the writer’s position. It seems to have been the custom to

attach certain kimyats to certain names. II Isfahani, in the

Kitah ilagani, says that under certain dynasties certain names
had special kimyats, the reason of which is not obvious.

Again, those who were called after some patriarch usually

bore a kunyat connected with that patriarch’s son. Thus, in
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Ibn Khallikan, several Davids have the kunyat of Abu
Solomon, a large proportion of the Yakubs are called Abu
Yusuf, and ten Solomons bear the name of Ayub

;
but the

reason for the last is not apparent, nor for the frequency

with which the name of Mahommed is accompanied either by

the kunyat of father of Abubekr, the father-in-law of the

prophet, or by that of father of Abdallah, the prophet’s own
father.

Many Alys, of course, enjoy the kunyat of Abu Hasan. A
curious instance is given in the Kitab il agani of a person con-

ferring on his wife the kunyat of mother of himself. The

passage runs as follows : “I learn from the work of El

Jlasanbal, which contains the songs of Ammdr and his

adventures, that Ammdr Zu kinis had a wife named Dauma
hinat rahbah, to whom he gave the kunyat of 0mm Ammdr.”

It is possible that the name was conferred in anticipation of

the birth of a son, for whom this name was intended
;
but it

is rare for father and son to have the same name.

Examples are given of kunyats conferred without being in-

tended to denote relationship. Thus it is related by II Isfahan!,

in the same work, under the article Nusaib, that this poet was

the slave of the Khalif A1 Mahdi, who was so delighted with

his poems that he enfranchised him, and gave him to wife

a female slave of the name of Jafra, ,
the lamb, and

conferred on her the kunyat of Abuhejna. The word may
bear the meaning, according to the authorities cited by

Ilosegarten, of crooked ear or curly locks. In either case

it is an example of the figurative use of this form of name.

I give an instance of a kunyat being assumed on a special

occasion. It is also taken from the w'ork of II Isfahan!. A
negro slave and favourite singer of the Khalif Motawakkel,

commenced a song with the words, “O Abu Doleijah, what

commandest thou me ? ” Thereupon Mokharik, another

singer of reputation, exclaimed, “ Thou hast well sung, 0
Abu Doleijah.” The singer accepted the name at once, kissed

Mokharik’s hand, and said, “ I take this name as an honour,

since it is offered by you.”

I have referred in a preceding page to another instance of
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a kunxjat conferred without reference to relationship in the

case of the Khalif Omar, but the examples which I have

given from Rosegarten’s essay are amply sufficient to estab-

lish his position, without carrying the reader through the

whole essay.

The Lacab.

The third class of proper names into which the subject is

divided is the Lacab, or honorary title, and it illus-

trates even more than the last the religious fervour of the

times. It is either applied in the form of a compound, of

which those expressive of zeal for the faith or political import-

ance are the most frequent
;
or by a single word or epithet,

like the Augustus, Pius, or Felix, etc.,- of the Romans, or

the names assumed by persons on entering the religious

orders of the Roman Catholics. It is rendered by Freytag

as corresponding with the cognomen of the Romans
;
but it

is really employed in a more extended sense, as will appear

from the following examples. Freytag describes it as

follows: “Differt a voce ut sit cognomen loco veri

nominis, ita ut homo nomen habeat apud circumcisionem ei

datum prmterea cognomen (laudis aut vituperii), et ag-

nomen, quod semper cum voce^i, etc., componitur.” The

Lacab thus includes not merely honorary titles and epithets,

but a fertile crop of nicknames, which, like many of those in the

preceding class, became established proper names in common
use. These are dealt with by M, de Tassy under the

preceding class, with which they have really nothing in

common. The Kumjat, according to the preceding definition,

is limited to compounds with the words father, etc. It will

be in every way more convenient to treat all names imply-

ing honour or reproach under one head, and I therefore

follow the arrangement of the German essay.

It should, however, be observed that many of the terms

which are included under the Lacab are not proper names at

all, in the sense of being personally applied during the life-

time of the individual. Many of those in the following list.
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which I take from M. De Tassy’s Memoire, are obviously the

invention of later divines and historians. Titles applied to

Mahomet: Rmul Allah, 4^1 the sent of God; Habib

Allah, 4^11 the friend of God; Sayudilbashar,

the lord of men; Sai/ud il mursilin, the lord of

the sent; Sai/ud il anbiijd, lord of the prophets.

Applied to Aly : Amd Allah, 4^1 A-j1
,
the lion of God, and

Shah waldyat, 4 IA, king of holiness. To Adam : Safi

Allah, 4^)1 the pure in God. To Moses: Kalim Allah,

4T1 the speaker to God. To Abraham: Khalil Allah,

4li!l the friend of God. To Jesus Christ: Ruh Allah,

4^1 ^ ,
the spirit of God. To the patriarch Joseph : Siddik

Allah, the true in God. To Fatima, Mahomet’s daughter

:

Sayidat unnisd, 4A^, the lady or princess of women.

No less than five hundred of these honorary names have

been at different times applied to Mahomet, and some of them

were in use during his lifetime. That of Rasul Allah may
be assumed to have been so, as it formed part of the modest

title of his successor Abubekr, Kalifah Resul Allah, the

vicar of the sent of God. Mahomet himself, however,

preferred that of Nebi, prophet. According to the

historian Tabari, the names which he used in speaking of

himself were the following : Mohammed, Ahmed, Il Akib, or,

as others say, Moukib, implying that he was the last of the

prophets. The word dkib, means follower or suc-

cessor. Also II hashir, because, says Tabari, all

mankind will assemble around him on the day of resurrection.

The other names which he assumed were Nabi ulmalhamah,

,
the prophet of war, because he was the only

prophet who received power to make so many wars and

obtain so many victories, and Nabi ultaubah, >
the

prophet of repentance.

The title, “Lion of God,” is that most frequently applied

to Aly, with the addition Al ghalib, !U!^, the conqueror.

Hyder, another name for a lion, is also associated with his

* From the root,_^A>-, congregavit, and applied to the resurrection.
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name, and lias come into use as a proper name in later times.

The Sultan of Mysore took the name of Hyder Aly to mark

his respect for the fourth Khalif
;
and his son Tippoo, who

claimed descent on the mother’s side from Aly, also retained

the name Hyder on his coins. The lion of God becomes

in Persian Shir Khuda,
,
and Sijder Aly becomes

Shir Aly ; but lions have always abounded in the East, and

we have Sinha (commonly rendered Sing) in India, and Arslan

among the Turks, without any special reference to the son-in-

law of the Prophet. The honorary names most frequently

applied to Aly by the Arabs are, besides the preceding, 1.

Wasi,
,
the testamentary executor (of Mahomet)

;
2.

Murtadi, y*

,

the agreeable or approved (of God). The

title in most common use among the Shiahs is Faid al ammr,

the distributor of light, or graces, and he becomes,

like his father-in-law, the king of men, expressed in Persian,

Shah mardman, alA.i

In his passion for name-giving Mahomet conferred no less

than three on his father-in-law and successor. Before his

conversion to the new religion, Abubekr bore the heathenish

appellation of Abd el Kaaba, and at Mahomet’s request he

exchanged it for Abdallah. He also received from his son-

in-law the appellations of Siddik, the truth
;
and Atih,

freedman.^ These two last, like those in the preceding

page, are strictly lacabs. This kind of name was in full use

before the time of Mahomet. I have referred, in my paper

on Imperial and other titles, to many of those borne by

the Roman and Byzantine Emperors, and copied by the Sassa-

nian monarchs. Religious names became very common in the

first centuries of the Christian era, but they usually superseded

the baptismal name, as they do in the case of persons entering

the religious orders of the Roman Catholic Church. A lakab

is, according to the preceding definition, a name of honour, or

the reverse, added to the proper name of the individual, as in

* Vide D’Herbelot, xmder the the title Ali.

* It is one of the traditions received from Ayesha that Mahomet addressed

Abubekr one day in the following terms, “ Thou art freed (atik) by God from
the fire of hell,” and the name was applied to him ever after.—Tabari.
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the case of Simon “the just.” Epithets like this have at

all times abounded, and have laid the foundation of many of

the surnames or family names of Europe. But they have

never been carried to such an extent, nor can they be studied

in such variety as among Mohammadans. They were borne

by the early Khalifs, and in the Abbasside line some special

epithet is invariably attached to the prince’s name. A custom

gradually grew up of conferring on the governors or com-

manders of the empire titles expressive of zeal for the faith,

or political importance, until they multiplied to such an

extent as to cease to retain any honorary value, and they

descended to a lower level of society, and were assumed as

ordinary proper names by all classes.

Those of Abubekr and Aly are given in the preceding

page
;
that of Omar was Fdruk, discerner (of diffi-

culties)
;
and of OVaman DhoidInourain, possessor

of the two lights, because he married two of the daughters of

Mahomet—Bokaya and 0mm Kolthun. Mahomet himself

received, when young, the name of Al Amin,
, the true,

in compliment to his probity.

1 do not find any trace of honorary epithets or titles borne

by Khalifs of the house of Ommiah. They had their soubri-

quets, some of which are given in a preceding page, and, in

addition, I may mention that of Yezid Ibn Walid, the

thirteenth of the line, who received the opprobrious name

of Al Nakes, , the diminisher, because he reduced

the pay of the troops,^ and that of his successor, the last of the

line, Merwan, who received the appellation of Al-Himar,

the ass,^ on account of the tenacity of his character.

The rise of the house of Abbas marks an era in the history

of these names, the use of lacabs became general, and the

Khalifs of the line are invariably mentioned in history by

some distinguishing epithet. That of the founder of the

dynasty Abu’l Abbas, is the only one which is opprobrious, and

* Abulfaraj.

2 The full name in Abulfeda is Rimar al Jazirah,
,

the ass of

Mesopotamia.
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he is better known as Essqfah.} the shedder of blood, than by

his real name Abul Abbas. The names and Lacahs of bis

immediate successors run as follows

—

Abu Jafar il man8m\ , the defended (by Grod)
;
Abu

Abdallah Mohammed, «7 mahcli, , the director
;
Musa il

hadi, the director; Harun arrashul, » the guide.

Arrasbid left thirteen sons, eight of whom bore the name

of Mohammed, and are only to be distinguished by their

Kunyats or Lacahs. Those of his sons who succeeded him in

the Khalifat were Mohammad il A.mtn, , the faithful or

upright; Abdallah il Mamun, , the trusted; this ruler

bore also on his coins the title Alshefi, , the noble. It

is significant of the change which the Khalifat was about to

undergo that some of the coins of the same sovereign

bear the name and lacab of his most honoured commander

Tahir dzu ’lyeminin, possessor of the two right hands,

i.e. ambidexter. The practice of associating the name of a

favourite minister on coins conjoined to that of the sovereign

was introduced by Arrasbid. On one of his coins in Marsden’s

work we find the name of Jaafar the Barmecide. It may also

be noted that on coins of this period the usual order of the

name is reversed
;
and the Lacab or honorary title is placed

first, as that under which the prince desired to be specially

recognized. Thus we have II Mahdi Mohammad and II Amin
Mohammad. Those of Arrasbid were simply Khalifah Arra-

shid, while the name of his son, who was associated with him

in the government, is given in full, with the especial title

Amir il momenin, commander of the faithful.

It is noted by historians that the third and last of

Arrashid’s sons who succeeded to the Khalifat was the first

to bring in the name of God as part of his title. This was

* This nickname is applied in a different sense in Caussin de Perceval’s
“ Essai sur I’Histoire des Arabes.” Salama, an Arab chief of the tribe of TagbHb
in Nejd, was at war with his brother, and ordered the water-skins of his horsemen
to be cut open, and their contents spilt on the groimd, telling them to go and
drink at the fountain of Coulhb, in the enemy’s position. Hence he is called

Saffdh, spiller of water. As, however, he subsequently offered a reward for his
brother’s head, which was accordingly brought to him after the battle, he was
better entitled to the name in the same sense as its application to the Abhasside
Khalif.— Histoir-e des Arabes, vol. ii. p. 298.
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Abu Ishak il motasim hillah, supported by the

grace of God. The new form became the rule, and members

of the house of Abbas who succeeded him bore names ending

in “ hillah
”

or analogous expressions. Thus we have

Il tvathik hillah, <dlb he who trusts in God; II

mosfansir hillah, aIUj
,
he who seeks assistance in

God; Il motawakkil ala’ allah, he who places

his trust on God; Il moktafi hiamr allah,

he who follows by the order of God
;

Il ndsir led'in allah,

iill the defender of the religion of God.

The Fatemite Khalifs, who ruled in Africa and Egypt,

assumed titles of a similar character, consisting of a dis-

tinguishing epithet with the addition of hillah or hiamr

allah, etc.

The twelve Imaums have also their Kunyats and Lacahs,

which are duly recorded in their lives. The descendants of

Aly were regarded with suspicion by the Abbasside Khalifs,

and lived in retirement. None of them died a natural

death. Some were noted for their sanctity. Husein is

Shahid il Kerhela, the witness {i.e. the martju-)

of Kerbela. His son Aly bore two Lacahs, Sayad al

aahedin and Zain al aahedin, or a--:, the prince

or the ornament of the servants (of God). The successors are

called respectively, Il hdkir, ^\^ \

,

abounding (in knowledge)

;

Il sddik, jAJl, the true; Il kazim, he who restrains

his anger on account of his gentleness. Rida, and

Murteda,
,

the satisfied or content, are applied to

more than one. Hadi, the leader, being the same as that of

the fourth Abbasside Khalif
;
Taki,

,
fearer (of God); Zakl,

,
the pure. The last of the twelve is the well-known

Mehdi, the dedicated (to God), whose sudden disap-

pearance has favoured the hopes of his followers that he is

still living, and will appear again on the earth to unite the

faithful. ^

1 For the Lacahs of the twelve Imams, I am indebted to Haneberg’s article in

the second volume of the Zeitschrift of the German Oriental Societ)', and to

Mr. Eehatsek’s article in the fifth volume of the Indian Antiquary. When
fully set forth, the honorary designations of these saints occupy several pages.
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M. de Tassy gives some examples of Lacabs peculiar to the

Sayads. They are reverential titles, similar in character to

the preceding. We have Dalil arrahmdn,

he who guides to the merciful; Fasih arrahmdn,

the eloquent (by the grace of) the merciful; Khalik assabhdn,

fte worthy of praise; Badr i alam,

the full moon of the world, etc.

I turn to another class of Lacabs, ending with the words

din, religion, and dauJat, state, which came into vogue under

the Abbasside Khalifs, and maintained their popularity for

several centuries. They were borne by some of the greatest

sovereigns, as by Mahmud of Ghuzni and by the great

Saladin. That they took their rise with the house of

Abbas may be inferred from the passage from Albiruni

which I have quoted below. I find no trace of them under

the preceding dynasty. I have already given an example of

an honorary title conferred on a successful general by the

Khalif Almansur
;
another of his ministers, Fadhl, is said by

Tabari to have received from him the title of Dzid l-riydsatain,

, the possessor of the two governments or com-

mands, because he was entrusted with the administration

of civil as well as military afiairs. The titles expressive

of zeal for the faith or support of the state, that is, to the

empire of the Xhalifs, gradually acquired such popularity

as for a time to supersede all others. Very numerous lists

of these varied appellations are given in M. de Tassy’s

and in Hammer-Purgstall’s essays, and the latter adds a

special list of those borne by the family of Buwaih. The
reader will, probably, be content with those that are given

in the following passage from Albiruni’s work on chrono-

logy, in which that author expresses in strong terms his

contempt for the whole system.^

“ When the Bani-’Abbas had decorated their assistants,

friends, and enemies indiscriminately with vain titles, com-

* I am indebted to Professor Sachau for this extract from his forthcoming
translation of this work. I have, for convenience, added the titles from the
original work, with their meaning.
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pounded with the word claula (i.e. empire, such as helper of

the empire, sword of the empire, etc.), their empire perished;

for in this they went beyond all reasonable limits. This

went on so long, till those who were especially attached to

their court claimed something new as a distinction between,

themselves and the others. Thereupon the Khalifs bestowed

double titles. But then, also, the others wanted the same

titles, and knew how to carry their point by bribery. Now
it became necessary a second time to create a distinction

between this class and those who were directly attached

to their court. So the Khalifs bestowed triple titles,

adding, besides, the title of Shahinshah. In this way
the matter became utterly opposed to common sense, and

clumsy to the highest degree, so that he who mentions

them gets tired before he has scarcely commenced, that

he who writes them loses his time and writing, and he

who addresses them runs the risk of missing the time for

prayer.

“ It will not do any harm if we mention here the titles

which, up to our time, have been bestowed by their majesties

the Khalifs. We shall comprise them in the accompany-

ing table (see pages 206-209) :

—

“ Also the Wazirs of the Khalifs have received certain

titles, compounded with the word Dhu, as e.g. Dhu-aJ-yami-

nain, Dhu-al-ri’dsatain, Dhu-al-kifdyatain, Dhu-al-saifain, Dhu-

-al-kalamain, etc.

“ The Buwaihi family, when, as we have mentioned,

the power passed into their hands, imitated the example

of the Khalifs
;

nay, they made it still worse, and their

title-giving was nothing but one great lie, when they called

their Wazirs, e.g., Kdfi-al-Kufdt, Alkdfi al auhad, Auliad-

’alkiifdt}

The family of Saman, the rulers of Khurdsan, had no desire

for such titles, contenting themselves with their Kuniyas (such

as Ahu~Ndsr, Ahu-al-hasan, Abu-Sdlih, Ahu-al-kdsim, Ahii-al-

1 That is, perfect of the perfect, perfect of the one or unique, and unique of

the perfect. Al Auhad,
,

is one of the attributes of God.
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lidritli). In their lifetime they were called Almalik, Alrnu’

ayyad, Almmcaffak, Almanmr, Almu ’azzam, Almuntasir, and

after their death, Alhamid, Alshahid, Alsa’id, Ahad'id,

Alradi, etc.

“ To their field-marshals, however, they gave the titles of

Nasir-aldaula, Imad-ahlaula, Hmam-aldaiila, Amid-aldaula,

Saif aldaula, Sindii aldaula, Mid in-aldaula, Nasir-aldaula, in

imitation of the ways of the Khalifs. The same was done hy

Bughrakhan when he had come forward to claim supreme

power A.H. 382, calling himself Shihdb-aldaiila.

“ Some of them, however, have gone heyond this limit,

calling themselves Amir-al-’dlam and Sayyid-al- umard. May
God inflict on them ignominy in this world, and show to

them and to others their weakness !

“As to the Amir, the glorious Prince, may God give a long

duration to his reign (to whom this hook is dedicated). His

Majesty, the Khalif, addressed him in a letter, and offered to

him titles such as those compounded with the word Daida

(e. g. Saif-al-daula, Husdm-al-daula, etc.). But then he

considered himself superior to them, and abhorred the idea

of being compared with those who were called by such titles,

but onl}'’ in a very metaphorical way. He therefore selected

for himself a title, the full meaning of which did not exceed

his merits {Shams-al-ma'dli, i.e. Sun of the Heights). He has

become—may God give a long duration to his power !—among
the kings of the world, like the sun, who illuminates the

darkness in which they live by the rays of his Heights. He
has come into high favour with the Khalif as a prince of the

believers. They wanted to redouble and to increase his title,

but his noble mind declined it. May God give him a long

life, may he enlighten all the parts of the world by his

justice, and bless them by his look
;
may He raise his affairs

and those of the subjects who dwell in his shadow, to

perfection, increasing them everlastingly ! God is almighty

to do this, and sees and knows all the affairs of his slaves.”
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Names of those on whom Titles
WERE bestowed.

Titles bestowed by the
Khalifs.

Alk^sim bin ’TJbaid-allkh Wanyy-al-daula

His son ’Amid-al-daula

’Abfl-Muhammad bin Hamdkn Nhsir-al-daula

His son Sa’d-al-daula

’Abu-alhasan ’AH bin Hamdan Saif-al-daula

’Ali bin Buwaib ’Imad-al-daula

’Abu-alhasan ’Ahmad bin Buwaihi Mu’izz-al-daula

Alhasan bin Buwaihi Rukn-al-daula

’Abu-Mansdr Bakhtiyar bin Abi-
alhusain

Izz-al-daula

Abu-Ishak bin Alhusain ’Umdat-al-daula

Abu-Harb Alhabashi bin Abi-alhusain Sanad-al-daula

Abu-Mansur Bisutun bin 'W’ashmgir Zahir-al-daula

Abu-Mansiir Buwaihi bin Alhasan Mu’ayyid-al-daula

Almarzuban bin Bakhtiyar I’zaz-al-daula

Eabus bin Wasbrngir Shams-al-ma’ali

Abu-Ahmad ’Harith bin Ahmad INaliyy-al-daula

Abu-Shuja Fanhkhusra bin Alhasan Adud-al-daula wa Taj-al-milla

Abu-Kalinjar bin Fanakhusra Eakhr-al-daula wa Falak-al-’umma
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Titles in the Original "Work. Translation.

Lord of the state

1 iAa/4^ Safety of the state

b- cr Defender of the state

Happiness of the state

Sword of the state

jLkc Column of the state

Honour of the state

Prop of the state

Honour of the state

*xl 1 ^ »A/4u^ Support of the state

LA.-,!jA!1 JA-.0 Prop of the state

Aider of the state

(A1 \
Strengthener of the state

^\jj\\j\^\ Honour of the state

lxi4il 1
Sun of the heights

^J)
Lord of the state

TL ^
Shoulder of the state and throne of

the faith

Glory of the state and the orb of
the religion.
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Xames of those on -whom Titles
WEllE BESTOWED.

Titles bestowed by the
Khalifs.

Abu-K&linjar Marzub6,n bin Efina-

kbusra
'

Samsam-al-daula wa Shams-al-milla

’Abu-alfawaris bin F&,nakhusra Sharaf-al daula wa Zaman-al-milla

Abu-Talib Rustam bin Al'i Majd-al-milla wa Kahf-al-umma

Abu-alkasim Mahmbd bin Sabuktagin Tamin-al-daula wa Amin-al-milla

Abu-Nasr Khurra Firoz bin Fani-
kbusra

Bahk-al-daula wa Diy&.-al-milla

Ghaiyath-al-umma

Abu-alhasan Muhammad bin Ibrahim Nasir-al-daula

Abu-'al’ abbas Tash Alhajib Husam-al-daula

Abu-albasan Fa'ik-alkbassa Amid-al-daula

Abu-Ali Muhammad bin Muhammad
bin Ibrahim

Nasir-al-daula

Sabuktagin first Mdin-al-daula

Afterwards he received the title of Nasir-al-din wa al-daula

Mahmfld bin Sabuktagin Saif-al-daula

Abu-alfawaris Bek-tfizfin Alhhjib Sinan-al-daula

Abu-alkhsim Muhammad bin Ibrahim Nasir-al-daula

Abu-Mansfir Alp Arslhn Albalawi MCiin-al-daula
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Titles in the Original Work. Translation.

Sharp sword of the state and sun of

the faith

Nohility of the state and time of the

faith

Glory of the faith and asylum of the

religion

Right hand of the state and trustee

of the faith

iji

Beauty of the state and splendour

of the faith and assistance of the

religion

> j
Defender of the state

Sharp (sword) of the state

Safety of the state

t—”— » a1 \

> J
Defender of the state

Assistant or defender of the state

i

^ 1 li Defender of religion and of the state

Sword of the state

^ Il 1 / , 1- w Spear’s point of the state

Assistant of the state

Assistant of the state

The title Shums el maali, literally sun of the heights,

means, according to D’Herbelot, the sun in its apogee

{i.e. in midsummer). It was conferred by the Abbasside

Khalif, il Kadir billah, on the Dilemite prince Kabus,
to whom Albiruni dedicated the work from which the

YOL. XI.—[new series.] 14
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preceding extract Is taken. Notwithstanding this author’s

contemptuous remarks, these titles were not disdained hy
even greater princes than Alhiruni’s patron. Mahmud of

Ghuzni, with whose court Alhiruni was well acquainted,

condescended to receive these vain designations.

In truth, this form of Lacah retained its popularity for

several centuries after the time of Mahmud. They may
be studied, in all their variety, in the list of the Patan

Sultans of Hindustan, or in that of the Seljuk dynasty, or of

the various smaller princes that succeeded them, and they

were especially affected hy the Mamluk Sultans of Egypt

and Syria. They, however, gradually ceased to be royal

appellations. It became a fashion to assume a religious title,

and the fashion extended to all classes. In the “ Thousand

and One Nights,” which may be taken as a picture of

manners in Egypt, we find names of 8hums ecldin, Ala eddin,

and Nur eddin, borne, not merely by princes and sons of

viziers, but hy merchants. In D’llerbelot’s dictionary a large

proportion of these Lacnbs are the proper names of men of

letters and science. Many of them still retain their popu-

larity in India and are in use as proper names.

In the passage from Alhiruni above quoted some

examples are given of titles compounded with B/m or Blii,

signifying possessor, conferred by the Khalifs on their

viziers. They call for a remark, although they are passed

over entirely in the German essay, and slightly noticed by

M. de Tassy under the head of Kunyats, with which they

have nothing in common. Names formed with this com-

pound were in use in pre-Islamite times, and applied to

places and things as well as to persons. Mahomet, at the

battle of Ohod, is said to have carried two swords, one of

which bore the name of Dhu-l-Fikdr, possessor of

the spine. The name, having received this religious sanc-

tion, has come into use as a proper name, and was borne

by a Nizam of the Deccan in the time of Shah Alam

in the slightly altered form, Zulfikar Khan, owing to the

different pronunciation of the letter Several persons of

rank bearing the name of Zulfikar also figure in Turkish
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history. Mention is made in Caussin de Perceval’s work of

another sword, the property of Harith, the son of Zalim,

a pre-Islamite chief, to which he gave the name of Bhu’l

Hayat, master of life. But the practice of

ffivinsr names to swmrds seems to have been common in

these times. Mahomet had seven, each of them with

a special title, and all duly recorded in history, as were

the names of his horses, camels, spears, and cuirasses. Dhu’l

fikar alone of the swords had the honour of having its

name adopted by Moslems and transmitted to modern times.

It is especially distinguished as being the weapon borne

by Mahomet on the only occasion on which he mingled

personally in the melee, and it was that by which Aly

performed the great feat of cleaving his adversary through

shield and helmet down to the very chest, which called

forth, on the part of the Prophet, the exclamation that there

was no sword like Dhu’lfikar and no hero like Aly.^

The word Bliu or Bzu is described by Caussin de Perceval

as a title borne by the Himyarite princes.'^ The proper

names, in his work, only give it in combination with some

other word, and the examples of its use in the old time in

other families than that of Himayar are very numerous.

It was evidently not used as a title in the same way as Malik

or Sheikh might be employed, but as representing some quality

or peculiarity. In post-Islamite times it was not very common.

1 This celebrated sword is said by D’Obsson (Tableau general de I’Empire
Otbomane) to have passed into the hands of the descendants of Aly, and to hare
been finally broken in the chase. D’Ohsson says that in bis time a represen-

tation of the weapon was woven on the Ottoman banners, and especially on those

of the Admiralty.
* “ Ces princes, decor^s des titles de Cayl ou Bhou,” and, further on, “ La

plupart des Cayl ou Bhoti se souleverent.”—Histoire des Arabes, vol. i. pp. 99
,
1 14 .

I do not suppose that more was implied than that these princes affected this

particular form, or that it was applied to them by others. The meaning of the
name or title is occasionally given in this work as Bhou Chendtir, the possessor

of the earrings; Bhou Vminar, in reference to the Minors, or beacons, that one
of these princes raised during one of his expeditions. It is indeed clear from

the following explanation given of the word adwa,
1^ ,

in Golius’s Lexicon,

that the plural form was used in this general sense. “ Reges Arabise Felices

Himjaritse, quod omnes nomina haberent ubi prascederetj J, ut Dou

zjkdenin, Dou roainin.”
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and was indeed superseded bj tbe fancy names that came

into vogue. I have given some specimens of its use in the

preceding pages, including two of those adverted to by

Albiruni. The na-vae Dhu’l Karnein, possessor of

the two horns, which appears in the Koran, is supposed to

apply to Alexander the Great, but it was also borne by other

princes. In the case of Alexander, he was so entitled,

according to Tabari, because he subdued kings both in the

East and ^Vest. I may add, in illustration of the use of this

compound, that the names of the last two months, of the

year, according to the old calendar of the Arabs, were Dim
’kdda, and Dim ’lhajja. These two months, as well as the

first of the following year, the Moharram, were regarded as

sacred, and war was forbidden during them. Dhu dcada was

the month of truce, from the root, he sat down
;
Dhu

'lhajja was the month of pilgrimage.^

Before quitting the subject of religious names, two other

forms must be referred to, which are giv'en in M. De Tassy’s

essay. 1. Those terminating in 2. Xames expressive

of devotion to Mahomet., Aljq Hasan, and Husain. Twenty

specimens of the former are given, and are there said to be

in general use. This form has never been common. The

onlv names comprised in De Tassy’s list which I find in

D’Herbelot are Ruh allah^ spirit of God—applied b^' old

writers to Jesus Christ, and assumed by the author of a

commentary on Beidawi’s treatise on the Koran
;
and Fadh

allah, father of the founder of a dynasty called Sarbedarians.

In Ferishta’s history I find only three of these names, Fazal

allah, i'i' , the excellence of God, or possessing excellence

from God
;

Faiz allah, AH
,
possessing liberality from

God
;
and Jleamun allah, , reposing in God. There

are other names of this kind which wifi, be familiar to those

who have lived in the East, as Khair allah and Amin

allah, etc. But the use of such names is not common, and

the practice has probably received a check from the exertions

^ Caussin de Perceval, vol. i. p. 243.
^ Corresponding with the Uriel and Uriah of the Scriptures.
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of the Mahomedan reformers to induce their followers to

abstain from their used

The devotion of the Mahomedans to the founder of their

religion finds its expression in a multitude of names, some of

which I subjoin from those in M. de Tassy’s list. To the

name of Abdallah, servant of God, correspond those of Ahd-ar-

raM, servant of the sent; Gholdm-i-Mohammed,

servant of Mahommed; Bandah-i-Ali, iAij,

slave of Aly
;
Ahj KuK, slave of Aly, and Gholdm-

i-Maider, jA-s-
, slave of the lion, i.e. Aly

;
Gholdm-i-

Husain, slave of Husain. To the name Khalil

allah, friend of God, correspond those of Tdr

Mohammed, or Ydr Aly, friend of Mo-

hammed and Aly, and terms corresponding with Lutf allah,

cJ.y , the goodness of God
;
Ata allah,

,
gift of

God
;
Nur allah, jy , light of God

;
and the familiar

names of All Murdd, S\y» the will of Aly, corresponding

with Mdsha allah, *IaL», the will of God.

I have already remarked that religious sentiment has had

considerable influence in the invention of names in all

countries and in all religions. The Mahomedans, though

making a large use of religious expressions and epithets,

have been sparing in the invention of names in which the

name of God appears. Such combinations were in common
use among the Jews, as in the case of Daniel, judgment of

God
;
Ezekiel, seeing God

;
Gabriel, man of God, or strength

of God
;
Gamaliel, God’s reward

;
Josiah, fire of the Lord

;

^

and Jeremiah, exalted of the Lord. So also, in modern

Europe, we have Godfrey, from Godfried, God’s peace
;
God-

hard, strength of God
;
and Godrich, rich or powerful in God.

It is in the expressions corresponding with gift of God, or

* See the translation of Takwiyat \il Iman, Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society, Vol. XIII. p. 324, in which, among other injunctions respecting the name
of God, it is even urged that devout persons should abstain from the use of names
like Abdallah, Abd ur rahman, Ehoda Buksh, Ala eddin, etc. The work is by
IsmaQ Hajji Maulavi, a disciple of Sayad Ahmed.

^ This is the meaning as interpreted by Camden. According to others, it means
given up to the Lord, or God-healed.
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of Mohammed, that we find the aptest illustrations of a

common religious feeling under different creeds and peoples.

The first recorded instance is afforded in the name of the

first-born of Eve. She is described as giving vent to her

feelings of gratitude in words which have been repeated by

so many of her descendants : “I have gotten a man from the

Lord,” the word Cain meaning “ gotten or acquired.” The

name Nathan, “ given,” represents the same idea, as cer-

tainly do the names Jonathan, Elnathan, Nathaniel, and

Nathaniah. The Carthaginian name Ilamilcar is the “ gift

of Milcar,” the Tyrian Hercules. The Arabic term for Giod’s

gift is Ata aUali, , corresponding with the Persian

Khudadad, Yezdan Buksh, , was the

name of the vizier of Hormuz ben Noshirwan.^ Yezdan in

the old creed was the good genius opposed to Ahriman.

Khitda Buksh is a common name in India. Khudaherdi

Timurtash, one of the Amirs who figure in Baber’s

Memoirs, bears the same meaning, given of God. In Sanskrit

Ave meet with Suryadatta, corresponding with the Greek

Ileliodorus, Sivadatta, and Krishnadatta, etc. In Greek

Theodorus and Theodosius, or Doritheus (Dorithy), Dositheos,

also Heradonis, Athenodorus, and Aphisodorus, the gifts of

Here, Athene, and the river Cephizus
;

Apollodoros was a

king of Bactria
;

the celebrated Mithradates bore a name

expressing the gift of the god Mithra. I cannot find an}'

old Roman name expressing the same grateful feeling. In

Christian times they became very eommon. There were

several bishops of the name of Deodatus. Deusdedit was the

name of an Archbishop of Canterbury in Saxon times, and

of one Pope. Beo yratias was a presbyter in the time of

Augustin
;
but the feeling of thankfulness, of which this is

the expression, may have been suggested by other reasons

than parental affection. Donatus, however, may be claimed

as belonging to this class. It is recorded of Louis VII. of

France, that when, after many daughters, he was blessed

with a son, he gave him the name of Lieu donne. The

* Yuller, Les. Pers-Lat. Etj-mologicum.
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French surnames Donnedieu, Donde, and Dieude, are traced

to the same source, and probably also the name Dudon.

A class of honorary titles are referred to in Hammer-
Purgstall’s essay under the head of Lacahs which have

nothing in them of the nature of proper names. Such

are the numerous epithets which were employed in the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries of the Christian era, com-

bined with the royal title Malik, by the line of Saladin and

some other d}masties, and by the Mamluk rulers of Egypt

and Syria. Saladin bore the title of Malik il nasir, and his son

that of Malik al adel, and the epithet al Afdal, ,
the most

excellent; al ashrqf, the most honourable; al dalier,

the manifest
;
al Kamel, the perfect; es mlali,

the firm or just, are of frequent occurrence at this epoch
;
but

they are not used apart from the royal title to which they are

joined, like the al mamun or the ar rashid of the Khalifs, and

cannot be separated from the honorary titles of princes which

do not come under the subject of this essay. These titles

form a numerous class in themselves, and were especially

affected by the Mogul Sovereigns of India. Some of these

assumed titles, as in the case of Jehanghir and Aurungzebe,

were the names by which these princes became known in

history.

The following are specimens of these metaphoric titles :

Zillallah, Ji?, shadow of God; Zill i subhani, Jl?,

shadow of the most high
;
Kibla i alum,

,
Kibla of

the world; Mazur i anwar
, ,

the presence of light;

Alam 'punah, ilij Jehan punah, asylum of the world.

These are obviously compliments in the usual fulsome style

of Eastern address, and not assumed by the sovereigns

themselves as part of their titles. The title of Sahib Kuran,

lord of the (planetary) conjunctions, which

was assumed by Timur and his immediate descendants, and also

by Nadir Shah, and by Shah Jehan,i has descended, like many

^ In the inscription on a mosque of the Moghul emperors, Shah Jehan is

called Sahib Kuran Sani, Sahib Kuran the Second, and possibly it was borne by
one of his immediate predecessors.—Prinsep’s UseM Tables, p. 46.
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other great titles, to the level of a proper name. I find the

name of Mian Sahib Kiiran among other Urdu poets referred

to in M. Garcin de Tassy’s Review of Hindustani Literature

for 1875.

The variety of these complimentary titles is endless. "NYhile

monarchs and their courtiers exhausted their imaginations in

inventing phrases of honour, men of letters and science came

in for their share. Here again I am indebted to M. Garcin

de Tassy’s paper for a curious list of these titles.

That oi .Malik asshuard, king of poets, has

been frequently conferred on the poet laureate of the day

;

Aladib atturk, , the learned Turk, was conferred

on Ibn arrumi
;
Sultan Khorassan, on the poet Anvari

;
Amir

il kaldm, , prince of discourse, conferred on Khusrau

of Dehli
;
Shums assJmara, sun of poets, on the

Persian poet Feleki
;
Afzal asshuara, J-ii' , the most

excellent of poets, conferred by Akbar II. of Dehli on the

poet Fazl, being a pun on his name. Then we have Zaina-

Idlamin, ornament of the creatures, conferred on

a ph^’sician
;
Bahr-i-Hifz, sea of memory, applied

to the author of a work, entitled “The Manners of Kings

Mufti assakilin, i judge of the two gross or

material races, i.e. mankind and genii, applied to a celebrated

lawj^er
;

Malik al/azild, LiiH king of the learned;

Kutb alilm tea alhukum, , pivot or pole of

science and wisdom, conferred on the astronomer Harfi

;

and Ain alurafd, > the eye of the contemplative,

applied to an ascetic writer.

This list might be largely swelled, if we took account of the

numerous fancy names conferred on or assumed by men of

letters
;
but I must turn to the other side of the picture. It

will be remembered that the Lacab deals not merely with

titles of honour, but with terms of reproach. Nicknames of

all sorts abound in the East, and as the kunyat or name of

affinity is pressed into the service of satire, so it is with the

Lacab. They are very sparingly illustrated in the French

and German essays. M. de Tassy gives the following
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examples: Araj, the lame; Ahdah, the hump-

back; Taicil, the long; Kmir, , the short; Kabir

, the great; Sagliir, , the little. It is pointed out

that the last two words are employed in the sense of senior

and junior, as, for example, Abu hafs alkabir and Abu hafs

assaghir; as are also the Persian synonyms Buzurg, > and

Kuchak, .

The examples in Hammer-Purgstall’s essay are equally

limited. They are, indeed, with one exception, confined to a

few epithets descriptive of defective eyesight. We have Araj,

the lame, of De Tassy’s paper, and then follow II aama, ,

the blind
;
II dliarir, > also the blind; // aamesh,

,

the blear-sighted
;

II aahfesh, the weak-eyed
;

II aasha, the

squinter. It is noted by Hammer-Purgstall that there are

no less than eleven grammarians who are nicknamed the

weak-eyed, and a dozen poets who are squinters, and he

leaves his reader to form his judgment whether these defects

in either case come by nature or from their special pursuits.

He evidently inclines to the opinion that the defective vision

of the grammarians has something to do with their studies.

Nicknames derived from personal defects or appearance

though common, are not, perhaps, so numerous as those which

in Europe have laid the foundation of so many European

surnames. I find in Ibn Khallikan’s dictionary another

“ squinter,” who is termed Said al ahical, . A powerful

Amir in the time of the Crusades bore the name of

Al mushtuh, , the scarred, from a wound on his face,

and the name was carried on to his son, one of Saladin’s

lieutenants, who bore the name of Abu al Mushtub. A
brother of Harun arrashid, who was of a large frame of body
and dark complexion, which he inherited from his mother,

a negress, bore the name At tannin,
,
the dragon. A

man of letters at Baghdad, in the third century of the Hejra,

received the name of Niphtaioaih, from the word naphtha, on
account of his ugliness and dark complexion. The cele-

brated founder of a sect, who raised a formidable insurrection

against the Abbasside Khalifs in the third century of the
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Hejra, is said to have received his name Kennat from his

gait and short stature, and the word is so interpreted by De
Sacy in his work on the religion of the Druses.^

The use of nicknames founded upon personal peculiarities

seems to have been more common among the Turks than

among the Arabs. It is said by D’Ohsson that the Sultans

never assumed an honorary title, but they occasionally re-

ceived from the public names of honour or reproach. The

only instances that he gives are the epithets adil, the just,

and i/awuz, the severe, but he does not mention to whom they

were applied. Solyman I., who figures in European history

as ‘ the Magnificent,’ received from his subjects the appellation

of Kammi, the legislator. D’Ohsson says that the following

623ithets are occasionally applied to ministers of state : Semiz,

the fat; Tawil, the long; Topal, the lame; Kur, the one-eyed;

and Del)/, the mad. Topal Osman was the grand vizier of

Mahmud I., and Kara (black) Mustapha the vizier of

Mahomet IV. The Lacah of Ilderim^ lightning, apj)lied to

Bayazet, is well known.

I have given in a preceding page some of the Lacabs

reflecting on the moral character of Khalifs of the

Ommiah or Abbasside line. In a similar spirit a vizier of

one of the Fatimite Khalifs received the appellation of Ra^

albaghal,
, the mule-headed. The celebrated Djezzar

or Jezzar Pacha, the defender of Acre, received the oppro-

brious nickname of Jezzar, the butcher, from his cruelty
;

his real name was Ahmed.® In the papers relating to Turkey

which have been laid before Parliament, I observe that in

1 The word kermat, is rendered in Freytag’s dictionary, “ Contraxit

passus in incessu.” Abulfeda gives a different derivation, and says that he was
so called from the red colour of his eyes.—Annals, vol. ii. p. 267.

^ The word Ilderim claims consanguinity with Ilduz or Yildiz,
,
a star,

the name of one of the Patan Sultans of Hindustan (Thomas’s Pathan Kings
of Dehli, p. 25). This, again, is traced by Prichard to the Mongolian Aldar and
the Mandchu Eider, which mean shine, splendour.

^ M. de Tassy is in error in supposing that he was a butcher by trade, and that

he retained the name of his former occupation when he rose to power. His
history is well known, and will be found in detail in the “ Hiographie Univer-

selle.” He was a Bosnian, and entered public life as the slave of the celebrated

Aly Bey. Jezzar, whose real name was Ahmed, took a pride in the revolting

name by which he was popularly known.
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recent times a Turkish Pasha on the Armenian frontier

received the nickname of Koort^
>
Pasha, the wolf, as

emblematic of the character of his rule. Baber, in his

account of the Khans of the Moguls, with whom his family

were connected, mentions that one of them, Sultan Ahmed
Khan, was commonly called Ilcheh Khan. The word Ilcheh

is said by Baber to be a corruption of the word Ilaji, which,

in the Kalmak and Mogul language, means slayer, as he had

on several occasions defeated the Kalmaks with great

slaughter. These kind of names are not, however, numerous.

Fanciful Kunyats seem to have been much more popular

among the Arabs for the expression of abuse, and the Lacahs

used for the purpose of honour.

The Ism u Nisbat.

The fourth class that I have to deal with is the name of

relation, ism u nisbat,
,
or, as it is described by

Hammer-Purgstall, Alansah,
,
the genealogies. The

latter designation is too limited, for this class includes names

derived from connexion of place or family, trade, religion,

or sect. It is compared by M. de Tassy to the agnomen of

the Romans. A more apt comparison would be with the old

Hebrew mode of describing a person by his connexion of

family, tribe, place of birth, or origin. Instances of the

latter abound in the Old Testament, as, Jesse the Bethlemite,

Elijah the Tishbite, etc., from known places. The adjective of

relation is formed, like the corresponding Hebrew word, by the

simple addition of the letter i, but in forming names of this

class, the original name occasionally undergoes an inflexion.

To designate a person by his connexion with place,

trade, or profession, has been at all times common in modern

Europe, and a very large proportion of the names in use

have been founded on such relations. In the West, a

* Since the above was in type I have met with another Koort, the proper
name of the person—a Mamluk Bey, who withstood Selim I. on his invasion of

Egypt, was so called. The account of his interview with the conqueror, and his

death, are graphically described in Von Hammer’s history.
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substantive is usually employed, with or without the “of” or

“ de,” which marked the connexion with the place of birth

or residence, or the definite article is prefixed to the trade or

office. There, are, however, a large number of exceptions to

this rule, which are analogous to the adjective of the Arabs.

Not to speak of names of honour like the Coriolanus and

Africanus of the Romans, we have Adrianus, Atticus,

Cyprianus, Sidonius, Lydia, Ilelvetius, etc.^ Barbarus was

once employed as a proper name, and Barbara still holds

its ground. In the British Isles we have Inglis and Scott,

French and Fleming, Cornish and AVelsh (in Scotch Wallace,

derived from Wallensis). Among the Mahomedans, as in

Europe, the name of relation very often superseded the other

appellations
;
and thus the historian Tabari and also Alhiruni

are chiefly known in later times by adjectives implying that

the fii'st named was a native of Tabaristan, and the latter of

Birun. It is strange that so eminent an historian as Tabari

should be chiefly known by a name expressive of local con-

nexion, for At Tabaris recur again and again in Ibn Khal-

likan. But the frequency with which the same name of

relation recurs, whether connected with place or family, has

led, for the purpose of distinction, to the application of more

than one name of this class to the same individual, which was

one of the peculiarities of the system derived from the Arabs.

These characteristics will appear more clearly as we proceed.

Ilammer-Purgstall arrans:es them under ten heads ;— 1.

Tribes or Families
;

2. Ancestors
;

3. Companionship
;

4.

Lords or Patrons
;

5. Slaves called after their masters
;

6.

Country or Place
; 7. Religion or Sect

;
8. Trade or Profes-

sion ; 9. Peculiarity of bodily members
;
10. Dress or other

accidental peculiarities. The two last are nicknames of

a very common order, and are only brought under this

arrangement owing to the employment of an adjective of

relation. Indeed, the examples are limited to two. A man
with a large head received the soubriquet of Rewasi, from

’ For examples of names derived from places, whetlier in the form of an

adjective or of a substantive, and drawn from all parts of Europe, I refer the

reader to i’ott’s Die persoiiennainen.
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Ras, the head. A celebrated reader of the Koran

and grammarian received the name of Al Kismji, from the

following incident, which is related by Ibn Khallikan. On
entering a room, his pupil, who had forgotten his name,

addressed him, O you with the dress Kisa
;
hence Kisayi.

Names derived from a master or patron are not numerous,

and need only to be referred to in illustration of the manners

of the day. Slaves, on receiving their freedom, sometimes

took a pride in bearing a name showing their relation to

a former master
;
and when that freedman rose to eminence

the name appears to have been retained. Some of the

examples are of distinguished persons. Thus, a freedman,

who ranks among the eleven above-mentioned grammarians

who took the nickname of Akhfeah, , the weaksighted,

is distinguished from the rest by the further name of Al
Mods/iushi, after his former master.

The remainder of Hammer-PurgstalFs subdivisions natu-

rally arrange themselves under the following heads : 1.

Tribes or Families
;

2. Place
;

3. Religion or Sect
;

4. Trade

or Profession. The first is the most interesting, and perhaps

the most important. In it we find occasionally the nearest

approach to the family name of Europe. Names of this

class have been always common among the Arabs, as might

be expected from the pride of descent, which rims so high

among them
;
and in histories like those of Abulfeda or

Tabari, describing the events of the first centuries of the

Hejra, when the Arabs were in the ascendency, public men
were usually distinguished by their family connexion either

in the form of a genealogy or by an adjective of relation.

These appellations served, however, very imperfectly to

distinguish one public character from another, as the same

personal as well as tribal name recurred so often, and it

became necessary for distinction to note the particular branch

or branches to which the person belonged, and other names
of relation were often added besides.

I find a curious illustration of the multiplication of tribal

names in a modern history of the Imams of Muscat. It

is the object of the author to do special honour to these
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rulers, and their tribal and other affinities are duly set

forth. For example, one of these princes, who played an

important part in the tenth century of the Hejra, Nasir Bin

Murshid Bin Sultan, has his genealogy traced through

eighteen generations, and it concludes with the following

enumeration of his tribal or other relations : El- Ya'aruhy,

El-Arahy, El-Himyary, El-Azdy, El Yemimy, the upright

Ibudhy. Ya'aruh, the descendant of Yoktan, is said to have

reigned over the whole of Yemen, and branches of the

great stock of Azd were numerous and long settled in

Yemen. One of the later rulers, who took the title of

8yml, and died so recently as in the year 1856, has his name

set forth as follows : The exalted Seyyid 8a’ id, son of Sultan,

son of the renowned Imam Ahmed-hin-Sa’id, ^7 Bu Sa’idy,

el-Yemeny, el-Omany El-Azdy. The tribe of Sa’id was a

branch of the Azd.*

This form of name seems to have been particularly

affected by men of letters, and examples abound in Ibn

Khallikan’s work, the tribal as well as the other designations

being particularly set forth. Thus I find a grammarian and

philosopher described as Al Koraishi, from his tribe, as ZaJiri,

from Zahra, a place near Cordova, and commonly known as

Al Islili, from a place in Syria to which his family belonged.

In some cases they take their names from celebrated ancestors.

Al Uashimi from Hashim, Mahomet’s grandfather, occurs

frequently. In other cases they are named from less remote

members. Thus, the celebrated vizier of Harun arrashid re-

ceived the name of Al Barmaid from his great-grandfather.

His name and descent are set out as follows : Abu ’1 Fadl

Jaafar ibn Yakya ibn Khalid ibn Barmak ibn Jarmas ibn

Yashtaf al Barmaki. The progenitor of the family is said

by Ibn Khallikan to have been a celebrated Magian of Balk.

The following curious combination will illustrate the use

of these names of relation. The author is a celebrated

master of tradition, and he is thus described : Abulhasan

' History of the Imams and Seyyids of 'Omin, translated by the Rev. G. P.

Badger.
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All Ibn Mabommed, ibn Khalif, al Ma'ajiri al Kairmcdni, that

is, of the tribe of Ma'afar, a native of Kairawan ; and as if

this double designation were insufficient for purposes of dis-

tinction, he is said to have been generally known by the

appellation Ibn al Kahiri, the son of a native of Kabir, a city

in Africa. Tribal or family designations came into promi-

nent use under Turki or Affghan rulers, when dynasties

came to be named after a tribe or founder. They occur again

and again in Indian history. I may, in passing, allude to

the use of the word Osmanli, an adjective of relation, applied

originally to the descendants of the founder of the dynasty

of Constantinople, and applied in a loose and extended way
to all Mohammadan subjects of the empire, who claim to

be of Turkish descent.

Names derived from places of birth or residence yield the

largest crop of these names of relation. They also abound

in Ibn Khallikan’s work. A few examples will probably

suffice. I take the following three from M. de Tassy’s essay.

Fargdni, was the celebrated astronomer, who is known

in Europe under the name of Alfmgan. Mary, the Coptic

maid, who was sent as a present to Mahomet by the Governor

of Egypt, always bore the designation, Miriam Kuhtiyat,

The master of the celebrated Avicenna, also a

great philosopher in his day, passed by the name of FdrdU,

(Alfarabius). Long or double names are sometimes

abridged. Thus I find among De Tassy’s examples Mucad-

dasi applied to a native of Jerusalem, from the expression,

Al Bait al Mucaddas,
,
the holy city. From

Hadramaut, a town in Yemen, are derived the names Hadri

and Hadrami
;
and from Bdrassaldm,^ j'j, the abode of

peace, applied to Baghdad, comes the name Saldmi,

applied to natives of that city.

Some of the names in Ibn Khallikan are not easily recog-

nizable under the transformations which they have undergone.

A native of Herat is II Herawi. A native of Spain is

’ Med'mat essaldm, is the name under which this city is

described on coins.
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Andalusi, that name being applied to the whole country.

A native of Salobrenna, near Grenada, is Al Shalanhini.

It may be added that Al Magrehi, the western, is

commonly applied to a native of Africa, and Al Shet'ki,

the eastern, is used in that sense in Ferishta. I have

not fallen in with any terms corresponding with northener

or southerner. Persons sometimes bear more than one local

name, derived from place of birth or of residence
;
but it is

more common to combine them with those denoting the sect to

which the person belonged or other circumstances. Names of

religion or sect occur frequently : II Maliki, from the founder

of one of the orthodox sects
;

II Motazili, from the founder of

the principal heretical sects
;
and Al Karmati, from the

insurgent sectary
;
and so on through the whole group.

Some examples have been given of the way in which these

different names are combined in one and the same person,

I will add one more. The historian of the Mahomedan

dynasties of Spain, translated by M. Gayangos, had no less

than four. His usual designation was Ahmed Al-Makhari

Al-Telemsani. His genealogy is traced, in the notice of his

life prefixed to the work, through twelve generations to an

ancestor of the tribe of Koreish. He was known generally

in the East by the honourable title of Al-Hafedh Al-Magrehi,

the western traditionist, and Shehab eddin, the bright star of

religion. He derived the name Al Makhari from a town in

Africa near Telemsan. He was called Al-Maliki,

from the celebrated founder of a sect, and he also bore the

name of Al-Ashari, but we are left in doubt whether

this applies to a tribe or religious sect.

De Tassy gives a curious instance of one of these names

of relation originally taken from a place, becoming the dis-

tinguishing name of a religious order. The founder of

it received the name of Chishti, from a place in Sejestan,

and the members of it called themselves Bardderi Cheshtiya,

the Cheshtian brotherhood. Each member

assumed the name, and thus became, as the case might be,

Salim Chishti, or Said Shah Zuhur Chishti, etc.
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"With regard to trades and professions, the last head under

which I proposed to treat this group, it is pointed out in the

Gierman essay that whereas it is usual, in speaking of traders

or professional persons, to describe them simply as the tailor,

the goldsmith, the teacher, as also the wazir, the Imam, and

the scheich
;
in the case of men of learning they are some-

times described by the adjective of relation, as Al Lagici, the

lexicographer (the English language does not suppl}^ the

equivalent adjective)
;
Al Ossitli, the dogmatical, etc., and

occasionally by a substantive, as Al Motakellim, the advocate

;

Al Mofessiv, the commentator, etc.

These distinctions, however, are not very closely observed.

I find in Ibn Khallikan, a writer distinguished by the name

of Al Sarraj, AjA\, the saddler; while a jurisconsult of the

Ilanbali sect is described in the adjective form as Al Kliiraki,

the seller of rags
;
and a celebrated philologer has the name

of Al Si?nsimani, the seller of sesame. This, the author of the

biography takes pains to inform his readers, is a vulgarism,

the proper adjective of relation being Simsbni. Names derived

from trades and professions are not, however, numerous in a

work like Ibn Khallikan’s, which deals chiefly with authors

of eminence or public men. A convenient illustration of

this kind of name is afforded by the history of the Sajfaris,

a family which rose to power in the third century of the

Hejra, and became the masters of a great part of Khorassan.

The founder of it, Yakub bin Laith, was called As Saffar,

the coppersmith, from the trade of his family, and the desig-

nation was extended to other members as an adjective, Es
Sajfari. The narrative of their long struggle against the

power of the Khalifs is given at length in the above work,

and is full of romantic incidents. It concludes with the

remark, “ Thus ended the power of the Saffaris.”

The Alamet and Onwan.

These constitute the fifth and sixth classes of Hammer-
PurgstalTs arrangement, and are not easily distinguished

VOL. XI.—[new series.] 15
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from the Lacdb. The Alamet is a title of honour applied to

princes only, and set at the head of state documents and

diplomas, in the same way as the Thogra or cypher of the

Sultans of Constantinople. Two examples only are given of

its use. In an historical work by Imad Eddin, who was in the

service of Saladin, the account of Mostadhhir billah, twenty-

eighth Khalif of the Abbasside line, commences with the

words, “His Alamet was Alkahir billah, the victorious

by God,” and then follows his full designation : A1 Imam al

Mostadhhir billah Abu ’1 Abbas Ahmed Amir al Mumenin
Ibn al Moktadi. The different names and titles of honour

are here easily distinguished. So, also, with regard to tliis

Khalif’s son and successor, Al Mostarshid billah. The

account of him begins, as in the preceding case, by giving

his Alamet, Annasir allah,
, the helper of God.

The Omvan is a title of honour applied to private individuals

in token of esteem, and distinguished from the other names

and titles, as in the following example, which is quoted from

an Arabian author. The full name runs as follows : Abul

Hamad Mohammad Zain Eddin Ghazzali, and to these four,

which complete the usual string of Arabian names, is added

the Onwan, Hajjat al islam, the testimony of

Islam.

It will be obvious that neither the Alamet nor the Onican

can be regarded as a proper name, according to European

usage
;
but it has been already remarked that names and

titles are very much confused together in Musulman usage,

and the study of names almost of necessity carries with it

that of titles and genealogies. The resort to these excep-

tional forms appears to be a natural sequel to the system

which excited the ridicule of Albiruni. As the old forms

became common, and ceased to be a matter of distinction,

these new titles came to be employed. This I should infer

to be the history of this anomaly. The complimentary titles

applied to private persons have their analogy in the fanciful

names in use in the middle ages, such as the angelic or

irrefragable doctors, etc.
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The Takhallus or Makhlas.

This is a fancy name assumed by poets, and by which

they are sometimes known to fame. It is supposed by M.

de Tassy that the practice arose from another custom of

introducing at the close of certain poems the poet’s own

name, and, the Alams or Lacabs not being always fitted for

the particular metre, it became convenient to adopt some-

thing new and suitable. A more elaborate explanation is

given by Hammer-Purgstall. The word itself does not tell

its own story, and the explanation which is given in Freytag’s

Dictionary, quoted in the German essay, does not clear it

up :

“ Accessio, quae in carmine a priore parte, introductione

scilicet ad propositum thema fit, ut una pars alteri consen-

tanea sit.” A passage from an Arab writer, the translation

of which is given in full, throws more light on the origin

of the term, and the mode of introducing the name of fancy.

A poem may commence with some phrase or sentiment, and

this must be carried out so as to turn gracefully to the

subject of the poem so that the sentiment and compliment

may harmonize together. The examples which are given of

these ‘ deliverances ’
^ are epigrammatic, and it would be

impossible, in such brief utterances, to render in a foreign

language the terms of expression which constitute the beauty

of the original. The idea which has given a name to this

figure, if it can be so called, is sufficiently illustrated in the

German translation. In the case which I am considering,

the assumption of names of fancy, the figure is used in a

different way. There is a change from the dominant idea

which pervades the poem, the praise of a beloved object, or

of a patron
;
and when the author comes to the concluding

distich, he recommends himself under an assumed name to

the object of his affection or interest.

Neither of these essays assists us much in tracing the

history of this custom. M. de Tassy says it is especially

' In the Lexicon of Golius the word is rendered liber et salvus

fuit evasitve becomes a place of safety or asylum, and

deliverance.
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affected by modern poets, tbougb, he adds, there are instances

of its use in the older times. Of this he gives a single example

in the name of a poet in the fourth century of the Hejra, who
bore the Takhallus of hujjaf, proof. All the other ex-

amples of these forms of ‘ deliverances,’ both in this essay and

that of Hammer-Purgstall, are mere strings of fancy names,

without informing the reader to whom they were applied.

This fantastic custom does not seem in keeping with the

poetry of a primitive age, and, from the absence of any

special reference to it in the lives of poets in Ibn Khallikan’s

work that I have consulted, I should suppose that it had not

established itself in the early centuries of Islam, when the

art was much cultivated, and poets sprang up in all the

countries conquered and occupied by the Arabs. That

author says, that among the poets of Islamic times there

\vere three that were unequalled, Jarir, Al-Farasdak, and Al-

Akhtal. The biographies of the two former are very full,

and there are frequent notices of Al-Akhtal scattered

through this work. These authors were contemporaries and

rivals, constantly engaged in a w'ar of wit and satire, accord-

ing to the fashion of the day, and although they occasionally

frequented the court, and received presents at the hands of

Khalifs of the house of Ommeiah, I find no allusion to any

TahhaUus. The name of the first of the three was his Alam,

and w’as borne by him through life, without his receiving any

other appellation except the tribal name of Al-Tamimi. Al-

Farasdak was a nickname, and interpreted by Ibn Khallikan

in two senses—either a lump of dough, on account of the

plainness of his features, or a piece of ci'ust, on account of

his dumpy stature. Al-Akhtal was also a nickname, and

there is the same uncertainty as to its meaning, as in the

last instance. Caussin de Perceval, in his sketch of his life,

says, that, according to Demiri, it was applied to him on

account of the conformation of his ears, which resembled

those of some animals. According to others the word means

fool,^ and was originally applied to him by his father, who

' De Sacy (Antliologie Grammaticale Arabe, p. 189) says that the name yas

home by several poets, and that it means buffoon, referring to several authorities
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wished to disarm the anger of a rival poet with whom he had

engaged in some lively contest, according to the fashion of

the time.^ In none of these instances do we recognize any

of the characteristics of the Takhallus, nor do I find any

trace of it in the translations of ancient Arabic poetry

recently published by Mr. Lyall, nor in the life of Lebid,

by the same author, which appeared in the Journal of

the Asiatic Society for Bengal, 1877. I may add that,

in several of the twelve examples of Takhallus borne by
Arab poets, which are given by Hammer-Purgstall, and

which I have been able to trace in Ibn Khallikan, the names

are interpreted in a very different sense from that which

appears in the German essay. Thus the name of As-Sdmi,

applied to a celebrated poet, is said by his bio-

grapher to have been derived from an ancestor of the tribe

of Koreish; Es-sahi, Jl, rendered in German cler fr'dhlich

Gr'unende, is, according to an authority quoted by Ibn

Khallikan, a relative adjective from the village Zdh, which

has given a name to other men of eminence. Whether he

derives his name from it, adds the author, is a matter of un-

certainty, “ all that I know of him is, that he was a native

of Baghdad, and a good poet.” Es-Saldmi,
,
in German

rendered der Griissende, means, according to Ibn Khallikan,

a native of Baghdad, i.e. Dar-as-Saldm, the abode of peace or

in support of his view. In the Lexicon of Golius it is interpreted in the two senses

referred to by Caussin de Perceval, and it is also said to he applied to the

Hysena.
* Very fhU biographical notices of these three poets by Caussin de Perceval

appeared in the thirteenth and fourteenth volnmes of the Nouveau Journal

Asiatique. These authors were, during the first two centuries of Islam, esteemed
as the writers who had made the nearest approach to the simple nervous style

which distinguished the ancient poetry of the Arabs. These biographies give an
interesting accmmt of the position which poets enjoyed at the courts of the
Khalifs, and in Arab society. They also describe the ferment which was caused
by their pungent satire, and the conflicts in which they engaged. On the question

of their names the information is precise and minute, and agrees with that of

Ibn Khallikan. Farasdak, whose proper name was Sammam, also bore

the Kunyat, Abu Ferds, father of the tearer, one of those applied to

the lion
;

the poet had no son of that name. Caussin de Perceval suggests

that it was applied to him in aUusion to the force of his genius. Jerir, besides

a name of family, had his name of relation from Bussora, where he resided, El
Basri.
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salvation, applied to that city. En Hashi, another of these

fancy names, bears various meanings, and the biographer does

not attempt to give any interpretation. In one instance the

interpretations agree. Al-Bari, ^,U1, the excellent, or pre-

eminent, is applied to a poet who lived in the sixth century

of the Hejra, and bore no less than four surnames. The

others were derived from his trade, his place of abode, and

lastly, from his social qualities, Al Nadim al Baghdadi, the

boon companion from Baghdad. These examples will show

how much uncertainty surrounds the interpretation of some of

these fancy names, and, indeed, I have experienced the same

difficulty in regard to old proper names generally. Poets, in

the work of Ibn Khallikan, have their Kimyats and Lacabs, like

the philologers, etc., Avhose lives are recorded, and they have

more than their share of soubriquets, some of them not being

very complimentary. Thus a celebrated poet of the second

century of the Ilejra was popularly known as Dik al Jinn,

Cock of the Genii, because, says Abu ’1 Faraj al

Isfahan!, he was ver}" ugly, and had green eyes. Another,

who flourished in the fourth century, was surnamed Al
Bahbagha, parrot, for the fluency of his language, or, accord-

ing to others, from an impediment in his speech. The name

Al Akhamcak, applied to a poet of the third centur}', is thus

interpreted by Ibn Khallikan. The word Akhau'icak means

a fat and short man, but stout. Another poet, observing a

great commotion among the people, asked them what had

brought them to such a Ilais-Bais, a term employed by the

Arabs of the Desert in the sense of trouble or calamity. The

expression being an odd one, it was ajDplied to himself, and

became a nickname.

The use of a Takhallus seems more in unison with the tone

of sentiment which pi'evailed in Persia than with that of the

Arabs, and whatever may have been the origin of the custom,

it took root there, as in a congenial soil, and from thence

spread to India. It seems also to have been very freety

employed by Turkish writers; but with the latter the practice

was not confined to poets. Ilammer-Purgstall gives a list of
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upwards of sixty, employed by various authors, two of them

being Sultans of the Ottoman Kne. Aicni, the assister,

was the poetical name of Mahomet II., the conqueror of

Constantinople, and Selimi of Selim I. Both these sovereigns

cultivated the art with success. The former is said by Yon
Hammer to have merited the name which he assumed, by his

munificent patronage of men of letters. His son, Jerir, was

also an accomplished poet. Selim, the conqueror of Egypt,

is said to have composed poetry in Persian, Turkish, and

Arabic, but his favourite studies were in the former, and he

left a diwan of odes composed in that language. The word

Selim is, of course, a play on the meaning of his own name,

lit. the perfect or sincere. This cultivated savage better

deserved the name of Ydicuz QjV.)> ^ Turkish word meaning

cruel or inflexible, applied to him by his subjects.

In Sir Gore Ouseley’s Biographical Notices of Persian

Poets, comprising about twenty-five authors, from the time of

Ferdusi down to the seventeenth century, there is an occasional

reference to these poetical names, as if it were an established

custom to assume them. "With regard to that of Saadi, there

is no question that this name was a Takhallus, but it seems

uncertain whether it was conferred on him b}^ his patron the

Atabeg Saad bin Zangi, who reigned over Ears, or whether

it was assumed by the poet in his honour. It has been

alleged that the name, which means literally happiness, and

suited his character, was intended to convey that idea vfith-

out reference to the name of his patron, and Hammer-
Purgstall enters it in his list with this interpretation. He
had his Lacab besides, derived from his place of birth.

His usual designation was Sheikh Saadi ShirazL

The name of Hafiz, literally keeper or preserver, was

applied by the Arabs to persons who have qualified them-

selves as teachers of theology, by learning the Koran by

heart, and many of the learned persons in Ibn Khallikan’s

work are denoted by this especial title. Hafiz, who was a

theological student in early life, is supposed to have derived

his name from this accomplishment, and, when he took to

poetr}", he made a free use of it by bringing in this name in
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the way the Takhallus is usually employed, at the end of his

odes.

It is a question among the biographers of Ferdusi whether

his name was derived from an ornamental garden named

Ferdus, paradise, which his father had charge of in the

neighbourhood of Tus, or from a compliment paid to him by

Sultan Mahmud. The former is the account of Dowlat Shah,

in his biography of poets. The incident which connects it

with Mahmud is related by Sir G. Ouseley, without naming

his authority, as follows : Shortly after his presentation at

the Court of Ghuzni, Mahmud’s admiration of the poet’s

wonderful genius was excited by a beautiful tetrastich, com-

posed extempore, in praise of the monarch’s favourite slave,

Ayaz. He exclaimed, “ By your presence here, you have

made my court a paradise (ferdus)F
Jdmi, one of the most celebrated of modern poets, assumed

the name from his birthplace Jam, a small town near Herat,

but the word also signifies a cup, and is reckoned as a

Takhallus. The word kdsi, also a cup, is employed by

the Persians to note his age when he died
;
the several letters

denote the numerals which make up the sum. Afzaladdin

Ibrahim, who lived in the sixth century of the Hejra,

derived his Takhallus, like Saadi, from his patron, the

Khakan Manusheher, who ruled over Shirwan
;

hence the

name of Khakani, which he took in exchange for that of

Hakaiki, his first poetical name.

His contemporary, Zehiruddin Faridbi, derived the latter

name from Faridb, a place where he resided for some time.

It is reckoned by Sir G. Ouseley as his Takhallus. I should

have classed it as a name of relation.

Other poetical names mentioned by Sir G. Ouseley are

Hdtifi, a poet of Khorasan, who lived in the tenth century

of the Hejra
;

^ Nowi, who wrote during the youth of

* Hdtif literally, crying; Hdtif-alghaib (u— lij’lji), voice of the

invisible. Professor Ethe informs me that Kdlif by itself has in Persian
poetry the technical meaning of heavenly voice (inspiration from above).

Persian poets therefore appeal usually in the introductory chapters of their

Mathnawis to the to suggest an appropriate title.
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Aurungzeb; TVassd/ (panegyrist), the honorary title of the

author of a History of Persia, written in the seventh century.

Attar is the poetical name of Feriduddin, who lived in the

sixth century, and was, according to Dowlat Shah, the most

perfect Sufi philosopher of the age in which he lived. He
took the name from his trade, a druggist, jlAc . Here,

again, I feel some hesitation in accepting this as a Takhallus.

With the exception of Ferdusi, all the preceding examples

refer to comparatively modern times, and do not assist us in

tracing the history of the custom. I am fortunately able to

supplement them with some illustrations of the usage among
the older poets of Persia, which have been obligingly com-

municated to me by Professor Ethe of University College,

Aberystwith, in reply to my inquiries, and I have received

his permission to insert them in this paper. He writes

:

“As far as my knowledge of Arabic poetry goes, I am
inclined to agree with you that the practice of the Takhallus

is a more modern and probably imitated one
;

but as to

Persian poets, I can show ample evidence that the usage

existed already in the very beginning of that literature, and

that by no means was such a title always conferred by

patrons. There appear to me to have been three principal

sources from which they got their ‘ noms de plume ’

;

either they took the nisbah of their native place, or they

assumed a sort of nickname referring to their original trade,

profession, special accomplishments or habits
;

or finally

they used as takhallus an honorary title which was bestowed

on them by their patron, sheikh, etc., or which they adopted

themselves in honour of such a patron, sheik, etc. Rudagi,

the father of Persian poetry (a.h. 330 or 343), derived his

takhallus, according to 'Aufi, the oldest biographer of Per-

sian poets, who flourished about a.h. 617 (see Sprenger, Cat. of

the Libraries of the King of Oudh, p. 1, and my edition of

Rudagi’s Poems, in the ‘ Nachrichten ’ of the Gottingen

Academy, 1873), from his native place, Rudag in Trans-

oxania. Later writers only, like Daulat Shah, say he

assumed it on account of his proficiency in playing the

lute (Rud). Kisai, a younger contemporary of Rudagi,
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and, like him, a poet of the Samanlde dynasty (about a.h. 390

or 391), is said by 'Aufi to have gained this takhallus

because he, as a stern and ascetic man, used always to draw

his garment {kisa, '^) over his face. A still older Persian

poet (flourishing before Pudagi), Hakim Khahhaz (the

baker), took his takhallus from the trade he carried on

;

another old poet of the Samanides, who is quoted by Firdausi,

as Klmsmicdni (Royal), adopted this fancy name, either

because he reckoned himself among the kings of poets or

because he was court-poet. Dakiki (^ii-iJ), another Sama-

nide poet, the first who was entrusted with the poetical

redaction of the Shahnama, was honoured by this takhallus

on account of his subtle thoughts. The first great

didactic poet of Persia, Nasir Khusrau, who flourished about

A.H. 440, author of the Rushanai-nama, used the Takhallus

Hujjat (argument, proof), on account of the mystic doctrines

he professed. The origin of Firdausi is still dubious, but

Sa'di took on his own account, according to the best autho-

rities, his Takhallus in honour of his patron, Atabeg Sa'd-uddin

bin Zangi. The great lyrical poet, Mas'ud bin Sa'd bin

Salman (a.h. 525) uses generally as Takhallus Bandah, ser\ant.

Fariduddin 'Attar styles himself 'Attar, because he followed

in the beginning of his career the profession of a druggist.

Atman, the great panegyrist (a.h. 586), had first as Tak-

hallus Klidivan, but changed that into Atman, at the

suggestion of his friend 'Umarah. Falald, a great Kasidah

writer (a.h. 577), chose his Takhallus on account of his

predilection for astronomical and mathematical sciences.

ILdfiz called himself so, because he knew the whole Koran

by heart. Let me add as another instance, one of the

contemporaries of Firdausi, and one of the court poets of

Sultan Mahmud, was Abu Najm (or Najm-uddin) Ahmad
bin Ya'kub, with the Takhallus Manuchihri, which he assumed

because he had been, in the beginning of his literary career,

panegyrist of the Amir Manuchihr, son of Amir Kabus.

As to the Arabs, there is, I think, one example of a

Takhallus, or at least of something very similar to it, in

the name of the old ante-Muhammedan poet Ndhigha,
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that is, Abu Amama ZiaS. bin Moawia adbdhubyani, who, like

many other Arabic poets, called himself, or was called by

others, Ndhigha, because, not being born with a natural

talent, he had commenced writing poetry only in advanced

years and yet obtained great success (see De Sacy’s Chresto-

mathie Arabe, tome hi. p, 48, et seq., where this matter is

dealt with in detail). But I admit that this custom appears

after all to be very rare among old poets of Arabia.”

The development of the system in modern times is well

illustrated in M. de Tassy’s examples. They belong, with

two exceptions, to unnamed authors. But, on comparing

them with the names of poets in Sprenger’s Catalogue of the

Manuscripts in the King of Oudh’s Libraries, I have traced

a considerable number of them to recent writers, some of

them being Hindustani poets. There is an extravagant tone

in the names of fancy in M. de Tassy’s essay that is not in

keeping with that which prevailed during the best age of

Persian poetry, the natural consequence of the decline of

taste. The poet is supposed to assume a name expressive of

a dominant idea which absorbs his whole being. Take, for

example, the following: Sauda literally, black bile,

but used in the sense of desire, greediness
;

Islic
(
JiAc), love;

Afsus grief; Aram tranquility; Kiirhdn

sacrifice
;
Dag ( wound or stigma

;
Asi (^-slc),

rebel; Beddr the sleepless; Bemdr the sick;

Farruch (^y), the happy, and Hazm the sad.

Occasionally the takhallus expresses the humility of the

writer’s aspirations, as ), little; Abjadi

ignorant; Ahkar humble; Bechara unfor-

tunate; Betdh impotent. Or the assumed name is

of a more pretentious character, as Afsah eloquent

;

Ala elevated; Dana (Ulo), learned; Darakshdn

brilliant, like lightning. Sometimes the poet

boasts of a title expressing freedom of thought, as Becaid

unfettered; Rind (A)j), dissolute; Diicdna

mad; Dilsoz (jyJj), inflamed; Farig (^^), careless. We
have also names derived from natural objects, as Aftah
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sun; Chand moon; Ahhtar star; Gul

(J^), rose; Ldla tulip; or from any quaint idea, as

Anlik tear
;

Figan lamentation
;

Ilairat

astonishment (or stupor, the sixth station on the

m}'stic road).

Some of the fancy names affected by poets of the court

of Dehli were very popular, and borne by various authors.

In the index to the biographies of Urdu poets in Sprenger’s

Catalogue, I find fourteen Betdbs (impotent), twelve Ridhas

(content), nine Fidas (redemption), six Gharibs (poor), eight

Ishks (desire), nine J)i/s (heart), and two Bedils, literally

heartless, but used in the sense of lovesick.

The importance which attached to these fancy names may
be judged of by an incident which is related in Sprenger’s

work. A poet who claimed the royal name of Sultan,

assumed the fancy title of Khdn-zamdn, khan of the age.

Another poet assumed the Takhallus of Sultan
;
whereupon

Khan-zaman offered him one thousand rupees if he would

change it, and when he refused to do so, he threatened to put

him to death. The poet withstood both promises and threats,

and kept his Takhallus.

M. De Tassy informs us that it has become a rule when a

poet writes in more than one language, he should assume a

separate Takhallus for each. Thus Hafiz Calandar Baksh of

Paniput, a writer of the present da}", takes the name of

Bedam (*A-;’), breathless, for his Hindustani poems, Zirak

[CSjij), ingenious, for those in Persian, and when he composes

in Arabic he becomes Alim (-*S'^), the learned. The late Mr.

Bland, in a letter on the life of Masaud, which appeared in

the Journal Asiatique for 1853, also mentions the custom of

bilingual or trilingual poets assuming a distinctive name in

their compositions in different languages, and gives as an

instance the case of an author who assumed the name of

Fenai in his Persian Gazals, and of Newdi when he wrote in

the Jagatai Turki.

It remains only to add a word or two on the fancy names

of poetesses. Literary ladies have never been very numerous
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in the East, and very few of those whose names and works

have come down to us are distinguished by poetical names,

perhaps because the proper names usually conferred on them

in later times were so fanciful that they could not be improved.

There is in Sprenger’s Catalogue a biographical notice of

ladies who have risen to fame, twenty in number, most of

them being of Tatar origin, and some have written poetry in

their native language. The Takhallus of only one of them is

specified, and her poetical name, Nisai, is taken from her

own proper name, Fahkr annissa, > gloi'y of women.

But the name Beclili, that of another of these ladies,

is a known Takhallus, and given above. Alim, , furnace

or oven, reads very like one, and so do the names Hijahi,

, Iffati, and Ismati, expressive of

modesty or seclusion. The names Bihi Hayat,

life, or Mihri,
,
sunny, were probably the proper names of

the ladies. Mention is made in Sir G. Ouseley’s work of a

beautiful and learned lady, the wife of the Sultan of the Arabian

Irak, in the eighth century of the Hejra, who studied the art

of poetry with her husband under Selman of Sava. Her
name, Bilshad Khatun, betokening joy or hilarity, might

pass for a Takhallus, but there is no reason to suppose that it

was one. I have only met with two other specimens of these

poetical names assumed by ladies in Sprenger’s lists : one

lady bears the name Jan,
,

life; and another that of

Kdkuli, from a Persian word meaning a curl or lock

of hair.

I propose to continue the subject in another paper, and

deal with the proper names of Musselman women. I shall

endeavour to trace the changes which the system of nomen-

clature, as developed by the Arabs, has undergone in other

countries, and in later times, adding some general remarks

on points of resemblance or contrast which Eastern names

present to those of Europe.
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Art. X.

—

Principles of Composition in Chinese, as deduced

from the Written Characters. By the Rev. Dr. Legge,

Professor of Chinese at Oxford.

It has often been said that there is no Grammar in Chinese

;

and the statement is true. When we speak of “ grammar,”

with reference to the written characters, or even to the

spoken language, of the people of China, the term must be

understood in a peculiar sense. Grammar, as the Greek

derivation shows, has to do with words, and is applicable

only to languages that have an alphabet; whereas the Chinese

written characters were at first pictures and ideagrams, and

they have continued to be so substantially during all the

millenniums of their use, down to the present day.

It may be asked, “ Are there no words then in Chinese ?
”

and I reply, To be sure there are. The fathers of the

Chinese people spoke before they wrote, just as the fathers

of every other people did. When they felt the necessity or

impulse to make a permanent record of events in the past, or

of contracts between individuals and communities, they tried

to do so by means of knotted cords. No details of this

device have been preserved. We only know that it existed

as a fact in the mental and social development of the people.

It proved inadequate for the purpose intended
;
and about

5000 years ago there began the formation of written

characters.

These were in the first place pictures of objects. To

pictures there succeeded demonstrative figures or symbols,

designed to awaken by their form the idea in the mind of

the writer, or the phenomenon before it. A third class of

characters followed, in which two or more of those already

existing were put together, so that their meanings should
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blend in the compound
;
which thus became the symbol of a

fresh concept.

On these three principles of formation about 1500 charac- i

ters came into existence. Slight changes were made in the

figures of some of them, to form new characters with new
names

;
and others of them were employed, without altera-

tion of name, to represent different ideas. Two additional

classes of characters were thus constituted
;
but they are

hardly entitled to special consideration. The figures com-

prehended under them, added to those in the three earlier
j

classes, do not carry the whole number up to 2500.

But at this point the Chinese makers hit on what we
must call a phonetical principle

;
they combined two of their

existing characters, so that one of them should indicate in

a general way the signification of the compound, and the

other its name. This method of making characters admitted

of indefinite application
;
and as a matter of fact, more than .

nine-tenths of all the characters contained in the K’ang-hsi

Dictionary were formed by it. I suppose that you have

some knowledge of the principles of formation in these six

classes of the Chinese characters. It will be sufficient for my
purpose, in referring to them to-day, to show that there is

nothing in the forms of the first five classes to indicate the

pronunciation of them, and nothing in those of the sixth

class to indicate their pronunciation after the fashion of

words in an alphabetic language.

Let us take, as a specimen of the pictorial characters, that

which represents the sun, and has the derivative signification

of clay. It is now written 0 >
but originally it was a picture

of the sun

—

Q, or some nearer approximation to the appear-

ance of the great luminary. They now call it zah
;
anciently

they called it nit, or something like that, as it appears in

Niphon, the name of Japan. It was the name in their
|

common speech of the sun. If it had been called sun, or sol,

or rfKio<i, it would, as a picture, have answered its purpose

equally well.

Let us take as a specimen of the demonstrative characters

that which represents the number three. It is written
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and was called sam, or, as it is now called in Mandarin, san.

But it would have equally served its purpose if it had been

called three, or tres, or tiga.

Let us take two examples of the third class of characters,

—compounds formed on the principle of suggestive combi-

nation. There is the character t^, ming, made by combining

the pictures of the sun and moon, 0 ,
and ^ ,

called zdh and

yueh. It means bright, brightness, to brighten, brightly
;
but

its name

—

ming—has nothing to do with the names of its

component parts, zdh and yueh. There is again the character

shu, made by combining the pictures of a style or pencil

and breath issuing from the mouth, to give the idea of speech,

^ and
,
called yu and yiieh. Its earliest meaning was a

^ written character, and it came to signify a booh or books. It

tells its meaning to the mind through the eye— ‘ the pencil

speaking
;

’ but its name shu is in no way formed from the

names yu and yiieh of its component parts.

We may pass over the fourth and fifth classes of characters,

as they'have no peculiaiit}’ calling for remark in connexion

with the subject before us
;
but the first three classes of which

I have adduced illustrations are really Origines Scripture

Sinias, and we see clearly that their meaning is quite

independent of the names by which they are called. To

use the words employed by Father F. Lenormant, of them

and of other primitive ideographic symbols :
“ Representing

directly and exclusively ideas, their signs were absolutely

independent of the words by which the spoken idioms of the

peoples who made use of them expressed the same ideas.

They had their own existence and signification apart from

all pronunciation of them
;
nothing in them figured their

- pronunciation, and the written language was in fact so

distinct from the spoken, that either of them might be

very well understood without any knowledge of the other.” ^

Let us now take two examples of the sixth and last, and

very much the largest class of characters,—those in which

' See the Dictionnaire des Antiquites Grecques et Eomaines, d’apres les Textes

et les Monuments ; under the direction of MM. Ch, Daremberg et Edm. Saglio,

Article Alphabetum.
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there is an element of phonetical formation. There is

ho, denoting a river, and specially the Yellow River. It is

made up of the constituents 7|C, or \, shui, meaning water,

and n, klio, the symbol for permissibility or potentiality,

to be translated may or can. yj<C ,
shui, gives a general idea

of the meaning of the compound, as coming under the

category of water, and by pf, kho, we approximate to its

sound. But you cannot spell, so to speak, ho by combining

shui and kho; and there are, moreover, more than eighty

other characters, with different significative constituents,

but all containing the same phonetical symbol, and called

variously kho, ko, ho, o, and other variations, perhaps, of

kho. Again, there is Hang, denoting ‘ dried grain,’

‘ rations.’ The category of its meaning is given by the

pictorial constituent, ^ ,
mi, denoting rice uncooked, while

its sound is indicated by the other constituent, Hang, —
meaning good or honest. But you cannot spell the sound

Hang by means of mi and Hang, nor can you get the meaning

of dried grain out of rice uncooked and good. Moreover,

there are nearly seventy other characters, with the same

phonetical element in them, and all pronounced Hang, long,

or niang.

In these phonetical characters we have the rudiments of

syllabic writing, but there was no disentangling in them of

the consonant from the vowel, and no approach to the for-

mation of an alphabet. So far as their names are concerned,

they are only conventional symbols. And with this step

Chinese invention in the representation of the words of the

spoken language stopped. As Lenormant says, “ It has not

taken a single step in advance since, more than forty centuries

ago, it surmounted, in the manner we have described, the first
j

stage in the painting of sounds.” Whether he be correct in

accounting for this cessation of the inventive faculty on the

ground of the monosyllabic character of the Chinese language,

while the spoken idiom of the Egyptians, out of whose

hieroglyphs sprang the Phoenician letters, was polysyllabic,

I will not stay to inquire. It has simply been my object, by

the details into which I have entered, to set forth as clearly

VOL. XI.—[new SEKIES.] 16
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as I could the difference between the Chinese writing and

that of alphabetic languages.

Dr. Edkins has hazarded the opinion that possibly Chinese

researches may throw light on the origin of words, for the

intellectual task of forming the characters was in several

respects a renewal of the original task of forming words

themselves. “ Throat letters,” he adds, “ naturally represent

throat action, labial letters labial action, and dental letters

dental action.” ' We may expect, according to his reasoning,

characters indicative of such actions to be pictures of the

throat, the lips, the teeth, or having those pictures enter

into them as their significant constituents. There may be

some ground for this speculation, but the regions into which

it would conduct us are for the present shadowy and unde-

fined. We may, in the meantime, rest in the view that the

Chinese characters have their meaning apart from all pro-

nunciation of them. They are thus incapable of growth and

development, and very different from words. When an

alphabet has been formed, and a root-word, wrapt up in its

letters, has been deposited in the soil of the human mind, it

becomes there a seed. It strikes downwards, and shoots

upwards, and extends laterally. We may be able to trace

and explain the method of its increase
;
but the while it has

the appearance of a living thing, acted on and nourished

indeed from without, but, as by a power within itself, altering

its form in adaptation to its varying relations with other

words surrounding it. It has its name, and can bear no

other. That name may change somewhat in course of time

in any one language, and the variations of it in cognate

languages may be considerable; but the changes and

differences will, for the most part, be capable of being

explained and brought under law.

Pictorial and symbolic figures do not admit of develop-

ment in the same way. As the appliances and occasions

for writing them are multiplied or alter, indeed, they may
be so abbreviated and changed that hardly a trace of their

* Introduction to the Study of the Chinese Characters, p. 42.
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original form shall remain
;
but not the less they continue

symbols, and do not grow as the root-word does. Thus it is

that what we call grammar is unknown in Chinese, and the

methods of composition in it, simple enough in themselves,

are different from what we have been accustomed to in

alphabetic languages. You have all heard, no doubt, of the

peculiarity of Chinese characters, that one of them may
perform the part of several of our Parts of Speech, according

to its position and relation to other characters in the same

sentence. One of the first things, therefore, to be done in

learning to read and write Chinese, is to avoid looking at it

through the spectacles of Aryan or Semitic grammar. I well

remember how perplexed I often was, through not doing so,

forty years ago, when I was beginning to work my way into

an understanding of Chinese books. I would say to myself,

“This character is a substantive and can be nothing else, or

an adverb and can be nothing else,” and so on
;
and then I

would soon come, in my reading, on those very characters

used in such a way as to upset all my hasty conclusions about

them. Let me give you an instance or two :

—

There are the characters chin, signifying metal, and

specially gold; yu, signifying and generally any

precious stone; and zan, corresponding to our adverb

so, and constantly added to other characters with the force

of our terminations like and ly. I thought that chin and yii

were certainly substantives, and would never be found but

as such. Expressions which I soon encountered, like chin

fdi, ‘ the golden terrace,’ and yii, yen,
‘ precious words,’

did not much disturb me, for we speak in English of ‘ a

gold watch ’ and ‘ a jade sceptre ’
; but when I met in the

Book of Ancient Poetry, with the sentence, $ lif "h >

‘ Do not gold and jade your messages,’ ^ that is, ‘ Do not

make the news from you as rare as gold or jade,’ I saw

how easily the nouns might pass into verbs. Again, with

regard to the character ^ ,
which I had thought must

always appear as an adverb and nothing else. I came

1 The Shih, II. iv. ode 2.
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on the remark of Confucius about one of his disciples,^

^ ^ 'm ‘ Yung’s words are correct,’ where the adverb

was transformed into an adjective, carrying also in it the

copula. Later on, I found in an ancient ode these lines

:

A ^ M "W’ ^ M> ‘''Yhen men tell

their stories, if you do not assent to them, how will they

have course ?
’

‘If you do not assent to them,’ is, literally,

‘if you do not so them.’ is used as synonymous with,

or an advance on, fg ,
‘to credit,’ ‘ to believe,’ in another

line. The adverb has assumed the function of an active

verb.

Such being the nature of the Chinese characters, it was

impossible that anything of the same kind as our Grammar
should have a place in the literature of the nation. Much
has been w’ritten, indeed, about the six principles of for-

mation, and tracing the different characters to one or other

of them, and this may be represented as akin to that part

of Etymology which treats of the derivation of words
; but

it is on a different plane of thought. The changes which

have taken place in the forms of the characters have been

noticed and described, constituting in the same way a kind

of Orthography. The tones and rhymes under which the

characters are arranged may^ be called, more correctly,

Chinese Prosody. Of Syntax, properly so called, there is

none
;

for though the rules for elegant compositions, on

which success at the competitive examinations mainly

depends, are elaborately laid down, their parallels must

be sought for in western treatises on Rhetoric, rather than

on Syntax. One important branch of western Etymology,

the modifications that words undergo by declension and

conjugation, has nothing at all corresponding to it; for the

characters, as we have seen, are indeclinable and inconju-

gable. There remains that branch of Ety^mology which

treats of the different sorts of w'ords,—what we call the Parts

of Speech. There would hardly seem to be room even for

this, for, according to the characteristic of which I have just

1 Analects, VI. i.
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spoken, the same character may play the part of several

Parts of Speech. But it may be said that if the characters

themselves cannot be classified grammatically, their different

usages might be so
;
and we find in fact that something like

this has been done, though in a vague and imperfect manner.

One scholar and another have been brought to the verge of

the gulf that must for ever separate si/mbols from words ,

—

the representing of thought by means of the former, and the

expressing or giving utterance to it by the latter.

The characters are divided by Chinese thinkers into two

classes, the ^ {shih) and the ^ (hsii)
;

which names

literally mean the sqh'd and the void, that is, the full or

substantial and the empty. And subordinate to this is

another binary division of them into

the dead and the living, equivalent really to the fixed and the

moving.

Among the ‘ substantial ’ characters are, as we should ex-

pect, all that are used substantively, which represent, as Mr.

Pi Hwa-chan ^ ^), a writer of the present century,

says, “ Whatever can be pointed at, things that have form,

material, substance, breath, and sound, heaven, earth, num-

bers, facts, and principles.” ^ But are characters that are

used verbally to be ranked also among the substantial? Father

Premare, whose authority is great, and of course Bemusat

after him, and I might also say Endlicher after them both,

think so.^ Premare says :
“ The Chinese subdivide the shih

tsze into hico tsze and sze tsze, living characters and dead, by

the living meaning verbs, and by the deM nouns.” But I

cannot call to mind any statement to that effect by a Chinese

writer. Certainly Mr. Pi Hwa-chan knows no shih tsze, but

such as we should say were used as substantives. He shows

a clear apprehension of the nature of adjectives and verbs
;
but

the adjectival and verbal characters, with all others, except

the substantival, he classes among the hsii tsze or empty cha-

1 The title of Pi’s vork is ^ ^ ^ . See some account of it

in Edkins’s Grammar of the Shang-hai Dialect, pp. 62, 63, et al.

^ Premare’s Notitia Linguae Sinicse, p. 47 ;
Eemusat’s Elemens de la Gram-

maire Chinoise, p. 35.
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racters. So he does with pronominal, adverbial, and conjunc-

tival, with interrogative and exclamatory, characters, hut with-

out the same clear discrimination of their nature. This writer,

it appears to me, must have gained some indistinct acquaint-

ance with our "Western grammar, which set him on the track

of investigation that he pursued. Where he succeeded and

where he failed equally show how unsusceptible the Chinese

characters are of grammatical treatment in any proper signi-

fication of the phrase.

I would only say further, before going on to the next step

in my paper, that the division of the characters into the

two great classes of shih and hsu is correct and has its foun-

dation in their structure. That the first class of characters

I —the pictorial—are substantival, needs no demonstration.

They have their meaning in themselves. They were origin-

ally pictures of external objects. They are shih.

The second class—the indicative—were syinbols, and not

full pictures of external objects. They stimulated the mind

to refer them variously according to the subject occupying it.

This is the case the with numerals, —
, pg ;

but 1,

2, 3, 4 what ? They are, in themselves, hsu, but the mind

uses them adj ectivel}", and applies them to whatever it is

thinking of. It uses them also as verbs and adverbs, as in

the Confucian sentence A - ^ ‘ Another

ones or onces, and succeeds
;
he will hundred it,’ that is,

‘ what another can do by one effort, he will do by a hundred

efforts.’ It gets from them also the abstract ideas of unity,

duality, and so forth. Another instance of this class is

(fan), the dawn. It presents to the eye simply the sun

appearing above a line. The mind conceives of this line that

it represents the horizon, and so has the idea of the dmcn

conveyed to it.

The third class—the suggestive—are made up, we have

seen, of dififerent pictures. So far they are shih ; but in

regard to their actual meaning in use they are hsu. [niing),

for instance, of which I spoke, presents to us the sun and

moon shining together
;
but from that the mind receives the

idea of hrightness, and all our other Parts of Speech in which
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there is that concept as their root. Another example of this

class is ^ {f^)> fte character for a wife. We have in it

two pictures :— (nu), the figure for a female, and

{chau), the symbol for a broom. A woman and a broom
;

what idea does the combination of these figures awaken in

the mind ? A woman riding through the air on a broom-

stick suggests to us the idea of a witch ; but a ivoman and a

broom suggested to the Chinese makers the idea of a wife ,

—

the woman whose function it was to use the broom, and keep

all clean and neat about the house.

The sixth class—containing, as I said, more than nine-

tenths of the characters—is different from these, but still we

must pronounce them hm, in regard to the signification

which they convey. Take, as an example, fu). On
the left is the same {nii), ‘a female,’ as the significant

element in the compound; on the right is pronounced

ha, and meaning ‘ ancient,’ ‘ old.’ The whole character

must say something about /ma/e.9, but as to what that some-

thing is, it is hsii, empty, or void of indication. If it were of

the suggestive class, female and ancient would give us the

idea of an ancient lady or duenna; but the merely

phonetical, indicating the name. The whole is ‘ a polite

term for females, especially the young and unmarried.’

(leu niang) is the common equivalent of our ‘ Miss,’

and denotes the young ladies of a family. Another common
phrase, ^ {ts'un hit), means ‘ village girls.’ This ^
(fit) is simply the symbol of the vocable hit. It is the

memory of the phonetical kit, and of its application, and not

anything in itself, which gives its significance to the character.

There is reason therefore for the Chinese division of the

characters into shih and h&u, those having a full meaning in

themselves, and those in themselves having no such meaning,

but significant only when their structural or merely conven-

tional meaning is put into them from without by the mind.

The division has to do with their structure more than with

their use, and cannot be used legitimately in the service of

grammar.

The principal results at which we have arrived in the
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preceding discussions about the Chinese characters are

these :—They are not words, but symbols. In their first

origin, and while they were few, they were pictiires of

objects and symbols suggestive of ideas; and might have

been called by any other names as well as by those which

their makers gave to them from their ordinary speech.

Even after their number was multiplied by the introduction

of a phonetical element into the structure of most of

them, and their meaning could not be dissociated from their

colloquial names, they were only half words. Their sym-

bolic character still remained. They retained the versatility

through which any one of them could discharge the

functions of several of our parts of speech. They retained

also their immobility, and, however they were used, were

incapable of any inflection.

It follows from all this that composition in them, or rather

with them, was and must still be, a different thing from

composition in an alphabetical language, where the writing

is a transcript of what would be intelligible if spoken,

varied only by the command of language and special gifts

that go to constitute the peculiar style of every author.

It is true that the character of Chinese compositions has

gradually departed more and more from the most ancient

models, and approximated to the communications of thought

in the vernacular speech
;
but where that approximation is

the closest, there remains on it the ancient stamp of sym-

bolism. Let me try, from the standpoint of their differing

styles, to lay before you a brief account of the chief portions

of Chinese literature.

The most ancient are what we denominate the ^ (King)

or classical works. Three of them, the Shu
( ^ ), the

Shih (||p), and the Yi (^), or the Books of History,

Poetry, and Philosophy, are the best specimens of what

is called the ku wan or micient style

;

though the

Tao Teh King ^), or Book of Tao and Virtue

by Lao-tsze -^ ), the Father of Taoism, is hardly less

so. The authors of these, as Remusat has said with

tolerable correctness, “ expressed their ideas with the fewest
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words ”

—

i.e. characters
—

“ possible
;

they wrote separately

every proposition without connecting it either with those

which preceded or followed it
;
and from this there resulted

the Ancient Style,—sententious, vague, concise, and dis-

connected.” There is no reason to doubt that portions of

the Shu were written as early as the twentj’-third century

B.C., or more than 4000 years ago. The other Classical

Books are not so concise in their composition as these.

There is more connexion between the parts of a sentence,

and between adjoining sentences. It is easier to make

out their meaning. Some of them were written between

the fifth and first centuries b. c.
;

others appeared, in

the form in which we now have them, later than that.

The art of composition had improved during the time

between the production of them and that of the older

monuments.

From the classical works we pass into the field of general

literature, commencing with the Han dynasty, B.c. 202 to

A. D. 220. Sze-ma Ch’ien, who has been called the Hero-

dotus of China, produced his Historical Records towards the

beginning of the second century B.c., and was the precursor of

hundreds of historians in successive dynasties down to the

present day. Their works are not only chronicles of reigns,

but contain also thousands of Biographies, with treatises

on Chronology, Astronomy, Topography and Geography,

Political Economy and many other subjects. Then we

have thousands of critics and commentators, who have

subjected the old Classics to the most thorough examination,

and expounded them with an untiring minuteness. The
religions in China, the sciences and arts, the principles of

morality and philosophy, poetry, and the belles lettres, come

all before us with endless iteration. Encyclopcedic compi-

lations claim our attention. The style of the multitudinous

writers is exceedingly diversified, and yet it has several

general characteristics. I call it the Literary Style of

Chinese Composition. It is fuller and clearer than that of

the Classics. The period of the Sung dynasty, commencing

A.D. 960, and extending over about three centuries, was the
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golden age of Chinese literature. There were in it deep

thinkers and great writers, and the literary style received in

it the highest finish of which it seems to be capable. The

versatile but uninflexional characters become in the hands of

Chu Hsi, the Chinese Cicero, and others, hardly less deft and

precise than the words of alphabetic languages. This style

may be said to have culminated in the tvdn-chang

the essays written at the Competitive Examinations, the

merit of which, as at similar trials in other countries, de-

pends on their style and sentiment together.

' With the Yuan or Mongol dynasty, occupying about

eighty years of our thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, there

began a new style of composition. The drama was then

cultivated as it had not been before, and necessitated a nearer

approach to the colloquial idiom. At the same time, tales

and novels and romances came into vogue, written not so

colloquially indeed as portions of the drama, but still in a

style often elegant, while free and of easy comprehension. I

have enjoyed many of them with as much zest as I have

done Sir Walter Scott, and a Chinese of fair education under-

stands them as readily as any of my hearers understand the

Waverley Novels. The dramas are written in what is called

the Kwan Inca, the Mandarin direct, that spoken at the

Court, and by the officials generally throughout the empire.

Remusat says :

^ “To assist the understanding of it when
— spoken, words of the same meaning were joined together,

and substituted for the simple terms which, through the

number of homophonous names, tended to produce ambiguity;

Ihe more frequent employment of pronouns allowed an easier

determination of characters, as used substantively or verbally

;

tlie use of particles, new or employed in a new way, marked

distinctly the relations between the characters; and divers

processes of phraseology enabled the writers to vary the

division and connexion of propositions.”

I must state, however, that neither dramas nor works of

I fiction are acknowledged to be legitimate portions of the

* Grammaire, p. 36.
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national literature. You will look in vain for the titles of

any of them in the catalogue of the Imperial Library. Much
more would the canons of Chinese criticism resent any

attempt to give such a place to purely colloquial writings, in

which, by means of the characters in the dictionaries, and

others not in them, it is endeavoured to represent the spoken

language exactly. The most remarkable specimen of these

is the paraphrase of the amplification of the Sixteen Precepts

that constitute the Sacred Edict of the second emperor of

the present dynasty. This is in the best style of colloquial

Mandarin, and can be understood by the hearers as well as

English people understand a very colloquial discourse from

the platform or pulpit. It requires, indeed, considerable

scholarship to read it, but no scholarship at all to comprehend

it when read correctly.

But, in addition to this, there is in every great centre of

each of the many dialects of the empire a colloquial literature

of its peculiar dialect. This is the street literature of China. —

Everywhere you see stalls covered with it; abundance

of ballads, songs, satirical pieces, stories, many of them

verging on the obscene, jest books, and whatever else you

might expect to find amid such surroundings. This literature

—if we can call it so—is despised by scholars, as much for —

its want of all style, as for its matter
;
but it is worthy of our

attention. It seems to me in fact to be the chef-cVoeuvre of

Chinese ingenuity exerted to make the symbolic characters

perform the same part as words in alphabetic languages, and

to speak to the ear as well as to the eye. There is in it an

exaggeration of the characteristics by which the Mandarin

literature differs from the polished composition in which

books began to be written from about the commencement of

our era, as much as that differs from the style of the ancient

classics.

It will be my business, in my paper next month, to discuss

the nature of composition in the polished or literary stjde of
—

'

Chinese writings, and to describe the more important of the

processes of phraseology in the Mandarin and street litera-

tures, if I may use that term in such an application,—the
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processes by which the characters are made to convey the

meaning of their authors, I will devote the time that

remains to me to-day to some elucidation of the Ancient

Style.

That style, in the description of it which I quoted from

Remusat, is ‘sententious, vague, concise, and disconnected.’

At first it must have been more of the nature of telegraphy,

than of anything approaching to grammatical writing. Of

course I mean telegraphy by signals, and not by the electric

wire. On my first voyage to the East, in 1839, after we had

passed the Cape of Good Uope, we met a vessel on her

homeward passage. Our captain having signalled his wish

to communicate with her, the two vessels were brought

sufficiently near to each other. The flags and Marryat’s

Book of Signals were produced, and soon the flags were

waving in the air. Question and answer were exchanged

for about a quarter of an hour with rapidity and precision.

There were two fellow-passengers, students of Chinese like

myself. We had left the books in which we were groping in

the cabin, to see what went on upon the poop
;
and when we

descended to our work again, I made the observation that

composition in Chinese was a good deal like telegraphing by

flags or other signals. A lesson had been given to me, and

the seed of it remained in my mind. Amidst subsequent

absorption in practical work, learning to read, learning to

speak, and making use of what I learned, without thinking

of going back to first principles, the incident which I have

described would recur to my memory. Out of it, in some

measure, have grown these papers, in which I am endeavour-

ing to expound my mature views of the written characters of

China.

The Ancient Style is concise and disconnected. Even

telegrams by the electric wire are generally so. They may,

indeed, be made as full as an oral communication, but they

cost money
;
and to lessen the charge for them, they are sent

in the most condensed form possible. To one not assisted by

knowledge of the subject outside what the words themselves

say, they are often enigmatic. And signal-telegrams would
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be wholly unintelligible without the book or code explaining

them, while a reference to that makes them full and precise.

The part of this book is performed for the Chinese symbols

by the meaning belonging to each of them indicated by their

structure or by conventional agreement, preserved by unin-

terrupted tradition, and codified in dictionaries. We have

every reason to accept with confidence the meaning of the

characters as thus handed down. Their forms and names, as

we learn from the Classical Works, were under the charge of

an important official department at the royal court during

the dynasty of Chau, extending nearly nine hundred years

back from 256 b.c. One of the classical works is a Rudi-
'

mentary Dictionary, the authorship of which cannot be later

than the fifth century B.c., and a complete dictionary of a

high order has come down to us from the year 100 a.d.

This help to the interpretation of the most ancient writing of

China could only give us, however, the meaning of the

separate symbols
;

it would still remain for the reader to

determine the representation intended by them when com-

bined together.

The first attempts to convey thought by the characters

must have been enigmatic indeed
;
but of these we have no

^

specimens. The oldest records in the Shu, on which we can

rely as contemporaneous with the events which they relate,

go back, I have said, to the twenty-third century b.c.
;
—

but between that and the invention of characters there o’.j

intervened a space, on the shortest estimate, of nearly a

thousand years. Much had doubtless been done during that

long period to make the versatile characters blend their

individual significations in such a way that their combined

report could be more readily understood.

For instance, in the Shii and the Shih we find many
hsu tsze, or empty chay^cters, that assist the mind to catch

|

the import of the whole sentence where they occur. We
call them paroles. Some are particles of exclamation

;
some

serve the purpose of interrogation, placed some of them at

the beginning of the sentence, some at the end of it
;
others

again are finals, and close what is said in the clause or
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sentence to which they belong, with more or less indication

of its scope and character. These occur in the ancient

style, though they are less numerous and less frequent than

in the literary style that succeeded to it. And often they

are wanting, and we must do the best that we can to make

out the meaning without their help. We must believe that

these characters had originally a full and substantial mean-

ing
;

but what it was, and by what processes they were

transferred to their actual usage as indicatory particles, has

hitherto hardly engaged the attention of Sinologists.

Again, we find pronominal characters, though less fre-

quently than in later writings, and that must often be taken

as plural, though without the auxiliary characters that serve

to denote that number. They are, perhaps, all phone^tical,

which shows that they were of later origin than the three

classes of primitive characters. The words which children

learn to use last are pronouns; and, similarly, pronominal

characters were among the latest formed by the Chinese

makers. The pronoun of the third person, indeed, which is

now, or some dialectic correspondency of it, heard over all the

empire, had not yet received that usage. It is {t'd), and is

found in the Shii and the Shih, but with the meaning of other,

another. We can see how easily this would slide into the

sign of the third person. There are you and I, and the other.

Who is the other ? It is he.

Further again, we find in the ancient style characters

performing the part of our prepositions, conjunctions, and

adverbs. The conjunctions are used sparingly; but they are

there. As I said of the particles, the original signification of

most of these auxiliaries in a sentence, and the disentangling

of them from that to act as pins and nails and all connecting

appliances in giving visibility and form to the workings of

the mind in thought :—these things have yet to be detected

and shown.

Once more, we find certain rules of position established,

determining the relation in which characters stand to one

another, and guiding us in ascertaining what are the subject,

the predicate, the object, and the adjuncts in a sentence.
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The illustration of these points will be given to more

advantage when I pass on in my next paper from the ancient

to the literary style. What I have now adduced serves to

show that in the ancient style of Chinese composition we

have the primitive telegraphy by written characters strug-

gling into what I may call the definiteness of grammatical

writing without grammar.

I am afraid you may think that the monuments which

remain to us of the Ancient Style must be very enigmatic and

difficult of interpretation. I dare not say that they are

easily understood
;
but I am confident of this, that they have

all been, or may be, fairly made out. Myriads of authors,

many of them having minds subtle, strong, and well-dis-

ciplined, have been intently engaged on them for nearly two

thousand years, and the consent at which they have arrived

in the interpretation of them is, on the whole, wonderful.

Even without the assistance of their criticisms and commen-

taries, a foreigner, with patience and application, may attain

to no little success in getting hold of the meaning. The

great thing is to get behind and beyond the characters, till

one comes into rapport and sympathy with the original

speakers or relaters. This was the method pursued by the

philosopher Mencius, himself included among the examples

of the Ancient Style. Speaking of the ancient Shih, or Book
of Poetry, he says :

“ Those who explain the odes should not

insist on any one character so as to do violence to the whole

sentence where it occurs, nor on a sentence so as to do

violence to the scope of the paragraph. They must try to

meet that scope with their thoughts, and then they will

apprehend it.” “Meet the scope with your thoughts,”—that is

Mencius’ direction for the interpretation of old Chinese, and

there is constant occasion for practising it even in the study

of the literary as well as of the ancient style. I have some-

times thought that I have attained to it in brooding over the

most difficult passages, and then they have glowed—not to

say blazed—before my eyes with light. Horace said:

“ Segniics irritant animos demissa per aiires

Quam gucB sunt oculis suhjecta fidelibus”
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And Tennyson has condensed the sentiment of his lines

into

:

“ Things seen are weightier than things heard.”

Even more than this. I have thought of the remarkable

language of St. Paul. AU intervening media, of words as well

as symbols, have seemed to be removed. I have seen no

longer “ through a glass darkly, but face to face mind to

mind.

I have thought that in the few minutes of time that

remain, it might interest you to give you two specimens of

the Ancient Style. The one shall be a short ode from the

Shih ;
—‘Lament of a wife over the protracted absence of

her husband on militar}’- service ^

n re

For Husband Country Husband

I
king (final part.) ’s T

H>J

van- grasp hero martial

li yC

driver halberd t t

n < 1.

Is. &
Who How Head From

i® 4iL iw

principal no as husband

n w
make anoint flying go to

§ M m %
appearance wash pappus East

' The reader mil understand that the Chinese read domi from top to bottom
of the column, beginning on the right. The extract from the Confucian Analects,

however, is made to conform to our English method of printing.
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a* m
Surfeit (init. part.) Clear Let

S M
heart (init. part.) clear rain !

t m ai n
head think come out Let

B M
sick husband sun rain

!

W m 5 m
Make (init. part.) (init. part.) How

5 m n
I (init. part.) tree get

<5
B9 M

heart think it forget

db M
ill husband back plant

Unconnected as these lines seem, they weave themselves

into not inelegant nor inexpressive verses, as a metrical

version of them will show :

“ How martial looks my noble man,

The hero of the land

!

See him in chariot lead the van.

His halberd in his hand !

Since eastward on his course he sped.

My hair neglected flies.

I might anoint and wash my head.

But not to meet his eyes.

For rain, for rain, the people cry.

But brightly shines the sun
;

So for my noble lord long I,

Head pained, and heart undone.

VOL. XI —[new series.] 17
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Where shall I Lethe’s lily find,

Behind my house to set ?

I think of him with aching mind,

For how can I forget ? ”

The other example shall be taken from the Confucian

Analects

:

^ El. ® ? W H «
K’ung Mr. say. Princely men have, three beware.

ifiL M ^
Young ’s time, blood breath not yet settle, beware

ss sftffliti «
it in beauty

;
come to the strength —

,
blood breath

if ra ^ ^ U, ^ ^
then vigour, beware it in fight; come to the old

ffiJfiL U Wi

—
,

blood breath have wither, beware it in get.

This, when translated into grammatical English, becomes

;

“Confucius said, ‘There are three things which the superior

man guards against. In youth, when the physical powers

are not j"et settled, he guards against the attractions of

beauty. In maturity, when the physical powers are full of

vigour, he guards against quarrelsomeness. In old age,

when the physical powers are decayed, he guards against

covetousness.’ ” It takes fifty-six English words to express

the ideas in this version, which is not verbose
;
but forty-

three Chinese characters convey them to the mind with more

pith and vividness.

In my former paper I endeavoured to set forth the nature

of the Chinese written characters as indicated by the original

methods of their formation, my object being to show how
different they are from the words of an alphabetic Ian-
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guage. Overlooking two minor and unimportant classes, I

considered them as belonging to four divisions,—the pictorial,

the indmative, the suggestive, and the phonetical. The

three former, we saw, tell their meaning to the eye, and not

to the ear, and were the Origines Scripturce Sinim

;

the

fourth, which comprehends more than nine-tenths of all the

characters in the dictionary, contains a phonetical element,

and tell their meaning to the eye and partly to the ear.

Their phonetical element, however, is not at all akin to our

writing of sound by means of letters
;
and the characters of

all the classes are alike without inflexion, and do not admit

either of declension or conjugation. As the pictorial struc-

ture of the first class has disappeared in course of time, we

may consider all the characters as symbols, or ideagrams.

This account of them is now accepted by all who have

competently studied the subject, though many writers will

still perversely speak of “ the Chinese letters.” Thus in

"Webster’s Dictionary of the English language, the third

definition of our word ‘ symbol ’ is : “A letter or character

which is significant
;

” and it is added, “ The Chinese letters

are most of them symbols.” Composition in Chinese, there-

fore, is the writing down of thought by means of symbolic

characters.

It followed that that composition must be different from

an}'’ conducted with reference to the rules of our English

grammar or that of any alphabetic language
;
and he who

would study it to the best advantage must endeavour to
*

dismiss the rules of Aryan and Semitic grammar from his

mind. Grammar in fact is a subject not touched on in

Chinese literature.

This led me to an examination of the native division of

the characters into two great classes,—the Shih and the Hsii
;

^
the full or substantial and the empty, and the other subordi-

nate division of them into sze and hwo, the dead and the

living
;
which bears some analogy to that department of

Etymology, which treats of the Parts of Speech. We found,

however, that the Chinese terms had to do with the meaning
of the characters inherent in their structure, and could not
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be employed to exhibit what might be called their gram-

matical usage.

I went on to speak of the stjdes of composition as dis-

tinguished by native scholars. These really are only two

;

the Kit TFdn, or ‘ Ancient Style/ and the JFdn Li ^),
the ‘ Literary or Polished Style.’ But there is a third,

though unacknowledged as worthy of the name,—the Kvcan

llwa, which means ‘ Mandarin or Official Speech,’ approxi-

mating to a representation by means of the uninflexihle

characters, of the colloquial idioms of the educated classes.

And in connexion with this there is a writing of the

language in the purely colloquial phraseology, which, if

read correctl}", may be understood by a hearer without the

characters being seen. A street literature has grown up in

every province. Every great dialectic centre has its wi’itten

and printed specimens of its peculiar idiom and speech.

I addressed myself in conclusion to give some account of

composition in the ancient st}’le. There must have been a

still more primitive method of convejdng ideas by means of

the characters
; a telegraphy by those sj’mbols, during the

long time that elapsed between the invention of the

characters and the production of the oldest specimens of

composition that have come down to us. That period was

about 700 years at the lowest estimate. I think it pro-

bable that it was very much more. However long or

short it was, there had been time enough in it for composi-

tion to get out of the merely telegraphic stage. Special

usages had been assigned to many of the characters, through

which the ideas expressed by others in connexion with them

were made more apprehensible and precise. Certain rules

also had been established between the position of characters

and their relation in meaning to one another, which had the

same effect. The general result to which I came was that in

the ancient style we have the primitive telegraphy struggling

into the definiteness of grammatical writing without

grammar.

My business to-day is to go on to the other styles ;—the

literary or polished, and then the Mandarin and colloquial.
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Of course I can do no more than give their general charac-

teristics. A gi’ammar, or what would be equivalent for

Chinese to the grammar of any Aryan language, is the place

for their complete and detailed treatment
;

but I hope to

be able to convey to you some correct idea of what those

styles are.

First, then, let me speak of the polished or literary style.

There is no great break between it and the ancient out of

which it grew. There was in that, I said, a struggling out

from the indefiniteness of telegraphy into the definiteness of

grammatical writing; in this the struggle is at an end. The

definiteness has been secured. The interpreter has not so

much efibrt to make to get, behind the indications of the

characters, into the mind of the writers. The characters are

strung together so artistically, that for the most part they

tell their tale to the mind through the intelligent eye with

clearness and precision. The ancient style is sententious
; so

is the literary, though not to the same extent. The ancient

- style is concise
;
so is the literary, though again not to the

same extent. As compared with composition in alphabetic

languages, however, it must be pronounced very concise.

For comparison with Greek and Enghsh, let us take the

Lord’s Prayer in the received text of Luke’s Gospel. The

Greek contains sixty words, and the English fifty-eight

;

whereas the Chinese version in the style which I am treating

of requires only forty-four characters. If we take the

Parable of the Prodigal Son as an example of a longer piece,

the Greek has 393 words, and the Englkh 504, while the

Chinese version has but 332. The only language, so far as

I know, in which a thing can be expressed in fewer words

than the requisite number of Chinese characters, is Hebrew,

and that arises in a great measure from its incorporation of

the conjunction, the article, and prepositions, with the words

which they precede, and its system of pronominal suffixes.

Good Chinese composition is extraordinarily concise.

But it differs from the ancient style in the two other

qualities of that, which I specified after Eemusat. The
ancient style is vague, but the literary is not so. As I have
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already said, it tells its import with clearness and precision.

And this, without the aid of grammatical inflexions, is

secured by means of various rhetorical contrivances, such as

a nice adjustment of the particles, frequent antitheses in the

use of terms and phrases, and a regular rhythmus, or

measured march, in the progress of the sentences. The

proper use of the particles is a most important element.

Great chess-players say that the pawns, themselves the least

important pieces, are yet the life of the game, and that

success depends on the skilful management of them more

than on the larger pieces of the board. I am sure that

precision and elegance in Chinese composition cannot be

obtained without very careful and discriminating manipu-

lation of these “ empty characters,” that yet have power to

compact and weld together the parts of the structure of

thought in which they are employed, and give shape and

beauty to the whole. Nor is the literary style of Chinese

disconnected, like the ancient style. Characters used con-

junctively, indeed, do not appear by any means so frequently

as conjunctions do in English or any other Aryan language.

The relative pronoun also, which plays so important a part

in weaving simple sentences into complex ones, does not exist

in Chinese
;
though there are two characters corresponding to

our compound relative. But notwithstanding the infre-

quency of conjunctival characters, and the absence of the

relative pronoun, the reader is not conscious of any great

want of connexion in a paragraph of good literary com-

position.

I will show by-and-by how this is brought about. Mean-

while let me say here that as there is no great break between

the literaiy style and the ancient, neither is there such a

break between it and the best Mandarin style. As it grows

out of the former, so it passes on into the latter. Portions

of it can hardly be distinguished from the rugged concise-

ness of the one
;
other portions of it partake of the smooth

verbosity of the other. There it is, midway between the

two, distinct from both, yet related to each, the ideal of

Chine.se composition, exact while concise, graceful while
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diflfuse. There is nothing that pleases the taste more in

Plato or Cicero, in Milton or Macaulay, in Addison or John-

son, than what is to be met with in masterpieces of Chinese

writers
;
but the excellence of the composition in each of

their languages is after its kind.

There are many varieties in the literary style. There is

the style of business, the style of the memorial or state

paper, the style of critical exposition, the style of the com-

petitive essay, the style of philosophical disquisition, the

style of historical narration, and many others. But the

differences in them depend on the subjects. Each one has

its nomenclature, and requires some special study from the

learner, especially if he be a foreigner. But the style is

substantially the same in all.

So much about the general characteristics of the literary

style. I will now endeavour to be more particular.

Of composition in every language the simple sentence is

the unit, and must contain at least one sentence and one

,
assertion, so as to make complete sense. The structure of

the simple sentence in Chinese is the same as in our own and

most other languages. We say. The sun shines, and the

Chinese say 0 zah chao

;

we say. The dog harks, and the

Chinese say ^ ch’iian fei. Here the idioms are the

same, but Chinese does not admit of the same inversion of

the characters that may be made in the places of the verb

and noun with us. We may write Barks the dog ; but if

we write in Chinese fei ch’mn, the meaning is A harking

dog, or Barking dogs.

Especially must such inversion be guarded against in

Chinese if the assertion is in the form of the substantive verb

and an adjective. A high hill is the same in Chinese, kao

shan

;

but where we say, The hill is high, the Chinese simply

say, shan kao. The adjectival character in such a position

carries the copula in it. The substantival verb might, in-

deed, be placed between the two characters, llj ^ but

this would not be good style. We may invert our words,

and say. High is the hill

;

but such an inversion is inadmissible

in Chinese. Only by an adroit use of particles could it be
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effected, and there would then be a shade of meaning difierent

from that in the simple assertion.

But the assertion is very often made by us with an active

verb, which then is called the predicate, and an object.

Generally the subject comes first, then the predicate, and

finally the object. We say. Men felled the trees, and so

the Chinese say, A /fv, fd mu. No inversion of

the terms is permissible, such as The trees men felled, or Men
the trees felled, which are hardly allowable indeed in English,

though the difference between the nominative and objective

cases in Latin would free them from all obscurity in that.

The Chinese call the subject chii, the host, considering

that it plays the principal part in the sentence
;
the object is

the guest
(^ )

;

and the predicate "fjOr^fil A
lican chui shang hsia or hsieh ch’ii zdn shih, ‘connects

the upper and lower,’ that is, the subject and the object, or

‘ describes man’s affairs,’ that is, ‘ describes actions.’ The

latter account of the predicate is applicable to active verbs
;

the former to passive. Mr. Pi Hwa-chan gives, as an

instance of the active predicate, ^ ^ wan, ‘ I

make essays,’ and as an instance of the passive, ^ jll iS,
‘ Essays are handed down in the world,’ tcdn chwan shi.

That the chwdn performs the part of a passive verb is

gathered from the nature of the sentence in which it is

found, and that we must translate the one word shi that

follows it, and is connected by it in some way with the

subject, by in the world or to mankind, shows how concise the

style is, and how much has to be supplied by the mind of

the foreign reader to make the sense of the whole complete.

The metaphorical names ‘ host ’ and ‘ guest ’ for our subject

and object are also a proof of how foreign it is to the genius

of Chinese composition to treat it grammatically.

But to advance another step. Each part of a simple

sentence may have its adjuncts, consisting with us of other

words or phrases added to the subject, predicate, or object, to

give full expression to what is in the mind of the writer.

And so it is in Chinese
;
but the management of the adjuncts

is more simple and scientific—if I may use that term—than
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with us. We confine the name adverbs to words joined to

verbs and adjectives
;
but in studying Chinese it is advisable

to consider all adjuncts adverbial, added as complements to

the component parts of the sentence
;
and if any of them

belong to the sentence as a whole, rather than to any one of

its parts, these must be prefixed—first in the order of time

and then of place.

I open a Chinese book at random, and at the beginning of

the page come on the characters—^ St ^ ft M ^
3^ ^ ^ fl $ PH equivalent to ‘In the

T’ang dynasty, in the third year of the period Pao-li of the

reign of the emperor Chang Tsung, in the department of

Ching-chao, there was a mother-in-law who scourged to

death her daughter-in-law.’ Of course in this sentence

mother-in-laio is the subject, and in the ten characters that

precede we have two adjuncts, one of time and one of place,

not belonging to the subject, predicate, or object, but to the

fact that these narrate. We might place these adjuncts in

English after the narration of that fact :
‘A mother-in-law

scourged her daughter-in-law to death, in such a department,

at such a time
;

’ but such an inversion of the parts in

Chinese, if not absolutely unintelligible, would be intoler-

ably bad composition. The adjunct of time is made by three

clauses, in apposition, while in subordination to their order

in nature. They are written with seven characters, to

translate which into English requires twenty-one, or three

times as many, words. Standing as they do, so condensed,

shows very clearly their adverbial nature, which is an impor-

tant point. So important is it, indeed, that I may lay it

down as a law of Chinese composition, that the parts of a

simple sentence, however full, are the subject, the predicate,

and the adverbial adjunct.

Wonderfully similar to the sentence which I have just

dealt with is the structure of the first verse of the second

chapter of Matthew’s Gospel, in the literary version of our

Scriptures :
—“ Now when Jesus was born in Bethlehem of

Judea in the da}'^s of Herod the king, there came wise men
from the East to Jerusalem.” For this we have

: ^ T
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Ht, B15
e| ^ 11 :/c, YS f'J '1^, W tl ± fc A,

S ^ 3^ S HR ^ Of course the adj unct of time

comes first;
“ In the time of king Herod;” then our subor-

dinate sentence, “ When Jesus was born in Bethlehem of

Judea,” becomes an adjunct of circumstance, “ Jesus having

been born in Judea, Bethlehem.” The rest follows very

much as in English :
“ There were great scholars, several

men, from Eastern regions came to Jerusalem.” The

twenty-six English words give place to twenty-four Chinese

characters, but one-half of these are employed in the pho-

netic representation of the five proper names that the verse

contains.

I have said enough—more than enough perhaps for my
time—on the simple sentence. Let us proceed to deal with

the complex sentence, which has been defined as “ containing

one leading affirmation, and one or more assertions dependent

on it.” The compound sentence in which the assertions are

independent of one another need not detain us. It hardly

exists indeed in Chinese. The Chinese mind is too logical

for it. There are conjunctival characters, however, avail-

able to connect simple sentences. The genius of Chinese

composition is unfavourable also to the complex sentence

;

and this is seldom found in it of such a length as it often

is with us, where many statements may be given, more or

less dependent on the leading affirmation and on one another,

“in linked sweetness long drawn out.” Chinese rejoices in

short sentences, where one seems to succeed to another, with

little apparent connexion. But they are by no means “at

random strung.” The more we have apprehended the

genius of the composition, the more closely do we feel that

they are knit together. The binding characters do not

prominently appear, but they are there, employed with

wonderful art, according to the maxim, “ Arits est celare

artem” To speak in detail of the processes, rhetorical and

not grammatical, by which this is efi’ected, would extend the

paper far beyond its legitimate limits. I will content myself

with stating a practical rule, which occurred to me many
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years ago, when I was teaching a class of more than ordi-

narily intelligent Chinese youths to translate from Chinese

into English, and from English into Chinese. Our long

complex sentences were a great puzzle to them. When they

encountered such a sentence, I made them analyze it into its

constituent simple sentences, and then turn these literally^

into Chinese in the order of their natural occurrence. By
this method an intelligible version was always secured. It

would be somewhat disconnected, but their familiarity with

the use of their own characters soon enabled them to weave

the disjointed parts together, and produce a complex Chinese

sentence, which was at once clear and elegant. All

foreigners who wish to acquire the art of composing in

Chinese will find this the surest method for them to pursue.

They will thus be able to write intelligibly from the first,

and the study of good native models will in no very long

time make them masters of the art in a degree to which they

did not think it was possible for them to attain
;
while on

the other hand the faculty of translating from Chinese into

their own language will be acquired in much less time than

it would take from their first commencing Latin and Greek

to get through the schools with distinction in any European

University.

There is only one more point in connexion with the literary

style on which I will dwell before proceeding to treat of the

Mandarin and Colloquial styles. That point is the import-

ance of the relative position of the characters in Chinese

composition. In his “ Elements of Chinese Grammar,”

published in 1814, Dr. Marshman made the statement that

“ The whole of Chinese Grammar depends on position.”

“He was the first,” wrote the late Stanislas Julien, “ to give

expression to that capital idea.” Julien also tells us that at

the commencement of his own Chinese studies, the principle

enunciated by Marshman was to him as a beam of light,

which opened his eyes, and enabled him at the end of three

months to commence his Latin translation of the philosopher

Mencius. To the end of his life Julien was of the same

mind as to the importance of the relative position of the
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Chinese characters. His last considerable labour, indeed,

was the publication of his “Syntaxe Nouvelle de la Langue

Chinoise, Fondee sur la position des mots,” which he did me
the honour to dedicate to myself. I was surprised that he

did so, because in my long and frequent interchange of

letters with him, I had always shrunk from admitting the

principle of position as having all the extent and importance

which Marshman and he claimed for it.

That the relative position of the characters is an important

element in Chinese composition, I fully admit
;
but in what

language is it not so ? It is especially so in English, where

the declensional and conj ugational inflexions are so much

fewer than in our classical languages. I have given instances

of the change of meaning made by the altered position of

Chinese characters in the sentence. A character having an

adjectival meaning, when before another word used substan-

tiv^el}', performs the part of an adjective
;
placed after it, it

becomes a predicate carrying in it the copula. This is the

most inflexible case of position in Chinese that I can think

of. An adjectival character may, indeed, stand before a

substantival one, and at the same time be predicative
;
but in

such a case the peculiarity of the usage is sure to be

indicated by some rhetorical device,—an idiomatic employ-

ment of particles or some other.

Another instance of this relative position is very generally

known. Where two substantival characters are in juxta-

position, not being in apposition, the former is said to be

under the government of the other
;

there is that relation

between them which would be indicated by our preposition

‘of,’ or the sign of the possessive case. So far this is true

that while ^ ^ {kico chiin) denotes the ‘ruler of a state,’

it can never denote ‘ the state of the ruler,’ which would

be ^ . This relation is often fully denoted by the use,

between the two others, of the character {chih) — ‘ of,’

one of the earliest characters set apart from its primary

meaning, even in the ancient style, to this particular usage.

But now this rule of position in regard to the relation of

substantival characters in juxtaposition may be overruled by
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other principles of Chinese composition, of which I will only

specify one,—that of numerical categories, as it has been

termed. These have occupied a prominent place in Chinese

thought from the earliest times. To use the words of the

late Mr. Mayers, “A doctrine of the hidden properties and

harmonies of number imbues the earliest expressions of

Chinese belief.” Two of those categories are ^ ^ ,
san

hang, ‘ the three bands or net ropes,’ and lun, ‘ the

five relations.’ ‘ The three net ropes ’ are the three bands of

society, which hold together ruler and subject, father and

son, husband and wife. ‘ The five relations ’ are the five

constituents of society, those of ruler and subject (;g g),
father and son ("3C •?), elder brother and younger f^),

husband and wife friend and friend (45 ^). These

categories give us five pairs of substantival characters in

juxtaposition, but they must be understood in one or other

of the significations which they have in them. They are

unintelligible if used in any other sense. Their juxtaposition

has this meaning and no other.

This illustration serves to show that to lay down any

universal rule of position for the usage of the Chinese

characters is a mistake. And to employ their usages in

illustrating grammatical composition is also a mistake. In

studying Chinese composition, and in learning to compose in

Chinese ourselves, we must study, as I have said repeatedly,

to forget all the grammar we have learned. AVe have

nothing to do with words, and therefore we have nothing

to do with grammar. Composition in Chinese has its

principles and rules
;

nor are they difficult to acquire.

Starting with a knowledge of the structural and conven-

tional nature of the characters, and carefully imitating the

best models, I believe that here in London, a man will be

able to write Chinese as Chu Hsi wrote it in less time than

he will be able, with the help of all the Latin grammars in

existence, to write Latin as Cicero wrote it.

I now go on to the third and last subject that I have

in hand, some exhibition of the Mandarin and colloquial

style. I described in my former lecture its chief pecu-
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liarities, the object in it being to write the characters, so

that, when read silently, though conformed to the idioms of

colloquial speech, the composition shall be readily under-

stood, and, when read audibly and correctly, what they say

shall also be readily apprehended through the ear.

This style arose, I said, in our thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries, in a great measure through the cultivation of the

drama during the period of the Yiian or Mongol dynasty.

The wonder is that it did not arise earlier, for I cannot

believe that the Chinese ever spoke after the manner of the

ancient, or even of the literary style. From the earliest

times there must have been a colloquial idiom, though if

compositions in it were ever put in writing and print, they

have perished. That they should do so need not surprise us,

for colloquial writing, even to the present day, is not

acknowledged as a part of the national literature. We have

no record, however, of any writing in the colloquial idiom

having been attempted before the Yiian dynasty. Two
considerations will show you how unavailable, for the pur-

poses of oral speech, the style of good Chinese composition

must be. For the one thing, that style addresses itself to

the eye and not to the ear. \Ye say that ‘ Brevity is the

soul of wit
;

’ I am sure it is so of Chinese composition. I

say this without any prejudice to its merits as a vehicle of

thought. It has answered for thousands of years all the

purposes of the human mind in narrating events, describing

the scenes of nature, pursuing the current of philosophical

speculation, and expounding the processes of art and the

researches of science. Nor would I say that a good deal of

conversation may not be carried on by scholars in the

literary style
;

but they are not scholars only who talk.

As a matter of fact, a chapter of our Scriptures in the

literary st}de may be read distinctly and correctly in a con-

gregation, and to a majority of the audience be hardly more

intelligible than if it were read to them in Zend, or Sanskrit,

or English.

For the other thing, the monosyllabic vocables of Chinese

speech are very few. The highest number of distinct
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vocables allowed by Sir Thomas Wade in Pekinese is 420.

The different sounds in the southern dialects are more than

this, but still few. Cantonese has 707, and the dialect of

Fu-chau has 868. Here there is a language in which more

than 40,000 characters, all different to the eye, and each

having its own proper signification, are distributed among
less than 1000 vocal sounds or names. Necessarily there are

many homophonous terms having different meanings. The

difficulty thus arising is somewhat diminished by the tonal

system of the language. According to the modification of

the utterance which we call a tone, the sound or vocable

changes its meaning. It is not easy to say what the Chinese

tones are. Hr. Williams remarks that “ they are neither

tones, accents, modulations, brogue, or emphasis, as these

terms are used in European languages
;
but perhaps more

nearly resemble musical notes, and are best illustrated by
the variations of pitch and time in an instrument.” ‘ But

however we describe a Chinese tone, it is an integral part of

the word. The monosyllable being spoken with its proper

tone, the right word is uttered, and the right meaning con-

veyed
;

if spoken with another tone, a different word is

uttered, and a different meaning conveyed. I will try and

illustrate this, after Williams, with the Cantonese vocable

Win. This dialect is rich in tones, having no fewer than

eight, or, as some say, nine. You see the characters

:

(wan),i

mild,

® (wan),5

clouds.

(wan),

2

secure,

^ (wan),®

to rule,

(wan),®

irritated,

(wan),'?

turbid.

(wat),'?

bent,

(bat).®

a kernel.

But the difficulty arising from the homophonous names
with different meanings is only lessened, not removed, by
the tones. There still remain many vocables that are both

homophonous and homotonal. The devices by which the

* See the “ Syllabic Dictionary of the Chinese Language,” Introduction,

p. 27.
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difficulty is further lightened, I may say altogether removed,

constitute the peculiarities of the Mandarin and colloquial

styles
;
and I will now endeavour to give you an idea of

some of the most remarkable of them.

First, binary terms take the place of single. ^ (z) and

(sze) are of kindred meaning

—

idea and thought. They
are joined together in i-sze, in the sense of ‘meaning,’ and

the compound can hardly be misunderstood. So ndng-kan,

‘ability,’ from ndng, ‘being able,’ and han, ‘capability.’

Such combinations are substantival, but there are others

adjectival and verbal. and tsung-ming, ‘quick-eared

and clear-seeing,’ go together to form an unmistakeable

adjective, =:our ‘ intelligent ’ or ‘ clever.’ Similarly we have

Idun-chien, ‘look, see,’ combined in what is equivalent to our

verb ‘to see’; ^ ‘ rejoice-joy,’=to rejoice; ch’t-jdien,

‘ cheat, delude,’= to deceive. This device of bringing together

synonymous words to express one idea—of expanding single

terms into binary— is specially characteristic of the higher

Mandarin, but is also found in the lower polished, or freer,

specimens of the literary style.

Second, more colloquial, but still not altogether foreign to

the higher style, are binary and often ternary terms formed

by appending to single terms others which are not synonyms,

but serve to individualize or to define them. Some of these

single terms are appropriate to the formation of abstract

nouns
;
others to mark off individuals as agents, or belonging

to some particular profession, doing very much the same

office as our terminations, ist, or, er, and others. Thus fit

(^), ‘fellow,’ added to md (,^), ‘horse,’ makes md-fu, ‘a

groom ;’ with chiao, ‘a sedan chair,’ it makes chido-fu, ‘a chair-

bearer;’ with sJmi (tJC) ‘water,’ shui-fu, ‘a w’ater-bearer.’ Shad

(^), ‘the hand,’ is found in many binary terms. With shin,

‘water,’ it makes shui-shdu, ‘a sailor;’ with hd (^), ‘a drum,’

hd-shdu, ‘a drummer;’ with p’do, ‘a cannon,’ gddo-shdu, ‘a

gunner.’ We have also, with it, such expressions as ^
o-shdii, ‘a bad haud’=;‘a scamp;’ and JJj ch’ido-shdu,

‘a clever hand ’

‘a smart workman,’ The number of terms

with this usage is great.
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Other appended characters again seem to lose their proper

meaning. Such are fau,‘ih.e head/ tsze, ‘a son/ and

r, also ‘a son.’ We have 0 zdh L’ au, ‘the sun;’

hsin fail, ‘the heart;’ P g]|, h’du fan, ‘the mouth.’

Chop-sticks are k^ivdi tfsze, ‘the nimble boys,’ which

may be a sort of joke
;

but we have hsiang tsze, ‘ a box
;

’

nutzse, ‘a girl;’ chih tsze, ‘a nephew;’ cliicang tsze, ‘an indict-

ment;’ ft tsze, ‘a ladder;’ and so on. With we have

ch’ido r, ‘ a bird
;

’ tieh r, ‘ an invitation card
;

’ zdn r, ‘ a

man
;

’ ming r, ‘ a name,’ and fifty similar expressions.

Third, the most remarkable expedient of this nature, and

most characteristic of Chinese colloquial speech, is the class

of terms which most foreigners denominate numeratives.

Added to yi, ‘ one,’ they form the article
;
^ A> ^dn,

is ‘ one man,’ but —
• m A, yt ko zdn, is ‘ a man

;

’ and

most classes of substantival words have their own peculiar

term, and between the specified number of anything and its

name this peculiar term, allotted to it, must be inserted
;

chu-tsze is ‘pig,’ but ‘ a pig ’ is yt wei clm-tsze, ‘ one tail

pig,’ and ‘ twelve pigs ’ is shih-r wei chu-tsze, ‘ twelve tail pig.’

‘Fowl’ is chi-tsze, but ‘ a fowl ’ is yi chih chi-tsze. The same

auxiliary has many other applications
;

e.g. clfwan tsze is

‘a boat,’ but ‘ten boats’ is shih chih ch'xoan-tsze.

These numeratives are sometimes significant. We can

tell from the meaning proper to one from its structure why
it is used in connexion with some things rather than with

others
; as in “ yz chi yo, ‘a dose,’ the numerative

having reference to the many different ingredients in a

Chinese prescription. In other cases it is hard to trace the

propriety of their application, and we are obliged to rest

contented with the fact that such is their usage.

They are generally placed before the words with which

they are connected, especially in the colloquial speech, but

may also come after them. T’du ‘ head,’ we have seen, is one

of the numeratives. We use it in English in the same way,

and say so many head of cattle. So do the Chinese
;

but

they may also sa}q— ‘ cattle so many head.’ It would be

YOL. XI.—[new series.] 18
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correct to say,—
-fi^ # + PJ + DE + /I It ^

,

-p ^ ‘He keeps ten head of ox, ten jy'i horse, ten

tail pig, ten individual goose
;

’ or -(^ ^ ^ ^ so

on, ‘He keeps cow ten head, horse ten p’i, pig ten tail,

noose ten individual.’O
Some numeratives have also a collective meanins:, and

speak of things in groups. Professor Muller quotes from

the Book of St. Albans, its caution against using names of

multitude promiscuously. We used to say, “ a congregation

of people, a host of men, a fellowship of yeomen, a bevy of

ladies, a herd of harts, swans, cranes, or wrens, a muster of

peacocks, a watch of nightingales, a flight of doves, a pride

of lions, a slewthe of bears,” and so on. All this might be

paralleled from colloquial Chinese. Sir Thomas Wade gives

a list of forty-five difierent numeratives. I believe it would

not he difficult to get together one of a hundred.

You have most of you heard of what is called ‘ Pidgin

English.’ ‘ Pidgin ’ is a phonetic attempt to say our word

business. Pidgin English is a sort of lingua Franca along

the seaboard of China, and especially about Canton. It is

colloquial Chinese literally, but badly, turned into English,

and shows how poor was the inventive faculty of those who
originated it. Piecie, the Chinese attempt at our piece, is

made to do duty for almost all the difierent numeratives. I

have never forgotten the first sentence or two of it that I

heard, when I arrived in Hong-kong harbour, in 1843.

The harbour-master came on board our vessel, as we were

dropping anchor, and I told him I wanted to go to my
friend Dr. Hobson’s, on Morison Hill. Calling his principal

boatman, he said to him, “ Go catchee one piecie boat,

four piecie man, takee this piecie gentleman, go Ma-li-sun

hill down-side. He wantchee go he fieen Hop-sun doctor

place.”

It is time for me to leave the subject of these numeratives.

Whatever else you may think of them, you must perceive

how they get over the difficulty arising from the small

vocabulary of the language, and the consequent abundance

of homophonous and homotonal terms. In the various
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devices whicli I have mentioned Chinese comes nearer to

being grammatical than in either the ancient or the literary

style
;
but those devices after all are of the nature of rhetoric,

and not of grammar. Moreover, the characters by which

the sounds are represented retain, as much as in either of the

other styles, their inflexibility,—are still indeclinable and

inconjugable.

I need not detain you long with other peculiarities of the

colloquial speech. Gender and number are suggested only

in the polished style. In this they are fully expressed by

means of auxiliary terms that serve the purpose. The verb

has many analogies to our English verb. Moods and tenses

that in good composition are only suggested, though not

obscurely, are in this also definitely expressed by auxiliary

terms. The passive voice is for the most part eschewed, but

when it cannot well be avoided, there are regular methods of

expressing it.

From all this it results that instead of the conciseness and

beauty of the polished style, we have in the Mandarin and

colloquial a lumbering verbosity, which is only redeemed

from being tedious by the rhetorical power of which it is

capable in the lips of a master.

The 58 English words of our Lord’s Prayer are given

in 44 Chinese characters in literary Chinese. In Mandarin

colloquial there are 86 characters, and in Cantonese 78.

The 504 English words in the Parable of the Prodigal

Son are given in 332 characters in literary Chinese. In

Mandarin colloquial there are 573 characters, and in

Cantonese 639.

My object in the two papers, of which this is the last, has

been to give some idea of the nature of Composition in

Chinese
; to set forth as fully as can be done in a short space

the character of its written style and of its colloquial speech.

I hope I have not altogether failed of success. Let no one

think that to understand Chinese hooks, or even to write in

good Chinese style, is a very difiicult task. It is not nearly

so difiicult as many other similar labours in which men have
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succeeded; and the rewards of success in the study are

great.

Still less let any one think that to acquire the spoken

language of China is a Herculean task. I used to be

ashamed of my own slowness in learning it when I heard

Lascars and Negroes, and the class of lowest Portuguese,

talking with great freedom in the market place, I used

to be ashamed of that slowness also when I heard my own
children chattering away in Chinese before they could frame

a good sentence of English. The speech of China is really

of easy acquisition, if one will go the right way about it.

My Chinese students used to say to me, “ You say that

Chinese is difficult because it is not grammatical. That is

its beauty. It is the grammar of your English, its ortho-

graphy, its etymology, its syntax, that are continually

bringing us up sharp, and nearly drive us mad.”

A great Chinese scholar once put it on record that a

parliament was impossible in China, because it was impos-

sible to make speeches in the language. But I have

witnessed triumphs of oratory in Chinese greater than ever

I witnessed in England;—in the House of Commons, on the

platform, or in the pulpit.

It is strange how perverse men are. I have heard some

in China say that no good could be done with the Chinese

till we had got them to give up their own language, and

adopt an alphabetic one instead. I knew one missionary

who devised an alphabet for the special purpose of writing

Chinese. Mr. Graham Bell told me, in Oxford, the other

day, that there was another missionary in the North of China

who was writing Chinese by means of his father’s scientific

alphabet, and labouring to bring that into vogue. These are

two cases of “ go-a-head ” men, full of notions
;
but there are

many who contend for the introduction of a Romanized

phonetic writing to supersede Chinese. But this also is, in

my opinion, a vain dream.

Possibly the people of China may yet exchange their

characters for words made up of letters. I hope they will,

but they will not do so soon. Their characters and their
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speech, have served them for at least 5000 years. By the

end of another 5000 years they may have changed them for

something better, and be preserving the memory of them by

means of chairs in their universities.

Then we—or rather our descendants—will see what they

shall see. Meanwhile the more that we make ourselves

masters both of the written characters and of the speech of

China, the better shall we do our work in our day and

generation, and prepare the way for the better future that is

coming.
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Art. XI.

—

A Specimen of the Zoongee (or Zurngee) Dialect

of a Tribe of Nagas, bordering on the Valley of Assam,

between the Dikho and Desoi Rivers, embracing over

Forty Villages. By the Bev. Mr. Clark, Missionary

at Sibsagar.

In romanizing this Naga language, a has the sound of a

in ‘for,’ ‘ah’; d has the sound of a in ‘fate,’ ‘rate’; c has

only a soft sound, never that of Z:
;

e (single) has the sound

of e in ‘met,’ ‘net’; g has only a hard sound as in ‘^ive’;

i has the sound of i in ‘pm,’ ‘sm’; u has only the sound

of u in ‘bed,’ ‘ned.’ One object of this style of romanizing

is to reserve this mark (') for accent only. The accent

mark is needed to distinguish some words spelt alike, but

with different meanings, indicated by accentuation, as dzu,

first syllable accented, means ‘ a dog,’ but azii, without

special accent, means ‘blood.’

Numerals.

One ka or alca.

Two ana.

Throe asum.

Four pezu.

Five . poongo.

Six terauk or trauk.

Seven tenet.

Eight tee.

Nine tuko.

Ten teer or teree.

Thirteen teree asum.

Fourteen teree pezu.

Fifteen teree poongo.
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Sixteen metsa malen terauk.^

Seventeen metsu maben tenet.

Eighteen ,, ,, tee.

nineteen ,, ,, tuko

.

Twenty Metsu.

Twenty-five ,,
poongoo.

Twenty-six semur mahen terauk.

Twenty-seven , , , ,
tenet

.

Thirty semur.

Forty leer.

Fifty tenem.

Sixty eokur.

Seventy tenem ser metsu.

Eighty leer anasu (or anesu).

ninety telang, tuko.

One hundred telang ka, noklang ka.

One thousand maeerzang ka.

Thousands or myriads mueerzang, maeerzang.

PfiONOUNS.

I, nee. We, orga, orgoa, orgonok, asene,

asenok.

You (singular), na, nai. You (plural), nenok, nenook.

He, pa, pai. They, pare, parenok, parenook.

Him, pataTc, hadang.

In kim, panoong, panem, panum.

For kim, panuyong, payong, paasoshee.

From kim, pa ninge.

To kim, patonga, padonga, panoong, panem.

By kim, pa age.

"Witk kim, paden.

His own, paee, trohoo.

Of me, of us, of you, of kim, of tkem. Ho preposition in Haga

corresponding to ‘ of ’ occurs.

Mine, ^e, koo, ozo.

1 Metsu mahen terauk is literally ‘ twenty not brought six,’ meaning the six

before twenty, i.e. sixteen. The same principle of enumerating prerails between
25 and 30, between 45 and 50, etc., etc..
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Our, 020, orgonoJc, asene, asen.

Your, ne, nenolc.

His, pa.

Their, pare, parenoh, parenook.

Hand, leka, ka.

Foot, lemoopoo, moopoo, moohoo.

Hose, lenee, nee.

Eye, lenuk, nuk, nook.

Mouth, tehang, hang.

Tooth, topo, po.

Ear, tenarung, narung.

Hair, tezung, lezong, gang.

Hair (of human head), koo.

Head, tokolak, kolak.

Tongue, temelee, melee.

Belly, tepok, pok.

Back, terongtong, terungtong.

Back (small of), teperem, perem.

Metal, ren.

Iron, renzang, rensang.

Steel, sensu.

Lead (metal), rangen.

Silver, tareehee.

Man, neesang.

Father, tuhoo, oha, ova, ovala.

Mother, letzu, oza, ozala.

Brother, tenoo, odee.

Brethren, odeeanootun.

Sister, tenoo, tenu.

Wife, tegeenoongtsu, keenoogtsu.

Husband, tegeenoongpo, keenoongpo.

Child, techeer, cheer, tanoor.

Son, zabaso, zapacheer.

Daughter, zalacheer.

Woman, letzur.

Slave, alar.

Cultivator, aloo, imur.

Shepherd, molo, nabong, anukur.

God, Loongkeezungba, Tsoongram.

Devil, mozing, mevutsing, leezaba.

Sun, anu.
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Moon, rela zeeta.

Star, peteeno.

Pire, mee,

Water, tzu.

House, hee.

Horse, quor.

Cattle, nashee.

Dog, dzu.

Cat, tanu.

Hen, an, en.

Cock, an tubong.

Duck, patah.

Ass (no name).

Camel ,,

Bird, ozu.

Blood, azu.

Go (imperative), wang or ouang.

Go (verb stem), o, ou.

Eat (imperative), cheeang, zeeang (verb stem)
;
chee, zee.

menang (verb stem)
;
men.

arung, a/roong, arooang (verb stem), aroo.

zukang (verb stem), zuk.

noktakang
,,

suang ,,

r aguzang
,,

L akuzang „
ammang

,,

Tip, tama, tamalen, tazuklen.

Downward, letoonge.

Under, letoong.

Near, anasa.

Far, talangka, talang, langa.

Before, alumle, tamasa, modang,

zakiak.

Behind, teselen, tesulen, sulen.

In, noong, hong.

From, noonge, ninge.

For, lemayong, mayong, asoshee, noong.

To, donga, tonga.

Yes, ouh, ou.

No, noonga, noong, masa.

noktak.

m.

( agutsu.

\ akutsu.

asum.

matsoongdang, tezaklen, zaknoong.

Sit

Come

Beat

Stand

Die

Give

Bun
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"Who, sheeree, sheeha, sheelai shee.

"What, kechee.

AVTiy, kecheeha, koatsu.

When, kodang.

WTiither, kolene.

"Whence, kong ninge.

\\Tiere, kong, kecheenoong.

How, kechee koda, koda, kodasam.

But, %oko, zokorla.

If, hangeela, ahang, awang, serabangeela.

And, aser, ser.

Alas, ai-lai, azee.

A father. Ho definite article «; as a prefix, t in some instances

corresponds to the English article the.

The father, tuboo.

Of a father. Ho such preposition as ‘of.’

To the father, toohodang, tuhoodonga, tuhoonong.

From the father, tuhoo minge.

By the father, tuhoo age.

For the father, tuhoo muyang, tuhoo asoshee.

Fathers, tuhoo noongur.

Of fathers ,, ,,

To fathers, tuhoonoongur dang, donga.

Daughter, zala, zalacheer.

Of daughter ,, ,,

To daughter, zaladang, donga, noong.

From daughter, zalaninge.

Daughters, zalatum, zalacheerturn.

Of daughters ,, ,,

To daughters, zalatundang, donga, noong.

From daughters, zalatum, ninge.

A good man, neesong tazoong.

To good man, neesong tazoong dang, neesong tazoong donga, neesong

tazoong noong.

From good man, neesoong, tazoong ninge.

Good man, neesong tazoong, neesoong tazoongtum.

Of good man ,, ,,

To good man, neesoong tazoongtum noong, neesoong tazoongtum dang,

neesong tazoongtum donge.

From good man, neesong tazoongtum ninge.

A (one) good woman, letzur tazoong ka.
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Good •R'omeii, let%ur ta%oongtum.

A (one) bad boy, tanoor tama%oong ha.

A (one) bad gixl, ht%u %anoo tamazoong ha.

Good, tazoong, zoongur, letangshee.

Better
|
Comparative and superlative degrees not indicated as

Best j in English, but as in Assamese.

Better than that, azeedang tazoong, tazoongha.

Best of all, azahdang tazoong, tazoongha tazoongteeha.

Very good, hangazoongur
,
zoong zoongur.

High, talang, tenem.

Higher than this, yadang talang, yadang tenem.

Highest of all, azah dang talanghu tenemha.

Horse (general term for male or female, and one or many), quor.

Horse (male), quor tuhong.

Horse (female), quor letzu.

Horses (male), quor tabongtum, quor tulongloh.

Horses (female), quor letzutum, quor letzu rogo.

General term for ‘ cattle,’ male or female, one or more, nashee.

Bull, nashee poongchee.

Cow, ,, tzella.

Bulls ,, poongcheetum, poongchee rogo.

General term for ‘ dog,’ one or many, male or female, dzu.

Dog (male), dzu tuhong.

Bitch, dzu letzu.

Dogs (male), dzu tuhongtum, azutubong roga.

Bitches, letzutum, roga.

General term for ‘goat,’ one or many, male or female, nabong.

Goat (male), nabong tuhong.

Goat (female)
,,

letzu.

Goats, nabongtum, nabong rogo, nabong teloh.

The suffix turn is the more frequent designation for plural,

but noongur, tashee, teloh, loh and rogo are sometimes

used. The primary meaning of teloh or loh is, pro-

bably, ‘ multitude,’ and the primary meaning of rogo

is ‘company,’ ‘gang,’ ‘squad.’

Deer, theeetzu, mesen.
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SINGT7LAK. PLURAL.

I am, nee leer.

Thou art, na leer.

He is, fa leer.

I was, nee leeasu.

Thou wast, na leeasu.

He was, fa leeasu.

We are, azo aleer.

Tou are, nenoli aleer.

They are, farenok aleer.

We were, azo leeasu.

You were, nenoh leeasu.

They were, farenoh leeasu.

Be, leeang ; to he, teleeuts.

Having been, alee, allee dang.

I may be, nee lecturer, leetetur.

I shall be, nee aleetsu.

I should be, nee leetsu laha.

Beat (verb stem), tazuk, zuk.

Beat (imperative), zukang.

To beat, tazuktsu.

Having beaten, azuk, azukur.

I beat, nee zukur, nee zuktee.

Thou beatest, na zukur, na zuktee.

He beats, fa zukur, fa zuktee.

We beat, onoke zukur, onoke zuktee.

You beat, nenoke zukur, nenoke zuktee.

They beat, farenoke zukur, farenoke zuktee.

I am (now) beating, nee zukdage, ne zukdorur.

I was beating, nee zuk alee.

I had beaten, nee zuk ago.

I may beat, nee azuklet.

I shall beat, nee azuktsu.

I should beat, nee zuklade, zuklala.

I am beaten, ketak azuk, azuka.

I was beaten, ketak zuk ogo.

I shall be beaten, ketak azuktsusu, ketak azuktsusode.

He did not beat me, pa ketak mazuk.

I go, nee odee.

Thou goest, na ondage.

He goes, fa ondage, pa tour.

I went, nee on.

You went, nai on.

He went, pai on.
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Go (imper.), xcang {pang).

Going, onclang tour.

Gone, ogo, fou.

TThat is your name ? menung shee ? memtng sJieeha ?

How old is this horse ? quor yalo ham quaeegata ^

How far is it from here to Kashmir ? yong ninge Ka^shmir donga

Tcopeegota ?

I have walked a long way to-day, tanulo nee talangha zazago.

How many sons are there in your father’s house ? nooloo heedang

zapaso cheer quaaga ale ?

The son of my uncle is married to her sister, ogola zapasocheer pa

tenooden Icnee our.

In the house is the saddle of the white horse, quor temesung mendem

heedang leer.

Put the saddle upon his hack, pa torongtong noong mendenzee

enlohzang.

I have beaten his son with many stripes, nee pa zubaso cheer dang

aseeben zuhogo.

He is grazing cattle on the top of the hiU, pa tenem tuhong noong

naahee zeeong daxadage.

He is sitting on a horse under that tree, pa azu songdang tazung

noong quor rongtong noong sangur ale (or menur ale).

His brother is taller than his sister, tenoo lenudang tare talangba.

The price of that is two rupees and a half, eeba tsuda tasuk am
ser adholee ha.

My father lives in that small house, huboo wage hee teela noong lee.

Give this rupee to him, ya tasuh {het) badang ahuzang.

Take those rupees from him, ya sentuni pa ninge beneea icang.

Beat him well and hmd him with ropes, patah zoong zoonga azuhur

leexu age alenang.

Walk before me, hetang tamasa zazang.

Whose hoy comes before you ? nemlen cheer tanoor aroor ?

From whom did you buy that ? nai azu sheer ninge alee ?

From a shopkeeper in the village, imtah aleeba dohan ninge alee.

Is the dhan dry or not ? tsuh ara asu mara ^

Is there rice (in it) or not ? zang ait asu mait ?

Do not tell a lie, teazu tezumbee.

Speak the truth, atangshee zumbeeang.
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He will not tell a lie, pa teazu ma zumleetsu.

Come here, yage aroong.

Do not come here, yagee taroo.

He will not come here, pa yage marootsu.

He did not come, pa maroo.

Go and bring wood, soong heneeu wung.

"Wood is brought, toong dhen.

The translation of the above words and phrases was made

by labourers among the Nagas connected with the American

Baptist Mission.
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Art. XII. — The Gaurian compared with the Romance

Languages. Part I. By Air. E. L. Brandreth.

By “ Gaurian ” are meant what Air. Beames, in his com-

parative grammar, has called the “Alodern Aryan Languages

of India,” hut, as this last is too long a title for frequent use,

and as the name, Gaurian, given by Professor Hoernle, has

been adopted by Dr. Caldwell, I may venture to make use of

it also. These languages, in order to mark their origin, may
also sometimes he termed the Neo-Sanskrit languages, as the

Romance are spoken of for the same purpose as the Neo-

Latin or Novo-Latin languages. The object of this paper is

to show that Sanskrit becomes Gaurian much in the same

way that Latin becomes Romance. All the Aryan languages

have undergone somewhat similar changes. The changes

which have produced modern Persian and English are even

more sweeping in a great part of their grammar. The

interest of the comparison I have in view lies in this, that

there is a very close resemblance, especially in the consonants,

between Sanskrit and Latin, and that the resemblance is

equally marked between their modern representatives, and

this extends to points in which the modern languages differ

most from the ancient, showing that the same phonetic laws

have operated in both groups. This paper is not the result

of any independent research. I have gone, for most of my
information, to the best known works on the grammar of each

group, such as those of Beames, Trumpp, and Hoernle, on

the Gaurian, and of Diez, Littre, and Brachet, on the

Romance lanwuao:es.O O
VOL. XI.—[new series.] 19
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The Gaurian languages, which form the subject of Beames’s

grammar, are the Hindi Panjabi (P.), SindhI (S.),

Gujarati (G.), Marathi (M.), Orlya (0.), Bangall (B.)
;
while

Diez’s grammar of the Romance languages treats of the

Italian (It.), Spanish (Sp.), Portuguese (Port.), Provencal

(Prov.), French (Fr.), and Walachian. I shall take no

account of the Walachian, because, in consequence of its

earlier separation from the common stock, it differs, in some

important respects, from the other languages :—the Latin

letters, for instance, are not subject to change or syncope in

Walachian, at all in the same degree that they are in the

other languages; and this is one of the most important

respects, as will be seen, in which the Gaurian and Romance
languages resemble each other. With regard to the other

languages, both Gaurian and Romance, while dealing

generally with the resemblance between the two grouj^s, I

shall take my illlustrations principally from the Sindhi and

Hindi among the Gaurian languages, and from the Italian

and French in the Romance group. These, besides being

well-known languages in each group, have had the most

attention bestowed on them by philologists, and will perhaps

serve also to show some of the most divergent characteristics

of each group. It would, moreover, quite exceed the limits

of such a paper as this to adduce examples from every lan-

guage. The Sindhi is, of course, the language of the pro-

vince of Sindh. By the Hindi I mean generally what is

also called High Hindi. It is a literary language, and is

based upon the Braj, the popular language of the Upper

Doab, of which Agra and Delhi are the principal towns,

with some intermixture of words and forms traceable to

other dialects
;
where these occur, it may sometimes be

necessary to instance a Braj instead of a Hindi word.

Almost all the early Hindi literature is in this dialect.

Besides the languages treated of by Beames, Northern

Gaurian, including Garhwall KamaonI and Naipiili, Bhojpurl,

and even Marwarl, and Asamese, have been claimed as

* The letters following the names show the abbreviations used for them.
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separate languages. But those that form the subject of

Beames’s work are more than sufficient for my purpose.

There are also the Kashmiri and Sinhala (Sinhalese)

languages belonging to the Neo-Sanskrit group. These

languages have a greater abundance of grammatical forms

than the languages which form the subject of Beames’s

work, besides which, in other respects also, they differ more,

and especially the Sinhala, from Beames’s languages, than

any one of those languages does from the others. No doubt

the stud}' of Kashmiri and Sinhala is of great importance for

a comparative grammar of the Neo-Sanskrit languages, but

they are of less use for my comparison than the other

languages, on account of their more complicated gi’ammar.

The similarity in letter changes by which the Prakrit and

Romance are distinguished has been remarked upon by

Diez, and has also been treated of by Dr. Muir, in the

second volume of his Sanskrit Texts
;
and in greater detail

in a pamphlet published in 1869, entitled, “ Yergleichung

des Prakrit mitdem Romanischen Sprachen,” von Friederich

Haag. I hope, however, to show that the resemblance

between Gaurian and its contemporary Romance is still more

striking, and extends into more details even in phonology
;

while the resemblance is not confined to phonology only, as

is the case with that between Prakrit and Romance, but ex-

tends to the rest of the grammar also.

The languages of both the Gaurian and Romance groups

have become to a great extent analytical, that is, the

relations of words expressed in Skr. and Pr., or Lat., by

complex forms, are now, generally, signified by the addition

of independent words. The losses as regards the original

declensions are very great in both. Both groups still dis-

tinguish the singular and the plural by flexion. Most of

the Gaurian languages have a nominative and an oblique

form, which may be compared with the two cases preserved

in Old Fr. and Prov. Other Gaurian languages, again, have

no cases, and thus resemble all the Romance languages in

their present state. The Gaurian languages, also, like the

Romance, have discarded the neut., with the exception of
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]\I. and G. The dual of the Skr. has also disappeared in

Gaurian, as it had indeed already done in Pr. In regard to

adjectives, the old suffixes of comparison have disappeared

in both groups. Changes have also occurred to a great

extent in the verbs of both groups. Compound tenses often

take the place of the original complex structure. Both

groups make new compounds for the future. In both

a past tense is formed with the past participle and an

auxiliary verb. In both, also, with the exception of S.,

the original passive voice has been lost, and its place sup-

plied b}' a new compound. The present paper will treat

principally of the phonology
;
in another paper, I propose

to compare the other parts of the grammar of each group.

But it is not only in a general way that the two groups

are to be compared
;
particular languages also may be com-

pared. Thus S. may be compared with It. in regard to

its words alwa}*s ending in vowels, its extensive use of

diminutives, its use of pronominal suffixes to express the

object of the verb, and especially its assimilating one of

two conjunct consonants to the other. II. again may be

compared with Fr. in its greater curtailment of words, in

its mute a required to complete the metre in poetry, like the

mute e of the Fr., and in its rejecting, instead of assimilating,

one of two conjunct consonants
;

such rejection, if of a

preceding n or m, being accompanied with the nasalization

of the preceding vowel.

The earliest Gaurian literature, the great poem of Chand

Bardai, the Prithlraja Raso, in Old H., belongs to the end of

the twelfth century a.d. He was the court bard of Pirthlraj,

the last Hindu King of Delhi. The first specimens of

Romance, which are those of the French language, are of

an earlier date. The celebrated Strasbourg Oaths belong to

the middle of the ninth century, but in them the language

is not yet disengaged from Latin influences. In the tenth

century we have the legend of St. Eulalie in French verse,

and one or two other documents
;
and after the middle of

the eleventh century there sprang up an original poetical

literature, the numerous chansons de geste.
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"We know but little of the popular language spoken

throughout either of the domains now occupied by the

Gaurian and Romance languages for a period of several

centui’ies previous to our first specimens of these languages.

During this period men wrote in one language, and thought

and spoke in another
;
but when the genius of poetry could

no longer be restrained by the fetters of a dead language,

it burst forth in each domain at no great difference of time

in its natural language, that of men’s daily thought and

speech. If modern Indian poetry is not equal to that of

France, Italy, and Spain, at all events, for instance, a poem

like the Rama}'an of TulsT Diis, written 300 years ago, has

had quite as much eflfect in its way as the modern poetry of

any other nation. Indeed, it is said to be better known to

the great mass of the inhabitants of Hindustan than the

Bible is to the mass of the English people.

From what evidence, however, we have on the subject, we

cannot but conclude that the spoken dialects of each domain

before the modern period must have diverged by degrees

more and more from the original idioms, preserved to us, no

douht, to a great extent in the ancient litei’atures, until they

attained their latest stage of change and development in the

different modern languages. Sanskrit ceased to be the

popular language, as is generally supposed, prevfious to the

sixth century B.c. Nearest to the Skr. of all the derived

languages, is the language of the Asoka Inscriptions of the

third century b.c. There are three dialects. That of the

Shahbazgarhl Inscription and that of the Girniii’ Inscrip-

tion are more nearly allied to the Maharashtrl Prakrit; while

that of the Pillar Inscriptions is related to the Magadhi

Prakrit. Next, we have the Pali, the sacred language of the

Southern Buddhists. Of a somewhat later stage is the Jaina-

Priiknt of the BhagavatT, a sacred book of the Jains. Next,

still further removed from the Skr., we have what is usuallj^

called Prakrit, or sometimes High-Prakrit, of which we
have a grammar by Vararuchi in the first century b.c., and

of which there are the two important dialects mentioned

above, the Maharashtrl, with which must be joined the
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Saurasenl as a subdialect
;
and the Magadhl. The former

are more nearly allied to the western languages, S., P., H.,

and G., as the latter is to the eastern, B. and 0. ;
Marathi

occupying an intermediate position, though nearer, on the

whole, to East Gauriand The Saurasenl is the dialect

principally used in the plays. Two important works for

the study of Mahariishtrl are the Saptasataka of Hala, and

the Kalpasutra of Bhadrabiihu. Of Magadhl there are a

few specimens in the plays.

The Prakrit is synthetic in structure, and is separated no

doubt by some centuries from the Gaurian period. It has

fewer cases and tenses, however, than the Skr., no dual, and

there is properly only one conjugation. Also, in many words

and forms Prakrit shows the state of a language intermediate

between Skr. and the modern languages, but, notwithstanding

this, we can hardly regard it as forming a perfect link

between them. There are many words in the Gaurian

languages, which, though they have undergone considerable

phonetic changes, cannot be derived through High-Prakrit.

Some of these words may be traced through forms similar to

those preserved in Pali
;
others again cannot be so traced, to

the detriment no doubt of their claim to any great antiquity

as regards their form. There is, however, another kind of

Prakrit called Apabhramsa, of which there appear to be

varieties, and which is considered a low or popular form of

speech. It is not mentioned by Yararuci, but is treated

of by later grammarians. The Apabhramsa contains less

emasculated forms of words than the High-Prakrit, and is

likely enough to be identical with the earlier stage of

Gaurian. The Apabhramsa also in some respects is inter-

mediate between High-Prakrit and Gaurian. Thus, nouns

ending in as in Skr. have o in Mh. Pr., u in what appears to

be Western Ap. Pr. The same nouns in S. also end in u,

and in Old H. and in the Himalayan dialects. On the other

hand, in Magadhl the ending of these nouns was e, which

has disappeared altogether in the Eastern languages. Our

1 Hoemle, Calcutta Ee\dew, October, 1878.
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information on the subject of the Apabhramsa dialects, how-

ever, is very scanty. I give a few examples of the stronger

forms which occur in Gaurian, as compared with High-

Prakrit :—Skr. sakam ‘ a pot herb,’ Pali sdknm, Ap. Pr.

sdgam, H. sdg, but Mh. Pr. sdo

;

Skr. akshi ‘ an eye,’

Pali akkhi and acchi, Ap. Pr. akkhi, H. dkh, but Mh. Pr.

acchi

;

Skr. sakalam ‘a cart,’ Pali salcatam, Jaina-Pr.

saga(Jani, H. sagar, but Mh. Pr. saadho. If again High-

Prakrit has two forms, one nearer to, the other further from

the Skr. form, it is the former that will be found in Gaurian

;

as Skr. rdtrl
‘ night,’ Pali ratti, Mh. Pr. rattl and rdl, Ap.

Pr. rattl, H. rdt; Skr. tlkshnas ‘ sharp,’ Pali tikkho and tinho,

Mh. Pr. tikkham and tinharn, Ap. Pr. tikkhd, H. tikhd. In

other cases, again, the strong forms of the Gaurian have not

this evidence in their favour
;
as Skr. girithivl ‘ the earth,’ H.

pirthl, but Pali puthavi, Mh. Pr. puhavi ; Skr. sahasram ‘ a

thousand,’ H. sahasar and sahansar, but Asoka Ins. saliasa,

Pali sahasmm, Mh. Pr. sahassa, Ap. Pr. sahasa. ^

Latin, no doubt, continued to be the language of the people

to a much later date than Sanskrit. Prakrit is rather the

contemporary of Latin as a living language. Even in the

golden age, however, of Latin literature, there were collo-

quialisms and vulgarisms, both of words and grammar,

which were not admitted into the literary diction, but from

which, rather than from the literary language, the Romance
languages derived their material. We may infer something

also, as to the nature of the colloquial dialect previous to the

Romance period, from the later Latin literature. In this

literature many words and forms of expression occur which

are not Latin, but Romance
;
and in the inscriptions of this

period some confusion or change in the use of cases, and

also mutilated flexions, are manifest. In what is called Low
Latin, in which the public documents were written in France

after the German invasion, only two cases are found, the

nominative and accusative, from which it may perhaps be

inferred that this was a characteristic of the popular lan-

* Professor Hoernle’s forthcoming comparative grammar will, I understand,

give us a great deal of information about Ap. Pr.
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guage throughout tlie whole Romance domain at this

period, though the two cases only survived to later times in

Fr. and Prov. Later still, even the Latin used in the litera-

ture appears in some documents to have arrived at its last

stage of decomposition. Of a canto of the ninth century, for

instance, it has been remarked, that “ the Neo-Latinisms are

frequent; the declensions have no longer any regularity; the

pronoun is used as an article and as subject of the verb.” ^

A list is given by Diez of Lat. words that have been lost

in the Romance languages. A similar list might be formed

of Skr. words that have not been preserved, at least in a

popular form, so far as can be ascertained from the diction-

aries, in Gaurian. Well-known Aryan words that have been

lost in both groups might be compared
;
as, for instance, Skr.

ah'as, Lat. eqiius, but S. ghoro, H. ghord, from Skr. ghotakas,

a word apparently of Non-Aryan origin, and It. cavallo, Fr.

chcval, from Lat. caballus ‘ a sorry jade
;

’ Skr. avis, Lat. ovis,

but II. hher, from Skr. hhedas, also ‘a sheep,’ and Fr. moiiton,

probably of Keltic origin, also It. pecom ; Skr. atti (root

ad), Lat. edit, but S. khde, H. khde, from Skr. khadati

‘chew,’ and It. mangia, Fr. mange, from Lat. mandiicat

‘chew, munch.’ Or words lost in Gaurian, but retained in

Romance, may be compared
;
as Skr. svu, acc. svdnam, Lat.

canis. It. cane, Fr. chien, but S. kutto, H. kuttd, from Skr.

kukkuras, also ‘a dog;’ Skr. apas,hat. opus, op>ere, Fr. oeuvre;

Skr. sidati, Lat sedet. It. siede, Fr. sied, but S. vihe, H.

haithe, from Skr. past part, upavishta ‘ seated.’ Or, again,

words lost in Romance, but retained in Gaurian : as Skr.

agnis, Lat. ignis, S. agi, P. aggin, H. dg, but It. fuoco, Fr.

feu, from Lat. focus; Skr. hansas, Lat. anser, S. hanju, P.

hans, H. has, but It. oca, Fr. oie, from Lat. avica ‘the bird’

par excellence

;

Skr. vahati, Lat. vehit, S. vahe, H. hahe.

It may be worth while also comparing a few of the Old

Aryan words retained in both groups, in order to see the

further changes they have undergone, especially as I shall

not often be able to compare such words together in giving

* Bartoli, Letteratura Italiana (Firenze, 1878), p. 71.
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instances of the similar letter changes that have occurred in

each group, in consequence of the change that has already-

taken place in such words before they became Skr. and Lat.
;

as, for instance, Skr. dliumm, S. dhho, H. dhiid

;

Lat. fumus,

\t. fumo, Old Fr. fum. Skr. pddaa, S. peru, H. pdo ; Lat.

pedem, It. jnede, Fr. pied. Skr. nans, acc. ndvam, S. nauka

(dim.), H. nan; Lat. navis, It. nave, Port, nao, Fr. nef. Skr.

hridayam, S. Jiidn, H. hiyd

;

Lat. corde. It. cuore, Fr. cceur.

Skr. sarpas, S. sappu, H. sdp

;

Lat. setpens, -entem. It. setpe,

Fr. serpent. Skr. svasuras, S. sahuro, H. sasur

;

Lat. socer.

It. snocero. Skr. mdsas, S. tndhu, II. mds

;

Lat. mensis. It.

mese, Fr. mois. Skr. sushkas, S. siikko, B. sukd

;

Lat. siccus.

It. secco, Sp. seco. Skr. navas, S. ntio, H. nayd and nan; Lat.

noviis, It. nuovo, Fr. neiif, neuve. Skr. marati for mriyate, S.

mare, H. mare; Lat. morit for moritur. It. more, Fr. meurt.

price hati, jmcche, H. puche ; Lat. precat for precatur.

It. preya, Fr. prie.

In both groups many words have two forms
;

the one

which has come down in the mouths of the people, and

subject to the phonetic changes which will be discussed

in some detail further on
;
the other very little altered from

the original word. The former class of words in the Gaurian

group is termed tadbhava, i.e. ‘ of the nature of it’ (Sanskrit)

;

the latter tatsama, i.e. ‘ the same as it.’ These two classes in

the Romance languages ai’e spoken of respectively as popular

and learned words. The learned words in both cases were

no doubt introduced at a later date, by persons acquainted

with the original languages after they had ceased to be

known by the people in general. The two forms have

frequently different meanings
;

as, for instance, H. thdo ‘ a

place in general,’ asthdn ‘ a shrine
;

’ dgyd ‘ a command,’ dn
‘ desire

;

’ meh ‘ rain,’ meyh ‘ a cloud
;

’ or as in Fr. employer

and impliquer, frele and fragile, acheter and accepter. In the

Gaurian languages, however, and especially in H., the two

forms are given in the dictionaries of a great number of

words which are absolutely synonymous
;
but the majority

of the learned words thus given are used only by pundits

and do not belong to the language of the mass of the people.
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I now proceed to compare the principal phonetic changes

by which the tadhhava or popular words of each group are

distinguished. I begin with the vowels. The remarks

which next follow have reference principally to the accented

vowels, that is, which are accented in the modern languages

;

for, as regards Skr. at least, we do not find much resemblance

between the accent in Skr. and the stress accent which is

laid on one of the syllables in every Gaurian word. The
original vowels are retained more frequently in the Gaurian

than in the Romance languages. Both groups, however,

agree in preserving, as the rule, all the long vowels. There

is this difference, also, to be noted, that the long and short

vowels are distinguished in writing in Gaurian as in Skr.

In Romance, again, the original quantitj^ is lost to a much
greater extent than in Gaurian. The vowel a, both long

and short, is generally retained both in Gaurian and

Romance; the principal exceptions being, S., in which the

change is often to i, as khin from kshaiiam ‘ a moment,’ and

Fr., in which it is changed to e or ai before single consonants,

as mer from mare. Short i is generally retained, but sometimes

becomes e in Gaurian, generally changed into e in Romance,

and often also into oi in Fr.
;
as H. sem from simbd ‘a beam ’

;

It. seno from sinus. Long i is generally unchanged in both

groups. Short u is generally retained, but sometimes becomes

0 in Gaurian, frequently becomes o in Romance
;
except in

Fr., where it is retained in sound but written ou
;
as S. pothu

from pustam ‘a book’; It. dotta from dubito, but Fr. doute.

Long u generally remains in both, except that in Fr. it

undergoes the partial change into u.

The vowel ri, unknown to Lat., whatever its sound in Skr.,

is often both written and pronounced ri in Gaurian, or else

its most frequent change is into i, as H. gidh from gridhras

‘ a vulture.’ Short e, unknown in Skr., occurs occasionally in

S. In Romance, before a single consonant, it is ordinarily

changed to the diphthong ie, except in Port., where it re-

mains. Long e is retained generally, both in Gaurian and

Romance, with the exception of Fr., where it frequently

becomes oi. Short o, imknown in Skr., occurs only exception-
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ally in B. and 0., in Gaurian
;
in Romance, before a single

consonant, it is diphthongized with u, becoming It. uo, 8p.

ue, Fr. eu. The diphthongs ai (ae) and an are very frequently

contracted to e and o in both groups, and ae also goes into ie

in It., Sp., and Fr.
;

as Skr. tailum ‘oil,’ S. telu, H. tel\

Lat. caelum, It. cielo, Fr. del. Skr. gaums ‘ white,’ S. goro,

H. gord
;
Lat. causa, It. cosa, Fr. chose.

Next, as regards the unaccented vowels, which are much

less constant than the accented in both groups. There is a

tendency in S. and P. to change unaccented vowels into i,

and in B. and 0. to change them into u. In Romance, as

regards at least the first syllable, the vowel a is the favourite.

Loss of initial vowels occurs in both groups, as Skr. arangas
‘ a forest,’ S. rtm(, H. ran

;

Lat. aranea. It. ragno

;

Lat.

adamantem, Fr. diamant. The elision of unaccented medial

vowels, which plays an important part in the formation of

the Romance languages, occurs only occasionally in Gaurian,

with the exception of H., in which it is pretty frequent.

The following are a few instances in H. : hastl from rasafi,

chamri from chamarl, mire from miricas

;

or before the ac-

cented vowel, as unman from anumdnam, biprit' from riparitas,

jijmdn from yajamdnas. In H. a final vowel often becomes

mute a. I have not written this mute a in the translitera-

tion of H. words, because it is not usual to do so, and it is

never pronounced in prose. In Fr. mute e generally replaces

Lat. a, and sometimes other vowels also. In both H. and

Fr. poetry the mute vowel counts as a syllable. In S., on

the other hand, every word must end in a vowel, which is

always pronounced. With this also agrees the It. to a great

extent, though occasionally in It. a word also ends in n, s, or r.

There is seldom a hiatus of vowels in Skr., as in Lat.,

because the rules of sandhi in the former do not allow of its

existence. By these rules, for instance, i or ti preceding

another vowel is changed into its corresponding consonant y
or V. The contraction of such dissyllabic groups, however,

as ia, ie, ua, ue, etc., into one syllable, already existed among
the Latin poets, expressed also in such orthography as ahjete,

fluvjorum, genva, tenvis, etc. This description of sandhi is
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carried out to a much greater extent in the Romance lan-

guages
;
as It. famiglia, Fr. famille, from familia, etc. But

a hiatus arising from composition, or from the falling out of

a consonant, is treated in the same way in both groups.

Either it remains, as S. sui, H. sul, from suchikd ‘a needle
;

’ It.

reale from regalis, Fr. oheir ivom. ohedire •, or it is avoided by

contraction, or elision of one of the vowels, as S. bhemi from

hhagini ‘ a sister,’ H. chauthd from chaturtha ‘ a fourth ’
;

It.

clesti from decUsti, Fr. reine from regina

;

or by insertion of a

consonant, as H. pbjda from plpdm ‘
thirst,’ Fr. glaire from

gladins. The hiatus, however, is much more common in

Prakrit than in Gaurian
;
and by no means every kind of

hiatus allowed in Prakrit would be tolerated either in

Gaurian or Romance
;
Pr. viraddmi, for instance. Transpo-

sition of vowels takes place occasional!}' in both groups, by

the attraction of i or ti to a preceding vowel, as H. hail from

ball ‘a bull,’ Fr. baiser from baHiare. The difference between

the vowels of words in Romance having the same radical

syllable, owing to difference of accent, is paralleled to some

extent in Gaurian, as II. jeth ‘ husband’s elder brother,’

jithanl ‘ husband’s elder brother’s wife,’ ghord ‘ a horse,’

gharcarhd ‘a rider’; meno, minore ; inoglie, niuliehre. In

Gaurian, however, it is the unaccented vowel which under-

goes the change. Vowels are liable to nasalization both in

Gaurian and in Fr. and Port., as H. hdsl from Jidsikd ‘laugh-

ter,’ Fr. langouste from locusta. The nasalization which takes

place as a substitute for the m and n sound will be referred

to in treating of the consonants. The addition of a vowel to

separate and facilitate the pronunciation of conjunct con-

sonants, which is common, especially to It., with some of the

Gaurian languages, will also be described in dealing with the

changes of conjunct consonants.

The Romance languages do not make much account of the

Latin quantity, but often make quantity dependent on accent.

This is true also to some extent of the Gaurian languages

compared with Sanskrit. The accent, both in Gaurian and

Romance, is one of stress
;
whereas it has been held by some

distinguished phenologists that accent in Skr., Lat., and
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Greek had reference to the pitch of the voice. If this con-

clusion is correct, Gaurian and Romance have in this respect

also made the same change. In Modern Greek, also, the

ancient acute accent is pronounced as a stress accent. Ac-

cording to Diez, an accented vowel in Romance is long before

a single consonant followed by a vowel, and thus placed, a

vowel short in Latin becomes long in Romance, as It. mam
from manus, urnile from Immilk. The same change occasion-

ally occurs in Gaurian, where the short vowel preceded a

single consonant in Skr., as H. musal from mushal ' a pestle,’

ddhana from dahanam ‘ burning,’ but more frequently the

short vowel is retained. Where, however, there has been

syncope of one of two conjunct consonants, it is a general

rule, in Gaurian as well as in Romance, that an original short

vowel is lengthened. Again, an original vowel, long by

nature, becomes short before conjunct consonants both in

Gaurian and Romance. The instances I shall shortly give of

consonantal changes will illustrate these changes also. In

Fr., however, these rules are not always adhered to, as in

many words vowels are short before single consonants, long

before double. Again, all unaccented vowels are short in

Romance, and consequently an original long vowel becomes

short under these circumstances, as It. fecero from fecerunt,

maraviglia from mlrdbilia. The same takes place to some

extent also in Gaurian, as H. gahird from gambhlras ‘ deep,’

deical from dewdlaya ‘ a temple.’ Long vowels, however, are

often retained in unaccented syllables in Gaurian, though

they are certainly not as long as they are in accented

syllables. The regular short vowels, that is, those which are

written such, with the exception perhaps of u, in most, if not

in all, the languages, are not pairs with the long. The long

vowel differs from the written short in quality as well as

in quantity. Thus, while long d and I have the same sound

as in It., short i has the sound of short i in English
;
and

short a in some languages has the sound of u in but, and in

B. a sound which is something like our short o.

I next come to speak of the consonantal changes, and

first with regard to single consonants, and among them to
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the mutes. Initial mutes are comparatively seldom changed

in either group. As medials, the mute surds are very

frequently changed into their corresponding sonants in both

group. Thus k, followed by any vowel, becomes sometimes

g in all the Gaurian languages
; and Lat. e, which corre-

sponds to Skr. A‘, when followed by a, o, or n, becomes often

g, and occasionally also as initial in the Romance
;
as Skr.

sokas ‘ sorrow,’ S. sogu, II. sog

;

Lat. lacus, It. and Sp. lago.

In Fr. c, followed by a, but not by o or «, as initial, is

changed into the sibilant ch

;

as chef from caput; but in

the dialect of Picardy this change into ch does not occur.

In all the Gaurian languages syncope of medial k (c) is also

tolerably frequent, and is the rule in Fr.
;

as Skr. kokild

‘a cuckoo,’ S. koila, H. koil

;

Lat. plicare, Fr. plier. In

regard to the Skr. surd palatal, the letter may have had

the same sound that it has in the modern languages; but

if, as seems generally to be supposed, the sound was not

quite that of the Gaurian palatal, but something inter-

mediate between it and the guttural A, this should be noted

among the changes; as Skr. candras ‘the moon,’ S. candu,

II. md

;

Lat. candela^ Fr. chanddle. In M. c has the sound

of U. Lat. ci, ce, has lost its ancient pronunciation, and

becomes a palatal in It., a sibilant in the other languages
;

as Lat. ce/’ff. It. cera, Fr. cire. Skr. c goes very seldom into

its corresponding sonant
;
c as well as j is more frequently

elided. The Skr. cerebral t as medial goes generally into

d in P., G. and M., and still further into cerebral r in the

other languages, and also sometimes into r in B. and 0.

Either r or r is a new sound unknown in Skr. R in Skr. is

classed as a cerebral letter. The change of the dental t to

its corresponding sonant does not often occur in Gaurian,

except in S., where it takes place pretty frequently. In the

Romance group also medial t becomes frequently d, except

in Fr., where syncope is the rule. Thus Skr. ghatikd ‘ a

water jar,’ M. ghadi, S. and H. gharl

;

Lat. litus, It. lido,

Sp. lodo. Syncope of medial dental t also, but rarely of

cerebral t, takes place in all the Gaurian languages
;
and, as

before stated, syncope of medial t is the rule in Fr.
;

as
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Skr. ghatas ‘a wound,’ S. ghdu, H. ghdo

;

Lat. rota, Fr. roue.

P medial in Gaurian often goes into v, and still further into

ti

;

in It. it is generally retained; in Fr. it becomes v, and

also V sometimes in It.; in the other languages b; as Skr.

tapas ‘heat,’ S. tdu, H. tdo

;

Lat. ripa, It. riva, Fr. rive, Sp.

riba. Syncope of p also occurs sometimes in Gaurian, but

very rarely in Romance.

Next, as regards the sonants, instances of medial g being

dropped occur in all the languages of both groups
;

as

Skr. dvigunas ‘double,’ S. duno, H. dund-, Lat. triginta. It.

trenta, Fr. trente. To the change of c into ch before a in Fr.

corresponds that of g before a into the sibilant j

;

as joie

from gaudinm. If j in Skr. had a different sound from j in

the moderns, then here also, as in the case of c, the change

may be noted
;
as Skr. jayas ‘ victory,’ S. jdi, H. jai. In

M. j has the sound of dz. Like ci, ce, Lat. gi, ge, has lost its

ancient pronunciation, and become palatal in It. and Prov.,

aspirate in Sp., and sibilant in Port, and Fr.
;

as Lat.

gigantem, It. gigante, Fr. geant. Syncope of medial d (Skr.

dental d) occurs frequently in all the languages of both

groups, with the exception of It.
;
as Skr. hridayam ‘ the

heart,’ S. hum, H. hiyd

;

Lat. medulla, Sp. meollo, Fr. mo'elle.

D becomes exceptionally I in both groups
;
as Skr. taddkas

‘ a pond,’ S. taldu

;

Lat. hedera. It. ellera. D which has

become final is sometimes hardened in P.
;

frequently in

Prov., sometimes in Fr. ; P. pat from padam ‘dignity’;

Fr. vert from viridis. Unlike the other sonants, i as a rule is

not subject to syncope. In Gaurian it is retained, and also in

Sp.
;
in the other Romance languages it becomes v, and in Fr.

and Prov., though it passes often into v, it also suffers syncope.

A peculiarity of Gaurian, not found in Romance, are the

two series of the t, d, n, and r sounds, the cerebral and the

dental. Of these the dental t, d, is said to be nearest in

sound to the Romance t, d, and the cerebral to the English.

Into the vexed question of the origin of the double series I

do not propose to enter. There are instances of Skr. cere-

brals becoming dentals in the moderns
;
but, on the whole,

the tendency is decidedly the other way, and this tendency is
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most conspicuous in S., least so in M. Also from the same

root one derivative will be found with the cerebral and

another with the dental letter.

Another very important characteristic of the Gaurian,

which is not shared in by the Romance, are the aspirated

letters. These letters, though they are often retained, are

also subject to frequent changes. They are subject to the

same changes as the corresponding unaspirated letters
;
that

is, they are subject to syncope, or surds become sonants
;

or

else one portion only of what appears to be their component

parts (namely, the unaspirated portion and the rough breath-

ing) may be retained
;
the former is retained in few cases ;

but h takes the place of the aspirated letter in a great many
instances. Skr. vadhuha ‘ a wife,’ S. mliii, H. haliu

;
Skr.

sauhharjyam ‘ good fortune,’ S. sulidyu, H. suhdg, and so on.

The Gaurians also show a special fondness for aspirated con-

sonants under certain circumstances. An aspirated consonant

and s generally, and r sometimes, being conjuncts in Skr.,

when elided in the moderns, aspirate the remaining consonant.

In this case even r and I become aspirates, sounds unknown

to Skr. Further, aspirated consonants may be finals in

Gaurian, and are distinctly heard as such, which could not

be in Skr. The Gaurian languages also are very fond of the

rough breathing, for not only is the Skr. h retained almost

without exception, and pronounced as a rough breathing, but,

as above remarked, h takes the place of the aspirated con-

sonants in very many instances. In Romance, on the other

hand, except occasionally in Fr., h is never heard at the

present time, though it is frequently preserved in writing.

F in Lat. corresponds to a Skr. gh, th, and hh. F is gene-

rally retained in the Romance languages, except Spanish,

where it becomes h, as humo ivova funms, Skr. dhumas.

Next as regards the semi-vowels; y (j), init. and med.,

frequentl}" becomes a palatal in the Gaurian languages, and a

palatal or sibilant in the Romance
;
as Skr. yogyas ‘ fit,’ S.

jog.u, H.jog; Ijai. joms, It. gioco, IdY.jeti. Skr. sayd ‘a bed,’

S. seja, II. sej

;

Lat. tnajus, It. maggio. The original sound

of y (j) is more frequently retained in M. among the Gaurian
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and in Sp. among the Romance than in the other languages.

In Gaurian, and also in Fr. and Prov., y (j) med. is occasion-

ally vocalized, and combines with the adjacent vowels, as

Skr. nayanam ‘ an eye,’ S. nemt, H. nam

;

Lat. major, Fr.

maire. R med. in Romance is sometimes changed to I, as

Lat. peregrinus, It. peUegrino, Fr. pelerin ; but rarely in

Gaurian, as, for instance, H. talvdr from taravdris ‘a sword,’

dalicldar from ddridram ‘poverty.’ In It. a change also of

r into d easily takes place, as chiedere from qucerere. In

Gaurian, as before remarked, with regard to the cerebral d

the change is the other way, from d to r. L med., on the

other hand, is very frequently changed into r in S., and

occasionally in other Gaurians, and it also sometimes becomes

r in Romance, as Skr. paldlas ‘straw,’ S. pardm, H. pardl

;

Lat. simulare. It. semhrare

;

Lat. capitulum, Fr. chapitre. L
also occasionally becomes n in both groups, as Skr. lamnam
‘ salt,’ H, num

;

Lat. lihella, Fr. niveau. The East Gaurian

languages, however, constantly change I to n, in pronuncia-

tion at least, if not always in writing. The Romance
softening of I has no parallel in Gaurian, nor has the change

of I to u, when followed by a consonant, as in Fr. L is liable

to syncope in Port. only. The remaining semivowel v, as

init. especially, becomes h in H., and in P., B., and 0., and

also in It.
;
whilst it remains v generally in S., G., and M.,

and in the other Romance languages besides It., as Skr. vlras

(Lat. vir, lost in Romance), S. vim, H. hir

;

Lat. votiim. It.

boto, Fr. vceu. V also, as med., frequently undergoes syncope,

or is vocalized in both groups, as Skr. jivas ‘ life,’ S. Jlu, H.

ji; Lat. rivtts, It. rio ; Ijat. j)avor, Ft. peur.

As regards the nasals, there are two kinds of n, the

cerebral and dental, in most of the Gaurian languages. In

H., except in some of the dialects, only the dental n is usually

heard. In S. the four n’s of the Sanskrit are all preserved

as single letters. M. initial becomes occasionally n in both

groups; as H. nap from mdpanam ‘measure,’ Fr. nappe

from mappa. In Romance and Gaurian n is sometimes

changed into I', as S. limmu from Skr. nimbas ‘a Neem-tree,’

It. veleno from venenum. In Fr. and Port, final n loses its

VOL. XI.— [new SEBIE8.] 20
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sound as a nasal consonant, but nasalizes the preceding

vowel. This is but rarely the case in Gaurian, as in H. thfw

from sthdnam ‘ a place.’ On the other hand, final m, both in

Gaurian generally and in Fr. and Port., produces nasaliza-

tion of the preceding vowel; as S. l/Ati from bhuinis ‘the

earth, Fr. jjarfum; or, again, II. sal from svdml ‘a lord,’

Fr. faim, Port, quern (pronounced hei). More commonly in

Gaurian, however, m leaves not only ammdsiha or nasaliza-

tion, but also a labial after-sound. It also appears that in

Port, nasalizations are not often purely such, but that some

consonantal element remains. Cf. II. gao from grdinas ‘a

village,’ with Port, sao from sanus. Final m does not often

occur in Port., but from final n we have very frequent

nasalizations, as vao, new, volcdo, etc. The nasalizations in

such cases are pronounced nearly, if not quite, in the same

way in II. as in Port. In another respect also Gaurian

agrees with Port, rather than with Fr., in that the quality of

a vowel is not changed by nasalization as much as it is in Fr.

But, further, in Gaurian m as medial often becomes anundsika,

whereas in Romance as medial m generally persists.

Of sibilants the Gaurian has sli and s, both surds
;
but all

the languages have not both sounds. In B. and O. every s

is changed into s/i, while in the other languages s only is

usually heard, but sometimes sh also. Gaurian has ap-

parently lost the sound of the Skr. cerebral sibilant which is

pronounced in the moderns as s/i, or else becomes kh. Lat.

s, initial and medial, becomes sometimes the palatal sibilant

in It. and also Port. (It. sci, Port, x)
;
in It. also occasion-

ally the palatal c. The Skr. sibilants become also palatals

sometimes in Gaurian, and especially in S., as Skr. sdvakas

‘ a boy,’ S. chokaro, H. chokrd (diminutive forms)
;
Lat.

singularis, It. cinghiare. In Gaurian also sometimes, and

especially in S. and P., the sibilants become h
;

as Skr.

kesari,
‘ a lion,’ S. kehari. The nearest approach to this is

the Spanish aspirate x, pronounced li, I believe, in Andalusia,

as Lat. passer, Sp. paxaro.

I give on the ojjposite page, in a tabular form, to facilitate

comparison, a few of the changes just described, namely, those
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S.VNSKRIT. SmDHi. Hindi. English. Latin. Italian. Fhench.

k g> t g. t ca, CO, cu g t
locus logu log world locus luogo (Sp. liiego)

sukas sud parrot pica pie

(c) c
t

c ci, ce c c

c itraka c'lto cltd leopard civitas cittd cite

t d, *r d, r t d
vatas haru bar banyan- strata strada (Sp. estrada)

tree

t t t t t
ghritam gihu ghl butter votum vceu

P V V P V V
gopdlas gdvaru gavdl cowberd pauper povero pauvre

g t t g t t
bhaginl bhenu bahin sister regina reina reine

d t t d t
hadaras heru ber jujube cadere (Sp. caer) choir

y j j j i j

yauva- johhanu joban youth juvems giorane jeune
nam

1 r 1 r

galanas garanu melting vel unus veruno

V t t V t t
t'ivdhas vih'du bydll marriage pavonem paone paon

m m ~ ~

ndma ndii nUo name nomen (Port.^«o)J nom

s, sk <5h
/

c s sci, c s

krisara kic'hari khic arl milk and caseus cacio

rice

* M. and G. vad.

J From tarn
;
name from retaining final vowel would not be an instance.
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which appear to be the most important, with additional

examples. In this table f is for syncope, " for nasalization.

As regards final consonants, apocope is frequently had

recourse to in both groups, and especially in Fr. among
the Romance languages, and it is not only the consonant

that disappears, but often the whole syllable. A few

instances may be given, such as H. ala from dlayas, pirhl

from pithiha, tarn from tamas, jag from jagat, jyot from

jyotis, and Fr. ecu, cor, jwince, ange, blame, porche, and so

on. Changes in final sounds, to which the modern forms of

the nouns, etc., are owing, will be more particularly described

in ray next part.

I now come to the conjunct consonants. Some of these

do not occur as initial, but where they do, they will be

mentioned. In regard to medial conjuncts, with the ex-

ception of some combinations which will be referred to here-

after, the general rule is, in S., P., and It., that the first

consonant is assimilated to the second, and the preceding

vowel, if long, is made short, and in the remaining languages,

both Gaurian and Romance, syncope of the first consonant

takes place, and the preceding vowel, if short, is lengthened.

In Fr., however, as before stated, vowel quantity is very

uncertain. S. and P. in this respect keep closer to Prakrit,

which has also the double consonant and the short vowel,

than the other Gaurians. It might at first sight appear

doubtful, whether the long vowel and single consonant,

which is the rule for the other Gaurians, could be derived

from the short vowel and double consonant of the Prakrit

;

whether II. mag ‘a road,’ for instance, could be derived from

Skr. mdrgas through Mh. Pr. maggo
;
whether this would

not be like deriving, in this respect, the other Romance

languages from It. In the old H., however, of Chand, there

are often found two forms of the same word, one with the

double, the other with the single consonant
;

as, kamma

and kdma from Skr. karma ‘ work,’ hattha and hdtha from

Skr. hastas ‘ a hand
;

’ from which it would appear that the

language at that time was in a transition state in regard to

such words. I should state that the double consonant,
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though pronounced, is not generally expressed in writing

in S.
;

still I have found most of the words, which I have

instanced as having double consonants, so written. In P.

the corresponding words, as well as all other words derived

from Skr. conjuncts, are written with the mark which indicates

a double consonant.

The following combinations are examples of the rule above

referred to. Thus, Skr. and Lat. kt {ct) becomes tt in S., P.,

and It., t in the other Graurian, and it in the other Romance

languages, except Sp., where it is usually softened to ch
;
as

Skr. raktm ‘
red,’ S. ratio, H. rdtd; Lat. lacte, It. latte, Fr. lait,

Skr. ksh initial and medial becomes the palatal vh and s or

else the aspirate kh in Graurian, and to break the hardness of

the combination in Lat. cs, recourse is had to different modes

of assimilation, as in It. ss, sc, Fr. and Prov. iss, ss, Sp. and

Port. X, s. Examples are, Skr. takshanam ‘a sign,’ S.

lacchanu, H. lachan, or again H. lasit from lakshitas ‘evi-

dent;’ Lat. laxare. It. lasciare, Fr. laisser. Skr. becomes

the palatal cc and c in Gaurian, as Skr. satyas ‘true,’ S.

sac'cii, Braj sdch, G. sdc. In It., cti and pti become palatal

cc, as cacciare from captiare; but ti—tj in Romance generally

becomes sibilant
;

as, Lat. titionem. It. tizzone, Fr. tison. In

none of these cases is it perhaps correct to say that the t has

been dropped, but rather that t and y (j) have been modified

into a new sound by their mutually assimilating influences.

Pt again becomes tt and t in both groups, as Skr. suptas

‘ asleep,’ S. siitto, H. sold, Lat. ruptus a. It. rotto, Fr. route.

Besides its change into t, in Sp., Port., and Prov., pt also be-

comes ut in those languages. Ps in Romance becomes ss and s,

as Lat. capsa. It. cassa, Fr. caisse. But one instance of assimila-

tion is given in Gaurian, that of Old H. a'chara from apsaras

‘ a nymph.’ The combination gel is but of rare occurrence,

it becomes dd and d in Gaurian, and g is partially assimilated

as I or n, or is dropped in Romance, as Skr. dugdhan ‘ milk,’

P. dieddh, H. dudh; Lat. smaragdus. It. smeraldo, Fr. emeraitde.

In gn the n is dropped in Gaurian, as Skr. agnis ‘ fire,’ S. agi,

H. dg
;
whereas in Romance we have the gn softened in

sound. The change of jn to n in Gaurian comes nearer the
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Romance change. Cf. Skr. sa>ij?id
‘ a sign,’ H. sdn, with Lat.

signum, Fr. signe. In gu, however, the letters are sometimes

transposed in both groups, as H. nangd from nagnas ‘ naked,’

Fr. etang from stagnnm.

Again, Skr. dy becomes the sonant palatal jj and j, and

Lat di—dj init. and med. is, as a general rule, subject to a

corresponding change. In both groups the y (j) is usually

changed as it would have been had there been no preceding

d

;

the principle of this change, therefore, differs somewhat

from that of ty before mentioned. Thus we have Skr. vidyut

‘lightning,’ S. viju, M. vlj

;

Lat. sedes (sedia), It. seggia, Fr.

siege. In Skr. dv init. and med. the d is sometimes dropped,

which ma}f be compared with what occurs to medial dv in

Romance
;

as, Skr. udvartanam ‘ an unguent,’ S. ubtanu, H.

uhtan
;
Lat. adverfere. It. avvertire, Fr. averter. If Skr. bj and

Lat. bj are compared, they" sometimes take the same sound in

both the modern groups, though thus of rare occurrence in

Gaurian
;
as Skr. kubjas ‘humpbacked,’ B. kijd, but H. knbbd

;

Lat. subjectus, It. soggetio, Fr. siijet. In rs, r disappears

occasionally in Gaurian, more frequently in Romance
;

as

Sanskrit sirskam ‘ the head,’ S. sisso, H. sis
;
Lat. persica, It.

pesca, 'Fv. peche.

When a nasal is the first member of a combination of

consonants, as the rule, it passes into anundsika or nasaliza-

tion of the preceding vowel in most of the Gaurian languages,

except S. and P., and also in Port, and Fr., and under such

circumstances the vow'el, if short in Skr., is lengthened in

Gaurian as compensation for the loss of the consonant, as in

other cases where one of two conjunct consonants has been

dropped. One or two instances of such nasalization must

suffice, as Skr. kantakas ‘ a thorn,’ B. kfitd, II. katd
;

Lat.

moniem, Port, monte, Fr. mont; Skr. kampanam ‘trembling,’

B. kapan, H. kap-nd
;
Lat. empJastrum, Port, eniplastre, Fr.

empidfre. On the other hand, in S. and P., a nasal before

another consonant is in most cases retained, and also in

Romance, with the exception of Port, and Fr.
;

as in S.

kando, in It. monte. An initial s followed by k (c), t, or p, is

not suffered willingly either in Gaurian or Romance, but a
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vowel is prefixed
;
as Skr. stn ‘ a woman,’ S. isttri, H. istrl

;

Lat. spiritus, Fr. esprit; or in It. before suck conjuncts it

becomes to, or i is prefixed in some cases, as to spirito, con

ispirito. More frequently, however, the sibilant in Gaurian,

whether s, sh, or s, and both initial and medial, is dropped,

and occasionally also in Romance
;
as H. phatna from root sphat

‘ to burst
;

’ Fr. pdmer from spasmus. In Gaurian a follow-

ing unasiprated consonant is almost always aspirated on the

disappearance of the s; as H. hath from hastas ‘the hand.’

In Romance, as medial, st and see, I undergo other changes,

as into sc in It., ss in Fr., etc. In sn, sm, in Gaurian initial

and medial s often falls out, and in Fr. also after a vowel the

s is elided
;
as Skr. snehas ‘ love,’ S. nlhu, H. neh

;
Fr. dne

from asimis. Or a vowel may be inserted
;

as, H. sumaran

from smaranam ‘remembrance;’ It. spasimo from spasnuts.

The insertion of a vowel in this and other combinations is

much more common, however, in Gaurian than in Romance.

Other combinations, again, which have no existence in Skr.,

owing to the rules of sandhi, are subject to the same law of

assimilation in Romance as combinations common to both

groups. Thus bt becomes often tt and t in Romance, and hs

becomes ss and s.

In some cases, however, in both groups, it is the second of

two conjunct consonants, which is dropped or assimilated,

and this is especially the case when v,y (j), or r is the second

member. Thus kv, when it occurs, which is rare, becomes kk

and k in Gaurian, and in Lat. qu—kv init. and med. the u,

though generally written, is frequently mute in Romance, as

Skr. pakvas ‘ cooked,’ S. pakko, B. pdkd ; and derived from

the same root Lat. coquus, It. cuoco\ and Fr. quatre, qualite.

Again Skr. p, which also does not often occur, becomes tt

and t, and if we compare this with Lat. tu, we have, for

instance, Skr. khatvd ‘a bed,’ S. khatta, H. khdt; Lat. mortuus,

It. morto, Fr. mort. In Skr. sy init. and med., y is dropped

frequently in Gaurian, but i (j) after s only exceptionally ia

Romance, as Skr. kdmsyam ‘ bell metal,’ H. kdsd, G. kdsu

;

Lat. tonsionem, It. tosone, Fr. toison

;

more frequently in

Romance either the s is dropped or there is attraction of i to
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the vowel of the preceding syllable. Also in Skr. ny and

Lat. ni—nj, the y is generally dropped in Gaurian, the i (j)

rarely in Romance, as H. siind from kunyas ‘ empty,’ It.

sfmno from extranem

;

the rule in Romance being that the n

becomes mouille, as it is called, in French. So also with Skr.

ly and Lat. li, as S. tullu from hdyas ‘
equal,’ It. mngelo from

evangelium; the rule being in Romance as with n mouille-

ment. In ry, y sometimes gives way in Gaurian, the same in

Romance with ri; as Skr. dhairyam ‘ firmness,’ S. dhira, H.

dJnr

;

Lat. imperium, It. impero, Fr. empire. In other cases,

again, in Gaurian r gives way, and in Romance in other

cases there is an attraction of ^ to the preceding syllable.

'When r follows another consonant, init. or med., it generally

gives way in Gaurian and occasionally also in Romance, as

Skr. putras ‘ a son,’ S. puttu, H. put

;

Lat. aratrum, It. arato.

More frequently, however, the r is retained in Romance, and

often the other consonant also, as Lat. patrem, It. padre, Fr.

pere. The r is also preserved by transposition in Gaurian, as

H. ])arsan from prasannas ‘
pleased.’ It is transposed also

in Romance, but by attraction to the preceding syllable, as

It. strupo from stuprum. In mb the b sometimes goes in both

groups, especially in Sp., as Skr. Jambus ‘ the rose-apple,’ S.

jammu, Lat. limbus, Sp. lomo.

There are, however, some combinations of consonants, in

the changes of which the two groups have nothing in com-

mon. The principal of these will now be referred to. The

varied treatment to which such conjuncts with I as the last

member, as tl, el, gl, and pi, are subjected in Romance,

—

tl

for instance becoming chi in It. and il in Fr. and so on,—has

no parallel in Gaurian, where I is either dropped or separated

from the preceding consonant by an inserted vowel. Again,

y (Lat. ?'=;/) has a more extended assimilating influence in

Romance than in Gaurian, for besides t and d, which it

assimilates equally in both groups, it also assimilates p, b,

and V in Romance, as It. piccione, Fr. pigeon from ynpionem,

etc. In such cases in Gaurian the y generally gives way, as

Skr. rupyam ‘silver,’ S. ruppo, H. riipa. Perhaps the greatest

difference appears in the treatment of r as a preceding con-
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junct. In most cases in Gaurian r gives way, often however

leaving some trace of itself, when not assimilated either as

anunadka, or by aspirating the remaining or even preceding

consonant
;

or in the case of the other conjunct being a

dental, by changing it into a cerebral. In Romance, on the

other hand, except in the combination rs before referred to,

r generally stands. R also, in the position of a preceding

conjunct, is frequently transposed in Romance, as Lat. turbo,

Sanskrit. SiNDHI. Hindi. English. Latin. Italian. French.

kt tt t ct tt it

bhaktam bhattu bhdt boiled

rice.

factum fatfo fait

ksh cc'h ch cs ss, sc iss, ss

riksha ricchu rich bear coxa coscia cuisse

f t

cc
t

c ti, te zz c

nrit 1/

a

nacc-anu nac-na dance platea piazza place

pt tt t pt tt t

saptan satta sdt seven septem sette se(pjt

> n n gn (nj) ("j)

rajm rdni ram queen magnus magno magne

dy
jj j di gg> zz

j

adya ajju V to-day hodie oggi (jour)*

rs s s rs s s

pdrsve pdse j)ds beside sursmn suso sus

nt nd ~t nt nt ~t

dantas dandu ddt tooth dentcm dente dent

sy, shv, sy h=s s si s s

pudiya pohu pus December eccleda ehiesa eglise

Jour from diurnum. It giorno.
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Fr. tromhe

;

while in Gaurian a vowel is inserted, as Skr.

murkhm ‘ a fool,’ H, murakh.

I have repeated on the preceding page, in a tabular form,

W'ith additional examples, what appear to be the most

important of the combinations just referred to.

Besides the second r and the additional aspirates, before

referred to, common to all the Gaurians, but unknown to

the Skr., there are also in S. three additional letters, namely,

a second q, d, and h, which have no place in the Skr.

alphabet. These are pronounced with greater energy than

the ordinary g, d and b\ “as if one tried,” says Trumpp, “to

double the sound at the beginning of a word.” There is ^
difference somewhat similar to this in the pronunciation of

an initial consonant in Italian according to the position of

the word in a sentence. These letters, when medial, in S.

often stand in place of the double consonant which would

otherwise have arisen from the assimilation of a Skr. con-

junct. There is also in S. a second g, distinguished by a dot

under it, said to be pronounced as dy, which has etymo-

logically a similar origin to that of the before-mentioned

letters. The old Vedic cerebral I, again, which has been

lost in later Skr., is preserved in P., G., and M.

In both groups there is an aversion to the combination of

two mutes, and of a mute followed by a spirant. A nasal

followed by a mute is admitted in both groups. Such com-

binations as are displeasing are destroyed in the same way

in both groups, either by syncope, assimilation, the dissolu-

tion of a consonant into a vowel, transposition, or the

prefixing or insertion of a vowel. As before remarked,

however, the insertion of a vowel is much more common in

Gaurian than in Romance, and in Gaurian there may be also

a softening of the first consonant; as Skr. hhaktas ‘a devotee,’

II. hhayat. Consonants are also inserted in both groups, but

more frequently in Romance ; as S. mundri from mudrika

‘a seal,’ H. mundra; It. lanterna, Fr. lanterne, from laterna

;

H. bandar from vdnaras ‘a monkey;’ Fr. noinbre from

numerus.

As regards double consonants, these are not subject to
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the changes of the single consonants. They generally

remain in S., P., and in It., while one of them is generally

dropped in all the other languages
;

as Skr. pippalas ‘ the

holy fig-tree,’ S. pippiru, H. pipal

;

Lat. puppis, It. poppa,

Fr. > oi” where the Latin orthography is preserved,

as is often the case in Port, and Fr., the pronunciation is

seldom that of a double consonant. Consonants are often

doubled in It. on other than etymological grounds, and also

in some of the Gaurian languages, and this is especially the

case in P.
;

as, for instance, P. ikk, S. hikku from Skr. ekas
‘ one

;

’ It. macchina from machina.

I shall next proceed to compare a few of the principal

nominal suffixes of derivation. Many of these in both

groups have quite lost their original meaning, and the words

formed by them are not felt by those who use them to be in

any way difierent from primitive words. Other suffixes,

again, are not only felt as such, but have often a much more

extended application in the modern than in the ancient

languages. Skr. a, with nom. case suffix as, which corre-

sponds to Lat. 0, nom. formerly os, later ns, was the most used

of all the simple vocalic suffixes. In S. the suffix becomes it,

while it is elided in the other Gaurian languages. In Fr.

and Prov. it is also elided, but retained in the other Romance

languages. "We may thus compare Skr. tanas ‘a tone,’ S. tdnit,

H. tan; Lat. tonus. It. tuono, Fr. ton. There are, however,

other nouns which have in Skr. also the a suffix, but which

end in Gaurian in o or d—o in S. and G., d in the other

languages—but this is probably owing, as explained by

Hoernle, to a greater extension of the Skr. ka suffix, which is

referred to further on, as a pleonastic suffix, popularly or in

later times, than appears recorded in literary Skr. The Skr.

a=Lat. a are generally suffixes of feminine nouns. In S.

the vowel is shortened, in the other Gaurian languages it is

elided. In the Romance languages it is retained, with the

exception of Fr., where it becomes mute e. In this also, as

in many other cases where a vowel has been lost, H. has

properly mute a, which is counted as a syllable in poetry.

Skr. urnd ‘wool,’ S. unna, H. un; Lat. Inna, It. luna, Fr. Inne.
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The general rule in regard to the i and u suffixes is, that

they are retained in S, and in It., Sp., and Port.
;
elided in

the other Gaurian languages, and in Prov. and Fr.
;
as Skr.

hdnis ‘injury,’ S. hdni, H. hdn\ Lat. It. fine, Yv.fin-,

Skr. tanus ‘ the body,’ S. tanu, H. tan
;
Lat. manm. It. tnano,

Fr. main.

Skr. an, d«=Lat. on. This suffi.x forms nouns of agency,

as Skr. takshd, acc. takshdnam or tak^hanam ‘ a carpenter,’

S. dakhatiH, H. takhdn\ Lat. latronem, It. ladrone, Fr. larron.

The Skr. ya, which generally becomes i in the moderns, and

Lat. ia, are both used to form abstract nouns
; as Skr. coryam

‘theft,’ S. and H. co/7; Lat. gratia. It. grazia, Fr. grace.

The use of these suffixes in the same sense is very largely ex-

tended in both groups to new formations; as S. bhali and bhaldl

‘ goodness,’ from S. bhalo ‘ good,’ H. bhaldl from H. bhald
;

It. signoria from signor, Fr. seigneurie from seigneur. Skr.

/aryrtrrLat. tiro. This suffix with syncope of t has passed

into all the Gaurian languages except P. “ It forms now in

S. present participles passive, though its original use and

signification has still been preserved in the formation of the

future passive.” ^ It appears in S. as ibo, in Braj, where it is

one of the forms of the infinitive, as abau and ihau. This

form of the infinitive has been lost in High H. We may
thus compare Skr. ddtavyas ‘ to be given,’ S. de-ibo, Braj de-

ibau\ \jCLt. nativus. It. nativo,Yv. naif. ^\.v.aIa— ulo, etc.;

as Skr, cancalas ‘
fickle,’ S. cancalii, H. cancal

;
Lat. populus.

It. popolo, Fr. peuple.

The suffix nt forms the present participle in Skr. and Lat.

The nasal in the Gaurian languages is retained only in S.,

in some verbs in P., in 0., and in GarhwalT, and also in

S. and P. the t becomes d. In the other languages the

nasal is dropped. The former, therefore, corresponds to the

strong, the latter to the weak, cases of the Skr. declension.

In Romance the nasal is always retained,—Skr. likhan, acc.

likhanfam, inst. likhatd ‘ writing,’ Garhwali likhanto, S.

likhando, H. likhatd, but in several dialects likhat

;

Lat.

1 Trumpp, Sindlii Grammar, p. 54.
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amantem, It. amante, Fr. aimant. Skr. and Lat. ma, mo, not

much used in either group
;
as Skr. gharmas ‘ heat/ S. garmo

'S.. gham\ firmus, li. fermo, Yv. ferme. Skr. aka, ika,

nka = Lat. aco, ico, uco. In Gaurian, as the general rule,

the ka disappears and the preceding vowel is lengthened
;

in Fr. the suffix is often dropped wholly or in part, but in

the other Romance languages it is retained
;
as Skr. mastakas

‘ the head,’ S. matiho, H. mdtha

;

Lat. ehriacus. It. briaco.

Skr. malikas ‘ a gardener,’ S. and H. md/z
;
Lat. amicus. It.

amico, Fr. ami. Skr. hdlukd ‘sand,’ S. vdro, H. hdlu\ Lat.

carruca. It. carruca, Fr. charrue.

The suffix ta = to forms the past participle passive in

Skr. and Lat. In Gaurian the t passes into I in M., B., and

0. probably through Pr. d. In the other languages the t is

elided, and in most of them i or y is inserted before the

final vowel. In Fr. also the final t disappears, in the

other Romance languages it is retained or softened to d.

Skr. likhitas ‘written,’ M. Uhild, S. likhyo, H. likhd

;

Lat.

amatus, It. amato, Sp. amado, Fr. aime. Skr. fflr=Lat.

tor, forming nouns of agency
;
as Skr. bhartd, acc. bhar-

tdram ‘ a husband,’ S. bhatdru, H. bliatdr; Lat. imperatorem.

It. imperadore, Fr. empereiir. The short suffix tar=hsX.

ter denotes relationship. The accent in these formations

is on the root-syllable
;

as Skr. mdtd (acc. mdtaram) ‘a

mother,’ S. mdu, and Skr. mdtrikd, H. mdl; Lat. matrem.

It. madre, Fr. mere. A few other suffixes might be com-

pared
;

but the foregoing will suffice to give a general

notion of what takes place in the two groups in these re-

spects, which is all that I contemplated giving in this or

any other part of the paper. There are also, of course, a

good many other suffixes, in both groups, that cannot be

traced back to a common origin. There are other suffixes,

again, which once had, and still have in many words, a

diminutive signification, but which are now in other words

merely pleonastic. In the popular language words with

diminutive suffixes were evidently great fa\ ourites, and con-

sequently the original words without the suffixes became in

many instances obsolete. Thus, to take an example or two
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from S. witli the suffix ro, ri {ro, ri), we have, as non-diminu-

tives, tukiro ‘a piece,’ chokari ‘a girl,’ etc., or, as diminutives,

jinduro ‘ a short life,’ dhiarl ‘ a small daughter,’ etc.
;
in It.,

with o/o, as non-diminutives, lenzuolo, figluolo, etc., or, as

diminutives, bagnuoh, sassttolo, etc. Such suffixes are thus

used in all the languages of both groups. For its extensive

use of diminutive suffixes S. is most conspicuous in the

Gaurian group, as It. is in the Romance
;
nearly every sub-

stantive and adjective in these languages being capable of

receiving a diminutive suffix.

(To be continued.)
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Art. XIII .—A Comparative Study of the Japanese and

Korean Languages. By W. Gr. Aston, Assistant Japanese

Secretary H.B.M.’s Legation, Yedo.

In comparing Japanese and Korean with each other and

with other languages, there are three things to be considered :

— 1st, their phonetic systems
;

2nd, the functions of their

grammar
;

and 3rd, the character of their grammatical

procedures.

I.

Phonetic System.

The vowels are as follows :

—

Japanese.

as in father

e as ay in say

i as in machme
0 as in so

u as 00 in hook

Korean.

i > as in Japanese

'
ieu
)

.
as in French

eu
;

a, as w in b^t

a as a in Thomas

The comparative poverty of the Japanese vowel system is

incompatible with the action of the principle of the harmony

of vowels, which is accordingly almost unknown in this

language. Korean is much richer in vowel sounds, but in so

far as I have been able to observe, it agrees with Japanese in

rejecting that principle. Perhaps e and e, which, although

simple sounds, are represented by the letters for hi, ai, should

be excluded from the above enumeration of Korean vowels.

They are no doubt of more recent development. There are

indications that the Japanese e is also more recent than the

other vowels.
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Consonants.

Labials.

Jap.
>

or h, w, m.

Kor. P, ph, —
,

w, m.

Dentals.

Jap. t,
,

d, s, Z, n, r.

Kor. t,
j

Sj Z, n, r or 1.

Palatals.

Jap. ch or ts, —
, j or dz^

,
sh.

. y-

Kor. ch, chh, —
)

sh
. y-

Gutturals.

Jap. k.
> 9i 1 >

ng.

Kor. k.
>

>
ng.

The consonants ph, th, chh, and kh (pronounced as in

Sanskrit), are wanting in Japanese. They are, however,

comparatively little used in Korean, and the aspiration

disappears at the end of a syllable. The difference made in

some parts of Japan in pronouncing such homophonous

words as kaki ‘ a persimmon,’ and kaki ‘ an oyster,’ is perhaps

owing to an original distinction between aspirated and

unaspirated consonants. One may have been kaki, the other

khaki, though they are written alike, and even in speaking

the difference is barely appreciable.

The consonants h, d,j, z, and g are wanting in the Korean

alphabet. But this want is only apparent. To the ear, the

soft consonants are unmistakably present. As in the

Dravidian languages, there is no doubt some rule by which

the letters for p, t, ch, s, k, are in certain circumstances pro-

nounced h, d,j, z, gd The Japanese alphabetical character

originallj’' neglected this distinction, and even in old printed

books the nigori, or mark by which the soft consonants are

distinguished, is usually omitted. There is some analogy

between the Tamil and Japanese rule as to this distinction.

^ “Le mandchou possede des consonnes fortes, et des consoimes demi-fortes

figurees par des caracteres distincts, mais dans le corps et a la fin des mots, ces

dernieres sont sujettes a degenerer en douces sans que I’^criture manifeste cette

degenerescence.”—Lucien Adam's Manchu Grammar, p. 13.
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In Tamil a consonant is soft, except at the beginning of a

word, or when doubled. In Japanese the initial consonant of

the second element of a compound word is usually softened,

and doubled consonants are always hard.

In classical Japanese there is no p. It is probable, how-

ever, that the Japanese language was not always without this

letter, and that the present h or/ represents an original p.

P has re-appeared in the modern colloquial Japanese. H
and / are written with the same letter in Japanese. It is

read / before u, h before any other vowel. The Korean h

belongs to the guttural series of consonants. In comparing

the two languages, we are therefore prepared to find that a

Japanesef or h corresponds to a Korean p, and a Korean h

to a Japanese h or g.

Where European languages have two letters r and I,

Japanese and Korean have only one. The Japanese r some-

times closely resembles the English sound. At other times,

and especially before i, it approaches our d, except that in

forming it, the tip of the tongue is directed more backward

and upward, as in the so-called ‘cerebral ’ sounds of Sanski'it.

The Korean sound fluctuates between r and 1. It has been

written I throughout this paper, but it corresponds very

closely in character to the Japanese r. The form given to it

by the inventor of the Korean alphabet shows that he

considered it to be related to t, and this view is corrobo-

rated by other evidence. As in several other Turanian

and Dravidian languages, r (or /) cannot begin a word either

in Japanese or Korean. Japanese tolerates it in this position

in words derived from Chinese and other foreio^n lano:ua»es,

but Korean has a strong tendency to substitute an n. A
vowel is occasionally prefixed for the same reason, as in the

word ‘Russia,’ which is in Japanese Oroshiya, in Korean

Arasa. In Dravidian derivatives from Sanskrit, the same

means is taken to avoid an objectionable r at the beginning

of a word.

In Japanese, it depends entirely on the vowel which

follows whether a consonant of the Dental or Palatal series

is used. A, o, e are preceded by t, cl or s
;

i by ch, j or &h
;
u

VOL. XI.— [new series.] 21
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by fs, ds or s. This rule does not hold good in Korean, but a

similar tendency is indicated by the fact that before i and y,

it is indifferent whether t or ch, tJi or chh, are written. The
particle chi is often written ti

;
the word for ‘ good ’ is either

ehyota or tyota.

The Korean sibilant character probably represents both s

and sh. The form shows that it is considered to be allied to

ch and chh, and Mr. Ross,' who has a practical acquaintance

with the language, represents it sometimes by s, sometimes

by sh. At the end of a syllable it is frequently, like the

Japanese ^ {tsu), only a sign that the following consonant

is doubled.

The Japanese ng is not distinguished in writing from g,

and indeed is only found in the Eastern dialect. It cannot

begin a word. The Korean ng is only found at the end of a

syllable. When the same alphabetical sign occurs at the

beginning of a syllable, it represents a spiritus lenis (’), and

is prefixed to every syllable which does not begin with a

consonant. The use of a letter which is properly a guttural

to represent a spiritus lenis, seems to indicate that the loss of

a guttural at the beginning of a word is frequent in Korean,

and there are other facts which suggest the same inference.

The Korean h is closely related to ng, as appears from the

circumstance that the Koreans have the same name for both,

viz. heng, and that the form of the letters representing them

is similar.

In Japanese, a syllable consists of a vowel, or of one con-

sonant followed by a vowel. No syllable contains more than

one consonant, or ends with a consonant. Twm consonants

can never come together.^ This characteristic, together with

the comparative poverty of its vowel system, lends Japanese

a certain superficial resemblance to the languages of the

Polynesian group, but there is no evidence that any real con-

nexion exists. The mechanism of the syllable in Korean

* Author of a Corean Primer, Mission Press, Shanghai, 1877. It maybe
procured from Triihner & Co.

- The modern Japanese language presents exceptions to this statement and to

others made in the course of this paper, but the old classical language is always

meant, except when otherwise indicated.
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differs very considerably. Combinations of two consonants

in the same syllable, though exceptional, are not excluded,

and a syllable may end with any of the consonants p, m,

t, n, 1, s, k, or ng. The following specimen illustrates this

difference :

—

Jap. Ko-ko ni so-no i-mo I-za-na-mi no mi-ko-to.

Kor. Keu-lun 'e-talp 'on 'il 'i 'up-sa-wi.

If we consider the effect of the rule of the Japanese

language which has just been stated, it will be evident that

monosyllabic roots must in this language be the exception.

The number of syllables which can be formed by a vowel or

a consonant followed by a vowel is very limited, and is

reckoned by the Japanese themselves at forty-seven. R
cannot begin a word, so that from this number must be

deducted the five syllables which begin with this letter. It

is probable that we ought not to add those syllables which

begin with a soft consonant; but even if we do, the entire

number of possible monosyllabic words in Japanese is only

sixty-two, and it should be remembered that it does not, like

Chinese, resort to accent in order to distinguish between words

which are otherwise pronounced alike. Dissyllabic and pol}’-

syUabic words are therefore the rule in Japanese. In Korean,

the admission of final consonants, and to a small extent of

combinations of consonants, together with the larger number

of vowels, renders possible a far greater variety of mono-

syllabic words, and they are consequently much more

numerous than in Japanese. Dissyllabic and polvs}dlabic

words are, however, by no means uncommon.

In comparing Korean with Japanese words, this difference

in the genius of the two languages must be allowed for. If a

Korean word ends in a consonant, the corresponding Japanese

word will either reject the final consonant, or will add another

vowel. Thus kil ‘hair,’ is in Japanese ke ; kas ‘a broad hat,’

is in Japanese kasa. Again, if two consonants come together

in a Korean word, Japanese will drop one or insert a vowel

between.

Another peculiarity of the Korean phonetic sj’stem as com-
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pared witli Japanese is the existence of what may be termed

‘ latent aspirates.’ An aspirated letter cannot stand at the

end of a word
;
but if a termination is added, the aspiration of

the final letter, if it originally possessed one, revives, and

appears as a doubling of the consonant, as an h, s, or one of

the aspirated consonants. Thus ‘colour,’ with the nomina-

tive suffix i, becomes /jjs chi and not ]ns i; man ‘many,’ with

the adverbial termination ^, is manhi not mani.

The older Japanese language does not allow a hiatus. Two
vowels cannot come together in the same word, and when-

ever, in forming compounds, a hiatus occurs between the final

vowel of the first part and the initial vowel of the second

part, one of the two vowels must yield. Thus aka-ishi becomes

akashi ; ara-iso ariso ; midzu vmi, mkhximi. It is not clear in

how far this rule holds good in Korean. Such combinations

as eui, oa, are very common, but in some at least of these

cases, eu and o are pronounced ic, so that no hiatus really

occurs
;
and in words like ma’am ‘ heart,’ the spiritus lenis

may indicate the loss of a guttural.

Both Japanese and Korean have borrowed largely from

Chinese, and much may be learnt respecting the phonetic

character of these two languages by comparing the forms

assumed in each by the same Chinese words. The more

important of the letter-correspondences indicated by such a

comparison are exhibited in the following table.

Table of corresponding consonants in the modern Chinese,

the Korean, and the Japanese pronunciations of Chinese

characters :

—

Initials.

Chinese. Korean.

Labials.

Japanese.

/ P h or /, (more seldom) b

/ ph h or/

P P h or/ h

P ph h or/ b

ph ph h orf, b

w m m, (less often) b

m m rn, (less often) b
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CmxrsE. Koeeax. Japanese.

Dentals.

t t t, d, ch

th th t, (less often) d

n n 71, d,j

n ) n

n y »

y y n

y y y

y 71

1 l, n r

Palatals.

ch t, eh, 8 ch, sh, 8

chh ch, chh ch, sh, 8

ts ch, 8 ts, 8, sh, 3

ths ch, chh ch, 8, sh

8 8, 81J 8, sh,j

sh 8, sg 8, sh ,j, 3

n ch ch

Guttueals.

Ic^ JcJt k k, (less often) g
h h g
ng g, omitted

w or u >

g, omitted

y eu g, omitted

n >

Finals.

g

— P vocalized, (less often) tsu

n 71, m 71

—
^

\

' tsu, chi, (less often) hi;

\
;

omitted

— k ku, ki

ng ng vocalized

Vowels.

In respect to vowels, it need only be noted that the

Japanese e corresponds to the Korean u.

The preceding table confirms the inference already drawn

from an examination of the alphabets that a Japanese / or h

corresponds to a Korean p.
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In the Dental and Palatal classes of consonants, it will be

observed that there is considerable freedom of interchange.

T, th, ch, chh, and s in Korean correspond without much
distinction to t, d, ts, ch, s, sh, j, z, in Japanese

;
a Korean n

may be in Japanese n, y, d, or j, while a Japanese n may be

either omitted in Korean, or represented by y.

Amongst the gutturals, the Korean h corresponds to the

Japanese k or g, and Japanese often preserves an initial

g, which has disappeared in Korean, and even in Chinese

itself.

The above observations apply to initial consonants. In

regard to final letters, it is to be noted than a Korean m is

represented in Japanese by n, and that ng is vocalized.

Thus the word for ‘ same,’ which is in Chinese timg, and in

Korean tong, is in Japanese do.

A most important peculiarity of the Korean and Japanese

pronunciations of Chinese is that words which have the short

or entering accent in that language, have in Korean an

I final, and in Japanese end in chi, tsu, or, more rarely, in

hi or 7i«. Dr. Hoffmann, in pointing out this peculiarity,

notes that in the Holden dialect of Chinese, these words

end in t. Japanese occasionally follows modern Chinese in

dropping the final consonant. Pu {y(^) ‘not,’ is in Korean

]>eul, in Japanese fu.

In applying to a comparison of native Japanese and

Korean words the principles of letter-change suggested by

the above table, it is necessary to use caution. It should

be remembered that some features of the letter-changes

indicated may be due, not to a difference in the phonetic

character of Japanese and Korean themselves, but to the

fact that the Chinese dialects borrowed from have not been

in each case identical.^ Nor can it be at once assumed that

the tendencies manifested by these languages at a com-

' It is impossible to restore, with any degree of certainty, the dialects of

Chinese from which the Chinese words in Japanese and Korean W'ere borrowed.
Indeed, one of the principal evidences of their character is these very Japanese
and Korean derivatives. The modern official language has, therefore, been taken
as a term of comparison. In so far as Cliinese and Korean are concerned, a
table in Dr. Pfizmaier’s “ Darlegungen aus der Geschichte und Geographie
Corea’s” has been made use of.
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paratively recent stage of their history, and in the case of

words of foreign derivation, must necessarily have been

equally active in the much earlier period when the dif-

ferences which now characterize them were first developed,

or that they affected words of native origin as well as those

borrowed from abroad.

It is also necessary'- to avoid confounding original Japanese

and Korean words with those which owe their resemblance

to a common Chinese derivation. In the great majority of

cases this presents no difficulty. In Japanese, and to a less

degree in Korean, most Chinese words have an easily re-

cognizable physiognomj’- of their own, but there exists in

both languages an older stratum of words of Chinese origin

which have become so thoroughly assimilated that their

derivation is no longer obvious. So entirely has it become

forgotten in some instances that the same word has been

borrowed a second time in a slightly altered form by a

process familiar to the student of modern European

languages. Take, for example, the Japanese word fude
‘ a pen,’ which is stated by native grammarians to be com-

pounded of the Japanese words fumi ‘ letter,’ and te
‘ hand,’

The corresponding Korean root is pus {ov put), which has all

the appearance of a native Korean word. There can be little

doubt, however, that both fade and pus are merely the

Chinese (^) ‘ a pen,’ the modern Japanese pro-

nunciation of which is hitsu, and the Korean jjJiU, both in

actual use. The word for ‘ cash ’ (small copper coin) is

another example. In Japanese it is zeni, and in Korean ton

or toni, both derived from the Chinese tsien The same

word has been borrowed a second time under the somewhat

altered forms sen and chyun, the newer Japanese form sen

being used in compounds, or to indicate a particular kind

of zeni, viz. the cent of the new currency. Both ‘ pen ’

and ‘ money ’ are precisely words which would naturally be

borrowed by the Japanese and Koreans in the earliest stage

of their intercourse with their more civilized neighbours.

The history of the English words ‘ pen ’ and ‘ money ’

presents analogies which need not be dwelt on here.
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Any original affinity wfiicli may exist between Japanese

and Korean on the one hand, and Chinese on the other, is

so remote that it need hardly be taken into account. Such

appearances of a common origin as they present are almost

as faint and questionable as those which have been thought

to indicate a remote connexion between Japanese and Aryan

languages.

Considering the frequency of the intercourse, both of

a peaceful and warlike character, which has taken place

between Japan and Korea in historical times, it is natui’al

to suppose that some interchange in the vocabulary of their

respective languages must have occurred. It is difficult,

however, to point to many undoubted instances. Buddhism

was first introduced into Japan from Korea, and the Korean

word clitil
‘
a Buddhist temple,’ must be the original of the

Japanese fera,^ which has the same meaning. The depre-

catory expression mess

6

or messona, so often heard in the

dialect of Osaka and Kioto, seems taken from the Korean

inuUs hayu, lit. ‘having done what,’ and one or two other

examples might be adduced.

The question now presents itself,—In how far do the

principles of letter-correspondence above indicated apply to

native words which are common to the Japanese and Korean

languages ? The following table shows that, upon the whole,

the same principles are applicable in their case also.

Japanese /'or li, or sometimes w, corresponds to p or ph in

Korean.

Examples.

Japaxese.

hato, a pigeon

har;<, to paste

haji, shame

harafw, to clear away, to

Koeeax.

pitaU'i,* a pigeon

pahiZ, to paste

peus, shame

off pha?, to sell

' Chiil and tera have not a single letter in common. But Korean « is Japanese
e ; Korean I Japanese r ; e in Japanese must be preceded by t not ch ; and as no
Japanese word can end in a consonant, an a is added in order to satisfy the laws

of euphony.
^ The non-radical part of a word is put, as far as can be ascertained, in

italics.
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Japanese. Korean.

ha, distinctive particle pa, particle meaning ‘ that which ’

‘ the thing which ’

heso, navel
)

hara, belly j

pe, belly

ift<, to speak ip, mouth

wara, straw pheul, grass, straw

wata, sea pata, patang, sea

Other examples will be found below.

JLf in Japanese, especially when initial, corresponds to m in

Korean.

Examples.

mi, body mom, body

moto, origin, bottom mis, origin, bottom

umerM, to fill up

mure, a flock )

mye, to fill up

mura, a village >

murayarM, to assemble
)

muri, an assemblage

moro^v’, easily crumbled meuleu/, soft

sbima, an island syum, an island

sames/nh' or ) ^ ^

sabishsh-
j

sim-sim han, lonely

damarw, to be silent )

tamarw, to endure
)

chham, to endure, to be silent

kuma, border, limit kum, limit

kuma, a bear kom, a bear

kama, a pot kama, kame, a pot

kumo, a spider kumo, a spider

toma, a mat stum, a mat

In the last example the initial s is merely a diacritic mark
indicating a sharp pronunciation of the consonant.

A Japanese m corresponds to a Korean p in

Japanese. Korean.

tsume, a finger or toe-nail, a hoof thop, a finger or toe-nail, a hoof

A Japanese d is in Korean p in the following :

—

tsubame ) n -u - • n
tsubaX’Mr« (

^ swallow chupi, a swallow

tsubone, a chamber chip, a house, a room

tsubus^^
J

5° bS'trpie^ei' slaughter cattle
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A Japanese b corresponds to a Korean m in tsuha, chJaun,

‘spittle.’

The observations already made on the Dental and Palatal

series of consonants have prepared us to find a considerable

freedom of interchange in their case.

Examples.

Japanese.

tatakw, to beat

take, a bamboo

tamari<, to endure

koto, thing

inoto, bottom

tadzunera, to search

toki, time

shita-tar;<, to drip

tarw, to be enough

tsurePM, to accompany

tsnru, a stork

kutsuro, a fireplace

katsugif, to carry in the hand

. , . (to come to an end
su i\ru

I
become exhausted

chichi, milk

uchi, to stidke

sosogM, to sprinkle, to wash

soko, bottom or perhaps )

suki, interval
)

sun, sour

ushi, ox

sliishi, deer (local only)

asaX'e, shallow

suka«M, to deceive

suji, thread, sinew

suko^^j, little )

sukwrtaX’e’, few
)

Koeeax.

teuta^, to beat

te, a bamboo

chham, to endure

kus, thing

mis, bottom

chbacha^, to search

cheuk, chuk, time

steus-steus, drip

cha^, to be enough

talyit, to accompany

tulumi, a kind of stork

keuteul, a fireplace

kachu^, to take in the hand

cheukeu?, to die

chus, milk

chhi/, to strike

sisa/, to wash

sok, interior

sui, sour

sho, ox

sasam, deer

yus, shallow

sokiZ, to deceive

chul, thread, sinew

cheuk, few

The Korean word saldw ‘ man,’ may be compared with tari,

the termination of the Japanese numerals for men, as exem-

plified in yot-tari ‘ four men,’ iku-tari ‘ how many men.’

The root of the Korean word is a verb sah ‘to live,’ the termi-
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nation dJJi forming a verbal noun. A form sail
‘ man, also

occurs. This root has been displaced in Japanese, except

when used with numerals, b

more than tlie numeral Mto

Japanese.

masawi, exactly

mas-sugu, quite straight

mak-kuro^'j, quite black y
mat-taXa", complete, perfect

man-naka, the exact middle

Y hito, which is probably nothing
' one.’

Korean.

fmacchhil, to hit

machhe?<^, to meet

1

mas-chhf, pronounced machchi,

exactly

mattaek, in good health

man-naZ, to meet
^mak-ki/, quite long

The Korean root is probably machh. But chh, being an

aspirated consonant, cannot stand at the end of a word. It

becomes s, a letter which has the property of combining with

the initial consonant of the following syllable, so as to make

a double consonant. This peculiarity is shared by the

Japanese tsu, with which the corresponding Japanese root

matsu ends.

N remains unchanged.

niwoi, smell

nurw 1 to be in bed
nerM

|
to be lying down

na, you

ina, no

ne, smell

nu, to be lying down

nu, you

ani, not

In the table of corresponding letters in words derived from

Chinese, it has been seen that an initial n sometimes dis-

appears in Korean while it is retained in Japanese. An n

has perhaps disappeared from the beginning of the words

heulil ‘to be cloudy, turbid; ’ heul ‘to flow,’ which would in that

case correspond to the Japanese nigoru, nagaru, which have

the same meaning.

A or Ms not found at the beginning of a Japanese or

Korean word. In the middle, and less frequently at the end

of a word, a Japanese r is a Korean 1.

sarafw, to clear out seulu, to clear away
liarafM, to clear away pheulu, to clear away
wara, straw pheul, straw, grass
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jAPA^fESE. KoEEAIf.

kiru, to cut
|

katana, sword
)

norw, to speak

doro, mud
)

daraX-tf, bespattered j

kari, a wild goose

tori, bird

mura, a village

mure, an assemblage, a

kal, a sword

nila?, to speak

tulii, dirty

kalaX/, a wild goose

talX, eommon fowl

muri, an assemblage

A Korean I, especially when final, is usually represented in

Japanese by chi, isu, dzu, shi, ji or s, as in the following

examples.

haehi, a bee

kachi, on foot

kuchi, mouth, entrance

pul, a bee

kuldwj, walking

kul, hole, cave

ku, to speak

It may be noted that while the Korean ip
‘ mouth,’ corre-

sponds to the Japanese ifu ‘speak,’ the Japanese kuchi
‘ mouth,’ corresponds to the Korean ku ‘ speak,’

natsu, summer'

mitswrM, to be full

madzu, previously

hoshi, a star

hoshiXf, desirous \

horM or hoss/trM, to wish >

hoshiyarw, to wish )

hashi, beak (as in kuchi-bashi)

koshi, loins

majiXf, neg. termination

saji, a spoon

hiji, elbow

hiza, knee

\id^]hnete, for the first time

masu, a measure of capacity

midzu, water

nal, sun, day, weather
nyulum, summer

mil, to be full

mill, previously

pyiil, a star

pil, to pray
pala, to request

puli, beak

huli, loins

mal, negative verb

sul, a spoon

phal, arm

pal, foot

piloso, for the first time

mal, a measure of capacity

meul, water, river, lake

' Summer is in Hungarian )tyur and in Turkish yaz ; the corresponding word
in Mongol is narau ‘ sun.’
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The Korean I final is sometimes lost in Japanese. The

example last quoted is an instance where the same word

illustrates this tendency as well as the interchange of letters

just described. Mkhu in composition frequently loses the

final syllable, as in 7ni-to
‘ water-gate’ (the name of a place),

idzu-mi ‘ water which comes out,’ i.e.
‘ a spring,’ umi ‘ the

sea,’ probably for oho-mi ‘ great water.’ The Aino form of

this word is hetsii
‘ a river,’ the Manchu bir

‘ a river,’ and I

venture the suggestion that in the Latin mare, the German

meer, and the English mere, the same word may be

recognized.

Japaxese. Koeeax.

muma, a horse mal, a horse

The I final in this word is sometimes dropped even in

Korean. Muma is pronounced almost as one syllable, the u

being nearly inaudible.

hi, fire, sun peul, fire

At first sight there is a temptation to identify hi with the

Korean he ‘ sun.’ This is, however, impossible, the Japanese

h being a labial, the Korean h belonging to the gutturals.

A more probable equivalent of he is the Japanese ka of

futsu-ka ‘two days,’ mik-ka ‘three days,’ etc. It may be

observed that hi is used in Japanese for ‘ scarlet’ as well as

for ‘ fire,’ and that the root of the Korean peulkeun ‘ red ’ is

plainly ‘ fire.’

K usually remains unchanged. To the numerous examples

which may be found in the preceding pages, there may be

added the following :

—

kasa, a broad hat

katal'?, hard

ko, place, as in doko, where, )

miya-ko, capital
)

koso, emphatic particle

kafw, to buy

gotoki, like (the g is for an 1

original k)
)

A Korean h is usually in Japanese k at the beginning of a

word, g in any other position.

kas, a broad hat

kutu??, hard

kos, place

kos, just, exactly

kap, price

kattan, like
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Examples.

Japanese. Koeean.

kimo, liver, courage

koslii, loins

hag!<, to strip off

nigon<, to be turbid

nagar?i, to flow

him, strength

huli, loins

pah«7, to pluck out

heuh7, to be cloudy, turbid

heul, to flow

It has been observed above, that in a few words derived

from the Chinese, a Korean I final corresponds to ku or ki in

Japanese,—an instance in point being the Chinese ([TC),

which is in Korean in Japanese Juki. This is not in

itself a very probable interchange, and I hesitate to apply it

to native Japanese and Korean words. If its possibility were

admitted, we might compare the Japanese words faku ‘
to

blow,’ isiiki ‘ the moon,’ kakit
‘

to scratch, to write,’ kaffe
‘ a

shadow,’ with the Korean pii/, tdl, keul, keulim, wliich have

respectively the same meanings.

The above table no doubt contains a number of mere casual

coincidences, and very likely some errors, unavoidable in

dealings with a lan<?uag:e so little known as Korean. In

estimating its value as establishing the fact of an affinity

between Japanese and Korean, it should be remembered that

the Korean part has been supplied from materials which

would afford a vocabulary of not more than 2000 words.

Further research would no doubt enable it to be greatly

extended.

II.

The Functions of Grammar.

The examination of the functions of grammar covers only a

part of a much wider field of inquiry. Grammatical forms

are after all a more or less arbitrary selection from the entire

vocabulary, and the habits of thought which characterize the

language of a nation may also be traced in their religion,

their art, and their political and social development. It is

impossible in a paper like the present to do justice to so vast

a subject, but it may be convenient to advert briefly to a
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mental feature of the Japanese and Korean races which dis-

tinguishes them from nations of the Aryan and Semitic

families, and which ma}'’ be recognized not only in their

grammar, but in every other product of their national genius.

It may be described as an impersonality of conception.

These races have a comparatively feeble grasp of the dis-

tinction between the living being and the inanimate object,

between God and the material universe, between mind and

matter, between the individual and the multitude, between

the ‘ I ’ and the ‘ not I.’ This feature is not confined to tlie

Japanese and Koreans among Turanian races, and it charac-

terizes still more strongly the Chinese language, literature,

and philosophy. It may be traced in the comparative weak-

ness of their religious beliefs. All the great religions of the

world have had their origin with Arj'an or Semitic races.

The educated Chinese or Japanese is a downright materialist,

and even the lower classes are but little influenced by the

foreign religion which most of them profess. The Confucian

system of morals is their real guide through life, and the

philosophy most congenial to them may be summed up in the

dictum ‘ No can see, no can sabey.’ They have, it is true,

their native mythologies, in which figure personified natural

objects and deified human beings
;
but all these creations are

characterized by a marked poverty of imagination as com-

pared with the ancient myths of Greece or India. Their

religion is but feebly reflected in their language. Such every-

day phrases as ‘ Adieu,’ ‘ Good-bye,’ ‘ God bless you,’ tl yap

6 Zei)^ TToiel, for ‘ what is the weather,’ have no counterpart in

their languages, and are foreign to the spirit of them. On
the other hand, there is for the same reason a notable absence

of profanity and of intolerance in matters of religion. In

regard to Korea our information is more scanty. AYe may,

however, quote the testimony of some Dutchmen who were

shipwrecked on Quelpart in the seventeenth century, and

who remained in Korea for thirteen years. “ As for religion,

the Coresians have scarce any. The common sort make some

odd grimaces before the idols, but pay them little respect.

They know nothing of preaching or of mysteries, and there-
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fore tliey have no disputes of religion, all believing and

practising the same thing throughout the Empire.”

The same tendency is manifested in the comparatively

sparing use of personification, allegorj", or metaphor in their

literatures. Slow to distinguish mind from matter, there is

less room for the play of imagination by which inanimate

objects are feigned to possess life, or a personal existence lent

to mere attributes. To the European who is accustomed to

associate with the word “ Oriental ” gorgeous imagery and

profuse and extravagant metaphors, it is not a little surprising

to discover in the far East perhaps the most unimaginative

matter-of-fact languages and literatures in the world. Max
Ilavelaar has said that in all languages a certain interval

separates the word from the thought, but that in Dutch the

distance is less than in any other language. Dutch must,

however, yield the palm to Chinese in this respect, and

Japanese and Korean have an essentially similar character.

In all, the personification of natural objects and the use of

metaphor is confined within the narrowest limits, not only in

the common speech, but even in poetry, the best of which is

of a descriptive nature. Such a variety of metaphor and

personification as is exhibited in one short poem of Shelley,

“ The Cloud,” might be sought for in vain in whole volumes

of Chinese or Japanese. Lines such as

—

“ From my wings are shaken the dews that waken

The sweet buds every one,

^VJien rocked to rest on their mother’s breast

As she dances about the sun.”

would appear to them in the highest degree grotesque, if

not altogether unintelligible. He was a true Chinaman,

who, when his love-sick English master tried to elicit his

ideas about

“ That orbed maiden, with white fire laden,

'Whom mortals call the moon,”

promptly replied, “ My thinkee all same lamp pigeon.” Their

history, which savours more of the style of Whitaker’s

Almanac than of Macaulay
;
their art, which has no school
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of portrait painting or monumental sculpture wortli mention-

ing
;
and their national character, with its passiveness and

want of initiative, betray a similar tendency. Other illus-

trations of this habit of mind will occur to those who are

acquainted with their social and political development, but

enough has been said to show the fundamental nature of

the difference which thus separates these races from nations

of the Aryan or Semitic group.

It is impossible not to regard this impersonal habit of

thought with the poverty of imagination which it involves as

a defect in the mental development of these races, ^ but it need

hardly be said that it has proved in their case compatible

with the possession of capacities of a high order. Tlie

language, literature, and political and social development of

China, Japan, and Korea afford proof of powers superior to

those of some races whose languages and folk-lore indicate

higher imaginative faculties.

The grammar of the Japanese and Korean languages

bears strong marks of this impersonal habit of mind. There

are no grammatical forms by which living beings are dis-

tinguished from inanimate objects. Much less do they mark

the subdivision of the former into masculine and feminine.

There is, in short, no grammatical gender
;
and indeed very

little recognition of sex in any form. The adjective has no

gender, and the only modes of indicating sex in the noun

are by little-used compounds, similar to the English ‘ cock-

sparrow,’ ‘hen-sparrow,’ and by a few pairs of words like

the English man woman, father mother, etc. The latter

mode of distinguishing sex is confined to a narrow circle of

ideas relating to man and family ties. The sex even of the

domestic animals is left unnoticed, and the same word stands

1 “ Mr. Tylor has justly observed that the true lesson of the new science of
Comparative Mythology is the barrenness in primitive times of the faculty which
we most associate with mental fertility, the imagination. Comparative Juris-

prudence .... yet more strongly suggests the same inference Among
these multitudes (the millions of men who fill what we vaguely call the East)

,

Literatm-e, Religion, and Art—or what correspond to them—move always within
a distinctly drawn circle of unchanging notions This condition of

thought is rather the infancy of the human mind prolonged than a diff'erent

maturitv from that most familiar to us.”—Maine, Early History of Institutions,

pp. 225-226.

VOL. XI.—[new series.] 22
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for both horse and mare, cow and bull, cock and hen. A
still more significant fact is that the personal pronouns have

no gender. He, she, it, are expressed by the same word.

In the compound expressions, in Japanese am hito, in Korean

chu saldm, viz. ‘ that man or woman,’ they have just got so

far as to distinguish men from other beings, but these

phrases are not really pronouns.

The verb has no person. Am in Japanese, itta in Korean,

mean ‘ I am,’ ‘ thou art,’ ‘ he, she, or it is,’ without any dis-

tinction. It may, perhaps, be thought that this vagueness

is remedied, as in analogous circumstances in some Aryan

languages, by the use of personal pronouns to indicate the

person. But this is not so. It is only to a very limited

extent, and in an incidental wa)", that this is done. Pronouns

are onl}' introduced when there is an emphasis on them, and

never merely for the sake of marking the person of the verb,

as is so often wrongly done by Europeans in speaking

Japanese. The honorific and humble forms and particles

are a more common means of distinguishing person, but the

former are frequently found in both languages with the

third person as well as with the second, to which they more

usually belong, and there is a tendency in the humble forms,

which ought to mark the first person, to become mere polite

suffixes which are used indiscriminately with all persons.

The difficulty of determining the person of the verb is

increased by the circumstance that the rigid connexion

which in Aryan languages unites the verb with its subject

does not hold in Japanese and Korean. In many cases a

verb has no nominative at all, and when it has, a logical

relation between them is to the Japanese and Korean mind

b}" no means imperative. There is no form or termination

which is distinctive of the nominative case. The Japanese

/u( is merely a distinctive particle, and the particle in

Korean which most resembles a nominative ending, is in

reality an adverbial ending like the English Ii/. The very

position of the subject at the beginning of the' sentence,

while the verb is relegated to the end, may be due to the

same cause.
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Another consequence which flows from the impersonality

of the verb is the absence of a true passive. In Korean

it is altogether wanting, and in Japanese its development is

imperfect, the same form being also used as a potential and

a honorific mood. It is also much less used than in Aryan
languages.

The same imperfect development and haziness of concep-

tion as regards person is equally characteristic of their

pronominal system. The personal pronouns are frequently

replaced by substitutes which do not really indicate person,

as, for example, ‘ a certain person ’ for ‘ I,’ ‘ master ’ for ‘ you,’

‘ that man ’ for ‘ he.’ Even inclusive of words of this kind,

the proportion of pronouns in a sentence is very small. In

three pages of specimens of pure Japanese which are given

in my grammar of the Japanese written language, there are

only six personal pronouns, while in the English translation

there are nearly one hundred. The Korean language is in

complete harmony with Japanese in the sparing use which it

makes of pronouns.

The late development of pronouns in these languages is

shown by the plain indications of their derivation from verbs

such as be, go, come, and it is still more plainly visible in

the way in which the same word is used for pronouns of

different persons. TFare, the Japanese pronoun of the first

person, is used in the plural ware-ra for ‘you,’ and toaga

which is ica, the root of icare, with ga, the genitive particle,

may mean his own, one’s own, as well as ‘ my own.’ Anata,

the common Japanese word for ‘you,’ contains a, the root

of are, which is the personal pronoun of the third person.

Indeed, it is sometimes used in its proper meaning, viz.

‘ he.’ The Korean cliu, ‘ he, she, or it,’ is also used in the

second person.

The use of the verb ‘to be ’ instead of ‘ to have ’ is a

t}'pical instance of the habit of mind in question. For the

English ‘I have a horse,’ a Japanese would say, milma

ga aru, lit. ‘a horse’s being,’ and a Korean, mal i itta, lit.

‘ horse-ly is,’ the idea of horse being regarded as qualifying

that of existence. Both languages have words expressive
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of possession, but they prefer to use the substantive verb

instead.

The verb has (at least in Japanese) no derivatives indi-

cating the person who performs the action. Instead of ‘the

baker,’ they prefer to say the ‘ bread-house,’ for the book-

seller the ‘ book-house,’ etc. They even use such phrases as

the book-house’s son, etc.

The comparative neglect of the distinction of number

which characterizes Japanese and Korean, as compared with

Aryan languages, belongs to the same order of facts. There

is no trace of a dual number, and there are no plural forms

for verbs or adjectives, a circumstance which excludes

another mode of indicating the connexion of verb and

subject. Nor are plural forms much in use even in the

case of nouns. Japanese and Korean nouns are, like such

English words as^money, wheat, etc., not distinctively either

singular or plural. The plural suffixes are chiefly used with

words which indicate living creatures, and are the exception

even in their case. It is only with pronouns that it is usual

to distinguish number. Again, it is only a very small pro-

portion of Japanese or Korean nouns which allow a numeral

to be immediately prefixed to them. Nearly all are like the

English words just mentioned. Just as we must say, not ‘six

wheats,’ but ‘ six grains ’ or ‘ six bushels of wheat,’ not ‘ six

moneys,’ but ‘ six pounds ’ or ‘ six coins,’ a Japanese or

Korean cannot say ‘ two merchants,’ but must use an ex-

pression equivalent to ‘ merchant—two man ’ or ‘ merchant

—two piece.’

Neither Japanese nor Korean have diminutive nouns or

grammatical forms to distinguish the degrees of comparison

in adjectives, but these are features which have no special

significance.

Let us now turn from the negative to the positive aspect

of the question. We have seen that Japanese and Korean

are comparatively indifierent to distinctions of person, gender

and number. What are the objects which these languages

do seek to attain by their grammar?
One of its most distinguishing characteristics is the regu-
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larity with which roots, which we should call verbal or

adjectival, can be made to assume successively the character

of nouns, adjectives, adverbs or verbs, according to the

inflexion or termination employed. This feature distin-

guishes these languages in a marked way from Chinese,

where the same root is used without change or addition

in all these varied capacities, and from Aryan languages,

where it is less fully developed and without the same

regularity. In Latin, for instance, the root fac becomes a

verb infacit, a noun in facere, and in factus, faciens, adjectives.

The English lend is a verb in lends, and in the participle

lending is a noun or an adjective according to circumstances.

How, in Japanese and Korean, not only have all verbal and

adjectival roots forms in which they appear successively as

nouns, adverbs, adjectives, and verbs, but most of the suffixes

indicating mood and tense are susceptible of similar modifi-

cations. Of these last, there is a tolerably copious supply.

There are grammatical means of distinguishing the past and

future from the present, there are a perfect state, an im-

perative mood, forms for the potential, conditional, and

optative moods, negative and interrogative forms and par-

ticles, and forms indicating distinctions of rank between the

speaker and the person addressed or spoken of. There are

also suffixes forming moods to which there is no equivalent

in European languages, and which can only be translated, if

at all, by the addition of adverbs, or by the use of particles

or prefixes like the German her, liin, %er, etc. A circumstance

which adds greatly to the capacity for varied expression

possessed by these languages is the facility with which

combinations are made of the elements which have just been

enumerated,—one word with its suffixes sometimes conveying

a meaning which in English a whole sentence would be

required to express. Take, for instance, the following, which

is by no means an extreme example. Kuwadate-ogohu-heh'

-

ara-z'-ara-n-ya. This is literally ‘ Endeavour-reach-should-be-

not-be—fut. particle—interrog. part.,’ the meaning being,

‘ Why should (we) not be successful in (our) endeavours ?’

Nouns have suffixes indicative of case and of such relations
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as are expressed in Aryan languages by prepositions. The
article does not exist as distinguished from the demonstrative

pronoun ‘this’ or ‘that;’ but both Japanese and Korean have

one case, viz. the distinctive or separative, for which Aryan
languages possess no equivalent.

III.

Character of the Grammatical Procedures.

Almost the sole grammatical procedures employed by

Japanese and Korean are the addition of suffixes, and the

position of words in the sentence. Augment, ablaut, vowel-

changes as in the conjugations of Semitic verbs, and redupli-

cation, are not employed for purposes of grammar, and with

some unimportant exceptions there are no prefixes. There is

no direct alteration of the root, and although the addition of

a suffix is sometimes the occasion of a phonetic change in

itself, or in the root, or in both, this is a fact of a different

order from the German ablaut, or the vowel-changes in the

Semitic verbs.

In a very few Japanese words, we have what are, to all

appearance, direct changes of the vowel of the root. Ani
‘ elder brother,’ and ane ‘ elder sister,’ mitsu ‘ three,’ and

mutsu ‘six,’ i/otsu ‘four,’ and yatsu ‘eight,’ seem to be the

same words with the divergence of meaning indicated by

a change of vowel, and there are a few other cases in which

there is reason to suspect the influence of the same principle.

These are, however, little more than exceptional freaks in

this language, and such changes of vowel have never attained

the development of a regular grammatical procedure. They

are not met with within the historical period. I have not

found any instances in Korean. Manchu affords more

numerous examples, and in this language an effort has been

made to evolve from these changes a means of indicating

gender, as may be seen by comparing a>na ‘ father ’ with eme
‘ mother,’ amha ‘ father-in-law ’ with emhe ‘ mother-in-law,’

l/a/ia
‘ man,’ with be/ie

‘ woman.’
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Reduplication is little used either in Japanese or in

Korean. A number of onomatopoetic advmrbs, as, for instance,

the Japanese hara-bara (in Korean pheul-pheul), gata-gafa

(Jap.) ‘with a rattling noise,’ and a few verbs, as shitataru

‘ to drip ’ (in Korean steus-steus)
,
taiaku ‘ to beat ’ (in Korean

teutal), contain reduplications. A few nouns, both in Japanese

and in Korean, are reduplicated in order to form a sort of

plural, as toki-doki ‘some times’ (Jap.), tokoro-dokoro ‘ various

places’ (Jap.). In one case, viz. the Japanese icare-icare

‘

we,’ a true plural has been formed in this way.

To the rule excluding prefixes, the Japanese honorific

particle o, as in o cha ‘ the honorable tea,’ might seem an

exception. It is, however, merely an abbreviated form of the

adjective oho ‘ great,’ and is, therefore, in its proper place

before the noun. It is curious to observe that our own
honorific prefix ‘ Mr.’ is derived through. ‘ master ’ and

‘magister’ from a root mag of the same meaning as the

Japanese oho. The fact that our honorifics distinguish

between persons and things, and between males and females,

while Japanese honorifics do not, is entirely in accordance

with the principle already stated. The Korean language, in

so far as I have observed, has no honorific prefix for nouns,

except one derived from the Chinese and only found along

with Chinese words.

Another exception to the rule against prefixes is the

negative particles. In Korean, both negative particles, viz.

mos or mot and ani, are prefixed to the verb to which they

belong. Ani is, however, a verb with a complete conjuga-

tion, like any other verb, and a verb with ani prefixed may
be regarded as a compound formed according to the usual

rule. Mos is an adverb, and like other adverbs precedes

the verb to which it belongs. In Japanese, both words

exist in the forms maji and ani, which are, however, suffixes

and not prefixes. There is one single case in which a

negative particle is prefixed in Japanese. This is the old

negative imperative, which prefixed na, as na yuki so ‘ do not

go.’ The modern language, however, has converted it into

a suffix, as yuku na ‘ do not go.’
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In regal'd to the degree to which the suffixes are con-

solidated with the root, by means of phonetic changes,

Japanese and Korean have been properly described as agglu-

tinative languages. The suffixes adhere much more loosely

to the root in them than in languages of the Aryan family,

and their origin and character is more easily recognizable.

Let us take as an example the Japanese word hito ‘ a man.’

If the accusative particle ico, or the separative particle ha,

is added, we have hito xco or hito ha, without change; but if

ha is added after ico, the combination is not hito wo ha, but

hito ICO ha. Here, as in most cases, the separate elements

are easily distinguishable
;

but it would be a mistake to

suppose that this can always be done. In such an instance

as yuke, the imperative of the Japanese verb yuku ‘ to go,’

the separate elements can only be conjectured. In itta
‘ he

went,’ which is the past tense of the same verb in modern

colloquial Japanese, the original elements are transformed

beyond all recognition, were it not that a knowledge of the

histor)’- of the word enables us to resolve it into iki (for

yuki)-te-ari, i.e. ‘ go-pass-is.’ Take again the Korean ani-

‘ knowing,’ an-ta ‘knows,’ a-ap-ne ‘knows,’ al-ko ‘having

known,’ ala-si-ko ‘ having known.’ Here it is tolerably

obvious that ni, ta, ap, ne, si, and ko, are suffixes distinct

from the root. There is no difficulty in ascertaining their

meaning, and a probable guess may be made as to their

derivation, but it is far from clear what we ought to think

of a, an, at, and ala, and we can at present form no decided

opinion as to whether these variations are due merely to

phonetic causes, to the introduction of an additional element

between the root and the termination, or to some other

disturbing circumstance.

The degree to which the root and the suffix are con-

solidated is less in Japanese than in Korean, partly owing

to the greater simplicity of the phonetic system of the former

language, and partly because the Japanese has for a thousand

years possessed a written literature, than which there is no

more effectual obstacle to phonetic change. The modern

colloquial Japanese has made considerable progress in the
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direction of incorporation of suffixes with the root, a process

which has been accompanied by the gradual disuse of many
of the particles employed in the old language. Japanese

has comparatively little accent, the .stress on all the syllables

of a word being much more uniform than in European

languages, and it is probably to this circumstance, that the

greater looseness of cohesion of the suffix with the root is

attributable in that language. As far as I have had opportuni-

ties of observing, Korean has also comparatively little accent.

It is precisely in the case of the forms most characteristic

of Japanese and Korean grammar, viz. those by which the

same root is made successively a noun, adjective, adverb,^

or verb, that the formative element is most firmly welded to

the root. In this respect there maj^ be associated with them

the forms for the imperative mood and the perfect state.

The more characteristic forms of the Japanese conjugation

are exhibited in the following table.

Yeebs. Adjectives.

1st Conjug. 2nd Conjug.

Root liashi lend tahe eat sTiiro white

Adverb liashi lend or tabe eating or by shiro-leu white-

by lending eating (ly), white (as

predicate)

Conclusive form,

i.e. verb in indie,

mood or adj .with

verb ‘ is
’

Icasu lends tabu eats sA/ro-sAfiswhite

Attributive form Tcasu lending or tabiiru eating or ( sTiiro-Tei white

or adj .—also which lends which eats
j
(with noun)

used as a sub-
1
shirosa white-

stantive. 1 ness

Perfect Tease has lent tabure has eaten sTiiro-leere has

been white.

Imperative lease lend tabe-yo or tabe--ro

eat

' It is this form 'which some writers have called the ‘ copulative ’ form. I

prefer the term ‘ adverb,’ because it has usually the force of an adverb in the

case of adjectival roots and sometimes in that of verbs also. Besides, looking to

the derivation of the word ‘ adverb,’ it is not inappropriate as applied to the

copulative form.
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The succession kashi, kasu, kase, looks a little like a strong

conjugation in a Germanic language, but the origin of these

forms is really different. Along with kase we have a form

kasei'i, which is for kashi-\-ari, i.e. ‘lend-is,’ and although an

equally satisfactory analysis of the others cannot be offered,

there is good reason to believe that i and u are not variations

of, but additions to, the same theme. In the first or normal

Japanese conjugation, there is also a form in a, viz. kasa^

but it is not a word by itself, and is only used as a base to

which certain particles are added. Whether the a represents

a separate element added to the root, or is the result of a

jjhonetic change in one of the other forms, is doubtful.

No complete analysis of the Korean conjugation having

yet been made, it is impossible in comparing it with the

Japanese system of conjugation to arrive at such satisfactory

results as w'e would wush. The following examples will,

however, show that they proceed on similar principles. In

botli languages, both verbal and adjectival roots are capable

of becoming nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and verbs, and in

both the terminations used for this purpose in the case of

verbal roots differ to some extent from those used with

adjectival roots, although the principle of conjugation is in

each case the same. The Korean verb ‘ to do ’ is in the root

form hd ‘do;’ as an adverb, it is hdni ‘doing’ or ‘by doing;’

as a verb, haivi ‘does;’ as an adjective, hdn ‘doing,’ ‘which

actually does,’ or hdl ‘ doing,’ ‘ which possibly does ’ or ‘ may

do.’ As a noun, it is hum, honi or ]ta-ki ‘ the doing.’ The

perfect is hayu or haya, and the imperative hdia, haydJa, or

hao} The conjugation of the Korean verb ‘ to blow,’

reminds one more of the Japanese second conjugation. The

root is pu, adverbial form verb adjective 'punan or

pulU, perfect pulu, imperative pulula. As an example of a

Korean adjective may be given manheun ‘ many.’ The root

is man (probably for manh), adverbial form manhi or manliho

‘ numerously,’ verb mansawi ‘ are many,’ adjective manheun or

' In some of these examples the ending characteristic of the part of speech

is added, not to the root, but to a conjugable suffix. The principle Elustrated is,

however, the same.
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manheiil ‘ many ’ (before noun), perfect manlia ‘ having been

many.’ The noun I have not met with, but from analogy

it would probably be manheui ‘ multitude.’

In Japanese, i or e are the characteristic endings of the

adverbial form in the case of verbal roots, ku in the case of

adjectival roots. In Korean i and ko are adverbial endings

for both verbs and adjectives, and also for nouns. In

Japanese adverbs are formed from nouns by adding ni.

In Japanese, the conclusive or indicative ending is for

verbs ii, and for adjectives hM. The Korean conclusive form

which ends in i or ta is closely allied to, and is often identical

with the adverbial form
;
the Japanese often coincides with

the attributive or adjectival form. A significant exception

is the Japanese verb aru ‘
to be,’ the adverbial form of which,

viz. ari, is identical with the conclusive.

The characteristic ending of the attributive form is in

Japanese for verbs u or uni, for adjectives ki. The Korean

termination is in both cases usually n. It should be re-

membered that a Japanese n in this position would, and in

one case has, become vocalized into u.

The Japanese forms ending in u, urn, ki, are also used as

nouns. Korean has a special ending for this purpose, viz. w?,

but verbal and adjectival nouns may also be formed by the

addition of the suffix ki, which reminds us of the Japanese

attributive termination of the same form.

The perfect ends in Japanese in e or ure, in Korean in H,

yu or III, and sometimes in a. As has been already observed,

e in Japanese corresponds to ii or yu in Korean. In this

termination we may perhaps recognize the root of the verb

‘ to get,’ which is in Japanese eni, in Korean ut. The t final

revives as s when some terminations are added to the perfect,

as, for instance, in hayussapne ‘ has done.’

In both languages, the perfect is closely associated with

the imperative. In the first Japanese conjugation the same

form stands for both, and in the second, the perfect is tahure,

while the imperative is tahero or taheyo. In Korean, there

are two imperatives in common use, one formed by adding

la to the root, a second by adding the same particle to the
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perfect. Thus we have both hala ‘
do,’ and liaijula

‘
do.’

In the English ‘ go ’ and ‘ begone,’ we have a somewhat

analogous pair of imperatives. The perfect form of the

honorific suffix is also found as an imperative termination.

The following examples enable us to compare the various

forms of the Imperative in the two languages :

Jap. Ji-ase lend tahe-i tale-yo or tdbe-ro eat.

Kor. hayfda or ha-ap-syo-syu do, ha-chi do, ma-o or ma-HO do not,

mala do not.

We come now to a class of terminations which adhere less

closely to the root than those which have just been described.

They are of the nature of verbs or adjectives, and are capable

of conjugation in a somewhat similar way to principal verbs

or adjectives, from which, indeed, their derivation is usually

obvious. Familiar examples are the terminations derived

from the verbs ‘ go ’ and ‘ come.’ In Manchu, the process

by which these verbs have become converted into gram-

matical forms is seen in its earliest stage. I quote from

M. Lucien Adam’s admirable little grammar of the Manchu
language :

—

“ § 145. Le verbe devieiit elatif (c’est-a-dire exprime I’idee

accessoire que I’agent quitte le lieu dans lequel il se trouve,

pour aller accomplir I’action dans un autre lieu) par la

suffixation de

—

na, no, ne. Ex. : vji-na-me, vji-ne-me aller

mourir; ahala-na-me aller chasser; omi-na-me aller boire.

“ § 146. Le verbe devient illatif (c’est-a-dire exprime ’ideel

accessoire que I’agent vicnt vers le lieu ou I’on se trouve,

pour accomplir Taction) par la suffixation de

—

nji. Ex.

:

afa-nji-mhi ]q viens combattre
;
omi-nji-bi viens boire.”

Now in Japanese and Korean there also exist terminations

derived from the corresponding verbs in these languages,

but here their original physical meaning has become ob-

literated. In the Japanese word chiri-nuru, for instance,

it is certain that nuni is a form of inurit
‘
to go away,’ and

chiri means ‘ scatter,’ but the whole word denotes rather the

gradual completion of the process of scattering than any

physical change of place. The English adverb ‘ away ’ has
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a similar secondary application, as in the phrase ‘ to burn

away,’ which corresponds accurately to the Japanese yake-

nuru. The word naru ‘ to be,’ and the termination mi ‘
to

be,’ probably contain the same root. In Korean, the cor-

responding word is ‘ to go or come out,’ which as a

termination added to verbs has a short d, and has lost all

specific meaning.

Take, again, the Japanese ihi-keri
‘ has spoken.’ Here

keri is the perfect of the verb kiiru
‘
to come,’ and the literal

meaning would therefore be ‘ speak-come-has.’ But ken' as

an auxiliary does not retain its proper physical signification.

It has in classical Japanese acquired somewhat the same force

as the English word ‘come’ in ‘becomes,’ viz. ‘comes to be’

or ‘ at length is.’ But in modern usage, it has lost even

this attenuated signification, and the verb with keri added

is used merely as a substitute for the naked verb. leri

and ihi-keri can hardly be said to differ at all. The same

is the case with the Korean auxiliary ol, which also has the

original meaning of ‘ to come.’ Indeed, both these words

may be added to the principal verb ‘ come ’ itself, and we

may say ki-keri ‘ has come come,’ i.e. ‘ has at length come ’

or ‘ has come,’ 0’ -oli
‘ will come come,’ i.e. ‘ will at length

come,’ or simply ‘ will come.’ In most of the words used

as auxiliaries, the modification of meaning stops short at the

second stage of the process just described. Most of the

terminations indicative of mood and tense can be shown to

have had their origin in this way. The words used for this

purpose are to a great extent the same in both languages.

They are the verbs, be, do, become, come, go, go away, pass,

dwell, see, and a few others.

‘ Be’ (in Japanese am, in Korean isil) is used in Japanese

to form derivative verbs with a passive (as koromrurii ‘ to be

killed’), potential or honorific force (as yukaruru ‘to be able

to go,’ ‘to (honourably) go’). The honorific termination in

Korean is sil, which is no doubt isil ‘to be ’ with the initial i

elided. L is in both cases no part of the root.

The word for ‘see’ (in Japanese mini, in Korean 450/) may
be traced in the terminations mem (Jap.), peii-oi or po-oi
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(Kor.), both of which have the force of a probable mood.

The English word ‘ seem ’ has the same secondary meaning.

The Japanese future suffix mu perhaps contains the root of

miru ‘ to see/ and there are future forms in Korean which

have also m as the characteristic consonant.

The Japanese auxiliary tmru, the original meaning of

which was ‘ to pass,’ has given us fe, the sign of the past

participle, and ta, the sign of the past tense in the modern

colloquial language. The Korean preterite termination is tu.

There remain the indeclinable particles attached to verbs

and adjectives, which are probably of the nature of nouns.

They are interrogative, concessive, conditional, and some

others. The interrogative particles have in both languages

the peculiarity that they are suffixed (at least some of themj,

not, as might have been expected, to the jsart of the verb or

adjective which corresponds to our indicative mood, but to

the attributive form. The interrogative particles are in

Japanese ha and ya, in Korean ha, ya, ho and o.

The concessive particles are in Japanese do and domo
‘ though,’ in Korean ^o and ««. They are in both languages

commonly associated with the perfect.

The suffix added to verbs to form a conditional mood, or

where in English such conjunctions as ‘whereas,’ ‘since,’

‘ as,’ would be used, is in Japanese ha, in Korean myun or

huteun. There is no reason to suppose that these particles

are identical, but they are in both cases derived, from the

distinctive suffix added to nouns. Ba is a form of the dis-

tinctive suffix ha, and myun, hiiteun, contain eun, which is the

distinctive suffix in the Korean language.

There is a close analogy in the mode in which transitive

are formed from intransitive verbs, and vice versa, in Japanese

and Korean, as may be seen by comparing the Japanese tatsu

‘ to stand,’ tatsuru ‘ to set up,’ aru ‘ to be,’ eru ‘
to get,’ with

the Korean nai ‘ to go out,’ nad (pron. nei)
‘
to put out,’ the

Japanese sadamaru ‘ to be fixed,’ sadamem, ‘to fix,’ with the

Korean tahal ‘ to reach,’ (intrans.), taliil ‘ to reach ’ (trans.).
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The Noun.

In Japanese, the case, plural and other suffixes are simply-

added to the noun, -which suffers no change whatever, and the

suffixes themselves rarely suffer any modification. In Korean,

the case is somewhat different. The changes, however, are

purely phonetic, and are due to the peculiarities already

pointed out which distinguish the Korean phonetic system

from that of Japanese, viz. that a Korean syllable may end

with a consonant, while a Japanese syllable cannot, and that

the final letter of a Korean root often contains what may be

called a latent aspirate, which revives when some terminations

are added. There are, therefore, in Korean, several declen-

sions according as the noun ends in a consonant or a vowel,

an aspirated or an unaspirated letter. The accusative

particle, for example, is in Japanese invariably u'o, while in

Korean it is eul or Idl, according as the noun ends in a con-

sonant or a vowel. Take again the Korean word nij)
‘
leaf,’

where the final p has a latent aspirate. If we add to this

the locative particle eui, we get, not nipeui, but nijyJieui or

nippheiii. There is nothing in the Japanese declension

analogous to these changes. If, however, we eliminate

differences which have their origin in the different phonetic

character of Japanese and Korean, some resemblances are

discoverable.

Case and Plural Suffixes.

Japanese. Korean.

Kom. —
2, ha

Gen. tsu, no, ga eui

Dat., ni eui-he

Locat. ni, ni-te eui, eui-syii

Instrument. ni, ni-te eu-lo

Acens. wo Idl, eul

Ablative. yori, Icara puthu, tidu,

Distinctive. ha nan, eun

Plural. ra, taclii teul, hil

In Japanese there is no proper nominative suffix. Ga
takes the place of one in the modern spoken language,, but it

was originally a possessive particle. The Korean i (used
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after consonants) is really an adverbial termination
;
ka (used

after vowels) may possibly have had a similar histor}'’ to the

Japanese ga. Both in Japanese and Korean, the genitive

relation may be indicated by position only without the use of

a particle. In Japanese, however, it is customary to express

it b}'- one of the particles tsu, no, ga, while in Korean the

particle is oftener omitted.

Korean uses the same particle eui for both the genitive and

the locative, and eui-syu, the alternative locative particle, is

only the perfect of the same verb of which etti is the adver-

bial or copulative form. Both are probably forms of the

verb Visyu ‘be,’ ‘having been,’ just as the Japanese no, ni,

are, as I have endeavoured to show elsewhere, parts of a

verb nu ‘to be.’ If this view be correct, there is a striking

analogy between the Japanese locative suffix ni-te, which

would then mean ‘ having been,’ and the Korean eui-syu which

would have the same meaning.

Ni-te is also used as an instrumental suffix. The corre-

sponding Korean particle is eido, where if we compare ila,

ilosoi, ilota ‘ is,’ it would seem that we have again a part of

a verb ‘ to be.’

Both languages have a distinctive or separative particle, in

Japanese ha, in Korean eun (after a consonant) or nan (after

a vowel). The Japanese ha, to judge from its use after verbs

in the attributive form, and from the fact that it is written

with the Chinese character meant originally ‘thing.’

The Japanese ha corresponds phonetically to the Korean pa,

a word which also means ‘ thing.’ The close resemblance

between the two words may be seen by comparing the

Japanese phrase ihi-keru-ha with the Korean nil-on-pa.

Both are literally ‘ say-come-thing,’ i.e. ‘ the thing which

(he) has said.’ We can hardly be wrong in identifying the

Korean min with the Japanese emphatic particle nan, now

obsolete, but common in the old classical literature.

The plural particles tachi and teul are probably connected.

See below under the numerals.

The Japanese suffix to ‘and’ is the Korean to ‘even’

‘ also.’
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Pronouns.

Japanese Peonotjns.

Personal.

I a or wa, are or ware

"\Ue ware-ware or y^are-dorno

Thou na or nare

He, she, or it a or are, ka or kare

He or she ano hito, lit. ‘ that man ’

Demonstrative.

Root. Adj. Noun.

This (Italian 2'Mes^o) ko, koreo, kore, ‘this place,’ ‘here,’koAo

That (Italian eo^ee!fo) so, soreo, sore, ‘ that place,’ ‘ there,’ soZ:o

That (Italian 2'Me?/o) a, ano, are, ‘ that place,’ aso/w

Interrogative.

Root. Adj. Noun.

"Who ta — tare

"What na — nani ‘ why, ’ naze

Which — idzuwo idzure ‘where,’ idzuko ‘when,’ itsu

or dono or dore or doio

Reflexive.

Self shi or onore

Relative.

Hone.

Korean Pronouns.

Personal.

I na

We uli or xdi-teul

Thou nu, chu, tyu, chaw^

He, she, or it chu or tyu

He or she chu salam, chu sha, lit. ‘ that man,’

‘ that person ’

Demonstrative.

This {questd) i or o, here, ye or ye Iceui, now, icM

That {cote&to) keu

That {quello) chu

Interrogative.

Who nu or nuZ;o

What muus, meuseum, amo, ii, how, u« or dcJii

where, u^e how many, myus

VOL. XI.—[new series.] 23
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Reflexive.

Self seu seu, mutually su^o

Relative.

None.

Obvious points of comparison in the prceding tables are

na and nU ‘ thou,’ nani ‘ what ’ and nu ‘ who,’ i the interroga-

tive element in idzure ‘ which,’ itsii ‘ when,’ and u the

interrogative element of ui ‘ how,’ etc., shi ‘
self,’ and seuseu

‘
self,’ the absence of relative pronouns, the fact that in both

languages the same word stands for ‘he,’ ‘she,’ and ‘it,’ and

that a compound expression for ‘ he ’ or ‘ she ’ is formed from

two words signifying ‘ that man.’

There is the same haziness in both languages in the use of

the demonstrative pronouns of the 2nd and 3rd persons.^ It

is, therefore, possible that the Japanese ka ‘that’ (3rd

person) may be identical with the Korean ken ‘ that ’ (2nd

person), and that so or sa ‘that’ (2nd person) may in like

manner correspond to chu or s^u ‘ that’ (3rd person).

It may be noted that in ware ‘I,’ kore ‘this thing,’ we

have an instance rare in these languages of a formative

element (which looks like a fragment of the verb aru ‘ to

be’) intervening between the root and the case termination.

A similar phenomenon is observable in the numerals of both

Japanese and Korean.

An examination of the pronouns in Japanese and Korean

suggests the conclusion that in some cases at least they had

their origin in roots the primary signification of which was

some form of rest or motion, as ‘ dwell,’ ‘ go,’ ‘ come,’ etc. It

has already been shown that some grammatical endings of

verbs are traceable to words of this kind, and there is reason

to believe that the cases quoted are not the only ones in

which particles have been formed in this way. The German

philologist Geiger, in a passage too long for quotation,^ has

' The English ‘that’ includes both the nearer, or 2nd person, and more
remote, or 3rd person, hut the distinction is preserved in the vulgar plirase ‘ this,

that, and the other.’ The Latin iste, ille, and the Italian cotesto, quello, mark the

same distinction.

2 Geiger, Ursprung und Entwickelung der menschlichen Sprache und
Vernunft, vol. i. pp. 201-204.
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given an instructive example of this principle of derivation.

He has pointed out that one of the commonest pronouns in

the Chinese language, viz. chi (j^) ‘this,’ or ‘he,’ ‘she,’

‘ it,’ had originally the meaning of ‘ to go through,’ ‘ to

cross ’ (also ‘to go’), and that from a pronoun it eventually

became a mere genitive particle, or even the sign of the

attributive form of adjectives.

The following table presents a number of facts which

suggest that in Japanese and Korean pronouns and gram-

matical terminations were in some cases formed by a similar

process of development. Nouns with a general meaning, such

as ‘ place,’ ‘ time,’ ‘ thing,’ ‘ action,’ appear in a few instances

to have formed one step of the process

:

Japanese.

Yekb. ArxiL. Verb. Noun. Pronoun. Particle.

huru (root hi) keri sign of ko place

come perfect

ko, ^’orethis

kochi hither,

I.

kaheru (root

kaheri) ‘to go

away, ’‘to re-

turn ’

saru (root sari)

‘ to depart ’

toivoru (root tsuru, termin.

towori) ‘ to signifying

pass ’
‘ previously ’

ka, kare he

so, sore that

sa thus

quarter,

as in

achi there

idzuru or ieru, itsu, when idzure or

root ide or de dore which
‘ to go out ’

inuru, root ini nuru term. ?ja«fwhat

‘ to go away ’ signifying na you

gradual

completion

nu ‘
is

’

ku adv. ter-

mination of

adjectives

koso emphatic

particle

ka inteiTog.

particle

genitive

particle

isu gen. par-

ticle

to ‘that’ con-

junction

no genit. part.

ni dat. and

loc. particle
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Verb. Auxil. Verb. Noun. Pronoun. Particle.

aru, root ari eri term, of

‘ to be ’ pcrf.

woru or oru,

root wori or

or?, ‘to dwell,’

‘ to be ’

wiru, or iru,

root tciox i, ‘to

dwell, ’‘to be’

a, are I, or ?•«, rwr^term.

be of passive

verbs

wore, ore I,

you

warel accus. par-

ticle

i this in

ima ‘ this

space
’

‘ now ’

heru or furu,

root he,
‘ to

pass ’

mini, root mi,
‘ to see

’

yoru, rootyorf,

‘ to approach ’

he, quarter, he case sign

direction of motion

towards

meru term, me eye, mu sign of

signifying event future or

probability probability

yori or ab-

lat. particle

Korean.

kol (?), root ho, kos place

‘ come ’

ol root 0 ‘come’ ol ‘he'

kal root ka ‘ to kai (uncer-

go away ’ tain)

nal root na ‘to niin (‘be’)

go or come

out
’

isil, ila, root

i, isi ‘to be ’

kos emphatic

particle

‘just,’ koa

and, ko adv.

termination

ol, 0
‘ this ’ oa ‘ and ’

keu ‘ that ’ ka interroga-

tive

nu who
na I

i this i adverbial

termination

Compare with the above the Manchu
Bi ‘ to be ’

li or mi I he accusative

particle.

This table is intended merely to suggest a line of

investigation. It must be admitted that the connexion

between the words and particles placed together is in many
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cases exceedingly doubtful, but there are some in wbicli

there can, I think, be little hesitation in affirming that a

real relation exists. There is nothing contrary to reason in

a root which means ‘ come ’ being applied with a modification

of the vowel ^ sound to the ‘ thing which has come,’ or ‘ is

here,’ and consequently ‘ this,’ ‘ I.’ This derivation is con-

firmed when we observe that the word for ‘that,’ ‘he,’ is

similarly related to the verb for ‘ go,’ ‘ depart,’ and is further

corroborated by the circumstance that there is a strong re-

semblance in the phenomena presented by both Japanese and

Korean in respect to these derivations.

The Korean verb kol ‘ to come,’ I have only met with as

an auxiliary in the perfect attributive form koan. Koa ‘ and
’

is the perfect adverbial form, and means originally ‘ having

come,’ as may be seen by comparing the alternative word for

‘and,’ viz. oa, which is also the ordinary perfect adverbial

form of the verb ol ‘ to come.’ It is therefore probable that

ol had at one time an initial k which is preserved in the forms

just quoted. Both ol, the attributive form, and o, the root,

occur in the sense of ‘ this,’ as in ol pom ‘
this spring,’ ondl

‘ to-day.’ In the Japanese ko ‘
this,’ which is probably the

same word, the initial k has been retained. The Japanese

adverbial termination ku and the Korean ko are perhaps

more immediately derived from the nouns ko, kos ‘ place,’

from which the emphatic particles koso, kos, may also have

proceeded.

Numerals.

Japaxese.

Root. Substantives. Numeral for
Men.

Numeral for
Days.

1 hito hito-^SM hito-rf

2 futa futa-^sM futa-rt futsu-^'ff

3 mi rai-tsu mi-X'«, later form

4 yo yo-tsu yottari (for yo-

tari)

yok-^-« (foryo-ka)

' It has already been observed that there are indications that in Japanese and
Manchu there was at one time a tendency to mark a variation in the power of

the same root by varying its vowel.
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Root. Substantives.

5 itsu itsu-^SM

6 mu mu-^«M

7 nana nana-fow

8 ya ja-tsu

9 kokono kokono-^sM

1 0 tsii or to towo, old form

tsu-(fzM

11 towo’mari kito-

tsu

20 kata hata-chi

30 mi-so mi-so-dji

40 yo-so jo-so-dji

50 i-so i-so-dji

60 mu-so mvL-so-dji

70 nana-so nana-so-dji

80 ya-so ja-so-dji

90 kokono- kokono-so-dji

so

100 momo momo-cki

1,000 cki ckidji

10,000 yoro JOTO-dzU

Numeral for Numeral for
Men. Days.

itsu-X‘«

nanu-X'fl

j6-ka (for ja- ka)

kokono-Afl

towo-X'a

katsu-X-a

mi-so-X'a

Numerals.

Korean.’

Root. Substantive. Numeral

1 kan kanwa or kanwa kalaw nal

2 tu tu?, tu-o?, tu-eM? istkeuw nal

3 su, se su^s sakeuw nal

4 nu nu-w nakeuw nal

5 tasa, te taseus or tasas tasere nal

6 yusa yuseus or yusas yussew nal

7 nilkoj^ or ilkop lies nal

8 yo jateul, jatalj), yata^ yiitelew nal

9 a a’up, akeu^, akeu? akeulew nal

1 For want of sufficient and trustworthy materials, this list of Korean numerals
is incomplete, and I fear to some extent inaccurate. Native words for ‘ hundred’
and ‘ thousand ’ probably exist, but I have not been able to find them. It is

well known that both Koreans and Japanese are fond of using the Chinese
numerals instead of their own, especially in the case of the higher numbers.
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Eoot. Substantive. Numeral for Days.

10 yiil yul yulheu^ nal

11 yiil hanna

20 seumeu seumeul seumeu nal

30 syuleuw, or chulheuw

40 ma’euw or maheura

50 sui’eu?^

60 esuw

70 nileure

80 yateure

90 aheuij

The Japanese numerals are used in the root form in com-

bination with nouns, as in futa-hiro
‘ two fathoms,’ mi-iro

‘ three colours,’ or with the addition of a formative suffix

tsu, chu, chi, or dji (for all these are really identical), in

which case the numeral stands hy itself, or is followed hy

a noun without being compounded with it. Thus we may
\idiYe fidatsu ari ‘there are two,’ sam futatsu ‘plates two in

number,’ futatm mono ‘ two things.’ This ending tsu is

probably identical with the old genitive particle tsu.

Attention has been drawn to the fact that mi ‘ three,’ and

mu ‘ six,’ differ only in the vowels, the consonants being the

same, and that yo ‘ four ’ and ya ‘ eight,’ are related in the

same way. When it is remembered that in Japanese it is

the same letter which isf before u and h before other vowels,

it will be seen that a similar relation exists between hito

‘ one,’ and futa ‘ two.’ It seems also plain that tsu, the

root of the old word for ‘ ten,’ is not unconnected with itsu

‘ five.’ Hata-chi ‘ twenty,’ is doubtless for futa-tsu-chi (cf.

hatsu-ha ‘ twenty days ’), a syllable containing a t sound

having been dropped owing to the dislike which the Japanese

language entertains for a series of similar consonants.

Another example of the tendency to drop one of two or

more similar syllables, when they succeed each other, may
be seen in the numeral for ‘ two men ’ given in the above

table. Futa-ri, as may be gathered from a comparison with

ihu-tari ‘how many men,’ is iov futa-tari.

In the words for thirty, forty, etc., up to ninety, the
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element representing ‘ ten ’ is so, which, is obviously only

another form of the radical part of towo or tsudzu. It may
be conjectured that this word tsu, to, or so, as well as the

tsii of itsu ‘
five,’ is to be identified with the word for ‘ hand,’

which is in Japanese te, and in Korean son. It has been

already seen that a final consonant in Korean often dis-

appears in Japanese, and even in Korean itself the tendency

of a final n to disappear is frequently exemplified in words

derived from the Chinese. It may also be noted that the

simplest form of the Korean word for ‘ five ’ is te, which is

identical with the Japanese word for ‘ hand.’

Turning now to the Korean numerals, we find that, just as

in Japanese, the root form is used in combination with nouns,

w'hile a formative suffix is added when the numeral stands

by itself, and also sometimes when it comes before a noun.

Thus we have han-tu-he ‘ one or two years,’ but tul ilosoi

‘ there are two,’ tasas pun ‘ five men.’ In Korean, however,

there is a greater variety in the form of suffix. One is I,

v/hich, as already noted, corresponds at the end of a word

with tsu or chi in Japanese. It may be remembered that

a termination I marks one of the attributive forms of the

Korean verb and adjective, and that tsu is in Japanese a

genitive termination. Another is n, which is also an attribu-

tive termination of verbs and adjectives, and may be com-

pared with the Japanese genitive termination no. Other

formative suffixes attached to numerals are s andj9.

In both languages, the numerals for days present some

peculiarities which distinguish them from the ordinary series

of numerals, but do not in themselves call for remark.

The curious relation which exists in Japanese between

hito ‘one,’ mi ‘three,’ yo ‘four,’ on the one hand, and fata
‘ two,’ mi ‘ six,’ and ya ‘ eight,” on the other, has no counter-

part in Korean. Again, it is remarkable that in Korean no

trace of the word for ‘ ten,’ viz. yul, is to be found in the

multiples for ten from twenty to ninety. ' In several of

them, even the former component is almost wholly obliterated.

’ In Manchu, there is a similar obscurity as to the derivation of the words for

twenty, thii-ty, forty, and fifty.
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It is not easy to recognize tu ‘ two ’ in setcinu
‘ twenty/ su

‘ three ’ in si/uleun ‘ thirty/ and the corresponding element in

the words for forty, fifty, and sixty is also much obscured.

In Japanese it is only in the case of the word ‘twenty ’ that

there is any difficulty, all the others being formed with

perfect regularity.

To the question, ‘ What affinity is there between the words

used as numerals by the Japanese and Koreans respectively?’

the answer must be, that far fewer traces of such an affinity

can be discovered than the close analogies presented by the

two languages in other respects might have led us to expect.

The numbers for one, three, four, five, six, seven, and nine,

present no appearance of a common origin, and may be

passed over altogether.

Tu-l ‘ two ’ may be compared with the Japanese futa-tsu.

The syllable fu is in the Japanese word unaccented, and

therefore liable to fall away, and the Korean word had once

an initial i, as may be seen by istheun nal (pronounced it

theun nal )
‘ two days.’ The Korean plural suffix teitl or

Held is perhaps the same word. It may be compared with

the Japanese plural termination tachi.

There can be less hesitation in identifying the Korean ya

or yo ‘eight’ with the Japanese ya ‘eight.’ The proper

meaning of ya in Japanese is ‘ very,’ ‘ numerous,’ and the

Korean ya is perhaps connected with yidu, the Korean word

for ‘ numerous.’ Yulu is, however, more directly related to

yul ‘ ten,’ and the same root may be recognized in the

Japanese yoro-dzu, which, like the Greek yvptof;, oscillates

in meaning between the indefinite ‘multitudinous’ and the

more definite ‘ ten thousand.’

It would thus appear, that out of the three cases in which

an agreement is traceable between Japanese and Korean

numerals, in one the connexion is not free from doubt, while

in all there is reason to believe that they agree not so much
in their capacity as numerals, but as words belonging to the

general vocabulary. This leads us to the somewhat startling

conclusion, that at the time when Japanese and Korean

entered upon independent careers of development, they had
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no system of numerals. This inference it would be hard to

accept in the case of two languages of the Aryan type, but

it is in entire harmony with the character of languages

which, as already pointed out, are marked by a comparative

incapacity for grasping distinctions of person and number.

In spite of the absence of common numerals, it seems

probable that the distance which separates Japanese from

Korean, whether as measured by lapse of time, or by dif-

ferences in their fundamental character, is not greater than

that which lies between English and Sanskrit, although in

their case the numbers from two to ten are identical.

Position.

It would seem to be a rule in languages that the poorer

they are in other grammatical appliances, the greater is the

use which they make of position as a means of fixing the

grammatical value of words. In Chinese, and especially in

the ancient form of that language, position is almost the

sole grammatical instrument employed, and in Japanese and

Korean the grammar of a word may be inferred from its

position in the sentence, although with less absolute certainty

than in Chinese. But wliile Japanese and Korean agree

with Chinese in the prominence given to position as a

grammatical procedure, the same position does not indicate

the same grammatical value, and the order of a Chinese

sentence must be considerably altered in translation into one

of these languages.

The following rules of position are common to Japanese

and Korean, and most of them, as I need hardly add, to

other Turanian languages as well.

1. Qualifying words or phrases precede the word which

they qualify. Thus the adjective precedes the noun
;
the

adverb precedes the verb or adjective which it qualifies
;
the

noun followed by the genitive particle precedes the noun to

which it is joined.

2. The subject of a sentence stands at the beginning.

3. The verb or adjective in the indicative mood stands at
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the end. Interrogative particles are, however, placed after

the verb.

4. Plural terminations, case signs, and prepositions are

placed after the noun. Plural terminations precede other

suffixes.

5. The direct object ofa verb is placed immediately before it.

6. A noun governed by a preposition precedes the direct

object of the verb.

7. Conjunctions are placed after the word or clause to

which they belong.

8. Dependent clauses precede principal clauses.

These rules are in reality deducible from the principle

placed at the head of Rule 1, viz. that qualifying words or

phrases precede the word or phrase which they qualify.

Their effect is to make the order of a sentence precisely the

same in both Japanese and Korean, so that in translating

from one language into the other, no inversion of the con-

struction is required, except in the case of an occasional

divergence of idiom. The following sentence will serve as

an illustration.

Jap. TJshinahi-te kara oshimi-te nani se-n ka

Koe. llheu-n hu-e askyu muils hal-ya

Losing after regretting what do-will?

The usual English order is, ‘What good will come of

regretting a thing after losing it ? ’ but it can be varied,

which is impossible in the Japanese or Korean versions. In

some cases, however, a limited degree of freedom is allowed.

Summary.

It may be convenient to give a brief summary of the

conclusions arrived at in this paper.

I.

The phonetic systems of Japanese and Korean differ con-

siderably. Japanese has five vowel sounds, Korean nine.

Korean has a class of aspirated consonants which do not

exist in Japanese. A syllable may end with a consonant
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in Korean, but not in Japanese. On the other hand, neither

language is monosyllabic, and in neither have we the rule of

the harmony of vowels. Both languages have only one

consonant for r and I, and this letter cannot begin a word.

The forms of the same Chinese words in Japanese and

Korean afford a means of discovering their letter-correspon-

dences. The most noticeable are, that a Japanese h or /is

in Korean p, a Korean h in Japanese g, a Korean I final

in Japanese tsu, chi, shi, or su. A considerable number of

roots are identical in the two languages.

II.

The Japanese and Korean nations are characterized by an

impersonality of conception which may be traced in every

production of their national genius. In the grammar it is

shown by their neglect of person, gender and number, the

want of a verb ‘ to have,’ the imperfect development of

pronouns and numerals, and of a passive voice. The strong

points of their grammar are the regularity with which the

distinction of noun, adverb, adjective, and adverb is marked

in the same word, and the copiousness of what may be called

modal terminations added to verbs.

III.

Japanese and Korean depend almost exclusively on suffixes

and position as grammatical appliances, to the exclusion of

prefixes, augment, ablaut, and reduplication. The suffixes

are usually easily distinguishable from the root and from

each other, but sometimes are so closely welded as to defy

grammatical analysis. Resemblances are traceable in the

terminations used to distinguish the same word when used as

different parts of speech.

The grammar of the noun agrees in character in Japanese

and Korean, the chief differences being due to the differences

in the phonetic systems, already pointed out.

In the pronouns less similarity is noticeable than might

have been expected. In both languages the pronouns seem

connected with such verbs as ‘ come,’ ‘ go,’ ‘ dwell,’ ‘ be,’ etc.
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The numerals have some resemblance in the character of

their development, but almost none in form. Only one or

two agree, and these not as numerals but as words belonging

to the general vocabulary. This feature is of less importance

here than it would have been in the case of languages of the

Aryan type.

The rules which govern the position of words in a sentence

are identical in Japanese and Korean. These rules are less

rigid than in Chinese, and more so than in Aryan languages.

There can be no doubt that a genuine relationship exists

between Japanese and Korean, but it is by no means easy to

estimate its degree. The principles applicable in the case of

Aryan languages are of little use to us here. According to

our experience of them, two languages with no common
numerals could hardly be classed together at all, while on the

other hand, the agreement of Japanese and Korean in the

elaborate rules for the position of words in a sentence sug-

gests a very close afhnity indeed. Everything considered,

we maj'^ perhaps regard them as equally closely allied with

the most remotely connected members of the Aryan family.

It should not be too hastily inferred that because the

Japanese and Korean languages differ so widely, an equal

distance separates the Japanese and Koreans as nations.

The questions of linguistic and ethnological affinity are dis-

tinct, though they have no doubt a bearing on each other.

And with the instability of vocabulary and weakness of

grammatical development which characterizes nations in

the earlier stages of their progress, a considerable degree of

divergence in their languages is compatible with a much
closer affinity of race than would be possible with more

civilized races. That the Japanese and Koreans are a case in

point is rendered probable by geographical, historical, and

physiological considerations.

In preparing this paper, my principal source of information

respecting the Korean language has been some manuscript

manuals prepared by the Japanese Interpreters resident at

Fusankai, the Japanese settlement in Korea. For the
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grammar, the only authority is a sketch in Ballet’s “ Histoire

de I’Eglise de Coree,” hut it is unfortunately in many
respects incomplete, and I have been compelled to depend

upon such a knowledge of it as could be extracted from the

Japanese manuals just mentioned. This may be some excuse

for errors which future inquirers will doubtless discover.

The late Mr. W. F. Mayers, Chinese Secretary of our

Legation at Pekin, was for some time before his death

engaged on a Korean Grammar, of which much was expected

;

but it is to be feared that it was not in a sufficiently advanced

state to admit of publication. Some of his manuscripts,

which I have had an opportunity of inspecting, show that he

had acquired a knowledge of Korean far superior to that

possessed by any other European scholar, and it is deeply to

be regretted that an untimely death prevented him from

giving to the world the fruits of his researches.
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Art. XIV .— Dialects of Colloquial Arabic .—By E. T.

Rogers.

The Arabic language is commonly spoken tbrougbout a very

large area of the old hemisphere. It is the language of the

whole of North Africa, which includes Morocco, Algiers,

Tunis, Tripoli, and Egypt. It is also spoken down the

Eastern coast, and in a not inconsiderable portion of the

interior of that vast continent. Its home is the peninsula of

Arabia, whence it spread also to Palestine, Syria, and

Mesopotamia.

Arabic is also known as a written language wherever the

religion of Islam exists, namely, in Turkey, Asia Minor,

Circassia, Persia, India, Tatary, etc. In these latter

countries, where it is only the language of the religious

books, and co-existent with colloquial languages, it has

retained its original purity, whilst much of it has been

incorporated into the local languages spoken by Muslims,

—

such as Turkish, Persian, Hindustani, etc.

But where Arabic is the language of every-day life, spoken

both by the learned and the vulgar, it has naturally been

influenced by a variety of local circumstances which have

gradually divided it into a number of separate dialects.

The language is so rich in itself, that it can well afford to

be broken up and to supply the foundation of several dialects,

each correct in itself. Thus words in common use in

Morocco which are unintelligible to the uneducated in Syria,

and vice versa, may each have an equally pure origin. But,

on the other hand, it must be admitted that we often meet
with words whose meanings have been quite distorted, and
with others whose origin it is impossible to trace to a classical

Arabic source.
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The large spread of the Arabic language is certainly due

to the religion of Islam, and to the Muslims must still be

awarded the palm for the correct and appreciative use of it

;

the native Christians and Jews all acknowledge the superiority

of the Muhamraedan diction.

In childhood the Muslims are made to study and to learn

by heart, parts, or even the whole, of their sacred book
;
of

which the mispronunciation of a single vowel is condemned

and regarded as an act of infidelity. This practice necessarily

gives them an enormous linguistic advantage over people of

other religions in the same country, even though holding a

similar social position.

I was one day surprised by seeing a tall, elderly black

man making extracts from a theological work in the Khedivial

library at Cairo. He was scrupulously clean in his person,

and wore a white turban, one end of which was allowed to

hansr down, and was thrown across his mouth as the Bedawi

Arabs sometimes use their Kuyfiehs (this fashion is called

l*li! letham), and he kept his mouth and even his nose

covered whilst in conversation. He told me he came from

Sakoto (on the Kwora river), and that, although his people

had a distinct language, they were all taught Arabic in their

boyhood. He certainly spoke the purest and most perfect

Arabic that I ever heard spoken, using all the vowels and

inflexions with the utmost precision.

Without pretending to write an exhaustive treatise on the

subject of colloquial dialects of Arabic, my long experience

in the East enables me to make a few observations on the

varieties of dialect and of pronunciation. This notice may

be enlarged upon at a future time either by myself or by

some more competent student.

The first part to be considered is the pronunciation of the

letters of the alphabet, which differs considerably in various

districts, and even amongst different classes in the same

district.

The \ has as many varieties of sound as the English vowel

a, following its gradations from hall to cat. In Aleppo and

Damascus it has the latter, whilst in the south of Palestine it
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has the former broad sound. In Egypt its pronunciation is

a medium between the two, and in Beirut it is almost like a

in late.

The ^ is in some parts of Palestine, by the Bedawin and

by some Egyptians, pronounced like the English th in thin

or the Greek B
;
but by others it is not distinguished from

the CL?
,
and, like it, has the value of an ordinary t. In some

words, however, it almost invariably has the sound of s,

as, for example, in the word pronounced hadis.

The — in Syria is pronounced like g in George or j in just,

but in some parts of Mount Lebanon it is made as soft as the

French g or j. In Egypt it is like g in good. Some

Damascenes give it the sound of soft z.

The
^

and are generally confounded, both by the Jews

and by the Maltese, the former pronouncing both like the ~,

and the latter giving to both the sound of

The C in Palestine is like th in this, or the modern Greek

8. In parts of Syria it is like z. In Egypt it is seldom

distinguished from J, and, like it, has the sound of an

ordinary d.

Some people in Damascus, and elsewhere in Syria,

pronounce this letter like the {^, thus reminding us of the

test-word Shibboleth, which the Ephraimites pronounced

Sibboleth (Judges xii. 6).

In southern Palestine this letter has the value of

hard th, but elsewhere that of hard d.

The is is in Palestine like hard th, in Egypt and elsewhere

like hard d\ in the one case differing little from the C, and

in the other nearly resembling the ^

.

It is also often

pronounced like s. It is always like in^Jt? Duhr noon,

and like z in and jilLn
,
zafar and Muzaffar.

The in Palestine, and generally in Egypt, has only the

value of a slight aspirate or the Arabic *, so as to be hardly

audible. In Nazareth and parts of Galilee it is like the (A/.

By the Arabs of the desert it is in some words like g in good,

and in others like_/ in joy.

The amongst the peasantry in Palestine has the sound

of ch in child, or the Italian c as in celeste. But some of the

VOL. XI.—[new series.] 24
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villagers of Mount Lebanon, and some classes of people in

Beirut, give it the simple aspirate * above alluded to as the

rendering elsewhere of the letter J . But the Arabs of the

desert pronounce it differently in different words, giving it

sometimes the sound of an ordinary k, and in some words

that of the English ch.

The in such a word as belt house is generally

pronounced like ai in bait, but in the neighbourhood of

Beirut it sounds more like the i of bite.

In all spoken dialects the conjugation of verbs is simplified,

some tenses and forms are ignored, the dual person is

suppressed, as are also the feminine second and third persons

plural.

The future tense has almost invariably the letter

prefixed to it by Syrians and Egyptians. The people of

Morocco prefix the letter CS. The one may probably stand

for the preposition in, as though the person were in the

act of, whilst the other may represent the preposition (Ai”

like. In the first person plural this (-J is changed into

probably for the sake of euphony. To distinguish the present

from the future the word doing is often introduced as

an auxiliar}’’
;
thus ’AmmM bektob, I am in the

act of writing. As an auxiliary to the future tense the word

^\j going is often used, thus, raih yedrobak,

he is going to beat you. The letter of the word

hatta until, is often used in a similar sense, thus i—jyAj

tanshuf for <— hatta nashuf, we shall see.

The negative is always expressed by or 1! before the

verb, and the letter ^ after it, like 7ie and pas in French
;

thus, ^ ma berkabsh, I will 7iot ride. With an

adjective or a participle, the l-« and are united, and form

the word ij^ mush, and they say ij^ mush rakib,

not riding, mush Liyyib, not good.

The Egyptians use the verb tJAl Adda yeddi where

the Syrians use anta,

yanti, to give, and to smxd, where the Syrians would

use ba’th.
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The peculiarities of local dialects are probably more diverse

and distinct in their particles and short familiar expressions

than in verbs and nouns.

In Egypt a word in very common use is JUI ummal,

which means of course, certainly
;

and with another word

added, jUl ummal ay, it means why not ? how could it

he otherwise ?

Tes is in Egypt expressed by aiwah, an abbreviation

of aUIj ay wallah, an oath,^ Yes, hy God. In Syria this

affirmation is expressed by ^ na’m, or bela, often

pronounced mbela.

The question what is this ? is in Palestine expressed by
Iajs shu hatha, in Syria by lAJb aish baza, and in

Egypt by deb ey dey.

The preposition ^ fi in is sometimes made to serve for a

verb, meaning there is, and with the negative, U ma
fish, there is not. This is used both in Syria and in Egypt

;

but in Baghdad the word aku, with its negative maku,

has the same signification, doubtless corrupted from

yakun.

In Egypt the genitive or possessive case is often repre-

sented by a preposition with its plural beta’, betu’.

In Syria the word meta’ or taba’ is used in the

same sense, whilst in Baghdad it is conveyed by the word

Jhi mal, and in Algiers, etc., by the word dyal.

The preposition for is translated in Syria by the composite

word minshan, and in Egypt by ’ala shan,

and in Baghdad by likhater.

The word what is in Egypt represented by ay, in

Northern Syria by aish, and in Palestine by^ shu.

For look the Egj^ptians say bus, whilst the Syrians say

( jj-i) shuf.

A few more dialectic differences may be compared in the

following table :

—

' It seems probable that the familiar expression “ dear me," so often used by
ladies in England who have no intention of swearing, may be derived from the

Italian “ Dio mio."
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Egyptian. Syrian. English.

ain
1

(jA fain \

wain )

where

tiny bon here

lI/La honak bonik there

o-' di hatha this

frequently curtailed by the Syrians, who say

instead of hatha-l-beit, this house.

Li:-.-^U halbeit.

dik-ha iJJ\sjb hathak that

dik-humma hatbolak those

kidy heik thus, so

ay aisb what

^ shu

ahu sbahu there it is

dilwakti ballak now
alkait

bkam kadaisb how much

bedri bekir early

aOji barduh i'Axj ba’dub he is still

Ut_y bardha Ua*j ba’dba she is still, etc.

temelli daiman always

iJuAx.^ ma’laisb 1

belash )

JjUmJ L# ma bisail
j

It does not

matter

;

never mind

lil ana mMi U naa bikbosni What have I

to do with it ?

It does not

concern me.

’awaz ay (A5aj shu biddak What do you

jA shu betrid want ?

J lay laisb why ?

lSJ zay mithel like

CSjj zayyak uliLlU- kaif hMak how do you do ?

In Aleppo, shlon keifak.

hageh ^ shey a thing
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they say hajeh tidhak, you have laughed

enough.

In Syria the word \y tawa means just now, and is declined

with the personal pronouns, thus

:

tawani jit, I have just come.

kLS\y tawak kultuh, thou hast just said it.

tawah rah, he has just gone.

Some words in Arabic are of a common gender, and may
be correctly used to represent either masculine or feminine,

but in some dialects the genders of these nouns have been

definitely fixed, and another word formed or adopted to

express the opposite gender. Thus the word ’arus

may mean either bride or bridegroom, andjy^ ’ajuz may
mean either old man or old woman. But in Egypt

’arus means bridegroom, and ’aruseh bride, whilst in

Syria ’arus means bride, and ’aris, bridegroom.

So likewise in Egypt means old man, and ’ajuzeh,

old woman, whilst in Syria ’ajuz means old looman, and

jLirkl ikhtiar, old man.

I will now proceed to give a miscellaneous vocabulary of

words that occur in the dialects of Egypt and Syria ;

Egyptian. Syhian. English.

kulleh sherbeh water bottle

ballaseh jerrah jar

zir AoUi- khabieh large jar

gebal shol desert

rif kirieh village

ariaf Ajl^i karayah villages

bendar aJj belad town

wela’a jlj bassat nar coal of fire

mandil mahrameh handkerchief

hezam jUj zinnar girdle

takiyeh A-^ arakiyeh white skull cap
V)

’immeh aU leffeh turban

sibhah Aisru^ masbaha rosary

(til) yakah aIj kabbeh collar
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Egyptian. Syrian. English.

zekibsh Jl^.i sbwal sack

tamatim

khokh

banadora tomatoes

durakin peaches

melayek 1— sbarsbaf sheet

martabeh Aii farsbeh bed

masned if mukhaddeb cushion or pil-

low

dubarah kbeit twine

ghafir natur guard

shayyal JljLc ’attM
i

bammal !1

porter

hizmeb aLjj rabtab bundle, parcel

ji farkh warak tarbiyeb sheet of paper

is3j raddeh,

radadeh j-
Allisr' nkbaleb bran

dakik flour

dabieh masibeb misfortune

leban babl el 1

markab
J

> hawser

>uk^ matwab U^y* mus pocket knife,

hallak

penknife

^J.y* mzeyyin barber

c^'/r gurn beidar threshing floor

farkbah jajeb fowl

katakit sisan chickens

ta’ban hayyeb smoke

leban halib milk

mrowab leban curdled milk

libb jji blzr seeds

o^Ui' takayyy jIaj bedar seed for sowing

gballeb ^ kamh wheat

tawayeb maklab frying pan

masbik biiL# malkat tongs

L5*Ij wahy sagbir little
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This word is often used in S}'ria in quite the opposite

sense, meaning large or numerous. The word is in

Egypt used in its diminutive form saghayyir, little.

Egyptian. Syrian. English.

hedum hawaij clothes

L, kliaslia/b hatab fire wood

<LliU mkasheh maknaseh broom

baftah 1*1 madam calico

In Baghdad jIj baz.

gedail
_y}^ dafa'ir curls

bahari sailor

banna mu’mari builder

<0^ tubeh labneh brick^ gir
^JJ^ kils lime

karnub

kruneb 1 ! 4iL# malfuf cabbage

’aish UrA khubz bread

hetteh iJiiJii shakfeh a piece

gindey

gehMy

^_e^SjLz askary soldier

flus krush money

natar matar rain

<ulU ’almah iyiM mghanniyeh singing girl

tU? tar- •
<—sA datf tambourine

dikkeh mastabeh bench or fixed

seat

sikkeh tarik road

jUi. ’afar ghabar dust

alauz burghy screw

kumeitri njas pear

kirbeh i— darf water-skin

’ayan

ragal

marid

metshawish

ill

zelamy man
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Egypti.\x. Syrian. English.

Jl^ ’ayal owlad children

‘'olb bellaneh ghassaleh laundress

Jn-is tabak sahn plate

hasil habs prison

hasil kabu vault

j<p nur dow light

farah ’urs wedding

bundukiyeh barudeh musket

kuhnah sharatit rags

khirkah shartutah a rag

dk-)! usta muallim master

.a^su) safih uJkJ tanek tin

liJlkL# sultaniyeh Ajk kaseh small basin

dulab khazaneh cupboard

AjJ dud alak leech

mesley samen butter (clari-

fied)

sabrig J>o bir well

behiin dabbeh animal

ghawit ghamik deep

gawab maktub letter

iij radid, radd <— jawab answer

wakaleh khan caravanserai

shetimeh musabbeh abusive lan-

guage

The Egyptians in their colloquial dialect say errakhr

instead of elukhar, the other, and make this word serve

as also; thus they say wana errakhr, and I also.

In Jerusalem the verb sawa is used for to make to do.

and tlience the participle mestwy, done, applied to

well-cooked food and to fruit when ripe.

In Egypt the word kuweyj'is is used for joreft?/, and

the expression hageh kuweyyiseh, a pretty thing,

is equivalent to wi-la] shey latif or k— shey zarif

in Syria.
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The Egyptians and the Syrians abbreviate the word

illadhi, the relative pronoun ichich or that, into ilia.

The word ghursh piastre and its plural ghrush,

although spelt with a ^ ghain, are pronounced as though

written with a j kaf, kursh, kurshain, krush.

Besides the ordinary colloquial language, there exists

another which deserves attention, namely, that in which

children are first spoken to, and in which they express their

early wants and limited ideas.

I made the following vocabulary of this baby language

many years ago in Damascus, and have had most of the

words confirmed as being in use both in Baghdad and in

Egypt. The words are very expressive, but what is their

origin? Captain Burton has given some of them in the

appendix to one of his works on Syria.

Animal

Bad, dirty

Beating

Be quiet

Bird

Brother

Come

Cooking, hot food

Drink

Dog

Donkey

Fall

Food

Frightful, ghost, bad

Good, pretty

Hot

dudu

^ kikh

diddeh

^ hamm
;

(jXjl uss

'ff kuku

dada

ta’a

c— bufi*

mbua

yA»A shushu

deb

du

jA'+j namnam

;

9
XJ

'j dah

bu’bu’

r

ah

mam
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Kill, cat bakh

Little child bubu

Little py nunu

Look Uu baka

[Money tis

Nuts, almonds liij' taka

Out for a walk iJh tish

Pain by wawa

Sheep ma’a

Shooting, sound of a gun AjJ dih

Sitting tishtu

Sleep lili- kaka
;
uj ninna

Sound 4 tann

Sweet nah

There is none, all gone bah

A facetious gentleman composed the following verse in

this baby language, which, although not perfect in metre, is

an ingenious adaptation of many of the words used by

children

:

lilj ^

^

Tameitak en nam wa nah en nah.

Askeitak nbu wa labastak herir ed dah.

Fatetlob minni tis ma akdarsh akullak bah.

Falyom ya miniati gheiri al bu’bu’ wa ana ed dah.

Which, being translated, means

I gave you food to eat and the sweet of sweets.

I gave you to drink, and dressed you in pretty silk.

You ask for money, and I cannot tell you there is none.

So to-day, my dear, another is the ugly one, and I am good.
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Now that European civilization is making such continual

advance in the East, many of the ancient customs are neces-

sarily doomed to disappear. Probably before long the com-

plicated system of accounts kept by the Copts in the different

departments of the Egyptian Government will soon be

superseded by a system more simple and intelligible.

Doubtless some of my readers will answer, “ the sooner the

better.” I am not, however, proposing to defend either old

Oriental accountants nor their accounts
;
but I wish to put

on record, before they become quite obsolete, a table of the

conventional signs used by them
;
and I think the subject

not entirely irrelevant at the end of a paper on native

colloquial dialects.

The signs I refer to are those used to represent the frac-

tions of money and of land
;
and I must begin by explaining

some of the terms.

The basis of the money calculation is the piastre, which is

divided into forty paras, and the para is subdivided into ten

guzus or gedids. This latter denomination is not represented

by any coin; it is simply a fractional part used in calculation.

The feddan, which is about equal to an acre, was formerly

divided by the peasantry into kasabehs or rods, but the

authorities divide it into kirats. A kirat is the 24th part

of a whole. The kir^ is again divided into 24 sehms or

shares. Some other intermediate fractions have also been

introduced. The danik was originally, in the monetary

system of the Eastern Khalifate, equal to the sixth part of

a dirham
;
the term is now used to represent the sixth part

of a kirat. The habbeh or grain is the third part of a kira^

thus

:

4 Sehms = 1 Danik

8 ,, =2 „ =1 Habbeh

24 „ =6 „ =3 „ =1 Kirat

24 ,,
=1 Feddan.

In making calculations about the price or the taxation or

the hire of land, the piastre is divided into kirats, habbehs,

and daniks, and then converted into paras and guzus, and

expressed by the conventional signs in the right-hand column.
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Feactioxs of

A FeedAN. Feaction Repeesented.
Feactions of a

PlASTEE.

SEH5IS
CONVEN-

TIONAL SIGN. PIASTRES. PARAS. GUZUS.

4 4*1 Daaik - ••

8 Habbeh

12 Half Kirat ..

16 Two Habbebs . . . \

20 Half Kirat and a Habbeh

24
7
f

One KinU . . . \ "liS

36 Half an eighth . . . < e

44 1

4^
Half an eighth and a Habbeh . . . t

KIRATS

2 r Two Kirats
. . . (

3 J Eighth
. . . 0

4 j/t Sixth .

.

. •» 1

J

5 Five Kirats
. . .A r>

6 J Quarter

7 Sixth and an eighth \\ TJ

8 A Third , .

9 jJ Quarter and an eighth . . SO

10 j/j »J Quarter and a sixth . .

11 Third and an eighth . . \ A C A

12 Half . . <•

13 Jn/J Quarter, a sixth and an eighth . . AS tS

14 (J Third and a quarter • . tot

15 Ju, Half and an eighth . . <0

16 Two thirds . . <"s •\S

17 Third, a quarter and an eighth . . < A tjl'

18 r Half and a quarter
. . c*

19 Two thirds and an eighth • • c» *i*y

20 Half and a third tt

21 jt Half, a quarter and an eighth .. te

22 Two thirds and a quarter . . C\ t 4J
,

23 J/V Half, a third and an eighth . . CA t ft.

24
\

One Piastre or Feddan • ^ • ••
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When we find that by the subdivision of the piastre into

400 parts, i.e. into 40 paras and the para into 20 guzus or

gedids, and by that of the feddan into 24 kirats, and the

kirat into 24 sehms, the Arabs have a perfectly simple means

of registering any possible fraction of either money or

land, such as I have represented in the left-hand column

;

it is difficult to understand why they have adopted these

conventional and arbitrary signs, unless it be, either that they

are the remnant of some very ancient system, or else that

the accountants have invented them in order to mystify the

uninitiated, and thus to keep their business or profession in

their own hands.
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INDEX.

Adam, M. Lucien, excellent grammar
by, of the Manchu language, 346

Agra, journey to, after the surrender

of Hugbli, occupied eleven months,

96
Ablwardt, Prof., value of bis work,

Ueber die Aechtheit den alter Ara-
biscben Gedichte, 80

Ajanta, chief figm-es in the paintings

at, a stout man seated cross-legged

and holding a drinking-cup in right

hand, 156
character of the paintings

copied by Mr. Griffiths at, ibid.

principal woman in pictures

at, no doubt the wife of the stout

seated man, ibid.

fresco on the walls of, certainly

connected with the paintings on the

roof, ibid.

character of the embassy re-

presented in fresco at, ibid.

fresco at, represents an Indian

king on his throne receiving a depu-

tation of people, obviously foreigners,

157
caves, relative age of, generally

shown by their position, 158
portraits on roof of Cave No. 1

at, most probably those of Khosru
II. and Shirin, 169

caves at, in all 26 in number,
the oldest a Vihara, of very simple

construction, 158
caves at, three not finished,

and therefore late, 159
royal personage on fresco at,

certainly a Persian, 162
inference from the Persian

costume of figures in the paintings

at, ibid.

paintings at, no reason to sup-

pose any Buddhist represented, ibid.

faces of the personages on
paintings at, damaged by the Mu-
hammadans, 163

Ajanta, all the four paintings at, re-

present the same personages, ibid.

painting at, almost certainly

represents the embassy from Khosru
to Pulakesi, 167

caves at, within the kingdom
of Pulakesi, 168

Alam, the title of the first class of

Muhammadan proper names, 177-
186

arranged by Ilammer-PurgstaU
under three heads, 180

Alamat and Onwan not easily dis-

tinguished from the Lakabs, but the

former is applied to princes only,

225-226
Alambater or Alabagin, not, as Dr.

Vincent supposed, the headland of

Gwadar, 132
Albiruni, passages from his work on

Chronology as given by Prof. Sachau,

and lists of persons and of the titles

bestowed on them by KhaUfs, 203-
209

Amazons, who, and what, really, 14-16

Andaman Islands, language of, treated

by Mr. Man and Lieut. Temple,
68

Annamite and Kambojan languages,

described by MM. Taberd, Aubaret,
Aymonier, and Bastian, 69

Antiquary, Indian, value of, as bringing

together many excellent scholars, 62
Apabhramsa, a later and popular form

of Prakrit, 292
Apocope, common in the final conson-

ants of both Gaurian and Eomance
languages, 306

Arabic language, many words of in

Marocco unintelligible to uneducated
Syrians, 365

natm-ally divided into

many different dialects, 365
wide extent of country

over which it is spoken, ibid.

observations on the
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variety of its dialects and pronuncia-
tion, 366-368

Arabic language, conjugation of verbs

much modified when spoken, 368
comparison of the forms

of, as used in Egypt and Syria, 369-
376

Arabic poetry, the range of thought
in, limited, 73

suffered much from the

social deterioration of the Courts of

Baghdad and Damascus, 79
danger to, from the too

great zeal of the Rawies or reciters, 83
rule of, that the opening

verse (consisting of two halves) should

have the terminal rhyme at the end
of each half, 87

much more fully studied

by Continental writers than by our
own, 90

Arrashid, third and last son of, who
became Khalif, the first to intro-

duce into his title the name of God,
201

eight sons of, all named
Mohammed, and only, therefore, to

be distinguished by their Kunyats or

Lacabs, 201

Artaxerxes Mnemon, account of his

household in Plutarch, 26

Artemisia I., fights at Salamis for

Xerxes, 13

Artemisia II. builds the first Mausoleum
in honour of her husband Mausollus,

13

Aryan languages have all undergone

nearly the same changes, 287

Asamese Grammar by Mr. Nathan
Brown and dictionary by Mr.
Bronson, 65

Asoka, Inscriptions in, the oldest

Sanskrit writing, 291
’Asaf Khan intercedes successfully with

Shah Jehan for the Prior and

Clergy of Hughli, 97

Aston, JF. G ,
“A Comparative Study

of the Japanese and Korean Lan-
guages,” Art. XIII., 317-364

general summary of

paper by, 361-364
Australia, recognition in, of mother-

right or inheritance by the female

line, 49
Australians have in their language

many analogies with the Tamil-
speaking Dravidians, 52

Badami and Ellora, some Brahmanical
caves at, nearly synchronous with

the Buddhist caves at Ajanta,

169
Badami and Ellora, one cave at, dated,

160
Badara clearly the same as the present

Gwadar, 136
Badis, at or near the present Koh

Mobarak, 146
Bagia, incorrectly given by Dr. Vincent

as a name on the Makran coast,

138
probably a place now called

Bres, 139

Balomus, identifiable with the modern
Barambab, 136

Baluchi Grammar in Makrani Dialect

by Major Mockler, 63
in Suleimani, by Mr.

Gladstone, 63
Bengali Grammar by Dr. Wenger, and

Dictionary by Sir G. Haughton, 65

Bhagavanlal Indraji, value of the

services of, as an archajologist, 53
Bhaja, facade of the cave at, 41

Bhandarkar, Prof., investigation by,

of tbe Pali Inscriptions on the walls

of the Nasik Caves, 43
Boomerang, recent use of, as a weapon

in the Dekkan and Egypt, as well as

in Australia, 51

Brahmanism, influence of, on the pre-

vious Iletairism, 36

Brahui language. Notes on, by Major
Leech, Prof. Lassen, and Dr. Bellew,

63
Brandreth, E. L., “ The Gaurian com-

pared with the Romance Languages,
Part 1,” Art. XII., 287-316

Buddhism prosperous in India till (at

least) the 7th cent, a.d., subsequent

to which period for about 200 years

we have no history, 159-160

Biihler, Dr., judgment of, on the

identification of the portrait of the

Indian King at Ajanta, 165

Bussora and Kufa, Schools of Theology
and Law, early established at, 81

Calcutta school of scholars always in

good repute, and still well represented

by existing men of learning. 70

CaldweU, Bishop. Comparative Gram-
mar by, of the Dravidian Languages,

65.

Camp, Scythic, the, did not require

the presence of too many women, 37
Caria, famous, inter alia, for three

historical queens, 13

Casidas, reason why Arabic poems were

so called, 87-8
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Cerebral and Dental t, i, n, and r, in

Gaurian, but not in Romance, 301
Cband Bardai, the earliest Gaurian

writer in xiith cent, a.d., 290
Childers, R. C. (the late), “On Sandhi

in Pali,” Art. V., 99-121
engaged previously to

his death on a handbook of the Pali

language, 99

papers by, on Pali, placed

in the hands of Prof. Pischel, of Kiel,

for publication, ibid.

Children, peculiar language used for,

in Arabic-speaking countries, 375 -6

China, the formation of written charac-

ters in, commenced about 5000 years

ago, 238
three principles of formation

provided about 1500 characters, 239
street literature of, very abun-

dant, 25

1

Chinese language has no grammar,
because there is no alphabet, but
only pictures or ideograms, 239

ancient style of,

peculiarities, etc., with quotations

and examples, 252-258
ancient style of,

illustrated by a short ode from the

Shih, ibid.

in studying, it is

well to consider all adjuncts to be
adverbial, 265

the monosyllable

vocables of, really very few, 270
Mandarin or Col-

loquial, notice of, 269
character of the

Literary or polished style in, 261-
269

difficulty in, from
homophonous names with different

meanings, 271
not to be learned

through the spectacles of Aryan or

Semitic grammars, 243
no Syntax, properly

so called, in, 244
composition in,

necessarily differerent from com-
position in an alphabetical language,

248
Chinese Characters, Third Class, the,

suggestive, made up from several

different pictures, 246.

2nd indicative

—

with symbols rather than full pic-

tures of external objects, 246
the judgment of

Mr. Marshman and of Stanislas

Julien, as to the importance of their

emplacement in a sentence, 267
Chinese Characters, native division of,

into the Shih and the Hsu—the full

or substantial and the empty, 259
Chinese Literature, commences with

the Han Dynasty, b.c. 202, 249
brief sketch of the

chief features of ancient, classical

and literary, 248-250
Chinese literary style, great varieties

of, 263
Chinese tones, very difficult to say

what these are, 261
Chinese writing, the masterpieces of,

as pleasing as those of Plato, Cicero,

Milton, Macaulay or Johnson, 263
Christians, many in the service of the

Moghul Emperor, when Mandelslo
travelled through India in 1638,
98

Chu Hsi, the Chinese Cicero, his great

skill in the handling of the iinin -

flexional characters, 250
Clark, Rev. Mr., “ A Specimen of the

Zoungee (or Zumgee) Dialect of a

Tribe of Nagas, bordering on the

Valley of Assam, between the Dikho
and Desoi Rivers, embracing over

forty villages,” Art. XI., 278.

Coins, list of, in letter addressed to the

editor of the Indian Antiquary, 53.

Colebrooke, Sir T. Edwd., Bart., M.P.,
V.P., “ On the Proper Names of

Mohammadans,” Art. IX., 171-237
Comparison of languages hy Mr.

Brandreth, mainly between Sindhi
and Hindi on one side, and Latin
and French on the other, 288

Conception, impersonality of, common
to the Japanese and Korean races as

distinguished from the Aryan and
Semitic, 333

Conjunct consonants, notice of, 306-
312

Table of 311
Consonants, resemblance of, in San-

skrit and Latin, preserved in their

descendants, 287
some combinations of, not

found to prevail in both groups,

310
Consonants, double, not subject to the

changes of the single consonants,
312-3

Cust, Robert M., “Notice of the
Scholars who have contributed to
the extension of

,

our knowledge of

the languages of British India,”
Art. II., 61-71

VOL. XI,—[new series.] 25
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Dagasara, probably tbemodem Jakasar,

115

Daranabila, in Baluchi, would mean tbe

small bill of Dara, 133

Darius would seem to bave attempted

to check tbe spread of Scytbism,

23
marries Atossa, tbe daughter

of Cyrus, 24
Derenobosa, perhaps tbe west point of

the Gwadar headland, 137

Dennis, Mr., in bis work on Etruria,

and others, speak of the Lycian

custom of reliance on maternity, 18

Diez, M., list given by, of tbe Latin

words lost in tbe Romance, 294
Drama, Chinese, cultivated during tbe

Yuan or Mongol Dynasty, 13 and 14

cent. A.D., 250
not admitted to be a

legitimate portion of tbe national

literature, 250-1

Edkins, Dr., thinks Chinese researches

may throw light on the origin of

words, 244.

Epiphanius, statement by, of the univer-

sal early prevalence of‘‘Scythism,” 2

Epitaphs of the Catholics still to be

read in the mortuary chapel called

the Padre Santo at Dehli, 97.

Errors, the chief, in Arabic poetry,

capable of detection by modern
critics, 90

Essays, important, by Von Ilammer-
Purgstall and M. Garcin de Tassy,

in 1852 and 1854, respectively, the

former being the more complete, 174

Esther, story of, as given in the Bible,

24-25
Etruscan language, no word for father

yet detected in it, 19

Fergusson, J., F.F.S., V.P., “On the

Identification of the Portrait of

Chosroes II. among the Paintings

in the Caves at Ajauta,” Art. VIII.,

155-170

Garo language. Grammar of, by Mr.
Keith, 67

Gaurian languages, the name given by
Dr. Iloernle to the Aryan tongues

of India, 287
chief authorities for,

Beames, Trumpp, and Iloernle, 287
neuter gender in,

generally discarded, 289
retain aspirated

letters, especially consonants, 302

Gaurian languages, table of the princi-

pal changes in, 305

and Romance,
alike, have become analytical, 289

Griffiths, Mr., appointed, with others,

to copy the paintings in the caves

of Ajanta, in the winter of 1872,
155

drawings by, comprise
in all 136 pictures, 155

exhibited in 1874 in the

Upper Galleries of the Albert Hall,
155

Gwadar, position of the town of, 136-7

Hafiz, Jami, Firdusi, etc., additional

names assumed by, 231-5
Hammad, a notorious forger of early

Arabic poems—and gifted with a
wonderful memory, 84

Haswell, Mr., grammar by, of the

Mon-Anam or Pegu language, 69
Hetairism (as understoodby the Greeks),

always a leading institution in India,

35-6
Hindi language, grammar of, by

Kellogg, and dictionary by Bates,

64
Hindi, high or literary, based on Braj,

tbe popular dialect of the Doab, 288
Hindustani or Urdu, dictionaries by
FaUon and Bryce, 65

grammars by Platt,

Dowson, Holroyd, and Eastwick, 63
Hodgson, B. II., valuable services of,

for the Nepal group of Tibeto-

Burman languages, 66-7
Hugbli, Prior of, his speech to Shah

Jehan, 96
liberated, after nine years’ im-

prisonment, at the request of Man-
rique, 97

Huxley, Prof., Map by, of the dis-

tribution of the principal modifica-

tions of mankind, 2

on the race-connexions

of the Australians and Egyptians,

50
notice by, of the marked

characteristics of Australians as seen

in the Hill Tribes of the Dekkan, 50

lambulus, testimony of, to Cingalese

customs, of little value, 47
Ibn Batuta, account of the female

sovereigns of the Maidive Islands,

49
Idolatry of Pre-Islamic times care-

fully eliminated from the early poetry

by its collectors, 85
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Imaums, the Twelve, have their Kumjats

and Lacabs duly recorded, 202

Imrulkays, poems of, chiefly preserved

by the writings of Hammad, 81

Indian languages not adequately re-

presented in the English Universities,

71

Islam, many passages in the annals of,

illustrated in Arabic verse, 78

Ism u Nisbat, in Arabic the name of

relation, 219-225
as a class, comprises

names derived from connexion of

place or family, trade, religion, or

sect, thus resembling the cognomen

of the Eomans, 219

Japanese and Korean languages, both

large borrowers from the Chinese,

322
Chinese words in,

generally recognizable, 325
original affinity

with Chinese extremely remote, 326

phonetic system

of, 317-332
religion but

feebly represented, 333
personification,

aUegory or metaphor, sparingly used

in, 334
no forms in

grammars of, to distinguish living

beings from inanimate things, 335

no grammatical

gender in, ibid.

grammars of,

bear strong marks of the impersonal

habit of mind, ibid.

the verb has no

person, 336
roots, verbal or

adjectival, easily made into nouns,

adjectives, verbs, etc., 339
subject, at the

beginning of sentence, verb at the

end, 336
functions of

grammar in, 332-340
all grammatical

procedure, by the addition of suf-

fixes and by the position of words in

sentence, 340-348
nouns have suf-

fixes indicative of case, etc., 339-340
scarcely any

changes in roots of, when suffixes

are added, 340
reduplication

little used in, 341

Japanese and Korean have compara-
tively little accent, 343

perfect tense

closely connectedwith the imperative,

345
account of the

noun in, 349-350

355

360

pronouns in, 351-

numerals in, 356-

value of position

as a means of fixing the grammatical
value of words, 360-361

Japanese, the sound of r in, sometimes
like English, sometimes the cerebral

d of Sanskrit, 319
Japanese language, phonetic changes

in, more simple than in Korean, 342
Job, the Book of, the nearest approach

in English to Arabic poetry, 74

Kalama, correctly identified by Dr.

Vincent with Kalamat, 135-6
Kanara language, grammars by Mr.
Hodgson and Mr. Kittel, 66

Kanate, identified by Dr. Vincent and
others with the present Koh Kalat,

but more probably Karatee, 144
Kandriakes river, the presentBaho, 154
Kaneatis, probably in the neighhour-

hood of the Gabreg river, 149
K’ang-hsi Dictionary, method whereby

most of the characters in, were
formed, 239

Keene, U. Q., “ Note on Manrique’s
Mission and the Catholics in the

Time of Shah Jahan,” Ait. IV.,
93-98

Khalaf ibn Ahmed, celebrated as a

reciter of early Arabic poetry, 85
Khalifahs, early, sentences engraved on

the seals of, 126-128
Khansa, Al, who lived in the time of

Mahomet, the most famous of the

Arab poetesses, 92
Khasi language, excellent grammar of,

by Mr. Pryse, 68
Khosru, dethroned a.d. 628, 166
Khosru II. and Shirin, the only king

and queen who could be commemo-
rated on paintings at Ajanta, 161

Kolarian family of languages, much
done for, by Messrs. Phillips, Whit-
ley, etc., 66

Kolhapur, leaden coins found at, show
a preference of metronymics to patro-
nymics, 1

Kophas, port of, now probably to be
recognized at Pistikan, 134
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Koran, even the very words of, beloved

by Mubammedans, 122

linguistic value of learning it

by heart, 366

Korean language, much richer in

vowel sounds than Japanese, 317
Kosegarten, M., essay by, “ Ueber die

vor-namen oder die Kunje der

Araber,” D.M.G. 1837, 175
Kremer, Von, development of Arabic

poeti'y ably traced by, 79

Kuidza either at Manbar, or in the

neighbourhood of Ganz, as suggested

by Muller, 153

Kuli, varied meaning of this Turkish

word, 183
Kunyat, the Arabic designation of a

name, e.vpressive of the relation of

father, son, mother, or daughter, 173
general meaning and use of,

with the nine leading classes under
which it may he arranged, 186-197

various anecdotes referring to,

195-196
Ku wan, the name for the “ Ancient

Style ” in Chinese, 260

Zacab, the Arabic word for honorary

titles, 197-219
many of the terms under this

title are not really proper names,

197
the character of, may he well

studied in the lists of the Patans of

Hindustan, of the Seljuks, and of the

Mamluks of Egypt and Syria, 210
Lacabs, some end in the words din

(religion) or daulat (state), 203

Leyge, Rev, Prof., “ Principles of

Composition in Chinese, as deduced

from the Written Characters,”Art. X.
238-277

Lenormant, F., view by, of the origin

of Chinese writing, 240

Lepcha dialect, grammar of, by Major
Mainwaring, 67

Lomas Rishi caves in Behar, facade of,

27
Lyall, C. J., translations by, of Arabic

poetry, 75-8
Lycia, curious customs prevalent in,

as stated by Herod, i. 173, 9-10

Mahabharata, quotations from, in illus-

tration of early marriage customs,

29-32
Mahomet, not partial to the early

poets of his country, 83
• at least 500 honorary titles

applied to, at different times, 198

Mahomet, very fond of conferring new
names on his relations and sup-

porters, 199
Malayalam language, grammar by Mr.

Peet, and dictionary by Mr. Gundert,
66

Mandarin or Colloquial Chinese, the

result of the cultivation of the

drama in the 13th and 14th cent.

A.D., 270
Manrique, Fr. Seb., Itinerary of Mis-

sions in the East by, published at

Rome in 1653, 93
character of, as an

observer and writer, 93
account by, of the

cities of Agra, Lahore, and of the

Court of the Moghul, 93

account by, of the

Sikandra Tomb, and of the Taj, 94

Manu, Code of, recognizes many old

marriage customs, 32-34
Marriage-forms, many and various in

India, 28
Megasthenes refers to the influence of

Hetairai, as police informers, 35

Moallacat, various meanings of, as

applied to Arabic poems, 88
Mockler, Major, “ On the Identification

of Places on the Makran Coast
mentioned by Arrian, Ptolemy, and
Marcian,” Art. VII., 129-154

journey of, from
Gwadar to Jask, in 1876, 129

collects as many
names of places as possible, along

Makran coast, 129
tests employed by, for

the identification of places on the

Makran coast, 130
considers the stadium

to be one-sixteenth of a mile, and
reasons for this estimate, 130-131

Mosarna, at the N.E. angle of the bay
of Gwadar, but the name not now
recognizable, 151

but certainly Koh Karen, 152
Arrian’s description of, ap-

plies only to Gwadar, 152

Muir, Sir TV., “ Ancient Arabic

Poetry, its Genuineness and Authen-
ticity,” Art. III., 72-92.

Mutes, combination of two, or of mute
followed by a spirant, rare, in both

Gaurian and Romance languages, 312

Names, many (originally implying high

rank), borne (in the East) by people

of humble origin who had no claim

to them, 173
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Names, vast number of, express relation

to mother, son, or daughter, 193
comprising that of God, really

more common among the Jews than

among the Mahomedans, 213
variety of, borne respectively

by Ibn Khallikan and Avicenna, 172

Naming, system of, in the East and
West, remarkable difference between,

171

Nasals, two kinds of, in most Gaurian
languages, the cerebral and the

dental, 303
followed by mute, admissible in

both groups, 312
Nicknames, not quite so common in the

East as in the West, most common
among the Turks, 217

Noldeke
,
Th

. ,
Prof.

,
Trealise on Ancient

Arabic Poetry by, 9

1

finds the name of

Khosru in Tabari, 165
Nominal suffixes of derivation, notice

of, 313-316
Number, the distinction of, much

neglected in Japanese and Korean,
338

Oaracta, island of, doubtless the same
as that of Kishm, 141

Omana, port of, probably Eapch-a-
bandin, 149

Ommiah, khalifs of the house of, have
no honorary titles, 200

Oraon language, grammar of, by Mr.
Flex, 66

Ouseley, Sir Gore, Biographical Notices
of tlie Persian Poets by, 231

Pali, every word in, ends with either a
vowel or anusvara, 100

the sacred language of the

Southern Buddhists, 291
Pandsea, nation of, stated by Pliny to

have been ruled by women, 42
Pasa-bandin harbour, the same as the

Kuidza of Marcian,which latter name
is preserved in the present Chideezei,

131
Pasis, town of, probably the present

Homdan, 147
Passive form not found in Korean and

scarcely in Japanese, 337
PatronjTnics, use of, common among all

nations, and especially so among the

Arabs, 187
Persecution of the monks of Hughli,

political rather than religious, 99
Piastre, the basis of money calculation

in Eg)-pt, 377

Piastre, names of the subdivisions of, as

used in Egypt, and table, 377-8.
“ Pidgin,” a phonetic attempt by the

Chinese to pronounce our word
“ business,” 274

Pidgin-English, curious specimen of,

274
Pi-hwa-chan, Mr., opinion of, about

“Substantial” Chinese characters,

245
Pola or Pala, perhaps represented now

by Kipalow, 133
Polyandria, implies a disproportion of

females to males in the general

population, 37
in Ceylon, noticed by Knox,

48
in Malabar, graphic account

of, 39
Poseidon, priests of, shown by Carian

inscriptions to have succeeded from
brother to brother, 17

Prakrit and Romance, similarity of

letter-changes in, already noticed,

289
Prakrit stiU synthetic in structure, 292

as a living language nearly

contemporary with Latin, 293
Prayer, The Lord’s, comparison of the

number of words in, in Greek, Eng-
lish, and Chinese, 261

Premare, Remusat andEndlicher,MM.,
opinions of, on verbal and substantial

characters in Chinese, 245
Pronouns sparingly used in Japanese

and Chinese, 337
Proper names of Easterns may be

arranged in six or seven classes,

175-6
meaning of, as used by

Arabs. Jews, Phoenicians, and
Christians, compared, 183-5

Pulakesi, details of the picture in

which he is represented, 168-169
ascends his Indian throne

A.D. 609-10, 167
Pushtu, good work done by Raverty,

Trumpp, Bellew, Dorn, and Hughes,
60

Queen-Consort in Ceylon, importance
of the dignity of, 247

Rajendralala Mitra, paper by, on the
paintings at Ajanta, in Journ. Beng.
As. Soc., 157

Rawies, or reciters, special business of,

82
_

Rawlinson, Canon, on the position of

women in Chaldsea, 4
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Rawlinson, Sir II. C., on the preva-

lence of the Scythic element in

Media, 21-22
Reckoning, a similar system of, both

in Etruria and India, 20
Revillout, M., value of his work on

hieroglyphical interpretation, 6

Rhogana, probably Galek, 148
Rijz, a short iambic verse, the earliest

Arabic metre, 86
Rogers, E. T., “Arabic Amulets and

Mottoes,’’ Art. VI., 122-128
“ Dialects of Colloquial

Arabic,” Art. XIV., 365-379
Romance languages, chief authorities

for, Diez, Littre, and Bracbet, 287
quantity in, very generally

depends on accent, 298
short Latin vowels in, often

become long, 299
Roots, monosyllabic, the exception in

Japanese, 321

much more common in Korean,
321

Sagara, or Scythian battle-axe, on
buildings, etc., in Syria, Caria, etc.,

12

Salarus river, the modern Siloor or

Tudee river, 149
Samedake, town of, in the neighbour-

hood of Wank, 147
Sandhi in Pali, rules of, different in

Pali from those in Sanskrit, 99

may he divided into vowel
Sandhi, consonant Sandhi, and mixed
Sandhi, 100

- — rule of, for consonants, 112-3

rules of, for compounds, 113-

120
Sanskrit, became Gaurian much as

Latin has become Romance, 287
ceased to be a spoken lan-

guage about the 6th cent, n.c., 291

Scythism, or Turanism, very prevalent

in ancient days, 3

Shah Jehan, account by Manrique of

his treatment of the Christians,

95
Shans of Burma, grammar of, by Mr.

Cushing, 69
Shaw, R. B., the late, valuable work

done by, for the Turki dialects, 64

Shirin, the only woman represented on
any bas-reliefs in Persia, 163

unquestionably the most famous
Eastern woman after Cleopatra and
Zenobia, 170

Siamese, grammar and dictionary of,

by Bishop Pallegoix, 69

Sibilants, the Gaurian, are sh and s,

both sm-ds, 304
Sibilants of Korean represent s and

sh, 320
Sindhi language, grammar by Trumpp,

63
Sinhala and Kashmira, importance of

their study for the comparative
grammar of the Neo- Sanskrit lan-

guages, 289
Sinhalese, Mr. Alwis has published a

translation of a native grammar of,

65
Smith, G., observations on the succes-

sion of Turanian brothers, 5

Stadium, the Greek, reasons for sup-
posing it equal to one-sixteenth of

a mile, 150
St. Eulalie, legend of, in French verse,

of the 10th cent, a.d., 290
St. Matthew’s Gospel, ii. 1, comparison

of the English and Chinese versions,

265

Tabari, as edited by Zotenberg, quota-
tion from, 25

story in the Annals of, about
Khosru and his son Shiruyieh, 165

account of the embassy from
Pulakesi, the Indian king, 165-6

Takhallus or Maklas, these represent

fancy names assumed by poets, 227-
237

TakhaUus, etc., M de Tassy’s theory

of their origin, 228
the use of, would seem more

agreeable to the genius of the Persian

than of the Arab, 230
Talismans, inscriptions on tbe orthodox,

always passages from the Koran, etc.,

122

remarkable one in the posses-

sion of the late Colonel Guthrie, and
description of, 123-6

Talmena, part of, is identifiable with
Taluman or Chahhar, 140

name of, preserved in “Tala-
maneeshep,” the “small torrent of

Talmena,” 140
Tamil language, grammar of, by Dr.

Pope, and dictionary by Mr.
Rottler, 63

Taoii, the, in Baluchi “ ieeh,” i.e.

slaves, 145

Telugu, language, grammar by Mr.
Arden, and grammar and dictionary

by Mr. Brown, 65

Tesa, doubtless the present Tes, the

chief town on the Makran coast

when Marcian wrote, 146
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Th'xnns, E., “ On the Position of

^Vomen in the East, in Olden Time,”
Art. I., 1-60

Tibetan spoken language, grammar by
M. Jaeskhe, 67

Tibeto-Burman languages, much done

for them by Major Fryer, Capt.

Forbes, Mr. St. Barbe, and others,

68
Titles of honour, especially when of

religions import, gradually became,
among the Arabs, ordinary proper

names, 173
Tribal names, the multiplication of, well

shown in a modern history of the

Sultans of Muscat, 221-2

Trumpp, Dr., translation of the Grantb
by, 64

Turanian races, their priority in Meso-
potamia shown by Cuneiform dis-

coveries, 3

Turkhan Khatun, account and gold

coin of, 26
Tula language, grammar by Dr.

Brigel, 66

Tulsi Das, great effect on the Hindu
mind of bis Ramayana, 291

Uriya, grammar of, by Mr. Maltby, 65

Vararucbi, grammar of Prakrit by, in

1st cent. B.C., 291
Vasitbi, names of the descendants of,

preserved on many coins of various

devices, 46
Vasudeva, coins bearing the name of,

163

Vishnu Parana recognizes the exalted

position of the Hetairai, 36

"Wan Lu, the name of the “ Literary
or Polished Style” in Chinese, 26n

"Women, early rank and position of, in

E^ypt, as shown by the monuments, 5

in Etruria, evidently held in as

much respect as men, as shown by
the tombs, etc., 20

Zoramhus river, now called the Arkaii
or Ankarow, 135
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EOYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

PEOCEEDINGS
OF

THE FIFTY-SIXTH

AXXIYEESAEY MEETING OF THE SOCIETY,

Held on the IWi of May, 1879,

Major-General Sir H. C. EAWLINSON, K.C.B.,

D.C.L., F.R.S., PRESIDENT AND DIRECTOR, IN THE CHAIR.

Members .—The Council of the Eoyal Asiatic Society have

to report to the Members of the Society, that, since the last

Anniversary Meeting, held in the Society’s Eooms on Monday,

May 20, 1878, there has been the following change in, and

addition to the Members of the Society.

They have to announce with regret their loss by Death, of

their Resident Members

—

W. E. Cooper, Esq.,

Sebastian S. Dickinson, Esq.,

The Eev. WLlliani Linwood, M.A.

;

of their Non-Resident Members,

Mr. Alwis,

Dr. Blochmann,

Sir Mutu Coomara Swamy
;

of their Honorary Members,

The Baron McGuckin de Slane,

Professor N. L. Westergaard,

M. N. de Klianikoff

;

and of their Foreign Member,

M. Garqin de Tassy.

VOL. XI. [new SERIES.] A
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On the other hand, they have much pleasure in announcing

that they have elected : as Resident Members,

Dr. Macartney, M.D., Secretary to the Chinese Embassy,

J. "Wilson, Esq.,

G. Mackinnon, Esq.,

Sir Alfred Slade, Bart.,

S. Takatsgu lounge. Esq.,

E. A. Budge, Esq.,

R. B. Jo)Tier, Esq.,

Malcolm Low, Esq.,

Alex. Faulkner, Esq.,

Israel Abrahams, Esq.,

The Rev. E. T. Gibson,

bliss Clendinning,

Abu Fazl Abd-ur-Rahman, Esq.,

Paul Cababd, Esq.,

J. C. Addyes Scott, Esq.,

A. C. Macrae, Esq., M.D.,

The Rev. James Ormiston,

Miss Manning,

Lieutenant-General Sir Henry Norman, K.C.B., K.C.S.I.

Major-General J. G. R. Forlong,

Coutts Trotter, Esq.

;

and as Non-Residents,

W. n. Bellew, Esq., M.D., C.S.I.,

G. C. Stent, Esq., M.D.,

Patrick Doyle, Esq., C.E.,

John Jardine, Esq.,

C. H. Lepper, Esq.,

Charles Bruce, Esq.,

W. G. Aston, Esq.,

A. S. Faulkner, Esq., M.D.,

J. Nisbet, Esq.,

H. Adamson, Esq.,

J. Mitchell, Esq., ,

M. Poncel Terrien, Memb. de la Soc. Asiat. de Paris

;

and as an Honorary Foreign Member,

II Professore Michele Amari, of Florence.

The Society has, therefore, elected twenty-one Resident

Members, against a loss of one paying Resident Member, and

twelve Non-Resident, against a loss of two paying members

;

in other words, there is a clear gain to the Society of thirty

members, since the last Anniversary, May 20, 1878.

Of the personal history of some of those whom we have lost,

a few words will now be said.
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By the comparatively sudden death of Prof. H. BJochmann

,

the Principal of the Muhammadan College at Calcutta,

Oriental literature has lost one of its most diligent and de-

voted students. Cut off at the early age of forty and five years,

like Rosen, ere he had had time to attain to the full maturity

of his powers. Dr. Blochmann has also, like that great scholar,

left behind him a reputation, second, we believe, to that of

no one else of the same age. Mr. Blochmann’s remarkable

acquirements in Arabic and Persian, and the accuracy and

soundness of his knowledge, fitted him in an especial manner

to be the head of a body of teachers, many of them of

eminence in their own departments, and, at the same time,

to fulfil as he did for several years with great benefit to it,

the post of Philological Secretary to the Bengal Asiatic

Society. Here his services were invaluable—indeed, from

the first, he showed himself a worthy successor of its first

secretary, James Prinsep.

In early life, Mr. Blochmann held a subordinate place in

the college of which he died the honoured Principal
;

but

in this position, he had many and peculiar opportunities of

increasing his knowledge from day to day—chances which,

it may be added, he was indefatigable in turning to the

best account. Thus, he was able to enjoy the society of

learned Muhammadans, and thus to benefit by the stores

of private as well as of public libraries at all times freely

opened to him. In this way, besides his necessary literary

researches (and in a thorough acquaintance with Arabic and

Persian MSS. he has, perhaps, been scarcely surpassed) he

became familiar with the inner life of the people, and knew

the Muhammadans of the East as well as did Mr. Lane

those of Egypt. Of his untiring zeal, and of the activity

he displayed in following out his many and diverse lines of

research, the pages of the Journal of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal afford ample proof. Literature and lexicography,

coins and inscriptions, each in their turn engaged his atten-
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tion
;
and, from the light his genius shed on every subject

he successively took up, it might have been said of him as

of another scholar of a wholly different calibre—“ Nullum

quod tetigit non ornavit.”

Two brandies of inquiry he made peculiarly his own

:

the one, Persian prosody, the intricacies of which he has

done much to unravel
;
and the second, his translation of

the first volume of the Ain-i-Akbari, by Abul Fazl ’Allami,

which was published in the series of the “ Bibliotheca Indica,”

by the Asiatic Society of Bengal, at Calcutta, in 1873. The

Ain-i-Akbari is, as is well known, the third volume of the

Akbar-Namah, and contains a mine of information which,

though not strictly historical, is, in fact, the Administration

Report and Statistical Return of the Government of the

Emperor Akbar as it was about a.d. 1590.

There can, indeed, be no doubt that, however able may

have been Prof. Blochmann’s contributions to other branches

of Oriental research, his labour for the Ain-i-Akbari is

unquestionably that on which his reputation will, hereafter,

mainly rest. The Ain-i-Akbari was translated by Mr.

Gladwin, more than eighty years ago, but, necessarily, at

that period, in a very imperfect manner, as but little atten-

tion had then been given to the Persian language ; while

tlie mass of various subjects comprehended in the returns,

made in reply to the Emperor’s queries (even now, a great

hindrance to its accurate interpretation), had not been studied

at all. What Professor Blochmann lived to accomplish for

tlie Ain-i-Akbari has been the publication of a recension of

the whole of the Persian text, and one volume of a translation

of it into English. Hopes were at one time entertained, on

the strength of communications made to his friends some

time before his death, that Mr. Blochmann, who, it is known,

had been working at his translations while still engaged on

the later “ Fasciculi ” of his text, had left results behind

him in the form of MSS. or notes, such as would admit of
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their being prepared for publication by a careful editor. Tlie

Council, however, regret to observe that the President of

the Bengal Asiatic Society, in his late address, has declared

his conviction that all such hopes must now be abandoned,

no success having attended a prolonged search for such papers.

The real value of Mr. Blochmann’s work will be best appre-

ciated by those, who know how difficult it is to render into

good English a Persian work dealing with specialities, for

which purpose an ordinarily good knowledge of the language

is not sufficient. It is necessary to have a good knowledge

of technical details, which Dr. Blochmann possessed in a

pre-eminent degree
;

the style of Abu-Fazl being not only

intricate (indeed admitted to be so by native students), but,

also, abounding in individual sentences, not always to be

interpreted by the best native learning. Indeed, with all his

varied knowledge, there are many passages Mr. Blochmann

had the frankness to admit he could not translate. In one

respect, however, his memoir of Akbar is of the highest

value, in that he has inserted in it a notice, in some cases

very full, of the leading men of Akbar’s reign—a peerage

we may call it of the Moghul Empire—comprising as it does

more than four hundred names. This compilation was, we

believe, entirely his own idea, and it forms an interesting

and instructive series of pictures of the life and manners of

those times. The literary friends of Mr. Blochmann mourn

the loss of one who was ever ready to give himself trouble

if he could assist them, to point out errors with kindness,

and to give hearty and ungrudging commendation to what-

ever he considered to be good work.

The Rev. William Limcood, who died in last October, was

remarkable in early life for a career of unusual Academical

brilliance. Thus, in the first term he resided in Oxford,

1836, he carried off the three University Scholarships—the

Hertford, the Ireland, and the Craven—a success never before

or since achieved by any one else
;

and, in 1839, obtained a
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first class in classics, and, a few months later, the Boden

Sanskrit Scliolarship. He was also made a student of Clirist

Church by the then Dean, Dr. Gaisford. It may be doubted

whether the works Mr. Linwood subsequently published,

adequately represent his remarkable knowledge of the Greek

language. Indeed, he seemed hardly to have cared to

do more than to produce from time to time editions, un-

questionably well and thoroughly done, scholarly in their

form, and of real use to the higher class of schools
;
but, at

the same time, such as might easily have been compiled

by a scholar of far less eminence. The chief works he gave

to the world were in 1843, a “ Lexicon to ^schylus,” a clearly

arranged and serviceable book, with some emendations of his

own very modestly proposed. In 1855, appeared his “ Greek

Tragic Metres”; and, in 1860, “Remarks and Emendations

on some passages of Thucydides.” His “ Sophocles,” which

reached the fifth edition in 1877, has been Ion" in use in

schools, characterized by his usual sensible notes. Lastly, in

1878, but a few weeks before his death, he published, “The

Theban Trilogy of Sophocles, with copious explanatory Notes,

for the use of elementary students.”

Sir Jlufii Coomara Sicamy, who had been, for nearly twenty

years, the Tamil representative in the Legislative Council of

Ceylon, died on May 4, at the age of forty-five years. He

was born and educated at Colombo, and, after a short con-

nexion with the Civil Service, joined the Ceylon Bar in 1856,

and, in 1863, was, also, called to the English Bar. In the

following year he published the Tamil drama, Arichanclra or

the “ Martyr of Truth.” In 1874 Sir Mutu Coomara Swamy

paid a second visit to England, and took an active part in

the proceedings of the Oriental Congress held in London in

the September of that year. He, also, published, at the same

time the Pali texts and translations of Dathavansa or the

History of the Tooth-Relic of Buddha; and of Sutta Nipata,

or the Dialogues and Discourses of Gautama Buddha : these
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works gave him, and justly, a recognized position among

Oriental scholars.

Mr. J. Alwis—the foremost scholar in Ceylon—died, after

a long and protracted illness, on the 3rd of July of last year,

in his 55th year. Mr. Alwis was born in Ceylon, and lived

there the whole of his life, having been educated, in his

youth, at the Colombo Academy. As a general Oriental

scholar he was as well known in Europe and America as in

Ceylon. Mr. Alwis was a student of the most laborious

habits, as is fully testified by the numerous papers and

works he was able to issue, and from the mass of unpublished

MSS. he has left behind him. Of these, the history of his

native island, brought down to quite recent times, is un-

doubtedly the most important. Mr. Alwis was also a

voluminous contributor to the chief local journals, as

shown by the following list, which has been kindly supplied

by the Editor of the Ceylon Observer :

—

Colombo Academy Miscellany; Tyro’s Repertory
;
Ceylon

Magazine (Capper’s), (1) Marriage Customs; (2) Trip to

Mathura. To Tennent’s History of Ceylon; to the Ceylon

Herald; to the Ceylon Asiatic Society’s Journal: (1) On
the Elu Language, its poetry and poets. No. of 1850

;

(2) Remarks on the supposed identity of Nagarguua and

Nagasena, 1856-8
; (3) Terms of address and modes of

salutation amongst the Sinhalese {ib.)
; (4) Mythological

Legends of the Sinhalese, 1858-9
; (5) Sinhalese Rhetoric

(ib.)‘, (6) Remarks on Nagarguna and Nagasena (ii.)

;

(7) On Cinnamon, 1860 ; (8) The difference between the

Pali and Prakrit of Vararuchi {ib.) ; (9) On the Origin of

the Sinhalese Language, 1865; (10) Ditto; (11) On the

Brand Marks of Cattle
; (12) On the Stature of Gotama

Buddha, 1874; (13) On Miracles. To the Observer; to the

Examiner; to the Supplement to the Examiner: to the

Literary Supplement to the Examiner; to Young Ceylon;

to the Kirana ; to the “ Oriental Literature, or the Leisure
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Hours,” two volumes (matter remaining for two more

volumes unpublished). Reviews: On the Sacred Books of the

Buddhists compared with History and Modern Science, by

tlie Bev. Spence Hardy, Hou. M.R.A.S., published in the

Literary Supplement to the Examiner

;

On Professor Max
Muller’s Dhammapada ; a Review of Childers’ Translation

of 1st Corinthians, 13th Chapter, in Pali Verse; Mr. Ludo-

vici’s work on Rice Cultivation (published in the Observer )

;

Review of Arichandra, by Sir Coomara Swamy (published

in the Examiner)
;
Review of Rev. Mr. Alwis’ Namawaliya

(published in the Examiner) ; Review of Macready’s Sela-

lihinisandesa (published in the Examiner). Lectures

:

On

Agriculture; On Buddhism; On Buddhistical Literature ; On

Ceylon in 1864 ;
Ditto in 1877 ;

On the Arts and Sciences

of the East
;
On Buddhist Governments and their Contribu-

tions. Translations : Sidatwasangara, the Text with Transla-

tion
;

Attanagalu vansa, the Text with Translation
;
Kach-

chayana’s Pali Grammar, Text—Sixth Chapter on Verbs,

and Translation, with a dissertation on his age as compared

with Panini.

Original Works : Introduction to a Sinhalese Grammar

;

Yattayalabasangara (edited); Descriptive Catalogue of Pali,

Sanskrit, and Sinhalese books, published under orders of

Government ; vol. i. printed, vol. ii. partly printed and

partly in MS. Unpublished and ready for Press : History of

Ceylon, from the Accession of Sri Rajadi Raja Sinha to the end

of Sir Edward Barnes’s Government, two volumes, dedicated

to the Prince of Wales; History of the Rebellion of 1848,

ditto
;

Second Edition of Sidatsangarawa
;

Correspondence

between myself and a Buddhist Priest, which will be useful

as a 4th or 5th book in Vernacular Schools; My desultory

Poetry and Prose, exceeding 2,500 pieces
; My Diary (in the

press) ; On the Affinity between the Maldivian and Sinhalese

languages, showing the exact relation which the people of the

former bear to those of the latter
;
Vinaya Pitaka, two and a
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half books, translated and transcribed into English, with faith-

ful representation of the comments in the gloss (a laborious

work), in MS. ;
Translation of Kavathasulthara, read and

approved at a public meeting of the Asiatic Society, but

mislaid. To these more purely literary works should be

added Mr. Alwis’s speeches in the Sinhalese Council, dis-

tinguished as these were for their ability and for the complete

mastery he invariably showed of the subject discussed.

In Mr. W. R. Cooper, who died, November 15, at the age of

35, Oriental and Biblical researches have lost an enthusiastic

worker.

In early life, he was an active man among mission labours

of London, with a view ultimately of taking Holy Orders ; but

was led by his friendship with Mr. Bonomi and Dr. Birch to

modify his plans, and to seriously take up the study of

Egyptian Hieroglyphics, in the drawing of which he soon

became a proficient ; few better specimens of his skill in this

art can be seen than his copy of the Mummy brought from

Egypt by H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, and published with a

memoir by Dr. Birch in the Transactions of the Royal Society

of Literature, vol. x. (1874). With Mr. Bonomi, too, he was

for some years associated at the Soane Museum, where he

assisted in drawing up the catalogue of its literary contents.

While thus engaged, he conceived the idea of reviving more

than one nearly extinct Society, as, for instance, the Syro-

Egyptian, the result of which was the formation of the Biblical

Archaeology, of which he may fairly be considered the founder
;

lie was also its life and soul, as well as Secretary, for the first

four years, when his health permitted him to give it his un-

divided attention.

To Mr. Cooper is, also chiefly, due the establishment

of the classes for Egyptian and Assyrian studies, in

connexion with the new Society, for two years gratuit-

ously superintended by scholars already sufficiently engaged

in other duties, and which have already borne good fruit
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and placed these recondite languages within the reach of

many students, who would not probably but for this have

taken the trouble to work them out for themselves. Nor is

this all. The publication of that useful series of works (now

amounting to eleven vols.), under the title of “ Records of

the Past,” was entirely, we believe, his suggestion; his influence

with Messrs. Bagster having mainly led to this result, and to

the readiness also with which the most distinguished scholars

of each class joined heartily in the undertaking. Mr. Cooper

himself contributed several papers, and two books, to literature,

among wliich the following may be specified :
—“ The Resur-

rection of Assyria ;

” “ The Heroines of the Past
;

” and

“Egypt and the Pentateuch” (1875); “ Serpent Worship,”

and “Tlie Myth ofHorus,” read before the Victoria Institute;

“An Archaic Dictionary” (1876), the object of which was

excellent, and on the whole, considering the range it embraced,

well carried out
;
and “ Notes on Egyptian Obelisks.”

During the Oriental Congress of 1874, Mr. Cooper acted as

Secretary jointly with Professor Douglas.

By the death of the Baron McGuckin de Slane, at Passy, on

the 4th of August, Arabic scholarship has lost one of its most

distinguished Professors. Mr. de Slane was born at Belfast

in 1801, and went to Paris in 1830, with the purpose of

perfecting his knowledge of Arabic under the personal

superintendence of the Baron Silvestre de Sacy. Working

energetically at the study of his favourite language, he made

himself first known by the publication of the Diwan of

Amr-ul-kais, witli a Latin translation, in 1837 ;
in the same

year, joining with M. Reinaud in the publication of Abu’l

feda.

His edition of Ibn Khallikan’s “ Biographical Dictionary
”

(the English translation of which appeared in 1842), and of

Ibn Khaldan’s “ History of the Berbers,” together with the

historical prolegomena he added to this work, entitled him

justly to the first rank of Arabic scholars. In 1862, the
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Academie des Inscriptions, in recognition of his merits in this

respect, enrolled him as a member of the Institute, by which

body he was immediately entrusted with the task of editing

the “ Historiens Orientau.K des Croisades.” From 1843 to

1845 he was engaged by the French Government on a mission

to Constantinople and Algeria, his reports, on his return from

the latter duty, being found so comprehensive that he was at

once appointed chief interpreter to the array of Africa. For

several years past the Baron de Slane was Professor of Modern

Arabic at the Ecole des Lanfjues Orientales vivantes, and

in the Bibliotheque Nationale, he was one of the chief

organizers of the Catalogue, now nearly ready for the press.

To the Journal Asiatique, he contributed also many valuable

papers.

M. Gargin de Tassi/, who died on the 3rd of September,

1878, occupied a prominent rank among French Oriental

scholars
;

and, during a long life, laboured at studies,

naturally less common in France than elsewhere. M. de

Tassy belonged to that school of modern French scholars of

which De Sacy was the founder and the late Jules Mohl one

of the most brilliant disciples. Of the noble band De Sacy drew

around him, no man has done more to uphold the reputation

of his chief, and to show the appreciation he justly felt for

him.

De Tassy was born at Marseilles, January 25, 1794, and

it is worthy of note how many distinguished men of letters

owe their origin to this famous Republican city. Persian,

Arabic, and Hindustani were the languages to which he at

first devoted his attention—and, in each, it may be truly said

that he produced much and enduring work. To the last of

these three, however, he gave his most serious energies,

—

energies, it may be added, which only ceased with his death.

Only one year, indeed, before this, he had published his annual

report of all that had been done in India, and elsewhere, in

illustration of his favourite languages :—we were awaiting hisO O o
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report for 1878, when we learned, to our sorrow, that his facile

pen could no longer perform this task. It was natural that he

should for so long have given so much of his time to Hindu-

stani, as it was chiefly by the influence of M. De Sacy that

the chair he so long occupied for that language was founded

for him, in the Ecole Speciale des Langues Orientales vivantes.

It was as Professor of Hindustani that he drew up, from year

to year, the Reports which were so highly valued by all who

cared to know of the progress of Indian literature—the prin-

ciple of these Reports being, that while the whole of Indian

work was surveyed, he did not restrict himself to the more

narrow field of Hindustani. The object of his life was the

obtaining for the spoken languages of India the recognition he

considered due to their unquestionable importance.

The list of works we are able to mention here will show,

better than anything else, how zealously he laboured to carry

out his favourite studies. But it was not on Indian subjects

alone that M. de Tassy wrote with success. The Arabic

language received its full share of his attention—the more so,

that, from his earliest years, he took a great interest in the

History of Muhammad, and devoted more than one of his

younger works to an inquiry into it. Thus one of his

first works (originally published in 1826, with a reprint in

1840) dealt with the “ Doctrines et devoirs de la Religion

Musulmane,” and was printed, yet again, a third time in

1874, in an enlarged form, with the title “ Islam d’apres le

Coran ”—indeed, so early even, as 1822, he had translated

Er-Rumi’s “Exposition de la foi Musulmane” from the

Turkish. In the year 1831, he also gave to the world, a

“ Memoire sur les particularites de la Religion Musulmane,”

a work he had mainly compiled from Hindustani writers.

In Persian, he has left his mark by an edition, in 1845, of

Sir W. Jones’s Grammar, and by his translation and edition of

El-Attar’s “ Langage des Oiseaux,” 1857-1863. Among

other of his more especial works may be mentioned his
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“ Histoire de la litterature Hindouie et Hindustani,” printed

by the Oriental Translation Fund, 1839-1847, with a second

edition in 1870-71 ; and “ Les Auteurs Hindoustanies et leurs

Ouvrages,” 1855—a second edition of which latter work

appeared in 1868 ;
his “ Chrestomathie Hindouie et Hindou-

stani,” 1849 ;
his “ Rudiments de la langue Hindoustanie,”

1829, et Hindouie, 1847 ;

“ Rhetorique et Prosodie des

langues de I’Orient Musulraanes,” founded on the “ Hadaikzeb

Bulaghat,” of which a second edition was published in 1873
;

“ Allegories recits poetiques et chants populaires de FArabe,

Persan, Hindoustani et Turc,” the second edition of which

appeared so recently as last year. Other works by De Tassy

which may be noted are, “ Conciles aux mauvaises Poetes

—

poeme de Mir Taki, trad, de FHindoustani,” 1826; “ Relation

de la prise de Constantinople par Mohammed II., trad, du

Turc,” 1826
;
“ Tableau du Kaliyug ou de Fage de fer par

Vishna Das, trad, de FHindouie,” s.a. ;
“ Les avantures de

Kamrup,” Or. Transl. Fund, 1834; “ Les femmes poetes de

ITnde,” 1854; “Abrege du Hindustani Roman intitule Baka-

wali,” 1835 and 1858; “ (Euvres de Wailly pub. en Hindu-

stanie,” 1834
;
and “ Memoires sur les noms propres et les

titres Musulmans,” second edition, 1878.

Besides these more important labours, M. de Tassy was a

large contributor to the Journal of the French Asiatic Society,

of which he was the last but one living founder, and of which

he was, at his death, the President. Need we add that he was

also an honorary member of a large number of European

Societies, including, naturally, this Society, while he had been

for more than forty years a member of the French Institute,

having been elected in 1838 to the seat vacated by the death

of Talleyrand? There can be no doubt that, at the Institute,

at the Societe Asiatique, and, scarcely less, in the salons of

Paris, M. de Tassy will be greatly regretted, not more for his

learning than for the peculiar sweetness of his character and

the courtesy of his manners.
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In Professor Neil Ludwig Westergaard, Sanskrit scholar-

ship has lost one of its earliest and most devoted workers,

though, perhaps, to the present generation, his name is not

so well known as to the last—felling health, and increased

political duties at Copenhagen, having for many years taken

him away from that great field of Oriental research in which,

while yet a very young man, he had won his spurs. In fact,

when not quite twenty-six years of age, in 1841, Wester-

gaard had published his “Radices linguae Sanskritse,” a work

Professor Max Muller has justly described as marvellous ;

considering how little external help there was, in those daj^s,

for the young Danish scholar. Indeed, to accomplish it at

all, he must have read all the principal Sanskrit works then

accessible, extracting, for the first time, every passage he

found illustrative of the Sanskrit verbs. He must, also,

have completely mastered the system of the native Sanskrit

grammarians, at the same time, extending his researches far

and wide, into Vedic literature. It is clear that Westergaard

had not only studied the Dhatuvritti, Sayano’s voluminous

commentary on the Dathapatha, or collection of Sanskrit

roots. H e was, also, the first who, after Rosen, devoted him-

self to the study of Sayana’s Commentary on the Rigveda.

Indeed, with the help of Sayana, Westergaard was able to

go far beyond the first book of the Rigveda, published by

Rosen in 1838 ; and to copy and study the seventh Mandala,

and the hymns of Vashishta
;
he also gave much time to the

Vajasaneyi-Sanhita of the Yajur-Veda, which then existed

in MS. only. Since then, two editions of it have been pub-

lished, one, the Editio Princeps of Professor Weber, the

other brought out in India under the auspices of the Raja

of Besmah. From these works Professor Westergaard culled

all the passages most likely to throw light on the history of

Sanskrit verbs. The whole of the work he thus accomplished

shows the highest type of scholar-like treatment, the more

deserving of praise, that he must for a long time have worked
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almost in darkness, creating, indeed, for liimself, as he went

on, the light which was to illumine the results at which he

had arrived. We have now, doubtless, far more exhaustive

materials for the exhaustive study of Sanskrit, in the great

dictionary of Boehtlingk and Roth
;
but, for all that, it is

certain that the “ Radices Linguae Sanskritae ” will ever remainO

a noble monument of Danish scholarship, and, considering the

period of life, during which it was accomplished, may be fairly

pronounced to be the most striking feature of Westergaard’s

literary career.

In the same year in which the Radices ” issued from the

press, Westergaard set out (at the expense of the Danish

Government) on his three years’ journey to the East, including

in his travels Persia and India—his object being chiefly to

search for additional Zend MSS., and to copy and study the

then comparatively new literature of the Cuneiform Inscrip-

tions. In both these objects he was successful. Thus he

procured fresh MSS. of the sacred writings of the Parsis,

and made an accurate copy of the Nakhsh-i-Rustam and

other Cuneiform Inscriptions at Persepolis—which, on his

return, he published in the Journal of the Northern Society of

Antiquaries at Copenhagen, making, at the same time, a first

attempt to read and translate the so-called Median versions.

Of gentlemen, not members of the Society, we may mention

Captain Felix Jones, late officer in the Naval Service of the

East India Company, who died 3rd of September, 1878, at

Norwood, having entered that service in 1828 ; and, for

twenty-five years, having been uninterrupted!}^ employed in

almost every survey of importance. At the age of seven-

teen he commenced work under Commander Moresby, on

a Survey of the Red Sea, which lasted from 1829 to 1834;

then on a Survey of the Maidive Islands; and subse-

quently, in 1837, on similar duties between Ceylon and

the mainland of India. When, somewhat later (1840), it

was thought advisable to make a scientific investigation of
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the Euphrates and Tigris, Lieutenant Jones, in command

of the JVitocris, ascended the Euphrates for about 1100

miles in twenty days, thence crossing the Syrian Desert

to the shores of the Mediterranean, just at the time when

Sir R. Stopford and the English fleet were before Acre—at

the same time connecting the Euphrates and Mediterranean

by chronometric measurements for longitude. From this

period, till 1843, he was employed under Commander Lynch

with the Tigris flotilla, remaining, subsequently, at Baghdad

till 1855, in command, successively, of the Nitocris and

Comet steamers, and also, discharging the duties of Sur-

veyor in Mesopotamia. The details of much he was able to

accomplish during this period will be found in “ Selections

from the Records of the Bombay Government, No. XLIII.

New Series,” Bombay, 1857, and the following six Memoirs

from his pen are there printed, viz : 1. Steam-trip to the North

of Baghdad in April, 1846, with notes on various objects of

interest en route
\ 2. Journey for the purpose of determining

the Track of the ancient Nahrwan Canal, undertaken in April,

1848, with a glance at the past history of the territory of the

Nahrwan. 3. Journey to the Frontier of Turkey and Persia,

through a part of Kurdistan. 4. Eesearches in the vicinity

of the Median Wall of Xenophon, and along the old course of

the River Tigris
;
and discovery of the site of the ancient

Opis. 5. Memoir on the Province of Baghdad. These

Memoirs are illustrated by maps and drawings. 6. Notes

on the Topography of Nineveh and the other Cities of Assyria,

and on the general Geography of the country between the

Tigris and the Upper Zab, founded on a Trigonometrical

Survey made in the year 1852. These “ Notes,” are re-

printed from a paper read before this Society in July, 1853,

and printed in the Society’s Journal, Vol. XV. p. 297. For

this paper. Captain Jones supplied three excellent Maps

:

1. The Iconography of Ancient Nineveh. 2. Nimrud and

Selamiyeh. 3. The Rivers Tigris and the Upper Zab.
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On March 1, 1855, he was appointed Acting Political

Agent and Consul-Gleneral in Turkish Arabia, on Sir H.

Rawlinson’s departure for England, and succeeded Captain

(now General Sir Arnold) Kemball as Political Resident at

Bushire, in October of the same year, where his valuable

services were fully recognized by Sir James Outram. During

the Indian Mutiny he was not less useful in checking the

warlike impatience of the Persian and maritime tribes of

Arabia. It may be added, that to the exertions of Captain

Jones, the British Museum owes the rescue of one of the

largest and most perfect of the sculptures (a man-headed

lion) which had been swept away into the plains of Mesopo-

tamia during a flood that occurred, while it was on the raft

conveying it to Bussora. During the latter years of his life.

Captain Jones was engaged on a very beautifully executed

Map (completed in November, 1875) of Mesopotamia and of

• the adjacent Rock Regions, culminating in the watershed

of Western Asia between the Mediterranean, Caspian, Red

Sea, and Persian Gulf. This map, which was constructed

by the command of the Secretary of State for India in

Council, is in four sheets, each 28 by 40 inches, and has

not been as }mt engraved.

The Rev. W. Taylor, who recently died at Madras at the

age of eighty-six, originally went to India in the service of

the East India Company. After some time, however, he

gave up this appointment, and taking Holy Orders, returned

in 1826 to Madras as the agent of the London Missionary

Society. Having become thoroughly acquainted with the

principal languages of India,- both written and spoken, he

was appointed by Government, in 1834, to examine and

report upon “the Oriental MSS. of the late College of Fort

George,” the result being the publication by him in three

volumes of a “ Catalogue Raisonnee ” of the collections pre-

served there and known as the “ Mackenzie,” the “ East

India House,” and “Brown’s”—and embracing MSS. in

VOL. XI.— [new series.] b
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Sanskrit, Teliigu, Oanarese, Uriya, and Malaya languages.

This work has been long regarded as one of great value for

reference in matters connected with the Religions, Antiquities,

and Literature of Southern India.

In the Archimandrite Palladius, who had but recently

returned to Europe after a long life in Peking, the world has

lost one of the most eminent of modern Chinese scholars.

Well known for many years, as the head of the Russian

Ecclesiastical Mission, the Archimandrite devoted much of

his spare time, not, indeed, to writing any one or more books,

but to the composition of a vast number of papers, on the

literature, history, philosophy and geography of China, chiefly

in the pages of the periodical of his mission, published in four

volumes, between 1852 and 1866. In the first volume he

gave his “ Life of Buddha,” in the second his “ Historical

Studies of Ancient Buddhism,” in the third “ The Naviga-

tion between Tientsin and Shanghai,” and in the fourth

“ An Ancient Mongol Account of the Life of Jenghiz

Khan;” “ Si-you-ki, the description of a .Journey to Western

Countries
;

” and “ The Muhaminadans in China.” To the

Recueil Oriental he contributed two important articles entitled

“ Ancient Traces of Christianity in China,” and “ An Ancient

Chinese Account of the Life of Jenghiz Khan.” To the

Proceedings of the Geographical Society of St. Petersburg

he gave, in 1871, an account of a “Journey from Peking

to Blao-ovesktchensk throuo;h Manchuria,” and to those of the

Geographical Society of Siberia he contributed, in 1867,

“ The Translation of the Journal of Ching Chin, a.d. 1248,”

and in 1874, “The Journey of Chang Te-hui from Peking

to the Summer Residence of Khubilai Khan in Western

Mongolia in a.d. 1248.” We may hope that a Chinese-

Russian Dictionary, at which he had been long working, has

been left by him in a state sufficiently forward to admit of

its completion and publication.
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Papers .—The following Papers have been read at different

Meetings of the Society since the last anniversary :

—

1. On the present State of Linguistic Researches in India, *

and on the chief living Anglo-Indian Scholars. By Robert

N. Gust, Esq., Hon. Libr. R.A.S. Read June 17, 1878.

2. Note on Manrique’s Mission and the Catholics of the

time of Shah Jehan. By H. Gr. Keene, Esq. Read July 1,

1878.

3. On the Position of Women in the East in olden times.

By Edward Thomas, F.R.S., Treas. R.A.S. Read November

18, 1878.

4. On Coins, etc., discovered by him in Midian. By

Captain R. F. Burton. Read December 16, 1878.

5. On Composition in Chinese, as deduced from the written

characters. Part I. By the Rev. Dr. Legge, D.D., Professor

of Chinese in the University of Oxford. Read January 20,

1879.

6. On the Identification of a Portrait of Chosroes II., King

of Persia, in the Oaves of Ajanta. By James Fergusson, Esq.,

F.R.S., D.C.L., V.P.R.A.S. Read February 3, 1879.

7. On a Map of the Central Provinces of India. By
Robert N. Oust, Esq., Hon. Libr. R.A.S. Read Feb. 3, 1879.

8. On the Principles of Composition in Chinese as deduced

from the written characters. Part II. By the Rev. Dr.

Legge, Professor of Chinese in the University of Oxford.

Read February 17, 1879.

9. Historical and Archaeological Notes of a Journey

through South Western Persia in 1877-78. By A. H.

Schindler, Esq. Read March 17, 1879.

10. On the Gaurian or Modern Sanskritic languages of

India compared with the Romance languages of Europe.

Read April 21, 1879. By E. L. Brandreth, Esq.

11. At a Special Evening Meeting, April 24, 1879, Dr. W.
W. Hunter, LL.D., C.I E., read a Paper “ On the Rude

Races of India and their fusion into the present population.”
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REPORT OF THE AUDITORS.

The Auditors observe with pleasure that the financial con-

dition of the Society is satisfactory ;
and, as the cost of the

Journal will be less than in former years, with no unusual

outlay for repairs or other expenses, they anticipate a good

balance to the credit of the Society at the end of the present

year.

Proceedings of Asiatic Societies.—Poyal Asiatic Society .

—

Since the last Anniversary, three Numbers of the Journal of

the Society,- viz. Yol. X. Part III., Vol, XI. Parts I. and II.,

have been issued agreeably with the rule laid down by the

Council last year.

The Parts contain the following articles :

—

In Vol. X. Part III.—On the Hill Tribes of Salar—the

most easterly settlement of the Turk Race. By Robert B.

Shaw, Esq.

Geological Notes on the River Indus. By
Griffin W. Vyse, B.A., M.R.A.S., Executive Engineer,

P.W.D., Panjab.

Educational Literature for Japanese Women. By
Basil Hall Chamberlain, Esq., M.R.A.S.

On the Natural Phenomenon known in the East

by the names Sub-hi-Kazib, etc. By J. W. Redhouse, Esq.,

M.R.A.S., Hon. Memb. R.S.L.

On the Chinese Version of the Sankhya Karika,

etc., found among the Buddhist Books comprising the

Tripitaka, and two other works. By the Rev. S. Beal,

M.A., M.R.A.S.

On the Rock-Cut Phrygian Inscriptions at

Doganlu. By Edward Thomas, Esq., F.R.S.

In Vol. XI. Part I.—On the Position of Women in the

East in Olden Time. By IMward Thomas, Esq., F.R.S.

A Notice of the Scholars who have contributed
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to the extensiou of our knowledfie of the lan^uan’es of British

India during the last Thirty Years. By Robert N. Gust,

Esq., Hon. Libr. R.A.S.

Ancient Arabic Poetry, its genuineness and

authenticity. By Sir William Muir, K.O.S.I., LL.D.

Note on Manrique’s Mission, and the Catholics

in the time of Shah Jehan. By H. G. Keene, Esq.

On Sandhi in Pali. By the late R. 0. Childers.

Arabic Amulets and Mottoes. By E. T.

Rogers, M.R.A.S.

In Vol. XL Part II.—On the Identification of Places on

tlie Makran Coast, mentioned by Arrian, Ptolemy and

Marciau. By Major E. Mockler, M. R.A.S.

On the Identification of the Portrait of Chosroes

II. among the Paintings of the Oaves of Ajanta. By James

Fergusson, Esq., F.R.S., D.L.O., V.P.R.A.S.

On the Proper Names of Muhammadans. By
Sir T. Edward Colebrooke, Bart., M.P., V.P.R.A.S.

On the Principles of Composition in Chinese as

deduced from the Written Characters. By the Rev. Dr.

Legge, Professor of Chinese at O.xford.

A Specimen of the Zoongee (or Zurngee) Dialect

of a Tribe of Nagas, bordering on the Valley of Assam between

the Dikh and Dusoi Rivers, embracing over forty villages.

By the Rev. Mr. Clark, Missionary at Sibsagar.

Vol. X. Part III.—In his paper “ On the Hill Canton of

Salar,” Mr. Shaw gives an interesting account of this small

place, wliich appears to liave formed the nucleus of the recent

Musulman Rebellion and the chief stronghold of Islam in

Western China; having derived his information about it from

some Salar men, who were living in Yarkand during his last

stay there. The Salaris form the most Easterl}’’ settlement

of the Turk race, and, though now isolated among the Chinese

and Mongolians, retain the tradition that their ancestors came

from Rum or Asiatic Turkey. In appearance, they would
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certainly seem to be a people of Turki race, with little hair on

their faces, and with ruddy and comparatively fair counte-

nances
;

their language differs but little from the Turki of

Kashghar. The country they inhabit is a moist Alpine region

covered with forest, projecting out into the middle of the

most barren wildernesses in the world. Previously to the

Rebellion, the Chinese administration was similar to that of

their other foreign possessions, that is, was left entirely in the

hands of native chiefs as to details, while a general supervision

was exercised by an Amban or Resident supported by troops.

The Salaris know themselves by the name of 2Iumin or “ The

Faithful.”

In his “ Geological Notes on the Riv^er Indus,” Mr. Griffin

Vyse has described, from long previous experience, the ex-

traordinary character of this celebrated stream, and the

strangely erratic and eccentric changes in various parts of its

course, which have defied alike native and British engineering

skill to keep it within its restricted limits. As it lies almost

wholly beyond the influence of the monsoon or equinoctial

currents, its g-reat floods are due to the meltin'! of the snows

in the far-ofl“ Himalayas, a fact clearly shown by the nature

of the debris deposited all over the country on the drying up

of the floods. The State Railway engineers have in some

cases carried their wells as deep as 107 ft. below the lowest

part of the existing bed, and at 68 ft. below this have come

across branches of trees and lo2;s of wood of the Hiiualavan

pine.

Mr. Basil Hall Chamberlain, in a paper “ On the

Educational Literature of Japanese "Women,” has given

a curious account of the state of Education, as applied to

women in that country, based as this is mainly on Chinese

authorities. This education would seem to be comprised

under two heads, called, respectively, the “ Greater and the

Lesser Learning for Women,” the most important bearing

the name of the “ Hundred Odes,” a work, which, next to the
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Chinese Classics, has had the most lastins: influence on tlie

national taste. Mr. Chamberlain then gave details of these

two systems, the main principle inculcated being that “the

great life-long duty of a woman is obedience,” and, further,

tliat if she satisfactorily performs her duties as a human being,

she may let prayer alone witliout ceasing to enjoy tlie Divine

protection. Mr. Cliainberlain then adds some Japanese stories

bearing upon the main subject of his paper.

In his notice of the “ Natural Phenomenon known in

the East by the names Sub hi-Kazib, etc.,” Mr. Redhouse

mentioned the various names which it has borne in Eastern

literature, of whicli, “ The False Dawn ” and “ The Wolf’s

Tail ” are the most remarkable
;
showing, as these do, that

tlie two phenomena, tlie
“ False Dawn ” and the “ True

Dawn,” are in antithesis, and contrasted the one with the

other. The “False Dawn” Mr. Redhouse argued preceded

the “ True Dawn,” and is probably what is termed “Zodiacal

Light.” The importance of distinguishing between these two

is due to the fact, that the first obligatory service of the

Aloslems commences at the approach of day, on the appear-

ance of the “ Second Dawn,” “ the brightness which gradually

spreads over the horizon,” until the actual moment of sun-

rise. Mr. Redhouse illustrates his views from a large number

of passages derived from the Persian poets, with a reference

to Palgrave, who, in his notice of the Zodiacal Lights, when

travelling in Central and Eastern Arabia, supports this theory,

though without using the phrase “False Dawn.”

The Rev. Mr. Beal, in his paper “ On a Chinese Version

of the Sankhya Karika,” points out the value of the collection

of books lately presented by the Japanese Grovernment to the

Library of the India OfHce, as bearing on the history of the

early life of Buddha. Of these he specified three : first,

an early life of Buddha, translated during the later Han

Dynasty (a.d. 25—190) ;
secondly, a Chinese copy of the

Dhammapada
;

and thirdly, a Chinese translation of the
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Sankhya Karika of Kapila Kishi. The last book is called

the “ Golden Seventy Shaster,” and appears to have been

translated into Chinese during the Ch’en Dynasty, a.D. 557

—

583, and, therefore, proves that this work was known in

China so early as the sixth century a.d. Mr. Beal adds,

that the aphorisms of the Chinese version agree, in a remark-

able manner, with the translation from the Sanskrit given by

Mr. Colebrooke.

Vol. XL Pt. I. commences with an elaborate paper by

Mr. E. Thomas, “On the Position of Women in the East in

Olden Time,” in which he carries out, by an examination of

the monumental remains of many nations, the fundamental

theory, that, in the remoter ages, as still in some parts of

India, the women had a recognized ascendency over the men
;

and, further, that this principle can be traced back to the

Scythic period, before the advance of Aryanism, whether

Greek or Persian. In working out this view, Mr. Thomas

examined the customs of ancient Chaldgea, Egypt, Etruria,

Lycia, and Caria, in each of which, especially in the latter,

he found much confirmatory evidence
;

in conclusion, dealing

with the Scythians and the legend of the Amazons. From

thence he passed on to Persia, with an incidental notice of the

famous Queen Turkhan Khatan, an unique gold coin of whom
is preserved in the Guthrie collection at Berlin ; and thence

to India, the customs of which, and, specially, the existence

of Polyandry, he noticed at considerable length—at the same

time referring to the Puranik recognition of Hetairism, and to

various statements in the Mahabharata, the Laws of Manu,

and the Vishnu Purana. From India he traced the preva-

lence of the similar customs in Ceylon and Australia, conclud-

ing his paper with an account of an interesting collection of

coins recently found at Kolhapur.

Mr. Cust, in his paper entitled “ Notice of the Scholars

who have contributed to our knowledge of the Languages of

British India during the last thirty years,” gave a survey.
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commencing at Bombay and proceeding throughout the length

and breadth of India, of the chief lansua^es which have been

studied and annotated on, mainly by English scholars, during

this period, thus showing, that if we have not, as in France

and Russia, special schools for the living Oriental languages,

we have no reason for undervaluins: the unselfish and volunteer

work done by the missionaries and civil servants, who have

laboured so usefully in India;—and Mr. II. G. Keene con-

tributed a ‘‘ Note on Manrique’s Mission and the Catholics

in the time of Shah Jehan,” which is interesting, as showing

the influence of Christianity 240 years ago at the Court of

the Great Moghul. Mr. Keene added, that tombs and

inscribed tombstones of some of the early missionaries are

still to be seen in the old mortuary chapel, which bears the

name of “ Padre Santo.”

In Vol. XI. Pt. II. JMajor IMockler gave an account of

the extent to which the names of existing places on the coast

of Makran may be identified with the Greek names preserved

in the geographical treatises of Arrian, Ptolemy, and Marcian,

his memoir being accompanied by an excellent sketch-map,

reduced for this purpose by Mr. Gi’iggs.

Mr. Fergusson, in his paper, “On the Identification of the

Portrait of Chosroes in the Caves at Ajanta,” described from

drawings made by Mr. Griffiths of Bombay, and now in the

India Museum, scenes painted on the ceiling or in fresco on

the walls of one of the caves
;

in the former of these he

believed he could recognize the Persian King and his cele-

brated wife Slierin, and in the latter, an Indian King (perhaps

Pulakesi) on his throne, receiving an embassy of persons,

Persians In character, who bear a letter, and receive from

the King in return various presents. The evidences in favoilr

of this view are the dresses of the Persian King and Queen,

and of some of the figures in the Embassy scene, together

with many notices, which Mr. Fergusson quoted, from Oriental

writers, showing a close connection and intercourse between
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the rulers of Persia and India, during the latter part of the

reign of Ohosroes, a.d. 610-628.

In his paper on “ Muhammadan Proper Names,” Sir

Edward Colebrooke has given a full account of the principles

generally adopted in the East for the giving of names,

basing his views, to a considerable extent, on the Essays of

Kosegarten (1837), of Von Hammer-Purgstall (1852), and

of Garcin de Tassy (1854, and a second edition published

just before his death, in 1878). To these earlier authorities.

Sir Edward Colebrooke has been able to make considerable

addition.

Of papers read, but not yet printed, are three, by Mr. Robert

N. Oust :
“ On a Language Map of the Central Provinces of

India;” by Mr. Brandreth, “On the Gaurian or Modern

Sanskritic Languages of India as compared with the

Romance ;
” and by Dr. W. W. Hunter, “ On the Rude

Races of India, and their fusion into the present Population.”

Mr. Oust, in his paper, stated that the map he exhibited

had been prepared, at his request, by Mr. Morris, the Chief

Commissioner, with the aid of Mr. John Browning, the

Inspector- General of Education. From this map, it is clear

that the Kolarian family were either the original occupants

of Central India, or the earliest immigrants from the East,

but that, in the struggle for existence, two languages only

have survived
;

the Kur or Kurku spoken between Batul

and Nimar, and the Kol. After the Kolarians came the

Dravidians from the south, comprehending Telugu, Gond,

and Khond, many of the tribes being, as a matter of fact,

bilingual, with, in many instances, considerable degradation

of both languages. The Telugu and the Khond are spoken

by a limited number of people
;
but the Gond is the language

of numerous and powerful tribes. After the Dravidians from

the south came the hardy and energetic Aryans from the

north-east and west, who, by main force, got possession of

the richest lands, driving their predecessors to their hill
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fortresses. Tliis family is represented in the north and

central districts by the Hindi, in the east by the Uriya,

and in the west by Marathi, and to some extent by Gujarati

;

the general result being four principal dialects, the Marwari,

Chatargarhi, Nimari and Bingwali. Thus, it appears that,

within the limits of one administration, are nine languages

spoken by as many millions, over an area of 114,000 square

miles, these languages, again, being partitioned into seventeen

dialects, a very difficult administrative problem is, there-

fore, presented by a province so circumstanced, it being,

also, a matter of fact, that, though one million and a half

people speak Gond, not a single school for that language

appears in the Education Report for 1877-8.

Mr. E. L. Brandreth, in his paper, “ On the Gaurian or

Modern Sanskritie Languages of India as compared with the

Romance,” showed that, as there was a close resemblance,

especially in the consonants, between Sanskrit and Latin,

so, too, was there, also, between their modern representatives ;

and this, even where the modern lanjiuasres differed the

most from the ancient, the same phonetic laws having clearly

prevailed in both grou|)s. The principal letter-changes were

then described, and the resemblances were proved to apply

not only to the phonology, but to other parts of the grammar

of each group. In both, alike, the losses in the declensional

and conjugational systems were similar, as were, too, the

repairs effected. Mr. Brandreth, further, showed how indi-

vidual languages in each main class may be profitably com-

pared together, as, e.g. Sindhi with Italian, in both of which

the words always end in vowels, and diminutives are largely

used. So, again, Hindi might be well compared with French

in its greater curtailment of words, its preference for single

consonants, and its nasalization of the medial vowels.

Dr. W. W. Hunter, in his paper “ On the Rude Races of

India and their fusion into the present Population,” read

at a special evening meeting, on April 24, commenced by
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giving a brief sketch of the flint and bronze age in India,

and of the period when sepulture under stone monuments

was practised. He then described the primitive races as they

are depicted in the Vedic hymns and in the epic poems,

giving, at the same time, many details of the actual condition

of these peoples at the present period, and passing under review

the most important of them, from the southern extremity of

Madras northwards to the Himalayas. In this part of his

lecture he called especial attention to the fact, that burials

under Kistvaens are still not uncommon, thus showing that

the period of the flint age and the rude stone monuments

have existed, almost to our own times, among the hill races

of India. Dr. Hunter then described the incoming of the

Aryan civilization among the Non-Aryan people of India

—

and the result produced by the contact of these two opposing

forces. In conclusion, he cited many remarkable survivals

of Non-Aryan customs and rites among this mixed population,

and showed that the Hindu low castes still rest on a Non-

Aryan basis, as regards their religions, their social organiza-

tion, and their ethnical descent.

Asiatic Society of Bengal.— In the Journal of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal (vol. xlvii. pt. 1) are papers by Messrs. C.

J. Lyell, R. B. Shaw, Rajendralala Mitra, Colonel Walker,

Y. A..Smith, and H. Beveridge, which will be noticed elsewhere

under the special subjects to which they refer. Part 2 is

entirely occupied by one by Mr. Growse, on Mathura Notes.

Part 3 comprises papers by Mr. G. A, Grierson, on the Song

of Manik Chandra ; and by Lieut. R. C. Temple, the Lokanati,

translated from the Burmese paraphrase. In the former of

these, Mr. Grierson fulfils a promise given by him when

writing his “Notes on the Rangpur Dialect” (B.A.S.I. xlvi.

pt. 2), and gives many interesting details of Manik Chandra,

the ruler of a city of which Buchanan has long since given a

plate, now bearing the name of his wife, Mayana Matir Kota.
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Lieut. Temple describes the Lokanati, a book which, as its

title implies, is a collection of proverbs or maxims, on subjects

of every-day life, and apparently belonging to similar Burmese

works, known by the names of Danmanidi Gazanidi, and

Lakanadi,

—

i.e. Books of Proverbs concerning: the Religion

and the Law, and havin'; much the same meaniuf; to a Buddhist

as they had to the Jews of the Bible. In part 4 are two

papers, the one, a long and comprehensive account of “ The

Bangush Nawabs of Farrukhabad,” by W. Irvine,—the

second, by Rajendralala Mitra, “On the Pala and Sena Rajahs

of Bengal.”

Asiatic Society of Bombay.—In vol. xiv. No. 36, are papers

by M. Gerson da Cunha, Contributions to the Study of

Avestaic and Vedic Analogies :—E. Rehatsek, Early Moslem

Accounts of the Hindu RelGion ; A few analogies in the

Thousand and One Nights and in Latin authors; and Some

parallel Proverbs in English, Arabic, and Persian.—Other

papers, on special subjects, are noticed under their respective

heads.

The Madras Journal—which has recently revived under the

new title of The Madras Journal of Literature and Science—
has printed several papers of high interest and value. Among

these may be mentioned those “ On the Classification of

Languages ” by Dr. Gustav Oppert ;—the Ganga Kings by

Mr. Lewis Rice ;—Druidical and other Antiquities by Col,

Cou<rreve;—and Index to MS. vols. of Local Records in the

Sanskrit and Vernacular Languages by Dr. G. Oppert.

Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.—The first

two Nos. of the Journal of this recently formed Society

—

viz. those for July and Dec. 1878—by the general character

of the articles printed in them afford good promise of success.

The chief papers in No. 1 are M. de Miklucho-Maclay,
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Dialects of the Melanesian Tribes of the Malay Peninsula

;

Keport of the Government Committee on Malay Spelling in

English;— A. M. Skinner, Geography of the Malay Penin-

sula, pt. 1 ;—W. A. Pickering, Chinese Secret Societies ;—and

W. E. Maxwell, Malay Proverbs, pt. 1. In No. 2 are papers

by Rev. J. Perham, The Song of the Dyak-Head-feast
;
W.

E. IVIaxwell, Malay Proverbs, part 2 ;
and by the same writer

Notes on two Perak MSS. ; and bv the Hon. C. J. Irvinof,

Suggestions for a new Malay Dictionary.

Asiatic Society of Japan.—Vol. vi. parts 1 and 2, contain

papers for the most part connected with the local history of

Japan, with its natural history, or the productions of this and

the adjoining islands. In part 1, however, may be noticed,

as of general interest, a “Review of the Introduction of

Christianity into China and Japan,” by J. H. Gubbin.s—an

able and temperate account of many matters about which there

has been much controversy,—as, for instance, the true value of

the words Tien and Shangto for the name of “ God ”
;

and

“ The Castle of Yedo,” by Thomas R. H. McClatchie, an ex-

cellent record of a monument of the bygone history of Japan,

which has hardly ceased to be used for more than ten years.

In vol. vi. part 2, are many papers of value, of which may

be specially noted, one by Mr. E. Satow on “ The Corean

Potters of Satsuma,” which throws new light not only on the

mechanical arts for which the islands of the N.W. Pacific

have been long renowned, but, also, as affording strong

evidence that these even now comparatively little known

Coreans probably enjoyed during a period of remote antiquity

a far higher civilization than has been hitherto supposed, and,

further, that to them the Japanese in former ages owed much

of their instruction. Another paper, by W. G. Aston, Esq.,

entitled “ Hideyoshi’s Invasion of Korea,” confirms the views

of Mr. Satow that at a very early period Korea was the

instructor of Japan, in Chinese learning, and in the arts of
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civilization, and gives also a clear account of the campaigns of

Hideyoshi. The remaining articles being all devoted to

natural science and manufactural art, though in themselves

very interesting, are foreign to the objects of this Journal.

In vol. vi. part 3, are papers by Basil Hall Chamberlain,

Esq., On the Mediaeval Colloquial Dialect of the Comedies

;

—by W. Gr. Dixon, Esq., On some scenes between the

Ancient and the Modern Capitals of Japan;—by E. Y.

Dixon, Esq., and Ernest Satow, Esq., Notes of a visit to

Ilachijo in 1878 ;—with two appendices—the first containing

extracts from Captain Beechey’s narrative—The Bonim

Islands—the second. Extracts from Nichi Nichi Shimbton, an

Account of Hachijo.—Mr. Chamberlain’s paper is a very clear

account of the difficulties of acquiring a complete knowledge

of the Japanese language, owing to the remarkable differences

existing between the ordinary spoken and written tongue. In

illustration of this, as occurring, though not to so great an

extent in other languages, he points out that a student who

knew no colloquial English, but was, at the same time,

thoroughly well versed in Shakespere or Spenser, would find

himself greatly at a loss, if he had suddenly to address the

officials of a railway station. Vol. vii. part 1, is entirely

occupied with the “ Narrative of a Journey across Europe and

Asia,” by John Milne, Esq. This journey, which is one of

the highest interest, was, also, remarkably adventurous : the

traveller having passed through Russia and Siberia to

Kiachta—then throufrh Montrolia to Pekin—and then fromo O

Pekin to Tientsin and, overland, to Shanghai. In vol. vii.

part 2, are papers by Dr. Veeder, On Japanese Musical

Intervals ;—by T. R. H. McClatchie, On a recent discovery

of human remains in the Ibaraki Ken ;—by M. Satow,

Extracts from Ancient Japanese Rituals ;—and, On the

Vicissitudes of the Church at Yamaguchi from a.d. 1550 to

A.D. 1586.
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Journal Asiatique.—Vol. xii. part 1, is entirely occupied

with the long able report annually given by M. Renan, which

is a clear and full notice of all that has been done in Frencli

Journals and by French writers. We miss, however, that

mass of general information on what has been done by

Oriental scholars in other parts of the world, which was one

chief feature of the Reports drawn up during so many succes-

sive years by M. Mohl. In No. 2, M. Maspero gives a

curious account of the Taking of Joppa by Thoutii, translated

from one of the Harris Papyri of the British Museum ;—and

M. de Harlez a second paper, “ Les Origines du Zoroas-

trisme.” M. Feer has also given a review of Mr. Daniel

Wright’s History of Nipal, the publication of which by the

University of Cambridge was noted in a previous report.

There are, also, notices by M. Pavet de Courteille, of M.

Yambery’s Etymologisches Worterbuch der Turko-Tatar-

ischen Sprachen ;—by C. de Harlez, of W. Geiger’s Aogema-

daeca;—and by M. Pierret, of the Papyrus Funeraire de

Soutimes, published by MM. Guiesse and Lefebure. Part 3

contains the continuation by M. Zotenberg of his “ Memoire

sur la Chrouique Byzantine de Jean, Eveque de Nikiou
;

”—

a

paper by M. Imbault-Huart, Sur la conquete du Nepal par les

Chinois sous le regne de Tc’ie Leng (1792) ;—by M. Lenor-

mant, Hymne au Soleil ;—and by M. Stanislas Guyard, Notes

de Lexicographie Assyrienne.” There is, also, a brief notice

by M. Regnier of the late M. Gargin de Tassy, and the com-

mencement of some interesting Antiquarian Notes made by

M. Huart during a recent journey in Egypt. Volume xiii.

part 1, is almost wholly occupied by the concluding portion of

M. Lenormant’s article “ Hymne au Soleil.” There is, how-

ever, also, the concluding part of M. Huart’s Notes from

Egypt
;
and a notice, by 0. de Harlez, of Dr. Spiegel’s

Eranische Altertlmmskunde. In vol. xiii. No. 2 are papers

by M. Huart, Sur les Tribes Arabes de la Mesopotamie; by

C. de Harlez, Les Origines de Zoroastrisme (3“® Notice)
;
and

VOL. XI.—[new series.] c
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by M. Zotenberg, Sur la Chronique Byzantine de Jean Eveque

de Nikiou (suite et fin.)—Other papers will be noticed under

their special subjects.

German Oriental Society.—Since the last Report, vol. xxxii.

parts 2, 3, 4, and vol. xxxiii. parts 1, 2, have been issued, and

are as usual full of valuable matter. Araono; these the

following papers are perhaps worthy of more especial notice.

In vol. xxxii. part 2, Fleischer zu Ruckert’s Grammatic Poetik

und Rhetorik der Perser ;—W. Deecke, On the origin of the

Old-Persian Cuneiform writings;—A. Holtzmann, Indra nach

den Vorstellungen des Mahabharata. In vol. xxxii. part 3,

Reinisch, Die Saho-sprache ;—Jacobi, Die Qobhana Stutayas

des Qobhana Muni;—A. H. Schindler, Ueber den Ssemnan-

ischen Dialect;—0. Loth, Ueber eine Tabari- Handschrift. In

vol. xxxii. 4, A. Graeter, Die Liede der Kurg volkes ;—G.

von Gabelenz, Beitrag zu Geschichte der Chinesischen Gram-

matiken und zur lehre von der Grammatischen behandlung

der Chinesischen Sprache. In vol. xxxiii. parts 1 and 2, are

papers by A. F. Pott, Das Indo-Germanische Pronomen
;

—
by Th. Noldeke, Ueber Iranische Orts-namen auf Kert und

andere endungen ;—and, by the same, Zwei Volker Vorder-

Asiens ;—two papers on parts of the Rig-Veda, by MM.
Fhni and Hillebrandt, respectively;—by M. Schi’oeder,

Ueber die Maitrayani Samliita ;—and a second paper by M.

Sandreczki, Ueber die Maltesische Mundart.

Archwology.—It will be remembered that in the report of

last year (1878), the first portion of General Cunningham’s

statement of what he had done and was preparing to do, was

given from the manuscript report sent by him to the India

Ofl&ce, and dated from his camp at Goonoor, February 2,

1878. It has since been thought advisable to print the rest of

tliis report in a separate form, and, as this has not been circu-

lated among all the members of the Society, it is given here

verbatim, as follows :

—
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"Work done by General Cunningham.

“ The Report of my tour for the season 1871-72 has already

been published as Vol. III. of the Archseological Survey of

India.

“ The Report of my tour in the Punjab in 1872-73 has also

been made public in Vol. V. of the Archseological Survey.

“ During the cold season of 1873-74, vvhile my camp Y'as

proceeding to Jubbulpore, I made a flying visit to Bharhut,

where I discovered the sculptured railing of the great stupa, a

short notice of which has already been published. I then

examined the remains in the neighbourhood of Jubbulpore,

including Bilahri, Tewar and Bhera Ghat. At the last place

I made a plan of the curious circular colonnade, with its sixty-

four female statues, which Mr. Beglar has further illustrated

by several excellent photographs. Many interesting inscrip-

tions of the powerful Kulachuri dynasty of Chedi were also

obtained in these places. I may note here that other inscrip-

tions subsequently discovered by Mr. Beglar show that the

era used by the Kulachuri Rajas of Chedi was sometimes

styled the Chedi and also the Kulachuri Samvat. Wliilst in

this neighbourhood, I also obtained two important inscriptions

of the Gupta period— 1st, a copper plate of Raja JagannMh,

dated in Samvat 174 [of the Gupta era] both in words and

figures
;
and 2nd, a stone pillar of his son Sarvvanath, whose

name is joined with that of Raja Hastina, of whom other

records exist on copper plates dated in S. 156 and S. 191 of

the Gupta era.

“ From Jubbulpore, while my camp was proceeding direct

to Nagpur, I made a circuit to visit Khandwa, Burhanpur

and Asirgarh, where I obtained several inscriptions. Amongst

them there is one of the Faruki kings of Khandes, one of

Prince Danial, the son of Akbar, and one of Akbar himself re-

cording the capture of Asirgarh. From Nagpur I marched to

Bhaudak, where I explored and measured the Buddhist caves
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and rock-houses, and several Brahmanical temples. I then

proceeded via Chanda to Markandi on the Warda River,

wliere I made plans of the fine group of temples and copied all

the inscriptions. From tlience I returned to Bharhut, where

I spent a considerable time in excavating the buried railing

which once surrounded the great stupa. I closed the season’s

work by a visit to Kosani [the ancient Kausainbi], where I

obtained a considerable number of terra-cotta figures with

Buddhist symbols, including also several children’s toy-carts

in terra-cotta of the Gupta period.

“ During the recess of 1874 I prepared an account of the

Bharhut stupa illustrated by about forty plates for an 8vo.

volume, but the important discoveries of the next season

rendered it necessary that this account should be entirely re-

cast, and the whole work enlarged. At the same time I was

employed in reducing some of the great inscriptions of Asoka,

and in writing out the texts which have now appeared in

Vol. I. of the Corpm Imcriptionum Indicarum.

“ In 1874-5 I returned to Bharhut to complete the excava-

tion of the sculptured railing in company with Mr. Beglar, who

was chiefly employed in making photographs of the sculptures.

These pictures now form the principal illustrations of my re-

port on the Bharhut stupa, which has lately been submitted

to Government. From Bharhut I proceeded via Khajuraho

to Malwa, where I explored the ruins of Eran, Pathari, Bhilsa,

Udaygiri, Sanchi and Besnagar. I then found several valu-

able inscriptions, amongst which were one of Samudra Gupta,

one of Chundra Gupta, and one of Kumara Gupta. On my
return I explored the great Fortress of Singorgarh, and the

temples at Majholi and Bahuriband.

“ Durino; the recess of 1875 I re-wrote the whole account of

the Bharhut stupa, which was very considerably enlarged, and

illustrated by fifty- seven folio plates. At the same time I con-

tinued the preparation of Asoka’s Inscriptions for Volume I.

of the Corpus Imcriptionum Indicarum.
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“ In 1875-76 I bec^an my tour under the Chunar hills, and

explored all tlie caves and other remains down to Sahasaram,

where I copied the new inscription of Asoka, in which I had

discovered the date of 256 of Nirvan era. I then proceeded

to Bodh Gaya, where I made a survey of the country round

the great temple, and discovered the small village of TJreJ^

which still preserves the name of the famous Uruviliva or

Uruwel. During a visit to Calcutta on duty, my camp pro-

ceeded to Northern Oudh. I rejoined it at Tanda, and,

crossing the Ghaghra River, I visited Bhuila Tal, which my
assistant, Mr. Carlleyle, was then exploring, and continued

my route to Sravasti and Tandwa. At Sravasti I made

numerous excavations, and after cutting the jungul I made a

fresh survey of the site. My excavations brought to light

a large building at the northern end, which I believe to be

the famous Gandha-kuti. A stupa also yielded a great seal

with eighteen lines of inscription.

“ At Tandwa I laid bare the exterior of the great brick stiipa,

which I have identified with the mausoleum of Kasj-apa Muni,

the third of the last four Buddhas. From thence I proceeded

to Pakhna-Bihar, near Sankisa, where I obtained a considerable

number of old inscribed seals, including one with a representa-

tion of the three famous ladders by wliich Buddha descended

from the Trayastrinsas heavens, accompanied by Brahma and

Indra. I cot also several terra-cotta figures of the Buddhist

period, and an imperfect inscription of one of the Indo-

Scythian Kings. This last is important as proving that their

rule extended as far eastward as Sankisa—between Farukh-

abad and Manipuri. At Sankisa itself I was fortunate enougli

to find the basement on which the great Asoka pillar with the

elephant capital had originally stood, but I could not find any

traces of the shaft of the pillar.

“During the recess of 1876 I re-wrote the whole of my
account of the Bharhut stupa, which was very considerably

enlarged by the late discoveries. The whole of the illustra-
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tions were also re-drawn or re-arranged in fifty-seven folio

plates. At the same time I completed the collection of

Asoka’s inscriptions forming Volume I. of the Corpus In-

scriptiomon Indicarum. I also prepared several plates for the

illustration of the tour which I had just made.

“In 1876-77, after exploring the ruins of Siia-Bihar in

Southern Oudh, I paid a flying visit to Bharhut to see if any

fresh discoveries had been made durino: the rainv season. On

my way I examined Bhita, Deori
3'a,

and Garhwa, all in the

neighbourhood of Allahabad. At Bhita a fine statue of

Buddha was discovered, bearing an inscription with the name

of Kumara Gupta, and dated in Samvat 126. At Garhwa

three more inscriptions of the Guptas were found on pulling

down an old wall. All were imperfect, two being of Kumara

Gupta, and one of Skanda Gupta
;

the last dated in

Samvat 140.

“ I then proceeded to Tigowa to examine a very old temple

which I had discovered two years before. The temple proved

to belong to the Gupta period, and is a very fine specimen of

that early style of Indian architecture. From thence I visited

the ruined city of Besnagar, situated in the fork of the rivers

Betwa and Bes. I made a complete survey of the place, and

discovered numerous remains of a very early date. Amongst

these is a colossal female figure of the time of Asoka, and

several pillar capitals of the same period. Two are sur-

mounted b\^ lions, one by an elephant with rider, one by a

crocodile, and one by the famous kalpa-hriksh, or tree of

plenty, which yielded to the fortunate possessor whatever he

desired. The tree itself is represented as a banyan with

pendent roots, from which hang skins filled with wine, and

vessels of various shapes overflowing with coins.

“ I then visited TJdaygiri and Sanchi, where I found more

early capitals—the Sanchi example bearing the Dhannma-

chakra supported by four lions.

“ From thence I turned northwards, to visit the old sites of
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Dudai, Chandpur, and Deogurh, in Southern Bundelkhund.

At the last place I found a fine temple of the late Gupta

period, ornamented with some large sculptures of unusual

merit and beauty. I then proceeded via Chanderi, Ranod,

and Gwalior, to Bilsar, or Bilsand, in the Duab, near

Furrkhabad, where two inscribed Gupta pillars had lately

been discovered. I made a survey of the ruins, and copied

the pillar inscriptions, which belong to the reign of Kumara

Gupta, with the date in words of 96 Samvat.

“ During the recess of 1877 I was employed in correcting

the proofs of the first volume of the Corpus Inscriptionum

Indicanun containing Asoka’s inscriptions, which has now

been completed. Some further illustrations of the Buddhist

legends represented in the Bharhut sculptures were obtained

from Ceylon through the kindness of the learned priest Sub-

huti, aiid some new illustrations added to the plates. The

work thus finally completed was then submitted to Govern-

ment.

Work Done by Mr. J. D. Beglar.

“ In 1871-72 Mr. Beglar explored Bundelkhund and a

portion of Eastern Malwa. His report, illustrated by plates,

has been submitted to Government. In addition to plans

and sections of all the finer temples, he took a large number

of photographs, which are of great interest, as many of them

are of places little known and seldom visited.

“ In 1872-73 he explored some of the districts of Bengal,

beo-innint; at Patna. Durino; this tour he discovered a number

of fine temples, many of them of considerable antiquity, and

some of special interest, being built of carved and moulded

bricks. All these temples are illustrated by plans, sections

and photographs. The report for this season has also been

submitted to Government.^

‘ This Report forms vol. viii. of the Archaeological Survey of India, since

published, and is the last that has as yet appeared.
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“ In 1873-74 Mr. Beglar explored the Eastern portion of the

Central Provinces. He visited the ruins of Tewar, Karanbel

and Bhera Ghat in my company, and made some very good

photographs of the curious sculptures at the last place. From

thence he proceeded via Mandla, Seoni and Ramtek to Nagpur,

where he again met me to consult as to our further routes. I

took the South and West, and he took the East, proceeding

first to Deotek to make a copy of the Asoka inscription.

From thence he marched via Pauni to Wairagarh, and the

little known and almost inaccessible fort of Tipagarh. He
next went to Rajam, where the remains are old and interesting;

but his work was much obstructed by the Brahmans. At

Balod and Dhamtari he found other ancient temples, and two

inscriptions of the powerful Chalukya family. Further dis-

coveries were made at Sirpur, Narayanpur, Arang and Khalari

;

and also at Seonarayan, Kharod and Janjgir. After examining

Ratanpur and Lapha he proceeded to Amarkantak, and thence

returned through Sohagpur to Bharhut, to continue the excava-

tions which I had begun. The report of this season’s work

has also been submitted to Government.^

“ In 1874-75 Mr. Beglar spent the early part of the season

at the stupa of Bharhut in making photographs of all the

principal sculptures on the uniform scale of one-twelfth for the

larger figures, and of one-sixth for all the bas-reliefs. These

photographs now form the illustrations of my report on the

Bharhut stupa. When this work was done, he proceeded into

the Rewa territory to examine the ruins at Amarpatan, Tala,

Mukundpur, and others near the junction of the Son and

Banas Rivers, including the unique solitary temple at Chand-

rebe. From thence he visited the ruins at Kakarsiba, the

caves and ruins of Mara, and remains at Udaypur, or Kah-

kop, the capital of the small State Udaypur in the South-

East Provinces. Tlie caves near Sirguja were then explored,

’ The Eeport incorporated with that of the operations dui'ing 1871-2 forms
vol. vii. of the Archaeological Survey.
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and copies taken of the inscription known as Sita likhni, or

‘ Sita’s writing,’ He then examined the ruins near Sainbhal-

pur, and marching tlirough the Saura-Malia States he reached

Gumsar and Ganjam, where he made photographs and im-

pressions of the great inscription of Asoka engraved on the

rock of the Jaug:ada Fort. From thence he visited the

antiquities at Bhanpur, Chandeswar, and many other places

near the Cliilka Lake, finally closing work at Katak (Cuttack).

“ His report of this season’s work has been written, but the

plates are not yet complete. The report has been kept back

for the purpose of adding the information obtained during the

next year’s tour, when a different route was followed through

tlie South-East Provinces, but which necessarily in that wild

and almost roadless country touched many of the places

already visited.

“ In 1875-6 Mr. Beo-lar besran work at Bhitari, between

Benares and Ghazipur, where he made photographs of the

pillar of Skanda Gupta, audits long inscription. From thence

he proceeded to Sahasarara, where he made photographs and

impressions of the dated inscription of Asoka in the rock-cell

of Chandan Shahed. Here also he made photographs and

plans of the great tombs of Slier Shah and his family.

From thence, taking copies of numerous inscriptions at Tara-

chaudi, the Putrahi falls, and Phuhnariya, he reached the

famous fort of Rohtas, which was thoroughly explored. Here

he was fortunate enough to discover a large seal of Rajah

Sasangka, the great opponent of Buddhism, shortly before

A.D. 600. The letters are sunk in the rock in reverse. He

next visited the ruins of Joha, Taptapani and Pipraul, and

examined the caves in the Ramgarh Hill near Sirguja, where

he made photographs and impressions of the two inscriptions

in Asoka characters. The ruins on the Kosgain Hill, some

caves near Bhelai, and the old Forts of Ramgarh, Malhar,

Manikpur, and Mastodi were explored, and the fine old temples

at Kharod and Seouarayan were re-visited. A large group of
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old temples and ruins at a natural spring named Turturia, near

Kesdol, in Raypur, were then explored. Some of these are

Buddhist, dating as high as the Gupta period. Some very fine

old pillars were also found by excavating in the vicinity.

“ Mr. Beglar next examined the antiquities in the Phuljer

Raj, and the place of pilgrimage called Papa Narain, and the

Gandhamadan Hills. He then explored the remains in the

Patna Raj, the famous ruins at Ranipur Jural, where an

interesting inscription was found, and other ruins at Ghoral,

Udaypur, Sinni, and Kamra, where both temples and caves

were discovered. The fine remains at Rajapodor and other

places on the Tel River were examined, and the beautiful

temples in Bod were drawn and photographed. The caves at

Udaygiri and Khandagiri were then examined, and both

im])ressions and photographs were made of the great Asoka

inscription at Dhauli. The season’s work closed with tlie

exploration of the remains at Udaypur, Keonjhar, Kichang,

Benusagar and Kesnagarh.

“ The report of this season’s work is not yet finished, but it

is well advanced, and will be incorporated with that of last

year.

“ In 1876-77 Mr. Beglar accompanied me for some time for

the purpose of taking photographs of sculptures and archi-

tectural remains, chiefly of the Gupta period, some of which I

had already seen. He thus visited an old Buddhist site

named Sua-Bihar, thirty miles to the North-West of Allah-

abad, and some remains to the Eastward at Sakardah. From

thence he proceeded to Bhita and Garhwa to the South of the

Jumna. At the former place several Buddhist sculptures

were photographed, amongst which is a fine figure of Buddha

of the Gupta period, with the head-dress of a Tibetan Grand

Lama. At Garhwa some very beautiful pillars and sculptures,

also of the Gupta period, were discovered and photographed.

“ From thence Mr. Beglar visited the ruins of Gonda, the

forts of Rasin and Marpha, and the ruined temples at Kurban,
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all in North Bundelkhuud. He then re-visited Bharhut, and

made photographs of two complete pillars of the great stupa,

as well as of two mutilated pillars discovered at Batanmara.

At Gulba, or Gulwara, he found the remains of three old

temples with sculptures of the Gupta period. He then re-

joined me at Tigowa(near Bilahri), where he photographed the

old Gupta temple; and afterwards he proceeded to photograph

the numerous architectural remains and sculptures [chiefly

new discoveries] at Gyaraspur, Besnagar, Udaygiri and

Sanchi. He also took several photographs of the fine Gupta

temple at Deogarh near Chanderi, with its beautiful sculptures,

of which I had previously made plans. He then turned

Westwards into Rajputana, and visited the curious old temple

at Mokunddwara, which he thinks may be as old as the Asoka

period.^ The original temple is built mih. polkhed stones, but

the subsequent additions are of smoothed stones without any

polish, and on one of the later pillars there is an inscription in

Gupta characters. The original temple must therefore be

older than the Guptas. In Mr. Beglar’s opinion it is the

oldest structural temple yet found.

“After examining some remains at Darri, Mr. Beglar

visited the famous temples at Barolli, which have been described

by Tod and Fergusson. Plans and other drawings were made

as well as photographs, and the whole site was thoroughly

examined. At Thalrna, or Talsua, he found a large group of

temples, with a ruined palace and a stone bridge. At Jadoli

also there are many temples and palaces buried nearly up to

their roofs in the debris of the village. At Mahinal [the

Mynal of Tod] the ruins were carefully explored. They

belong chiefly to the time of Somaswara and his son Prithvi

Raja. He next visited Bijolli, where he made impressions of

* A view of this temple forms the frontispiece of the 2nd vol. of Tod’s
Annals of Eajasthan. It was also published as pi. v. of Fergusson’s Picturesque

Illustrations of Ancient Architecture in Hindostan. The last-named authority

considers all of one age and as early as the 5th or 6th century (p. 32).
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the two great rock-inscriptions. At all these places he took

photographs of the principal temples, as well as of the palace

of Prithvi E.aja at Mahinal. Thence Mr. Beglar proceeded

to Ajmere, where he took photographs of the grand old musjid

of Iltitmish. After visiting other places which yielded little

or nothing of any interest, he left Rajputana, and closed the

season’s work by taking photographs of the fine Asoka capital

at Sankisa, of the inscribed pillars of Kurnara Gupta’s temple

at Bilsar, and of the curious brick temple at Bhitargaon, with

its carved and moulded ornaments, and its terra-cotta alto

relievos feet in height.

M^ork Done by Mr. A. C. L. Carlleyle.

“ In the cold season of 1871-72 my assistant Mr. Carlleyle

started from Agra to make a tour in Rajputana. He first

visited several old sites in the Fatehpur Sikri range of hills to

the West of Agra, where he discovered some stone cairns and

other early remains at Khera and Sutmas, and an aboriginal

fort and tomb at Tontpur. He next visited Baiana and the

neighbouring hill-fort of Bijaymandargarh, where he found an

inscribed pillar dated in the Sam vat year 428 both in words

and figures. This inscription, which is quite perfect, is of

special value, as we have hitherto found but very few dated

records of so early a period. Here also he discovered a

curious Minar of the time of Muhammad Sayid, of Delhi.

Pie then proceeded to the ancient town of Machari, where he

discovered another aboriginal fort, and some dated inscriptions.

Here also he found an ancient temple of some interest. He

next proceeded to Bairat, where he was fortunate enough to

discover a rock-inscription of Asoka. It is imperfect, but

after some time I found out that it was a third copy of the

dated inscription of Asoka, of which two neaiPy perfect texts

had been found at Rupnath and Sahasaram.

“ At Dessa Mr. Carlleyle discovered several monoliths. He
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next visited the old Mina Fort of Nai, or Nain, and the

neighbouring old city of Ohatsu, at which place, as well as at

Ba^hera and Thoda, he discovered some curious stone circles

of the aboriginal inhabitants. At Thoda he made plans and

otlier drawings of two fine temples
;
and at Visalpur he found

a dated inscription of Prithvi Baja in the temple of Yisala

Deva. He made drawings of this temple, as well as of the

cave-temple of Gokarna.

“ Mr. Oarlleyle remained in camp during the whole of the

liot weather and rains of 1872, when he was engaged in ex-

ploring all the ancient sites in the neighbourhood of Chitor.

One of these, which he discovered twelve miles to the North-

East of Chitor, is of special interest, as it is undoubtedly one

of the oldest cities in Northern India. It is now called

Karkot-nagar, or simply Nagar. Here he obtained some

coins with an inscription in Asoka characters which I read as

Majhamikaya Sibi Janapadasa.

‘ [Coin] of the Majhamikayas of the country of Sibi.’

“Adopting this reading as correct, the city of Nagar may

be looked upon as the old capital of the district of Sibi.

“ After visiting several minor places, Mr. Carlleyle reached

another old city called Tambanati Nagari, or simply Nagari.

It lies thirty miles nearly due North from Bundi and twelve

miles to the West of Uniara. In the maps it is named simply

‘ Nugger.’ At this place Mr. Carlleyle obtained upwards of

five thousand copper coins, nearly the whole of which bear

the name of mdlavdna, which I take to refer to the Malavanas

of the Hindu Puranas. As this name occurs in characters of

all ages from the time of Asoka, 250 b.c., down to a.d. 500 or

600, I conclude that the city must have flourished through

the whole of this long period. Mr. Carlleyle also visited

Bijolli, where he made plans of the temples. After examining

some other minor places, he returned to Agra, having spent
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the greater part of the two cold seasons of 1871-72 and

1872-73, with the whole of the intervening hot season and

rains of 1872, in this prolonged tour through Rajputana. His

report, illustrated by twenty-four plates, is now being printed

as Volume VI. of the Archaeological Survey of India. It will

be out very soon.

“ During the cold season of 1873-74 Mr. Carlleyle explored

a number of ancient sites in the districts of Agra, Aligarh,

Etah, and Bulandshahr, in the Gangetic Duab, as well as

many of the principal sites in Rohilkhund. Amongst the

latter the most remarkable was the old city of Sambhal,

where the musjid of Baber was found to be an old Hindu

temple altered and adapted to Muhammadan worship. In the

Duab the old places were of comparatively little interest, with

the single exception of the great mound of Indorkhera, which

is situated about seven miles from Anupshahr, near the road

leadino; to Aligarh, and five miles to the North-West of the

railway station of Dubhai. Here Mr. Carlleyle spent the

whole of the hot weather and rains of 1874, and the greater

part of the cold season of 1874-75, in making a thorough

exploration of the mound, in which he was fortunate enough

to find an inscribed copper plate bearing the name of Skanda

Gupta, with the written date of 146 Samvat. This discovery

at once disposed of the accepted reading of the Kakaon pillar

inscription, which was made to fix the death of Skanda Gupta

in the year 141. In this record the name of the place is given

as Indrapura, which is of course the Sanskrit original of

Indor.

“ Mr. Carlleyle’s report of this tour is complete and ready

for the printer
;
but a few of the plates still remain to be

reduced. These will be finished during the course of the next

hot season.

“ Towards the end of the cold season of 1874-75 Mr. Carlleyle

proceeded, under my instructions, to North-Eastern Oudh and

the district of Gorakhpur, to search for the site of Kapilavastu,
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the birthplace of Buddha. I especially directed his attention

to the neighbourhood of Nagar, near Basti, where there exists

a laro-e lake. After a careful search he discovered the true siteo

at Bhuila Tal, twenty-five miles to the North-East of Fyzabad,

and fifteen miles to the West-North-West from Basti, and

about ten miles to the North of Na^ar.^ Here he fixed his

headquarters for the year, during which time he thoroughly

explored the whole neighbourhood, while excavations were being

made in the mound of Bhuila, at the West end of the lake. I

visited the place myself early in 1876, and I am quite satisfied

of the correctness of this identification.^ Having fixed this

important place, Mr. Oarlleyle followed up his discovery by

identifying the sites of a great number of other places in its

vicinity, such as the Sard-Kupa, or ‘ Arrow-well,’ where

Buddha’s arrow on striking the ground gave birth to a spring.

The place still retains the name of Sar-Kua. All these

discoveries are detailed in Mr. Carlleyle’s report on Bhuila

Tal, which is ready for the printer, and which I propose

should be published along with his report on Indorkhera. The

two reports will make a goodly volume of about 250 pages,

and will form Volume IX. of the Archseological Survey of

India.

“In the cold season of 1876-77 Mr. Oarlleyle moved to the

Eastward, in the direction of Kasia, which I had already

identified with Kusinagara, the scene of Buddha’s death, or

Nirvana. This identification has now been settled beyond all

doubt by Mr. Oarlleyle’s discovery of the colossal statue of

Buddha [upwards of twenty feet in length] lying dead, with

his face turned to the Westward, and immediately to the West

of a brick stupa, exactly as described by the Chinese pilgrim

Hwen Thsang in the seventh century. Here also he discovered

1 This Eeport has since been published and a copy is in the Library of the
Society.

^ As these places cannot he identified on the Sheet of the Great Indian Atlas,

we must await the publication of Mr. Carlleyle’s Eeport before the value of

these identifications can be tested.
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a long inscription on a stone slab with the opening invocation

to Buddha. The mound about the stupa w’as excavated,

which revealed the fact that the great Nirvana statue had been

enshrined in an arched chamber or temple as recorded by the

Chinese pilgrim. This important site being thus fixed with

certainty, Mr. Carlleyle proceeded to explore the whole neigh-

bourhood. He has thus been able to identify many other

sites, such as the ‘ charcoal stupa,’ which was built over

some ashes from the funeral pile of Buddha, the spot where

Buddha cut off his hair, the spot where he leaped his horse

across the Ananma River, etc. The colossal Nirvana statue

of Buddha bears an inscription on its pedestal in characters of

the Gupta period. There can be no doubt, therefore, that

this is the identical statue which was seen and worshipped

by both of the Cliinese pilgrims, by Fa-Hian in the be-

ginning of the fifth century, and by Hweng Thsang in the

first half of the seventh century. I have not yet received

Mr. Carlleyle’s report of this interesting discovery, but I

expect to get it during the ensuing hot season. Mr.

Carlleyle is now engaged in exploring the great mounds

near the Asoka pillar at Lauriya, to the north of Bettiah.”

Although General Cunningham has not himself published

anything connected with the Archaeological Survey, since his

fifth volume, in 1875, which gives an account of his operations

in 1872-3— three more volumes, the sixth, seventh, and

eighth, have since been published, and have reached this

country. The contents of these volumes are given at sufiicient

length in the previous report.

Mr. Burgess, who passed the winter of the last year

in Ent^land, has issued the third of his excellent memoirs,

“On the Archaeological Survey of Western India,” com-

prising his “ Report on the Antiquities of the Bidar and

Aurangabad Districts, in the territories of H.H. the Nizam

of Haiderabad, being the result of the Third Season’s
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Operations of the Arcliaeological Survey of Western India

for 1875-6.” The principal objects treated by Mr. Burgess are,

the caves and rock temples at Dharasinva ;—the double-

storeyed and other caves at Karusa;—the Hemadpanti temple

at Nilanga, with an interesting essay on Kalyana and the

Ohalukyas
;
— the Hemadpanti temple at Nayaranpur;—

various monuments at Bidar, and Togai Amba;—the curious

carvings in wood at Paithan ;—the temples at Sankvkhed;

—

the rock-temples and caves of Aurungabad ;—and the temple

of Akalybai at Elura. The volume is illustrated by nineteen

plates from photographs, and by forty-seven other plates, all

of which do great credit to the skill of Mr. W. Griggs, who

prepared and printed off many of them during Mr. Burgess’s

absence in India.

A report has also been printed in India (? date), pp. Ivii,

entitled, “ Archaeological Beturns
;

” being “ A Beturn of

Architectural and Archaeological Bemains, Bock Temples,

Dagobas, Statues, Carvings, Inscriptions, Carved or Moulded

Stones, whether single or grouped. Tanks, Mounds, Ancient

Jewellery, Coins, Ancient Pottery, and all other Antiquities

in the Western Provinces,”—and a Beport has been issued by

the India Office, “ On the Antiquities in the Districts of

Huzareebagh, Lohardugga and Manbhoom,” being a list and

description by Mr. Peppe of the photographs taken by him.

A paper has just arrived, issued by the Government of

Bombay, entitled “ Archaeological Survey of Western India,

No. 8,” and containing “ Beports regarding the Archaeological

remains in the Kurrachee, Hyderabad and Shikarpur Collec-

torates in Sindh, with plans of Tombs.” It may be stated

of these and of the other monuments noticed in this report,

that they are all (with one exception, the date of which has

not been ascertained) comparatively modern, that is, not

more than three centuries old—though they are not for this

reason devoid of interest. Of those near Kurrachee, the

most important would seem to be the Jamma Masjicl at Tatta,

VOL. XI.—[new series.] d
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an edifice 305 feet long and 170 broad, and said to have

cost nine lakhs of rupis. Its date is a.d. 1657.

At about 80 miles off Hyderabad, 8 south-east from

Daulatpur, is a brick monument called the “ Thai Mir

Rukan” (or K’ukan as Mr. Burgess writes the name), a

cylindrical tower about 50 feet high, surrounded by a low

mound, but without any remains of dwelling-places near it.

Many uncertain legends are current in the neighbourhood

with respect to its origin. There is, no doubt, however,

that it is a Buddhist Stupa of nearly the same age as the

Manikyala Tope near Taxila on the Upper Indus. In the

Larkana division of the Shikarpur Collectorate are some

kuhas or tombs, the chief of which, of Shah Baharo (about

100 years old), is in fair preservation. The inside walls

have white glazed tiles covered with Persian inscriptions.

The minaret of Mir Masum Shah at Sakar is of interest,

as a monument of a man who was vazir to the Emperor

Akber,—and, also, for its nearly perfect preservation. It was

commenced in a.d. J 587, and is 84 feet high and 84 feet in

circumference. Many inscriptions are attached to its walls,

but these f>ive little information about the monument. NearO

it is the tomb of Mir Masum's father, with an inscription

recordins: his death in a.h. 981

—

i.e. A.D. 1583. The

report concludes with an “ Amended list of Architectural

Buildings in the Hala Division
” and with one of “ Ancient

Buildimrs in the Thar and Parkar District.” An interesting

letter is subjoined from James Gibbs, Esq., to H. B. E.

Frere, Esq. (dated April 18, 1855), on the then state of

the Jamma Mayid at Tatta.

The Government of Bengal has just issued “A List of the

Objects of Antiquarian Interest in the Lower Provinces of

Bengal, compiled at the Bengal Secretariat, Calcutta, 8vo.

1879,” and arranged in the order of the Divisions and

Districts, as officially recognized. The Districts are Burdwan,
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Presidency, Rajshaliye and Coocli Behar, Dacca, Chittagong,

Patna, Bhagulpore, Orissa, and Chota Nagpore. This last

will be found very useful for travellers, and (we hope) for

much fuller subsequent investigation.

To the Government of Madras we owe the publication of

a paper by R. Sewell, Esq., giving the results of his ex-

plorations at Amaravati, in the Kistna District, including

a notice of the Buddliist Antiquities at Bezwada and on

the rock-cut temple at Undavilla, together with a catalogue

of Stones, Sculptures, etc., in the Library at Bezwada.

The Government of Ceylon has issued a valuable report

containing “ Papers on the Subject of the Literary and

Scientific Work carried on by the Grovernment of Ceylon,”

together with an interesting correspondence, extending from

1870 to 1878, relating to the preparation of Catalogues of

Pali MSS. and the preservation of the ancient remains in

the island
;
and including letters from Prof. Max Muller,

the late R. C. Childers, the Right Hon. Sir William Gregory,

Mudelyar L. De Zoysa, and others, bearing upon this subject.

With reference to Ceylon^ it may be stated that Dr. E.

Muller, who succeeded the late Dr. Goldschmidt as Archaeo-

logical Commissioner in that island, in a Report on the

Inscriptions in the Hanbantota District, states that he has

found grants and proclamations of fifteen kings of various

dates between the first and the twelfth century. Historically

the}’- confirm, and, in some respects, add to the details preserved

in the valuable chronicles of that island
j
and, philologically,

they are of the utmost importance, as Sinhalese is the only

Prakrit dialect, the history of which can be traced in con-

temporaneous specimens, throughout its whole development.

In the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society, vol. xhfii.

part i. 1, are papers by Rajendralala Mitra, “ On Repre-
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sentation of Foreigners in the Ajunta Frescoes”; by Colonel

J. T. Walker, “On Recent Trans-Frontier Explorations,”

being the Report of the Mulla attachetl to the Great Trigono-

metrical Survey, with a sketch map of the mountain districts

N.E. of Peshawar, and to the N. of the Indus
;

by H.

Beveridge, Esq., “ On the Antiquities of Bagura (Bogra) ”
:

and in vol. xlvii. pt. i. 2, “Mathura Notes,” by F. S.

Growse.

In his paper, Rajendralala Mitra gives the first account of

the curious frescoes in the caves of Ajunta, which, thongh

long known to exist, had not been copied suflficientl}’' for

critical study till Mr. Griffiths, of Bombay, was ordered to

replace the first copies by Captain Gill, which had been

destroyed by the fire at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

Rajendralala noticed, as had done others before him, that

races different from the native Indians are here introduced;

and Mr. Fergusson, in a recent article (Journ. Roy. Asiat. Soc.

N.S. Vol. XI. p. 155), has given reasons for his belief that

the two most important personages are portrait-representations

of Khosru Parviz, King of Persia, and of his celebrated

queen, Shirin.

The brief paper contributed by Colonel Walker is valuable

as the commencement of new light for the hitherto little-

known country occupied by the Bards and other tribes beyond

the Indus. Mr. F. S. Growse has also contributed a paper

entitled, “ Mathura Notes,” which occupies the whole of

vol. xlvii. pt. i. 2, and is illustrated by eleven plates of

architectural designs and one of inscriptions. Some of these

plates are very well executed, and are of considerable archaeo-

logical interest
;

it is, consequently, to be regretted that the

text which accompanies them seems to have been written

hurriedly under pressure of circumstances and without due

consideration. Mr. Growse’s chief object would seem to have

been the illustration of the life and doctrines of various

Yaishnava Reformers of the xvi th and xvii th centuries, who
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all made Brindaban their chief centre, as he has given copious

extracts from many of their writings, both text and trans-

lations
;

with a full description, also, of the plates which

illustrate his article. In the Proceedings of the same Society

Mr. Rivett-Oarnac has given a paper on Pre-historic remains in

Central India in burrows near Junapani, five miles from Nagpur.

In the Journal of the Bombay Asiatic Society, vol. xiv. is a

paper by Prof. Bhandarkar entitled “ Memorandum on some

Antiquarian Remains found in a Mound, and in the Brahmapuri

Hill near Kolhapur.”

It is much to be regretted that no steps were taken in India

to provide tliat some persons of scientific or artistic attain-

ment should be attached to the expeditionary columns in-

vading Afchanistan last autumn. Nothin^ of the sort seems,

however, to have been thought of, and the consequence is,

that, but for private enterprise, the advance would have been

wholly without result, in so far as Archaeology is concerned.

Fortunately, however, Mr. W. Simpson, the artist of the

Illustrated London News, attached himself to Sir Samuel

Browne’s column, and, during the winter, occupied himself,

with both zeal and intelligence, in measurins: and drawino-

the various caves and Topes in the neighbourhood of Jelalabad.

He has, also, been most successful in some explorations he

has made into some of the Topes, which had not been before

opened. In the Ahin Posh Tope, for instance, he hit upon

the central deposit, after mining through 45 feet of rubble

masonry. It contained, inter alia, eighteen gold coins, some

Roman, as one of Domitian, one of Trajan, and a third of

Salonina, the wife of Hadrian. There was, also, a relic-

holder, in which were two more Bactrian gold coins, with a

small object supposed to be a relic. All these were sent to

Calcutta, as there was no one with the force who could read

the legends, and it was not till afterwards that a copy of
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Wilson’s Ariana Antiqua readied the camp. Tt, con-

sequently, may be some time before the result is known in

this country. Meanwhile Mr. Simpson has drawn the pro-

files of the Tope and its pilasters, and they are so purely

classical that the whole promises to be one of the most

interesting contributions to our knowledge of the archmology

of these countries, since the publication, in 1841, of Mr.

INIasson’s Explorations in Wilson’s Ariana.

Indian Antiquary .—The Indian Antiquary, under the careful

editing of Mr. Burgess, has continued its useful work, and

has given to the world, during the last year, many papers

of value and interest. Among these, may be noticed three

by that excellent antiquary, Mr. Walhouse, “ On passing

through fire,” “ On Trojan and Prehistoi’ic Pottery and the

Swastika Symbol,” with an additional note, and “ On the

Old Tanjor Armoury.” In the first, he gives an account of

one of the most ancient and universal of superstitious customs

(as prevalent everywhere in the Madras Presidency—and,

doubtless, elsewhere in India), that of treading on fire or

leaping through flames, in honour of the Deity. In his

second paper, he gives an interesting notice of the clay-toys

used by children, and of the large quantity of miniature

pottery which has been found by Dr. Schliemann at Troy, as

well as in the historic graves in Coorg. He also points out

the occurrence, in great numbers, of the Swastika symbol,

hitherto supposed peculiar to India, but recently recognized also

in some of the low mounds at St. Louis, North America, as

well as in Mexico. His third paper, “On the Old Tanjor

Armoury,” is important as showing to what an extent.

European weapons had passed into native hands by commerce

or otherwise, many of the blades still retaining letters and

symbols of Christian meaning, though attached to hilts and

handles distinctively Hindu, and adorned with figures of

gods and other idolatrous emblems. Many were certainly
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Pharangis or Portuguese, just as Raja Sivaji’s famous sword

Bhavani (now in the collection of H.R.H. the Prince of

Wales) is of Genoese origin. Mr. Walhouse gives copies

of several of these inscriptions, one of which is andrea

FERARA (sic).

Sir Walter Elliot has given a description of “ The Edifice

formerly known as the Chinese or Jaina Pagoda at Negapa-

tam,” recently pulled down (indeed, so lately as 1867) at the

request of certain Jesuit fathers, wlio had squatted in the

neighbourhood, and coveted alike the bricks of which it was

built and the land on which it stood
;

and Prof. Monier

Williams, two papers “ On Parsi funeral Rites,” and “ On a

case of Samadj in India,” the latter important as showing

that the increased facilities for locomotion, supplied since the

British occupation of India, has, in some degree, increased the

evils Government has been most desirous of suppressing.

Mr. Rivett-Carnac has contributed an important notice of

“Masons’ Marks from Old Buildings in the N.W. Provinces

of India,” with two plates, showing more than one hundred

and fifty of the various devices he met with. The same

writer has, also, commenced a further paper, which promises

to be of great interest, entitled “Archaeological Notes on a

March between Cawnpore and Nagapuli during the Camping

Season of 1879.” Mr. Rivett-Carnac has also (we under-

stand) addressed two Memorials to the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, urging an appeal by the Society to Government for

the issue of some simple administrative rules for the better

preservation of antiquarian remains, with especial reference

to their constant destruction by tourists, the guides of the

tourist, and the action of railway contractors. In illus-

tration, he mentions the injury done in the excavations for

ballast for the Futegarh and Kanhpur Railway, and by the

Peskar of Ajanta, who has been for years cutting pieces out of

the wall paintings there, in the hope of rewards from dilettanti

travellers and others.
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Other papers, more or less connected with Indian Archaeo-

logy, are those by C. E. Gordon Crawford on “ Personal

Names in the Southern Part of the Ahmadabad Collectorate and

Neighbouring Country;”—by “W.,” “On an ancient Burial-

ground at Mungapetta and Crosses
;

”—by J. S. F. Mackenzie,

“ On Halle Makkalu ” and ‘‘ On the Customs of the Komti

Caste
;

”—by the Rev. Thomas Foulkes, on “ The Civilization

of the Dakhan down to to the Sixth Century b.c.”

Dr. A. C. Burnell has contributed an important paper

“ On some early references to the Vedas by European

writers,” in which he points out that the oldest writer on

Southern India (and in some respects still the best) Rogerius

is the first who has given an explicit account of the Vedas.

The work referred to is entitled “ De Open Deure,” and was

published, after his death, at Leyden in 1651.

Mr. Edward Thomas has, also, contributed a paper on

“ Jainism,” which was originally drawn up for the Lyons

Congress of last August, but, by some accident, did not reach

its destination.

To Sarabji Ravasji Khambata we owe a paper “ On Parsi

Funeral and Initiatory Rites,” and to Mr. E. W. West, one

“ On Saka and Samvat Dates.”

A note has, also, been inserted by the Editor in the No.

for November, entitled “ Hiwan-Tsang’s Account of Pulikesi

II. and Mahabashtra.”

Mr. McCrindle is, we see, following up his earlier work, the

translation of Megasthenes and Arrian, by a translation

of “ The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea,” often, though

erroneously, attributed to Arrian, but more probably the

notes of some Groeco-Indian merchant and navigator of the

second century a.d. It is to be hoped that, for this work,

at least, Mr. McCrindle will see the necessity of providing a

sufficient Index.

It may, also, be mentioned here, incidentally, that an

Archaeological Society, bearing the name Kobatzu-Kai
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(Society of Old Things), exists in Japan, and numbers about

200 of the wealthiest gentlemen, learned men and priests

;

and that Herr von Siebold, Attache to the Austrian Legation

at Yedo, has recently discovered, in a prehistoric mound at

Omuri, over 5000 different articles of stone, bronze, etc., of

many of which he has given a description in the “ Anthro-

pologische Gesellschaft ” of Berlin.

To the Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan (vol.

vi. pt. 1), Mr. Thomas A. H. MacClatchie contributes a

notice of “The Castle of Yedo,” now greatly shorn of its

original grandeur, but still a remarkable relic of the past of a

remarkable people; and in vol. vi. pt, 2 of the Transactions

of the same Society, are some good “ Remarks on Construction

in Brick and Wood, and their Relative Suitability for Japan,”

by G. Cawley, Esq.

In the recently revived Madras Journal of Literature and

Science, No. 3, for 1878, is an important paper by Colonel

Congreve, R.A., “ On Druidical and other Antiquities between

Mettapoliam in Coimbatore and Karnal on the Tungabhadra.”

It may, also, be added that a valuable paper by Mr. Y. Ball,

M.A., of the Geological Survey of India, has been just printed

by the Royal Irish Academy, before whom it was read on

November 30, 1878, “ On the Forms and Geographical Dis-

tribution of Ancient Stone Implements in India,” accompanied

by a very clear map and twm plates.

In the Journal Asiatique, tome xi. pt. 3, is the second part

of a very interesting paper, by M. Clermont-Ganneau, en-

titled “ La coupe Phenicienne de Palestrina et I’une des

Sources de I’Art et de la Mythologie Helieniques— Notes

d’Archeologie Orientale.”

Imperial Gazetteer and Statistical Survey of India.—The
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Imperial Gazetteer endeavours for the first time to furnish an

account of India based on a statistical survey of the whole

country and upon an actual enumeration of the people. It

represents, to use the words of the Governor-General in

Council, “ a series of local inquiries and comparative statistics

spread over an area but little less than the whole of Europe

excepting Russia.” No other Government, in the history of

the world, has undertaken a statistical enterprise of so vast a

magnitude. It forms, moreover, the only instance of a great

statistical account of a country being carried out from the

initial stage of the systematic local investigations, district by

district, to the final alphabetical arrangement of the results in

a Gazetteer, continuously as regards time, and under the

uninterrupted direction of one hand. This survey was com-

menced in 1871, and will make one hundred printed volumes;

their alphabetical arrangement, commenced in 1877, forms

the eight volumes of the Imperial Gazetteer. Both will be

completed by 1881.

Of the Statistical Survey, eighty-four volumes have now

been printed, making in all about 28,000 pages. For the

Imperial Gazetteer, 3,800 articles have been sent to the press.

About 1,750 pages have been set up in type
;
and the whole

of volume i., exceeding 550 pages, has been printed off. Vols.

ii. and iii. are passing in various stages through the press. Of

all the articles to be dealt with in this Gazetteer, more than

one-half is now in the printer’s hands.

General Progress of Oriental Studies.—Aryan Languages

of India.— Sanskrit.—In the Journal Asiatique (Avril-Juin,

1878), M. Leon Feer has given a very full and compre-

hensive paper on a subject to which he has paid great

attention, “ Etudes Bouddhiques,” and entitled “ Maitrakan-

yaka Mittavindaka—La Pidte Filiale,” the only article which

has appeared in this journal during the last year bearing
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on Sanskrit studies. In the Journ. of the Germ. Or. Society

(xxxii. pt. 2) are papers by A. Holtzrnann, Indra, nacli

den verstellungen des Mahabliarata ;— in xxxii. 3, by M.

Jacobi, Die Qobhana Stutayas des Qobliana Muni, and

Kalpa-Sutra of Bhastrabasa, with introduction and Sanskrit

and Prakrit glossary (Abhandl. vii. 1)
;—T. Aufrecht has,

also, given Nachtragliche benierkungen zu der zweites auflage

der Big Yeda; and A. F. Stenzler, Indische-Regeln 11

Paraskara 11 heft (Abhandl. Band. vi.).—In the Abhand-

lungen, too, is a paper by H. Weber, entitled “ Ein Marches

von Konig Vikraniaditya,” Sanskrit text in Roman characters,

with translation into German.— In xxxiii. i. 2, J. Ehni

contributes a paper, Die vermahlung des Soma unter der

Sarga Rigveda x. 85 ;—L. Schroeder, Deber die Maitrayani

Sanhita ;—and A. Hillebrandt, Zu Rigveda 5, 2, 1— 6.—To

the Berlin Monatsbericht, Professor Kuhn contributes a paper,

Deber Brihad devata,—In the Calcutta Review are two essays

“ On the Philosophy of the Upanishads.”—In the Proc. B.

A. S., November, 1878, Mr. Grierson gives “Some further

notes on Kalidasa —and in the Ind. Ant., February, 1879, is

a paper by Nilkantha Janardan Kirtana on “ The Hammira

Mahakavya of Nayachandra Suhi.”—Of other essays or papers

relating to Sanskrit may be noticed Professor Max Muller’s

review of Boehtlingk’s Sanskrit Chrestomathy (Acad., June,

1878) ;
and one by E. W. West, of Dr. Hillebrandt’s Yaruna

und Mitra (Acad. Ibid.).

The following books may be noticed, as having been pub-

lished quite recently, if not, perhaps, exactly since the printing

of the last report in June, 1878 :

By Professor F. Max Muller, The Hymns of the Rig-Yeda

in the Sanhita and Pada texts, reprinted from the Editio

Princeps, 2 vols : and as a “Beilage” to the Programme der

Kanton-schule in Zurich, 1878 ;—Prof. Adolph Kaegi has

issued the first portion of an elaborate and critical notice of

“ Der Rig-Yeda die iilteste Literatur der Inder,” with versions
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of several of the hymns and poems. The second part will be

published shortly, and will complete the work. Dr. R. Garbe

has printed “ Vaitana Siitra,” the ritual of the Atharva Veda.

Professor Weber has brought out vol. xv. of his “ Indische

Studien,” dedicated, appropriately, to Professor Benfey, the

anniversary of whose fiftieth year of professorial duties Avas

celebrated on October 24, 1878, at Gottingen. This portion

of Weber’s valuable series contains the Cankhayana grihyam,

by II. Oldenberg—the Yogayatsa of Yaraha inihira, by G. H.

Kern—and the Sinpasanad vatrin9ika, by Professor Weber

himself. And his History of Indian Literature, a Avork of the

highest value, and one Avhich ought long since to have been

accessible to students not acquainted Avith the German lan-

guage, has been at length translated by Messrs. Mann and

Zachariae. Other Avorks are those of Griffith, R. T. H., the

Birth of the War-God, translated from the Sanskrit of

Kalidasa;—Muir, J., D.O.L., Passages Religious, Moral,

Prudential, and Narrative, transl. from the Mahabharata and

other Sanskrit Avorks ;—F. Kielhorn, the Vyakarana-Maha-

bhashya of Patanjali, 2nd part of vol. 1 to the end of Adhyaya

1 :—G. Thibaut, Contributions to the Explanation of Jyotisha-

Vedan'ga, a small metrical treatise Avhich has attracted the

attention of Sanskrit scholars ever since the days of Sir W.
Jones and Mr. Colebrooke ;—by Sangharakkhita Thera, Vutto-

daya (exposition of metre). In the collection of papers pub-

lished in honour of Professor Benfey (under the title “ Benfey

Jubilee, Festschrift zur Feier seines funfzig jahrigen Doctor-

Jubilaums,” Avith contributions from MM. Meyer, Noldeke,

Biihler, Ficke, Budens, Wackernagel, Bezzenburger), is one

by Th. Zachariae, Die 16*® erziihlung der Vetalapancavin9ati.

In the Bibliotheca Indica, Rajendralala has printed Lalita

Vistara, fasc. vi., with an interesting introduction in English,

and the Agni Parana, fasc. xii.-xiii. ;

—

Satyavrata Samaswami,

the Sama Veda Sanhita, with the commentary of Sayana

Acharya, vol. v. fasc. 6

;

—and Pandit Baba Sastri, Bhamati,
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a Gloss on Sankara Acharja, with the Commentary on the

Brahma Sutras, fasc. 6 ;—and, in the New Series, Prof. Cowell

has published the Aphorisms of Sandilya. Besides the above,

may be, also, noted, Boyd, Bev. D. C., Translation of Prof.

Weber’s paper On the Ramayana, from the Indian Antiquary
;

—Prof. Boehtlingk, Mrkkhakatika— das ist das irdene

Wagelchen—the Translation into German of a Comedy of

King Qudraka ;—Meyer, R., Rajvidhanam. A. de Guber-

natis has also edited for the Oriental Congress at Florence,

a translation of part of the Ramayana (1758-1770), by Marco

de la Tomba (but apparently without being aware that

much of it had already appeared in the “Fundgruben des

Orients”). Soupe, Phil., has given Etudes sur la littera-

ture Sanscrite ;—and Pandit Bankay, Vedanta tatta wasara

of Ramanajacharya and the Mahamadgara of Sanchara-

charya, with translation into English. It is understood

that the late Prof. Goldstiicker’s Grammar wdll shortly be

published, a former pupil of his having collected very full

notes of his various lectures
;
and it may be added, that

Prof. Cowell and other scholars have completed for the

Sanskrit Text Society the books begun or planned by Prof.

Goldstiicker. Prof. Kerbaker, the Professor of Sanskrit at

Naples, has produced an excellent translation in ottava rima

of the Story of Nala from the Mahabharata, for the first

time, in Italian. Dr. A. C. Burnell has printed for private

distribution, fifty copies of “ A Legend from the Talavakara

or Jaiminiya Brahmaua of the Sama Veda,” which he had

intended offering to the Congress of Florence, when a sudden

attack of illness prevented his leaving India. This work w’as

long considered to have been lost, but Dr. Burnell was

fortunate enough to recover it. Prof. Vasconcellos has

recently published a Sanskrit Grammar
;

as has also M.

Oppert
;
and M. Bergaigne an interesting work entitled “ La

Religion A^edique d’apres les Hymnes du Rig-Veda.” hi.

Holtzmanu has also published, “ Agni nach der vorstel-
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lungen des Maliabliarata ;
”— Mr. Rajendralala has issued

the ninth fasciculus of his Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. ;

—

and the Government of the North-West Pi’ovinces has

printed the second part of a catalogue of similar MSS.

existing in private libraries in that part of India. It may be

added that Prof. Gough has just printed, by order of the

Government of India, a very valuable contribution to Indian

literature, under the title “ Papers relating to the collection

and preservation of the Records of ancient Sanskrit literature

in India ” ;—that the Miscellaneous Essays of the late Prof.

Goldstiicker are in the press ;—that the Sakuntala has been

recently acted by native scholars at Madras, and will be

followed by other Sanskrit dramas ;—that Prof. Fausboll has

been appointed to the Professorship of Sanskrit, vacant by the

death of Prof. Westergaard;—and that the University of

Cambridge has granted to Indian students permission to take

up Sanskrit for examination in the place of Greek.

For Prahrit we have a notice in the Proc. Beng. Asiatic

Soc. (Jan. 1879), by Ur. A. F. Hoernle, of a new grammar of

this language by Chuuda Pandit.

Pali .—The Pali College established in Kandy, by the

learned chief priest Sumangala Unnanse, has proved a great

success
;
the number of students having amounted to eighty

at the last year’s anniversary. These students go through

a five years’ course of Sanskrit, Pali and Elu, and the aim

of the institution, which is altogether unsectarian, is to revive

and perpetuate among the natives a knowledge of the ancient

literature of this island. The first of “ The Buddhist Scrip-

tures in Pali,” viz. the Viniyapitikam, edited with Pali text

in Roman characters, by Dr. H. Oldenberg, is just pub-

lished, and contains the Mahavagga, with an introduction;

—

another Pali work, also edited by Dr. Oldenberg, the

Dipavamsa, will shortly be published, with a translation in
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English. To the Beng. As. Soc. Proceed. (Jan. 1879),

Mr. H. L. St. Barbe has contributed a paper “ On Pali

derivations in Burmese,” and a paper has been printed in

the Journal of this Society (Jan. 1879), “On Sandhi in

Pali,” by the late li. 0. Childers
;
there is, also, a review

in the Journ. d. Savans, by B. de St.-Hilaire on M. Griinblot’s

work, “ Les Sept Suttas Palis tirees du Digha Nikaya,”

with an interesting account of M. Grimblot. We may add

that Dr. Forchhammer has been appointed Professor of Pali

in the High School at Rangoon.

Among the more modern languages of India we may note,

in Sindiistani, the continued progress of Mr. Fallon’s valu-

able Dictionary, which has now reached its twentieth part;

—

in Dakhni (or Hindustani of the Dekkan) a brief Essay,

treating chiefly of the Rules of the Plural ;—Major H. G.

Raverty’s “ Thesaurus of English and Hindustani Technical

terms used in building and other useful Arts;”—some Tracts

on Theism issued by the Brahmo Somaj ;—and a newspaper

printed at Constantinople. The advocates of the adoption of

the Roman character for the writing of Hindustani and other

Eastern languages have not been idle ; and a Journal has

been started at Lahore, as their organ and for this purpose

—

and a warm controversy has been carried on by Mr. F.

Pincott and other writers in the pages of Allen’s Indian

Mail. We may add that this question has been very care-

fully, though briefly, discussed by Mr. Syed Ali in a review

of Mr. Tolbort’s “ Rabinsan Kruso,” in the Journal of the

National Indian Association (May, 1879). In this paper,

Mr. Syed Ali points out, also, the value of the Persico-

Arabic alphabet worked out by Prince Mirza Khan, the

Persian Ambassador in London.

In Bengali, may be noticed the issue of the second volume

of D. C. Gupta’s translation of the Arabian Nights, and
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the publication by native scliolars of several works in this

language, such as an essay by Syamacharan Gangali, on

Tlengali spoken and written ;—Ekadhaka Sahasra Ragani,

Illustr. pts. 1 and 2, translated by Satya Charan Gupta;

—

The Bbarata, a Monthly Review by Dijandra Nath Thakur;

—

and Prize Essays on the Agarvedic System of preserving

health, published by the Hon. Sec. of the Barabuzar Family

Literary Club;—Nishfala Taru, by Srimati Tarangini Dasi ;

—

IMrinmayi, or brief exposition of Bhugal-vidya, in accordance

with the Sanskrit Siddhanta Shashtra, by Govind Mohan

Rai Yid3"abinod ;—Suralokeh Bangar Parichaya, part 2 ;

—

Nagvan-Savali, or an account of the Royal Family of Chutia

Nagpur;— Kasum-Kauan, a Poem by Adharbal Sen; —
Rajamala, or Annals and Chronicles of Tripura, by Kailas-

chandra Siuha ;
— Adisura and Ballaba Sen, an Historical

Investigation on the Ambastha Kings of Bengal, by Parvati

Sankar Raichandhuri ;—Kavita-Pustika, by Bankin Chandra

Chattopadhaya ;—and a lecture “ On the Bengali Language

and Literature,” by Raj Narain Bose.

In Hindi, the first instalment of Mr. Growse’s Tulsi Das

has been published.

For Sinhalese, it may be stated, the well-known scholar

Sumangala Unnanse has published in this language “ Itihasa,”

or a Collection of useful information concerning the natives of

Ceylon as recorded in ancient history. This work comprises

an Essay on the Arj^an origin of his countrjmien, with an

edition of the Sixth Chapter of the Mahawanso, and a

learned discussion of the various passages in the different

Puranas, Ramayana, and Harivansa, that relate to Ce}don.

A useful little book has also been issued, with the title of

“ Sinhalese made easy,” by the Wesleyan Press of Colombo.

Rajendralala Mittra has issued the Drista-kuta of Sur Das,

and, at a recent meeting of the Beng. As. Soc., the same
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scholar exhibited a collection of Hindi MSS. obtained from

Babu Brajanath of Jaipur.

For Western India we may notice the new edition of

Forbes’s Ras Mala, or Hindu Annals of the Province of

Guzerat
;

and the publication of a translation of Mr.

Smiles’s “Self-Help” into Gujarati, Marathi, Hindustani

and Canarese.

Afghanistan and Western India .—In connexion with this

part of India, it should be mentioned that the new

Geographical Magazine and Monthly Record of Geography

has given, in Part I. for the present year, a valuable map

and Memoir by Mr. Clements Markham of the Mountain

Frontier of Afghanistan
;
and, as bearing on the district some-

what further to the south, that the first printed book in the

Brahui dialect has been recently issued from the office of the

Commissioner of Sindh, with the title “ Handbook of the

Birruhi (sic) Language, comprising Grammar, Sentences,

translations from Forbes’s Manual, etc., by Manly Alla Bees,

Persian Teacher of the High School of Karachi, 1877.” It

is understood that Capt. Nicholson, of the Staff Corps, is the

chief promoter of this work
;
the character used is the adapted

Arabic. Copies have been sent to Prof. Aufrecht at Bonn,

and to Prof Trumpp at Munich, for their opinion as to the

classification of this language—which has been assigned by

different authorities to the Aryan, Dravidian, and Kolarian

families, from imperfect data. We may add that M.

Wilhelm has printed a short work “ De Verbis denominativis

linguae Bactricae
;

” and that among the MSS. of the late Sir

H. M. Elliot, recently purchased by the British Museum,

are several which relate to Afghanistan and the neighbouring

territories—especial reference may be made to the Persian

!MS. No. 1861, which contains a good account of the various

tribes, formerly and now, constituting the Afghan nationality.

VOL. XI.— [new series.] e
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Nipal.—In a recent number of the Journal Asiatique

(Oct.-Dec. 1878), M. Camille Imbault-Huart has printed

an interesting article, entitled “ Histoire de la Conquete du

Nepal par les Chinois,” with notes by M. Feer.

Non-Aryan Languages of India. — Among these we may
record a valuable paper in the Germ. Or. Soc. (xxxii. 4) by

Dr. Graeter, “ On the Songs of the People of Coorg,” which

has the more interest that so little, comparatively, is known

of the race-dialects of this part of India, in spite of the

labours of Messrs. Mogling, Weitbrecht, Richter, Gover and

A. C. Burnell.

In Canarese. we understand that Dr. Kittel has proposed

the compilation of a new dictionary—the same scholar having

already shown his competency for this task, in some remarks

he has printed in the Indian Antiquary for February, 1879,

on Dr. Pope’s Notes on the South Indian or Dravidian Family

of Languages. There can he no doubt that the publication of

such a dictionary would be of great value, and it may be

hoped that the replies of the Bombay and Madras Govern-

ments to the letter addressed to them by the Secretary of

State for India (for further information), may he such as to

encourage Mr. Kittel and the Bale Missionary Society, in the

scheme they have advocated. Attention may, also, be called

to a brief note by Mr. J. F. Fleet, on “ A Chronicle of

Toragal,” a Canarese document, evidently taken from a copper

plate grant or stone inscription.

For Telugu, it may be stated that the Madras Vernacular

Literature Society have in preparation a dictionary of this

language. Already, Robinson Crusoe and Lamb’s Tales from

Shakespeare have been translated and published. The Rev.

J. Sharp has also been appointed to lecture in this language

at Cambridge.
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MaJaijalam .—Sir Walter Elliot has printed in the Indian

Antiquary a valuable dissertation on this language, from the

MS. memoranda of the late Rev. W. Ellis, being a portion of

a more extensive study, under the title of “ Essays on South

Indian Languages,” by the same scholar. It should be

added, that Dr. A. C. Burnell, the most competent living

authority on these matters, does not, altogether, accept Mr’

Ellis’s views.

For Tamil, there is a paper by the Rev. Dr. G-. U. Pope,

in the Jhc?. Ant., Sept. 1878, entitled, “Notes on the Kurral

of the Tamil poet Tusuvallavar.” In connexion with this

branch, reference may be, also, made to a paper in the Ind.

Antiquary, Feb. 1879, by the Rev. John Cain, “ On the

Bhadrachellam and Rekapalli Talingas,” in which he gives a

vocabulary and some notes on the language of the Kois, who

are noticed under the name of Ku by Bp. Caldwell in

his Grammar of the Dravidian Languages. And Mr. A. M.

Ferguson has published the Suina Durai’s Pocket Tamil

Guide. As any Tamil books of this description are scarce,

Mr. Ferguson’s little book will, no doubt, have its value.

Tibetan .—In 1875, a paper was read at the Royal Geo-

graphical Society, on the subject of Mr. George Bogle’s

Travels in Tibet
;
and a letter was produced in the Tibetan

cursive character, which no scholar in England, certainly, and

in Europe, probably, could decipher. Deeming it a discredit

that a letter should exist, which could not be made out, and

this, too, in one of the languages connected, by vicinity of the

country in which it was still the living speech, to the modern

languages of British India, Mr. Cust addressed a letter to

the Secretary for India, requesting that it miglit be forwarded

to the Resident in Nipal for translation, and for an\' informa-

tion on the subject of the cursive forms of the otherwise well-

known Tibetan character.
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This was done, and, in the course of 1877, a reply was

received from the Resident in Nipal, through the usual

channels. The letter was translated, and an interesting note

w'as annexed by Mr. Charles Girdlestone, the Resident, on

the different characters of letters used by the Tibetans, and

on the present state and circumstances of the Tibetan lan-

guage. His memorandum is to the followinj; effect :

“ There are four sets of letters in ordinary use among the

Tibetans, which are distinguished as Ujeii, Umed, D’peyig

and H'khyugyig. The first is chiefly used for religious books,

and is the character adopted by Ksoma de Kords in his

Grammar and Dictionary (1834), and by Jaeschke in his

Grammar (1836). The second (Umed) is employed for

secular purposes, such as official and private correspondence,

public records, commercial documents and the like. It

greatly resembles the Baniyik character, lithographed on

pages 31-35 of the Appendix to Koros’s Grammar
;
indeed,

the differences are so few, that, with one or two exceptions,

the Bamyik and Umed may be considered to be identical.

“ The third {D'petjig) is a form of MS. letters for books; and

the fourth {U’khyugyig) is the ordinary running Tibetan

hand. Both characters are well depicted by De Korbs in the

appendix, already referred to, and that eminent scholar gives

so fully the combinations of letters in each of the systems,

that the peculiarity Tibetan shares with Sanskrit need not be

dwelt on here. There are besides these exceptional characters,

such as the Bruts’ha and Lants’ha
;
but these are variations

for the sake of ornamental writing, rather than different

systems. The former is modelled partly on the Ujen and

partly on the Umed style: the latter is simply decorated

Devanagari. Both will be found at the end of De Kbros’s

appendix. The Buddhists of India, as stated by De Kbros,

use the Lants’ha occasionally.

“ Throughout Tibet, with one exception, one and the same

language prevails, and forms the basis of many dialects differ-
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ing alike in pronunciation and vocabulary, though not, indeed,

so much as not to he comprehended by a person accustomed to

another
; indeed, the grammatical system of Tibet appears to

be everywhere the same, — a common frame-work existing,

which materially contributes to the intelligibility of the parent

stock and of its branches.

“ The best known of the Tibetan dialects are those of Ladakh

(including Lohoul), Ngari Khorsun, Dokthol, Hor, Tsang, U
Kombo, Kham and Chhona. That of Kham is said to be the

most divergent from the original. The exception above men-

tioned relates to the Shokpoo or Sokpas, who inhabit the little-

known country to the N.N.E. of Lhasa, and who are, also,

said to have an alphabet and language of their own. It will

be understood from what has been already stated that there is

no distinct religious language in Tibet, and that that of the

Court and of the Durbar is the same as that spoken by the

people, the variations being only those of different localities.

The sacred books, as might be naturally expected, contain a

considerable admixture of Sanskrit words and phrases, and the

priests, in their ritual, occasionally repeat entire Sanskrit

mantras or prayers. With this exception, however, the spoken

language of Tibet borrows nothing from India. With regard

to the religious writings, Mr. B. H. Hodgson, a former

Resident in Nipal, has given much information which has

been recently made more available by the publication of his

‘ Essays on the Languages, Literature and Religions of

Nipal and Tibet,’ in 1874. Apart from this branch of

literature, there is, indeed, but little of interest. A few books

exist on Astrology, Medicine, and History, the last-named

subject being usually limited to genealogical details. The

art of printing, as it is rudely practised in the country,

is mainly restricted to the reproduction of old and familiar

tracts, and modern original compositions appear to be rare.

“ It may be added that the Bhotans apparently call their

form of written character of the same language, Peu, as stated
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in a letter from the Commissioner of Coocli Beliar, dated July

19, 1873. In this letter it is stated that the above character

is the one used by the educated classes of Bhotans, and that

it is very desirable that the frontier officers of the Govern-

ment of India should become familiar with it.”

The Council desire to express their best thanks to Mr.

Girdlestone, for the valuable information he has been so good

as to furnish to them.

Andaman Island&.—So little has been, hitherto, done to

ascertain anything about these islands, that we gladly welcome

an interesting essay on them by Mr. Birch, in the Calcutta

Recieiv for January, 1878, and a more important work, the

Translation into the Bojingijila or South Andaman language

of the Lord’s Prayer, by E. H. Man, with a preface, intro-

duction, and notes, by Lieut. B. C. Temple. It is a matter

for regret that the funds of the Bengal Asiatic Society have

not as yet proved sufficient for the printing of the grammar

of this dialect, which Mr. Temple is understood to have

prepared and offered to the Council of that Society (Beng.

As. Soc. Proc. Febr. 1879).

Among Miscellaneous Indian-, the following books or papers

may be mentioned :—The second edition, much enlarged, of

Dr. A. C. Burnell’s Palmography of Southern India—a very

important contribution to Science. The late Dr. Goldschmidt,

in his palseographical researches in Ceylon, testified to the

value of the facts adduced by Dr. Burnell, and to the im-

portance of the plates given by him in support of his theories.

Dr. Burnell still adheres to his opinion that the germs of

the South Asoka alphabet, as well as the old Yattelutto, were

imported from Western Asia, and were not the original

creation of Indian ingenuity. The first volume of Mr. E. B.

Eastwick’s Kaiser-Namah-i-Hind, to be ultimately completed

in three similar volumes. This work is intended to contain
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the history, biography, and genealogy of the ruling families

of India, and is based on local histories and family records.

The first volume comprises the History of the Nizams, chiefly

from the Iladikat Alam, both in Persian and English, It is

a masterpiece of English and Oriental typography, and is

sumptuously illustrated. To Mr. Robert N. Gust we owe

“ A Sketch of the Modern Languages of the East Indies,”

illustrated by two Language Maps, a work comprising, within

the small compass of less than 160 pages, a mass of mis-

cellaneous and useful information on this subject, never

attempted before, and capable of indefinite expansion here-

after. In this small work, the value of which is enhanced

by the addition of several valuable appendices, will be found

all that can be possibly required by students desirous of

knowing the number of the great leading languages of India,

with the sub-classification or arrangement of the dialects,

accepted by existing scholars, as rightly belonging to them.

Among other matters relating to the East, we may notice

an article in the Revista Europcea by Bertolotti, on the

Oriental Typography of the xvith century;—that, in the

Jolins Hopkins University in Baltimore, founded only so

recently as three years, the subjects taught include Sanskrit,

Zend, Arabic and Syriac, the object of this institution being

the encouragement of advanced study among both professors

and students ;—the publication by Mr. Samuel Johnson

of a useful and comprehensive work in two vols. entitled,

“Oriental Religions and their Relation to Universal Re-

ligion”;—by Mr. J. H. Nelson (District Judge at Cud-

dapah), A View of Hindu Law as administered by the

High Court of Judicature at Madras;—the third volume of

Mr. Beames’s valuable work, A Comparative Grammar of the

Modern Aryan Languages of India;—a translation of Prof.

Pezzi’s work Glottologia Arya recentissima, with the title of

“ Aryan Philology according to the most recent Researches ”
;

—two works published by the Society for Promoting Christian
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Knowledge, the Coran, by Sir AVilliana Muir, K.C.S.I., and

Sinai, by Prof. E. IT. Palmer ;—Yan der Berg, Histoire

ancienne des peuples de I’Orient
;
—the publication of the

Brahmo Year-book for 1878, edited by Sophia D. Collett;—
a paper in the Bull, de la Soc. Geographique by Ujfalvy,

Yoyage du Zarafschane au Ferghanah et a ICouldja, form-

ing a very interesting report on a district which has been

little visited

;

—and Clermont-Ganneau, Mythologie Lexico-

graphique. It is understood that the admirable reports given

for many years in succession by the late M. Jules Mold,

are about to be re-printed, under tbe editing of his widow.

The Palaeographical Society, which has already issued so many

valuable facsimiles, has now completed the third part of its

Oriental series. De Indische Gids—a new monthly periodical

edited by C. E. van Kesteven at Amsterdam—contains an

interesting essay on the irrigation of British India in its

February number.

Further Indian and Malayo-Polynesian.—The valuable pub-

lication which was commenced last year, chiefly, we believe,

at the cost and by the energy of Count Meyners d’Estrey—
the “Annales de I’Extreme Orient: Revue illustre Asiatique

et Oceanienne,”—has been continued and issued with great

regularity once a month. It contains a large number of

essays and papers relating to Further India, Borneo, Sumatra,

the Philippine Islands, etc. Among these may be specified

here : Yoyage de Bidar Alam a Djambi, par Schouw-Sant-

Woort;—an interesting notice of the New Hebrides;—
L’Empire de Bouton, par A. Ligtvoet

;

—Les Temples de

Kedou et de Djoejo-Karta, par R. Friederich ;
—Le Japan

de Sud, and other papers relating to that island, by Dr.

Piaget;— Indo-Chine, Etudes d’apres les voyages de M.

Bastian, par le Marquis de Crozier ;—Aitchin, Les Gaious

et la Mer Interieure, par A. Wallon;

—

Nouvelle Guinee,

La Grande Bale du Geel-vink et Les Hattams, par H.
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von Rosenberg;— Halmabera (Djilolo), Excursion dans le

Nord de Tile, par J. E. Teysmann—avec une introduc-

tion de M. Robide van de Aa;—a paper on the Archipelago

of Samoa ;—Archeologie-Iconographique, par R. Friederich;

—La Coree, par un Japonais de Fousun, traduit du Choya

Chimboum ;— Les lies Schouten, par H. von Rosenberg;

—

Alahan Pandjang, par M. de Hasselt;—Cochin-Chine, Littera-

ture concernant ce pays, par le Chevalier J. R. W. Quarles

JufFord.

Among books relating to this part of the world, we may

notice for Java ;—Dabad Tanah Dyawi, a history of Java

from the year 1647 of the Java era, by J. J. Meisma;

—

Contes Javanais by Dr. Palmer van de Broek ;—Abiasa

Wajang, ou pieces de Theatre Javanais by H. C. Humme;

—

and we learn from the Indische Letterbode, pt. ix. that the

printing of the late C. F. Winter’s Kawi-Javanese Dictionary,

edited and annotated by Dr. H. R. van der Tuuk, is nearly

finished;—the great Javauese-Dutch Dictionary by Mr. J.

A. Wilkins is progressing.

For the Malay language—Makota Radja Radja, ou la

couronne des Rois, par Bokhari de Djohore, transl. from the

Malay by M. Aristide Marre ;—by Prof. Veth, Das Malayische

Archipel ;—History of Ternate in the vernacular and in Malay,

by Naidoh—a native of the island—edited by M. van Crab;

—the second volume of M. van de Wall’s Malay-Dutch

Dictionary is in the press ;—Mr. N. B. Dennys has published

a handbook of Malay Colloquial. For Bali., we have Bagous

Houmbara or Mantri Koripan, a Balinese poem edited with

translation by R van Eck
;
and, by the same, Schetsen van het

Eiland Bali. Dr. H. N. van der Tuuk has submitted to the

Director of Public Instruction at Batavia a specimen of his

forthcoming Kawi-Balinese Dictionary, and has sent to the

press his Balinese Reader.
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For Amhoyna, Bahasa Tanah—the five principal dialects

spoken there—by the Baron de Hoevelt ;—and a Sundanese

Dictionary by H. J. Oosting is in the press. Colonel Veerstag,

in his “ Mission Scientifique Neerlandaise a Sumatra,” has

given an interesting account of work done since June, 1874.

In “ Bibliotheca Americana,” a work recently published in

Paris, M. Leclerc gives an account of the archaeology and

linguistics of the Philippine Islands.

On the subject of Kambodia we may state that M. Aymonier,

the representative of the French Government at the Court of

the King of Kambodia, has presented to this Society a copy of

his lithographed Khmer-French Dictionary. In the preface

is an interesting account of a language little known, chiefly

because Kambodia has long had to struggle for independent

existence against its neighbours of Siam and Annam. Under

the French protectorate the language and literature of Kambodia

have become accessible to Europe. M. Aymonier has also

published “ Texts Khmers ” with translations in a 4to. volume.

The Marquis de la Crozier, to whom we already owe so

much in connexion with Kambodia, is about to publish a

French-Siamese Dictionary, together with a “Corpus” of

ancient inscriptions of Siam and Kambodia.

For Binna we may notice Captain J. C. F. S. Forbes’s

excellent work “ British Birmah and its People.” Bishop

Bigandet has also published “ La Vie et Legende de Gaudema,

le Boudha des Birmans.” Lettres sur la Birmanie, par M.

Louis Yossion ;—and A. W. Lonsdale, First Steps in Birman,

IMr. W. A. Giles has, also, printed at Amoy a short history of

Koolanysu, for circulation among the residents in that locality.

AVe may add that the Transactions of the Bataviaasche Ge-

nootschap are as full as usual of valuable papers relating to

ditferent parts of the Dutch East Indies, by Messrs.

Friederich, T. H. van Kinderken (the President of the

Society), Groenevelt, Humme, Palmer van der Broek, etc.
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For Polynesia, it may be noted that Mr. Whitmee read a

paper before the Anthropological Society on Jan. 7 of this

year, “On a revised Nomenclature of the Inter-Oceanic Races

of Men;” and that his Samoan Dictionary, containing 11,000

words, is now ready. M. Jouan has also published at Caen

La Polynesie, ces productions, habitants, etc.

China Review.—This publication, as usual, presents during

the past year a varied selection of papers—some of them in

completion of those begun in earlier numbers—and many of

them of considerable value, for their philological or historical

views. Thus, in vol. vi. pt. 5, may be noticed Dr. Legge’s

lectures at Oxford “ On Imperial Confucianism —the “Biblio-

graphy of the Chinese Imperial Collections,” hy the late Mr.

W. F. Mayers ;—“ Geographical Notes on the Province of

Kiang-si,” and “ Translations of Chinese School Books.

1. Children’s Primer ;

”—“ Chinese Moral Sayings Compared

with those of the Greek Tragedians,” by R. H. Graves ;—and

a curious account of an ancient Portuguese tombstone, beai'ing

the date a.d. 1624, and still existing outside the walls of

Peking. This may be compared with the paper on the tomb-

stones at Goa, by G. Da Cunha, in the Bombay As. Journ.

vol. XX.

In vol. vi. pt. 6 is a further continuation and the conclusion

of Prof. Legge’s lectures “ On Imperial Confucianism ;

”—

a

useful “ Titular Yiew of the Officials composing the Chinese

Provincial Governments,” hy F. S. A. Bourne, based prin-

cipally on official records kept since the beginning of 1874 ;

—

a notice by Mr. E, H. Parker of Mr. Chalmers’s “ Concise

Dictionary of Chinese,” with a translation of its Preface.

Mr. Parker says of the book itself:
—“ \Ye treat reverently

this work as the wonderful result of extraordinary and con-

scientious labour
; as a distinct step to the scientific knowledge

of the Chinese language; and as unmistakeably the most

scientific of all dictionaries, vocabularies and hand-books yet
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produced by foreigners.” There is also a paper by Mr, John

Ross “ On the Oorean Language,” which will repay perusal.

Mr. Ross holds that it is a mistake to class it among mono-

syllabic languages—and states that “if it once had this feature,

it lost this long ago, and it is now no more so than English,

perhaps less so than pure Anglo-Saxon.” Indeed, Chinese

itself is beginning to give up syllabicism.

In vol. vii. pt. 1, is the commencement of an interesting

account of “ The Chinese in Borneo ;

”— a continuation of M.

Kopsch’s “Geographical Notes on the Province of Kiangsi
;

”

—and of “ Translations from Chinese School-books
;

”

—

“ Jottings from the Book of Rites,” by J. McIntyre, con-

taining, I. Death and Burial ;—“ On the use of the cha-

racter Fan,” by X.Y.Z. and Herbert A. Giles;—and “The

Critical Disquisitions of Wang-Ch’ung,” by A. B. Hutchinson.

There is also a paper by Dr. Edkins, “ On the Syllabic

Spelling,” in which he maintains that the Hindoo Buddhists

taught the Chinese to spell.

In vol. vii. pt, 2, in like manner, are continuations of

man}’- of the articles in the previous number; such as those

on “ The Critical Disquisitions of AVang Ch’ung,” the

“Geographical Notes on the Province of Kiangsi,” etc, etc.

There is, also, a valuable paper by Mr. J. J. De Groot, “ On

the Idol Kwhoh Shing Wang ;”—some “ Stray Notes on

Subjects in connexion with the late AY. F. Mayers’s “ Chinese

Readers’ Manual,” by Mr. Arendt; and the usual and useful

list of new books and other literary matter with reference to

China, Mr. Kingsmill, also, contributes the first portion of

an article entitled “ Ethnolooical Sketches from the Dawn ofo

History—tlie Decay of the Djows and their Struggles with

the Turks.”

In vol. vii. pt. 3, are papers, “On Tonic and A^ocal

Modification of the Foochow Dialect ;

”—Mr. McIntyre (in

continuation), “Jottings from the Book of Rites;”— by

V. AY. X.
; “Ballads of the Shi-King” (continued);—also, a
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contiuuation of translations from Chinese School Books;—by

Mr. Kingsmill, “ Ethnological Sketches from the Dawn of

History” ;—with notices of Legends on Chinese Porcelain.

In vol. vii. pt. 4.—A continuation of many previously

commenced papers, with a curious essay “ On Alchemy in

China.”

Besides the papers, etc., in the China Review, above noticed,

there are a considerable number of others, including letters or

essays, in different journals or transactions, together with

independently printed books. To each of these classes we

shall call attention, taking

1. Papers .—Among the miscellaneous papers, attention

may be called to Mr. Rhys Davids’ review in Academy,

Aug. 31, of Prof. Beal’s “ Texts from the Buddhist Canon,

etc.,” in which he points out the value of the four works dis-

covered among the great collection of Buddhist writings,

munificently given by the Japanese Government to the

Library of the India Office. The names of these four books

he enumerates. See, also, on the same subject, Athenceum,

August 17. Another very interesting paper is the “ Peking

Letter,” by Dr. Edkins, in which he gives many details of

the scientific life and labours of that distinguished Sinologue,

Mr. W. F. Mayers, of whom a brief notice was given in our

last Report. Dr. Edkins points out that Mr. Mayers had

paid especial attention to the w'riters of the Han, Sung and

Ming Dynasties,—two important results of his studies being,

his determination of the early use of gunpowder by the

Chinese, and of the loadstone in navigation. Mr. Mayers

was, throughout his career, an earnest pleader in behalf of the

priority of Chinese discovery over that of Western nations.

In the Bulletin Geographique, are papers by M. Detreuil de

Rhins, La Cote d’Annam et le province de Hue ;— by M. Leon

Rousset, Voyage au bassin superieure du fleuve Jaune et dans

la Region de Loess ;—by Dr. J. Harmand, De Barsac a Hue,

with an excellent map ;—and in the Trans. Germ. Or. Soc.,
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H. V. Gabelenz, Beitrage z. G-esch. d. Chines. Graminatiken u. z.

lehre v. d. Gramm, behandlung d. Chinesische Sprache. In

tiie Land, and China Telegr. for Oct. 14, M. Cordier gives

some valuable details of the Chinese MSS. in the Royal

Library at Stockholm, and shows that Connt Martigny’s nse

of the word “discoveries” is scarcely correct, as they had

been described, though but partially, some months since, by

the amanuensis to the library, M. A. Strindberg. Besides

these MSS., M. Cordier notices one of Marco Polo, in French,

of the fonrteenth century, 4to. on vellum. In the Gottingen

Gelehrte Anz. is an able review, by Prof. Pott, of Dr. Eitel’s

Dictionary of the Canton Dialect ;—and in the Academy^

Nov. 9, one by Dr. Legge, of Dr. Chalmers’s Dictionary, in

which he expresses the opinion that this work is the nearest

approach to a complete lexical exhibition of the Chinese

characters which has yet been made.

2. Boohs.— Of these may be noted, Acheson, J., A
Pekinese Index to Williams’s Syllabic Dictionary ;—Beal,

Rev. J., Buddhistic Records of the World ;—and, by the

same. Scriptural Texts from the Buddhist Canon, and Buddhist

Records of the Western World, in two vols. ;—Dabry de

Thiersaut, a reprint of his excellent article, Sur I’Introduction

de rislamisme en Chine ;—Edkins, Dr. J., On Chinese

Buddhism;

—

X.. W. Franks, F.R.S., Catalogue of the Chinese

Porcelain exhibited at Bethnal Green Museum, 2nd ed. ;

—

Gabelenz, H. von der. History of the Great Liao, translated

into German from Mantchu;—Giles, H. A., Glossary of

reference on subjects connected with the Far East ;—A.M.H.

(Amelin), Dialogues Francais-Chinois traduits du Portugais

de Goncalves ;—Pliinckner, R. von, Translation in German of

Confucius’s Tchong Yong, the second of his four principal

works;—Hutchinson, Rev. A. B., Harmony of the Four

Gospels ;—Edkins, Dr., Religion in China, 2nd ed. ;—Herr

Geheimer-Rath Victor von Strauss and Torney (whose

labours, as noticed in last year’s Report, have formed the
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subject of an article, by G. von Gabelenz, in the D. M. G.

xxxii. 1), has, after a constant study of seven years, completed

his translation into German of the Shi King, or third Canonical

Book of the Chinese, and the entire MS. is ready for the

press. The work consists of 309 poems in rhyme, and is

divided into 1, The manners and customs of the various

feudal dependencies
;

2. Odes for the greater and lesser

festivals
;

3. Songs of Praise ;—H. von Gabelentz has already

pleaded strongly for this work and the printing of it—see

D. M. G. xxxii. 1 ;
— Swan yeu ti cJiieu Sin lu (New

account of Travels round the Globe) — a very interest-

ing view by the Chinese Envoy on his visit to the Phila-

delphia Exhibition, Japan, England and France — in 4

vols. ;—lastly, what may probably be considered the most im-

portant work of the year, M. Cordier’s Bibliotheca Sinica

—

a complete Catalogue raisonnee, of the highest order. This

great work will ultimately embrace five principal divisions.

1. China Proper. 2. Foreigners in China. 3. Relations of

the Chinese with Foreigners. 4. Chinese in Foreign Countries.

5. Countries tributary to China.—Other books worthy of note

are, M. Imhault-Huart, Conquete de la Birmanie par les

Chinois sous le regne de Tcien Ling;—De Rosny, Lespeuples

Orientaux connues des anciens Chinois;—and M. Gallery,

Correspondance Diplomatique Chinoise.—Among miscellaneous

or incidental matters relating to China, we may note that to

Dr. E. Bretschneider has been adjudged the Stanislas-Julien

Prize ;—that Mr. Ho is engaged in translating Shakespere

and Blackstone into Chinese;—that Captain Gill has recently

presented to the British Museum, a small MS. (apparently

Buddhist prayers) and in hieroglyphic characters ;—and that

the translation of the Peking Gazette has been continued and

has now reached vol. vii.

The Rev. S. Beal delivered two Lectures at University

College, in connexion with his Chinese Professorship in March.

In the first he dwelt on the evidence afforded by chance
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works, principally the Buddha tcharita, recently brought to

his notice, respecting the genuineness of the records handed

down concerning Kalasoka and the so-called second Buddhist

Council. Asvaghosha, the author of the Buddha tcharita, states

distinctly that there was only one Asoka, and that his name

was at first “the fierce,” but after his conversion he was

called “ the religious ” (dharma). Asvaghosha was the twelfth

Buddhist Patriarch, contemporary with Parsvikaand Kanishka;

his evidence therefore on this vexed point is of considerable

importance. In his second Lecture Mr. Beal referred to an

interesting work, written by the same eminent Buddhist priest

(Asvaghosha), called Ta chwong yen king lun (MahMarnkara

Sutra Shastra), and which is known in its Prakrit form to

Bajendralala Mitra. Mr. Beal translated a number of sermons

from this work (the Chinese version was made by KumMajiva,

circ. 400 A.D.), which relate to questions of caste and the true

character of a religious life. This work, as yet, has not been

known to exist in China.

Japan .—Among papers connected with Japan, may be

mentioned, in the Geogr. Magazine for August, one entitled

“ Saghalin from a Japanese Source”;—in the Westminster

Review for the same month, one “ On the Mythology and

Religious Worship of the Ancient Japanese,” gathered ap-

parently from original and native works, and, therefore, so far

reliable ;—a paper by the Rev. W. E. Griffis, read before

the American Geographical Society, in which he concludes

that the real aborigines of the Japanese Archipelago are the

present population of Yedo, and of the adjacent islands, about

20,000 in number, and most correctly named, the Ainos

—

a race, short and thick-set, with bushy beards and red hair.

The conquerors of the aboriginal population, he considers,

made their w'ay to Japan from Mantchuria through Corea.

The paper, which is given nearly if not quite in full, in the

London and China Telegraph for Sept. 2, p. 748, is well
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worthy of perusal.—M. Pfizmaier has completed his two

former essays in the Abh. d. Kais. Acad, de Wien, on “Die

Geschichte einer Lulu wanderung in Japan”—and “Die Nebel

der Kla<re.”

Among books more or less referring to Japan, may be noted

Mr. 0, Ayrton’s “Child-life in Japan,” one peculiarity of

which is, that the illustrations are drawn and engraved by

Japanese artists ;—Sir Rutherford Alcock, “ Art and Art

Industries in Japan”— an excellent subject, admirably

treated;—Brown, Rev. J., Revelation of St. John, translated

into Japanese ;—the translation into Japanese of that part of

the late Sir Edward Creasy’s Fifteen Decisive Battles of the

World, which relates to that of Marathon, by Idowa rudo

Kureshi ;—an appendix, published at New York, to the third

edition of “ Mikado’s Empire,” comprising, in a simple form,

a record of the events of the years 1876, 1877 and 1878,

with a history of the Christian missions and an excellent

account of the ceramic art of Japan.

Among miscellanea, we may notice that M. Leon de Rosny

has read before the Acad, des Inscr. a memoir, “Sur les

Dialogues populaires du Nippon ” ;—that, in the “ Osaka

Nippo,” a native Japanese newspaper, will be found an

interesting account of Fiisan, on the southern coast of Corea,

where the Japanese have had a fishing establishment for

nearly two centuries ;—that Mi’. C. J. Tarring, an English

Barrister, has been appointed Professor of English Law in

the University of Tokio, where he is to lecture in English,

this having been now adopted as the learned language of the

University ;—and that the Imperial Engineering College at

Tokio, opened by the Mikado in person in July, 1877, and

said to be the handsomest modern building in Japan, appears

to be extremely well managed, all its catalogues being printed

in Japanese and English. Connected with this college is a

printing office. The ordinary training of the youths in it

extends over six years; and to be eligible for the matriculation

VOL. XI.— [new series.] F
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examination, a knowledge of English is indispensable ; hence

it has not unfrequently occurred that candidates have pre-

sented themselves, who had altogether neglected the study

of their native language. Lastly, from the Bollettino Italiauo,

w'e learn, that M. Valeriano is progressing with his catalogue

of Japanese books.

Korean Language .
—Our knowledge of this language was

very imperfect, indeed was only through Chinese and

Japanese channels, until last year Mr. Aston, already favour-

ably knowm as a Japanese scholar, published a brief description

of it in the Japan Mail (newspaper). The late Mr. Mayers

(as stated in last year’s Report) was, at the period of his

untimely death, preparing a grammar of Korean, but did not

live to complete it. The Koreans have the advantage of a very

complete alpliabet, and are so far in advance of their two

neighbours. In the Report of the Philological Society for

the present year, all that is known about this language of the

extreme East has been collected and put together by Mr,

R. N. Cust.

Turkish .
—For Turkish, it may be noted that M.Vambery has

published “ Etymologische Wbrterbuch d. Turko-Tatarischen

Sprache ”
;
—M. De Courdemanche, “ Mille et un proverbs

de Turcs” translated by him
;
—Dr. H. Ethe, of the University

College, Aberystwith, the text of the well-known novel

Siret-Sayyed Battul, from the Constantinople edition, col-

lated with various MSS., of which one of the best is in the

Bodleian Library, with a Turkish-English Glossary;—and

Capt. C. F. Mackenzie, a IManual of the Turkish Language;—
!Mr. Redhouse has, also, read before the Royal Society of

Literature a paper, “ On Turkish Poetry, with a View of the

Islamic Doctrine with respect to the Souls of Women.”

Semitic Literature.—Hebrew.—The work done during the
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last year has not been less satisfactory than in former years.

Thus, in Hebrew, we have to record a valuable work by Dr.

Schiller Szinessy, already favourably known by his previous

labours at Cambridge, entitled “Occasional Notices of Hebrew

MSS.,” which contains a detailed description of the famous

and unique MS. of the Talmud of Jerusalem preserved at

Leyden
;
at the same time bringing into prominent notice the

hitherto unknown fact that Jacob ibn Adoniyah, who was one

of the first editors of the Massorah, assisted, also, largely in

the Editio Princeps of the Talmud of Jerusalem. Mr. Szinessy

has also given a valuable account of the Mishnah in the

University Library at Cambridge, extracted from the second

part of his as yet unedited Catalogue of Hebrew MSS.

To Sign. Frederico Sacchi we owe a work, important in the

history of printing, “ I Tipografi Hebrei di Soncino,” and

interestino; as showing' how soon after the invention of

printing that art was applied to the reproduction of Hebrew

MSS. The press for this purpose was established at Soncino

in 1483, before which time about twenty-five works only are

known to have been printed. To the founders, therefore, of

the Soncino printing establishment, great credit is due for the

perfecting of the art. In his list of books issued from the

press between 1483 and 1547 Signor Sacchi has given, in

chronological order, not only the Hebrew works, but those in

other languages, thus greatly enhancing the value of his essay.

This family of printers, of whom Gerson was the most

eminent, had been driven from Spiers by religious persecution.

—A second volume has been published of M. Moise Schwab’s

work, “Le Talmud du Jerusalem,” and Dr. Eabbinovicz has

issued a translation of the “ Tractatus Baba Kama ” of the

Babylonian Talmud, which forms the second volume of the

series called “La Legislation civile du Talmud.”—An im-

portant work on Biblical chronology has been published by

Prof. Johann Baska, with the title of “ Die ChronolooieO
der Bibel in Eiuklangs mit der Zeitrechnung der Egypter
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und der Assyrier ” : the book is divided into five parts

:

1. Clironology of the Old Testament. 2. Egyptian Chron-

ology. 3. Chronology of Greece. 4. Assyrian Chronology.

5. Israel’s Chronology after the Exodus, with two appendices.

The author is a warm supporter of the existing Bible-

chronology, and where he deals with the Assyrian Canon,

appears to agree for the most part with Dr. Oppert. Prof.

Raska is evidently well acquainted with the latest researches,

in all countries, with reference to Egypt and Assyria. The

synchronical table of the kings of Judah, Israel, Assyria and

Egypt, according to Ptolemy’s Canon, at the end of the work,

will be found very useful.—The Baron David de Gunzburg

has written an essay on the poetical book ‘‘‘ Tharslmh'’' by

Moses bin Ezra of Grenada (I2th century), and is now engaged

on the preparation of an edition of the book itself, according

to MSS. he has discovered in various libraries. The Ginsburg

family possess themselves a very fine collection of Hebrew

MSS., about 900 in number. They are kept in Paris, and it

was from them that Dr. Neubauer procured much of the

material he made use of in his “ Histoire des Rabbins Francais

du Troizieme Siecle” (vol. xxvii. of the “Histoire Litteraire

de la France”), to which reference was made in last year’s

Report. The Hungarian Rabbinical Seminary, which was

established about a year since, has already made a valuable

contribution to Rabbinical Literature by the publication of a

Jahresbericht, in German and Hungarian, preceded by a

learned essay on the history of the Agada, by Prof. W.
Bacher, bearing the title of “ Die Agada der Babylonisch

Amoraer.” This essay is of much importance for the history

of the compilation of the Babylonian Talmud. Dr. Delitsch

has issued, as an University Programme, an examination of

the variants of the Hebrew Complutensian Polyglot, based

on MSS. previously uncollected. He is of opinion, that he

has found the manuscript sources of the text in two Codices

preserved at Madrid. It may be added, that a second edition
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has been published of the Hebrew translation of the New
Testament by the same scholar, which was originally pub-

lished by the British and Foreign Bible Society. This work

has been in such demand on the Continent that it was almost

impossible for English students to procure it. It has now

been thoroughly revised and stereotyped. Although much

work has been done for it by many and various bands,

—

scholars, clergymen, missionaries, and others,—it bears now

the final stamp not of a committee of scholars but of one

single mind. It is now more than forty years since Dr.

Delitsch published his first contribution to Hebrew-Christian

scholarship,—a translation of the passage in favour of charity,

1 Cor. xiii., at the end of a sketch of Jewish Christian Hebrew

literature.

Jewish scholarship in America is beginning to make its

mark, and has found in Dr. Kohler, of Chicago, an able

expositor, his translation of the “ Song of Solomon ” being

very well done. In this work. Dr. Kohler adopts the view,

that it is a semi-dramatic poem, of a popular character, with

interlocutors and chorus; and assigns it to a period subse-

quent to Hezekiah, thus following, in his textual criticism,

the previously pronounced views of Gratz and Briill. He has

also communicated a new explanation of tlie meaning of the

name of the month of Ethanim (1 Kings viii. 2), and connects

it with the Tower of Babel, on the ground, that Tisri or

Ethanim is called in Accadian “ the month of the holy

mound,” in allusion to the Babylonian legend of the mythical

structure, the erection of which was undertaken by the

rebellious spirits under Etanna (see Sayce’s Babyl. Literature,

p. 32). The meaning of Ethanim in Hebrew or Phoenician

is “ the strong ones.” Be this suggestion wise or not, the

connexion of the Hebrew Calendar with that of Babylon is

now very generally accepted. The title of Dr. Kohler’s work

on the “ Song of Songs,” which has been published at New

York, is “ Das hohelied iibersetzt und kritisch neubearbeitet.”
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Dr. David Kaufinann has published a useful work, entitled

“ Geschichte der Attributenlehre in der Judische Religion’s

philosophie des Mittel Alters von Saadja bis Maimuni,” a

lucid and scholarly work on the Divine attributes as set forth

and expounded by the Jewish theologians of the Middle Ages,

especially by such writers as Saadja Gaon, Salomon ibn

Gabirol, Jcliuda Halewi, Abraham ibn Daud, and Maimonides.

lu this w'ork, Dr. Kaufmann has opened up the way to a

recondite and neglected field of research, and has, at the same

time, filled up a defective page in the general history of human

thought.— Mr. Matthews has added a fresh contribution to

Hebrew literature in his “ Notes from various authors on the

Psalms, Job, the Megilloth (except Ruth) and Ezra,” edited

from MSS. in the Bodleian and British Museum, and re-

printed from the Israelitische Letter Bode. These “ Notes,”

consist chiefly of extracts from David Kimchi, Jounah ibn

Gannah, and another writer, who, Mr. Matthews thinks, he

can identify with Benjamin ben Judah of Rome.

Dr. Bickell, of Innsbruck, who is already well known for

many valuable paper's, etc., on Hebrew subjects, has just brought

out an interesting essay on Biblical metres, with the title of

“ Metrices Biblicae regulac exemplis illustrate,” one result of his

work being, the possible identification of the Biblical Metre

with that used by Ephrem Syrus. How far this theory can

be maintained remains as yet mh judice ; but it seems to be

generally admitted, that the Psalms and other poetical por-

tions of the Bible are metrical compositions
;
there is, indeed,

no adequate reason for supposing that the Hebrews, in this

respect, formed an exception to all other nations.—Mr. James

Kennedy has done good work by his translation of Ewald’s

S3mtax of the Hebrew Language of the Old Testament, and

has shown himself well acquainted with his subject, in that

he has not reproduced the whole of it, thinking no doubt that

in some parts, especially the earlier portions, this great and

philosophic scholar has been surpassed by more recent writers.
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Mr. Kennedy has been careful to refer to the grammars of

other Semitic lano-uaffes, as to Mr. Driver’s treatise “ On the

use of the Tenses in Hebrew,” and to add to his work two

very complete indices .—The Rabbinical School at Paris is

following the example of those at Breslau, Berlin, and Buda-

Pesth, by bringing out programmes of further and proposed

work. Thus, one of the pupils of the Paris School is preparing

an edition of the Arabic text of Maimonides’s Book of Com-

mandments, of which work only two MSS. of the Arabic

original, one at Paris and the other at Oxford, are known to

exist.—From Paris, also, we have to record the publication

in that city by the veteran scholar B. Goldberg, assisted by

M. Adelmann, of a monthly periodical under the title of

Chayye ’Olani, in which only extracts from old and valuable

Hebrew MSS. are to be given. The first fasciculus contains

three important articles: 1. The letter by the Rabbi Eliyyah

of Paris, describing his voyage from Venice to Famagusta in

Cyprus. 2. The Responsa Rashi. 3. Responsum Gershom.

The first has naturally much interest for Englishmen at the

present time. A portion of this letter, dated Oct. 18, 1563,

it may be added, was translated into German by the late

Dr. dost (see Jahrb. f. d. Gesch. d. Juden u. d. Judenthums,

2 Bd., Leipzig, 1861), and a considerable extract given

from it in the Athenaeum of Sept. 7, 1878, in a carefully

drawn-up essay, entitled “ Cyprus in Jewish \Yorks.” Many

of the details giv'en by this Jewish eye-witness, especially as

regards the natural features, productions, etc., of the island,

will be found to agree remarkably with what we now know

from recent experience.—Another Hebrew periodical, the

Sa^nmelitz., which was published at Odessa between 1861

and 1870, under the editorship of Herr Zederbaum, has now

been transferred to St. Petersburg and placed in the hands

of M. Harkavy.

Among other books or papers connected with Hebrew either

recently published, or just about to appear, may be mentioned

—
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Castelli, D., Studij Della Poesia Biblica ;—Black, F., Ein-

leituiig in das Alte Testament, 4 auflage, bearbeitet von

J. Wellhausen;—Ball, 0., Hebrew Gradual for Merchant

Taylors’ School ;—Wright, C. H. H., Critical Edition of

the Talmud ;—Ginsburg, Dr., Text of the Massorah, the

IMS. of which, filling nine folio volumes, has been recently

forwarded to Vienna, in charge of a Queen’s Messenger, by

order of Lord Salisbury, no English house having been found

willing to undertake the expense of the printing ; the

Government has, we are glad to hear, granted the sura of

£200 towards this outlay;— Nutt, J. W., Commentary on

Isaiah
;
— Cheyne, T. K., New Translation of Isaiah :

—
Schlossberg, M., The Habakkoth from the MS. in the

Bodleian ;—M. Luzzatto, the completion of the publication

of his father’s letters;— Hershon and Wolkenberg, The

Pentateuch according to the Talmud ;—Karle, J. A., Joel-

ben-Bethuel, Propheta;—Nathan, Fil. Jechielis, Plenus Aruch

Targum-Talmudico-Midrasch Yerbale et reale Lexicon;—
Poller, E., Account of the Franco-German War of 1870-1, in

Hebrew ;—Muller, Dr. A., Schul-Grammatik ;—Israelitische

Letterbode
;

or. Notes from various writers. In the Trans.

Germ. Orient. Society, xxxii. 4, are two papers by MM. Wolf

and Hommel respectively—the first entitled, “ Bemerkungen

zu dem Wortlaute der Amunot we-Deot,” and the second,

Ursprungliche substantiv zu, trennen von — (—
urspriinglichem pronominalstamm.

Arabic.—Many excellent papers have been published during

the last year on matters appertaining to the Arabic language

or litei’ature in the transactions of English and other societies,

or in the scientific journals. Among these are, in the

J. R. As. Soc. Vol. XL Pt. 1, Ancient Arabic Poetry,

its genuineness and authenticity, by Sir W. Muir, K.C.S.I.

;

—Arabic Amulets and Mottoes, by E. T. Rogers, Ibid.

;

—by Sir Edward Colebrooke, On the proper names of
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Mohammadans, Ibid.—In the Journ. Asiatique, M. Devic,

Quelques mots a ajouter aux Lexiques Arabes, Aug.-Sept.,

1878;—Guyard, S., Note sur une particularite de la Metrique

Ai’abe Moderne, Ibid. Oct.-Dec.—In the Trans. Germ. Or.

Soc. vol. xxxii. 2, are papers by J. Goldziher, Ueber Muham-

medanische Polemikgegen Ahl-el-kitab, with interesting letters

by Profs. A. Miiller and Steinschneider “Zur Polemische und

apologetische Literatur in Arabische Sprache
;

”—in pt. 3, by

Weidermann, Zur Chemie der Araber ;—by Dr. Loth, On a

MS. of Tabari, lately procured in Egypt by Hof von Kremer
;

—and in pt. 4, also, by M. Steinschneider, the third part of

his “ Arabische Aerzte und deren Schrift.” M. Steinschneider

has also, continued, in the Bollettino Italiano, his useful notes

on “ Manoscritti Arabic! in caratteri Ebraici.” In the same

Transactions, xxxiii. 1, 2, M. Spitla has given an article

entitled, “ Die Liicken in Gewaliki’s Mu’arrab.” In the Bull.

Geograph, are papers by MM. Key and Duveyrier—the first,

On the Tribe of the Ansayries
;
the second. Notice sur la

schisme Ibadhite a propos d’une lettre de Masqueray. M.

Masqueray, we understand, has been recently making an

archaeological tour in the southern part of Algeria.

The most important work of the year has been the bringing

out of the first half volume of Tabari, under the title of

“ Annales auctore Abu Djafar Muhammed ibn Djarir At-

Tabari,” and edited by Drs. Barth, Noldeke, Loth, and

nine other eminent scholars of Sweden, Germany, Italy and

France. M. de Goeje expresses the hope that, henceforward,

the work of printing will go on steadily, so that, in 1880,

not only the second part of the first volume, but, also, the

first half volume of the second and third series, will be

published.

Other works of importance are. Buhl, F., Linguistic and

Historical Contributions towards Arabic Grammar, with texts

from Ibn-al-Hagib’s As-safya;—Lane, E. W., Selections from

the Kur-an, a new ed., by S. L. Poole, M.B.A.S. ;—Kosut,
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Funf Streitfra2:en der Basrenser und Kufenser uber die

Abwandlung des Noraeu aus Ibn-el-Anbari’s Kitab el Iiisal ;

—

Dozy’s Supplement aux Diet. Arabes, pts. 3 and 4 ;—Muller,

Prof. M. Gr. (the late), tlie second part of his History of

the Arabs;—Socin, A., Arabische Sprich-worter und Redens-

artin gesammelt und erklart (with a good note thereon by

C. Ganueau, Journ. Asiat., Oct.-Dec., 1878) ;—Truinpp, E.,

Beitrage zur erklarung der Mufassil;—Weil, Historisch-kri-

tische einleitung in den Koran, 2nd ed. ;—AVherry, E. M.

(of Lodiana), A Comprehensive Commentary to the Qoran.

The late M. Garcin de Tassy, but a short time before his

death, issued a second and considerably enlarged edition of his

“ IMemoire sur les noms propres et les titres Musulmanes”;

—E. Fagnan has published, in the Journ. Asiat., Note sur

Na^ir ibn Khosrou, Jan. -Feb., 1879 ;—and M. S. V. Carletti,

Idh-har-ul-Haqq, ou manifestation de la Verite de El-Hage

Rahmat-Ullah Effendi de Delhi—traduit de I’Arabe.

In the “Bibliotheca Indica ” are Akbar Nameh of Abu

Fazl, edited by Maulawi Abd-ur-Rahman, vol. i. fasc. vi.-vii.

;

—Ibn Ilajar, A Biographical Diet, of the persons who had

seen Muhammad, ed. by Maulawi Abd-ul-Hal, fasc. xvi.-

xvii.

;

—Perron, Dr., has printed, L’Islamisme, son institution,

son influence et son avenir ;
— J. la Beaume, Le Koran

analyse ;

—

M. Dugat, Histoire des Philosophes et des Theo-

logians Musulmans
;
— Rodet, L., L’Algebre d’Al-Kharizm;

—Lanzona, R. V., The Arabic Text of the Diary of Kaid

Ba (Kait-Bey), with the title of “ Yiaggio in Palestino,

1477 ;
” the Italian preface contains the Sultan’s Biograjli}';

— Liittke, M., Der Islam und seine Volker
;
— Fell,

W., Indices in Beidhawii Comrnentarium in Coranurn ;

—

Le Clerc, Traite des Simples d’lbn Baithar. It may be added

here, that M. Sachau’s translation of Albiruni’s Athur-ul-

Bakiyeh vvill be out in a few days, and several other works

are in progress by Professors E. H. Palmer and W. Wright

of Cambridge, J. Payne, and others.
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Dr. J. Euting. has completed his “ Katalog d. k. Univer-

sitats Bibliothek in Strassburg : Arabische Literatur ” —
an excellent work, as all that comes from M. Eating’s pen

is sure to be
;

at the same time, such a catalogue is somewhat

premature, as there are few, if any books in the library, which

it would be worth while to visit Strasburg to see. Dr. Th.

Houtsma has edited and translated Akhtal’s Praise of the

Umayyads, of some value for its political bearing on the

times of the Khalifah Abd-al-Malik ;—and M. Sauvaire has

published a translation of El-Fatawa-l-Khayryah, a work of

much interest to those who devote themselves to the study of

Muhammadan Law.

Syriac, etc .—The second part of the late Dr. G. Mosinger’s

“ Monumenta Syriaca ex Poinanis codicibus collecta” has

been edited by Dr. Bickell, and published at Innsbruck; and

M. Paul de la Garde has contributed to No. 10 of the Nach-

richten of the Society of Science at Gottingen, a review of

Dr. Schlottman’s interpretation of the well-known Aramaic

inscription of Carpentias, published forty years ago by

Gesenius. M. Klamroth has published “ Gregorii Abul-

pharagii Bar Ebbraya in Actus Apostolorum et Epistolas

Catholicas annotationes Syriace.”— To the Academie des

Inscriptions, June 7, 1878, M. Penau has communicated

a new Interpretation, by M. Clennont-Ganneau, of an

Aramaean Papyrus, on which occurs the name of a Persian,

ISIithrawahishtas — the Greek MidpavaTTjt;. The date of

this would seem to fall naturally between the times of

Camb3'Ses and of Alexander the Great. In the Trans, of the

Germ. Oriental Society^ vol. xxxii. part 3, is a paper by E.

Nesle, entitled Jakob von Edessa iiber den Schem hainine-

phorash und anderer Gottesnamen, and a few remarks on the

same, by Dr. Hoffmann, in part 4.

JEthiopic.—M. Zotenberg has completed a catalogue of the

.Slthiopic MSS. in the National Library at Paris ; and M.
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Antoine d’Abbadie has read before the Academie des Inscrip-

tions a paper “ On the^tliiopic Inscriptions at Axura.” Prof.

Practorius has brought out part 1 of his Amharische Spraclie

—

Laut und Formen-lehre.—In the Journ. Asiatique, Oct.-

Dec., 1878, M. Zotenberg has given the 3rd part of his

M^nioire sur la Chronique Byzantine de Jean Eveque de

Nikios.—In the Trans. Germ. Or. Soc. xxxii. 3, is a paper by

D. H. Miiller, “ Uober die Nunation und die Miniation,” as

occurring in Ilirnyaritic.—In the Esploratore for Jan. 1879,

No. 7, is a brief notice of the Languages spoken in Abyssinia.

Assyriaca .—There has been no falling off in the work done

during the last year for the promotion of Cuneiform research

both at home and abroad ; while a considerable amount of new

material has been made available for the further and more

comprehensive study of scholars. Thus the Society of Biblical

Archmology has printed in vol. vi. part 2, of their Transactions,

papers by F. Lenormant, “ Les noms de I’airain et du cuivre

dans les deux langues des Inscriptions Cuneiformes de la

Chaldee et de I’Assyrie.” [This paper was noticed as read^ in

the Report of 1878.]—By the Rev. W. Houghton, “On the

IIierogl
3'phic or picture origin of the Assyrian Syllabary.”

—

By T. G. Pinches, “ Note upon Babylonian dated Tablets and

the Canon of Ptolemy.”—By E. A. Budge, “ On Assyrian

Incantations to Fire and Water.”

At various meetings of the Society, the following papers

have also been read :—By Mr. T. G. Pinches, “ On the bronze

gates of Shalmanezer II., discovered by Mr. Rassarn at

Balawat,” and bearing an Inscription, which treats of the first

nine ymars of the reign of that monarch, from b.c. 859 to

B.c. 851 ;—and also, “ On a new fragment of the history of

Nebuchadnezzar III.”;—by J. Oppert, “On Babylonian

Contract Tablets, showing their difference from the Assyrian,”

with the translation of two Tablets ;—by E. A. Budge, “ On

a recently discovered Text of Assur-nazir-pal, with translation
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and Notes,” put together from tablets found by Mr. Rassain

at Ealawat, in an alabaster coffer, near the temple dedicated to

the god Makhir. It has not been found possible (though not

from any lack of students) to continue during the past year

the Archaic classes for instruction in the Assyrian and

Egyptian languages, which have been a marked feature in the

administration of this Society. It is hoped, however, that

successful arrangements may be carried out for this purpose

during the next year.

In “ Records of the Past,” vol. xi. are several papers of

interest, of which we may specify those by the Rev. A. H.

Sayce, “ On an Inscription of Nimmon-Nirari I.”—“ Texts

relating to the fall of the Assyrian Empire ”—“ Ancient

Babylonian Legend of the Creation ”—“ The Overthrow of

Sodom and Gomorrah”—“Two Accadian Hymns”—“Assy-

rian Tribute Lists ”—“ An Assyrian fragment of Geography”

—and “Accadian Proverbs and Songs ”5—by Jules Oppert,

“On the Bull Inscription from Khorsabad”—“Inscriptions

of the Harem of Khorsabad ”—“ Texts of the foundation

stone of Khorsabad”—“Babylonian Legends found at Khors-

abad ”—and “ The latest Assyrian Inscription ” ;—by the

Rev. W. Houghton, “Record of a Hunting Expedition”;—
by the Rev. W. B. Finlay, “ Inscription of Assur-izir-pal ”

;

—by E. A. Budge, “ On the Nebbi Yunus Inscription of

Sennacherib ”—and “ Assyrian Incantations to Fire and

Water”;—by T. G. Pinches, “Oracle of Istar of Arbela”

—

“Report-Tablets”—and “The Egibi Tablets”;—by F.

Lenormant, “ Chaldsean Legends to the Sun”;—and by J.

Halevy, “On Assyrian Fragments.”—Most of these papers,

it will be remembered, have appeared before elsewhere, and

sometimes more than once. The editors of this series have,

however, consulted public convenience in bringing them

together into one handy volume.—This volume completes (we

understand) the Assyrian series
;

vol. xii. being, at present,

at all events, intended for miscellaneous contributions.
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The Trustees of the British Museum have, throuo-h the

exertions of Sir A. H. Layard, been able to obtain for Mr.

Rassain a much more completey?r;«rtn than has ever been granted

before. Hitherto, the limited range of these grants has proved

an endless source of trouble and worry. The one now secured

permits Mr. Rassam’s new expedition to assume a much more

extensive character, and to embrace the whole of the Pashaliks

of Mosul and Baghdad as far as the Ilye. A good beginning

has, also, been made by Mr. Henderson at Yeraholm (Hiera-

polis or Carchemish), whence many slabs covered with Hama-

thite inscriptions have been excavated and removed to

Alexandretta for eventual transmission to England. The

excavations on this interesting site are still in progress.

The arrival in England of the remarkable bronze plated

gates discovered by Mr. Rassam at Balawat was noticed in

the Report of last year. These gates have now been care-

fully cleaned and put together by Mr. Ready, of the British

Museum, and are found to possess even higher interest than

was at first supposed
;
while, at the same time, the general

subject of the reliefs can now be determined. It is probable

that tliey were made from sketches taken during the march

through Northern Syria of the Assyrian King in his well-

known invasion of that country in b.c. 885, the whole work

being part of a trophy dedicated to Nerghal and Venus

Victrix, at Balawat (the Belabad of the Arab geographers),

and, perhaps, referring to the well-known monument above

the Lycus (or Nahr-el-Kelb). A secluded glen among the

mountains, perhaps that of Aphaka, is also represented, and

the King pei’forming a sacrifice; and three caverns cut in the

face of the rock, in which men are bathing in water flowing

from a waterfall. It has been repeatedly stated that remains of

a Cuneiform Inscription are still to be seen at Aphaka; but up

to this time no copy of them has been made. Near this scene,

a soldier and a scribe are cutting a memorial tablet and a

sculpture of the King, similar (presumably) to that at the
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Nahr-el-Kelb. Behind this pair two other soldiers approach,

leading- a ram and a bull for the sacrifice
;
and, above the

whole, is inscribed, “Victims I offered, an image of my royalty

I caused to be fixed.” The character of country exactly re-

sembles the description by Dr. Robinson of the glen of Afka,

who thought that the caverns were partially artificial.

The pools may have been those in which the devotees of

Astaroth or Astarte purified themselves. The temple is

placed on the slope of the hill—on rock levelled for the

purpose. Before it stands a priest, conversing with an

Ass^'rian scribe, and near the priest are four conical stones,

the Bcetulin, perliaps, of Ishtar. The King is approaching this

group, and, in the distance, three soldiers are slaying the bull

for the sacrifice. Besides the above curious scene, there are,

also, on these bronze reliefs, pictures of a large number of

places in Western Asia, which may be of some use in eluci-

dating Assyrian topography. The discovery of this temple

in the glen of Aphaka adds a link to the long list of temples

dedicated to Ishtar, and now recognized as having existed at

Babylon, Assur, Kalakh, Nineveh, Carchemish, Aphaka, and

Byblus, and thence on to Cyprus and Grreece.

It may be further remarked that this Assyrian (probably

the original) art of plating wood with metal was evidently

in early (perhaps in contemporary) use in Greece : thus

Homer praises the bright copper walls of the palaces of

Alcinous and Menelaus
;

Pausanias speaks of the hronze

chambers of the treasury of the Sicyonians at Delphi, and of

the bronze temple of Athene Chalkioikoz at Sparta : more-

over, the ornamental patterns on some of the stones of the

so-called treasury of Atreus at Mycenae are evidently derived

from metal works. A portion of the Balawat gates, which

has found its way to Paris, has been described, with text and

photographs, hy F. Lenormant, in the Gazette Archeologique,

livr. 4, 1878.

Of miscellaneous matters connected with Assyria it may be,
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also, mentioned that the British Museum has also obtained,

through the agency of Mr. Rassam, a number of Babylonian

inscriptions of the time of Nebuchadnezzar, and of the later

Babylonian and Persian kings ; and, also, by purchase, many

interesting inscriptions, of the kind known as contract-tablets,

and dated in the reigns, respectively, of Mithradates II. and

Artabanus II. These tablets are the more important, in that

they are dated with the dual system of both the Seleucidau

and Arsacidan eras, first clearly pointed out hy the late Gr.

Smith, and thus fix by indisputable authority the starting

points of both these epochs. The revolt of the Seleucidae is

thus shown to have taken place in b.c. 312, and that of the

Arsacidm (84 years subsequently) in b.c. 228. These tablets,

with the exception of one dated in the reign of Pakorus, and

now in the Museum at Zurich, are the latest examples of

Cuneiform writing as yet discovered. Of other monuments of

special interest may be noticed (as also procured by Mri

Rassam) a 12-sided cylinder of Ashur-banipal, in good pre-

servation, and, in its 1200 lines of writing, rivalling the well-

known “Taylor” cylinder of Sennacherib, and dated during

the Archonship of Shamas-danin-ani at Nineveh b.c. 640 ;

and some beautiful carvings in ivory, superior to any pre-

viously preserved in the British Museum. A new cylinder of

Sennacherib has, also, been found at Koyunjik, containing the

King’s annals for the first twelve years of his reign, and

an inscribed stone of Budel, King of Assyria, about b.c.

1350. It may be added, here, that on one of the collec-

tion, known as the Egibi Tablets, Mr. Boscawen has made

the discovery “of two neatly drawn and figured plans of

the estates ” referred to on it. The first of these relates

to an estate on the banks of “ the Royal River ” near

Babylon, the dimensions of which are given in cubits
;

the

names of the owners of the adjacent lands are also recorded.

On its eastern side, where the bounding line is a curve,

both radius and circumference are carefully measured. The
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second document, which bears the date of Darius the son

of Hystaspes, gives a computation from which the square

measures in use at Babylon can be readily determined.

Another tablet, in the 24th year of the same monarch, b.c.

516, contains a long inventory of arms, stores, and other

war material, deposited in the temple of the war god Xerghal

at Babylon. It is worthy of remembrance that this was about

the period of Darius’s invasion of Greece.

It may be further interesting to Semitic scholars to know

that there is a prospect of Cuneiform discovery in the island

of Bahrein, near the entrance of the Persian Gulf, which,

according to the local traditions repeated by the Greeks, was

the original seat whence the colonists came who founded

Tyre, Sidon, and other Phoenician ports in the Mediterranean.

Alajor E. Durand, the eldest son of the late Sir Henry

Durand, now Assistant to the Resident in the Persian Gulf,

having been deputed recently on political duty to the island

of Bahrein, has discovered a very extensive series of ancient

sepulchral tumuli, which will, probably, yield important results.

Already, Major Durand has found a small fragment of basalt,

detached from one of these mounds, which commemorates, in

the Hieratic Cuneiform character, the palace of a certain King

Rimugas, the servant of the God Inzak, of whom nothing was

before known
;
and slabs of masonry, projecting at many

points through the soil of the mound, seemed to invite exca-

vation. The attention of the Trustees of the British Museum

having been drawn to this new field of research, they have

authorized a limited expenditure on experimental excavations

at Bahrein, and whenever IMajor Durand’s services can be

spared from his ofidcial duties at Bushire, to superintend the

work, an attempt will be made to open the most promising

mounds.

The following important papers have been published in

different journals, with reference to Cuneiform researches.

Thus, in the Academy^ by M. F. Lenormant, “On the Ocean

VOL. XI.— [XEW SEMES.] G
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of Chaldaean Traditions,” July 6, 1878, and “On the Peni-

tential Psalms of the Chaldeans,” July 20;—by T. G. Pinches,

“On Rassam’s Assyrian Art Treasures,” Aug. 24 and Sept. 7

;

and “On Assyrian Names,” Oct. 26;—by W. St. Cliad

Boscawen, “ Babylonian Creation Legends—the Lunar Phases

and their Legends,” July 27; “ Reply to M. Lenormant,”

Sept. 14; and in the Atlienmum^ Sept. 28, “Syrian Topo-

graphy, as delineated on Mr. Rassam’s bronzes from Balawat.”

Mr. Sayce has contributed a paper, entitled “ La position de

I’Article defini,” to the Memoires de la Societd de Linguis-

tique de Paris, iv. 1, 1879, with the object of showing that the

Assyrian demonstrative begins to pass into a definite article

in the inscriptions of the Achgemenian period.

Abroad, M. Halevy continues his controversy on the subject

of the earliest Assyrian, and has denied, in a series of papers

read before the Academie des Inscriptions, the existence of the

so-called Accadian characters;—and M. Joachim Menant has

given, before the same body, an account of some cylinders

examined by him at the British Museum. Prof. Tiele, in the

Oct. No. of “ Tlieologisch Tijdschrift,” in an article entitled

“ Premature Comparisons,” has expressed grave doubt as to

the soundness of some of M. Lenormant’s recent Accadian

researches, especially with reference to his idea that the

Accadian Triad of Ana, Hea, and Mulge, correspond with

the Finnish Triad of Ukko, Wainamoinen, and Ilmarinen;

believing, as he does, that the myths of these Finnish heroes

(or gods) are really of Germanic origin.

In the Journal Asiatique (April-May-June, 1878), M.

Lenormant has printed a paper entitled, “ Incantation Magique

Chaldeenne Bilingue—texte primitive Accadien, avec version

Assyrienne”;—M. Stanislas Guyard, “Remarque sur le mot

Assyrien zabai^ et sur I’expression Biblique Bet ZabouV' (Aug.-

Sept.) ;—M. Lenormant, Ilymne au Soleil, Texte Primitive

Accadien, etc. (Oct.-Dec.) ;—M. Stanislas Guyard, Notes de

Lexicographic Assyrienne (Ibid.);—Lenormant, Hyinue au
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Soleil—conclusion (Jan.-Feb., 1879) ;—M. Jules Oppert,

Note sur les mesures Assyriennes (Ibid.)—The Transactions

of the German Oriental Society have not, this year, contributed

anything to this branch of Semitic studies.— In the “ Beilage

zur Zeitschr. fiir -iFgypt. Sprache,” for 1878, Mr. Schrader

has also published an article entitled, “ TJeber Theilgewichte

der Babylonischen Mine und deren bezeichnung,” in which

he discusses certain fractional numbers found on the Tablet

from Senkereh, and refers to Dr. Lepsius’s recent paper in

the Trans. Germ. Or. Soc., and to the views of Sir Henry

Eawlinson, Delitsch, and other scholars.— In the Revue

Critique are interesting reviews by MM. Guyard and Maspero

—the first, of the History of Sennacherib, by the late G.

Smith, edited by the Rev. A. H. Sayce
;
the second, of M.

Schrader’s Keil-Inschriften. In the Gaz. Archeol. Jan. is

an article by M. Lenormant entitled, “ Le Dieu Lune delivre

de I’attaque des Mauvais esprits. Cylindre Assyrien.”

The following would seem to be the most important

books issued recently in connexion with Assyrian studies :

Schrader, E., Keil-Inschriften und geschichtsforschung, ein

beitrage zur monumentalen geographie, geschichte, und

chronologie der Assyrier. Prof. Schrader first tells us that

he was led to the investigations in this work by an article

in the Literar-Oentral Blatt of Oct. 15, 1870, by Prof*

A. von Gutschmid, on the chronological value of the Assyrian

Eponym Canon, with especial reference to an Assyrian pub-

lication by Dr. J. Oppert, Die vielen beriihrungen der Keil-

Inschriften (wie sie namlich enziflfert seien) mit der rein

historischen inhalte der (Biblischen) Konigsbiicher. Then

follows a long discussion of the geography of the lands men-

tioned in the inscriptions, a study which has scarcely

hitherto claimed the attention it deserves. He then treats

of the Eponym list in a very conclusive manner, especially

those portions relating to Ahab of Israel, Ben hadad of

Damascus, Azariah of Judah. The second part treats of
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King Pul, whom he considers not to have been King of

Assyria, but an Assyrian usurper. He next discusses Berosus

and the monuments, and then the comparative trustworthiness

of Ctesias and Herodotus. The book is the more valuable

for the excellent index and map attached to it.—Sillem,

0. H. W., Das Alte Testament, in lichte der Assyrische

Forschungen und ihrer ergebnisse;—Smith, G. (the late).

History of Sennacherib, edited by the Revd. A. H. Sayce ;

—

Schmidt, V., Assyriens og Egyptiens gamle historic ;

—

Lenormant, Etudes Cuneiformes, fasc. 3me. ;—M. Kowack,

Die Assyrisch-Babylonischen Keil-Inschriften und das alte

Testament ;—M. Delitsch, a second edition of his “ Assy-

rische Lesestiicke”;—A. Delathe, Les Inscriptions historiques

de Ninive et de Babylone, 1879;—Lenormant, F., Lettres

Assyriologiques, 2de Serie, Etudes Accadiennes, tome 3me;

—

and Jules Oppert, Le peuple et la langage des JMedes, dedi-

cated to M. Menant. It may be remarked that, in this

volume, M. Oppert reverts to the original name of Median,

for the 3rd column of the Inscription at Behistun.

In the Department of Oriental Antiquities at the British

IMuseum much progress has been made in the better arrange-

ment and the fuller labelling of the Assyrian antiquities in

the exhibition cases ; and a chronological arrangement of the

Egibi Tablets (about 3000 in number) has been commenced,

in preparation for a complete catalogue of them. The plates

for the fifth volume of the Cuneiform Inscriptions are pro-

gressing
;

nine have been printed off, and twelve more are

in hand. It may be added that it is proposed to publish

facsimile plates of the bronze ornaments of the palace gates

from Balawat by the autotype process, with letterpress de-

scriptions by T. G. Pinches, Esq.
;
the entire publication to

amount to ninety plates in five parts, similar in size to the

publications of the Palscographical Society.

Egyptology .—This year, as last year, we have to record
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much satisfactory work, and the publication of a considerable

number of important papers, essays, reviews, or books. Among

the first three classes the Society of Biblical Archaeology

takes, as usual, the lead. Thus, in vol. vi. pt. 1 are the

following important papers :—By the late Mr. Drach, “ Viceroy

Joseph’s Official Despatches—Is Bible Poetry Acrostic?” ;
—

by M. Revillout, Un Contrat de Manage by Miss Gertrude

Austin, A fragmentary Inscription of Psametik I. in the

Museum at Palermo ;—by the late H. F. Talbot, F.R.S.,

The defence of a Magistrate falsely accused.

In vol. vi. pt. 2 are papers by E. Revillout, entitled,

“ Proces plaide devant les Laocrites sous la regne de Ptolemee

Soter, B.c. 305-285,” from a papyrus in the Louvre;—by
the same, Le Testament du Moine Paham, from a Coptic

papyrus at Boulaq, a deed, executed in a.d. 640 ;—by Le

Page Renouf, “ On the true sense of an important Egyptian

word (Ka)”;—and by Eugene E. Roy, “On an Egyptian

Funereal Tablet in the Soane Museum.”

At meetings of the Society papers have been read, but

not yet published ;—by E. L. Lushington, “ On the historical

inscriptions of Seti L, in the Temple at Karnak ” ;—and by

J. R. Jackson, “ Notes on Vegetable Remains from the

Egyptian Tombs.”

In “ Records of the Past,” vol. x., are papers by Dr. Birch,

“On an Inscription of Harenhebi”;—by G. Maspero, “On
the Stele of Iritesen”;—and “On an Inscription of King

Nastosenen ” ;—by M. Ohabas, “ On the Stele of Beka ”—“ On

the Obelisk of Alexandria”—and “On the Magic Papyrus ”;

—by M. Diimichen, “ On Inscriptions of Queen Hatesu ” ;

—

by M. Stern, “On ancient festivals of the Nile”;—by P. Le

Page Renouf, “ On the Pastophorus of the Vatican ” ;—by M.
Edouard Naville, “On the addresses of Horus to Osiris”;

—

by M. Revillout, “On a Contract of Marriage”;—by M.

Lefebure, “ On the Book of Hades ” ;—and by the late M.
Drach, “On a Tablet of Alexander Ogus II.”
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In the Journal Asiatique, tom. xi. part 3, is the conclusion

of M. Maspero’s paper, “ Le Conte du Prince Predestine
”

;

—and, in vol. xii. part 2, by the same writer, is a paper

entitled, “ Comment Thouth prit la ville de Joppe,” from the

Harris Papyrus in the British Museum.—In the Transactions

of the German Oriental Society, vol. xxxii. 3, is a notice by M.

Leblois of the Pajiyrus Funeraire de Soutimes, published

recently by MM. Guiesse and Lefebure
;
and in vol. xxxii,

4, by M. Erman, of the two works issued, last year, by M.

C. Abel—the Koptische Untersuchungen, and ^Egyptische

Etymologie. In the Sitz. Ber. of Munich is a paper by Dr.

Lauth, entitled “ Aramaische -Egyptische Inscription,” with

a Plate; and in “ Esploratore,” No. 6, one by Dr. Schwein-

furth, “ La Terra Incognita dell’ Egitto propriamente detto,”

which is well worthy of perusal.

Among miscellaneous papers or essays relating to Egyptian

matters, we may note in the Academy an elaborate review

by Mr. Le Page Renouf, of M. Abel’s Koptische Unter-

suchungen, in which he points out the great value of the

researches recorded in it (July);—one by Mr. Sayce, of Mr.

Bonwick’s “ Pyramid Facts and Fancies,” a book full of

interest, pleasantly put together, if not altogether learned

(August) ;—a notice by Mr. Greville Chester, himself an

experienced Egyptian Archmologist (Sept.), of Mr. Gatty’s

catalogue of Mr. Mayers’ collection at Liverpool;— an

account by Miss Edwards of the first part of M. Rhone’s

Egypte a petites Journees, treating of Alexandria, the Nile,

and the Pyramids as far as Sakkarah
;

and also a review by

the same on an “ Egyptian Calendar for the Year a.h. 1295,”

one of the most amusing works of the kind that have ever

been published ;—a paper by Canon Fabiani, read before the

Congress at Florence, on certain Egyptian monuments dis-

covered at Rome, in a tomb beneath the wall of Servius

Tullius, and said to bear a great resemblance to some menu-

ments found in Sardinia ;—and two papers by M. Maspero,
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in the Revue Critique, one on the Egyptische Etymologic

of M. Abel, and the other on M. Leo Reinisch’s Ursprung

und entwickelungs-geschichte des AEgyptischen Priesterthums

und ausbildung der lehre von Einheit-Gottes.

The following books may also be noted as of more or less

interest to Egyptian students : Brugsch Bey, Dictionnaire

Geographique de I’ancienne Egypte, lOme livraison ;—Lauth,

Busiris und Osymandyas
;
— Rawlinson, the Rev. Canon,

History of Ancient Egypt; — Wrey, the Rev. W. H., A
few pages on the Great Pyramid of Ghizeh ;—Brugsch Bey,

History of Egypt under the Pharaohs, trans. by the late

H. Danby Seymour and Philip Smith ;—and by the same,

Reise nach den grossen Oase El Khargeh in dem Libysche

Wuste;—Pestle, Das Chronologische System Manetho’s ;

—

Rossi, F., Grammatica Copto-geroglyphica ;—M. Maspero,

Conte de deux Freres (from the Revue Archeologique)';

—

and Quelques Navigations des Egyptiens sur les cotes de la

mer Erythree (from the Revue Historique) ;—and, by the

same author, Les Peintures des Textes Egyptiens et la

Mosaique de Palestrine
;
— M. Revillout, Nouvelle Chres-

tomathie Demotique (Mission de 1878) ;—and, by the same

author, Contrats de Berlin, Yienne, et Leyde. H. v.

Bergmann, the Keeper of the Coins at Vienna, already

favourably known for more than one Egyptian work, has

brought out the first of three parts of a series of Hieroglyphic

Inscriptions, many of which are unedited.

Persian and Pahlavi.—There have been, perhaps, fewer

distinct works referring to Persian, issued from the press

during the last year than usual
;

but, on the other hand,

there have been several papers and reviews, of which some

notice must be given. Thus, in the Journ. Asiat. for August,

is a second paper by M. De Harlez, “ Des Origines du

Zoroastrisme,” and in vol. xiii. pt. 1, a review by the same writer

of Prof. Spiegel’s Eranische Alterthumskunde, the publication
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of whicli was noticed in last year’s Report ;—M. Ganneau has

also given in the number for Oct.-Dec. 1878, an account of

the inscribed papyri recently found in the tombs of the

Fayoum. In the Trans. Germ. Or. Soc., also, are papers by

A. H. Schindler, Bericht iiber den Ssemnanischen Dialect

(in xxxii. S), and by Th. Noldeke (in the same number)

Kajanier im Avesta;—in xxxii. 4, by Prof. Spiegel, On the

word Varena in the Avesta;—in xxxiii. 1, 2, by Th. Noldeke,

Zur Iranische Oi’ts-namen auf Kert und andere endungen

—

together with a review by Prof. Spiegel of 0. de Harlez’s

Avesta, livre sacre des Sectateurs de Zoroastre. There is,

also, a notice in Allen’s Ind. Mail for July 1, of Capt. Clarke’s

useful “Persian Manual.”

Among miscellaneous essays and reviews may be noticed

an account in the Athenaeum, of August 17, of M. Barbier

de Meynard’s “Poesie en Perse—lecon d’ouverture au

College de France”—one of the pleasant “Elzevir” series

of Oriental works for European readers, with a brief but clear

account of the chief Persian poets, Firdusi, Anvari, Khakani,

Nizami, Maulana Jelaleddin Rumi, Saadi and Hafiz ;—a paper

by Prof. Ethe, in the second number of the Magazine of the

University College of Wales, with an interesting sketch of

Persian literature, founded on the rich MS. collections of the

India Office and Bodleian Libraries, amounting in all to so

many as 4500 individual MSS. ;—and, also, by the same

writer, a notice, in the Sitz. Ber. of Munich, entitled Die

Rubais des Abu-Said bin Abu Khair;—an excellent paper

by Sir Frederic Goldsmid (Acad., July 27), which refers

inter alia to that curious “ Iter Persicum,” of Kabash de

Zaloukemeny, which has recently been made more generally

known by the labours of M. Schefer.

For Zend or Pahlavi, reference may be made to the

paper on M. Geiger’s “ Die Pehlevi version des erstes

Capitels des Vendidad,” in the Athenaeum of August 17, and
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to one by IMr. E. W. West, in the Academy, August 24,

—

the writers of both these articles agreeing, generally, in the

value of M. Geiger’s work;—to Acad., July 27, for a succinct

notice of M. de Harlez’s third and last volume of his Trans-

lation of the Zend-Avesta, in which M. de Harlez strongly

maintains the claim of the Kayanides to, at least, historical

reality, and rightly enough, in all probability, so far as regards

Vastispa, the friend of Zarathustra ;—and to a long and

able paper by Dr. Jolly, Acad. Oct. 5, on M. Darmesteter’s

“Ormazd et Ahriman”;—[Mr. Darmesteter has, we under-

stand, been recently in England with the object of consulting

Zend MSS. ;]—in the Journal des Savants, M. Barthelemy

de St.-Hilaire has given no less than five papers to the ex-

amination of the several works of Westergaard, Spiegel, and

Harlez, with especial reference to the Religion of the Zend-

Avesta. Among books, either just out, or shortly coming,

may be mentioned, F. Bodenstedt’s Omar Khayyam ;—the

issue of the 7th and last volume of the smaller edition of the

late J. Mohl’s Firdusi ;—the 2nd fasc. of the 2nd vol. of

Vullers’ Firdusi;—M. Wilhelm, A Grammatical Treatise on

the Zend Language;—Prof. E. H. Palmer, Poems of Hafiz;

—

M. Hovelacque, L’Avesta, Zoroastre et le Mazdeisme, pt. 1 ;

—

Mr. FitzGerald’s Translation of Omer Khayyam’s Rubaiyah
;

—and, by M. de Harlez, a “ Manuel de la langue de I’Avesta,”

consisting of a Zend Grammar and Anthology, printed half

in Zend, and half in Roman type (according to the advice

of Prof. "Weber), with a good vocabulary. Mr. R. Brown

has also printed at Berlin a work bearing the title of “The

Religion of Zoroaster considered in connexion with Archaic

Monotheism.”

Numismatics.—For Numismatics, the following papers may
be mentioned : F. W. Madden, Rare or Unpublished Jewish

Coins, Numisra. Chron. N.S. No. 73 :—J. P. Six, Monnaies

de Hierapolis en Syrie, Ibid. No. 70;—B. "V". Head, On
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Himyaritic and other Arabian imitations of Coins of Athens,

Ibid. No. 72 ;
a paper on nearly the same subject by Captain

Burton, read to this Society in December last ;—and S. L.

Poole, Unpublished Arabic Coins from the Collection of

the Bev. T. Calvert.—In the Trans. Germ. Or. Society are

papers by A. D. Mordtmann, Zur Pehlewi Munzkunde, die

alteste Muhamedanische Munzen, xxxiii. 1, 2, and by K.

ITimly, “ Eine munze d. Malaischen Halb-Insel ” ;—in the

China Revieic, vol. vi., Kirkwood, Appendix to Wylie’s Coins

of the Ta ching Dynasty;—Dr. Erman, also, has contributed

an article on the Seljuk Coins of Kirman to the Numismatic

Journal of Vienna;— in the Bombay Journal, vol. xiii.,

Bhagavanlal Indraji has published Coins of the Andhrabitya

Kings of Southern India;—in Acad. Sept. 1878, is a notice by

Mr. S. L. Poole of the late Dr. Blau’s Account of the Oriental

Coins in the Museum at Odessa;—and in the Vienna ZeiUchrift

is a paper by M. Sallet, entitled “ Nachfolger Alexanders d.

Grossen in Baktrien.”—At one of the meetings of this Society,

]\Ir. E. Thomas exhibited two coins struck at Bokhara, of

the class described by the late Prof. Lerch at the Meeting

of the Oriental Congress at St. Petersburg, and expressed his

conviction that he had detected on them the word “ Sunnee”

or “ Orthodox,” which had not been previously noticed by any

other Numismatist. At two meetings of the Bengal Asiatic

Society, coins have been exhibited by Rajendralala Mitra, and

H. Rivett-Carnac, Esq., respectively ;—and in the Journal of

the Bombay Asiatic Society, vol. xiv. are some “ Notes on

the Zodiacal Rupees and Mohars of Jehanghir Shah,” by

Mr. James Gibbs, C.S.I. Of books on Numismatics,

may be noticed M. Tiesenhausen’s Survey of all works on

Oriental Numismatics composed in Russia. This long list

commences with the name of Kehr in 1774, and Tychsen in

1781, and includes the whole of the works of Frahn 1816-

1840, of Dorn, Grigorieff and others. Mr. Schlumberger has

published La Numismatique de I’Orient Latin.
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Inscriptions.—The study of inscribed monuments has not

flagged at all during the last year, in India, England, France,

or Germany, and much valuable work has been done, especially

in the two former countries, in the illustration of ancient

Oriental Epigraphy. The most important individual work

is that recently issued by the India Ofiice, entitled, “ Pali,

Sanski’it, and Old Canarese Inscriptions in the Bombay

Presidency, and parts of the Madras Presidency, arranged and

explained by J. F. Fleet, M.R.A.S., Bo.O.S.” This work,

which contains 286 plates, either from photographs or re-

productions by lithography, has been printed by order of the

Secretary of State for India in Council. Unfortunately, as

very few copies were printed off, it is unattainable by

ordinary students. To the Indian Antiquary Mr. Fleet has

contributed texts and translations of many additional “ Old

Sanskrit and Canarese Inscriptions” (Nos. xl.—liii.) ;—Mr.

Lewis Rice, a paper “ On Chera or Ganga grants of a.d. 350

and A.D. 481”—and three other papers on Chalukya Inscrip-

tions, on one of which Mr. Fleet has published some remarks

;

—by E. Thomas, “ On the Phrygian Inscriptions of Doganlu”
;

—by Prof. H. Kern, “On the Kuda Inscriptions”;—by
Bhagavanlal Indraji and Dr. Biihler, “ On the Inscription of

Rudra Daman at Junagadh” ;—by G. Biihler, “ On an Inscrip-

tion of Govana III. of the Nikurnbhavamsa ”
; and by R.

Sewell, “ On two Eastern Chalukya copper-plate grants.”

In vol. vi. part 1, of the Trans, of the 8oc. of Bibl. Arch.,

are papers on various Inscriptions, such as that by Dr. Paul

Schroeder, “ On a Cypriote Inscription now in the Imperial

Museum at Constantinople”;—by Dr. D. H. Muller, “Notes

and Observations on the Sabaean Inscriptions at Bombay ”
;

—and by Isaac H. Hall, “Notes on certain Cypriote In-

scriptions”: Prof. W. Wright, of Cambridge, has also

contributed to the Journal of the same Society, “ Notes on a

Bilingual Inscription in Latin and Aramaic recently found at

South Shields.”
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111 the Journal of the Bombay Asiatic Soc,, vol. xiv. Prof.

Bhandarkar has published a revised transcript and translation

of a Chalukya copper-plate grant, first published in the same

Journal, vol. ii. part 4. There are also notes by the Hon.

Saheb Rao Y. N. Mandlik, C.S.I., on some Inscriptions in

Kachh.

The Cuneiform and Hieroglyphic Inscriptions have been

noticed under the heads respectively of Assyriaca and Egyp-

tology.—From the Comptes Rendus of the Academie des

Inscriptions we learn that the Archbishop of Algiers has sent to

that body rubbings of some new Phoenician Inscriptions, and

a new plan of Carthage;—tliat M. Noguier has published a

Jewish Inscription from Beziers (extr. du Bull, de la Soc.

Arch, de Beziers);—and M. J. Lieb, a Hebrew inscription of

A.D. 1144, also from Beziers;—that a seal in rock crystal has

been found in Mesopotamia, bearing two inscriptions, the one

in Hebrew, and the other in Cufic, the latter of which has not

yet been deciphered (Rev. Crit. No. 40, p. 124) ;—and that

the Prix Yolney has been given to M. Halevy, in recognition

of the value of his interpretation of tlie inscriptions from Safa.

M. Renan, we may add, holds out the hope that the printing

of the Corpus Inscript. Semiticarurn will be soon commenced,

and proposes himself to continue the Annual Report for

the Journal Asiatique, which he has supplied since the death

of M. Mold.

It may be here convenient to note that inscriptions have

been recently discovered in two places, which are likely to

prove of much interest to Indian Archaeologists.

Major Biddulph, who visited the Chief of Chitral during last

autumn, and wlio is believed to be the first European that

ever penetrated into that almost inaccessible region, reports

that, 20 miles above Chitral, he found a rock Inscription, in

an unknown character—but said to be extremely ancient. We
may hope (though it is not so stated in his Report) that he

secured a copy or rubbing of the Inscription, which will.
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probably, be found to belong either to the Asoka or Kanishka

class, and which, in either case, can scarcely fail to be of high

interest, as this Chitral country is beyond the limits where

Buddhistic monuments are usually found.

It will be remembered, that the late Mr. Trebeck obtained

information of a gigantic figure of a man, cut out of the rock,

near the capital of Upper Chitral (Mastuj), and that Prof.

Wilson ventured to compare this figure with the colo.ssal

statue of Mi-le-pku-m^ the future Buddha Maitreya, noticed

by the famous pilgrim Fa-Hian a.d. 400, at Tho-li, on his

passage through the mountains to the Indus (J.R.A.S. 1839,

Vol. V. p. 144); though other authorities, including General

Cunningham (Ancient India, p. 83), prefer to identify Tho-li

(or Tho-li-li according to Hwen Tsang) wdth Darel, a valley

to the south of Gilgit. Perhaps, Major Biddulph may have

an opportunity of verifying Mr. Trebeck’s important notice

as to the rock-cut figure near Mastuj, and may, also, during

his sojourn in the mountains, be able to ascertain whether

any traces of the Buddha- Maitreya-statue exist, either at

Darel or at Dir, which, according to the geographical indica-

tions of Fa-Hian’s route, is a more probable representative of

Tho-li, situated mid-way between Kieshe (Kashghar) and

Udyana (or Swat), on the high road running south from

the Oxus Valley to Peshawar.

The other notice of a new Inscription occurs in the Report

of Dr. Javorsky, a Russian medical officer, who was sent from

Tashkend, in November last, to attend Shere Ali Khan during

his last illness. Being unable to cross the Oxus at the Chushka

Ferry, which is on the right road from Shirabad to Balkh,

he proceeded forty versts (about 27 miles) higher up the river

to the Patta Ferry, where “there are very extensive ruins of

an ancient town, fragments of brick lie scattered over seventy

square versts of ground—a solitary tower is the only erect

building in this scene of desolation ; it is built of small burnt

bricks, and is about thirt^-^-five feet high. Three rows of
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Inscriptions, formed of pebbles, are still in preservation, on the

tower, the characters appearing to me to be Chinese. Neither

my interpreter, nor any of the educated Bokharians, who were

with me, could make anything of the Inscription, telling me
that it was not in Musulman, i.e. Arabic characters. There

is no tradition relative to these ruins among the natives.”

Judging from the geographical position, it may be assumed,

almost with certainty, that these ruins mark the site of

Termid, a city held by the Hiyatheleh at the time of the

Arab conquest, and long, subsequently, the most important

place on the Upper Oxus.

The Inscription on the tower, if not Cufic, as is by far most

probable, may turn out to be Sogdian, being of the same class

of writing as the slab at the Samarkand Gate, destroyed a.d.

925, and of which writing we have specimens on the Sogdian

coins—on the Samarkand patera in the British Museum

—

and, further, in the rough Sogdian alphabet preserved in the

Fihrist. Such an Inscription would be well worthy of careful

study, but it is to be feared that the Russian Doctor neglected

to secure a copy, and it may be long before another opportunity

occurs for a European to visit this spot.

Africa .—The importance of Africa from a linguistic point

of view was fully recognized in the Report of last year
;
and

how enthusiastically African studies had been taken up by

Miss Lloyd, the sister-in-law of Dr. Bleek, aided by the

counsel of Sir Bartle Frere. Since then, the Library of this

Society has been enriched by n)auy books on African languages,

scarce in England, and some of them not readily to be obtained,

even in Africa, which have been procured for it by that lady

and Mrs. Bleek. A complete list of these will be found at the

end of this Report. A society has also been constituted at

Cape Town, under the name of the Folk-lore Society, which

promises to be of use in preserving many interesting native

stories and legends, and has already issued the first two
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parts of its Journal for January and March of the present

year. At the last meeting of the Philological Society, Mr.

Oust delivered a lecture on the languages of this Continent,

and illustrated his remarks by a large map and a table of

classification into families. The method of Dr. Friedrich

Muller of Vienna, as set forth in his “ Allgemeine Ethno-

graphie,” was followed, with certain additions, supplied by the

store of grammars and dictionaries published by the Church

Missionary Society for the languages of the East and West

Coast, together with the valuable collections for South Africa

forwarded by Miss Lloyd. Everything at this stage of the

inquiry is, no doubt, provisional ; but Mr. Cust expressed the

hope that he would be able to prepare for the Fifth Oriental

Congress (at Berlin, in 1881), a volume on the languages of

Africa, with a language-map, and full bibliography. The six

following families are represented : the Semitic and Hamitic in

Northern Africa; the Fulah-Nuba and Negi’o in Central

Africa ; the Southern portion of the Continent is occupied by

a separate family, known as the Bantu
;

the two languages

of the family described as Hottentot-Bushman are spoken by

about fifty thousand who have survived extermination by the

Bantus and the European colonists. These languages are

totally distinct from each other, the one being agglutinative

and possessing genders
;
the other, monosyllabic and destitute

of gender ; but both possess that linguistic feature known

as Clicks. Strange to say, affinities with these languages,

the debris of races who once occupied the Western side of

the Continent, are found in the Nile basin, and attest their

existence previously to the arrival of the strong races who

poured down from the North in pre-historic times.

Philological Society .—This Society, in its annual Report for

1879, among other interesting matters, has supplied two

papers of value, one by Professor Schiefner of St. Petersburg,

giving a brief but complete resume of our knowledge of the
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remarkable languages spoken by the inhabitants of the

Caucasus
;

with notice of all the books bearing on the

subject, and the Professor’s own views with regard to each

language : the other by Mr, Oust, on the Korean language,

concerning which so little is known. Mr. Oust had received

from Mr. W. G-. Aston, who has recently paid a short

visit to England, certain materials which he had been

able thus to utilize for the benefit of future students. Con-

fessedly, much has yet to be done before the Korean language

is fully understood.

Congresses of Florence and Lgons .—The two most interesting

events of the last year in connexion with Oriental mattei's

were the meetings of the General Congress at Florence, and

of the local one at Lyons.

The first was formally opened in the name of the King of

Italy, by his brother H. R. II. the Duke of Aosta, and the

Minister of Public Instruction, M. De Sanctis, on Sept. 11,

1878, the general President being Prof. Amari, and the

Presidents of the seven sections into which its business was

subdivided, MM. Maspero, Renan, Benfey, Schefer, Roth,

AVeliaminoff, and Legge respectively. The sections were those

of— 1. Egyptology and the Languages of Africa. 2. Ancient

Semitic Languages and Assyriology. 3. Arabic, 4. Indo-

European and Iranian studies. 5. Indian. 6. Altaic. 7. Chinese

and Yamatology,

It would be impossible within our available space to do

more here than note the principal subjects that engaged the

attention of these sections at their several meetings; indeed,

it is the less necessary to do so, as the “Acta” of the

Congress will, no doubt, sooner or later be made public. Thus

in Section I. M. Beltram read a portion of a memoir “ On the

African Races of the White Nile,” the section, at the same

time, expressing a hope that his Osaka Dictionary would soon

be published. M. Letouroux, “OuBubu Inscriptions;” M.
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Lieblein, “ On the god Jahveh and the Egyptian Deity Chefra
;

”

and M. Sapeto “ On the Kushite Abyssinians and the Gheez

and Amharic Languages.” An important discussion, also,

took place with reference to Egypto-Phoenician monuments

found in Sardinia and Italy.—In Section II. M. Lenormant

read a paper “On the Myth of Adonis-Tammuz ” (Ezek. viii.)

and “ On a Knife bearing an Assyrian Inscription” :—M.

Oppert, “ On the Chronology of Genesis,” and “ On the

Assyrian Creation- Texts ” :—and M. Renan on a collection of

“ Graffiti ” in Aramsean and Phoenician, found by M. Mariette

at Abydus in Egypt. The cities of Florence and of Pisa

presented, also, important lists of Oriental documents relating

chiefly to trade, from their archives
;
and M. Lasinio, in

presenting copies of several catalogues of Oriental books, in

Italian libraries, was able to show how energetically Italian

scholars have recently worked in this department. He
added that the Government proposed to make a complete

revision of all the old catalogues.—To Section III. Dr. Weil

contributed a paper on the question “ Whether Muhammad
knew how to Read or Write?” which led to a good deal of

discussion ;—Prof. Mehren, a notice of the correspondence

between the Arab Philosopher Ibn-Sabin and the Emperor

Frederick II. (Hohenstaufen) ;—M. Cusa, “ An Account of

the City of Fez”;—M. Lagus, “The Latin Data used by

the Geographer Al-Edrisi
;

” and M. Buonazia, “A notice

of Arabic Metres.”

In Section IV. M. Ascoligave an account of some Sassanian

Coins, preserved in the Museum at Naples ;—M. Oppei’t

described an inscription in Persian Cuneiform, which proved,

he thought, how this alphabet was created
;

all phonetic

alphabets having, in his opinion, a similar origin, though with

a great diversity in the formation of the characters. Each

one, he said, commenced with a rough imitation of the object or

fact expressed in the word, and then the figure was used to

represent, not the object but its initial sound. Thus the sign

VOL. XI.—[new SERIES.] H
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for the letter p ^Yas the same as that used for pmic a (fire), and

so on for the t, m, and s. M, Schiefner read a paper on

certain characteristics of the Caucasian Languages, especially

with regard to their internal flexion ; and communications

were made with reference to the Roumanian and English

Gypsies, by Dr. Costantiniscu and Mr. Leland, respectively.

Prof. Pizzi read a paper, “ On the Zend Radical Karet, occur-

ring in the names for knife in Europe and Asia,” arguing that,

with the exception of the Assyrians, swords were not used

in early times by the most famous Oriental nations ;—and

Mr. Brandreth, one “ On the Gaurian compared witli the

Romance languages,” which he has since more fully treated

at the last meeting of this Society.

In Section V. Prof. Roth gave an important paper, “ On a

MS. of the Atharva Veda from Kashmir,” written on birch

bai’k, in a character hitherto unknown in Europe, and called

Saradd; the MS. itself, also, was a wholly new recension,

and, therefore, of great value for Vedic studies ;—and Mr.

Oust, “An account of the Non- Aryan Languages of India,”

which he divided into the leading families of the Dravidian,

Kolarian, Tibeto-Burman, Khasi and Mon-Anam, at the same

time noticing their chief peculiarities, the range of country

they were spread over, and the number of people speaking

them. Other papers were also contributed by MM. Da Cunha,

Brofferio, and Flechia.

In Section VI. M. Yambery read a paper, “ On the primitive

culture of the Turko- Tatars ”;—and Dr. Donner, “On the

connexion between the spoken Samoiede and the Finn

language.”O O

In Section VII. Professor Legge read a paper, “ On the

present state of Chinese studies, and on what is still wanted

for a complete analytic study of the language,” with a sketch

of the progress of Chinese studies since Matteo Ricci, the first

Sinologue, went to China 300 years ago. Writing, he added,

began in China about 5000 years ago, and the characters
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might, he thought, be divided into four principal groups

—

the Pictorial, Indicative, Suggestive, and Phonetical classes.

Prof. A. von Gabelenz read a paper, “ On the possibility of

proving the existence of a Yamatological affinity between the

so-called Indo-Chinese languages— non-syllabic characters

being common to them all—and their distinction from Ural-

Altaic, Japanese, Corean-Aino, and Malayo-Polynesian.” He
urged that they all possessed in common many of those words

which are rarely borrowed, and many homophones or words

of the same sound, but different meaning. These homophones,

he thought, could not be the result of chance. Other papers

of more or less interest were read by Prof. Andreozzi, “On the

Translation of the names of Products of Natural History from

the Pen-tsao-kang-mon,''’' which led to a discussion, in which

M. de Rosny and Mr. Wylie took part ;—by Mr. Wylie, “ On

the subjugation of Cliaoii sun (ancient Corea)”;—and by M.

Nocentini, “ On the first Sinalogue, M. Picci.”

During the progress of the Congress there was an exhibition

of a number of objects, bearing more or less directly upon it,

details of which have been since published in the “ Bollettino
”

of it, p. 4, with a catalogue sufficiently full for identification.

The objects comprehend : I. Codices in various languages.

2. The Indian reliefs, sculptures, etc., brought by Dr. Leitner

from the Punjab. 3. Inscribed monuments. 4. A collection

of musical instruments ancient and modern, belonging to the

Kraus Museum at Florence. 5. A miscellaneous collection,

consisting of Chinese and Japanese objects, Persian and Indian

fruits— with models procured by M. da Cunha, and given

by him as the commencement of an Oriental Museum.

6. Drawings, impressions and photographs, chiefly Indian.

7. A large collection of books, including translations of

the Bible and parts of it, exhibited by the Bible Society of

London, with many other volumes exhibited by different

members of the Congress, or from libraries and societies in

Italy. It should be added that, at the conclusion of the
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printed “ Bollettino ” of the Congress, a list has been given

of the various works or papers published by the members

who were present at it
;
a list of much present interest, and

likely, hereafter, to be of great value. It is a pity that this

has not been made more complete, and that the writings of

some well-known scholars have been, no doubt accidentally,

altogether omitted. It should be added that, in an oral

account of the proceedings of the Congress given to this

Society by its delegate Mr. Brandreth, the highest testimony

was borne by him to the kindness and consideration shown

by all the Italian scholars to the strangers who had flocked

from all parts of Europe to Florence, and especially to

the unwearied activity and zeal of the Secretary, M. de

Gubernatis, on whom most of the details of arrangement

necessarily fell.

The Lyons Congress took place in August, and was the

tliird of the series, held in this great provincial town. It

proved to be a complete success. There w’ere six meetings,

of which the first was devoted to the commercial side of the

subject; the second to Eastern Fine Arts and Philology

The remaining four were occupied, severally, with the religions

of Egypt and Assyria, of India, China and Japan. On the last

day, an Oriental Museum was opened, and given to the public

with great liberality by M. Guimet, President of the Congress,

himself a distinguished traveller, and, from his energy and

amiability of manners, the life and soul of the meeting.

The principal documents read were, “ Three papers, by

M. Chabas, accompanying the rubbing and the translation

of an Egyptian Inscription at Florence
;

”—by M. Maspero,

“On the Funereal Style of the 12th Dynasty”;—by MM.
Gruesse andLefebure, “On the Funereal Papyrus ofSoutimes;”

“On the Ancient Religions of Persia and Assyria;” “On
the Ancient Religions of India,” with special notices on the

same subject, by MM. Guimet, Coomaraswamy, Gerson da

Cunha, and Da Sih'a; and by the learned Jurist, M. Caillemet,
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“ On the Laws of Manu.”—“ The Religions of China ”

were illustrated by papers by M. E. Milson, “ On Feng-shui

;

—by Mr. Imaizumi, “ On Lao Tsai.”—M. Jourdan contri-

buted, also, a paper “On the Religions of Japan”;—M.

MetcbnikolF, “ On the Ancient Japanese writings entitled

Shin daiji”
;
and M. Hasada, “ A Notice of a Goddess called

Bendzaiten,” It should be added, that the Oriental Museum,

prepared at the cost of M. Guimet, comprehends a library of

works in Sanskrit, Tamil, Japanese, Singhalese, and Chinese

;

a school where natives of the East can learn French, and

Frenchmen the languages of the Far East; and a collection of

the Gods of India, China, Japan, together with the classical

types of Egypt, Greece, and Rome. It was determined that

the next local Oriental Meeting should take place at Nancy.

Indian Institute .—The Council are glad to learn that the

progress of the Indian Institute at Oxford has been quite

satisfactory during the last year. Her Majesty the Queen

has been graciously pleased to become the Patron of it, and

has sent a donation of £200
;
their R.H.H. the Prince of Wales

and the Prince Leopold have also granted their patronage.

A strong committee has been formed in London and Oxford,

comprising the names of Lords Lawrence and Northbrook,

Sir Stafford Northcote, Bart., Sir Edward Colebrooke, Bart.,

the Deans of Westminster and Christ Church, the Heads of

many Colleges in Oxford, Mr. Brassey and others. More than

fourteen thousand pounds have been subscribed in England and

India, considerably more than half of which was munificently

contributed by Mr. Brassey. The India Office has recently

granted a large number of Oriental books, and the nucleus of

a library and museum is now forming in temporary rooms.

At the conclusion of the Report, Sir Henry Rawlinson,

(the President) said,—“ Gentlemen, in the first place, I should

like to call your attention to the valuable Council that has
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been selected on this occasion. We have always endeavoured,

so far as in our power lay, to avail ourselves of the benefit

of new blood from India, in order to obtain the latest and

most reliable information with reference to Indian literature

;

and we have been able to find several gentlemen willing to

serve us in that capacity. For my own part, though you

have done me the honour of selecting me again as your

President, I wish you could have selected some younger man

—

a more active member of your body, because, so far as I am

concerned, I feel that it is only length of service which gives

me any claim to fulfil the duties of the office for which you

have selected me. In tliis active, go-a-head age, great and

unceasing energy and exertion are needed to support the cause

and protect the interests of a Society like this. Peal active

exertions are indispensably necessary, and, consequently, I feel

that a more active President could do more for the benefit of

this Society than I can (“ No, no ! ”). What I shall do, how-

ever, is to call upon the services of the Council, to assist me in

every possible way
;
and I know they will give me excellent

advice and information. What we, as a Society, want very

much, are strenuous efforts in regard to canvassing— a sort of

Asiatic literary propagandism. I should like you all to

interest your friends and acquaintances in the study of Oriental

literature, and endeavour to induce them to become members

of the Society. I hear that officers, when they return from

India, often complain that, in coming to England for a holiday,

it is rather hard on them, after grinding, so to say, in India,

to have to devote themselves to Oriental subjects in this

country. While I admit the justice of the complaint, I may

remark that there are many officers who retire from the service

comparatively young men, who might be induced to join the

Society, and be of great service to us. These are the members

I should like to see enrolled on our list. Already great progress

has been recently made in every department (hear, hear). We
have had this year a clear gain of thirty-three new members.
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including those elected this day,—or, omitting those who

have compounded, we have thirty more paying members.

Well, such members supply not only our ‘ Intelligence

Department’ with information, but they form the thews and

sinews, so to say, of the Society. We exist by our subscriptions,

the more of which we have the better for the Society, as we

shall thus be the more able to extend the knowledge of Oriental

literature. I would also like to refer to Mr. Gust’s services

during the past year. He is one of our most active and

energetic members. He is always at work for us, and he

executes that work con amove
;
the more and the harder he

works, the better he looks, and the higher, also, are his spirits.

These are the sort of men we want for our Council. Nor can

I omit mentioning Mr. Fergusson, who, for the last forty

years, has been an active member, and is, to-day, as ready

and able to take up any subject and treat thereon, as he was

when he first joined the Society, To bring forward such

people, to induce them to join the Society, ought to be one of

the chief aims and efforts of each member ; a benefit would

thus be not only conferred on it, but also on the public

generally. I hope, too, as we go on, w'e shall have further

opportunities of publishing papers from many members of our

bod3^ Colonel Yule, also, I should add, takes a lively

interest in us, and gives us a great deal of valuable information

;

and, in fact, I see around me, on all sides. Oriental scholars

whose ability and intelligence are such as to warrant me in

asserting that if we pull together, we shall raise the position of

the Society to the place it occupied in the days of Messrs. H.

T. Colebrooke and H. H. Wilson. In furthering this object,

I shall be most happy to give any assistance I can.”

It having been proposed by Sir Edward Bayley, K.C.S.I.,

and seconded by Sir Arthur Phayre, that the Report be

adopted,

Sir Henry Rawltnson announced the foUowins Memberso
as the Council and Officers of the ensuing year.
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President and Director.—Major-General Sir H. 0 . Eavvlinson,

K.C.B., D.C.L., F.R.S.

Vice-Presidents.—Sir E, Clive Bayley, K.C.S.T.
;

Sir T.

Edward Colebrooke, Bart., M.P.
;
James Fergussou, Esq.,

D.C.L., F.R.S.
;
Colonel Yule, C.B.

Council.—Lieut.-General H. H. Godwin-Austen
;
E. L.

Brandreth, Esq.
;

Oliver Codrington, Esq., M.D.
;

Major-

General E. T. Dalton, C.S.I.
;
Rev. John Davies, M.A.

;

M. P. Edgeworth, Esq.
;

Sir Barrow Ellis, K. C.S.I.
;
Major-

Gen. Sir F. Goldsmid, C.B., K. C.S.I.
;
Arthur Grote, Esq.

;

W. W. Hunter, Esq., LL.D., C.I.E.
;

Lieut.-General Sir

Arnold Keinball, K.C.B.
;

Colonel Sir W. Merewether,

K.C.S.I.; Sir W. Muir, K.C.S.I.; Lieut.-General Sir Arthur

Phayre, C.B., K.C.S.I.
;
Lieut.-General Sir H. E. L. Thuillier,

C.B., K.C.S.I. F.R.S.,

Treasurer.—E. Thomas, Esq., F.R.S.

Secretary and Librarian.—W. S. W. Vaux, M.A., F.R.S.

Honorary Secretary.—Thomas Chenery, Esq.

Honorary Librarian.—Robert N. Cust, Esq.

Donations to the Library.—The Council have to report

donations to the Library from

The Eoyal Society of London.

The Royal Society of Edinburgh.

The Royal Irish Academy.

The Royal Institution.

The Royal Geographical Society of London.

The Royal Horticultural Society.

The Royal Society of Literature.

The Royal Agricultural Society of England.

The Royal Dublin Society.

The Royal Geological Society of Ireland.

The Royal Society of Victoria (Australia).

The Royal Society of Tasmania (Van Dieman’s Land).

The Trustees of the British Museum.

The Council of the British Association.

The Asiatic Society of Bengal.

The Bombay Branch of the Asiatic Society.

The North China Branch of the Asiatic Society.

The Japan Asiatic Society.

The East India Association.

The Society of Biblical Archscolog}’.
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The Society of Antiquaries of London.

The Zoological Society of London.

The Linnaean Society of London.

The Numismatic Society of London.

The Statistical Society of London.

The Geological Society of London.

The Astronomical Society of London.

The London Institution.

The Anthropological Institute.

The Society of Arts.

The Cambridge Philosophical Society.

The Historical Society of Lancashire and Cheshire.

The Liverpool Literary and Scientific Institution.

The Philosophical Society of Manchester.

The Proprietors of the Canadian Journal of Science.

The Proprietors of the United Service Journal.

The Societe Asiatique de Paris.

The Societe Ethnologique de Paris.

The Societe Gdographique de Paris.

The Societe de la Geographie de Bourdeaux.

The Academie des Sciences de Montpellier.

The Eoyal Academy of Lombardy.

The Eoyal Academy of Belgium.

The Eoyal Academy of Turin.

The Eoyal Academy “ dei Lincei” at Eome.

The Eoyal Academy of Vienna.

The German Oriental Society.

The Eoyal Academy of Berlin.

The Geographical Society of Berlin.

The Eoyal Academy of Munich.

The University of Bonn.

Bataviaasch Genootschap.

Koningkl. Institut. d. Nederlandsche-Indie.

Hungarian Academy of Pesth.

The Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg.

The Society of Northern Antiquaries of Copenhagen.

The Academy of Natural Science, PhOadelphia.

The American Ethnological Society.

The American Philosophical Society.

The Institute of New Zealand.

The Society also takes in the following papers ;

The Indian Antiquary.

The Eeviie Critique.

The Oriental Publications of the Palaeographical Society.

The Journal of the Society is sent to

The Eoyal Library at Windsor.

The Secretary of State for India.
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The India Office Library.

Eoyal Society of London.

Eoyal Institution.

Society of Arts.

Society of Antiquaries of London.

The Linna3an Society of London.

Eoyal Horticultural Society.

Zoological Society of London.

Eoyal Astronomical Society.

Eoyal Geographical Society.

Geological Society of London.

British and Foreign Bible Society.
^

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.

Eoyal Agricultural Society.

Eoyal Society of Literatm'e.

The Eoyal College of Surgeons.

The Library of the House of Commons.

The Society for the Propagation of the Go.spel.

The Numismatic Society of London.

The Statistical Society of London.

Historic Society of Lancashire and Cheshire.

PhUosopliical Society of Manchester.

Literary and Philosophical Society of LiverpooL

The London Institution.

The Public Library, Cambridge,

Anthropological Institute.

Devon and Exeter Institute.

Eoyal Dublin Society.

Eoyal Irish Academy.

Eoyal Society of Edinburgh.

University College, London.

Advocates' Library, Edinburgh.

Trinity College, Dublin.

British Museum.

Bodleian Library.

The Society has also received the following papers :

—

The Athenaeum. The Academy. The Pundit. Indu-Prakash. Japan Mail.

Allen’s Indian Mad. The Homeward Mail. London and China Telegraph.

Mission Field. Journal of the Indian Association.

The Society has also received the following individual

donations :

—

From the Secretary of State for India. The Third Eeport, by Mr. Burgess, of

the Archaeological Surveys of Western India, Bidar, and Aurungabad.

—

Sanskrit and old Canarese Inscriptions, by Messrs. Burgess and Fleet.

—

The Flora of British India, parts v. and vi., by Sir J. D. Hooker.—Snake

poisoning in India, and Australia.—Baron Meyendorf’s Journey to Bokhara,
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June, 1826, translated by Capt. Chapman, Calcutta, 1870. — Travels in

Central Asia, by Meer Izzet-oollah, 1812-3, translated by Capt. Hen-
derson, Calcutta, 1872.—Major Lumsden, Mission to Kandabar, Calcutta.

8vo. 1860.—J. Anderson, M.D., Expedition to "Western Tunan and Bhamo.

Calcutta, 1871.—Papers of the Thomason Civil Engineering College,

Eoorkee.-—Professional Papers of Indian Engineering, 2nd Series, Parts

1—32, Eoorkee, 1871-9.—Catalogue of the MS. and Printed Eeports and

Maps of the Indian Surveys, 1878.—A. E. Gough, Papers relating to the

Preservation of the Eecords of Ancient Sanskrit Literature.—Voyages of

Sir James Lancaster to the East Indies, and The Hawkins Voyages during

the reigns of Henry VIII., Queen Elizabeth, and James I., edited hy

C. Markham, F.E.S., M.E.A.S., both published by the Hakluyt Society.

—

Missions of G. Boyle and T. Manning to Tibet and Lassa, also edited by

C. Markham.

From the Government of Bengal. Manual of the South Arcot District, 1878

by J. H. Garstin.—Eeport on the Meteorology of India, 2nd year, 1876,

by H. F. Blanford.— Eeport on the Indian Meteorological Memoirs,

vol. i. pt. 2, 1878.—Objects of Antiquarian Interest in the Lower Provinces

of Bengal, etc.

French Government. H. Zotenberg, Catalogue des MSS. (Ethiopeens

de la Bibliotheque Rationale; and, also, the seventh vol. folio of the Livre

des Eois of Firduse, edited by the late Jules Mohl.

Government of Berlin. Steinschneider, Cat. of the Hebrew MSS.
and DiUmann, Cat. Abyssinian MSS., pt. 3.

Kenchio Suyematsu, Esq., M.E.A.S. 1. Catalogue des objets envoyes

a la Exposition IJniverselle de Paris. 2. Outline History of Japanese

Education for Philadelphia, 1876, and Paris, 1878.— 3. Le Japon a

I’Exposition IJniverselle, 2 parts, 1878.

A. M. Ferguson, Esq., M.E.A.S. Inge Va or Suina Durai’s Pocket

Tamil Guide.

Eev. T. P. Hughes, M.E.A.S. The Quran translated into the Urdu
Language. Lodiana, 1876.

John C. Bowring, Esq. Vocabulario de la Langua Tagala, by Hermann
Fray Domingo de los Santos, 1794.

J. E. Nelson, Esq., M.E.A.S., District Judge, Cuddapah. A View of

the Hindu Law as administered in the High Court of Madras.

F. W. Madden, Esq., M.E.A.S. Jewi.sh Numismatics, being a Supple-

ment to the History of Jewish Coinage and Money in the Old and New
Testaments.

Eev. Tien Bey. Selections from the Fathers, an Arabic MS.
formerly in the Convent of St. Elias, Ghazer, Mmmt Lebanon.

Ajunonier, M. Dictionnaire Khmer-Franqais. Saigon, 1878.

Mr. FaEon. Continuation of New’ Hindustani-English Dctionary.

T. W. Tolbort, Esq., M.E.A.S. Eabinsan Kruso. Translated from

Urdu into Persian.

Messrs. Thacker and Co. Tagore Law Lecture for 1877. The Law
Eclating to Minors in the Presidency of Bengal, by E. T. Trevalyen, Esq.

Mrs. Damant. Gaur, its Euins and Inscriptions, by the late J. H.
Eavenshaw, Esq.

Capt. Edwd. PaUiser. United States Artillery. From the Author.

late IMr. Alwis. Sinhalese made Easy.
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From M. Leopold Hugo. La Theorie Hugo Decimale.— Astronomie Geo-

metrique.

John Muir, Esq., D.C.L., C.I.E., M.E.A.S. Fourth Set of Metrical

Translations from the Sanskrit.

Miss Lloyd. A Collection of Grammars, etc., of South African

Languages, viz., 1. Tindale, the Eevd. H., Nama Hottentot Grammar and

Vocabulary. Cape Town, 1857.—Boyce, W. B., Kafir Grammar. 2nd ed.

Loud. 1844.— 3. Do. 3rd. ed. Lend. 1863.—4. Davis, M. J., Kafir

Grammar. Lend. 1872.— 5. Appleyard, J. W., Do. King William’s

To™, 1850.—6. Davis, W. J., Kafir-English Dictionary. Lond. 1872.

—

7. Ayliff, J., Kafir Vocabulary. 2nd ed.— 8, Colenso, Bishop, Zulu Ele-

mentary Grammar. 2nd ed. Pieter-Maritzburg, 1871.— 9. Grout, L., Zulu

Grammar. Um.sunduzi, Natal, 1859.— 10. Eoberts, Eevd. C., Zidu-Kafir

Language Simplified. Mount Coke, South Africa, 1874.— 11. Perrin,

James, English-Zulu Dictionary. 2nd ed. Pieter-Maritzburg, 1865.

—

12. Dohne, J. L., Zulu-English Dictionary. Cape Town, 1857.— 13. Colenso,

Bishop, Zulu-English Dictionary. 2nd ed. Pieter-Maritzburg, 1861.

—

14. Archbell, J., Sechuana Grammar. Grahams Town, 1837-8 —
15. Fre'doux, J., Sechuana Grammar. Cape Town, 1864.— 16. Brown, J.,

Sechuana-English and English-Sechuana Vocabulary. 1876.— 17. Wilson,

J. L., Mpongwe Grammar and Vocabularies. New York, 1847.

—

18. Moffat, E., Standard Alphabet Problem for South African Languages.

London, 1864.

Eobert N. Cust, Esq. The Modern Languages of the East Indies, by

himself.—Ilaug’s Essays on the Pursis. 2nd ed. Edited by E. W. West, Esq.

—Mr. Sweet’s Address to the Philological Society, 1877.— British Burmah
and its People, by Capt. C. J. F. S. Forbes.
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